AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JANUARY 3, 2002
NOTICE OF JOINT WORK SESSION
WITH THE HIGHLAND CITY COUNCIL
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council and the Highland City
Council will meet in a joint work session on Thursday, January 3, 2002, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 3:00p.m. The agenda shall be as
follows:
WORK SESSION
1. Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
2. Discussion of issues relating to the 9600 North boundary between American Fork
and Highland Cities.
3. Adjournment.
Dated this 27 day of December, 2001.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JANUARY 3, 2002

(

JOINT WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council and the Highland City Council met in a joint work session on
January 3, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, commencing at 3:12p.m. Those present from
the American Fork City Council included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont,
Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. American Fork City Staff present
included City Administrator Carl Wanlass, City Recorder Richard Colborn, City Planner Rod
Despain, City Attorney Kevin Bennett, and City Engineer Howard Denney.
Those present from the Highland City Council included Mayor Jess Adamson, Councilmembers
Jan Bunce, Gwyn Franson, Mike Long, Gary Phillipi, and Councilman-elect Brian Brunson.
Highland City Staff present included City Administrator Barry Edwards, City Recorder Winifred
Jensen, City Attorney David Church, and City Engineer Boyd Wilson.
Others present included Sharon Haddock, David Brower, Barbara Brower, Christie Dalley.
Mayor Barratt welcomed those in attendance.
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Councilman Tom Hunter offered the Pledge of Allegiance and Mayor Jess Adamson offered the
prayer.
Discussion of issues relating to the 9600 North boundary agreement between American Fork and
Highland Cities
Mayor Ted Barratt asked Highland City Mayor Jess Adamson to begin.
Mayor Adamson felt it was important that the two cities interact well with each other. He
expressed appreciation of the positive relationship they have had over the past four years and
much had been accomplished. Highland City was noticed of an annexation to American Fork that
concerned 9600 North. There had been several properties on 9600 North that had been under
consideration. They had worked hard over the past four years and previous to that, to resolve
boundary issues. They tried to have agreements in place that would foster good relationships.
Since he was involved, they have had a gentleman' s agreement which they considered that the
boundary would be south of 9600 North and one lot deep in order not to overload a road with
dual infrastructure. The Coates and Sparks properties were there along with a couple of homes
facing 9600 North. This was about the last property that they would have to meet over.
Mayor Adamson expressed Highland' s concern over the annexation of the Kay Robinson
Annexation, which also represented the Melissa Robinson property. The map showed the
annexation line going down the section line which crossed over to the north side of 9600 North
which would put that road fully into Atnerican Fork City and would set aside the previously
mentioned agreement of one lot deep . They had not been informed of the developer' s plans but
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they have heard that it was a mixed use with commercial development and elderly or senior
housing. Highland City would like to continue to negotiate an appropriate boundary.
Mayor Barratt acknowledged that the annexation did go north of9600 North and that it was a
City Initiated annexation.
Councilman Blake asked the issue on the road as who ever had it would have responsibility.
Mayor Adamson explained the problem of having duplicate city services in a roadway. It was
Highland' s intent to have one city maintain that road and that went back to American Fork Mayor
B. Kay Hutchings' administration.
Howard Denney noted that the section line did not go along the roadway and went north of the
road about 14 feet.
Rod Despain explained that this first became an issue in 1992 with the Beveridge Annexation
which proposed homes that fronted onto 9600 North. Shortly thereafter, the Dale Greenwood
and the Eggett Annexation came forward which also was approved. The Eggett Annexation went
to the north side of the road and some portion of the lots in Highland were technically in
American Fork. They then worked on a Boundary Adjustment on the Coates property. He
believed the one lot deep concept came as a result of those discussions and then again with the
Sparks property. There was considerable discussion and the thought was to form some type of an
agreement but that was never consummated.
Mayor Adamson commented that Highland City had the Foster disconnection which was
subsequently sold and decided to be left in Highland. However, recently, Mr. Preston has
approached Highland and wanted to disconnect .68 acres and have it be in American Fork.
Rod Despain acknowledged that the City had received that proposal and added that American
Fork rarely got involved in speculative annexations. Through the annexation process they
generally knew upfront what the development would be. Drafts of this development have been
proposed, but the City had given no commitment nor formal response. In American Fork's
process, assutning this went forward, the Council would instruct the Planning Commission to
prepare an annexation agreement and that was where they would get into the detail.
Councilman Hampton asked who maintained 9600 North Street in the area of the Eggett and
Greenwood parcel.
Carl Wanlass explained that the two communities shared some costs.
Councilman Blake asked if there was an alternative proposal.
Mayor Adamson stated that they did not have one. The annexation has come from American
Fork City as a City Initiated annexation and as a City; Highland did not have the opportunity to
protest because they were not property owners.
Councilman Blake asked what would address the concern.
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Mayor Adatnson wanted to maintain the agreement that they had operated under since 1992
which was one lot deep .
Mayor Barratt asked Highland's position if the development was such that no services were
required from Highland.
Mayor Adamson responded that it would still be the boundary. They would have concerns of
access, traffic flows, etc. They did not have a subdivision plat to look at and no described usage.
They only information that Highland had was that this was a City Initiated annexation. He knew
there was a plan, but he had not seen it. If American Fork stipulated that Highland had control of
9600 North and the services and no duplication, he guessed that they would consider that.
Mayor Barratt asked if Highland City was going to protest under any circumstance.
Mayor Adamson answered that in a City Initiated annexation, Highland City could not protest,
only litigate.
Mayor Barratt observed that if it was beneficial to both cities' there would not be a problem.
Mayor Adamson stated that was correct. Their intent was not to litigate and that was why
Highland was meeting with American Fork. You could not ask for more than for a solution that
would benefit both communities.
Highland City Councilman-elect Brian Brunson felt that one issue was the maintenance and
control of 9600 North and the other was control of the neighborhood.
Mayor Adamson wanted to make sure that they did not bring an impact upon their residents.
Rod Despain noted one thing that came out of earlier discussions was that American Fork allowed
9,000 square foot lots to front on 9600 North. At that time it was asked that the lots be larger
and more rural in character. He felt one fear was that the character of development that might
come would not be compatible. The future of 9600 North was unclear in terms of its role.
American Fork felt that it was a collector class road. At that time, that was a major issue raised
by Highland. There has been a reluctance to allow road connections from the south to the north.
Mayor Adamson stated that Highland did feel that 9600 North was a collector class road and they
were preserving a 66-foot cross section. With two communities involved in the road, there were
different standards. On the American Fork side there was a monolithic curb, gutter, and sidewalk.
Highland required a buffer strip .
Highland City Administrator Barry Edwards asked what was proposed for this property.
Mayor Barratt provided a drawing of the proposal and had it placed on the bulletin board.
Carl Wanlass reported that it showed the relocation of9600 North to the south.
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Mayor Adamson noted that it would affect three homes that fronted on that roadway and asked
what would happen to them.
Rod Despain felt that a lane would remain. This was a sheet that was provided by the applicant
identifying what they had in mind. There had been no response to this and would not be under the
City's review system until after the annexation hearing.
Mayor Barratt explained that they were proposing a lane coming in off of 100 East between 9600
North and the LDS Church, and it showed retirement homes and a community center, assisted
living, a park, and retail center. Across the street was a restaurant and office area. It did show an
access to 9600 North.
Mayor Adamson asked what zone this property would be placed in.
Rod Despain explained that at this point the General Plan put the area at 3 units per acre and a
Neighborhood Commercial. The Neighborhood Commercial was part of the revision of the
master plan that was underway. The Planning Commission's concept of that was that it was low
density and low signage, but the details were not yet worked out. The proposal was in a Planned
Development format and suspected that the project across from the Golf Course had been
successful and that they would want to do something similar.
Brian Brunson commented that in applying a commercial use to that area, how could that be done
and not further deteriorate the status on 100 East. It was already in failure.
Rod Despain thought that 100 East would be the primary access, 9600 would be a second, and
200 East would be a third. There were minor streets south of 9600 North. He felt there was
adequate circulation. First East Street was an arterial road and a State Highway.
Councilman Blake noted that philosophically the intent of the neighborhood commercial was that
it would provide things for those that live in that neighborhood.
Rod Despain agreed. But, with the proposal of a restaurant and those sorts of things, they were
not the kinds of uses typically seen in a neighborhood commercial use.
Barry Edwards explained that the neighborhood that was being sought was in Highland. There
was no commercial clear down to 100 North in American Fork and it was an intent to grab
commercial in Highland, which was fine, but the commercial was not compatible with the people
living around there. The road was a State Road but was limited in speed and there was no intent
to make it better than it was. Frotn Highland' s standpoint, most was okay with the exception of
the convenience stores and restaurants. The people in American Fork can choose to shop other
places, but this impact was mostly on Highland residents and it was not very neighborly.
Mayor Barratt felt that the intent there, more than anything else, was that their development
across from the golf course had been very successful and was a high-end situation. With the
purchase of the State property by the Golf Course and there already being a restaurant there, he
believed they recognized that area as a great recreational opportunity and that a restaurant could
be very successful there along with a service station and professional services. These individuals
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moving to that location had some disposable income and they could actually be involved with
medical or dental facilities and some shopping facilities and were trying to make a walk able
community.
Mayor Adamson agreed but observed that they would never get to the densities needed to make a
walk able community. It then became a destination point and would bring traffic in from outside
the area for a restaurant. To support that they would need to base it on more than the
neighborhood area would support.
Mayor Barratt commented that he might have said the wrong thing. They believe they can create
a destination point and he could not fault them for the idea.
Brian Brunson noted that this was outside their jurisdiction, but there was a concern that if they
had the boundary one lot deep, there was at least a buffer. There was adequate history to
demonstrate the agreement that they had worked with and they ought not to deviate. This issue
was that they were trying to create a buffer. In order to do the 66-foot right of way on 9600
North they would have to take out a home. It was already built on the Lehi side at 56 feet. It
would be nice to make it a whole road. There was enough community interest in Highland to try
to maintain 9600 North so they could protect their neighborhoods. Sparks was about 175 feet
deep and they would like to keep that feel. He was concerned about the traffic.
Rod Despain noted that the plan was the developer' s proposal. In terms of the actual ultimate
alignment of 9600 North he felt it would not go straight but somewhere to the south and that was
his recommendation so that there would be a 90-degree intersection. American Fork would take
the right of way at the time of annexation and they would know where it would go .
Mayor Adamson understood that it was an annexation and a concept. However they want to be
involved.
Mayor Barratt asked who would be Highland' s point of contact.
Mayor Adamson responded that it could be kept on the staff level with either Boyd Wilson or
Barry Edwards.
David Church asked what happened in the American Fork process after the hearing.
Rod Despain responded that after the hearing, the Council would refer it to the Planning
Commission for the preparation of an annexation agreement. It would probably be a month or 6
weeks before they actually vote on the annexation.
David Brower did not want cotnmercial on the south. It was not necessarily a Highland issue. It
would affect the American Fork residents as well. He asked if the residents were notified.
Mayor Barratt stated that annexation notification was through the newspaper.
Highland Councilmember Jan Bunck asked what zone properties were annexed into .
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Rod Despain explained that the City had a default zone in which all property was placed unless
they desired a different zone, which would require a subsequent notice and hearing.
Brian Brunson noted this was a City Initiated annexation.
Rod Despain stated that was correct. The State Law defined this as a City initiated annexation
because virtually all of the City's annexations qualify as peninsulas or islands and that was process
in which, in a piecemeal way, they could reduce the size of existing peninsulas and islands. They
were doing this as a result of an affirmative action of the property owners. American Fork did not
go out and solicit this annexation.
David Church did not disagree, but was not so sure either that it qualified under the annexation
rules. There was some question. All of the Cities that use this short cut change who can protest.
The protest was limited to only those that lived there. One of Highland' s frustrations was that
they had no method to protest. That meant that if they wanted to be involved and they were not
permitted, then they would have to sue. Highland did not want to do that.
Rod Despain noted that this was the method that the State Law allowed to reduce islands by
increments. In the petition form, you have to take it all.
Mayor Adamson appreciated the tneeting together. He had lived in two communities in his life
American Fork and Highland and his heart was dear to both of them. This was a wonderful area
and they had great inroads of fostering good relationships and asked that they continue.
ADJOURNMENT
The Joint Work Session adjourned at 4:04p.m.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JANUARY 3, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION

(

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session
on Thursday, January 3, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1. Discussion of items for the upcoming January 7, 2002, and January 8, 2002, City
Council meetings.
2. Other business.
3. Adjournment.
Dated this 27 day of December, 2001.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JANUARY 3, 2002
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WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on January 3, 2002, in the City Hall
commencing at 4:10p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hamtpon, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Rod Despain, Howard Denney, Kevin Bennett, Terry Fox, and
Daniel Van W oerkom.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING JANUARY 7, 2002, AND JANUARY 8,
2002, CITY COUNCIL MEETINGS
January 7, 2002
Mayor Barratt noted that there would be the swearing in ceremony. He had talked with the
Councilmembers about assignments to boards and committees. There would be action to appoint
Howard Denney to be the person to vote the American Fork City shares at the Irrigation
Company's annual meeting. Anyone having concerns or direction should contact Mr. Denney.
There would be some refreshments after the swearing in.
January 8, 2002
Carl Wanlass explained to the Council a couple of items. Pleasant Grove has requested to enter
into an agreement to allow the connection of the new bank on the southeast corner of 1100 East
State to connect to American Fork's sewer until they get a line run. Pleasant Grove has prepared
an agreement. By Pleasant Grove asking this, it would allow the cities to address a boundary
agreement and he felt the City should entertain it. On the other hand, the proposed Gasser
Annexation to American Fork at 1175 East 50 South had proposed about 52 units and they can
only hit about two-thirds of them with the American Fork sewer without running a long distance
of new sewer line and they would like some type of an agreement with Pleasant Grove. They
wanted a perpetual agreement. Carl Wanlass had told them that American Fork would only want
a temporary arrangement. If they wanted a permanent deal, they should seek annexation to
Pleasant Grove.
Howard Denney explained that a line could be run from the area of State Street north. They
could also use a lift station.
Kevin Bennett added that the City had an adequate facilities ordinance where the developer
needed to install what was necessary or wait for the City's timetable.
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Mayor Barratt explained that the other option was to go to Pleasant Grove. They had done a lot
of work in American Fork and their preference was to be in American Fork
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Councilman Hampton felt that they needed to fully pay the cost for American Fork to service their
needs and if not, they should seek annexation to Pleasant Grove.
Mayor Barratt noted that the bank would be a short-term agreement and to work for Gasser it
would need to be the same scenario. It was not on the agenda and he would have staff discuss
that with the developers again.
Public Hearings
7:05p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding a site plan for Nova Source (Tunex) at 142
North West State Road.
There was no discussion on this item.
7:15p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding the KWR Annexation consisting of29.08
acres at 14 7 5 North 100 East.
Councilman Hampton thought that 9600 North Street could be deeded to Highland but that was
not what they were after. In the final portion of the discussion they wanted some share of
commercial. The talk of a buffer didn't mean much as traffic would still go into the strip mall and
the commercial and the retail .
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Mayor Barratt noted that they wanted some type of sales tax sharing.
Action Items
1.

Review and action on the Financial Audit for fiscal year ending June 30, 2001.

Carl W anlass explained that the audit had been completed. Angie Anderson who was the
manager of the audit reported that Denton Alexander, who was the audit partner, was out of
town. She was willing to make the presentation, but Mr. Alexander would be able to be in
attendance on January 22, 2002.
Councilman Hampton stated that if adoption was not required by a certain date, then the 22nd
would be okay.
Carl W anlass reported that the statute stated that the audit needed to be completed by December
31 , and it was.
Mayor Barratt stated this item would be placed on the January 22 agenda and it would give the
Council a chance to go through it.
2. Review and action on an Ordinance of Annexation including the revision of Annexation
Agreement (Attachment C) for the J. Patterson Addition Annexation consisting of 5.06 acres at
1200 North 450 West, placement of the property in the RA-1 and the R1-9000 zones, and the
repeal of Ordinance No. 01-10-51 .
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Carl Wanlass noted that some discussion with the Council was needed. There was a revised
annexation agreement that Mr. Patterson would like the City to adopt. Wayne Patterson had
provided the water, deed for the road, etc. The first, with Paul Washburn, was to have the
property deeded to American Fork City without an annexation and he thought it would be
completed. But it did not workout. They came back with an annexation agreement two or three
times and the City would purchase about 3 acres to add to the Hunter Park and agreed to a price
of about $114,000 and that was approved by the Council. Mr. Patterson, due to some family
issues was not able to sell that property to the City. Wayne Patterson, Mayor Barratt, Dan Van
Woerkom, and Carl Wanlass met and went has high as $140,000 for the property. Paul Washburn
volunteered to pay the difference. Wayne Patterson, at the meeting, called his sister who was
involved in the process and she declined. In a nutshell, Dan Van W oerkom was asked to come
back with what was acceptable to Wayne Patterson and have him sign it. Rod Despain had
worked on some revisions. The issue with the City was if they wanted the Park Property now vs.
the road. If the City did not annex the property, Virginia Ridge would need to be revised. Wayne
Patterson noted that down the road, it might be available.
Mayor Barratt observed that the property was in mainly a wetlands area.
Councilmember Belmont wanted the park.
Councilman Blake asked if there were easements across it now for trails.
Howard Denney responded that there was not.
Councilman Hampton asked the disadvantage of annexing it as Wayne Patterson suggested.
Carl W anlass noted that the City had already approved an annexation agreement.
Rod Despain explained that the notion of this becoming a part of the larger Hunter Park was
factual. The Annexation Agreement proposed by Wayne Patterson was different in four areas
from the one that the City had already approved. 1) All of the property would be placed in the
R1-9000 zone instead of a portion of it going into the RA-1. That suggested that it was
developable property and defined some intent. 2) By zoning it that way the general plan would
need to delete this portion of property for use as a park. Both versions allowed for about four
lots.
Councilman Storrs asked why the City would want to change from what was agreed upon.
Rod Despain explained that the Council passed it but the other party did not agree it to .
Carl W anlass felt this was a way to get the road.
Rod Despain, explained that the road was being addressed because the design of Virginia Ridge
would need to be adjusted to look at the day of further development. A decision not to annex
may not forever preclude the road at sometime.
3) Rod Despain stated that the original agreement had a statement in it that it acknowledged that
the land was undevelopable. This one did not. There was no road provision. To the northwest
3
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was the equestrian park and the northwest corner of this property was out of the wetlands. 4)
The water requirement was to be satisfied through water in the Fort Field-Little Dry Creek Water
Users Association. Under the previous zoning and the providing of property for the park only 4
acre-feet would be required. They wanted the City to take it and bank the water for future
development. Now it was proposed that they give the City additional water right beyond what
was required and have the City give them back water right that was previously conveyed to the
City, that being Highland Conservancy District water. He did not believe the water deal was in
the best interest of the City. He felt the storage water of the Highland Conservancy District was
better than the natural flow right of the Fort Field-Little Dry Creek and they were not equivalent
especially if the City was considering a secondary system. It amounted to about 40 acre-feet.
Councilman Hampton asked about the road.
Mr. Despain explained that Mr. Washburn in the development of Virginia Ridge thought he could
place a road north and stubbed it so. Now the playing field had changed and the road may not go
there.

Mayor Barratt felt the City needed the road.
Rod Despain stated that it was about 110 feet of roadway.
Councilman Blake asked about using condemnation.
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Rod Despain commented that the City not like to do that, but it was an option. If the City was
willing to give up on the park now, they would get the road.
Mayor Barratt added that they could get the road, and they may get the park.
Councilman Blake noted that they did not need to annex it at this time.
Mayor Barratt stated that the road was vital for public safety. The park may not be possible, but
they could get the road.
Councilman Storrs did not think they needed the additional area for the park.
Police Chief Terry Fox felt that the road was very important for access eventually to 9600 North.
Councilman Hampton asked what guarantee there was that the City would get the road.
Rod Despain explained that it would be recorded concurrently with the annexation.
Carl Wanlass felt that if the Council was willing to accept Mr. Patterson's proposal it probably
needed to go back to the Planning Commission for their acceptance of the changes to the
annexation agreement.

(
Councilman Hampton commented that stepping out of it and looking at it as a third party, if the
R1-9000 zoning made the road possible, then so be it.
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Rod Despain agreed. If the road now was the most important thing, it made Paul Washburn and
Wayne Patterson happy.
Carl W anlass felt that they needed to pull that water portion out and send this agreement to the
Planning Commission. The Planning Commission would meet on January 16, 2002.
Mayor Barratt stated this item would be deleted from the agenda. They would not accept the
trading of the water and that part would go back to the original agreement.
Carl Wanlass explained to Dan Van W oerkom that it would need to be changed and signed by
Wayne Patterson prior to the Planning Commission reviewing it on the 161h. They would need
that for the Planning Commission packets by the 1Oth.
3. Review and action on development projects.
a. Review and action on the final plat of American Fork Place Subdivision consisting of 1 lot
at 142 North West State Road.
There was nothing discussed on this item.
b. Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for Nova Source (Tunex) at 142
North West State Road .
There was nothing discussed on this item.
c. Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Plat G Subdivision revising lots 14,
15, & 16 of Virginia Ridge Plat Bat 534 West 1200 North.
There was nothing discussed on this item.
d. Review and action on the final plat of Forest Garden Subdivision Plat B consisting of llot
at 689 North 900 East.
There was nothing discussed on this item.
e. Review and action on a revised fencing plat for Timpanogos Heights at 750 East 50
South.
There was nothing discussed this item.
4. Review and action on a development loan to Star Mill (Daniel Copper).
Carl W anlass believed that the Council wanted the property as collateral. He would have the Title
Company prepare the Trust Deed and Trust Note. The Council would need to approve the
documents. He suggested that it be done by Resolution.
Kevin Bennett agreed.
5
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Mayor Barratt commented that the agenda would need to be reworded to include the adoption of
a Resolution.
Carl W anlass stated that he needed to get a legal description from Daniel Copper.
5. Report and action on construction projects items including change orders.
There were no change orders.
6. Review and action on various Mayor appointments and assignments to committees, boards,
and commissions.
There was nothing discussed on this item.
7.

Report on Planning Commission items.
a. Presentation and discussion of the possible improvements of I -15 through the American
Fork Corridor and action on alternatives.
There was no discussion on this item.

8, 9, 10, 12, & 13. Review and action on the November 15, 2001, retreat minutes: November 26,
2001, work session minutes: December 6, 2001, work session tninutes: January 3, 2002, joint
work session minutes: and January 3, 2002, work session minutes.
Councilman Hatnpton asked for some time to talk about agenda items 8, 9, 10, and 12, and 13.
He would like the Council's support of the removal of those from the agenda and as a policy since
those meetings don't have any action items, that they call them a meeting summary and that they
be a brief summary and not a 25 page minute thing, and that at the end it say that any one wanting
more detail, that the tapes were on file with the City Recorder and were available for review. The
summaries are distributed, but never cotne to the Council for approval. Only action minutes come
to the City Council for approval.
Kevin Bennett responded that he would want to review that with the Open and Public Meetings
Act. He thought that if official minutes were not adopted, then the tapes became that record.
Councilman Hampton noted that there was nothing binding in those sessions. They were just
discussions. Nothing was binding until it was passed by the City Council as an action item.
Carl Wanlass agreed but he questioned if the Council was required to approve minutes.
Mayor Barratt asked Kevin Bennett to review the Open and Public Meetings Act and to put his
findings in their boxes.
Councilman Hampton stated that they should not be debating all of these things because they
were not binding anyone.
Mayor Barratt stated that they would be deleted from the agenda until they get an opinion.
6

11 . Review and action on the December 11, 2001 , minutes.
There was no discussion of this item
14. Finance Committee report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Councilman Hampton stated that the Finance Cotrunittee has been asked to consider Former
Mayor Jess Green's request for reimbursement of his legal fees and he wondered if they could add
an item to go into an Executive Session to talk about that.
Kevin Bennett stated that was not available for that purpose.
OTHER BUSINESS
There was no other business.
ADJOURNJ\1ENT

Th~k ~s~o&id at 5 10 p.m.
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JANUARY 7, 2002
NOTICE OF SPECIAL SESSION AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in Special Session on
Monday, January 7, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
Twelve O'clock Noon. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAl , SESSION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance, Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Swearing in of Mayor-elect Ted Barratt and Councilmembers-elect Juel Belmont and Don
Hampton.
Review and action on various Mayor appointments and assignments to committees, boards,
and commissions.
Review and action on the designation of a person to vote the City's American Fork
Irrigation shares at the annual meeting of the American Fork Irrigation Company.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Dated this 28 day of December, 2001.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL l\IIEETING MINUTES
JANUARY 7, 2002
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on January 7, 2002, in the City Hall, 31
North Church Street, commencing at 12:11 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman
Hunter was not in attendance. Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Melanie
Marsh, Christie Reimschussel, J.H. Hadfield, Howard Denney, Sheena Parker, Rod Despain, Pam
Hunsaker, Shauna Thomas, Lynn Yocum, Cindy Walker, Heidi Mitchell, Jay Christensen,
Amanda Durrant, John Belmont, Lois Andersen, Sally Mayfield, Melissa Warren, Phyllis
Crookston, Liza Carter, Hank Warren, Jennifer Barratt, Marianne Hampton, Barbara
Christiansen, Marc Haddock, Jessica Wilson, Linda Walton, and 3 citizens.
Councilman Storrs led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and J.H. Hadfield offered the
prayer.
SWEARING IN OF MAYOR-ELECT TED BARRATT AND COUNCILl\IIEMBERS -ELECT
JUEL BELMONT AND DON HAMPTON
Mayor-elect Ted Barratt and Councilmembers-elect Juel Belmont and Don Hampton came
forward and were issued the Oath of Office by City Recorder Richard Colborn.
There was general applause.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON V ARlOUS MAYOR APPOINTl\IIENTS AND ASSIGNl\IIENTS
TO COMMITTEES, BOARDS, AND COMMISSIONS
Mayor Barratt announced the Council assignments for 2002-2003.
Councilman Hampton:

Councilmember Belmont:

Councilman Hunter:

Mayor Pro-tem
Finance Committee Chairman
Senior Citizens
Library
Downtown Inc.
Neighbors in Action
Trails
Engineering
Inspection
Arts/Humanities
Downtown Inc.
Historical
Parks
Neighbors in Action
Recreation
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Councilman Blake:

Councilman Storrs:

Planning Commission
Solid Waste
Golf Course Committee
Public Safety Committee
Streets
Beautification
Board of Adjustments
Youth CourtlY outh Council
Chamber of Commerce
Metropolitan Water District
Cemetery
Sewer/Water
Building Maintenance
City Celebration
Rodeo/Racing

Mayor Barratt stated that the remaining appointments to the Finance Committee would be made
at tomorrow night's meeting. The current Committee would remain in place for tomorrow's
meeting.
Mayor Barratt appointed City Administrator Carl Wanlass to the Timpanogos Special Service
District. Some of American Fork's sister cities were also making similar appointments. It was
felt that they needed to have the financial officers of the communities involved. There were no
questions.

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the appointments. Councilman Storrs seconded
the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Belmont, and
Blake. Absent, Councilman Hunter. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACITON ON THE DESIGNATION OF A PERSON TO VOTE THE CITY'S
AMERICAN FORK IRRIGATION SHARES AT THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
AMERICAN FORK IRRIGATION COMPANY
Mayor Barratt recommended that Public Works Director Howard Denney be appointed to vote
the City's American Fork Irrigation Shares tomorrow at their annual meeting. There was no
further discussion.

Councilman Storrs moved to appoint Howard Denney as the City's representative to vote
their shares at the annual meeting of the American Fork Irrigation Company. Councilman
Hampton seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Storrs,
Hampton, Belmont, and Blake. Absent, Councilman Hunter. The motion carried.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mayor Barratt asked each Councilmember to work on the appointments to citizen committees.
As a Mayor and Councilmember it was a great opportunity to serve the community. There' s was
not always an easy assignment and was often titne consuming and he thanked each metnber of the
2
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Council for their diligence and desire to serve the community. American Fork was well served.
These were good citizens and individuals who were very interested in doing what was best for the
residents of the community. They didn't always agree on how they should carry out those duties,
but they worked hard and believed very strongly in doing what was right for the community. He
thanked each in attendance. He thanked the City employees for the wonderful job they did. In
less than a month, February 6, 2002, the Olympic Torch would arrive in American Fork. It was a
once in a lifetime opportunity.
Councilman Blake expressed appreciation for the great democratic process. They had elections
on a regular basis and it was great to be a part of the process. There were checks and balances,
where the Mayor recommends appointments and the Council had a chance to approve them
openly. The majority of the persons serving on committees were doing so as volunteers.
Councilman Storrs congratulated Mayor Barratt and Councilmembers Hampton and Belmont on
being reelected. He was looking forward to the next two years and working with the City staff
and employees. This was the best City of all of them in Utah.
Councilman Hampton thanked all of those with whom he had served on various comtnittees over
the past four years. He realized very clearly that while the elected body fulfilled the legislative
role, what really made American Fork operate and be so successful were the thousands of hours
of time put in by volunteers. Likewise, the Staff was a loyal, dedicated Staff and he appreciated
the support they were to the Council providing to them the information they needed. He
appreciated the assignments he had over the past four years. He was convinced that a
"community succeeds when a family succeeds." He would continue to be dedicated to those
programs in the City that strengthened families. Opportunities for the youth of American Fork
were an important part of that. He appreciated those that played a key role in promoting
economic development in the community. This past year they had been very careful to watch that
the City' s growth was in the best interest of the citizens. He suggested that at some time he was
going to make a list of the names of all of the volunteers to see that they were recognized.
Councilman Hampton thanked Mayor Barratt for the great job he has done over the past four
years. He thanked the other Councilmembers for their work and he was looking forward to
serving with them over the next four years. Then that would be it as he would be looking forward
to an LDS Mission.
Councilmember Belmont thanked her family who had been very supportive over the past four
years and for her husband John who had supported her serving on committees the twenty years
before she was elected. She thanked the citizens. She did not mind the phone calls. She
appreciated those that lived in the community and was very happy to hear what they wanted to
see done. She enjoyed serving on many Committees. They had been vastly different, but very
interesting and an education. She appreciated the Councilmembers and their hard work.
Sometimes it took weeks of wrestling to cotne up with the proper solution. She hoped in the next
four years she could do what the citizens elected her to do .
There was general applause.
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Mayor Barratt noted that the Council would be working off an amended agenda for tomorrow
night's tneeting. Some items were taken off as they were not prepared to be acted on.
Phyllis Crookston suggested that in addition to the flags and banners that the City has planned
that every citizen who goes to see the Olympic Torch run take an American Flag with them. This
was American Fork.
Mayor Barratt agreed.
Mayor Barratt made note that City Attorney Kevin Bennett was not in attendance. He has had
some problems with his eyes and had surgery a few months ago on one eye. Over the weekend,
his good eye had failed him and was in need of surgery. Their prayers and concerns were with
Mr. Bennett.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilmember Belmont moved adjournment at 12:32 p.m. Councilman Blake seconded
the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Hampton, and
Storrs. Absent, Councilman Hunter. The motion carried.
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Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JANUARY 8, 2002
*AMENDED -NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on January 8,
2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows :
PI IBI JC HEARINGS

7:05p.m.
7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding a site plan for Nova Source (Tunex) at 142
North West State Road.
Receiving of public comment regarding the KWR Annexation consisting of 29.08 acres
at 1475 North 100 East.

REGJIT ,AR SESSION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

*2.
3.
4.

Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's including
1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting of an
improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4) authorization
to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the plat
recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of American Fork Place Subdivision consisting of 1
lot at 142 North West State Road.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for Nova Source (Tunex) at
142 North West State Road.
c.
Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Plat G Subdivision revising lots
14, 15, & 16 of Virginia Ridge Plat Bat 534 West 1200 North.
d.
Review and action on the final plat ofF orest Garden Subdivision Plat B consisting
of 1 lot at 689 North 900 East.
e.
Review and action on a revised fencing plan for Timpanogos Heights at 750 East
50 South.
Review and action on a Resolution approving the Trust Deed, Note, and related documents
regarding a development loan to Star Mill (Daniel Copper).
Review and action on various Mayor appointments and assignments to cmrunittees, boards,
and commissions.
Report on Planning Commission items.
a.
Presentation and discussion of the possible improvements of I -15 through the
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5.
6.
7.

American Fork Corridor and action on alternatives.
Review and action on the December 11 , 2001 , minutes.
Finance Committee report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 7 day of January, 2002.

Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JANUARY 8, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA

(

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on January
8, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The
agenda shall be as follows:
PIIBTJC HEARINGS

7:05p.m.
7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding a site plan for Nova Source (Tunex) at 142
North West State Road.
Receiving of public comment regarding the KWR Annexation consisting of 29.08
acres at 147 5 North 100 East.

REGI IT ,AR SESSION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.

3.

4.

Review and action on the Financial Audit for fiscal year ending June 30, 2001.
Review and action on an Ordinance of Annexation including the revision of Annexation
Agreement (ATTACHMENT C) for the J. Patterson Addition Annexation consisting of
5.06 acres at 1200 North 450 West, placement of the property in the RA-1 and the R1-9000
Zones, and the repeal of Ordinance No. 01-10-51.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting
of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4)
authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to
have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of American Fork Place Subdivision consisting
of 1lot at 142 North West State Road.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for Nova Source (Tunex)
at 142 North West State Road.
c.
Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Plat G Subdivision revising
lots 14, 15, & 16 of Virginia Ridge Plat Bat 534 West 1200 North.
d.
Review and action on the final plat of Forest Garden Subdivision Plat B
consisting of 1 lot at 689 North 900 East.
e.
Review and action on a revised fencing plan for Timpanogos Heights at 750 East
50 South.
Review and action on a development loan to Star Mill (Daniel Copper).
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5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Report and action on construction projects items including change orders.
Review and action on various Mayor appointments and assignments to committees, boards,
and commissions.
Report on Planning Commission items.
a.
Presentation and discussion of the possible improvements of I-15 through the
American Fork Corridor and action on alternatives.
Review and action on the November 15, 2001, retreat minutes.
Review and action on the November 26,2001, work session minutes.
Review and action on the December 6, 2001, work session minutes.
Review and action on the December 11, 2001, minutes.
Review and action on the January 3, 2001, joint session minutes with the Highland City
Council.
Review and action on the January 3, 2001, work session minutes.
Finance Committee report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 28 day of December, 2001.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL l\1EETING MINUTES
JANUARY 8, 2002
ATTACHMENTS (3)
PUBLIC HEARING-7 :05P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMl\1ENT REGARDING A
SITE PLAN FOR NOVA SOURCE (TUNEX) AT 142 NORTH WEST STATE ROAD
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on January 8, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:10p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Christie Reimschussel, Terry Fox, Paul
Christensen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Daniel Copper, Dave Robinson, Barbara Christiansen, and 19
citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding a
site plan for Tunex at 142 North West State Road.
Project Engineer Mark Greenwood was available to answer questions.
There were no questions and the hearing concluded at 7: 13 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7: 15 P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMl\1ENT REGARDING THE
KWR ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 29.08 ACRES AT 1475 NORTH 100 EAST
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on January 8, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7: 13 p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with Highland City Mayor Jess Adamson, George Brown, and about 25 additional citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
KWR Annexation consisting of29.08 acres at 1475 North 100 East. He noted that the developer
Dave Robinson was present.
Craig Carson from Highland proposed that they take 9600 North and place all on the south side in
American Fork.
Cheryl Hays from American Fork did not like to see this development in this area and that it
should be residential and that it was the wrong use of that particular piece of land. She had no
objection to it being annexed to American Fork, but would like to see it remain as an agricultural
and residential area and not available for commercial development. One of the major concerns
was the horrific traffic situation already. The side streets would be flooded with traffic including
in front of Legacy Elementary School which already had traffic troubles.
Cindy Ray lived in the area and asked for more information. What type of commercial? What
type of a restaurant? Was there a plan for a traffic light? She wanted that type of information.
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Craig Jackson lived in the area and was opposed to the proposed plan to have commercial noting
that it should remain residential because of the high traffic that was already there. This would
increase the hazard for families . There were other areas more suitable for this type of
development closer to town. There was no reason to put commercial in a residential area.
Gary Rackman who lived to the south, noted that he was not in American Fork City limits and he
did not have any objections of being annexed into the city. He and his wife did not want that sort
of development. They bought the property there so they could enjoy their horses. That kind of
development did not go along with animal rights. Traffic was a bad problem especially if this
development took in 200 East Street and the cut-off road above it. That meant that all of the
traffic would be going past the road just north of his place that came out of the Golf Course.
They have seen too many accidents in that area including a couple of fatalities to the north. The
State was working on that now and was widening the road. They were opposed to the
development.
Kim McKone lived in that area and expressed concern that there was already a surplus of
commercial floor space downtown. The strip malls were vacant downtown. She noted that in the
Kohler' s development, that restaurant location was on its third try. She suggested that they
concentrate on pulling in stronger retailers downtown vs. up near the residential area. Legacy
Elementary, the Jr. High School and two churches were in that vicinity. It was better for a
residential area.
Bill Preston stated that he lived in Highland and was in the process of annexing part of his
property into American Fork. He felt it would be a good development as long as the lights and
the streets were adequate. He thought that American Fork City and Highland City needed a
development like this. If something could be done with the traffic, he would be for it.
Kristine Perry was concerned with the proposed housing. The developers had some retirement
homes by the Golf Course that they had been working for years. They were not guaranteed that
was what they were going to get. She was not against the annexation but she was against the
rezoning of the property.
Margaret Brinkerhoff who lived in that area expressed that she did not mind the annexation but
she was concerned about the commercial development. The integrity of the area should remain
and it should be residential.
Bill Lauman who lived in that area noted that congestion by the Legacy Elementary School was a
big issue. There seemed to be all kinds of traffic there and that would increase with this
development. It would not be compatible with the residential or farming area that it was now. If
it was going to be annexed into American Fork that was fine, but he would rather leave it
residential or farming as it was . There was too much congestion on 1340 North and also on 100
East and he did not see any improvement with this type of development.
Angie Murdoch reported that she was on the PTA Board of Legacy Elementary School, and they
met today, as they were concerned about the impact on the school, busing and the safety of the
kids.
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Robert Williams explained that he lived on the corner of 100 East and 1320 North and as it was
right now the speeds were very fast. The proposed site would enhance congestion and speeds.
There were a lot of children.
Mayor Barratt welcomed Highland City Mayor Jess Adamson.
Mayor Barratt explained to the audience that this was an opportunity to hear protests to the
annexation and that they would want to be to the Planning Commission when this development
was reviewed.
Paul Stay who lived in the area voiced his opposition to the project. He was not opposed to the
annexation. He was in opposition for the similar reasons as stated prior including schools and
those types of issues.
A gentleman asked when annexation would be voted on.
Mayor Barratt explained that this was a discussion item on the January 16, 2002, Planning
Commission agenda. They may be there for two or three months or longer. The Planning
Commission will look at the project, look at zoning, and look at traffic and those types of
impacts. No action would be taken tonight.
A lady explained that it made more sense to have a retirement facility there rather than a family
residential zone. There would be less traffic and less impact in the schools. It would be an ideal
location. She did not necessarily go along with heavy commercial.
Gary Rackman explained that on the pamphlet that was sent around it said there was going to be a
service station & mini-mart. He had a water well and as an ex-service station operator he
understood about underground tanks and leakage. It took a lot of money. The City should be
concerned about its water well down the hill at the Golf Course. He was against a service station
because of the wells in the area.
Kim Welling noted that in looking at American Fork as a whole and in all of the newsletters they
were getting, they read a lot about beautification and open space and that kind of thing. In all of
the entrances to the City they were getting filled with empty office buildings and strip malls that
have office space for lease. The welcome sign in the 9600 North area epitomized what American
Fork was all about. They should not build sotnething that was not a need. The retirement
community did not need a specialty store next door. Kohler's was a prime example of little
businesses that come and go and they were not needed.
A gentleman asked which Councilmember sat on the Planning Commission.
Mayor Barratt responded that Councilman Hunter was on the Planning Commission.
Councilman Hampton added that eventually it would all come back to the City Council for a final
vote and what they were saying tonight was important for the members of the Council to hear.
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Dave Robinson stated that he was not aware that the concept plan was being passed to the
neighbors and some had stopped by the office over the past couple of days and from his
standpoint, that was appreciated. He continued that they have owned the property for several
years. They looked to see what was the best use to service the community and contribute to the
community. Their Quail Meadows project by the Golf Course was what got them spurred on in
this effort. Half of those lots were reserved. If this went through, they had several pages of
people on a waiting list. They have asked those for ideas as to the concept and how they could
have a freindly walkable community. They did not want buildings sitting empty up there. If
commercial went in, it would be something that would evolve. The office was at the Quail
Meadows development and he invited all to provide input on the concept plan. He invited people
to call him at 763-1181 . If the project didn't workout, and if the people and Planning
Commission and City Council didn't agree, they may look at doing something else, and just raise
sheep on it for a long time. He would like it to be a pleasant experience.
A lady asked about the commercial.
Dave Robinson stated that the idea with the commercial was to service not only that community
but also the surrounding area. They bought a gourmet ice cream shop back east and they would
put that in there and they have had some interest in a hair salon, a nail salon, an upscale butcher
shop and vegetable shop . They had frontage on 100 East and UDOT had been consulted about
traffic flows and the possibility of stoplights.
City Planner Rod Despain explained that different cities addressed annexations differently. In the
case of American Fork, this hearing was being held because the State Law required it after 60
days. Those living within the area to be annexed had a right to resist and to get out of the
annexation. The Robinson's requested this and he did not suspect there would be any request to
withdraw. The hearing had gone beyond that scope and the public has expressed their point of
view. In American Fork it would now go to the Planning Commission for the purpose of
preparing an annexation agreement. Within the scope of the annexation agreement, they would
talk about the zoning, development plans, and dedications to the City, and a whole host of things.
The Planning Commission would then recommend a draft to the City Council. The applicant
could then say they didn't want what was being recommended and withdraw, or they could
suggest changes, but sooner or later it would go to the City Council. Annexations have taken
years in the past because they could not come to an agreement.
There being no further cmmnent the hearing was adjourned at 7:45p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The Alnerican Fork City Council met in a regular session on January 8, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:45p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmetnbers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Terry Fox, Christie Reimschussel,
Jay Christensen, Linda Walton, Paul Christensen, Daniel Copper, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Steve
Sowby, Dale Gunther, Judy Price, George Brown, Sheri Fraughton, Doryl Lish, Brian Lish,
Barbara Christiansen, and 20 citizens.
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Councilman Hunter led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Reverend Martin Geisel
offered the prayer.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD-LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Judy Price explained about a gentleman that lived on the south side of Main Street at about 100
West who had a stroke and was paralyzed on his right side. He had a difficult time crossing Main
Street, both because of the shortness of the "walk" period at the light on Center Street and
because there was not a cross walk mid-block. It took him a long time to cross the street with his
walker. The traffic was too heavy and too fast. She explained that she had heard that there was
an Ordinance that big trucks were not supposed to go through downtown. If that was so she
would like it enforced.
Mr. Joe Cheevers noted there were too many trucks. He did not have enough time to get across
the street and sometime they were too late to recognize him.

Councilman Hampton asked if they were suggesting a cross walk mid-block and a longer time to
cross at traffic lights.
Judy Price responded that they were.
Mr. Cheevers' son Damon explained that many had concern for his father. There needed to be a
better place to cross. They used to live in Lehi and his Dad went to the Lehi Senior Center every
day. There needed to be something at the First West intersection. There was a bus stop there as
well. It was difficult for him to go all the way to Center Street. He would like to see a cross walk
mid-block as well. He thanked the Council.

Judy Price stated that they had talked about putting signs up that said, "Stop for Pedestrians." In
downtown Salt Lake they had flags that one could carry one across the street. She was not
talking about local trucks, but the big diesels that got off the freeway and traveled through town.
Paul Christensen noted that when he was a kid, there was a cross walk in the middle of the block
between Center Street and 100 West. The only safe way was an overpass. They cannot do
anything about the traffic.
Dale Gunther explained that about two months ago he requested the Council to consider
swapping some easetnents. He was concerned that nothing was happening. He understood that
Kevin Bennett had some health problems. He asked if it was going to be on the next agenda.
Councilman Hampton noted that they had received comments from Mr. Bennett on that about a
week ago.
Mayor Barratt stated that he would check on it with Kevin Bennett and he would let Mr. Gunther
know.
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Mrs. Sidney Thomas congratulated Mayor Barratt and Councilmembers Belmont and Hampton
on their reelection. She noted that there had been some discussion of changing the name of the
City Celebration from Steel Days to something more historic or patriotic. She suggested that that
"Steel Days" was historic. She read from a written statement. It is included in these minutes as
ATTACHMENT 1. She concluded by asking that the celebration name of "Steel Days" remain.
There was general applause.
Carol Anderegg from Election District 6 read from a written statement. It is included in these
minutes as ATTACHMENT 2.
Sheri Fraughton read the newsletter that was in the City bill and was somewhat concerned about
what seemed an overlap of responsibility within City committees. As she researched this issue she
was told that each committee was set up and organized to be over certain things and to perform
certain functions. Councihnembers were assigned to one or more committees. This was a good
time to sit down with their assigned committees and review and outline what their specific
responsibilities were. It would be a great asset to sit down in committees and one a year, come
up with a common goal.
She recalled that Sidney Thomas had mentioned in a previous Steel Days Committee meeting that
bathrooms at the amphitheater would be a great project for all the committees, as it would benefit
each. It would pull from the strength and resources of all committees. She did not see how the
City could function or move forward with some pushing and some pulling in opposite directions.
The bottom line was that each committee and organization needed to know what their specific
responsibilities were and function and stay within those limits.
George Brown asked the status on traffic calming devices noting that there had been a couple of
good days and tomorrow looked good as well.
Howard Denney responded that it was not in. The ground needed to be thawed as well and may
not be in until spring.
George Brown asked the status of the financial audit and the name of the audit firm.
Mayor Barratt answered that the financial audit would be presented on January 22, 2002.
Councilman Blake added that the name of the firm was Hawkins Cloward Simister.
Mayor Barratt had a Scout introduce himself
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
Carl Wanlass reported from a written outline some of the events relating to the Olympic Torch
Run in American Fork. The outline is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 3. He
noted that the plans were still tentative and would be firmed up in the next two weeks.
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Mr. Wanlass reported that locally there were four runners from American Fork, two from
Highland/Alpine, one from Cedar Hills, a couple from Pleasant Grove, with the remaining coming
from northern Utah including the Kaysville area. He added that they were looking to invite
surrounding communities to participate so they could share in the experience. The choirs had
been practicing Olympic songs for about six weeks.

Mayor Barratt explained that Coca-Cola had 150,000 commemorative Olympic Bottles that they
were handing out along the route throughout the United States. There were not a lot given out at
any one location. It was important to get in place early. Most of the things being handed out
would be ahead of the runners. They were also handing out American Flags.
Councilman Blake asked if the Torch was going through Lehi.
Carl Wanlass answered that it was going to Lehi and then by caravan to the Pony Express Trail
toward Tooele.
Mayor Barratt commented that this would be a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. The Torch would
come to Provo on February 5th . Provo was a venue site and there would be a number of
activities. There would be a huge ice castle complete with furniture made out of ice. The route
would be announced two weeks prior to February 6th.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Hunter had nothing to report at this time.
Councilmember Belmont thanked the Senior Citizens. Her assignment was changed but she
wanted them to know that she appreciated them.
Councilman Hampton had nothing to report at this time.
Councilman Storrs appreciated the comments during the comment period. He particularly
thanked Sidney Thomas for her insight as to why the celebration was called Steel Days.
Councilman Blake expressed appreciation for the committees he had the opportunity to work with
over the past two years and looked forward to working with his new assignments.
MAYOR' S REPORT
Mayor Barratt thanked all for their attendance. He appreciated the confidence shown to
Councilmembers Belmont, Hampton and to himself in being reelected. They had a great Council
and did not always agree in how things should be done, but they worked together and were
concerned about doing the right thing.
ACTION ITEMS
REVlEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS,
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS: 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
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TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION: AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN
THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO
HAVE THE PLAT RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the final plat of American Fork Place Subdivision consisting of 1
lot at 142 North West State Road

Councilman Hunter moved approval of the final plat of the American Fork Place
Subdivision subject to: 1) Receipt of documentation showing a right of access to
the parcel across the adjacent northern property in the location shown on the
site plan, 2) Approval of the access by UDOT, and 3) The plat to be recorded
following the completion of site plan conditions. Councilmember Belmont
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
b.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for Nova Source (Tunex) at
142 North West State Road

Councilman Hampton moved to approve Ordinance No. 02-01-01 approving the
site plan for Nova Source (Tun ex) to take effect upon the completion of the
following: 1) Recording of the subdivision plat for American Fork Place
Subdivision; 2) Delivery of water rights in the amount of 1.5 acre feet; 3) Posting
of a bond to cover the cost of public and essential private improvements., as
directed by the City Engineer; and 4) Delivery of copies of deeds and documents
granting off-site access and utility easements. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
c.

Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Plat G Subdivision revising lots
14, 15, & 16, of Virginia Ridge Plat Bat 534 West 1200 North
Rod Despain explained that the lot lines needed to be adjusted for the houses that were
to be constructed on them.

Councilman Hunter moved to approve the final plat of Virginia Ridge Plat G
subject to: 1) Correction of the language in the title block, as required by the
City Engineer, and 2) Receipt of the "consent to amend" form signed by all
owners in Plat B. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
d.

Review and action on the final plat of Forest Garden Subdivision Plat B consisting of 1
lot at 689 North 900 East

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the final plat of Forest Garden
Subdivision Plat B subject to: 1) Correction of the legal description, as required
by the City Engineer, 2) Receipt of a letter from the irrigation company; and 3)
Submission of a drainage agreement with the adjacent property. Councilman
Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
e.

Review and action on a revised fencing plan for Timpanogos Heights at 750 East 50
South
8

Rod Despain explained that the revised plan would add fences to the interior area and
would not diminish the common open space areas. The Planning Commission had
given a positive recommendation and found that it was a minor amendment.

Councilman Hunter moved to approve the revised fencing plan for Timpanogos
Heights PUD as a minor amendment to the previously approved plan, with the
condition that the two existing off-site signs advertising the project be removed.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Steve Tobias with Bach Development reported that the signs had been taken down.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE TRUST DEED, NOTE,
AND RELATED DOCUMENTS REGARDING A DEVELOPMENT LOAN TO STAR MILL
(DANIEL COPPER)

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-01-0lR approving the Trust
Deed, Note, and related documents for a development loan to Star Mill and Daniel Copper.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt asked if there were any questions. There were none.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON VARIOUS MAYOR APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS
TO COMMITTEES, BOARDS, AND COMMISSIONS
Mayor Barratt appointed Councilmembers Hunter and Storrs to the Finance Committee.

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the appointments. Councilman Blake seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
He reviewed the assignments as was made at the meeting yesterday and asked that they work on
filling their committees.
REPORT ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
a.

Presentation and discussion of the possible improvements of I -15 through the
American Fork Corridor and action on alternatives
J.H. Hadfield explained that in May of last year, Mountainlands Association of
Governments and UDOT started a process to look at the I -15 corridor through Utah
County. 1960's technology went into the building of the freeway and they were now,
40 years later, finding it to be inadequate. When a rollover occurred between the two
exits, it closed the freeway and Main Street received all of the traffic. The lowest
9

underpass on I-15 between Idaho and Arizona was at Sam White Lane and when that
gets blocked the traffic transfers to local streets.
At West Main there were three proposals. 1) Widen the existing off ramp . 2) Jog the
ramp somewhat so that it was at a right angle to the freeway. 3) The construction of a
new SPUI (Single Point Urban Interchange). The Planning Commission felt that
option 3 was the best and recommended it to the Council.
American F ark City was interested in another overpass because the City' s General
Plan shows that as it built to the south, it could have as much population there as they
did to the north. They were already 19,000 vehicle trip ends short of having adequate
crossings. The City was looking at getting an elevated crossing somewhere. A
Councilman from Highland suggested an additional interchange at 100 West or Center
Street. The Planning Commission recommended option 2, a diamond shape
interchange for that location.
At 500 East there was the option of 1) widening the off ramps, 2) signalize all of the
ramps, 3) a SPUI, and 4) a SPUI that was compressed so as not to impact the
surrounding property. The Planning Commission has recommended either approach 3
or 4 .
There was a lot involved. He was on that committee and he needed to report back to
them the recommendations from American Fork on January 31 , 2002. These items
were not on the funding list now and would be out ten to fifteen years. He asked for
questions.
Councilman Blake asked if the option at 100 West or Center Street went over the
tracks as well.
Mr. Hadfield responded that option 2 did go over the tracks.

Councilman Hampton asked if 10 to 15 years was realistic as to the funding . He noted
that the first thing that came to his mind was the dilemma that was already being faced
at 500 East.
J.H. Hadfield commented that MAG' s interest was to resolve a number of issues as to
possible locations. They were looking at things now. The present HOY lane on I-15
ends at 106 South. Eventually it would end at US 6 in Spanish Fork. In the Planning
Commission' s review, money was not a consideration. He asked for some direction
from the Council. There would be an auxiliary lane from PG to Provo similar to what
was done in the Salt Lake Valley.
Mayor Barratt added that it was amazing the atnount of money that the existing
projects would require. It was in the billions of dollars.
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The Planning Commission was working through many issues. J.H. Hadfield stated
that these were the recommendations from the Planning Commission and he needed to
give some direction to MAG at the end of January.
Councilman Blake stated that he would like to review this some more and asked that it
be on the next agenda for action.
Rod Despain commented that putting a new interchange on 100 West was not
something to be done lightly.
Mayor Barratt added that the City did need an overpass.
Councilman Hunter reported that at their December 19, 200 1, meeting the Planning Commission
tabled a zone change request by Arrowstar Construction at 3 5 North 3 00 East from the existing
CC-1 to the R-4 multiple family residential zone; approved a zone change request by Ray
Shepherd at 172 East 500 North from the existing R1-7500 to the R2-7500 zone; approved a
zone change request by Equiwest at 800 West 25 North from the existing I-1 zone to the SC-1
zone; approved a zone change request by Woodbury Corp . at 680 West 200 North from the
existing I -1 zone to the SC-1 zone; approved an amended fencing plan for Timpanogos Heights
PUD at 750 East 50 South; tabled the preliminary site plan for Alpine Valley Center at 608 West
Main Street; approved with conditions the preliminary site plan for the American Fork
Commercial Center at 875 West State Road; and discussed the Land Use Element of the General
Plan.
At their January 2, 2002, meeting, the Planning Commission discussed possible improvements of
I-15 through American Fork; tabled the site plan for the John Jacobs Office Complex at 76 North
Merchant Street and will need to discuss parking in the downtown with the City Council;
approved with conditions a site plan for a flower shop at 208 West Main Street; approved the
revised preliminary plat of Meadow Brook Plat C Subdivision consisting of 6 lots at 73 0 North
690 West; approved with conditions the final plat of Meadow Brook Plat C Subdivision
consisting of 6 lots at 730 North 690 West; approved the preliminary plan for American Fork
Industrial Park Subdivision consisting of 6 lots at 1400 South 500 East; approved the Automall
Business Center PUD consisting of 3 lots, which is a resubdivision of Site 1 American Fork
Automall at 995 South 500 East; approved a commercial site plan for Automall Business Center
PUD lot 3 at 995 South 500 East; tabled a zone change request by Patterson Construction at 615
East Main Street from the existing R2-7500 to the R-4 multiple family residential zone; approved
with conditions a preliminary site plan for Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street;
discussed a road and public utilities easement dedication plat for the American Fork Commercial
Center at 875 West State Road; and discussed a revised annexation agreement for the Boyde G.
Williams Annexation consisting of77.25 acres at approximately 300 East South Frontage Road.
As a result of these meetings, the following hearings have been, or will be set:
January 8, 2002
7:05p .m.-

Site plan for Tunex at 142 North West State Road.
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January 22, 2002
6:30p.m. 6:45p.m. 7:00p .m. 7:10p.m. 7:20p.m.-

Preliminary plan for the American Fork Commercial Center at 875 West State
Road.
Preliminary plan for the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street.
Zone change at 172 East 500 North from the existing R1-7500 to the R2-7500
zone.
Zone change at 800 West 25 North from the existing I-1 to the SC-1 zone.
Zone change at 680 West 200 North from the existing I-1 to the SC-1 zone.

February 12, 2002
7:20p.m. -

Site plan for the Automall Business Center Lot 3 at 995 South 500 East.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DECEMBER 11, 2001, MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the December 11, 2001, minutes with some
housecleaning items and a clarification of what was meant on line 23 of page 9.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACITON ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills for payment, purchase requests
over $1,000, and the manually prepared checks as reviewed by the Finance Committee.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 9:10p.m. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were · f: ~ r.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO 01-08-02 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 2
Congratulate Mayor Barrett, Joel Belmont and Don Hampton on new term of office
I would like to·discuss the topic of changing the name of the city celebration. There has been some
discussion about changing the present name of Steel Days to something more hist ric or patriotic.
The following statements are not documented nor do I have facts and figures to su tantiate my
remarks. As you follow through the following items with me. please in your own minds remember
the words Steel, Steel Worker, or Steel production.
•••Steel built Columbia Village, Thornwood Drive, Richland Park, East Lane and the
subdivision I live in-Sky View
••• It changed our agrarian community to a small industrial city that produced a product.
It brought new bWiinesses into the community. It laid a foundation so that Gunther
Sheet Metal could acquire the status it has today. Mr. Durfey choose American Fork to
establish his cleaning business. Barratt Builders were opened.
••• other business and small indm~tries followed that helped American Fork become "the
"hub of Northern Utah County' •
••• taught the established citizens of the community the meaning of the words diversitv and
tolerance.
Introduced into our high schools a broader curriculum.••_ a bigger tax base and more
students who could learn foreign languages, receive vocational training, art classes.
••• offered job opportunities to the returning military after World War n
roug appren ces 1p programs set up by steel, veterans used their G.L schooling to
become skilled carpenters, brick masons, electricians, boiler-makers, welders, and
others.
••-there was employment for engineers and other highly skilled people who previously bad
found good paying jobs away from the local area.
encouraged volunteers who donated labor and money to such projects as Fairyland at the
Development Center, J.C. Ball Park, and Veterans Memorial Swimming PooL
••. encouraged participation in civic activities.
bas been a part of the community for 60 years. 60 years of 153 years is a big chunk of
time. We cannot overlook the contributioa it has made nor can we forget the changes it
has created•

....1 strongly feel that instead of discussing the 11. e of a City Celebration we should unite a
write letters or call our Senators and Representatives urging them to help thi->! ... ~rmpled
industrial giant".
I ask-Is Pleasant Grove still growing strawberries? Are they planning to change the
name of their celebration"
Does Payson still grow the "Golden Onion"? Are they planning to change
their celebration' s -~ e>
Pittsburgh is known wortd-wide for the production of steeL Their problems are much
greater than oun. Have they BENCHED the Pittsbu
Steelers.

.4"
'· ..

(

ATTACHMENT 2 TO 01-08-02 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1

(

My name is Carol Anderegg and I am from district 6. We are currenti putting
together a petition so that you may know that our neighbors share our
concerns in regards to the following issues:
1. We are concerned with the disappearance of open spaces.
2. We are concerned;~at ~~~w, if any, neighborhood and regional
parks and trails ~ '00~ t9'Q~
~3. We don't want to see land that has been zoned for residential 15,000
square foot lots, or larger, continually being rezoned for 9,000 square foot lots.
4. We would like to see more 1/3 - 1 acre lots in northwest American Fork.
5. We are concerned that as retail businesses (ie. Super Wal-mart, Lowe's,
etc.) enter our area, that our peaceful residential streets will become
thoroughfares. We are particularly interested in seeing that 540 W. does not
connect to 1120 N., thus making 540 W. even busier than it already is.
We are very concerned about these matters and will continue to be persistent.
Thank you.

(

ATTACHMENT 3 TO 01-08-02 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 2

Olympic Torch Run Celebration Outline
American Fork City - February 6, 2002

(

Tuesday, February 5, 2002
Event with Torch Runners (Tentative)
Approximately 33 Torch Bearers

Wednesday, February 6, 2002
Fire Truck Procession
6:45a.m.- Wal-Mart
(Shane Peterman 492-1102)
Site Coordinator: Pam Hunsaker

\

A. Choirs
Barratt Elementary
American Fork Junior High
B. Pleasant Grove High School
Drum Line/Band
Colorguard
C. Fireworks
Extreme East End of the Wal-mart Parking Lot.
D. Coca-Cola Trailer

6:52 a.m. - Gene Harvey Chevrolet
A. Interactive Displays (7:00a.m. -8:30a.m.)
B. Signature Corvette (Feb. 5th)
C. Coca-Cola Trailer

American Fork Hospital
A. Fireworks
Northwest Corner Parking Lot Towards the Doctor' s Office Building.

Forbes Elementary - Collection Point
Pioneer Park
A. Fireworks
Lds Third Ward Church Northern Parking Lot.

Downtown (100 East to Center on Main)
Site Coordinator: Carl Wanlass
A. Choirs

(

ATTACHMENT 3 TO 01-08-02 CC MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF 2
Greenwood Elementary
Forbes Elementary
B. Lone Peak High School
Drum Line/Band
Color Guard
C. Old Utah Power and Light Building
Food
Music
D. Coca-Cola Trailer

Pocket Park - Free Speech Zone
7:52a.m.- Smith's
(Scott Carter 756-9619, John Bryan- Assistant Manager, Brad Shakespeare)
Site Coordinators: Ted Barratt and Sheri Fraughton
A. Choirs
Shelly Elementary
Legacy Elementary
B. American Fork High School
Drum Line/Band
Colorguard
C. Fireworks
Street/parking Area North of K-mart and Against the Empty Field to the North.
D. Coca-Cola Trailer
E. Fifteen Minute Event at Smith's Parking Lot.
1. Fanfare Music - Flame Arrives (2 Minutes)
2. Torch Bearer Places Torch in Stand (1 Minute)
3. Interview Final Torchbearer (3 Minutes)
4. Olympic Message Read (2 Minutes)
5. Presentation of Certificate to the City (1 Minute)
6. Mayor Speaks (2 Minutes)
7. Photo-op (3 Minutes)
8. Wrap-up/flame Departs (1 Minute)

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNC~
JANUARY 17, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session
on Thursday, January 17, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
WORK SESSION
1. Discussion of items for the upcoming January 22, 2002, City Council meeting.
2. Discussion of the Gasser Annexation consisting of 4.78 acres at 1195 East 50
South.
3. Other business.
4. Adjournment.
Dated this 14 day of January, 2002.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JANUARY 17,2002

(

WORK SESSION
The American F ark City Council met in a work session on January 17, 2002, in the City Hall
commencing at 4:11 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilrnernbers Don
Hampton, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Chief Terry
Fox, and Pleasant Grove City Administrator Frank Mills. Councilrnernbers Juel Belmont, Keith
Blake, and Torn Hunter were excused.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING JANUARY 22, 2002, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Carl Wanlass noted that there would be the Annual RDA meeting on Tuesday at 6:00p.m. to
elect officers for 2002 and to review the four RDA and EDA projects.
Public Hearings
6:30p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding the Preliminary Plan for the American Fork
Commercial Center at 875 West State Road
This was the WalMart project.
6:45p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding the Preliminary Plan for the Alpine Valley
Center at 608 West Main Street
This was the Target project.
7:00p.m. -Receiving of public cotnrnent regarding a zone change request by Ray Shepherd at
172 East 500 North from the existing R1-7500 zone to the R2-7500, Multiple Family Residential
zone
There was no discussion on this item.
7:10p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request by Equiwest at 800
West 25 North from the existing I-1 zone to the SC-1, Shopping Center zone
This was on the Target site.
7:20p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request by Woodbury Corp. at
680 West 200 North from the existing I -1 zone to the SC-1, Shopping Center zone
This was on the WalMart site.
Regular Session
1
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There would be a recognition of the American Fork Olympic Torch Bearers.
Action Items
1.

Presentation and action on the Financial Audit for fiscal year ending June 30, 2001

The Council has had the audit for a couple of weeks to review. It had been deferred to allow the
managing partner to be present for the presentation.
2.

Appointtnent, action on confirmation, and swearing in of Appointed Officials

Mayor Barratt would be meeting with them.
3.

Review and action on appointments to Citizen Cotnmittees and Boards

Mayor Barratt noted that Alan Christensen' s term was up and that Councilman Hunter did not
feel that was correct.
Richard Colborn commented that Mr. Christensen was filling J.H. Hadfield' s unexpired term.
Mayor Barratt encouraged the Councilmembers to review their committees to make sure they
were correct.
Councilman Storrs asked about making the Steel Days Committee members terms come due in
August of each year instead of January.
Richard Colborn explained that all committee appointments expired during their appointed year
on January 31st. This was so new Councilmembers could make the appointments
Carl Wanlass felt that the Resolution establishing the Celebration Committee could be changed to
allow for a different date of expiration.
4.

Review and action on a Resolution in support of Steel Revitalization

Mayor Barratt explained that in the packet there was the copy of the Resolution that he was given
and a Resolution that he has provided. He had some concerns and suggested that they not make
reference to the bill. The bill was there for the review of the Council.
5.
Review and action on a zone change request at 172 East 500 North from the existing R17500 zone to the R2-7500, Multiple Family Residential zone
There was no discussion on this itetn.
6.
Review and action on a zone change request at 800 West 25 North frotn the existing I -1
to the SC-1, Shopping Center zone
2

There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on a zone change request at 680 West 200 North from the existing I-1
7.
to the SC-1, Shopping Center zone
There was no discussion on this item.
8.
Review and action on the preliminary plan for the American Fork Commercial Center at
875 West State Road
Carl Wanlass explained that there were 12 conditions attached when it went through the Planning
Commission. Carl Wanlass, Mayor Barratt, and Howard Denney met with the Woodbury group.
He believed that they had everything ironed out. There was also a letter in the packet from
Woodbury. Carl Wanlass did have some items that were not in the packet like the 404 Permit and
a letter from UDOT on the drainage issue. There was also an indemnification agreement
regarding storm drainage. He would get copies to the Council.
9. Review and action on the preliminary plan for the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main
Street
The preliminary plans were provided. Carl W anlass stated that he had not reviewed those plans.

(

10. Review and action on an Ordinance of Annexation including the revision of Annexation
Agreement (Attachment C) fo_r the J. Patterson Addition Annexation consisting of 5.06 acres at
1200 North 450 West, placement of the property in the R1-9000 zone, and the repeal of
Ordinance No . 01-10-51
Carl W anlass explained that Wayne Patterson had signed the annexation agreetnent as was
directed by the Council at the January 3, 2002, work session and that was referred back to the
Planning Commission. The Planning Commission however, was holding to the original agreement
that was already adopted by the Council. The issue was between a road now and park maybe
later, or we get nothing now.
Mayor Barratt recommended that the City acquire the road now and pass it as was proposed at
the work session.
Councilman Hampton asked if the matter that was brought up by the citizens in the north west
part of town deals with this road.
Mayor Barratt explained that some members of the Planning Commission were told that if they
did not get the park now, they would never get it. That was not the case. The road was an
important segment. At some point in titne he felt they would get the park. Some individuals felt
that the park would be acquired by the City and that it would have recreational equipment placed
on it. That was not the case. It would part of the wilderness Hunter Park. Statements had gotten
way out of hand.
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11 .
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Carlisle
Addition #5 Annexation consisting of27 .30 acres at 1200 North 900 East
This was the rest of the Bob Carlisle property.
12.

Review and action on development projects
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Meadow Brook Plat C Subdivision
consisting of 6 lots at 73 0 North 690 West
There was no discussion on this item.

13. Review and action on the recommendations of the Planning Commission with regard to
possible improvements of I -15 through the American Fork Corridor
Councilman Hampton noted that Council direction was needed.
14.

Review and action on the approval of Beer Licenses for 2002

There was no discussion on this item.
15 . Review and action on a resolution authorizing the rental of American Fork Irrigation Shares
for the 2002 season
Last year the price was set at $16 per share with a $3 notice fee on the first share rented.
Carl Wan1ass asked Pleasant Grove City Administrator Frank Mills what they rented their shares
for.
Mr. Mills responded that the assessment from the Pleasant Grove Irrigation Company was about
$18 and they rented their shares for $25 each.

16.
fees

Review and action on a request by former Mayor Jess Green for reimbursement of legal

Mayor Barratt noted that letters have been provided as well as some other documents. He
commented that the insurance carrier was no longer our carrier. His opinion was that it should
have been asked at that time. It was going to be somewhat difficult.
Councilman Hampton added that he had asked Jess Green for a trail of payments because he
wanted to see how much went back into the previous administration and how much carried over
into this administration. That raised a question in his mind. Why wait all of this time if all of the
funds had been expended before.
Mayor Barratt noted that they might need some additional information.
17.
Review and action on a Resolution to include an additional parcel in the Alnerican Fork
City, Utah Special Improvetnent District No . 2001-1
4
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Carl W anlass stated that this was on the Don Green property and it would be forthcoming.
18 .
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement
regarding the expansion of the West Main Park and Ride
This was provided. The City's share was about 7%.
19.
Review and action on a request by Bald Mountain Development to allow for the posting
of a bond for the outstanding improvements and to have the plat recorded for Mountain Meadows
Plat G PUD at 370 South 400 West
There was no discussion on this item.
20.

Review and action on a Resolution updating the City's Internet use policy

Chief Fox noted that he would like to review it to see if there were any conflicts with his existing
Department Policy.
21 .

Report and action on construction projects items including change orders

There were no construction change orders.
22 .

Report and action on Planning Commission items

There was nothing discussion regarding this item.
23-30 . Review and action on the November 15, 2001, retreat minutes: Review and action on the
November 26, 2001, work session minutes: Review and action on the December 6, 2001, work
session minutes: January 3, 2002, joint session minutes with Highland City Council; January 3,
2002, work session minutes: January 7, 2002, special session minutes: January 8, 2002, tninutes:
and the January 17, 2002, work session minutes

Councilman Hampton was still in favor of only acting on #28 and #29.
Mayor Barratt reported that City Attorney Kevin Bennett had a real problem with that approach
and felt that the minutes needed to be prepared and approved. The City needed to have official
minutes.
Councilman Hampton noted there was nothing binding.
Mayor Barratt agreed, but it was a report of what took place. It was the Council that determined
the official minutes. They controlled additions and deletions and that was their prerogative.
Chief Fox added that in the staff meeting Kevin Bennett was adamant that official written minutes
were needed.
5
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31.

Finance Committee report including action on the approval of City bills for payment

There was no discussion on this item.
DISCUSSION OF THE GASSER ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 4.78 ACRES AT 1195
EAST 50 SOUTH
This item was not discussed.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mayor Barratt referred to the post office easement exchange and noted that on about the 23 rd or
24th of January, Kevin Bennett would be sending that to the Post Office to see if they would buy
off on it. The City did not want to expend funds unless there was some document that allowed
for the use of the property.
Councilman Hampton agreed. He had not talked to Dale Gunther about that issue.
Councilman Storrs was very concerned about that.
Carl Wanlass reported that the implementation date for the increase of the sewer impact fee had
been set back to April 1. It would be going back to the Timp Board on February 13, 2002, to try
to convince them that it be a TSSD fee instead of having the City collect it.
Chief Fox noted that they had not received any bids on the police cars that had been declared
surplus. He has gone to the dealers to see what the real value was in this market. The Council
had previously set a minimum bid on each at about $6,000. The dealers have told them that they
would give the City about $3 ,000 apiece for them. He noted that this was the first time they have
ever experienced this type of a problem on the resale.
ChiefFox noted that one option was to turn them in for $3 ,000 each and purchase two Ranger
size trucks to be used by the detectives for the trade-ins plus $15,000. This would be a savings
next year in that he would only need to ask for 8 vehicles.
Councilman Storrs suggested that they go out to bid again.
Mayor Barratt directed that the Council agenda be amended to include an item, Review and
action on the setting of a minimum price for the previously declared surplus vehicles.

r

ADJOURNMENT
The

s~i.ona:l:.d at 4:41 p.m.

Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JANUARY 22, 2002
*AMENDED -NOTICE AND AGENDA

(

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on January 22,
2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows :
PI IBI JC HEARINGS

6:30p.m.
6:45p.m.
7:00p.m.

7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the Preliminary Plan for the American Fork
Commercial Center at 875 West State Road.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Preliminary Plan for the Alpine Valley
Center at 608 West Main Street.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request by Ray Shepherd at 172
East 500 North from the existing R1-7500 zone to the R2-7500, Multiple Family
Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request by Equiwest at 800
West 25 North from the existing I-1 zone to the SC-1 , Shopping Center zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request by Woodbury Corp. at
680 West 200 North from the existing I-1 zone to the SC-1 , Shopping Center zone.

REGJILAR SESSION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Recognition of the American Fork Olympic Torch Bearers: Bert Anderson, Samuel Barnes,
Jason Burton, Chuck DeWitt, and Herschel Pedersen.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Presentation and action on the Financial Audit for fiscal year ending June 30, 2001.
Appointment, action on confirmation, and swearing in of Appointed Officials.
Review and action on appointments to Citizen Committees and Boards.
Review and action on a Resolution in support of Steel Revitalization.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 172 East 500 North
from the existing R1-7500 zone to the R2-7500, Multiple Family Residential zone.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 800 West 25 North
from the existing I -1 zone, to the SC-1 , Shopping Center zone.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 680 West 200 North
from the existing I -1 zone, to the SC-1 , Shopping Center zone.
Review and action on the preliminary plan for the American Fork Commercial Center at 875
West State Road.
Review and action on the preliminary plan for the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main
Street.

10.

11 .
12.

13 .
14.
15 .
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
*21
22.
23 .
24.
25 .
26.
27.
28 .
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Review and action on an Ordinance of Annexation including the revision of the Annexation
Agreement (Attachment C) for the J. Patterson Addition Annexation consisting of 5.06 acres at
1200 North 450 West, placement of the property in the R1-9000 zone, and the repeal of
Ordinance No. 01-10-51.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City' s intent to annex the Carlisle Addition
#5 Annexation consisting of27.30 acres at 1200 North 900 East.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's including
1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting of an
improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4) authorization
to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the plat
recorded.
a. Review and action on the final plat of Meadow Brook Plat C Subdivision consisting of
6lots at 730 North 690 West.
Review and action on the recommendations of the Planning Commission with regard to
possible improvements ofl-15 through the American Fork Corridor.
Review and action on the approval ofBeer Licenses for 2002.
Review and action on a Resolution authorizing the rental of American Fork Irrigation Shares
for the 2002 season.
Review and action on a request by former Mayor Jess Green for reimbursement of legal fees .
Review and action on a Resolution to include an additional parcel in the American Fork City,
Utah Special Improvement District No. 2001-1.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement regarding
the expansion of the West Main Park and Ride.
Review and action on a request by Bald Mountain Development to allow for the posting of a
bond for the outstanding improvements and to have the plat recorded for Mountain Meadows
Plat G PUD at 370 South 400 West.
Review and action on a Resolution updating the City' s Internet use policy.
Review and action on the setting of a minimum price for the previously declared surplus
vehicles.
Report and action on construction projects items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the November 15, 2001 , retreat minutes.
Review and action on the Novetnber 26, 2001 , work session minutes.
Review and action on the December 6, 2001 , work session minutes.
Review and action on the January 3, 2002, joint session minutes.
Review and action on the January 3, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the January 7, 2002, special session minutes.
Review and action on the January 8, 2002, minutes
Review and action on the January 17, 2002, work session tninutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 18 day of January, 2002.
Richard M . Colborn, City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JANUARY 22, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on January 22,
2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows :
PI IBI JC HE ARTNGS
6:30p.m.
6:45p.m.
7:00p.m.

7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the Preliminary Plan for the American Fork
Commercial Center at 875 West State Road.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Preliminary Plan for the Alpine Valley
Center at 608 West Main Street.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request by Ray Shepherd at 172
East 500 North from the existing R1-7500 zone to the R2-7500, Multiple Family
Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request by Equiwest at 800
West 25 North from the existing I-1 zone to the SC-1, Shopping Center zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request by Woodbury Corp. at
680 West 200 North from the existing I-1 zone to the SC-1, Shopping Center zone.

REGJ II ,AR SF SSION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Recognition of the American Fork Olympic Torch Bearers: Bert Anderson, Samuel Barnes,
Jason Burton, Chuck DeWitt, and Herschel Pedersen.
Report of the City Administr~tor.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Presentation and action on the Financial Audit for fiscal year ending June 30, 2001.
Appointment, action on confirmation, and swearing in of Appointed Officials.
Review and action on appointments to Citizen Committees and Boards.
Review and action on a Resolution in support of Steel Revitalization.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 172 East 500 North
from the existing R1-7500 zone to the R2-7500, Multiple Family Residential zone.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 800 West 25 North
from the existing I-1 zone, to the SC-1 , Shopping Center zone.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 680 West 200 North
from the existing I-1 zone, to the SC-1 , Shopping Center zone.
Review and action on the preliminary plan for the American Fork Commercial Center at 875
West State Road.
Review and action on the preliminary plan for the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main
Street.

10.

11.
12.

13 .
14.
15 .
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21 .
22.
23 .
24.
25 .
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31 .
32.

Review and action on an Ordinance of Annexation including the revision of the Annexation
Agreement (Attachment C) for the J. Patterson Addition Annexation consisting of 5.06 acres at
1200 North 450 West, placement of the property in the R1-9000 zone, and the repeal of
Ordinance No. 01-10-51.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Carlisle Addition
#5 Annexation consisting of27.30 acres at 1200 North 900 East.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's including
1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting of an
improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4) authorization
to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the plat
recorded.
a. Review and action on the final plat of Meadow Brook Plat C Subdivision consisting of
6lots at 730 North 690 West.
Review and action on the recommendations of the Planning Commission with regard to
possible ilnprovetnents ofl-15 through the American Fork Corridor.
Review and action on the approval of Beer Licenses for 2002.
Review and action on a Resolution authorizing the rental of American Fork Irrigation Shares
for the 2002 season.
Review and action on a request by former Mayor Jess Green for reimbursement of legal fees.
Review and action on a Resolution to include an additional parcel in the American Fork City,
Utah Special Improvement District No. 2001-1.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement regarding
the expansion of the West Main Park and Ride.
Review and action on a request by Bald Mountain Developtnent to allow for the posting of a
bond for the outstanding improvements and to have the plat recorded for Mountain Meadows
Plat G PUD at 370 South 400 West.
Review and action on a Resolution updating the City's Internet use policy.
Report and action on construction projects items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the November 15, 2001 , retreat minutes.
Review and action on the November 26, 2001 , work session minutes.
Review and action on the December 6, 2001, work session minutes.
Review and action on the January 3, 2002, joint session minutes.
Review and action on the January 3, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the January 7, 2002, special session minutes.
Review and action on the January 8, 2002, minutes
Review and action on the January 17, 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 14 day of January, 2002.
Richard M. Colborn, City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL :MEETING MINUTES
JANUARY 22, 2002
PUBLIC HEARING - 6:30P.M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COM:MENT REGARDING THE
PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR THE AMERICAN FORK COM:MECIAL CENTER AT 875
WEST STATE ROAD
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on January 22, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Carl Wan1ass,
Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Terry Fox, James Hansen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Barbara
Christiansen, Dale Gunther, and 12 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
preliminary plan for the American Fork Commercial Center at 875 West State Road, also called
the Meadows. He asked for comments.

(

Laramie Merritt explained that he was present representing the interests of Cassie and Neal Allred
who were downstream water users. He presented a USGS map that included the area that the
proposed development would cover. He used the map to point out several springs and wetlands
in the area. What was concerning to his clients and others similarly situated was that they had
spoke to Lehi Spring Creek Irrigation Company who expressed concerns as well. This water had
been the source of litigation and water rights controversy dating back to the 1940's and earlier. In
the 50's it heated up and in 1963 there was a decree from the Fourth District Court in Utah
County that said that all waters reaching the Spring Creek channel by surface runoff, drainage,
seepage, underground percolation, and streams constituted the source and supply in the rights of
the parties thereto . It then adjudicated those rights to the owners, some of which were his clients
who received their rights both by purchase and inheritance.
Mr. Merritt continued that it was significant because that in the Corps of Engineers permit to start
some of the development and some of the fill that had been going on, specifically said that this
permit did not authorize any injury to the properties or rights of others. The permit said that the
project would place 116,550 cubic yards of clean fill material on approximately 50 springs and
25 .7 acres of wetlands adjacent to the springs. If this was allowed to go ahead, the rights to the
springs of the Allred's would not only be covered but be susceptible to oils and runoffs from
parking lots. There would be 95 acres of development. They felt that any approvals that may be
granted should be conditioned and based on studies and tests and mechanisms put in place to
protect that the wate~ right owners were not beiv.g damaged. Not only was wetlands a natural
filter, but that area was found to be a collection area for Spring Creek. In capping 50 springs, that
was a significant itnpact.
Mayor Barratt noted that he did not believe that it said capping.
City Engineer Howard Denney stated that they were piping and then covering with clean fill .
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Mr. Merritt stated that was the kind of thing that they did not know yet and was one reason why
they were here. Woodbury had not contacted the water right owners. He noted that in the last
week, he has tracked down some information and had not gone through it yet.

Cassie Allred stated that they did not hire an attorney to go after the City. They hired him to take
care of some other things and had him look into this for her. They were really concerned. Their
farms were worthless without the water. She did not know if she could look to a developer to
protect their needs. She was looking to the City to see if they were going to help them.
Mayor Barratt believed that Woodbury Corp . would be able to answer some of the questions.
Lynn Woodbury and Ned Stephensen arrived.
Mayor Barratt asked Mr. Woodbury what guarantee could be given that would protect
downstream water users.
Lynn Woodbury, Vice-President ofDevelopment, commented that the engineers were making
calculations as to what was existing natural flows and what was from storm water. A structure
had been recommended that would restrict and protect downstream users from added capacity
through the use of restrictors on the north side of the freeway.
Mayor Barratt asked about contaminants.
Regarding contaminates, Lynn Woodbury responded that their permit required that they maintain
levels of clean water. Any water from their site had to go through grease collectors. Those
would need to be maintained. Structures would be built to collect any of the contatninates. The
wetland itself was a natural retention basin which had the effect of in the event of a storm, of
being able to filter out those kinds of contaminants. The Corps had the same concerns and have
approved their grease interceptors. Woodbury was relying the review of the Corps. and their
experts.
Councilman Hampton noted that Mr. Merritt raised the concern that the fill would have impact on
the flow.
Mr. Woodbury noted that every spring on the property was being piped and they were collecting
all natural contributors. There were about 180 waters that would be piped so there would be no
deterioration or reduction of the flows . They have submitted those plans.
Mr. Richard Mendenhall arrived. The hearing adjourned to another hearing at 6:47p.m.

PUBLIC HEARING-6:45P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR THE ALPINE VALLEY CENTER AT 608 WEST MAIN
STREET
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on January 22, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 6:47p .m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with a total of 25 citizens.
2

Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
preliminary plan for the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street. He noted that Mr. Pruitt
was planning on being in attendance. He asked for comments.

(

Lynn Woodbury asked for a copy of the conditions of approval on this project.
There being no further comment, the hearing finished at 6:50p.m.
MAYOR BARRATT RETURNED TO THE 6:30P.M. PUBLIC HEARING ITEM
Laramie Merritt asked if the developer could guarantee the same flow, how was it measured to
establish the base, what mechanisms would be permanently in place, and who were the engineers
handling them.
Lynn Woodbury responded that the firm was PEPG Engineering and Mr. Rick Smith was the
contact person and he could be reached at 562-2521 . He invited Mr. Merritt to contact Mr.
Smith directly. They were running a pipe to every spring. The engineers could provide them
copies of the plans and when the work was done the engineers would provide certifications and
as-built drawings.
Mr. Merritt thanked Mr. Woodbury. Mr. Merritt asked who was going to be responsible for

maintaining the skimmers.
Mr. Woodbury responded that some would be handling water from street runoff and he supposed

that the City would be responsible for those and Woodbury would be responsible for that coming
off private property.
Mr. Merritt felt this issued needed to be nailed down. It was important as to who monitored the

flow and water quality.
Lynn Woodbury explained that they were obligated with their agreetnent to the Corps and that it
ran with the land. The stipulation was that they could not contaminate the water and if they failed
they would be responsible or liable for that.
Mr. Merritt asked if the 43 acres of wetlands was adequate to act as a filter for the storm runoff.

He asked if the engineers had determined if that was adequate.
Lynn Woodbury reported that they had and that the engineers would be willing to issue a letter to
that effect. The natural grassland area was a controlling agent.
Candice Baum had a concern about the traffic on 700 North and 540 West.

(

Mayor Barratt stated that the City needed to address that and they were making preparations.
There would be a traffic light on 900 West and some improvements on 700 North. The 560 and
540 West Street was an ongoing situation that they were working on.

I

Candice Baum reported that speeds on 700 North Street had increased.
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Mayor Barratt concluded the hearing at 7:00p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7 :00P .M . - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING A
ZONE CHANGE REQUEST BY RAY SHEPHERD AT 172 EAST 500 NORTH FROM THE
EXISTING R1-7500 ZONE TO THE R2-7500, MULTIPLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE
The American Fork City Council tnet in a third public hearing on January 22, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Carl Wanlass,
Richard Colborn, Terry Fox, Howard Denney, James Hansen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Dale
Gunther, Barbara Christiansen, Mr. & Mrs. Ray Shepherd, Jim Cates, and 3 5 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding a
zone change request at 172 East 500 North from the R1-7500 to the R2-7500 zone. He asked for
comments.
Ray Shepherd stated that he would like to upgrade his property. He had a big yard and everyone
had a big yard behind him.
Mrs. Shepherd had received some calls.
City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that the City had received some calls expressing concern,
but no protests.
Councilmember Belmont asked if the neighbors knew what they were planning to do and if there
were objections.
Mrs. Shepherd explained that tnost thought there would be a road through their property for
access to the back. That was not the case. They would not be having a rental. They were
planning on a twin home and selling the other half
There being no other comments, the hearing concluded at 7:05p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7: 10 P.M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING A
ZONE CHANGE REQUEST BY EQUIWEST AT 800 WEST 25 NORTH FROM THE
EXISTING I-1 ZONE TO THE SC-1, SHOPPING CENTER ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a fourth public hearing on January 22, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:12p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with approximately 40 citizens total.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding a
zone change request at 800 West 25 North from the existing I-1 to the SC-1 zone. He asked for
comments.
Dale Gunther commented that this was property owned by him and under contract to Equiwest.
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There being no additional comments, the hearing adjourned at 7:14p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:20P .M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING A
ZONE CHANGE REQUEST BY WOODBURY CORP. AT 680 WEST 200 NORTH FROM
THE EXISTING I-1 ZONE TO THE SC-L SHOPPING CENTER ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a fifth public hearing on January 22, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:20p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along, with Christie Reimschussel, Linda Walton, and 45 citizens total.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding a
zone change request at 680 West 200 North from the existing I -1 to the SC-1 zone. He asked for
comments.
The developers Lynn Woodbury, Ned Stephensen, and Richard Mendenhall were present to
answer any questions.
There being no questions, the hearing concluded at 7:22 p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on January 22, 2002, in the American
Fork City Hall, commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs.
Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Christie
Reimschussel, Linda Walton, Jay Christensen, James Hansen, former Mayor Jess Green, Barbara
Christiansen, Tucker Hansen, Terry Fox, Pam Hunsaker, Melanie Marsh, Robert Chadwick, Dale
Gunther, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Lynn Woodbury, Ned Stephensen, Richard Mendenhall, George
Brown, Barbara Christiansen, Jim Cates, at least 45 citizens with some in the foyer and on the
stairs.
Mayor Barratt led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Linda Walton offered the prayer.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD-LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Heather Jensen represented a group that presented two petitions. The first was regarding 540
West Street which was a minor collector road. They were concerned of the inevitable increase in
traffic when it was connected to 1120 North which was a major collector road. Many h01nes
were in the area to the north and would travel down 540 West. They felt that the connection of
1120 North Street to 900 West prior to connecting it to 540 West would be safer and alleviate
some of their problem. The petition represented 709 residents.
Heather Jensen continued that their second concern was Parks, Trails, and Open Spaces. There
were two areas in which they would like to see neighborhood parks happen. One would be
discussed later on the agenda. There was also some private land above Orchard Hills Subdivision
and they would like to see that purchased when it became available. They would like to see the
5
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Mitchell Hollow Trail placed on the funding list. It was a gorgeous area. They would like to see
an area zoned for larger homes to accommodate larger families, not just starter homes.
Mayor Barratt stated that he was looking to establish a committee regarding 540 West Street.
This issue was difficult. He had met with some of them. It had been talked about for a long time.
He would assign a Councilman to the committee and that committee could sit down and work
through some of the issues and bring some answers and direction back to the Council. This was
his 5th year and it was still being talked about. He asked for names of five or seven members who
would be willing. He noted that speed was a problem and the tickets that were written were for
those who lived in the area. He noted that there were those that had complained about an odor in
the area and that could be discussed as well. Brian Blackhurst would take the names.
Councilman Blake would be on that Committee.
Gifford Briggs talked about priorities and that it seemed to him that the Council dealt with their
priorities. He was going to live in the Hill Valley Subdivision which was stopped by Councihnan
Tom Hunter because of issues of too much speed, and too much traffic impact to the subdivision
and it went by wayside.
Councilman Hunter responded that it did not go by the wayside. They were told that they needed
to take a road out to 900 ,East.
Mr. Briggs continued that it seemed that the thinking was that the existing residents did not have
an impact but people moving in later did. Everybody had their agenda and their backyard. He
commented that they did not have representation. In the last election he found that area was not
politically active. Now they were becoming so. They had thousands of children on the west side
and no parks. They should not base parks as a whole for the City. What good was a downtown
park. The City needed to see where people were moving to and follow the progression. He felt
the City had a history of not planning. Three years ago the bond issue did not pass because the
City was not consulted before hand. To her credit, Councilmember Belmont objected to it every
single time. There was up to $300,000 just to put together a proposal for the City's dream. That
was going to be piggybacked on what the City really needed, that which was being built now. It
was his opinion that the City got things done when it was their priority. That money was wasted.
In April 2000 they contracted with MHTN and Jacobsen. He felt it was against the law to do so.
The State Statute stated that anything over $25,000 had to be competitively bid. The bond failed
and the City Council decided to keep the team. He felt we were now in a recession and if it was
rebid, they would save about $200,000. Money was being wasted and it could be going into what
the City really needed, which was parks. Things were now getting done. We needed to go
forward .

Eileen Glathar addressed Main Street. The traffic that came off I-15 and went through town to
Pleasant Grove went much too fast. She came to speak for people like herself that were in
wheelchairs, disabilities, and those that may have difficulty walking or have a temporary disability
or a mother pushing a stroller. For them to cross Main Street at one of the intersections where
there was not a light was life endangering. She did not know the answer. More severe patrolling
may be needed. Flashing lights and signs may help . Main Street for these people was not
friendly . Some of the curb cuts were too steep and not wide enough. She would like to have it
looked into . She thanked the Council.
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Howard Denney explained that it was a State Road and that the City could certainly suggest and
request, but UDOT was the one to determine.
Mayor Barratt noted that the "squeaking wheel gets the grease." Citizen input to UDOT would
help as well.
Linda Walton, the City's Economic Development Director and representative ofDowntown
American Fork Inc. , reported that they have been working on that for 2 years and were looking at
consideration of additional crosswalks among other things and they would be meeting on the 31st
of this month. They planned to start squeaking.
Karen Shack noted that for the record there were another 20 individuals out in the hall that were
here to address the park issue. She was also the High School PTA President and they had just
gone through a battle of boundary adjustments with the high schools. She observed that
American Fork was going to have to continue to fight for enrollment because families were not
staying in American Fork because they were opting for cities and areas that allowed for larger
lots, larger homes and more park space. They were not tnaintaining the enrollment at the high
school level that there was in the elementary schools.
A lady that had lived here for 10 years wanted to see some parks in the northwest area.
Mayor Barratt noted that there was the Kimberly Park and the Hunter Park and part of their
concern was that they were not improved. Some of the discussion was regarding the property of
Mr. Patterson. That was not for sale. That was not park property on the General Plan.
A lady proposed that the City wanted a road that connected to 1400 North. They opposed that
because that was the only leverage that they have to get a park in the Virginia Ridge area. She
stated that Paul Washburn had told them that he would have put a park in there, but that the City
would not allow him to do so. It seemed that the developers were pointing to the City and the
City was blaming the developers. She wanted to use some good judgment and to get some land.
There were 1OO's of homes there. She commented that there was quite a large sum of money
used to purchase the Hunter Park land and in her opinion it could have been used more wisely to
buy more useable land. She would like to see a plan of action for that area.
Mayor Barratt noted that plats in the Virginia Ridge area had already been approved.
A lady stated that Paul Washburn had offered to develop a park and the City said that they
wouldn't and she did not know why.
Paul Washburn reported that he offered land for a park in the center of the project in lieu of fees
and the City develop the park and the Staff said no . They tnade a second offer to trade ground in
the upland area of the Hunter Annexation and again that was rejected. The third offer that was
made was to develop the park in the J. Patterson Addition Annexation and he believed that was
still open to negotiation. One of his concerns was that there seemed to be some thought that
there was some leverage on the Patterson property.
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Mr. Washburn continued that at the time it was brought to the Planning Commission Mr.
Patterson was not aware that the City was interested in the property for a park. When it came to
the City Council put it off because they did not have enough money to purchase the park. They
finally found a way to get the money. Mr. Washburn stated that he was willing to go back to the
partners and see if they could negotiate.

A lady explained that there were a lot of homes in the area. She would like to see a five acre
park. She has requested to look at the impact fees collected over the past five years.
Mr. Wanlass noted that the impact fees as they were presently went into effect in 1997. Prior to
that they were $400 per lot.

Nancy Cox wanted to see an Ordinance that would require developers to give parks. She had
seen some nice large parks in newer areas in Lehi.
Mayor Barratt explained that some were debris basins.
George Brown noted that there was also the Miller Park on 150 West.
Mayor Barratt asked Nancy Cox to Chair a Parks Committee and that Councilmembers Hunter
and Belmont and City Planner Rod Despain sit on the Committee as well. He asked that this
group and Paul Washburn get together.
A lady asked about the wetlands and why they couldn't put trails there.
Mayor Barratt noted that the property was not for sale. There was an offer on the table and the
ante was raised and Mr. Washburn offered to cover it. The owners backed away.
Paul Washburn explained that there was room for 4 lots.
A lady asked why the City would want to buy additional wetlands that they cannot develop into a
park.
Mayor Barratt noted that the road was necessary and they did not have the tnoney to buy the
park.
RECOGN1TION OF THE AMERICAN FORK OLYMPIC TORCH BEARERS: BERT
ANDERSON, SAMUEL BARNES, JASON BURTON, CHUCK DEWITT, AND HERSCHEL
PEDERSEN
Mayor Barratt introduced the Olympic Torch Bearers from American Fork which included Bert
Anderson, Samuel Barnes, Jason Burton, Chuck DeWitt, Sorena DeWitt, and Herschel Pedersen
and had them come forward . There was general applause.
Mayor Barratt explained that the Olympic Torch would arrive on February 6, 2002, at about 6:45
a.m. at WalMart. There would be fireworks at various locations and Main Street would be
blocked offbetween 100 East and Center Street. This would be a wonderful activity.
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He recognized each with a plaque commemorating their participation in the Olympic Torch Run.
Again, there was general applause.
Bert Anderson expressed that he was happy and proud to represent American Fork City. He was
so happy to be in American Fork. He had been halfway around the world and lived in a lot of
places, but this was the best little town in the world. There was general applause.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
Mr. Wanlass had nothing to report at this time.

COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Hunter had nothing to report at this time.
Councilmember Belmont reported that she had attended a tneeting with Utah County and other
trails people. The County was backing a trail along the Murdock Canal from north Provo to the
Point of the Mountain. The City needed to decide if they were going to be a backer of the trail.
Councilman Hampton reported that the Chamber of Commerce had their installation banquet and
it was wonderful. Elsa Dubois and the Rising Generation were terrific entertainment. He thanked
Jessica Wilson for her efforts.
Councihnan Hampton encouraged those interested in parks to call Judy Price who was the
Chairman of the Neighbors in Action Committee. They had met today and they were looking at
improvements to all of the parks in town. They were looking forward to a park bond this spring.
They would meet again next Tuesday at 2:00 p.m. in the Library and on every Tuesday except for
the first Tuesday of the month when they would meet in the evening at 7:00p.m. at the Library.
Councilman Storrs had nothing to report at this time.
Councilman Blake expressed appreciation for the number in attendance and for the creation of the
Committees. He was glad to see people express themselves.
MAYOR' S REPORT
Mayor Barratt explained that in the newspaper there were some flyers on information on the
upcoming Olympic activities.
ACTION ITEMS
PRESENTATION AND ACTION ON THE FINANCIAL AUDIT FOR FISCAL YEAR
ENDING JUNE 30, 200 1
Denton Alexander from Hawkins, Cloward, and Sitnister, was present along with Angie Anderson
to present the audit. He appreciated being of service to the City in conducting the audit and
recognized the cooperation of the City staff.
9

He noted the recent Enron audit failure . They were to determine if the City's financial statements
were representative of the City' s financial condition. They were required to report on the
adequacy of controls in the City and if they were functioning and compliance to certain laws. He
reviewed the audit with the Council. He explained that their opinion was on the general-purpose
financial statements and did not extend to a lot of the supplemental statements that supplied the
detail.
The Independent Auditor Report expressed the unqualified opinion that the figures were correct
using correct auditing standards applicable to governmental entities. He explained that the
Combined Balance Sheet was a snap shot of all funds as of June 30, 2001.
Councilman Blake asked for the total cash reserves in savings.
Mr. Alexander referred to the bottom of page 3 of the audit. It showed that the City had just
under $5 million in the State Treasurers Pool. Also, in the restricted cash,category there was $6.9
million. In all funds there was $12 million, about $7 million were restricted.
Mr. Alexander continued that the State of Utah allowed governmental investment only in places
that were approved by the Money Management Council.

In general terms, governmental fund revenues were up 8.3% and expenditures were down 4%. In
order to figure a true bottom line they had to look at other financing sources and uses. A lot of
governmental funds were transfers and they were detailed and shown on page 6. Everyone of the
general funds balance had an increase. Mr. Alexander explained that in the general fund, the City
budgeted to break even. The City had an excess of revenues of $13 6, 000.
Mr. Alexander reviewed the proprietary funds . He added that American Fork City had been very
responsible and conservative.

Angie Anderson explained that in the audit process they tried to come up with ways to improve
the way that things were done. One of the things that they came up with was that when they were
testing for vacation days, they noted that on the payroll check stub, it did not reflect if they had
gone over the limit and it should be reflected to show that so that the employees were not
surprised at the end of the period. This should help with budgeting as well. A second item was to
complete a fiscal inventory each year. The City had a good idea where they were at but a more
conscious effort was needed. It was informal now and it needed to be made more formal. Each
Department needed to keep it. She had only not written that up once in other audits . They would
like to see a more formalized process.
Ms. Anderson explained that the State required them to test certain compliance items. Some of
the findings they had this year was some overspending in some Departments. Each Department
was required not to have a deficit in their fund balance.
Mayor Barratt asked for questions from the Council.
Councilmember Belmont appreciated the letter on the compliance findings.
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Bill Jacob asked for a clarification on the materiality standard.
Denton Alexander explained that when the auditor expressed their opinion on the financial
statements, it was only on that fund type column. Materiality for the General Fund, was about
$75,000.
Bill Jacob asked about special revenue funds and restricted funds and trust funds.
Mr. Alexander explained that those were funds that the City Council decided that had strings
attached or they decided internally that they wanted to segregate those funds .
Mr. Jacob asked that in order to track that in a GRAMA request, they would use the trial balance
and that should match. He should be able to take the trial balance and check them off against the
audit. Mr. Alexander agreed.

George Brown explained that he had called the auditor last Friday. He had a concern that by
public hearing on June 26, 2001 , the City set up a new expenditure for police and courts
construction of $1 ,786,600. He made a GRAMA request in August of 2001 for all of the
expeditures to Jacobsen Construction. From the information he received from the City it showed
$1,074,673 expended. That was approximately $700,000 short of the expenditure set up on June
26, 2001. He made a second GRAMA request for all expenditures pertaining to the $1.7 million
police and courts expenditure. The additional came in at $27,549.62. When he added the two
together they came to $1 , 102,223 .20. There was more than $683 ,900 for which there was no
documentation showing expenditure and he addressed that to the auditor. He asked Mr.
Alexander if he had a chance to review that.
Denton Alexander stated that he could spend a little bit of time now or review it with him after
the meeting. Mr. Alexander noted that on page 37 of the audit was the Statement of Capital
Projects Funds, part of which was the fund set up to buy equipment and the other part of the
Capital Projects Fund was for the police and courts building. Mr. Brown's question was on
public safety expenditures. In the first column there was the figure of $1,986,200. That included
the $1 .786 million that Mr. Brown referred to plus $200,000 for acquisition of public safety
equipment ofwhich they spent about $195,000. Mr. Brown was saying that at the public hearing
on June 26, 2001, they increased the budget for that line item from 0 to $1 .786 million. Mr.
Brown's request was why was it that they basically had to spend $1 .786 million and he wanted to
see the documents for what it was spent on.
Mr. Alexander explained that one of the things that was confusing was that Mr. Brown's request
was for all the documents that represented expenditures the City was contemplating on that line
item that resulted in their need to increase the budget. One of the things that he did not get a
response to in his request was that there were line items in that particular general ledger area
which represented either expenditures or operating transfers out and at June 26, 2001 , they felt
they needed to budget dollars there. There were a couple of things that the City did not know on
June 26, 2001. They did not know that they would not have the June 30, 2001 , Jacobsen
progress billing until July. He asked Mr. Brown when he had the last payment shown.
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George Brown responded that it was paid on June 13 , 2001.
Mr. Alexander noted that was actually the May billing. In response to the request, they had not
paid another before July 2001.

George Brown asked why he would not have received that document.
Mr. Alexander explained that it did not represent an expended amount as of June 30, 2001, but an
encumbered amount. The other reason they were short of that number was that on the operating
expenditure, there was $300,000 in debt that came due plus some interest. So, there was
$3 66,000 in the actual column and it the budget column, there was nothing. Also included was
what the City thought they were going to have to spend and that was how they came up with
$1.786 million.

George Brown stated that he made a second request for all expenditures on that line item.
Mr. Alexander noted that was not all the same line item. It was apples and oranges. In the
variance column they had $425,000 in positive variance. Part was what they had anticipated for
June was paid in July.

George Brown asked why the City did not give him those figures when he requested them.
Mr. Alexander noted that some was $150,000 in debt issuance. Maybe the person looking for the
documents did not exactly understand what you were looking for.

George Brown felt that the funds were all accounted for, but that the City did not give him the
information he requested.
Mr. Alexander offered to look at those requests.

Mayor Barratt stated that an offer had been extended by the auditor to meet with Mr. Brown
privately and go over those items. George Brown commented that this was not a private issue but
was a public issue.
Mayor Barratt reminded George Brown that he was conducting the meeting, not Mr. Brown and
Mayor Barratt asked him to respectfully sit down. If he had a concern, he could meet with the
auditor and take care of it. Those in attendance had children at home and they were interested in
this item but also in the item that they had come to address.
George Brown stated that he would respect the Mayor' s request to sit down. He stated that he
had made a request for all expenditures on that line item.
Mayor Barratt responded that the auditor had stated that he would sit down with him.
George Brown stated that the City filtered information and censored information to citizens.
These people were told by Mr. Washburn that he offered the City a park and no one knew about
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it. He felt that people could not depend on the Mayor because the Mayor wanted to stop him
from discussing an item important to him. He would talk to the auditor and the State Auditor.

Councilman Hampton thanked the audit firm for their excellent job and presentation and
moved that they accept and approve the financial audit for the fiscal year ending June 30,
2001. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Copies of the financial audit would be available for review.
APPOINTMENT, ACTION ON CONFIRMATION, AND SWEARING IN OF APPOINTED
OFFICIALS
Mayor Barratt explained that the appointed officials served at the whim and wish of the Mayor
and City Council and were reviewed every two years and approved by the City Council. Mayor
Barratt proposed the following appointments:
City Administrator - Carl W anlass
City Recorder - Richard M. Colborn
City Treasurer- Pam Hunsaker
Chief of Police- Terry Fox
City Engineer/
Public Works Director - Howard Denney
Cemetery Sexton- Ray Garrett

Acting Fire Chief- Robert Chadwick
Library Director - Christie Reimschussel
Recreation Director - Steve Bailey
City Attorney (criminal) - Tucker Hansen
City Attorney (civil) - Kevin Bennett
Ambulance Director - Jay Christensen
Deputy Recorder - Melanie Marsh

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the appointments as made by Mayor Barratt.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Councilmember Belmont stated that in the past she had concerns and withheld her support on the
confirmation of certain City appointments. The past two years have failed to reconcile those
concerns and today her vote would remain the same. However, she would continue to work in a
professional manner with whoever was confirmed and it was her hope that all may put
personalities aside and work to preserve and improve the quality of life for the citizens of
American Fork. Her positive votes would include Richard Colborn, Pamela Hunsaker, Terry Fox,
Howard Denney, Ray Garrett, Robert Chadwick, Christie Reimschussel, Steve Bailey, Tucker
Hansen, Jay Christensen, and Melanie Marsh. She would be voting no on Kevin Bennett and Carl
Wanlass.

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Hampton, Blake, Storrs, and Hunter.
Councilmember Belmont voted, "nay," on the appointments of Kevin Bennett and Carl
W anlass. The motion carried.
All except Steve Bailey, Ray Garrett, and Kevin Bennett stepped forward and took the Oath of
Office.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS
13
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Councilman Hunter recommended the appointment to the Planning Commission of Alan
Christensen to fill a full term to 2008 and John Woffinden Jr. to fill the remainder ofMichael
Georgeson' s term to 2006.
Councilman Hampton recommended the appointment to the Library Board of Garry Scoville to
fill the term vacated by Marjorie Crooks to end on January 31 , 2004 and the appointment Shelly
Noville to fill the term vacated by Marc Haddock whose term ended on January 31 , 2005 .
Councilman Storrs recommended the reappointments to the Steel Days Committee of Susan
Hunter to 2005, Joy Woods to 2005 , Sydney Thomas to 2005, Jessica Wilson to 2005, Barbara
Christiansen to 2005 , Lynn Phelps to 2005 , Melanie Marsh to 2005, Mark Ivins to 2003 , Clare
Wimmer to 2004, Mike Privett to 2004, Kelly Sobotka to 2004, and the appointment of Cory
Marsh in place of Jay Soelberg to 2005. Robin Wise and Roger Taylor were no longer on the
Committee.

Councilman Hunter moved approval of the appointments. Councilman Hampton seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF STEEL REVITALIZATION
Terry Hansen, Treasurer of the union that represented the people at Geneva Steel addressed the
Council and explained that the steel industry was in a serious condition and a very serious
condition locally. Another 180 workers would be laid off by this Saturday. H.B. 808 was
presented in Congress about a year ago. They needed to do something about steel imports. It
was killing the industry. In the last few years there were 29 steel companies that filed for
bankruptcy and 11 went out ofbusiness. Congressman Matheson was in support and while
Congressmen Jim Hansen and Chris Cannon did not support this bill. He had some real hard
feelings with Chris Cannon. He hoped that by passing this Resolution they could possibly put
some pressure on him do something right.
In Congress 230 members have co-sponsored the bill. He was hoping for the Council's support.
The bill covered four areas: Tariffs, a $10 million loan guarantee, legacy costs including medical
insurance, and consolidation of mergers. Many meetings have been held and there were none that
wanted anything to do with the local steel mill.
Councilman Storrs noted that Sidney Thomas last Council meeting expressed many reasons to
support the steel industry and in keeping the town celebration as Steel Days.
Councilman Blake cotnmented that one of the aspects was that if they were going to import, they
ought to get a long term commitment from them.
Mr. Terry, noted that most of the countries they dealt with had socialized medicine. Here medical
costs had soared.

Mayor Barratt reported that H.B . 808 referred back to Section 101 of the Emergency Steel Loan
Guarantee Act of 1999, Public Law 106-5115, and USC 1841 Note. Mayor Barratt read a
14
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Resolution that he prepared that did not make reference to H.B. 808 but supported Steel
Revitalization.

Councilman Blake moved approval of Resolution No. 02-01-02R Supporting Steel
Revitalization. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST
AT 172 EAST 500 NORTH FROM THE EXISTING R1-7500 TO THE R2-7500, MULTIPLE
FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE
Ron Dean stated that what was proposed would be right behind his home. He was one of those
guys that Terry Hansen had just talked about losing his job at the steel plant. They had given all
the concessions they could. There were just too many rules and regulations that they had to abide
by and that other countries didn't. He stated that his concern was not personal and acknowledged
that Mr. Shepherd was a good neighbor. His home was already in the R2 zone. It was all a
money issue. They rent their homes out and move on and leave the rest with nothing but
problems. He felt he lived in a rough neighborhood. When he woke up in the morning he
wondered if he was going to have a window broken out of one of his vehicles. He had filed
numerous reports. They needed to get rid of the rentals and bring in families who cared.
Ray Shepherd stated that he planned to leave the existing structure and build onto it or tear it
down and build a twin home. It would all be on one level. He may have to tear down the garage
to attach the new unit to the rear.
Mrs. Shepherd stated that the R2 would allow them to create something nicer.
Ron Dean stated that he had a $200,000 home and now he had a bunch of dilapidated rentals
around him.
Councihnan Hampton asked Mrs. Shepherd how the R2 would allow them to create something
rucer.
Mrs. Shepherd responded that theirs was an older home and it would cost more to remodel than
to build new. Their lot was about 3 lots deep and they needed to have something all on one level
because they want to build a new home and live in it due to some problems that would come up in
the future . It would be residential and would not be a rental. They would sell one side and live in
the other.
Mrs. Dean noted that the area used to be all single family homes. Mr. Dean believed he had lost a
lot in value and he worried about the neighborhood.
Councilmember Belmont noted that this last year she spent a great deal of time walking through
the community. She felt that the transient population where there were rentals did not help . She
heard others tell her the same thing.
Mayor Barratt noted that Planning Commission had recommended the change. He asked for a
tnotion.
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Tom Hunter moved to approve the zone change from the R1-7500 to the R2-7500 zone.
Mayor Barratt called for second. There being no second, he declared the motion dead.
Mayor Barratt asked if there was another motion. There was none.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST
AT 800 WEST 25 NORTH FROM THE EXISTING I-1 TO THE SC-1, SHOPPING CENTER
ZONE
Steve Pruitt from Equiwest was present. Mayor Barratt asked if there were any other questions.
There were none.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-01-02 approving a zone change at
800 West 25 North from the 1-1 to the SC-1, Shopping Center zone. Councilman Hampton
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST
AT 680 WEST 200 NORTH FROM THE EXISTING I-1 TO THE SC-1, SHOPPING CENTER
ZONE
Richard Mendenhall and Lynn Woodbury were present. Mayor Barratt asked if there were any
questions. There were none.

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-01-03 approving a zone change at
680 West 200 North from the 1-1 to the SC-1, Shopping Center zone. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR THE AMERICAN FORK
COMMERCIAL CENTER AT 875 WEST STATE ROAD
Richard Mendenhall and Lynn Woodbury were present representing the project.
Councilman Hampton asked if there were any of the subject to items that had been completed.
Rod Despain stated that the list was made up from the motion of the Planning Commission. They
had worked over the past month on a number of the issues. To the best of his knowledge this was
the status of those items. They had received a draft of the authorization to have the I -15 road bed
serve as the detention structure, but it was unsigned.
Councilmember Belmont noted that there were 13 items plus some sub headings. That was a lot
of work to do . One of the options was the to table the prelitninary approval pending subtnittal of
all of the outstanding materials.

Councilmember Belmont moved to table action on the preliminary approval pending
submittal of all of the outstanding materials.
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Mayor Barratt called for a second. There being no second he declared the motion dead.
Planning Commission Chairman James Hansen explained that when the Planning Commission met
with both Woodbury and the next agenda item, there were a number of items that were
outstanding. They hoped that a number of those items could have been taken care of since the
Planning Commission meeting and they were being addressed. The Planning Commission
supported the projects and some of the items might take some time to address. There were some
commitments made by the developers and he felt it was prudent to help them move ahead. The
second option was a good alternative to continue to move the projects along. The developers
would continue to work with the city and continue to provide the outstanding items. They have
not moved as fast as they hoped on some of the outstanding items.
Councilman Hampton noted that Woodbury had shown a great deal of good faith in what they
had already done and there was a lot that would be monitored by the Planning Commission.
Councilman Hampton moved to approve the preliminary plan for the American Fork
Commercial Center at 875 West State Road, but delay the effective date until the
outstanding materials were provided and approved. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion.

Councilmember Belmont noted that in the tnemorandum it also addressed that this option
assumed that there were no remaining issues that may require alteration of the plan and if that was
the case she would be in favor.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote. All were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR THE ALPINE VALLEY
CENTER AT 608 WEST MAIN STREET
Mr. Steve Pruitt was present representing the project.

Planning Comnussion Chairman James Hansen stated that his comments made previously applied
to this project as well. He had reviewed the plan that was submitted for this meeting and he felt
that some of those things were completed.
Councilman Hampton moved approval of the preliminary plan for the Alpine Valley
Center at 608 West Main Street, but delay the effective date until the outstanding materials
were provided and approved and this would assume that there were no remaining issues
that may require alteration of the plan. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All
were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION INCLUDING THE
REVISION OF THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT (ATTACHMENT C) FOR THE J.
PATTERSON ADDITION ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 5.06 ACRES AT 1200 NORTH
450 WEST, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE R1-9000 ZONE, AND THE
REPEAL OF ORDINANCE NO. 01-10-51
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Dan Van W oerkom was present as was Paul Washburn.
Sheri Cramer objected and protested this annexation. She appreciated the efforts ofMr. Paul
Washburn for a park, but would like this pulled from the agenda until they had a solid plan for a
park in place and they would be willing to get together with them and have it ready by next
Wednesday.

Councilman Blake moved to table this item and set a public hearing for February 12, 2002,
at 7:00p.m. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt added that this would be an action item on the agenda that night as well. There
were a lot of issues.
A gentleman noted that the new Attachment C said that it was in the best interest of American
Fork that it be passed.
Mayor Barratt responded that a road was needed to extend to the north and this would
accomplish that.
A lady asked if the entire Virginia Ridge project had been approved.
Paul Washburn responded that he had a preliminary approval for the entire project and final
approval on plats A, B, & C. Plat D was being changed and E and F were moving ahead.
A lady felt that the road was not critical until all the homes were built.
A gentleman felt it would be more in the City' s interest to understand the impact on the school
system and the impact on traffic.
A lady asked about the City buying park property that was already scheduled for development.
Mayor Barratt noted that the City had a lot of desires just as a family did, but limited resources.
A lady asked what the City Council would like to see from the committee on February 12. Was
the City willing to have a park of an acre and a half.
Mayor Barratt responded that there were three weeks between meetings and a lot of things that
needed to be done and questions to be answered .
A lady asked how the City Council could make a policy so that developers were not allowed to
build 141 hotnes and cause an itnpact on the schools and not have a place to play.
Mayor Barratt noted that they needed to keep involved and that the City staff and the City
Council needed to take a little stronger look at. The City was park poor. They were trying to put
a bond together to itnprove the parks in the Community.
A lady noted that the titning was something that the City Council needed to be concerned with.
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Mayor Barratt added that the City did not have all the money it needed to improve the parks.
Rod Despain explained that Hill Crest was the first development in the northwest area and when it
came it caught the City off guard and came much faster than anticipated. It came at a time when
the City had less than an aggressive policy on acquiring parks. Since that time the City has tried
to acquire parks in the general vicinity. They bought the Hunter Park and others in the area. A
good share of the impact money had gone to purchase that property. It was wrong to
characterize the Hunter Park as all wetlands. Half of the area was useable. The upper part was
wanted for the development of homes. It can be developed as a park. It was a multipurpose
park.
Councilmember Belmont felt it was a bargain and felt it was a good thing. She had friends in
Boulder, Colorado who voted to have so much of their tax dollars spent for parks. Other places
had done that also .

(

Brian Blackhurst noted that he grew up on the east side of American Fork and it was where the
kids grew up. They were now growing up on the west side and they were paying the penalty. He
was concerned about traffic safety. When he moved to Parker, Colorado he had his eyes opened
to what a City Council could do to force developers to put in parks. He supported opening 1120
North to 900 West prior to connecting 540 West. The speed was 40 mph now. All who were
going over what was posted should get a ticket regardless of them living in the area or not. He
felt they should stop building until all the problems to the north were solved. He noted that
Hindley Park was not a park; it was just a big piece of grass. He wanted to know why there was
not a Patterson Park. There was some applause.
Bill Jacob suggested that the residents work and draft an Ordinance like they were talking about
and submit it to the City Council.
Paul Washburn commented that he had family that lived in those cities mentioned in Colorado.
Typically, owners of homes here paid $1 , 100 to $1 ,200 a year in property taxes and there they
would pay $4,000 to $6,000 per year. Developers would do what the Cities typically told them to
do. They just passed that on to the cost of the home. Utah grew from within. He countered that
Patterson Construction had paid a great amount impact fees .
A gentleman felt that they had allowed building on .2 of an acre and that was too small.
A lady thanked the Councilmembers for their efforts. She asked about the Committees being able
to use the City attorney.
Mayor Barratt responded that they could through the City Councilmetnber on their Committee.
With regard to the zoning, if they lived in the R1-15 ,000 zone, many would not be here because
of the cost. That was a balancing act that the City had and it was difficult. He appreciated the
fact that they recognized that. They Council were lay people and they tackled various probletns.
They appreciated the input. He explained that each Committee had a representative of the City
Council and that person would carry things forward to the Council. They did not need a separate
Committee report.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE CARLISLE ADDITION #5 ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 27.30 ACRES
AT 1200 NORTH 900 EAST
Steve Sowby was present representing the project.

Councilmember Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-01-03R indicating the City's
intent to annex the Carlisle Addition #5 Annexation consisting of 27.30 acres at 1200 North
900 East. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS,
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL: 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS: 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION: AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN
THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO
HAVETHEPLATRECORDED
a. Review and action on the final plat of Meadow Brook Plat C Subdivision consisting of 6
lots at 730 North 690 West

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the Meadow Brook Plat C Subdivision
consisting of 6 lots at 730 North 690 West, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign
the plat, accept the dedications and have the plat recorded subject to: 1) Technical
corrections to the plat as directed by the City Engineer including but not limited to
addition of a note on the plat indicating that the driveway on lot 22 cannot encroach on
the conservation easement and that portions of lot 23 and 24 meet conservation
conditions; and 2) Conveyance of an additional 3 acre feet of water right.
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE PLANNING
COMMISSION WITH REGARD TO POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS OF I-15 THROUGH
THE AMERICAN FORK CORRIDOR
Mayor Barratt explained that this was discussed at the last meeting.
Councilman Hampton was not agreeable to having on and off ramps at 100 West. The overpass
or underpass was needed there along with an above grade crossing over the railroad.
Howard Denney stated that they would be taking this infonnation back to the MAG
Transportation Committee on January 31 .
Councilman Blake felt that what MAG was wanting was a narrowing of the alternatives.
Councilman Blake felt they could accept the Planning Commission reconunendations at Exit 281
Alternative 3, Exit 279, Alternative 3 or 4, but on 100 West/Center Street he suggested that an
overpass was needed but not on and off ramps.
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Bill Jacob noted that the on and off ramps was a suggestion from Highland. They could pay for
it.
Mayor Barratt commented that there were only $8.1 billion of road projects ahead of this.
Jim Cates doubted that they would ever see it. They needed to move traffic east and west on the
south side.
Councilman Hampton stated that there were two major corridors being looked at in the south
area.

Councilman Blake moved to accept the Planning Commission recommendations including:
(1) Exit 281 (Alternative 3, the construction of a new SPUI, Single Point Urban
Interchange); (2) Exit 279 (Alternative 3, the construction of a new SPUI, or, Alternate 4,
the construction of a compressed SPUI). However, they did not agree with the Planning
Commission's recommendation for 100 West/Center Street and suggested that an overpass
or underpass was needed but not on and off ramps. Councilman Hampton seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF BEER LICENSES FOR 2002
Mayor Barratt read those applying for 2002 Beer Licenses.
Albertson's
Harts (West)
Harts (East)
LaSabre
Lee's Roundup Chevron
LRI, Inc. Breakplace
Mi Ranchito
Smith's Food & Drug
Tri-Valley Distributing
Tokyo Restaurant
Valley Food & Fuel
Walker's
Winger's

13 5 East Main
717 West Main
585 East State
44 North Merchant
862 East State Rd.
655 South 500 East
396 East State Rd.
240 North West State Rd.
105 East Main Street
321 South 500 East
312 North West State Rd.
290 West Main Street
784 East State Road

Class A
Class A
Class A
Club
Class A
Class A
Liquor
Class A
Class A
Class C
Class A
Class A
Class C

Councilman Blake felt that they should look at the cost of a license increase as it had not been
addressed for some time.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the Beer Licenses as stated. Councilmember
Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE RENTAL OF
AMERICAN FORK IRRIGATION SHARES FOR THE 2002 SEASON
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Mayor Barratt noted that the rental last year was $16 per share. He recommended the rental for
2002 to be $18 per share with a $3 notice fee.

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the rental of the City's American Fork Irrigation
shares for 2002 to be set at $20 per share with a $3 notice fee. Councilman Blake seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST BY FORMER MAYOR JESS GREEN FOR
REIMBURSEMENT OF LEGAL FEES
Mayor Green stated that he had submitted his request in July. He wanted to know if the Council
felt they had any obligation to make the reimbursement. That was the thrust of his question. The
response had been a little prolonged and not to the point. There was no since in sending it to the
insurance company as they did. He was not here begging. He felt the City had the obligation.
Councilman Hampton expressed that he had thought a lot about this. One of the things that was
important was that anyone on the Council at any time, in some kind of City action, may feel that
the outcome looked to be unfavorable to them. He could see that maybe former Mayor Green did
have a right and maybe there was some reimbursement justified if the counsel provided for him
was not requested by him in the first place and in the second place may be going in a direction that
was detrimental to him. Did they have the right to have someone represent them that they felt
comfortable with and that the costs were paid for by the City? He was not so sure that was not
the right way to go. Litigation was a very unpredictable thing. When the outcome had a major
impact personally, it was looked on one way and when it didn't impact one personally if seemed
different. He felt former Mayor Jess Green was in a key position and there may have been some
hostile elements to the whole situation. But, having been in the key position as Mayor as he was,
and feeling that the outcome may have put him in a vulnerable position, maybe each of the
Council would have done the same thing. The only concern he had was the timing of the request.
He was interested in knowing from former Mayor Green why the request was not made at the
very time that the $10,000 expenditure occurred instead of waiting as long as it had been.
Councilmember Belmont stated that she had a great deal of newspaper clippings. She read two or
three newspapers cover to cover. It had been her concern that they owed it to the former Mayor
to grant his request and she felt that all along. She would like to see him reimbursed. Maybe after
they had all responded, Mayor Green could answer the question as to the timing of the request for
reimbursement. He was excused out of the lawsuit, she observed.

Keith Blake moved that they reimburse half of the amount contingent upon release of any
related matters on any other claims on anything.
Part of the rationale was that the most appropriate time to make the request was when it
happened. Without going back and looking at all of that, he was looking for a compromise
position that would pay sotne of it and to resolve it and move ahead. He did not think the City had
an obligation to reimburse any of it, because the City should have been approached at the time.
Councilmember Belmont asked Councilman Blake why he did not want to reimburse the entire
amount.
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Councilman Blake felt that there was rationale that it should have been requested at the time of
the decision to get other counsel.
Councilman Hampton explained that was where it was important to him to know why it wasn't
done earlier.
Councilmember Belmont commented that the City reimbursed Ricky Storrs for his costs. If it
were her and Ricky Storrs was reimbursed and she hoped if anything happened that she would be
reimbursed. Anyone of the Council could find themselves in a legal position.
Councilman Blake explained that the basic thought was that it ought to have been resolved at the
time it was an issue or reasonably concurrent.
Councilman Hampton asked former Mayor Green if he could help them on the matter.
Former Mayor Jess Green stated that he would rather make his comment after they finished. This
was going down the same road as it had for the last six months. He stated that there was
absolutely no parallel with the situation of Ricky Storrs and the Sewer District and his and he
would not like to be cast in that same framework. Former Mayor Green's request was, Did the
City feel they had an obligation to reimburse hitn?
With that being the request, Councilman Blake withdrew his motion.
Councilman Blake stated that he did not feel that the City had an obligation to reimburse.
Former Mayor Jess Green commented that he would not be obligated in any way to waive any
claims against the City other than this particular one and he was extremely offended that
Councilman Blake raised that issue.
Councilman Blake did not feel it was unusual if the City was making a payment to have that type
of a request.
Councilmember Belmont moved that City reimburse former Mayor Jess Green for legal
fees that were incurred.
Councilmember Hampton asked Councilmember Belmont if she was willing to add that evidence
of dates and amounts of payments be provided.
Councilman Blake asked if she would include a waiver of all other claims.
Councilmetnber Belmont responded that she felt former Mayor Green was entitled to
reimbursement.
Former Mayor Jess Green stated that he had provided some evidence. It may not be sufficient but
it was what he got from the attorney. He stated that he was not interested in waiving any rights
on any other claims.
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Councilman Hampton noted that the documentation previously submitted regarding the trail of
payments was insufficient to him.
Former Mayor Jess Green did not have a problem with that. What was of interest to him was
whether the City had an obligation to pay his expenses.
Mayor Barratt called for second to the motion. There being none, Mayor Barratt declared the
motion dead.
Former Mayor Jess Green read a statement. "The Personnel Policies and Procedures in Section 1,
Paragraph C of Ordinance No. 92-05-02, states:
Exempted Positions: Except where otherwise specified; the following employees are
exempt from these Personnel Policies and Procedures 92-05-20, and will function under
the Exempt Personnel Policies and Procedures:
1.

Elected Officials."

Former Mayor Jess Green then read from the Exempt Personnel Policies and Procedures 92-0521, Section 25, Indemnification and noted that Councilman Hampton had referred to Ordinance
No. 92-05-21 in previous meetings :
"In the event of any personal liability suit filed against any exempt employee, the City shall
save, hold harmless and indemnify such individuals. . . .
The City further agrees to pay
any and all damages, settlements, and/or legal fees which may result from such actions
filed against an individual or individuals duly authorized to represent the City."
Former Mayor Jess Green asked if there was something wrong with the Personnel Policies and
Procedures that set the limits on what they would do under law.
Councilman Hampton felt that the City did exactly as that policy said with two other attorneys
and the issue being discussed here was whether the City should now go to a third attorney and
pay for what, in the City's mind, they were already doing.
Former Mayor Jess Green stated that the policy said any and all fees and damages. They were
obligated to do this and the Council asked him to waive any other claims. He stated that the
reason this issue was not raised during the same administration when those costs were incurred,
can be exemplified by the testimony of two police officers in deposition that stated that they had
the cooperation of Councilmen from that administration against the Mayor to suppress what he
was trying to say. It would not have been possible. This group did not tell those involved in the
lawsuit that they could not get coverage during this administration for problems caused in a
previous administration. There was not a limitation as to what would be necessary for a person to
defend themselves. He felt he had been harassed for six months over something that was a matter
of law.
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Councilman Blake asked former Mayor Green why he did not submit his claim with that as the
basis.
Former Mayor Green noted that it was because Councilman Hampton referred to it at Finance
Committee when they were talking about paying the attorney fees for those having to be deposed
who were not under this policy and procedures. He wanted to see what that basis was.
Councilman Hampton asked why it was not submitted then.
Former Mayor Green stated that the suit was not over.
Councilman Hampton stated that it did not address the issue of timing and he was trying to get
that clarified.
Former Mayor Jess Green stated that he asked for separate counsel. The insurance company, and
he assumed under the tutelage of the then Council, said that it would be all one. It turned out that
it was absolutely necessary and that got him out of the lawsuit entirely and that the claims against
him were frivolous and without merit. The amount was not important, he said. Did the City have
an obligation to take care of the fees .

(

Councilman Hampton still felt as he did in his initial comments and if Councilmember Belmont
wanted to restate her motion and include in there the trail of payments and dates of payments
supporting the amount of reimbursement, he believed that was fair.
Jim Cates asked how much was being asked for .
Councilman Blake responded that it was $10,008.57
Councilmember Belmont felt that her first motion was good.
Councilman Blake felt that the trail of payments would be helpful.

Councilmember Belmont moved that the City reimburse former Mayor Jess Green for his
legal fees that were incurred to pay him back the amount, $10,008.57, and any other
documentation that would validate the full amount. Councilman Hampton seconded the
motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Belmont, Hampton, Hunter, and
Blake. Nay, Councilman Storrs. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION TO INCLUDE AN ADDITIONAL PARCEL
IN THE AMERICAN FORK CITY, UTAH, SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO.
2001-1
This item would be placed on a future agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT REGARDING THE EXPANSION OF THE WEST MAIN
PARK AND RIDE
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Howard Denney stated that this was for right-of-way purchase and it would about double the
existing size. The City's share was 6.77% of the purchase price.
Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-01-0SR approving an interlocal
cooperative agreement for the expansion of the West Main Park and Ride. Councilman
Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST BY BALD MOUNTAIN DEVELOPMENT TO
ALLOW FOR THE POSTING OF A BOND FOR THE OUTSTANDING IMPROVEMENTS
AND TO HAVE THE PLAT RECORDED FOR MOUNTAIN MEADOWS PLAT G PUD AT
370 SOUTH 400 WEST
Councilman Blake moved approval of the posting of a bond and the recording of the plat.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Councilman Hampton asked if 100% of the landscaping for the park was included in this.
Howard Denney responded that it was, realizing that there was a lot of wetlands on the property
as well.
All were in favor.

(

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION UPDATING THE CITY'S INTERNET USE
POLICY
Mayor Barratt noted that pornography investigation was permitted upon approval of the Chief of
Police.
Councilman Hampton asked if there was any conflict with the Library Policy. Mr. Wanlass
responded that there was not.
Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-01-06R approving the City's
updated Internet use policy. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SETTING OF A MINIMUM PRICE FOR THE
PREVIOUSLY DECLARED SURPLUS VEHICLES
Police ChiefFox explained that they were not successful in the sealed bid to sell any of the
previously declared surplus police cars. The minimum bid was set at about $6,000 . He noted that
he had gone to some dealerships and one would give them $3 ,500 each. They were in a soft
market now and there were a lot of incentives to purchase new vehicles including zero interest.
He looked at a deal with that dealership to turn in those 5 vehicles and get $17,500 and place with
that $15,280 dollars and purchase two trucks. Next year they would not need to ask for
$195 ,000 and 10 vehicles, but only $160,000 and 8 vehicles.
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Councilman Blake moved to approve what was proposed and the highest bid that came in.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE
ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
The Planning Commission at their January 16, 2002, meeting approved the preliminary and
approved with conditions the final plan for the Hunter Ridge Estates consisting of two lots at 825
West 700 North; approved a revised site plan for the Doug Smith Autoplex at 523 West Main
Street; discussed the Vacher Annexation consisting of6.4 acres at 755 East 50 South; moved to
recommend to keep the park in the J. Patterson Annexation Agreetnent at 1200 North 450 West;
discussed the Boyde G . Williams Annexation consisting of77.25 acres at 300 South Frontage
Road; discussed the KWR Annexation consisting of 29.08 acres at 14 7 5 North 100 East;
Chairman Hansen will review the subject to items on the American Fork Commercial Center at
87 5 West State Road and the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street; the Planning
Commission Chairman for this coming year is James Hansen and the Vice-Chairman is Ken
Baldwin.
As a result of this meeting a public hearing for the revised site plan for the Doug Smith Autop lex
needs to be set for February 12, 2002, at 7:10p.m.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE NOVEMBER 15, 2001, RETREAT MINUTES; REVIEW
AND ACTION ON THE NOVEMBER 26, 2001, WORK SESSION MINUTES; REVIEW
AND ACTION ON THE DECEMBER 6, 2001, WORK SESSION MINUTES; REVIEW AND
ACTION ON THE JANUARY 3, 2002, JOINT WORK SESSION MINUTES; AND REVIEW
AND ACTION ON THE JANUARY 3, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES
Mayor Barratt noted that these minutes had been removed from the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JANUARY 7, 2002, SPECIAL SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the January 7, 2002, special session minutes with
a correction of his wife's name on page 1, line 15 to read, "Marianne." Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JANUARY 8, 2002, MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the January 8, 2002, minutes with an addition to
the end of the sentence on page 5, line 30, that read, "at traffic lights." Councilmember
Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JANUARY 17, 2002, MINUTES
Mayor Barratt stated that the approval of these minutes had been removed from the agenda.
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FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills and purchase requests over $1,000
as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Hunter moved adjournment at 11:30 p.m. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in ~vo/Jt;

r(_ YL~
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 7, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the Atnerican Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, February 7, 2002, in the Atnerican Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1. Discussion of itetns for the upcoming February 12, 2002, City Council meeting.
2. Other business.
3. Adjournment.
Dated this 4 day of February, 2002 .

Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
FEBRUARY 7, 2002
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on February 7, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 4:13 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Don Hampton, Ricky Storrs, and *Keith Blake. Others present included Carl Wanlass,
Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Kevin Bennett, Steve Cornia, and Rod Despain.
Mayor Barratt complimented all who were involved in the Torch Run. It was an exciting
experience and there was an excellent turnout.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING FEBRUARY 12, 2002, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Mayor Barratt asked Carl Wanlass to review the agenda.
Public Hearings
6:30p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding Parks, Trails, Park Improvements, Open
Space, & Trails in Northwest American Fork.
Councilmember Belmont will make a report on the work of the Mayor's Park Committee at the
hearing.
7:00p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the J.
Patterson Addition Annexation consisting of 5.06 acres at 1200 North 450 West in the R1-9000,
Single Family Residential zone.
This had been postponed from the January 22, 2002, agenda
7:10 p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding a revised site plan for the Doug Smith
Autoplex at 523 West Main Street.
There was no discussion on this item.
7:20p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding a site plan for the Automall Business Center,
Lot 3 at 995 South 500 East.
This was the part of the project that would make that project whole including parking and water
rights.
)

Councilman Hampton advised that the Finance Committee would meet at 5:30p.m. on Tuesday.
Regular Session
1

There will be the Presentation of Community Service Awards on the next couple of agendas.
There will be a Presentation to Officer Mark Udy IV and K9, Baron
Action Items
1.

Review and action on appointments to Citizen Committees and Boards.
Councilman Hampton reported that he had some appointments to the Senior Citizens and
the Library Boards.

2.

Review and action on an Ordinance of Annexation including the revision of Annexation
Agreement (Attachment C) for the J. Patterson Addition Annexation consisting of 5.06
acres at 1200 North 450 West, placement of the property in the R1-9000 zone, and the
repeal of Ordinance No. 01-10-51.
There was no discussion on this item.

3.

Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to adjust the common
boundary with Highland City at approximately 40 East 1400 North (Bill Preston
property).
There was no discussion on this item.

4.

Review and action on a Project Managers agreement with Woodbury Corporation for the
American Fork City, Utah Special Improvement District No . 2001-1.
Carl Wanlass noted that there were two suggested changes. Woodbury has requested
1.25% interest per month and it should be set at 6% per year. The other was that there
was a clause that if the project was delayed 24 months, the maximum fee would jump to
3.15% from 3%. He felt it should be excluded as Woodbury were the ones that had
control. It was about a $95 ,000 maximum cost.
Rod Despain asked about inspections.
Carl Wanlass explained that the City would be doing the inspections. This was a mirror as
to how it was handled at the North Valley Business Park.

5.

Review and action on a Resolution to include an additional parcel in the American Fork
City, Utah Special Improvement District No. 2001-1.
This property was being acquired by Woodbury and would close on February 11, 2002.

6.

Review and action on development projects.
a. Review and action on an Ordinance approving a revised site plan for Doug Smith
Autoplex at 523 West Main Street.
2

There was no discussion on this item.

)

b. Review and action on the Automall Business Center PUD consisting of3 lots, a
resubdivision of Site 1 American Fork Automall at 995 South 500 East.
There was no discussion on this item.
c. Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Automall Business
Center PUD Lot 3, at 995 South 500 East. The Ordinance is provided.
*Councilman Blake arrived.
Rod Despain stated that there were still a lot of things outstanding on this including water
rights and a question on parking. Everything that was not done before was pushed to this
approval. Now, it had to be done. If the items were not complete, it ought to be delayed.
No one had talked to him about satisfying the water rights.
7.

Review and action on a request for a special exception to the requirement of having all
improvements completed prior to the occupancy of a home at 807 North 200 east under
the provisions ofResolution No . 01-09-31R.
This information was in the packet.

8.

Review and action to reconsider the January 22, 2002, motion regarding a zone change
request by Ray Shepherd at 172 East 500 North from the existing R1-7500 zone to the
R2-7500, multiple family residential zone.
Councilmember Belmont reported that she had talked to the neighbors except for one and
those that she had talked to had no objections.
Councilman Blake noted that there was no action taken, a motion did not get a second,
and this item probably was not needed.
Mayor Barratt agreed.

9.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 172 East 500
North from the existing R1-7500 zone to the R2-7500 , multiple family residential zone.
There was no further discussion on this item.

10.

Review and action on a contract for the rental of the Twin Falls County Fair portable
stage for the Steel Days Variety Show.
There was no further discussion on this item.

11 .

Report and action on construction projects items including change orders.
3

There was no further discussion on this item.
12.

Report and action on Planning Commission items.
There was no discussion on this item.
The minutes were not referred to.

OTHER BUSINESS
Councilman Blake felt that the Torch Run activities were great. All commented that it was a
great experience.
Mayor Barratt expressed that SLOC told him that American Fork City had done a top-notch job
and they were impressed.
Captain Cornia felt there were more people than at a Steel Days Parade.
ADJOURNMENT
at 4:38p.m.

([_ 11.
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 12, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
February 12, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall , 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:30p.m.
7:00p.m.

7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public regarding Parks, Trails, Park Improvements, Open Space, &
Trails in Northwest American Fork.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the J.
Patterson Addition Annexation consisting of 5.06 acres at 1200 North 450 West
in the Rl-9000, Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding a revised site plan for the Doug Stnith
Autoplex at 523 West Main Street.
Receiving of public comment regarding a site plan for the Automall Business
Center, Lot 3 at 995 South 500 East.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call .
Twenty minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation to Officer Mark Udy IV and Baron.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports .
Mayor' s report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Review and action on appointments to Citizen Committees and Boards.
Review and action on an Ordinance of Annexation including the revision of the Annexation
Agreement (Attachment C) for the J. Patterson Addition Annexation consisting of 5.06 acres
at 1200 North 450 West, placetnent of the property in the Rl-9000 zone, and the repeal of
Ordinance No. 01-10-51.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to adjust the common
boundary with Highland City at approximately 40 East 1400 North (Bill Preston property).
Review and action on a Project Managers agreement with Woodbury Corporation for the
American Fork City, Utah Special Improvement District No. 2001-1 .
Review and action on a Resolution to include an additional parcel in the American Fork
City, Utah Special Improvement District No. 2001-1 .
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.

I
a.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13 .
14.
15 .
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a revised site plan for Doug Smith
Autoplex at 523 West Main Street.
b.
Review and action on the Automall Business Center PUD consisting of 3 lots, a
resubdivision of Site 1 American Fork Automall at 995 South 500 East.
c.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Automall
Business Center PUD Lot 3, at 995 South 500 East.
Review and action on a request for a special exception to the requirement of having all
improvements completed prior to the occupancy of a home at 807 North 200 East under
the provisions ofResolution No . 01-09-31R.
Review and action to reconsider the January 22, 2002, motion regarding a zone change
request by Ray Shepherd at 172 East 500 North from the existing R1-7500 to the R27500, multiple family residential zone.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 172 East 500 North
from the existing R1-7500 zone to the R2-7500, Multiple Family Residential zone.
Review and action on a contract for the rental of Twin Falls County Fair portable stage
for the Steel Days Variety Show.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the November 15, 2001, retreat minutes.
Review and action on the November 26, 2001 , work session minutes.
Review and action on the December 6, 2001 , work session minutes.
Review and action on the January 3, 2002, joint session minutes.
Review and action on the January 3, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the January 17, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the January 22, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the February 7, 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 4 day of February, 2002.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
FEBRUARY 12, 2002

ATTACHMENTS (2)
PUBLIC HEARING-6 :30P.M. - RECEIVING PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING PARKS?
TRAILS? PARK IMPROVEMENTS? OPEN SPACE & TRAILS IN NORTHWEST
AMERICAN FORK
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The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on February 12, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:34p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, Keith Blake and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Melanie Marsh, Howard Denney, Terry Fox, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Barbara
Christiansen, Dale Gunther, Paul Washburn: Ray Shepherd, Judy Price, Evan Brady, Nancy Cox,
Kenny Hoggan, and about 40 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
parks, trails, park improvements, open space and trails in northwest American Fork. He asked
for comments.
Nancy Cox, the spokesperson for the interim parks committee recently established by the Mayor,
said she is aware that there is a Parks/Recreation Committee and a Beautification Committee,
which she hopes they are used in the future to help with the growth that will take place in
American Fork. She said that she hopes that the Mayor and City Council as elected officials will
use good wisdom and high standards when they allow developers to develop in the City.
Ms. Cox pointed out that there was a lot of time and effort put into their proposal for the
Hunter/Virginia Ridge Land. She thanked Councilman Tom Hunter, Councilmember Belmont,
Paul Washburn, and Rod Despain for all of_their help. She passed out a copy of the proposal to
the City Council. The proposal is attached to the minutes as ATTACHMENT #1.
Ms. Cox explained that their proposal is to use l!ind that the City already owns to develop a park.
She said stated that their proposal is just an estimate. She said that they have talked to different
people to find out what the costs would be for certain things. She said that if the City Council
approves their proposal she would like to see it go through as quickly as possible because they
would like to get things going in the next 30 days because they have contractors that are willing
to lend equipment to do some excavation and trenching. She said that once the weather gets
warmer it is going to be hard to get the equipment that the contractors are willing to lend because
they will have their equipn1ent tied up in other projects. She said asked the City if it would be
willing to advance money for the proposed park development so that they could get things going.

It was discussed that the land that is being proposed to be developed is part of the Hunter Park
Property. Mr. Washburn said the park would be located at about 1120 North 600 West.
Mr. Washburn said the citizens would like ·to see as much of the proposed park developed as can
be developed right now, but the park could be phased over time. He pointed out that they do not
know what the alignment of 1120 North will be yet. He said they would like tore-contour the
1

1

,

2
3
4

storm drain basin so that it is more kid friendly. Mr. Washburn said the neighborhood would like
to have restrooms and a pavilion in the park. He said the proposed layout of the park shows that
there will be a sand volleyball court . He pointed out that the neighbors would also like to have
some tennis courts in the park.
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Mr. Washburn pointed out that the ground has some slope, but that it is not a heavy slope. He
said the proposed plan also shows two benches in the park. He said the neighborhood has
worked very hard on trying to design what they would like in the park and on getting people to
volunteer their time and equipment to see that the park is developed. He said the neighbors have
commitments for sweat equity. He said the neighbors want to be active participants in the
development of the proposed park.
l\1s. Cox pointed out that there is a young boy who is willing to help with the park as part of his
Eagle Project.
Another citizen said that they have also talked to Alan Christensen, who serves on the Planning
Commission, and he is willing to help with designing the sprinkling systems. She said they have
quite a few people in their neighborhood who work \Vith concrete and have landscaping skills that
could contribute some sweat equity toward the development of the proposed park in order to help
save money. She said that since the land is already owned by the City they decided the proposal
was a good compromise. She said they just \Yant to get moving on the development of the park.
Councilman Hampton said that he heard that the interim parks committee that was recently
established by the Mayor was looking at acquiring some property that is further to the east and
north of the property being proposed for the park.
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Karen Schaack said they talked to Rick Salisbury about purchasing the property that is to the east
and north of the property proposed for the park, but he was unwilling to sell the property at a
reasonable price
Mayor Barratt said in looking at the proposal it looks like it is proposed that there will be an
impact fee placed on all phases of Virginia Ridge .
Mr. Washburn pointed out that the impact fee is already there for Virginia Ridge. He said the
neighborhood would like to see the money collected from the impact fees for Virginia Ridge be
used directly to pay for the proposed park. It was discussed that the neighbors would like the
City to advance the money so that they will not have to wait for all the homes to be built before
they can develop the park.
Ms. Cox said that they understand that it may be possible for the City to advance the money so
that they do not have to wait for all the homes in Virginia Ridge to be built in order to get the
money from the impact fees to pay for the development of the park.
In response to Ms. Cox' s question, Mr. Wanlass said "it depends on how many building permits
He pointed out that the City collects between $130,000 and
are sold on annual basis."
$200,000 a year for impact fees .

(City Council Minutes- February 12, 2002 )
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Ms. Schaack pointed out that on their proposal they showed how many homes are expected to go
in, which is 160.
Mr. Wanlass said that currently all the impact fees are restricted to pay for the Hunter Park
Property. He pointed out that the City has not paid in full for the Hunter Park Property. He said
that if the City collects $130,000 in impact fees, that money is really committed to pay for the
Hunter Park Property.
Mr. Washburn said they would just like to get enough money from the City to get things started.
He said they would like to get the sprinkling system and grass put in.
Mr. W anlass asked where the City will come up with the difference to pay for Hunter Park, if the
City uses the money that should go for the payment of the park and puts it toward the
development of the proposed park.
Mayor Barratt said another problem that the City has to look at is that the City has already
committed to put parks in other areas of the City. He said that there are other residents in the
City that have already waited five or ten years for a park to be developed in their area.
JVls. Cox said that they came to the City eight years ago requesting that a park be developed in
their area. She said they have also been waiting a long time for a park. She said that they are not
asking for a full park development at this time . She said that they are asking to "get the ball
rolling."
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:N1ayor Barratt said the City needs to finish paying for the Hunter Park Property. He said that the
City made a commitment when it purchased the ground that it would use the impact fees to pay
for Hunter Park. He said that he understands that the neighbors would just like to get things
started.
Ms. Cox said at this point they would just like to get the ground excavated and get the sprinkling
system in and ready for grass so that down the road they can get playground equipment and a
pavilion put in. She said they would like to see things moving in a forward motion.
Ms. Cox said that she understands that the City is looking into possibly holding a bond election
for the development of parks, which may help get the necessary funds to develop the proposed
park and other parks. She said the northwest area is in need of a park. She then said that every
area in the City is in need of a park.
Councilman Hampton asked Mr. Wanlass what kind of options are available on a limited basis to
get something started and have the cost of whatever is done now come out of the proceeds of the
2 1;2 million bond when that is finalized .
Mr. Wanlass said if the bond issue passes and the City Council wants to use City reserve funds to
pay for the development of the proposed park and reimburse the City out of bond proceeds that is
an option.

)
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Mr. Wanlass pointed out that the City is looking into increasing the impact fees by possibly $800
(City Council Minutes- February 12 , 2002)
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or $900.
Ms . Cox asked if they could keep their committee going.
Mayor Barratt said the committee needs to stay .together. He said the City will take the
information that the committee has provided and put some ideas together and then Councilman
Hunter will get a hold of the committee. Mayor Barratt again stated that the committee will need
to stay together for awhile longer.
Mr. Wanlass said the committee does need to stay together. He said the proposed plan needs to
go to the City Council.
Sherry Kramer said that in the committee meetings they talked about SID's being put in place to
improve the parks in the community. She said if the bond does not go through they would like to
see an SID put in place so that the parks can be developed .
Evan Brady, a member ofNeighbors in Action, said per the Mayor and City Council's request
Neighbors in Action is currently working on evaluating the existing parks. He said that an
invitation has been extended to all citizens to participate with Neighbors in Action. He said they
have just about completed a survey of all the parks within the community. He said they are trying
to determine what is there and what a particular neighborhood would like to have in their park.
He said once they complete the survey they are going to meet with the Parks and Recreation
Committee and representatives of the City Council to discuss their findings. Mr. Brady said it is
important that they all pull together and work in the same direction.
Councilman Storrs said that he noticed that Kenny Hoggan from the Parks and Recreation
Committee is present. He pointed out that the Parks and Recreation Committee has spent a lot of
time doing an inventory of the parks. He said that he thinks that they need to have Mr. Hoggan
and the Parks and Recreation Committee involved as much as possible with any issues relative to
parks in the City.
Ms. Cox said they have talked to Mr. Hoggan.
Councilmember Belmont talked about how the residents who live near Evergreen Park pulled
together to get some improvements made to Evergreen Park. She stated that many of the
neighbors who live near Evergreen Park kept calling her and telling her that they wanted some
improvements made in the park.
Councilmember Belmont said that not everybody wants to be involved with Neighbors in Action.
She said the people involved with the interim park committee are "grass roots." She said they
came by themselves because they feel there is a need for the park. She said that she does not
think the people involved with park committee should have to become part of the bureaucracy.
Councilmember Belmont complimented the people involved with Neighbors in Action for the
wonderful job that they are doing. She said that every neighborhood should have a say on what
kind of park they want because when they (the neighbors) have to go down the "bureaucratic
route" they do not always get what they want in their park. She said that she wants the people
(City Council Minutes - February 12 , 2002)
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Councilman Hampton said that Neighbors in Action is doing what the park committee is doing,
but it is doing it for every park in the community. He said that if every park had a group like the
park committee that w ould be a wonderful situation.
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Ms. Schaack said they know money is always the issue . She said that as a neighborhood they
have established a fund at Bank of American Fork that is designated for contributions from
businesses and individuals who want to contribute money for parks and trails space. She said that
they have talked to businesses and many of them are interested in contributing money if the
proposed project is approved .
Sherry Kramer said that they set up the fund with the City. She explained that the money donated
will be used to purchase more park land.
Councilmember Belmont pointed out that Highland City requires developers to put in trails as part
of their impact fee.
There was some discussion about increasing the impact fees by about $900 . A citizen asked if
raising the impact fees by $900 will be sufficient. The citizen suggested that the impact fee may
need to be increased by $1 ,800.
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Mr. Wanlass said that the increase of $900 for impact fees is just what he has calculated. He said
that the experts will have to do their work and will calculate what the increase should be .
Kenny Hoggan, a member of the Parks and Recreation Committee, said the Parks and Recreation
Committee has done a lot of leg work iri terms of figuring out what the City has in regards to
parks and what are some basic improvements that are needed to bring the parks up to a useable
level. He said the Neighbors in Action Committee is also doing some work in regards to parks.
He said that the City owes it to these people on the various committees to clarify what the charter
of the Parks and Recreation Committee is and what the charter ofNeighbors in Action is. He said
the same thing does not need to be done by two different committees. He said it is disturbing to
him as a member of the Parks and Recreation Committee to read in the newspaper about stuff that
another committee has been asked to do when the City has a Parks and Recreation Committee.
He said that if the City Council wants Neighbors in Action to do research on the parks that is fine,
but don't have the Parks and Recreation Committee doing it in parallel. He said the people who
serve on the Parks and Recreation Committee do not have time to waste . Mr. Hoggan said the
Parks and Recreation Committee would like to now that its efforts are going toward what the
City has asked them to do . He said the Parks and Recreation Committee would also like to know
that the City only has one committee doing one assignment and not two committees doing the
same assignment. He requested that the members of the City Council talk to one another and
figure out what they want the various committees to be doing. He said the Parks and Recreation
Committee is willing to do what the City Council asks them to do . He asked that the City Council
not have two committees doing the same thing.
Councilman Hampton stated that there is no duplication going on. He pointed out that there has
been a representative from the Parks and Recreation Committee involved with Neighbors in
(City Council Minutes - February 12 , 2002)
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Action. He pointed out that Neighbors in Action is receiving feedback from all the homeowners
who live_around each park in the City, which is something that has not been done in detail at the
grass roots level in the past.
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Mr. Hoggan suggested that the Neighbors in Action Committee should have started with what the
Parks and Recreation Committee has already done instead of duplicating what has already been
done.
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Councilman Hampton said Mayor Barratt has asked that once Neighbors in Action has collected
their information to meet with the Parks and Recreation Committee and to come up with some
recommendations for the City CounciL
Mr. Hoggan said that the Parks and Recreation Committee has not seen a charter for Neighbors in
Action.
Mayor Barratt said there is not a charter for Neighbors in Action. He said that he asked
Neighbors in Action to talk to the residents who live near the existing parks to find out
specifically what they would like to see in the parks. He said the research that is being done by
Neighbors in Action was not intended to "step on any toes or bruise egos."
Mayor Barratt said if he or the City Council feels like there should be five committees working on
a similar· project then there will be five committees. He said the Parks and Recreation Committee
has gone through and done extensive and excellent research regarding what needs to be done
relative to parks in this community. He said Neighbors in Action is now going to all areas in the
community to try to understand what specifically needs to be done in the parks and then to "mesh
the two groups" ideas together. Mayor Barratt said the City Council is just trying to get a little
more information.

Councilman Hunter said the interim park committee that was commissioned by the Mayor in
January to find a way to provide a park for the Hillcrest Area has "taken the bull by the horns and
has made phone call after phone call." He said the Hillcrest Area has been waiting a long time for
a park in their area. He said the City Council needs to hand it to this group because they have
done an excellent job in doing what they were asked to do by the Mayor. He said that all the park
committee is asking for is some consideration from the City to try to find some funds to get a park
going on the Hunter/Virginia Ridge Land. He said that the City owes it to the residents who live
in the north west area of the City to find some funds so that a park can be developed . He said the
park committee has come up with a very good plan. He said the committee is not asking for
$200,000 or $300,000 for the proposed park right now. He said the committee is just asking for
enough to get the park started.
Councilman Hunter said it would be a waste of time for him to be taken away from his work to sit
through another series of meetings to see nothing happen. He said the City needs to move
forward with the proposed park. He said it would be a shame if the City Council tables the
proposed plan or if it get thrown in with everything else that the City is working on. He said the
residents have commitments from different people to donate time and equipment. Councilman
Hunter said the City needs to move forward with the proposed park.
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There was applause from the audience after Councilman Hunter' s comments.
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Mr. Jacob said "I need some clarification. Did I hear that you have raised funds for this? Those
funds are being held by American Fork City? Do those funds now belong to American Fork City
or is that under a trust account arrangement?"
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Ms. Kramer said that they have it worked out so that there has to be at least two signatures ( 1)
from the neighborhood and (2) from the City.
Mr. Jacob said "I am asking you, is that an asset of the City?"
Ms. Kramer said "they did that (set up the fund with the City) because the park will become the
City'S."
Mr. Jacob said "I am just asking a question."
One citizen asked Mr. Jacob what he was asking.
Mayor Barratt said Mr. Jacob is asking if the funds are assets of the City.
Mr. Jacob said "Are they assets of the City? In other words, is that a tax deductible
contribution?"

Ms. Kramer said "yes."
Mr. Jacob said "They are tax deductible because they are assets of the City, is that correct?"
Ms. Kramer said "I believe so."
A citizen asked Mr. Jacob if he wanted to make a donation.
Mr. Jacob said "If it was not the City, I would make a sizeable one."
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Ms. Cox asked where the park committee goes from here.
Mayor Barratt said "in the course of sitting through this meeting you have smelled a little political
stink." He said the same statements that have been made tonight were made not long ago from
the people who live in the Val Vista Subdivision. He said this City Council can only do so much.
Mayor Barratt said he was "grateful to hear that the committee just wants to get things going."
He said the City Council needs to decide what they are going to do because there are other
commitments that have been made for other parks in the City.
Mayor Barratt said that when the City bought the Hunter Park property it knew that the impact
fees would be committed to paying for the park and so other parks in the City would have to be
put on hold. He said the City Council needs to make a decision on the proposed plan so that the
park committee is operating on facts and not promises.

47
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One citizen stated that they have many people who are committed to helping develop the park.
Mayor Barratt said if the City is willing to put the money from the impact fees toward the
proposed project that is fine, but they need to know how much money there is to work with.
A citizen asked if the City has determined how much money could be given toward the proposed
park.
In response to the citizen's question, Mayor Barratt said the City needs to make that
determination.
Mayor Barratt asked the park committee to stay together to fine tune what they have already
done. He asked the park committee to stay in contact with Councilman Hunter and Kenny
Hoggan. He said the City will try to make a determination on what it can do so that there is not
a lot of political rhetoric.
Mr. Wanlass pointed out that the proposed plan needs to go to the Planning Commission.
Ms. Cox asked if there needs to be a motion made in order for the proposed plan to be placed on
the Planning Commission Agenda.
Mayor Barratt said that there did not need to be a motion made to put the proposed plan on the
Planning Commission Agenda.
Mr. Washburn stated that a survey has been ordered and they have a landscape architect that is
helping them. He said that as soon as they have the survey completed, he will make a
presentation to the Planning Commission.
The hearing concluded at 7: 14 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:00P .M- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN .THE J. PATTERSON ADDITION ANNEXATION
CONSISTING OF 5.06 ACRES AT 1200 NORTH 450 WEST IN THE R1-9000: SINGLE
FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on February 12, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7 :15 p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this
hearing.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
placement of the property in the J. Patterson Addition Annexation consisting of 5. 06 acres at
1200 North 450 West in the R1-9000, Single Family Residential Zone.
1\!ls. Kramer said many of the residents who live near the property proposed for annexation have
been opposing the annexation for some time in order to get the park, but in doing that they found
out that the land that was supposed to be conveyed to the City is unusable, marsh land . She said
many of the residents who live near the proposed annexation do not want the property annexed
(City Council Minutes- February 12 , 2002)
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into the City under the R1-9000 Zone. She asked why the owner wants the property annexed
into the City under the R1-9000 Zone since the property is not developable.
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Ms. Kramer said she understands that 540 West needs to go through, but she suggested that
instead of putting it through where it is proposed that it be moved to the east. She said that
someone on the Planning Commission told her that if the road were moved to the east then it
would be a more level road .
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Mr. Washburn explained that the road can be shifted if the City is willing to condemn the lot. He
pointed out that about 1 IS years ago he tried to get the lot under contract, but was unable to do
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Mr. Washburn said the only way to move the road is to tear down existing homes.
Mayor Barratt said he did not hear about the idea of moving 540 West to the east until tonight.
He said that it probably an option that Mr. Washburn has already looked at.
Mr. Washburn stated that he has spent a great deal of time trying to come up with a solution and
trying to reconfigure the subdivision to make the road work. He said that he wished that when
the subdivision to the north had been developed that some access points had been made for future
developments. Mr. Washburn pointed out that he does not own the property involved in the
proposed annexation and it is not his annexation, but the annexation is necessary to get the
property to develop the road for the north-south connection.
Mayor Barratt stated that one of the City Council members spoke to him just prior to the meeting
and is of the opinion that the road can be shifted to the east. He said that he was not aware that
the road could be shifted.

SO .

The public hearing concluded at 7:20p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:10P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING A
REVISED SITE PLAN FOR THE DOUG SMITH AUTOPLEX AT 523 WEST MAIN
STREET
The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on February 12, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:21 p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this
hearing.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding a
revised site plan for the Doug Smith Autoplex at 523 West Main Street.
There were no comments.
The hearing concluded at 7:22 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:20P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING A
SITE PLAN FOR THE AUTOMALL BUSINESS CENTER; LOT 3 AT 995 SOUTH 500
(City Council Minutes- February 12 , 2002)
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The American Fork City Council met in a fourth public hearing on February 12, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:22p .m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this
hearing.
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l\1ayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding a
site plan fo r the Automall Business Center, Lot 3 at 995 South 500 East.
The representative for Automall Business Center said the proposed project is recommended for
approval subject to water rights and reciprocal easements. He said that he has the documentation
regarding the reciprocal easements to submit to the City. He explained that they are in the
process of buying water rights from the American Fork Irrigation Company.
Mayor Barratt asked for any comments.
There were no comments.
The public hearing concluded at 7:25p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
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The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on February 12, 2002, in the American
Fork City Hall, commencing at 7:35p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs.
Others present included Carl Wanlass, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Kevin Bennett, Melanie
1--Iarsh, Terry Fox, Mark Udy IV, Cory Smith, Mr. & Mrs . Bill Jacob, Paul Washburn, Judy Price,
George Brown, Ray Shepherd, Marianne Corniea, George Durfee, Annette Durfee, Glen Roundy,
Stan Jorgenson, Mark Steele, Brian Blackhurst, Karen Schaack, Nancy Cox, Grant Leonard, the
following Scouts from Troop 17: Eric Nielsen, and Aaron Welch, and Barbara Christiansen of
New Utah.
Councilman Storrs led the audience in the
prayer.

Pledg~

of Allegiance and Grant Parker offered the

TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD -LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Mayor Barratt complimented the residents of the City for their outpouring and for their presence
at the Olympic Torch Run. He said Gretchen, who was in charge of the Torch Run, was so
i1npressed with American Fork City. He said that he expresses SLOC ' s gratitude for the way
that this community supported the Torch Run.
Grant Leonard, Board Member of the American Fork Irrigation Company, expressed concern
about the rental of 300 water shares to the Tri City Golf Course because there are only 5,200
shares of American Fork Irrigation Stock, which if divided by 23 ditches equals about 226 shares
per ditch.
(City Council Minutes - February 12, 2002)
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Grant Parker, a member of the Senior Citizen Board, said he is representing the senior citizens.
He said there are a number of people that stop at the Senior Citizen Center to get directions in
order to get to 1100 East. He said it is "disturbing to him that there is not a sign on the
semaphore that says 11 00 East. " .
Mr. Parker said the neighbors in his area are concerned about the 540-560 West Crossing and
they would like to attend the meetings regarding this subject. He said he understood that Mayor
Barratt was going to have a meeting with the neighborhood and he wondered if the meeting had
been scheduled. He asked when a meeting was going to be held .
Mayor Barratt asked Mr. Denney if he had found out why there is not a sign that says 11 00 East
on the semaphore. He said the issue of there not being an 1100 East Sign on the semaphore has
been discussed in staff meeting and Mr. Denney was going to contact UDOT.
Mr. Denney had not yet found out anything regarding why there was not an 1100 East sign on the
semaphore.
Mayor Barratt said Councilman Blake is working with the committee regarding the 540-560 West
crossing. He said the committee was established at the last City Council meeting . He suggested
that Mr. Parker talk to Councilman Blake after the meeting.
Glen Roundy discussed an article in Ne111 Tltah (dated January 23 , 2002) regarding the Vacher
Annexation. He stated that he lives right next to the proposed Vacher Annexation. He read the
following from the article "American Fork Planning and Zoning Commission has made a
preliminary decision of where to draw the line. The Commission determined in November that
the City future development should be a medium housing density in an area which is still in the
County, which is 50 South and 700 East." Mr. Roundy said the high density was supposed to go
to the west, not the east. He said within a year there will be more than 200 automobiles traveling
back and forth on 50 South and the road currently can't handle the traffic now. He said that he
has a petition against the proposed zone for the proposed Vacher Annexation to submit to the
City Council. The petition is attached to the minutes as ATTACHMENT #2.
Marianne Corniea, a member of the 540/560 West committee that was organized a month ago .
She said they have met as officially as a committee twice. She said they have talked to Mr.
Despain, Mr. Denney, and Councilman Blake and after considering their input they would like to
propose the following things be met before any more construction is approved :

1.

1120 North needs to connect to 900 West before opening up 540-560 West in order to
distribute the traffic flow to the new Am:erican Fork Commercial Center that will be
located near Kmart and I-15 .

2.

Traffic calming devices need to be installed along 540 West and 560 West.

Ivls. Corniea stated that she has talked to city engineers in Lehi, Pleasant Grove, and Lindon about
traffic calming devices and has gathered some information about the benefits of traffic calming
devices that she will submit to the City Council.
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Ms. Corniea thanked the City Council for giving her some time to express her feelings . She also
thanked Councilman Blake for his help and expressed her appreciation to all the people that are
serving on the committee. She said that she is so grateful to be living in America and is also
grateful to have her voice heard.
George and Annette Durfee expressed concern about landlords who own rental units in American
Fork, but do not maintain them. They raised the question of whether people can buy a home in
American Fork City and turn it into a rental without assuming any responsibility or commitments
to the neighborhood or community. They also raised the question of why American Fork City
does not require landlords to be responsible property owners. They gave some examples of
where landlords do not maintain their property. They said the properties located at 475 South
380 East and 476 South 400 East, which are owned by Pattersons are not maintained . She
pointed out that on January 16, 2002, the crime task force came and busted the renters who live
at 4 7 5 South 3 80 East. Mrs. Durfee said that drug problems have taken place in these units for
about three years. She said they have called the drug officer several times. She said they have
also called 911 because of domestic violence that was taking place in the street.
Mrs. Durfee said they are also concerned about the John Peterson Rental that is located at 480
South 3 80 East. She said that Mr. Peterson bought the property located at 480 South 3 80 East
and he has never taken any responsibility for the upkeep and beautification of the property. She
said Mr. Peterson has allowed the lawn to die and there is a lot of junk on the property.
Mrs. Durfee pointed out that the rental located at 446 South Orchard Avenue has been vacant for
six years, which creates an abandoned and dumpy feeling in their neighborhood . She said the
vacant unit creates an open spot for crime and teenage mischief and drug passing.
Mrs. Durfee said in the January American Fork City Newsletter the Beautification Committee
listed its goals to beautify Main Street and the rest of the community. She said that the
Beautification Committee also offered son1e ideas of what homeowners could do to help beautify
American Fork. She said that the homeowners can only do so much to help with beautification
efforts. She said that it will not matter how many flower pots or benches are put on Main Street
or how enhanced the decoration program is if landlords are allowed to purchase property in
American Fork and then take no further responsibility to maintain their property. She said the
community needs to extend past Main Street and into each of the neighborhoods. She said each
neighborhood collectively makes up the City. She said that each property owner should be held
accountable and should be responsible to help enhance the community.
Stan Jorgenson, who lives at 400 North 445 West, expressed concern about the traffic problem at
the intersection of 400 West and Hindley Drive. He said that he came to the City Council
Meeting about a year ago and there were many people present who were in favor of moving
forward with the master plan in order to get the 560 West railroad crossing into Pacific Drive. He
said that he is not aware of any progress that has been made relative to getting the 560 West
railroad crossing into Pacific Drive. Mr. Jorgenson said there are many of the neighbors who are
interesting in helping to find a solution for the traffic problem at the intersection of 400 West and
Hindley Drive. He said that he just became aware of the committee that has been established to
address the traffic problems. He asked to be induded in the new transportation committee that
has been established .
Mr. Jorgenson was told to talk to Councilman Blake about participating
(C ity Council Minutes- February 12, 2002)
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on the committee.
Mr. Jorgenson urged the City Council to continue with the master plan. He pointed out that he
personally put out traffic counters and counted the traffic a year ago at 400 West and he counted
more than 700 vehicles per day, which creates a level of service F. He said a level of service F
means that the intersection is starting to fail at peak hour times . ~e said the problem is not going
to get better until they find alternative traffic routes.
George Brown "What is the status of the sale of the old hospital building to the Heritage Center
Organization."
:Nfayor Barratt said "As far as I know that was supposed to go to the loan committee on Thursday
or Friday and he has not had any calls since then."
Mark Steele said in last week's New Utah there was a quote from the City's planning consultant
that states that the City sees the Hunter Park more as having multiple uses rather than just an area
where people sit and watch the stream flow. He expressed concern that there is an attitude in the
City that the only good space is developed space. He said watching a stream go by is a good use
for a large portion of the Hunter Park.
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No awards were presented.
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11ayor Barratt presented Officer Mark Udy IV a Detector Dog Handler Certificate and a Patrol
Dog Handler Certificate. PSD Baron was presented a Narcotics Detector Dog Certificate and
Police Patrol Dog Certificate.
Chief Fox explained that when Officer Udy IV and Baron attended their training, Baron received
the highest ratings in the class.
Officer Udy and Officer Smith demonstrated how Baron detects drugs .
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
Mr. Wanlass had nothing to report .
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Storrs congratulated Mr. Wanlass, Mayor Barratt, staff, and the volunteers on the
fine job that they did on the events associated with the Olympic Torch Run.
Councilman Blake also expressed his appreciation for all the work that went into planning and
organizing the events associated with the Olympic Torch Run. He said the Olympic Torch Run
was a great event.
(City Council Minutes- February 12 , 2002)
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Councilman Hunter said he thought the support from the residents of American Fork for the
Olympic Torch Run was great. He said a good job was done on the events associated with the
Olympic Torch Run.
Councilmember Belmont said she thought the Olympic Torch Run was very exciting. She said
that for a person who did not want the Olympics in the State of Utah, she has done a complete
turn around and is now glued to the television every minute that she is home. She said the
Olympic Torch Run was very cold, but very exciting and nice.
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Councilmember Belmont said that the Friday before the Olympic Torch Run she had a phone call
from an irate woman who asked if she had an Olympic Coat and if the employees had Olympic
Coat. She said the woman asked her if the coat was a gift. She said the woman told her that if
the coat was a gift then she should not be accepting it. She said that a few days after the one
woman called her another person called her to inquire about the Olympic Coat.
Councilmember Belmont said that she read a letter to the editor in the Salt Lake Tribute that
stated that elected officials should not accept anything that costs more than $50 . She then asked
who paid for the coat and asked if she needed to pay for the coat.
Mayor Barratt explained that the City Employees had the option of paying for their coat or
donating their time. He said most employees donated their time toward the cost of the coat. He
said as far as the members of the City Council he feels that they donate tons of time so they
should receive a coat .
Councilmember Belmont said that she has not worn the coat because she did not know what to
do .
Mayor Barratt told Councilmember Belmont that she can return the coat to the City if she does
not feel comfortable keeping it.
Councilmember Belmont said she wondered if she needed to pay for anything over $50 .
Councilman Hampton said that when they put in as many hours as they do the coat is just a small
tnken of appreciation.

A citizen in the audience said that she has been to three City Council Meetings recently and can
see what the City Council does. She said that she does not know how much time is put in by each
n1ember of the City Council, but she said that Councilman Hunter and Councilmember Belmont
do a wonderful job. She told Councilmember Belmont that she deserves the coat and should
wear it.
Councilmember Belmont reported that the Historic Preservation Committee received a check in
the amount of$4,954.00 to pay back American Fork City for two years worth of work that they
did as a soft match for the Historic Preservation Committee. She gave Mr. Wanlass the check
and said she would like a receipt and copy of the check for the Historic Preservation Committee
files . She said the Historic Preservation Committee does a lot of work and she appreciates them.

47
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Councilmember Belmont said on January 23, 2002, she spent six hours at meeting for the
National Parks in American Fork Canyon discussing the power plant. She explained that Utah
Power and Light is maybe going to ask for a 50-year extension on their contract for the power
plan, but if they do not get the contract then they wondered if American Fork City is interested in
helping them find a use for the power plant building. She said the power plant is a significant
building and she does not want to see anything 0-egative happen to it.
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Councilmember Belmont said on January 25 , 2002, she attended the National Register Board,
which votes on historical buildings. She said the National Register Board voted to put the Third
Ward Church, which is not the North Hampton House on the national register.
Councilmember Belmont reported that on January 29, 2002, she met with Amy Cope of the
National Trust from the Denver Office. She said that Ms. Cope is very interested in American
Fork and they spent several hours driving around American Fork looking at the old buildings.
She said Ms. Cope gave her a list of ways to help restore some of the old buildings.
Councilmember Belmont said the Olympic Torch Relay was a huge success. She pointed out that
the Health Department arrived where the doughnuts and cocoa were being served and asked
where the sneeze guards were.
Mr. Wanlass said the Health Department worked with the caterers and there were no problems.
Councilman Hampton thanked the neighbors who live in north west American Fork for all of their
work.
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Councilman Hampton also thanked Judy Price for the incredible job that she is doing on
Neighbors in Action. He said the number of people starting to get involved with Neighbors in
Action is impressive. He said that he really appreciates the citizens in the community for taking
the time to make a difference.
Councilman Hampton also said the Olympic Torch Run was a wonderful occasion with a good
turn out. He thanked Mr. Wanlass for the many hours he spent preparing for the Olympic Torch
Run. He also thanked the employees for their help on making the Olympic Torch Run a
successful event.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt reported that Pam Hunsaker chaired the American Fork Olympic Torch Run
Committee and made the assignments and took care of organizing everything. He said she made
hours of calls coordinating the various events. He said that Mrs . Hunsaker is not present tonight,
but asked Mr. Wanlass to tell her thank you. Mayor Barratt said Mrs . Hunsaker and Mr.
Wanlass took great responsibility to make sure that the Olympic Torch Run took place in such a
way that the residents of American Fork would be proud of He said that he is grateful to both
Mr. Wanlass and Mrs. Hunsaker, to the American Fork Olympic Torch Run Committee, and the
City employees for all their work. He said the City employees need to be complimented and Mr.
Wanlass and Mrs. Hunsaker need to be recognized for their efforts.

(City Council Minutes- February 12, 2002)
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Mayor Barratt encouraged everyone to get involved with the Olympics.
Mayor Barratt reported that Item #4 has been deleted from the agenda.
ACTION ITEMS
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS
Councilman Hampton stated that some corrections need to be made to the citizen committees and
boards . Following is a list of changes that need to be made:
Library Board
Gary Scoville's term on the Library Board needs to be changed to January 31 , 2005 . On the
Library Board "Shelly Noville" should be changed to "Shelly Neville." He stated that Shelly
I'feville is not filling Marc Haddock's term because they are going to reappoint him. Shelly
Neville's term should end on January 31, 2005. Marc Haddock is to be reappointed to January
31, 2004. He reported that Ginger Hunter, Peggy Shoaf, Rob Jeffs, and Kevin Ash will no longer
be serving on the Library Board. He said they would like to reappoint Karma Swain to January
31 , 2004. Councilman Hampton stated that Marjorie Crooks has now completed two terms and
will have to take some time off because there is the requirement that after two years of service
they have to sit off for one year before they can be appointed for another term .
Senior Citizen Board
Reappoint Eugene Thomas to 2003 . Lynn Hutchings will no longer be serving. Appoint Mel
Provost to 2005 to take Lynn Hutchings place. Reappoint Ted Strong to 2004, Lucille Wootton
to 2003 , Gloria Parker to 2004, Grant Parker to 2004 . Appoint Leola Durrant to 2005 .
Councilman Hampton reported that Vern Johnson will no longer be serving.
Councilmember Belmont moved to approve the appointments and extensions of various
appointments as stated by Councilman Hampton.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.

l'vfayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilman Hampton, Councilman Hunter, Councilmember Belmont,
Councilman Blake, and Councilman Storrs. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.

Mayor Barratt said this item will be on the next agenda and asked the City Council members to
bring each of their boards and committees up-to-date .
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION INCLUDING THE
REVISION OF THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT (ATTACHMENT C) FOR THE J.
PATTERSON ADDITION ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 5.06 ACRES AT 1200 NORTH
(City Council Minutes - February 12 , 2002)
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450 WEST; PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE R1-9000 ZONE AND REPEAL OF
THE ORDINANCE NO . 01-10-51
Councilman Hunter said he thinks that there are a lot of questions on the proposed annexation and
thinks there might be some other alternatives that need to be looked into . He said he thinks the
road ( 540 West) is important, but he believes that some other alternatives should be looked at and
that they should not go forward with the proposed annexation.
Mr. Washburn said he appreciates Councilman Hunter' s comments. He said he has been working
on trying to find a solution for the road for a little over two years. He said the problem is that
when the subdivision to the north was created no access points were left for the subdivision.
There was some discussion about what would happen if the road was shifted to the east and the
lot was condemned. It was discussed that if the property was condemned the sewer outfall line
would be placed on someone's property, which is not a good situation because if there is a
problern then the person's property would have to be torn up .
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Mr. Washburn stated that the only other option other than the proposed annexation is to condemn
the property. He said if the City is willing to condemn the property then they should put off
taking action on the proposed annexation, but if they are not willing to condemn the property they
should not postpone making a decision on the proposed annexation. He said that he hopes the
City Council will move forward with a decision.
Councilman Blake asked what the difference is between the proposed annexation and the original
ordinance.
Mr. Washburn said the difference is the park. He explained that the City was going to buy part of
the Patterson Property for the park. He stated that the road alignment proposed is identical to
the one that was approved in the original ordinance.
Councilman Hampton asked what the tirp.etable is for making 540 West continue through to 1120
North.
In response to Mr. Washburn's question, Mr. \Alashburn said that they are just waiting on the
annexation to be approved then they will take the proposal to the Planning Commission and as
soon as it is approved by the Planning Commission they will try to obtain construction permits to
complete the north-south road .
Councilman Hampton said it is hard for the City Council to understand why the Rl-9000 Zone is
so important. He asked what is the worst thing that could happen if the City approves the Rl9000 Zone.
Mr. Washburn said he also wonders why the Rl-9000 Zone is so important. He pointed out that
the majority of the property is in jurisdictional wetlands. He pointed out that the property can't
be sewered because of the grades. He said the owner of the property feels that he should not
have to sign away his rights to develop, ~fat s01ne point in the future the adjoining property
owner is allowed to develop his property then he should have the same right.
(City Council Minutes- February 12 , 2002)
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Mr. Washburn said he does not think the property will ever be able to be developed .
Councilmember Belmont said that she was not opposed to the proposed annexation when the
zone was a split zone. She said she does not support all of the property being zoned R 1-9000.
She read from the memo prepared by Mr. Despain, which states that the Planning Commission
recommended that the City Council not approve the draft agreement as prepared by Mr.
Patterson. She said that she spoke with staff and they feel that the City needs the road, but not
the way that Mr. Patterson is proposing it. She raised the question of whether the road is so
critical now that they should annex the property or should they wait to figure out a different way
to get the road.
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There was some more discussion about why the owner wants the property all zoned R1-9000.
Mr. Washburn said the reason the owner wants the R1-9000 Zone is because the Patterson Family
wants to divide the property and wants to have an area for their own use. He again stated that
l\1r. Patterson does not want to sign away his rights to develop .
Councilman Hampton raised the question of whether Mr. Patterson is signing away his
development rights if the property is zoned R1-9000 some time in the future .
1\!Ir. Washburn said Mr. Patterson will not sign the annexation agreement if the property is not all
zoned R1-9000. He said that if the City does not want the road that is fine . He said he has spent
a lot of time and money trying to come up with a solution. He said a lot of the City staff members
have said the road is absolutely necessary . . He said there is no question that the terms of the
proposed annexation agreement are about "one up1nanship." He said the only other option that
the City has is to condemn the property if it wants to get the road .
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Mayor Barratt said that the City has not condemned property before.
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Mayor Barratt explained that the policy is that if there is an outfall line it has to be in the road. He
said the road can't be shifted very far unless the City is willing to condemn property and put the
sewer outfall line inside someone's private property, which he does not see happening . He said
there has to be an easement to service the sewer outfall line.
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Councilman Storrs said he is confused about how the Pattersons are signing away rights when
they have not been given any rights. He said the property would have to be annexed into the City
and zoned before any rights could be signed away .
Mr. Washburn said "the City would have a better shot of arguing with Mr. Patterson than with
him."
Councilman Blake asked what the options are if the proposed annexation were referred back to
the Planning Commission.
Councilman Hunter said one option is condemnation.

Ms. Kramer said one of the members on the Planning Commission said if the road were moved
over to the east then it may be an easier grade to deal with.
(City Council Minutes- Februmy 12, 2002)
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Brian Blackhurst a member of the 540-560 West committee said they would like to see 1120
North opened up and 500 North opened up before 540 West is completed to help elevate some of
the traffic. He said the 540-560 West committee would also like some traffic calming devices put
in place. He said the average speed on 540 West is about 40 mph.
Chief Fox stated that the American Fork Police Department has done six traffic studies in the past
week and only nine vehicles were cited for going ten miles over the speed limit. He said the fact
is that there is a lot of traffic on 540 West, but the cars do not travel at excessive speeds .
Mr. Blackhurst said he has spoke with some of the police officers and they have said that they let
the cars travel up to 3 5 mph before citing them. He said the issue is how many of the cars were
traveling about 25 mph. He said one police officer indicated that they do not have enough people
to control the speed at 25 mph. He said the residents are just asking for some traffic calming
devices.
Chief Fox pointed out that it is the City's policy to not cite people until they go 10 mph over the
speed limit.
Mr. Blackhurst said he does not want to point fingers at the police officers because they are doing
a great job. He said they just need something in place to slow down the traffic.
Mayor Barratt asked the City Council to make a decision.

Councilmember Belmont moved to send the proposed annexation agreement back to the
Planning Commission and that the City Council not entertain the proposed annexation
agreement at this time since it has been recommended by staff that the City Council not
approve it at this time.
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Mayor Barratt pointed out that the proposed annexation agreement has already been to the
Planning Commission and is now back before the City Council.
Councilmember Belmont said the Planning Commission is telling them that they want it to come
back to them again. She said the proposed annexation agreement is not consistent with the terms
of the proposed General Plan.
Mayor Barratt said the statement about the General Plan is "erroneous" because the City does not
have a General Plan for the area proposed for annexation yet. He said he does not know why Mr.
Despain included the statement about not being consistent with the proposed General Plan
because the General Plan has not been approved.
Councilmember Belmont said the Planning Commission is working on the General Plan.
There -vvas no second to Councilmember Belmont' s above motion.

Councilmember Belmont then moved to recommend that the City Council not approve the
draft annexation agreement as prepared by Mr. Patterson.
(City Council Minutes- February J 2, 2002)
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Mayor Barratt rephrased Councilmember Belmont's motion by saying that what is being asked is
to deny the request as stated in the ordinance of annexation including the revision of the
annexation agreement and Attachment C.

Councilman .Hunter seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake asked if the motion is to refuse to act and to refer the proposed agreement
back to the Planning Commission.
Councilmember Belmont said the recommendation from Mr. Despain is to refuse to act and to
refer it back to the Planning Commission.
Councilman Blake said "it is not a motion to deny, but a motion to act and refer it back for further
recommendation?"
Councilman Hampton asked how long it will be before there is an east-west route out to 900
West developed.
Mr. De~ney said all of the property would need to be annexed into the City before it would have
control of the road. He pointed out the properties that are not yet in the City.

It was discussed that it could be 10 years before there is an east-west route developed out to 900
West .
Councilman Blake asked if the City could condemn the property to the west in order to develop
the road .
Mr. Denney explained that the property to the west is not in the City limits. He said it would be
tough to prove the benefit to the public.
Mayor Barratt asked for some clarification on the motion. He said that Councilmember Belmont
has recommended that the proposed annexation agreement be returned back to the Planning
Commission for further recommendation. He said he does not understand why it needs to go
back to the Planning Commission. He said the Planning Commission would like the City to keep
the original agreement, which the owner of the property will not sign. He said the owner has
already stated that he will only sign the proposed agreement. Mayor Barratt said he does not
know what is trying to be accomplished by sending the proposed agreement back to the Planning
Commission.
Councilmember Belmont said she is trying to accomplish what the Planning Commission has
recommended . She said the Planning Commission recommended that the City Council not
approve the draft annexation agreement. She said Mr. Patterson has been "playing hardball" with
the City for a long time and thinks Mr. Washburn "hit it on the head when he said this is an arm
wrestling match." She said that she is not happy with the proposed zone.
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Mr. Washburn expressed concern about not allowing any more development to take place until
(City Council Minutes- February 12 , 2002)
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the roads are put in. He said the City does not put in the roads . He said all the roads are put in
by developers. He said the City is not the "only one getting shot at. " He said that he has spent
an incredible amount of money trying to get things worked out in regard to the road . He said
that he is the one that is being held hostage and there is no public purpose served by holding him
hostage. He said that he has no recourse.
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Councilmember Belmont told Mr. Washburn that she is sorry. She told Mr. Washburn that they
have had a very good conversational relationship for many years . She said the problem is with
Pattersons.
Mr. Washburn said money is being taken out of his pocket. He apologized for taking things
personally.
Councilmember Belmont said that she does not agree with the proposed annexation.
A lady in the audience said "something sounds fishy." She said she is a little upset that
Pattersons are not here tonight to represent their interests.
Mayor Barratt explained that Pattersons are not proposing to do any development right now. He
said the person that is getting hurt is Mr. Washburn. He said if the annexation is not approved,
then the City will also get hurt because it will not be able to get the road. He said the City is
never going to condemn the property to get the road . He said the City Council has heard Chief
Fox say that the road is needed. He said it is worth giving up the park for the road because he
feels that eventually the City will get the property for the park.
Mayor Barratt said Pattersons do not need to be here because it does not -affect them. He said
Pattersons do not care if the road goes in. He said the proposed agreement is the only one that
Pattersons will sign.
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Mayor Barratt said he believes the proposed agreement should be approved and he does not
believe it serves any purpose sending it back to the Planning Commission.
A representative for Pattersons stated that Pattersons have been represented by Mr. Washburn
throughout the whole process thus far . The representative said he is present tonight to just see
things through. He said Mr. Washburn is in a tough spot.
Mayor Barratt agreed that Mr. Washburn is in a tough spot. He said that Mr. Washburn is just
trying to make his development work.
A citizen asked why the road is so dearly needed. He said there are two accesses into the
subdivision from the south. He also asked how the City is taking money out of Mr. Washburn 's
pocket if he is not the owner of the property proposed for annexation.
Mayor Barratt said he is not too worried about Mr. Washburn's livelihood. He said he is more
worried about what Police Chief Fox has recommended in regards to the road . He said American
Fork City is very progressive as far as police work goes. He said that American Fork City was
one of the first cities to have a motorcycle patrol unit. He said Police Chief Fox is one of the
(C ity Council Minutes - February 12 , 2002)
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Chief Fox said he is not convinced that all of the traffic will funnel down through 540 or 560
West. He said a lot of people will use 9600 North and will come down 900 West to access the
new commercial development. He said that he does not think 1120 North will be finished any
time soon. He said 540 West is a critical road .
The same citizen who asked if the road was critical said the traffic should be kept on the main
roads instead of winding it through a residential area.
~fayo r

Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter and Councilmember Belmont. Those voting nay:
Councilman Hampton, Councilman Storrs, and Councilman Blake. The motion failed.
Mayor Barratt asked for another motion.
Councilman Hampton said they need some time before they can pass the proposed annexation
agreement. He said once the road is up to 9600 North people will come down through their
community instead of going over to 900 West. Councilman Hampton said it would be smarter for
people to go to 900 West because there is a semaphore there. He said it may just be an
education process in order to get people to use 900 West.
Mayor Barratt said he does not intend to put this item on the agenda until two City Council
members request that it be put on the agenda.
Councilman Hampton said he would like to ask that this be placed on the next agenda. He said he
would like to have a recommendation from Keith ' s committee.
Councilman Blake said he would concur with putting this on the next agenda.
Councilmember Belmont said she would like all of the City Council members to talk to Mr.
Despain_about the proposed annexation. She said that she has talked to Mr. Despain about the
proposed annexation four times and that is why she so strongly believes that the proposed
agreement should not be approved. She said Mr. Despain feels strongly that the City needs the
road (540 West), but that there might be a different way to get the road. She said they will never
get the park if the City approves the proposed aJmexation agreement the way that it currently is.
Councilman Hampton said he does not think the community cares whether the property is
developed as a park or not.
Councilmember Belmont said she thinks the community does care whether it is a park or not.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY' S INTENT TO
ADJUST THE COMMON BOUNDARY WITH HIGHLAND CITY AT APPROXIMATELY
40 EAST 1400 NORTH (BILL PRESTON PROPERTY)

(City Council Minutes - February 12, 2002)
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Mr. Brown said "what are you trying to accomplish with this (the proposed resolution adjusting
the common boundary) instead of going up to 1500 North, which is the County 9600 North road?
Why just 1400 north instead of going up to 1500 north?"
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Mayor Barratt said Bill Preston has petitioned the City to allow his property to be annexed into
the City.
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Mr. Brown said why not take the boundary up to 1500 North so that the City would have control
of the road at 15 00 North.
Mr. Denney said that the proposed boundary is what Highland has volunteered.
Mr. Brown said that American Fork does have 1500 North until you get to the Bill Preston
Property then it becomes Highland Property. He said "if you are going to have a common
boundary, it should be based on a road with one of the cities in control of the road. One city
should have control of the road so that it will be maintained properly."
Mayor Barratt said the proposal is part of that one lot deep area where Highland maintains the
one lot deep south of 9600 North.
Mr. Brown stated that American Fork City has jurisdiction west of the property on 9600 North.
Mayor Barratt said the proposal is what the applicant is asking for .
There was some discussion that the boundary line is on both sides of 1400 North.
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Mr. Brown asked why the boundary was not being taken to 9600 North.
Mr. Wanlass said the proposal is Mr. Preston's request and Highland has agreed to it.
Councilman Hampton moved to approve Resolution No. 02-02-07R indicating the City's
intent to adjust the common boundary with Highland City at approximately 40 East 1400
North (Bill Preston Property).
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilman Hampton, Councilman Storrs, Councilman Blake,
Councilman Hunter, and Councilmember Belmont. All voted in favor. The motion
carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROJECT MANAGERS AGREEMENT WITH WOODBURY
CORPORATION FOR THE AMERICAN FORK CITY UTAH SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT
DISTRICT NO. 2001-1
This item was deleted from the agenda. No action was taken.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION TO INCLUDE AN ADDITIONAL PARCEL
IN THE AMERICAN FORK CITY; UTA..fl SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
NO . 200 1- 1
Councilman Storrs moved to approve Resolution No. 02-02-0SR to include an additional
parcel in the American Fork City, Utah Special Improvement District.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilman Hampton, Councilman Storrs, Councilman Hunter,
Councilman Blake, and Councilmember Belmont. Voting was unanimous. The motion
carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS; COMMERCIAL PROJECTS;
CONDOMINIUMS; AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

~5

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a revised site plan for Doug Smith
Autoplex at 523 West Main Street
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27
28
29
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31
32

Councilman Hampton moved to approve Ordinance No. 02-02-04 approving
a revised site plan for Doug Smith Autoplex at 523 West Main Street subject
to:
1.

2.
3.

')')
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Addition of oil and water separators to sumps in new area.
Evidence of approyal from UDOT of new entrance location.
The additional lighting of the new property to match existing light
facilities.

Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilman Hampton, Councilman Storrs, Councilman
Blake, Councilman Hunter and Councilmember Belmont. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.

b.

Review and action on the Auto mall Business Center PUD consisting of 3 lots; a
resubdivision of Site 1 American Fork Automall at 995 South 500 East

J

47

The petitioner said the memo frorr1 Mr. Despain indicates that there are three
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issues that need to be resolved relative to the proposed project. He said one of the
issues is relative to parking requirements . The other issues are relative to
reciprocal easements and water rights . He pointed out that the proposal is not
for a resubdivision because the property has never been subdivided. He said the
proposal is relative to one lot.
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The petitioner stated that the proposed project meets the parking requirements . He
stated that there are 15 surplus parking spaces.
The petitioner said that the reciprocal easements were submitted to the City today
for its approval.
The petitioner said the water rights were supposed to be given when the property
closed escrow. He said they have started the process to buy water rights from
the American Fork Irrigation Company.
The petitioner said that he is requesting that the City Council approve the
proposed project subject to Mr. Despain verifying the water rights .
Councilman Hampton said that the City approved the project when it initially
started based on the condition that the subject to items be watched and some of the
subject to items got by them . He asked Mr. Denney if he was comfortable with
approving the proposed project with the subject to items.
Mr. Denney said the concern that he has is relative to the parking. He said that it
has been represented by the petitioner that the proposed parking will meet the
parking requirements, but Mr. Despain has expressed concerns in his memo that
the parking does not meet the requirements.
Councilman Hampton asked the petitioner how long it will take him to acquire and
convey the water rights to the City.
In response to Councilman Hampton's question, the petitioner said it will take
approximately 30 days .

Councilman Hampton moved to defer this item and the next item on the
agenda until the next City Council Meeting.
Councilman Blake seconded the rnotion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hampton, Councilman Storrs, Councilman
Blake, Councilman Hunter and Councilmember Belmont. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.

6

47

C.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Automall
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Business Center PUD Lot 3. at 995 South 500 East
This item was deferred to the next City Council Meeting per the above
motion.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST FOR A SPECIAL EXCEPTION TO THE
REQUIREMENT OF HAVING ALL IMPROVEMENTS COMPLETED PRIOR TO THE
OCCUPANCY OF A HOME AT 807 NORTH 300 EAST UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF
RESOLUTION NO . 01-09-31R
Janet Wright, the homeowner, said her contractor did not anticipate the cold weather and did not
put the improvements in earlier. She said her home is finished now except for the improvements.
She said the improvements are all bonded for. She said she is just asking to be allowed to move
into her home now and then the improvements will be put in this Spring when the weather gets
better.
Councilman Hampton asked if the public safety access is restricted at all.
Mrs. Wright said public safety access is not restricted at all.
Councilman Blake moved to approve a request for a special exception to the requirement of
having all improvements completed prior to the occupancy of a home at 807 North 200 East
under the provisions of Resolution No. 01-09-31R.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
1-1ayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilman Hampton, Councilman Storrs, Councilman Hunter,
Councilman Blake, and Councilmember Belmont. Voting was unanimous. The motion
carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION TO RECONSIDER THE JANUARY 22 2002 MOTION
REGARDING A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST BY RAY SHEPHERD AT 172 EAST 500
NORTH FROM THE EXISTING R1-7500 TO THE R2-7500~ MULTIPLE FAMILY
RESIDENTIAL ZONE
Mayor Barratt said this item is no longer part of the agenda because it is no longer needed .
action was taken on this item.

No

REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST
AT 172 EAST 500 NORTH FROM THE EXISTING R1-7500 ZONE TO THE R2-7500.
MULTIPLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE

44

45
S
47

Councilman Storrs moved to approve Ordinance No. 02-02-05 approving a zone change
request at 172 East 500 North from the existing Rl-7500 Zone to the R2-7500, Multiple
Family Residential Zone.
(City Council Minutes - February 12, 2002)
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Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
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l\1ayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilman Hampton, Councilman Hunter, Councilman Blake, and
Councilman Storrs. Those voting nay : Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
Councilmember Belmont explained why she voted against the zone change. She said that she has
great sympathy. She said that if Mr. Shepherd was down zoning, then she would vote for it. She
said one reason she voted no was because of Mr. Dean' s comments at the last meeting this was
discussed.
:REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT FOR THE RENTAL OF TWIN FALLS
COUNTY FAIR PORTABLE STAGE FOR THE STEEL DAYS VARIETY SHOW
Councilman Storrs moved to approve a contract for the rental of Twin Falls County Fair
Portable Stage for the Steel Days Variety Show subject to Mr. Bennett's recommendation
of revising the introductory paragraph.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion .
Those voting aye: Councilman Hampton, Councilman Storrs, Councilman Blake,
Councilman Hunter, and Councilmember Belmont. Voting was unanimous. The motion
carried.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS

')')
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Councilman Hunter reported that at the February 6, 2002, Planning Commission Meeting the
Planning Commission approved the Virginia Ridge Plat H Subdivision consisting of 7 lots at 1140
North 400 West; discussed a revised landscape plan for the North Pointe Business Park at 630
East 13 00 South; approved a site plan for the W arenski Funeral Home at 177 6 North 900 East;
discussed senior housing projects; approved the Boyde G. Williams Annexation Agreement at 300
East South Frontage Road; discussed the Vacher Annexation Agreement at 755 East 50 South ~
discussed the Central Area Land Use Element of the General Plan.
Councilman Hunter said the following public hearings need to be set for March 12, 2002 :
7:20p.m.
7:10p.m.

Site plan for the Warenski Funeral Home at 1776 North 900 East
Placement of the property in the Boyde G. Williams Annexation in the GC-2,
PI-1 , and BP-1 Zones.

47
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE NOVEMBER 1\ 2001 RETREAT MINUTES
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Councilman Hampton moved to approve Draft #2 of the November 15, 2001, Retreat
Minutes. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Tho~e voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Councilman Hampton, Councilman Storrs,
Councilman Blake, and Councilmember Belmont. Voting was unanimous. The motion
carried.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE NOVEMBER 26 2001, WORK SESSION MINUTES
Councilman Hampton moved to approve the November 26, 2001, Work Session Minutes
subject to the following corrections.
On Page 1, Line 20 "delayed" should be changed to "deleted." On Page 1, Line 54
"delayed" should be changed to "deleted." On Page 2, Line 39 "delayed" should be
changed to "deleted." On Page 5, Line 28 "delayed" should be changed to "deleted." On
Page 5, Line 36 "delayed" should be changed to "deleted." On Page 6, Line 3 "delayed"
should be changed to "deleted."
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23

Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
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J\!Iayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Councilman Hampton, Councilman Storrs,
Councilman Blake, and Councilmember Belmont. Voting was unanimous. The motion
carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DECEMBER 6; 2001 WORK SESSION MINUTES
Councilman Hampton moved to approve the December 6, 2001, Work Session Minutes.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Councilman Hampton, Councilman Storrs,
Councilman Blake, and Councilmember Belmont. Voting was unanimous. The motion
carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE

JAt~J ARY

3; 2002; JOINT SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the January 3, 2002, Joint Session Minutes.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
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Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion .

3
4
5
6
7

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Councilman Hampton, Councilman Storrs,
Councilman Blake, and Councilmember Belmont. Voting was unanimous. The motion
carried.

8

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JANUARY 3: 2002: WORK SESSION MINUTES

9
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Councilman Hampton moved to approve the January 3, 2002, Work Session Minutes
subject to corrections being made on Page 2, Line 19.
On Page 2, Line 19 was changed to read as follows: "In the final portion of the discussion
they wanted some share of commercial. The talk of a buffer didn't mean much as traffic
would still go into the strip mall and the commercial and the retail."
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.

19
20

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the 11_10tion. .
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Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Councilman Hampton, Councilman Storrs,
Councilman Blake, and Councilmember Belmont. Voting was unanimous. The motion
carried.

22
23
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JANUARY 17: 2002: WORK SESSION MINUTES

26
27
28

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the January 17, 2002, Work Session Minutes
subject to the following corrections:
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On Page 3, Line 38 "deal" should be changed to "deal." On Page 4, Line 39 "trail
payments" should be changed to "trail of payments." On Page 6, Line 25 "had did not"
should be changed to "had not."
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion . .
Those voting aye: Councilman Storrs, Councilman Hampton, and Councilman Hunter.
Councilman Blake and Councilmember Belmont abstained from the vote.

REVIEW AND ACTION THE JANUARY 22 2002: MINUTES

42
43
44
45
6
47

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the January 22, 2002, Minutes with the following
corrections:
On Page 13, Line "move" should be changed to "moved." On Page 17, Line "with, both"
should be changed to "with both." On Page 18, Line 4 "but that would" should be
(C ity Council Minutes- February 12, 2002)
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changed to "but would." On Page 20, Line 36 "overpass was" should be changed to
"overpass or underpass." On Page 21, Line 16 "overpass was" should be changed to
"overpass or underpass." On Page 22, Line 17 "anyone one of the" should be changed to
"anyone on the." On Page 22, line "City." should be changed to "City?" On Page 22, Line
25 "have some" should be changed to "have been some."
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Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Councilman Hampton, Councilman Storrs,
Councilman Blake, and Councilmember Belmont. Voting was unanimous. The motion
carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FEBRUARY 7 2002 WORK SESSION MINUTES
Councilman Hampton moved to approve the February 7, 2002, Work Session Minutes.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilman Hampton, Councilman Storrs, Councilman Blake, and
Councilmember Belmont. Councilman Hunter abstained from the vote.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF THE
CITY BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills, manual checks and purchase
requests over $1,000 as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Hunter seconded
the motion.
Councilman Blake asked if construction of the police/courts building is staying on budget.
Mr. Wanlass said the police/courts building is currently on budget.
Those voting aye: Councilman Hampton, Councilman Hunter, Councilman Storrs,
Councilman Blake, and Councilmember Belmont. Voting was unanimous. The motion
carried.

40
41

J. Patterson Addition Annexation

42
43
44
45
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Mayor Barratt asked the City Council what it needs from staff or him regarding the proposed J.
Patterson Addition Annexation.
Councilman Hampton said that he would like Councilman Blake's group to look at the traffic
flow options and have some input on that. Mayor Barratt asked Councilman Blake to make a
(City Council Minutes- Februmy 12, 2002)
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report at the February 21 , 2002, Work Session.
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Mr. Bennett asked for some clarification on the motion regarding the special exception for the
home at 807 North 200 East. He asked if the requirements were deferred for a period of time or
were they exempted from having to put in the improvements.
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Special Exception to the requirement of having all the improvements completed prior to
occupancy of the home at 807 North 200 East

Mayor Barratt said the motion was to defer the improvements until they can be put installed in the
Spring.
Mr. Bennett asked if there was a time frame included in the motion.
Mayor Barratt said "I don't believe there was a time frame included as part of the motion." He
said the bond money will not be released until the improvements are completed.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned by common consent at 9:35p.m.

J\1elanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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American Fork City Park Proposal
Approximately 1120 N. 600 W.
Hunter/ Virginia Ridge Land
Land

American Fork City

Landscape plans

Paul Washburn

Excavation

Developer Contribrution

Sprinkling System

Neighborhood/City

CJrass/Hydro-seed
Trees/Shrubs

Neighborhood /City
Neighborhood/City

Pavilion
Roof
Tables

Concrete 30'x60' (possible contribution)
American Fork City
$538.00 per 8 foot table
three tables $1,614.00
(possible contribution)

(}rill

Playground
Equipment
Tetherball
Volleyball
Basketball Hoops
Bike Racks
Tennis Courts

Restrooms
Total:

3,800.00-$4,000.00
Includes: 4 swings, monkey bars, fireman pole, tire
swing, fort with slide.
$90.00-100.00 (Tire posted or sleeve post)
$345.00 (Net and sleeve posts)
$545.00-1,200.00 (not including concrete pad)
0.00 or $240.00 (two sizes)
5,000.00-40,000.00 for two courts 120'x100'
Includes: 6-8 lights, fence with two gates, nets,
posts, asphalt surface and backboard.
$80,000.00
$170,000.00 - $200,000.00

(*Impact Fees per home for park use- $1,308.00)
approximately 160 home in Salsbury Subdivision= $209,280.00
)
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,. To American Fork City:
The following people who are residents near the property on 700 East and 50 South,
and the Vacher property on 50 South and just East of700 East, want to go on record that
we are opposed to the zoning of High Density Housing near us. Such as Townhouses and
retirement complexes. Where the neighbors will never see another sunrise or sunset, do to high
density.
We feel that the property should not be used to destroy the value of the neighbors
property that are near. It has been our experience that this type of zoning has been very transient,
with little consideration for the neighbors, even when they buy. Because they have little invested,
with no down payment. They soon find out that it is hard to have children penned up in so small a
space, then it isn't long until many of them are up for sale again. And that living that dose is not
a compatible situation.
Also the problem of parking and traffic becomes a major problem, on an already busy
road. Not to say what it is doing to the schools and churches.
American Fork needs more open space, not a crowded community, with no green space.
This being the case due to developers and the love of money. We as neighbors are not against
individual houses.
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ATTACHMENT #2 TO THE FEBRUARY 12,2002 CC MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF 3
.. To American Fark City:
The following people who are residents near-the property on 700 East and 50 South,
and the Vacher property on 50 South and just East of700 East, want to go on record that
we are opposed to the zoning of.High Density Housing near us. Such as Townhouses and
retirement complexes. Where the neighbors will never see another sunrise or sunset, do to high
density.
We feel that the property should not be used to destroy the value of the neighbors
property that are near. It has been our experience that this type of zoning has been very transient,
with little consideration for the neighbors, even when they buy. Because they have little invested,
with no down payment. They soon find out that it is hard to have children penned up in so small a
space, then it isn't long until many of them are up for sale again. And that living that dose is not
a compatible situation.
Also the problem of parking and traffic becomes a major problem, on an already busy
road. Not to say what it is doing to the schools and churches.
American F ark needs more open space, not a crowded cornrllunity, with no green space.
This being the case due to developers and the love of money. We as neighbors are not against
individual houses.
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To American Fork City:
The following people who are residents near the property on 700 East and 50 South,
and the Vacher property on 50 South and just East of 700 Ea~t, want to go on record that
we are opposed to the zoning of High Density Housing near us. Such as Townhouses and
retirement complexes. Where the neighbors will never see another sunrise or sunset, do to high
density.
We feel that the property should not be used to destroy the value of the neighbors
property that are near. It has been our experience that this type of zoning has been very transient,
with little consideration for the neighbors, even when they buy. Because they have little invested,
with no down payment. They soon find out that it is hard to have children penned up in so small a
space, then it isn't long until many of them are up for sale again. And that living that close is not
a compatible situation.
Also the problem of parking and traffic becomes a major problem, on an already busy
road. Not to say what it is doing to the schools and churches.
American Fork needs more open space, not a crowded community, with no green space.
This being the case due to developers and the love of money. We as neighbors are not against
individual houses.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 21 , 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, February 21 , 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
WORK SESSION
1. Discussion of items for the upcoming February 26, 2002, City Council meeting.
2. Discussion of utility services to the Gasser Annexation property consisting of 4.78 acres
at 1195 East 50 South.
3. Other business.
4. Adjournment.
Dated this 19 day ofFebruary, 2002.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
FEBRUARY 21 , 2002
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on February 21 , 2002, in the City Hall
commencing at 4:16p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Keith
Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Councilmember Belmont was excused.
Others present included Carl Wan1ass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Terry Fox, Rod
Despain, Mark Martin, Reed Bromley, and Jess Green.
DISCUSSION OF UTILITY SERVICES TO THE GASSER ANNEXATION PROPERTY
CONSISTING OF 4.78 ACRES AT 1195 EAST 50 SOUTH
Mayor Barratt asked that they discuss utility services to the Gasser Annexation property first.
Carl Wan1ass explained that a new sewer line to service the lower portion of this property was
estimated to cost $125,000. The developer, David Blake, would like to be able to use a
temporary lift station. Their options were to build the line, build a lift station, or go to Pleasant
Grove.
Reed Bromley, representing David Blake's senior housing project, explained that the Pleasant
Grove line was available. The closest American Fork line was not of sufficient depth. He
suggested a temporary connection to Pleasant Grove.
Councilman Blake asked about bringing in of some dirt to raise the property.
Reed Bromley answered that they needed to bring in about 6 feet of fill in order to allow the
sewer to flow by gravity. That much fill would create a problem with road access to 50 South
Street.
Councilman Hunter asked about the length of time on an interlocal agreement.
Mayor Barratt commented that it would be needed for longer than five years. He did not think
that the west side of 1100 East would be developed very soon and development was what it
would take to bring the line up .
Councilman Blake felt that a long-term agreement would be better than having a lift station.
Reed Bromley reported that David Blake had indicated there maybe a willingness on the part of
Pleasant Grove City to participate in an agreement.
Councilman Blake asked about the fees .

)
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Carl Wan1ass explained that the impact fees for those three units would go to Pleasant Grove for
the sewer. The tnonthly charges for those three units would need to be worked out, but they
would probably be billed by Pleasant Grove.
Councilman Hunter Tom felt that an agreement would be the first option.
Reed Bromley explained that lift stations were much better than they had been in the past. They
now last between 8 and 9 years. The cost of a lift station was about $50,000 and the developer
would have to pay for it.
Howard Denney reported that sewer tnodels projected for the future of that area indicate a need
for a sewer line to extend north from State Street on 1100 East. It was a ways in the future,
however.
(Councilman Hampton exited the meeting to speak with fanner Mayor Jess Green and returned
after a couple of minutes.)
Various options were discussed.
Mayor Barratt noted that he would be meeting with Pleasant Grove on some other issues and
would bring this up .
Carl W anlass would be interested in finding out for how long Pleasant Grove would be willing to
entertain such an agreement. He noted that a future Council may ask why American Fork City
annexed it when they could not sewer it.
Councilman Blake suggested that an interlocal agreement could have a 5-year renewable option.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING FEBRUARY 26, 2002, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Carl Wan1ass explained that he had received a proposal from Lewis Young Robertson &
Burningham to do a study on updating park impact fees for $6,870. The fee currently for a
single-family home was about $1300. In his calculation, it should be up to about $2200.
Councilman Blake asked what criteria the study was based on.
Carl Wan1ass responded that it was the service level identified in the master plan in conjunction
with the price of land and new growth. In 1997 they were using a land cost of $41 ,000. Recently
the City has been paying between $75 ,000 and $80,000 per acre.
Mayor Barratt felt it was obvious that they were not keeping up .
Carl Wan1ass explained that the owners of the development on the Boyde Williams Annexation
property were going to request the use of an SID to construct the infrastructure. The City had
done SID' s in the North Valley Business Park and now the American Fork Commercial Center on
the west side, but they both had reimbursement agreements. In this project, it did not appear that
2

there would be enough sales tax to qualify for a CDC. There would be an annual assessment
against the property owners.
Rod Despain added that there was about a thousand feet of road that would be an off-site
improvement.
Mayor Barratt asked why the City would want to do it.
Carl Wan1ass answered that it was somewhat consistent with what they had done with other
developments in the past. The City had ample bonding capacity.
Rod Despain explained that the worse case scenario was that this would be used in new residential
projects. He noted that in this case the road would be a collector class road and with a SID there
would not be any overage participation and that would be a plus.
Councilman Hampton commented that if there were significant sales tax revenue it would be
okay. He questioned how much the City wanted to participate.
Rod Despain noted that the concept plan called for about 15 acres of commercial use.
Carl Wan1ass was not opposed to the approach but added that the City needed to be careful. The
City' s use of this type of SID should be on the commercial side and not the residential side.
Councilman Hampton observed that there could be a view of a perceived City/Developer
partnership that may not place the City in a good light.
Mayor Barratt noted that Councilman Hunter needed to leave. He quickly explained that a signed
J. Patterson Addition Annexation agreement had been delivered to the City. He felt this was
needed. The difference between the original one and this one now, was that the City was not
purchasing property for a park at this time. He wanted to make sure the Council supported this.
Councilman Hampton stated that there was support from the Council. It was the Council who
wanted it placed back on the agenda.
Mayor Barratt stated that they would be placing an item on a future agenda for the park at Hill
Crest. Paul Washburn had told him that he was going to come up with some money for that park
and the group up there as stated that they would raise $10,000 to $15,000 also . Mayor Barratt
would propose to the Council that the City match what they raised. They want to see something
going and to plant some trees and get a water meter installed.
Councilman Blake felt it would be a good example to other areas of the City as well.
Mayor Barratt added that he was going to work through that and would get information to the
Council.
Councilman Hunter agreed that it was a good incentive for other areas.
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Mayor Barratt reported that Paul Washburn had explained to the park committee that the City
could not do tnore than they could. They were meeting in a lobby and the City was operating out
of a trailer. The City had some things they needed to get done as well.
Councilman Hunter explained that there was a commitment from Patterson Construction for the
use of equipment for leveling or whatever.
Carl W anlass reported that Heritage had met with Zions Bank last Tuesday and answered their
questions, except for one. Zions Bank wanted Heritage to prepare a financial spreadsheet. That
was going to be done and they were going to meet next Monday or Tuesday. The fire and
ambulance building was on hold until this was tied down.
Councilman Hunter was excused.
Regular Session
1.

Review and action on appointments to Citizen Committees and Boards.
There was nothing discussed.

2.

Review and action on development projects.
a. Review and action on a subdivision plat for the American Fork Commercial Center
Plat A at 875 West State Road.
Rod Despain explained that the Planning Commission met last night on this. There
was a lengthy list of technical things that needed to be done. The hope was that they
would have the plat back by Tuesday.
b. Review and action on a road dedication and public utilities easement plat and/or
subdivision plat for the American Fork Commercial Center Plat Bat 875 West 200
North.
Rod Despain explained that a and b needed to go together. The memorandum did
state that there were also some non-technical issues that had not been resolved or
accomplished and some have been hanging for a couple of months.
c. Review and action on the Automall Business Center PUD consisting of3 lots, are
subdivision of Site 1 American Fork Automall at 995 South 500 East.
Rod Despain noted that there was still quite a bit that needed to be accomplished on
this item before it could be approved.
Carl Wanlass noted that there were some legal problems on the property as well.
c. Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Automall Business
Center PUD Lot 3, at 995 South 500 East.
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d. This was tied to the previous item.
e. Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Subdivision PlatH consisting of
7 lots at 1140 North 400 West.
Additional copies were forthcoming.
3.

Review and action on an Ordinance of Annexation including a revision of the Annexation
Agreement (Attachment C) for the J. Patterson Addition Annexation consisting of5.06 acres at
1200 North 450 West, placement of the property in the RA-1 and Rl-9000 zones, and the
repeal of Ordinance No. 0 1-1 0-51.
This was discussed earlier in the meeting.

4.

Review and action on an Ordinance of Annexation including a revision of the Annexation
Agreement (Attachment B) for the Cooper-Hansen Annexation consisting of9.71 acres at 410
North 1100 East, placement of the property in the Rl-9000 zone, and the repeal of Ordinance
No. 01-01-05 .
The previous agreement along with the new agreement was provided. The change was in the
concept plan. It was now just the LDS Chapel and recreation property.

5.

Review and action on a drainage agreement with Dixie Fenn for Fenn Acres Subdivision Plat B
at 300 South 600 West.
It was noted that this was similar to the Bromley agreement.

6.

Review and action on a Municipal Wastewater Planning Program Resolution.
Carl Wanlass explained that this was a questionnaire that the Utah Division of Water Quality
wanted submitted.

7.

Review and action on a Project Managers agreement with Woodbury Corporation for the
American Fork City, Utah Special Improvement District No. 2001-1.
Carl W anlass reported that this had just come in and that he would distribute it. Staff had met
with Woodbury and recommended some changes. This draft included those changes. He
explained that Woodfield was the developer and Woodbury would be the construction
manager.

8.

)

Review and action on a request by Harvey Heiniger for a special exception to the
requirement of having all improvements completed prior to the occupancy of a home at
322 North 900 East under the provisions of Resolution No. 01-09-31R.
Councilman Blake noted that this home was configured differently on the lot.
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It was believed that it was an existing lot of record at the time of annexation. The home
still needed to meet the setbacks. Carl W anlass explained that Kevin Bennett would look
at the Resolution to see if the building inspector could tnake this type of call and not have
to come to the Council.

Rod Despain wanted to make sure that the improvements were bonding for.
9.

Report and action on construction items including change orders.
There were no change orders.

10.

Report and action on Planning Commission items.
There was no discussion on this item.

11-12. Review and action on the February 12, 2002, minutes and the February 21, 2002, work
session minutes.

There was no discussion on these items.
13 .

Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
There was no discussion on this item.

OTHER BUSINESS
Councilman Storrs asked to be excused from the next City Council meeting. He would be out of
town.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5:08 p.m.

LVM, @lL
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 26, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
February 26, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call .
Twenty minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

)
6.

7.

Review and action on appointments to Citizen Committees and Boards.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on a subdivision plat for the American Fork Commercial
Center Plat A at 87 5 West State Road.
b.
Review and action on a road dedication and public utilities easement plat and/or
subdivision plat for the American Fork Commercial Center Plat Bat 875 West
200 North.
c.
Review and action on the Automall Business Center PUD consisting of 3 lots, a
resubdivision of Site 1 American Fork Automall at 995 South 500 East.
d.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Automall
Business Center PUD Lot 3, at 995 South 500 East.
e.
Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Subdivision PlatH
consisting of 7 lots at 1140 North 400 West.
Review and action on an Ordinance of Annexation including a revision of the Annexation
Agreement (Attachment C) for the J. Patterson Addition Annexation consisting of 5.06 acres
at 1200 North 450 West, placement of the property in the RA-1 and R1-9000 zones, and the
repeal of Ordinance No. 01-10-51.
Review and action on an Ordinance of Annexation including a revision of the Annexation
Agreement (Attachment B) for the Cooper-Hansen Annexation consisting of9.71 acres at
410 North 1100 East, placement of the property in the R1-9000 zone, and the repeal of
Ordinance No. 01-01-05.
Review and action on a drainage agreement with Dixie Fenn for Fenn Acres Subdivision
Plat B at 300 South 600 West.
Review and action on a Municipal Wastewater Planning Program Resolution.
Review and action on a Project Managers agreement with Woodbury Corporation for the
American Fork City, Utah Special Improvement District No. 2001-1.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13 .
14.

Review and action on a request by Harvey Rei niger for a special exception to the
requirement of having all improvements completed prior to the occupancy of a home at
322 North 900 East under the provisions ofResolution No . 01-09-31R.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the February 12, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the February 21 , 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 19 day ofFebruary, 2002.

rL
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
·coUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
FEBRUARY 26, 2002
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on February 26, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:31 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, and Tom Hunter. Councilman Storrs was excused. Others
present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, J.H. Hadfield, Terry Fox, Jay
Christensen, Kevin Bennett, Ned Stephensen, Lynn Woodbury, Richard Mendenhall, Paul
Washburn, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Ned Yeater, Walt Farmer, Bert Anderson, Mrs. Dixie Penn
(Jones), George Brown, Harvey Heiniger, Barbara Christiansen, and nine citizens.
Bert Anderson led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Walt Farmer offered the prayer.
Mayor Barratt noted the Olympic Events over the past couple of weeks were exciting.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD-LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Local VFW Timpanogos Post 4918 representatives Ned Yeater, Walt Farmer, and Bert Anderson
made a presentation to the City Council. It was proposed that the City approve burial plots for
Y eterans and their spouses at a location that extended west from the Yeterans Memorial to the
Cemetery Office Building along the wall. This would complete the section already approved for
burials from the east wall to the Yeterans Memorial. There would be room for about fifty burials.
The first section for Y eterans was sold out. They proposed a cost of a resident single space of
$200 and $500 for a non-resident.
Ned Yeater thanked the City for the support the VFW had received. Every cemetery in the
county now had a monument to honor Y eterans or was getting one. He turned time to Walt
Farmer.
Mr. Walt Farmer explained that the VFW Timpanogos Post 4918 Honor Guard attended most of
the burials of those who have participated in foreign wars. They had military rights that they
provided that included a 21-gun salute to those who have helped to give us Freedom. It was
proposed that they put up a stone monument recognizing those who have participated in this
Honor Guard for over 40 years in American Fork. They asked the City Council to consider
helping them in erecting this monument. They have $2,000 toward the total cost of about $6800.
He asked that the Council and the citizens help them reach the goal of having it in place by
Memorial Day 2002. It would be a nice showcase for the cemetery.
Mayor Barratt invited Ned Yeater to meet with him to see if they could get it on the March 12,
2002, City Council agenda.
Mrs. JaNeane Jacob thanked the gentlemen that participated with the Honor Guard and stated her
appreciation for their service. Mayor Barratt concurred.
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Paul Washburn updated the Council regarding the Virginia Park on 1120 North 600 West. They
had met with the canal company and with a couple of developers . They want to pipe the ditch the
rest of the way. He reported that there had been some private money provided and they would be
getting it piped in the next 10 days .
Mayor Barratt asked Mr. Washburn to meet with the parks and recreation committee so they
understand what was going on. It was on the Planning Commission agenda for March 6, 2002,
and would be on the Council agenda for March 12, 2002.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
Mayor Barratt presented a Community Service Award to James H. (J.H.) Hadfield for his service
on the American Fork Planning Commission. There was general applause. Mayor Barratt
expressed his appreciation and noted that Mr. Hadfield had served as an excellent Chairman of the
Planning Commission for a number of years.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
The City Administrator had nothing to report at this time.

/

I
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COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Hunter had nothing to report at this time.
Councilmember Belmont reported that the Arts Council had been talking about the Sunday in the
Park Concerts noting that they may take place on Fridays. She reported that the Neighbors in
Action Committee met earlier today and they were moving ahead with their focus being on parks.
Councilmember Belmont asked the Council about the acceptance on the clock on Main Street.
Kevin Bennett reported that he had been working with Noall Wootton on that and Mr. Wootton
had provided some infonnation. Mr. Bennett was preparing documentation to have that happen.
Councilmember Belmont asked about accepting Mr. Darrel Conder's overlay map of the American
Fork Fort noting that Mr. Conder was willing to donate $100 toward it.
Carl Wanlass stated that a purchase order could be provided. He asked for the information as to
who would be doing the photographic work.
Mayor Barratt stated that it could just go through the Finance Committee.
Councilmember Belmont would get that information from Mr. Conder.
Councilmember Belmont brought up again the item of the Olympic Coat. She explained that she
wanted to keep the coat, but that a councilperson could not accept anything over $50 . She asked
the cost of the coat so that she could pay the difference.
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Councihnan Hampton explained that the purpose of the $50 lobbyist rule was to avoid some sort
of lobbyist persuasion. In this case there was not an outside party that was trying to buy a vote.
It was the same as a dinner that the City might provide at a retreat.
Councilmember Belmont wanted to make sure it was done properly as she had people asking her
if she was going to accept the coat. She wanted to pay the difference.
Mayor Barratt stated that they could get the price of the coat for her.
Councilman Hampton added that the Neighbors in Action under the direction of Judy Price were
doing a wonderful job. He also thanked the Veterans for their work and commented that their
spirit was one that helped build the community.
Councilman Blake echoed the appreciation of the Veterans that had been expressed. In the
Veterans was a reminder of our Freedom.
Councilman Blake reported that he had visited the northwest area that Paul Washburn had talked
about. It was good to see the participation.
Councilman Blake explained that the committee on roads had not been able to meet, partly
because of the Olympics and schedules, but they would be meeting again and they would like to
invite Howard Denney and Chief Fox along with others who have expressed interest to meet with
them. He appreciated the citizens who were willing to help .
Councilman Blake noted that he would be out of town on Thursday and would not be able to
attend the joint work session with the Planning Commission. He understood that they would be
looking at the General Plan. He felt that part of the balance that was needed was zoning for
larger lots.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt explained that the City was acquiring some of the tnagnetometers that were used at
the Olympics for the new police and courts building.
Mayor Barratt explained that he represented American Fork on February 15, 2002, in Park City
where a medallion was presented to each community that attended. The City would be making a
display with some of the flags and memorabilia that had been collected. He explained that at first
he was hesitant about the Olympics and thought there may be problems, but he was caught up in
the fever and now that they were over, he was having withdrawals.
Councilman Blake asked if the Olympic banners would be offered for sale.
Mayor Barratt stated that each one of the torch runners that ran in American Fork had a
certificate which could be redeemed for one of the banners. It was not sure, but they would
probably have an auction for the volunteers and then to the public. The flags would be up until
the end of the Paralympics.
3
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ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS

Councilman Blake moved that Art Estes serve a term on the Metropolitan Water Board.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS,
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL: 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS: 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION: AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN
THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO
HAVE THE PLAT RECORDED
a. Review and action on a subdivision plat for the American Fork Commercial Center Plat A
at 875 West State Road
Rick Smith, project engineer, presented corrected plats to the Council.
Howard Denney explained that Lot 9 had been taking out of the plat at this time and that
was the major difference. Plat A included a road dedication, easements, and the
subdivision of lots.

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the final plat of the American Fork
Commercial Center Plat A with instruction to the City Recorder that the plat not be
recorded at the office of the County Recorder until all of the outstanding conditions
have been completed, including:
1 - The deed for the roadway connecting the parcel across the America First
segment shall be in the hands of the City.
2 - All of the uncompleted issues and tasks made part of the approval of the general
site plan for the Plat A area have been fully completed.
3 - A copy of the documentation addressing the common features of the project are
provided and approved.
4 - Completion of the traffic study and receipt of approval and access permits by
UDOT.
'
5 - Verification of plat and engineering detail by the City Engineer
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
b. Review and action on a road dedication and public utilities easement plat and/or
subdivision plat for the American Fork Commercial Center Plat Bat 875 West 200 North

)

Rod Despain explained that at the time the agenda was put together they were uncertain
as to whether it would also be a subdivision. Plat B at this time was just a road dedication
and easement plat and not a subdivision of lots.
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Councilman Hampton moved to approve the roadway and easement dedication plat
of the American Fork Commercial Center Plat B with instruction to the City
Recorder that the plat not be recorded at the office of the County Recorder until all
of the outstanding conditions have been completed, including the following:
1 - The deed for the roadway connecting the parcel across the America First
segment shall be in the hands of the City.
2- All of the uncompleted issues and tasks made part of the approval of the general
site plan for Plat A area have been fully completed.
3- A copy of the documentation addressing the common features of the project are
provided and approved.
4- Completion of the traffic study and receipt of approval and access permits by
UDOT.
5- Verification of plat and engineering detail by the City Engineer.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
c. Review and action on the Automall Business Center PUD consisting of 3 lots, a
resubdivision of Site 1 American Fork Automall at 995 South 500 East
This item was deleted from the agenda.
d. Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Automall Business
Center PUD Lot 3, at 995 South 500 East
This item was deleted from the agenda.
e. Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Subdivision Plat H consisting of 7
lots at1140 North 400 West
Mayor Barratt noted that Paul Washburn was present to answer questions. There were
none.

Councilman Hunter moved to approve the final plat of the Virginia Ridge
Subdivision Plat H, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the
dedications and have the plat recorded subject to the posting of a bond to secure
completion of construction of the required improvements. Councilman Hampton
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION INCLUDING A
REVISION OF THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT (ATTACHMENT C) FOR THE J.
PATTERSON ADDITION ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 5.06 ACRES AT 1200 NORTH
450 WEST, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE RA-1 AND R1-9000 ZONES, AND
THE REPEAL OF ORDINANCE NO . 01-10-51
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Paul Washburn noted that concern on the road had been expressed to him, some in favor and
some not. He had not cared strongly one way or the other on the issue. The City staff felt the
road was very important. It had been very difficult to get to this point. He encouraged its
passage.
Rod Despain explained that the original map put 3.27 acres into the RA-1 zone and the R1-9000
had the rest.
Councilmember Belmont noted that in the memorandum it stated that the Planning Commission
had reviewed the agreement and that the terms proposed in the most recent version of the
annexation agreement was not consistent with the terms of the proposed General Plan for the area
and not in the best interest of the City.
Councilman Hampton noted that there wasn't an adopted General Plan covering that area. It was
a proposed General Plan.
Councilmember Belmont wanted to talk about it further. If it was not consistent with the terms of
the proposed General Plan for the area and not in the best interest of the City it should be
discussed.
Mayor Barratt was hesitant to go over it again. There was a philosophical difference. The City
did not have a General Plan for the area that had been approved. It was a proposed General Plan
that the Council had not laid eyes on. He guessed that Rod Despain put that in the memo because
the Council was going to look at the General Plan at some point in time.
Councilmember Belmont asked if this sort of thing was going to be discussed at the joint meeting
on Thursday.
Mayor Barratt responded that mainly they were going to discuss zoning, where the R1-15 ,000
zone can be placed, and larger lots.
Councilmember Belmont did not know how she could vote since the Planning Commission had
said that it was not consistent with the terms of the proposed General Plan for the area and not in
the best interest of the City.
Rod Despain explained that was the opinion of the Planning Commission as they saw it and they
provided a negative response. He felt Mayor Barratt correctly identified that the pritnary
inconsistency was that the plan called for the City to acquire it for a park and to the extent that
the previous agreement provided for that, it was consistent. If it didn't provide for the purchase,
it was inconsistent. The basis was that the City was not purchasing the park. The other issue was
the importance of the road. The Planning Commission believed the road was important even
though it wasn't on the major street plan, either existing or proposed. At the heart of the matter
was the relative importance one placed on the necessity of acquiring the road vs. acquiring the
property for the park. It was not necessary that the Planning Commission and the City Council
always agree. The Council needed to make the decision in the best interest of the City.
Mayor Barratt asked Rod Despain for his recommendation on the matter.
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Rod Despain responded that in balance he would not be too disappointed to act as it was. He
believed that the park was an important issue and the City may or may not get the park in the
future . The road was important too .

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt the Ordinance of Annexation No. 02-02-06 that was
in front of them for the J. Patterson Addition Annexation and to approve the placement of
the annexed area in the RA-1 and Rl-9000 zones as set forth on the zone classification map.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Councilman Hampton amended his motion to include the annexation agreement as
prepared by Mr. Patterson that was before them. Councilman Blake agreed with his
second.
Councilman Blake commented that those living in the area had expressed concern. There was
some discussion that it was almost a barter on the road issues.
Sheri Cramer stated that they were happy that Patterson gave in a little and that they were leaving
one section RA-1 . It was not a straight shot down from that road to 540 West and that was one
of their biggest concerns. It was an "okay" compromise.
Mayor Barratt reported that Patterson' s had informed him that they were willing to help with the
park with some time and Mr. Patterson had informed him that he was also willing to put some
money into the park.
Councilman Blake felt it was a good compromise position.
Councilmember Belmont asked Councilman Blake if they would ever be able to acquire the park.
Councilman Blake responded that there was probably an equal chance either way.
Paul Washburn commented that if the City did acquire the property, it would preclude
development of other parks.
Ms. Cramer asked if the RA-1 was the full amount west of the road.
Rod Despain responded that there was R1-9000 on the high ground. There were four lots in the
R1-9000 and the rest was RA- 1.

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Blake and Hampton. Nay, Councilmembers
Belmont and Hunter. Mayor Barratt broke the tie and voted, Aye. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION INCLUDING A
REVISION OF THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT (ATTACHMENT B) FOR THE
COOPER-HANSEN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 9.71 ACRES AT 410 NORTH 1100
EAST, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE R1-9000 ZONE, AND THE REPEAL OF
ORDINANCE NO . 01-01-05
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A corrected Ordinance was provided showing the correct Ordinance to be repealed to be 01-1054. Mayor Barratt explained that the residential portion had been eliminated and it was now to be
all LDS Chapel and recreation property.
Rod Despain observed that the annexation agreement had been signed by the LDS Church.

Councilman Hunter moved to adopt the Ordinance of Annexation No. 02-02-07 for the
Cooper-Hansen Annexation. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A DRAINAGE AGREEMENT WITH DIXIE FENN FOR FENN
ACRES SUBDIVISION PLAT B AT 300 SOUTH 600 WEST
Mayor Barratt commented that this was to make the drainage agreement conform with what the
City had done in the past.
Kevin Bennett explained that there was a question of having an open-ended indemnification. The
timeframe was not part of the previous motion. It needed to come back to place the 5-year time
period on the agreement. He recommended that it be approved with that change.

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the drainage agreement with Dixie Fenn for
Fenn Acres Subdivision Plat B and that there be a 5-year indemnification period.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACITON ON A MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER PLANNING PROGRAM
RESOLUTION
Mayor Barratt explained that the State Water Quality Board asked for this report and that it be
approved by Resolution. The report was completed by Sewer Superintendent Steve Parker.

Councilman Hunter moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-02-09R including the Municipal
Wastewater Planning Program Self-Assessment Report. Councilmember Belmont
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROJECT MANAGERS AGREEMENT WITH WOODBURY
CORPORATION FOR THE AMERICAN FORK CITY, UTAH SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT
DISTRICT NO. 2001-1
Mayor Barratt stated that Mr. Lynn Woodbury was present representing Woodbury Corp.
Kevin Bennett stated that there were some housecleaning items. On the top of page 4, Section
2.4.4 should be changed to 2.4.9. Six lines from the bottom in 2.6.6 the "or" should be
eliminated. In 3 .2.3 , the first word should be "Through" not "Though."
Councilman Blake stated that this would set up a manager agreement for the construction of the
improvements.
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Councilman Hampton moved approval of the agreement with the changes Kevin Bennett
outlined. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
George Brown asked the purpose of the agreement.
Mayor Barratt stated that it was to manage the construction of the infrastructure of the Meadows
Project. The SID was $3 .5 million and the compensation Woodbury would receive was 3%.
George Brown thought that because it was over $25,000 it was required to be put out to bid.
Carl Wan1ass explained that under the City's purchasing policy, it was not required to bid it out if
it was in the best interest of the City.
Kevin Bennett added that the Procurement Code of the State did not govern this. Under the
City's Purchasing Policy if it was in the best interest of the City they did not have to go to bid.
Mayor Barratt stated that the City would still be responsible for inspecting like it would for any
other project.
George Brown asked what the advantage was to having Woodbury.
Mayor Barratt responded that Woodbury had an interest in make sure it was done correctly with
the approval of the City. They wanted it done right. They had a financial interest in the project
and they had a vested interest in having it done correctly as did the City. He did not believe the
price would be different whether they did it or not.
Lynn Woodbury explained that the civil engineers, consultants, and construction would be bid out
through normal City policy. Woodbury would manage the assemblage and creation of all the
documents. It would be done by contractual responsibility in accordance to standards acceptable
to the City. There was extensive coordination with all of the development and the plan that has
been preliminarily approved. In the future section there were over 40 different buildings and users
that would needed to be coordinated together. It seemed prudent to have Woodbury be that
coordinator as they were dealing with them on a day to day basis.
Carl Wan1ass added that this was consistent with the way the North Valley Business Park was
constructed and Woodbury was the manager.
All were in favor.
Councilman Blake commented that the numbers seemed reasonable.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST BY HARVEY HEINIGER FOR A SPECIAL
EXCEPTION TO THE REQUIREMENT OF HAVING ALL IMPROVEMENTS
COMPLETED PRIOR TO THE OCCUPANCY OF A HOME AT 322 NORTH 900 EAST
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF RESOLUTION NO. Ol-09-31R
Councilman Hampton asked if the bonding was in place for all of the improvements.
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Howard Denney reported that there was a bond posted and that there was not a public safety
factor.

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the request. Councilman Hunter seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt commented that Kevin Bennett was in the process of redoing this Resolution so
that Staff could take care of these types of issues.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Councilman Hunter reported that the Planning Commission at their February 20, 2002, meeting
approved with conditions the subdivision plat for the American Fork Commercial Center Plat A at
875 West State Road; approved with conditions a road dedication and public utilities plat for
American Fork Commercial Center Plat Bat 875 West 200 North; approved with conditions the
final plat of Virginia Ridge Subdivision Plat D consisting of31 lots at 1280 North 350 West;
discussed a new placement of the sign at Quality Inn at 712 South Utah Valley Drive; discussed
the Senior Housing Ordinance deciding not to make any changes; and discussed the land use
element of the General Plan.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FEBRUARY 12, 2002, MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the February 12, 2002, minutes with some
housecleaning items. (They included on page 1, line 21 should be changed to begin, "Nancy
Cox, the spokesperson for the interim parks committee recently established by the Mayor,
said." On page 2, line 23, replace "Parks Committee that was established by the City
Council" with "interim parks committee that was recently established by the Mayor." On
page 4, lines 5-10, change "Committee" to "committee" and on line 42, change "Park
Committee" to "park committee." On the same page, line 40, change "Park Committee" to
"interim park committee." On page 5, lines 1-5 change "Parks Committee" to "park
committee." On page 6, line 29, change "Park Committee" to "interim park committee"
and in lines 33-38 change "Park Committee" to "park committee" and "Committee" to
"committee." On page 6, lines 34-46 make the same changes to "Park Committee" and
"Committee." In line 43, change "Property" to "property." On page 8, lines 12-13 make
the same changes to "Park Committee." On page 10, line 28, change the names of
"Durfey" to "Durfee." On page 11, line 33, change "Committee" to "committee." On page
12, lines 6-27, change "Durfey" to "Durfee." On page 19, lines 2-4, change "Committee" to
"committee.") Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Richard Colborn thanked Deputy Recorder Melanie Marsh for taking the minutes at the February
12, 2002, meeting.
REVIEW AND ACITON ON THE FEBRUARY 21, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES
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Councilman Hampton moved approval of the February 21, 2002, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Hampton, Blake, and Hunter. Abstain, Councilmember Belmont. The
motion carried.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF THE
CITY BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills and the requests over $1,000 as
reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were
in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Hunter moved adjournment at 8:37 p.m. Councilmember Belmont seconded
the motion. All were in favor.

/[_ Yk, QJ_
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
FEBRUARY 28, 2002
NOTICE OF JOINT WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the Atnerican Fork City Council and the Atnerican Fork City
Planning Commission will meet in a joint work session on Thursday, February 28, 2002, in the
Atnerican Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, comtnencing at 6:00p.m. The agenda shall
be as follows :
JOINT WORK SESSION
1. Discussion of new ideas in regard to land use and zoning as it applies to the City' s
General Plan.
2. Other business.
3. Adjournment.
Dated this 25 day of February, 2002.

rl:_~ .()JL
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING CO:MISSION
FEBRUARY 28, 2002
JOINT WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a joint work session on February 28, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 6:12p.m. Those present from the City Council included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Don Hampton, and Tom Hunter (also a PC tnember).
Councilmembers Storrs and Blake were excused. Those present from the Planning Commission
included Ken Baldwin, Alan Christensen, Steve Nielsen, Keith Richan, and James Hansen.
Staff present included Carl W anlass, Richard Colborn, J.H. Hadfield, Howard Denney, Rod
Despain, and Kevin Bennett. Others present included Karen Shaack, Denice Pedersen, Barbara
Christiansen, and one citizen.
DISCUSSION OF NEW IDEAS IN REGARD TO LAND USE AND ZONING AS IT APPLIES
TO THE CITY' S GENERAL PLAN
Mayor Barratt stated that a number of months ago, that had now become years, a developer, Mr.
Paul Washburn, came in and had a proposal to develop property owned by Keith Richan in the
Sunset Hills area that today we call Virginia Ridge. Mayor Barratt, Keith Richan, J.H. Hadfield,
Howard Denney, and Rod Despain went up there and looked at the property which was, at that
time, basically weeds, sagebrush, and ditches. It was a wonderful piece of ground with great
views. The agreement was, as the project progressed through City approvals, that it would be an
"upscale" area. It would have a little bigger lots with little bigger homes. Councilmember
Belmont made it a point to have this scenario take place. He was not sure the City was going to
get that, but time would tell . It was in an R1-9000 zone. Mayor Barratt took responsibility for
not seeing that it was a larger lot zone. Eventually it came to the City Council and they passed it.
He reported an example of a lady who had property in the Lehi area by Micron. She wanted to
sell it for big dollars. The developers were willing to pay big dollars if they could get different
zorung. The Lehi Planning Commission and City Council have not been willing to change the
zorung.
Mayor Barratt asked the Councilmembers if they wanted to have areas in the community that
should be designated for larger lots. He understood that a big lot did not mean a big home. But,
usually that case was, a good-sized lot meant a good-sized home.
Councilman Hunter commented that the price of the lot had a lot to do with it as well.
Mayor Barratt explained that the point had been made that one of the reasons why the American
Fork High School did not grow was because when families had jr. high and high school aged
children, they were ready for a larger home and there was no place for them to go in American
Fork.
Councilman Hunter felt that the City needed to take advantage the property that was left. If it
was already zoned RA-1 , they should not get rezoned to the Rl-9000. A new half-acre zone
might be needed. Along the creek and the golf course there was a piece of property that would be
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coming in soon. He agreed that as families grew they needed larger lots and the only options now
were Highland or Alpine. The City Council and the Planning Commission needed to hold finn.
Alan Christensen commented that a minimum square footage of home should be required as well.
Planning Commission Chairman James Hansen felt there needed to be unanimity of support with
the Planning Commission and City Council. He sometimes felt that the Planning Commission says
no, and the City Council then comes back and tells them to do what they could to help the
developer. It was discouraging. At the same point, when the staff dealt with developers, the
general plan needed to be held to . The support was needed from the staff as well. He stated that
the updated land use plan was pretty much there.
Rod Despain explained that the plan was the one adopted in 1997. The residential land use
proposed, other than the area south of the freeway, was exactly the same.
Councilman Hampton asked that as litigious as society was, how did a General Plan avoid the
kind of litigation that property owners or developers get into by saying that they were being
discriminated against and not permitted to commercially develop their property in a way that
would return a fair profit to them when their neighbor was permitted. Did the City have some
kind of authority to prohibit them from prevailing in court?
Rod Despain noted that the General Plan provided for a general density. If the General Plan was
ignored, then there was a chance for litigation. If already zoned and there was a change to
downzone, then you can get sued. The real estate side says that if you take one dollar away, then
they will sue. Land that was not within the City limits was a different situation. There was no
expectation. The City did not have to annex property.
Mayor Barratt asked if having larger lots was something that the City wanted to pursue.
Councilmembers Hunter and Hampton responded that it was.
Mayor Barratt noted that the boundaries were pretty much set with Lehi and Highland and maybe
in a few months they would meet with Pleasant Grove. They have had an agreement previously
and they will try again. He wanted to have the Planning Commission look at a zone map and see
how this could be accomplished.
Rod Despain commented that the whole purpose of the General Plan was to set the objectives of
the City and the zoning of property ought to be the implementation of the General Plan. Twenty
years ago it was felt that the large lot should be set at 9, 000 square feet. (Previously it was
7500) . It was said that if it was good enough for the Nob Hill area it was good enough for the
rest. They then went to the R1-15,000 as the entry zone, but found no one believed it. By
practice, everyone that has asked has been granted R1-9000. The R1-9000 produced
development at 3.5 units per acre. It ought to be about R1-12,000 to keep it at 3 units per acre.
If the City did nothing more, the area in yellow on the General Plan would have 3.5 units per acre.
Developers have learned that in American Fork they could make money with R1-9000 .

)
J .H. Hadfield noted that the 1997 General Land Use Plan showed greater density in the center of
the community and it reduced in concentric rings to the out skirts of the City to where it
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eventually got to 15,000 square foot lots. Val Vista was done that way. That has been the
Planning Commission' s concern. By the same token there were those that found that 15,000
square feet was too big. Under the Land Use Plan they were proposing on the south side of the
freeway, if you were north of old outfall line it was three units per acre and below it was two units
per acre. There was some property that could not be development because of wetlands, etc.
There was some flexibility. Pleasant Grove allowed Strawberry Point at about 20 units per acre
to be placed on American Fork' s eastern border and he did not think that anyone would want to
build a home on 15,000 square foot lots in that location.
Mayor Barratt felt that in Virginia Ridge there was an area that could have had some larger lots.
It had a good view. He was not sure what was going to end up there, but the City could have and
should have possibly gotten tnore.
Rod Despain commented that R1-9000 has been viewed as an acceptable zone and was ahnost
automatic.
Keith Richan explained that he had gotten into the land development business 3 0 years ago when
he became sick and tired of developers at that time taking advantage of the HUD 23 5 Program.
He went to three of them and told them he did not like what was going on. The cost of a lot then
was $3 ,500. He was told people would not pay more than $4,000 for a lot. He bought 75 acres
and the cheapest lot he sold was $5,000. He was concerned that they were now equating density
with good planning. He asked the value of an upscale home.
Mayor Barratt felt it was $250,000+.
Keith Richan explained that he had home with 1600 square feet and a value of$300,000. The
idea of density did not make or break a good project. Lousy development could be done with 2
units and good planning with 10 units on an acre. He filed a preliminary plat on the Sunset Hills
Condominiums and the next would have about 100 homes and it would not look like it did now.
Ninety percent of the homes were facing east or west and had no windows looking to the south.
A lousy job in planning had been done, but they have restricted it too much to rule out anyone
that had an idea and wanted to do something different. They were involved in restrictive planning
and lost sight of the fact that they were a broad population. They needed to provide for one end
of the scale to the other. Upscale housing was very limited here.
Mr. Ric han asked what the City was going to do on the south side of town and if they were going
to maintain the planning on the basis of units per acre and a cookie cutter type of development.
He was very concerned about much of what had gone on in American Fork. They needed to start
thinking of other things other than density and lot size.

Keith Richan added that when he started Sunset Hills, he was told there was no way to do a
winding street. He did it. No one has followed up on it. He was discouraged.
Mayor Barratt noted that density was part of the puzzle but American Fork was not a community
that reflected an upscale area.
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Keith Richan agreed that American Fork did not have the lay of the land that would appeal to
million dollar homes.
Steve Nielsen felt there were some upscale areas around the LDS Temple. A lot of what would
dictate what would be constructed was the price of the land. The property by the golf course was
also an area. To the north, that area was mostly an infill.
Councilmember Belmont agreed that people needed a place to go. Families move onto a 9000
square foot lot and then have kids and they cannot add on. She reported that during the election
she was thinking of all the people she needed to call to ask for support. She realized that they had
all moved Highland or Alpine. She did not have a dentist or a doctor or a high school friend who
lived in American Fork anymore. They were moving out because they wanted a bigger lot.
Mayor Barratt agreed. They have developed on one tier.
Councilmember Belmont suggested that they ask some of the developers to do something a little
different. She noted that fortunately she had a big enough lot to add on to 18 years ago .
Otherwise, she may have had to move.
Mayor Barratt turned the discussion back to Virginia Ridge noting that Chairman Hansen alluded
to the fact that the Planning Commission felt pressured and did not get the support of the Council
nor the Mayor. Sotnewhere along the path to getting Virginia Ridge in place, they came to a
pothole in that they needed a road and supposedly it was extremely vital. The developer went to
work and they arranged for the road and during the course of getting the road it was determined
that the City also wanted the open space. That request was made and they thought it was going
to work but it went down the tube. Mayor Barratt was sent as an errand boy to work something
out and to see what the City could get. And after many hours of negotiation, they eventually
came to where they had a split zone and the road was going to be allowed. They never could get
the documents signed. The developer put more money on the table and still it did not work out.
There was no road, no open space, no anything. Developers spent a lot of money in the City.
Mayor Barratt felt a real obligation to make something work. They went ahead and gave the
Patterson' s the option of telling the City what would work. He catne back with a document and it
said that the City could either have the road and no open space or no road and no open space. A
house could be developed on the property in the County. Having it in the City did give the City
some control. The Planning Commission felt that when it was sent back to them, that they were
pressured from the administration to get something passed. Mayor Barratt stated that he felt that
way too . He was trying to work out a solution. For weeks on end it was a battle back and forth .
As the Planning Comtnission and the staff and the Engineering Department worked, there needed
to be a better way to understand want was needed.
James Hansen noted that in the County one home could have been built on the property. When he
came into the City, he could have four homes. He had a problem when it was brought back
stating that he wanted more. They faced that all the time. The City was not in the business of
ensuring that a developer made money.
Mayor Barratt stated that the Planning Commission, staff, and City Council needed to work in
urn son.
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James Hansen felt they should have just responded that there was not anything they could do
about it. The agreement was either signed, or the property remained in the County.
Steve Nielsen felt there was a feasibility point there.
Rod Despain noted that there was a difference of opinion about what was important. The
Planning Commission felt the issue of open space was more dear and the Council felt the road was
more dear. The Planning Commission was willing to hold out. The City Council was willing to
take that chance. It was not impossible for Planning Commission and the City Council to not
have the same opinion. There was a different perception as to what was important. The last
agreement on which the Planning Commission rendered an opinion was when it was just in the
Rl-9000 zone.
Mayor Barratt recalled that Councilman Hunter used to represent the City on the Timpanogos
Service District and he cast a vote that the Council and the staff was against. Mayor Barratt told
Councilman Hunter at that time, that Councilman Hunter represented this Council and that he did
not have a personal vote when he was down there. Mayor Barratt continued that Councilman
Hunter responded to him that it was hard for him to not vote what he personally believed. Mayor
Barratt reminded the staff that they represented the Mayor and the City Council. When staff came
to a meeting, he expected them to represent that group. There may be some changes in the next
little while and he wanted the staff to have a clear understanding. As he read through the minutes,
what was discussed with staff did not always get represented.
Mayor Barratt thanked everyone for being in attendance and concluded the meeting.
ADJOURNMENT

The;:_k ~si,o 7{{_ at 6 58 p.m.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 7, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, March 7, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
WORK SESSION
1. Discussion of items for the upcoming March 12, 2002, City Council meeting.
2. Other business.
3. Adjournment.
Dated this 4 day of March, 2002.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 7, 2002

WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on March 7, 2002, in the City Hall
commencing at 4: 15 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Keith
Blake, Don Hampton, Juel Belmont, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Carl Wanlass,
Howard Denney, Terry Fox, Rod Despain, Kevin Bennett, Jay Christensen, and Melanie Marsh.
Discussion Regarding Purchasing a New Ambulance
Mr. Wanlass stated that the City is in need of a new ambulance because Ambulance No . 2 is not
operational.

Mr. Wanlass explained that American Fork City has had an agreement with the American Fork
Hospita1 that it would split the "transfers" between Lehi and Pleasant Grove. Transfers are when
patients are transferred to different hospitals or to nursing homes. Transfers are usually not
emergency runs . He said about seven months ago the State said that the transfers can't be split
amongst the different cities because the license is in American Fork City' s name. He said that
since the State said that the transfers cannot be split amongst the different cities, American Fork
City has been doing all of the transfers. He said American Fork City has generated $58,000
more than it normally would in transfer revenues by doing all the transfers, but it has created more
wear and tear on the ambulances.
Mr. W anlass pointed out that a new ambulance would cost about $98,000 . He said that he asked
Jay Christensen to look for a used ambulance. He said that Mr. Christensen has found a used
ambulance that has 5, 000 miles, which would cost the City about $72,000. He said the company
that has the ambulance will hold it until Monday without a commitment from the City.
Councilman Blake asked if Ambulance No. 2 could be sold.
Mr. Wanlass said Ambulance No.2 could be sold .
It was discussed that the City bought an ambul3:nce about five years ago .
Councilman Blake asked if the City has the funds save up to purchase an ambulance.
Mr. Wanlass said the City does have the funds to purchase an ambulance because of the increase
in revenues that have been generated from American Fork City doing all the transfers.
Councilmember Belmont pointed out that a few years ago the City was presented with the option
of purchasing a "fancy" ambulance with all the bells and whistles. She said she remembers
Councilman Grant Parker asking if the City really needed that fancy of a model. She said she
remembers discussing the possibility of the City purchasing a new ambulance a few years ago.
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Mr. W anlass pointed out that when the City purchased Ambulance No . 1 five years ago the box
had to be custom made in order for it to fit in the existing fire and ambulance building. .
Councilman Hampton pointed out that they are talking about replacing Ambulance No. 2 and not
the one that was bought about five years ago .
Councilman Hampton asked what Mr. Wanlass would recommend .
Mr. Wanlass said from a public safety and public welfare standpoint the City needs to purchase
another ambulance because Ambulance No . 2 is currently not operational. He said if the City
were to purchase the proposed ambulance it would be about a $28,000 savings as compared to
purchasing a new one.

Councilman Blake asked Mr. Christensen if he felt good about purchasing the proposed
ambulance.
Mr. Christensen said he has not seen the ambulance yet, but he is going to see it on Saturday. He
explained that the ambulance that is being proposed for purchase is one that has been taken to
trade shows, EMS Conferences, etc.
Mayor Barratt said they will have Mr. Christensen inspect the ambulance and then they can tie
things up later if the City decides to purchase it.
Most of the City Council members felt like it would be a good idea to purchase an ambulance.
Resolution No. 2000-07-28R
Mr. Wanlass discussed Resolution No . 2000-07-28R, which provides an explanation of the City
Council's commitment to the August 8, 2000 G,O. Bond Election. He stated that the resolution
has sometimes been thrown in staff's face . He said that one issue that is discussed in the
resolution is that the new fire and ambulance facility will not exceed 2.5 million dollars . He said
the current proposal for the fire and ambulance facility is about 2.8 million dollars. He said if the
City does not want a basement in the fire and ambulance facility then he thinks that they can trim
the cost down to 2. 5 million dollars. If it is decided that a basement should be put in, then the
City Council needs to address that issue.
Councilmember Belmont said Dale Gunther called her the other day and said the footprint had
been changed on the proposed fire and ambulance building. She said Mr. Gunther said the
footprint had been expanded into the parking spaces to the south.
Councilman Hampton said the footprint has not changed since the last presentation that was made
a couple of meetings ago .
There was some discussion that about 25 parking spaces would be lost if the proposed fire and
ambulance building were to be built. Mr. Wanlass pointed out that currently the public safety
building will have 12 7 parking stalls, but if the new fire and ambulance facility is. built then there
will only be 102 parking stalls.
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There was some discussion about what the City Council had decided on relative to the proposed
fire and ambulance facility. Some of the City Council members thought that only the location
was decided on and not the proposed building options. Councilman Storrs said he thought that
they had voted on one of the options presented. Councilmember Belmont said at the last meeting
she was at the fire and ambulance representatives voted on Option B with the basement as the
preferred option. Councilman Blake said he thought the City Council was going to get more
information on the alternatives before it voted on an option.
It was discussed that all the proposed options for the fire and ambulance facility encroach upon
the parking spaces.

Mayor Barratt said probably one of the worst decisions ever made was not allowing the city
services to move from the center of town.
Councilmember Belmont said today she agrees with Mayor Barratt in that the city services should
have probably been moved from the center of town.
Mayor Barratt said about five years ago Woodbury offered to sell the City some land on the west
side of town so the City could have all the city services in one location where there would be
enough room for expansion. He said the city services could have been moved to a location that
would not take up good retail space. He said it the city services were moved out of the center of
town this would make it possible to free up more parking spaces for the businesses that are
located in the downtown area. He said City Hall does not supply a retail base for the retail area
in American Fork.
Mayor Barratt said he gets calls all of the time from people who want to know why they can't pay
their bills on-line. He said "the need for a hard physical building is diminishing day by day." He
said the City does not supply the downtown merchants a clientele that they can use.
Mayor Barratt pointed out that there is already a fight over parking spaces for the new City
buildings. He said the fire and ambulance facility is just going to require that more parking spaces
be taken away from the police and courts building in order for there to be room to build the fire
and ambulance facility in the proposed location. He said that there is some talk about building a
parking terrace. He said that if the City had located somewhere else in the City, the developers
may have been willing to build the City a parking terrace and the tax payers' money would not
have to be used to build it .
Councilman Blake asked if it is still a viable option to look at moving the City buildings to the
west side of town.
In response to Councilman Blake's question, Mayor Barratt said he did not know.
Mayor Barratt said in the long run he thinks that it is detrimental to the community to have the
facilities located in the center of town because there is not enough space to supply the services
that are necessary for the community. He said everything is not going to fit on the block in the
center of town. He said if the City buildings were not located in the center of town, then there
would be some additional parking spaces for the downtown merchants to use.
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M ayor Barratt stated that the police and courts facilities do not need to be located by the other
City buildings. He said City Hall and the fire and ambulance facility can be located any where in
the City.
Councilman Blake suggested that maybe they could look at building a combined fire and
ambulance facility and City facility on the west side of the City.
In response to Councilman Blake' s above suggestion, Mr. Wanlass said he is not sure if that is a
viable option.
Mr. Wanlass explained that the bonds have to be spent within a certain amount of time or the City
will have to pay a penalty.
Councilmember Belmont said it is too bad that the City did not purchase the Utah Power & Light
Building on 300 East.
It was discussed that the Utah Power and Light Building on 300 East was too expensive for the
City to purchase.

Councihnan Blake asked if the sale of the Heritage Center is still moving forward .
Mr. Wanlass said he talked to the representatives from the Heritage Center last Thursday and they
were approved through middle committee and were headed to the senior committee. He said he
has not heard anything back from the representatives from Heritage.
Councilman Blake asked if the City is restricted in raising the lease rate.
Mr. W anlass explained that annual increases are dictated by the CEI for health care facilities . He
said there is a 50:50 chance that the Heritage Care Center building will be sold to Heritage. He
said that he talked to the lending institutions and they have been very positive.
Mr. Wanlass pointed out that the proceeds from the sell of the Heritage Center are planned to be
used to pay for the Utah Power and Light Building that was recently purchased and to cover the
cost of a basement in the fire and ambulance facility, if the City decides that a basement is going
to be put in.
Mr. Wanlass stated that he thought the City Council had approved Option B-1 for the fire and
ambulance facility.
There was some more discussion about what the City Council has voted on relative to the
proposed fire and ambulance facility . Some of the City Council members thought that they had
not voted on a building option while some thought they had voted on the building option. Mr.
Wanlass asked Ms. Marsh to research the minutes to find out what action has been taken relative
to the proposed fire and ambulance facility .
Councilman Hampton suggested that Mr. Christensen and Beau Chadwick re-look at the proposal
for the fire and ambulance facility in order to get the costs down to 2.5 million dollars.
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Councilmember Belmont said the citizens will not be happy if the City Council does not do what it
said it would do in Resolution No . 2000-07-28R.

(
Mayor Barratt said he thinks the price of the building can be trimmed down to 2.5 million dollars
if the basement is not built.
Councilman Hampton said it was incredible to see how a few changes made the price of the
building go from 1.8 million dollars to 3 million dollars over night.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING MARCH 12, 2002 CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Public Hearings
7: 10 p.m. Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Boyde G.
Williams annexation consisting of77.25 acres at 300 East South Frontage Road into the GC-2,
PI- 1, and BP-1 Zones.
There was no discussion on this item.
7:20p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for the Warenski Funeral Home
at 1776 North 900 East.
There was no discussion on this item.
R.egular Session
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Boyde G. Williams Annexation consisting of
77.25 acres at 300 East South Frontage Road including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement
of the property in the GC-2, PI-1, and BP-1 Zones. a revision of the annexation agreement, and
repeal of the previous ordinance of adoption Ordinance No . 99-09-25 .
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on a concept plan for a park at 600 West 1120 North.
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on a consulting agreement with Lewis Young Robertson & Burningham to do
a study on park and recreation impact fees .
It was discussed that the cost of the study is $6,870.

Review and action on development projects.
a.

Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Subdivision Plat D consisting of 31
lots at 1280 North 350 West.
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It was discussed that nothing had been submitted for inclusion in the City Council packet.

b.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Warenski Funeral
Home at 177 6 North 900 East.
There was no discussion on this item.

Review and action on a Resolution approving going to bid on items defined in the reimbursement
agreement for the American Fork City: Utah: Special Improvement District No . 2001-1 at 875
West State Road.
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on the ratification of an emergency purchase order to Claw Construction for
repairs to the City' s water line under the Murdock Canal.
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on approving the American Fork City' s Cafeteria Plan Service Agreement with
National Benefits and Resolution's relating to the 401-K plan documents.
Mr. Wanlass said the purpose of the proposed agreement is to have the documents updated for
the 40 1-K plan and cafeteria plan under the Tax Relief Act.
Councilman Storrs asked if the cafeteria plan is still through Central Bank.
Mr. Wanlass said National Benefit Services is now over the cafeteria plan.
Councilman Storrs asked if there was a reason why the City switched from Central Bank to
National Benefit Services.
Mr. Wanlass said the switch was made because the City was receiving poor service from Central
Bank.
Mr. Bennett pointed out that when he read the documents there were some pages missing.
Mr. Wanlass said that all the pages are intact and invited anyone to come and review them.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Mr. Wanlass reported that no change orders have been submitted.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on the February 26: 2002: minutes.
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There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on the February 28 2002: joint work session minutes.
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on the March 7 2002. work session minutes.
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on entering into an Executive Session to discuss the acquisition of real
property and the lease of real property.
Councilmember Belmont asked what real property they will be discussing.
Mayor Barratt said that will be part of the discussion in the executive session.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
There was no discussion on this item.
Amendments to the agenda
Mayor Barratt asked that the agenda be amended to include review and action on citizen
committee appointments to boards and committees.

Mr. Wanlass asked that the agenda also include review and action on a water right exchange
agreement with Donalee Jones Evans.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 4:55p.m.
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Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder

(City Council Work Session- March 7, 2002)
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There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on the February

28~ 2002~

joint work session minutes.

There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on the March

7~ 2002~

work session minutes .

There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on entering into an Executive Session to discuss the acquisition of real
property and the lease of real property.
Councilmember Belmont asked what real property they will be discussing.
Mayor Barratt said that will be part of the discussion in the executive session.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
There was no discussion on this item.
Amendments to the agenda
Mayor Barratt asked that the agenda be amended to include review and action on citizen
committee appointments to boards and committees.
Mr. Wanlass asked that the agenda also include review and action on a water right exchange
agreement with Donalee Jones Evans.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 4:55p.m.

//f~ 1Y~
Melame Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 12, 2002
*AMENDED - NOTICE AND AGENDA

(

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
March 12, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:10p.m.

7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Boyde G. Williams annexation consisting of 77.25 acres at 300 East South
Frontage Road into the GC-2, PI-1, and BP-1 Zones.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for the Warenski Funeral
Home at 177 6 North 900 East.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

*1.
2.

3.
4.

*5.
6.

(

Review and action on appointments to Citizen Committees and Boards.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Boyde G. Williams Annexation
consisting of 77.25 acres at 300 East South Frontage Road including the Ordinance of
Annexation, placement of the property in the GC-2, PI-1, and BP-1 zones, a revision of
the annexation agreement, repeal of the previous ordinance of adoption Ordinance No.
99-09-25.
Review and action on a concept plan for a park at 600 West 1120 North.
Review and action on a consulting agreement with Lewis Young Robertson &
Burningham to do a study on park and recreation impact fees.
Review and action on a water right exchange agreement with Donalee Jones Evans.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Subdivision Plat D
Consisting of31lots at 1280 North 350 West.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the W arenski
Funeral Home at 177 6 North 900 East.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Review and action on a Resolution approving going to bid on items defined in the
reimbursement agreement for the American Fork City, Utah, Special Improvement
District No. 2001-1 at 875 West State Road.
Review and action on the ratification of an emergency purchase order to Claw
Construction for repairs to the City's water line under the Murdock Canal.
Review and action on approving the American Fork City's Cafeteria Plan Service
Agreement with National Benefit Services and Resolutions relating to the 401-K plan
documents.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the February 26, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the February 28, 2002, joint work session minutes.
Review and action on the March 7, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on entering into an Executive Session to discuss the acquisition of real
property and lease of real property.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 8 day of March, 2002.

-JtJ~ ?f'~
Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder

~
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 12, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
March 12, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:10p.m.

7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Boyde G. Williams annexation consisting of77.25 acres at 300 East South
Frontage Road into the GC-2, PI-1 , and BP-1 zones.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for the Warenski Funeral
Home at 1776 North 900 East.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call .
Twenty minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor' s report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Boyde G. Williams Annexation
consisting of77.25 acres at 300 East South Frontage Road including the Ordinance of
Annexation, placement of the property in the GC-2, PI-1, and BP-1 zones, a revision of
the annexation agreement, and repeal of the previous ordinance of adoption Ordinance
No . 99-09-25.
Review and action on a concept plan for a park at 600 West 1120 North.
Review and action on a consulting agreement with Lewis Young Robertson &
Burningham to do a study on park and recreation impact fees .
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD ' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Subdivision Plat D
consisting of31 lots at 1280 North 350 West.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Warenski
Funeral Home at 1776 North 900 East.
Review and action on a Resolution approving going to bid on items defined in the
reimbursement agreement for the American Fork City, Utah, Special Itnprovement
District No. 2001-1 at 875 West State Road.
Review and action on the ratification of an emergency purchase order to Claw
Construction for repairs to the City' s water line under the Murdock Canal.

(

.,

7.

8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13 .
14.
15 .

Review and action on approving the American Fork City' s Cafeteria Plan Service
Agreement with National Benefit Services and Resolutions relating to the 40 1-K plan
documents.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the February 26, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the February 28, 2002, joint work session minutes.
Review and action on the March 7, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on entering into an Executive Session to discuss the acquisition of real
property and the lease of real property.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 4 day ofMarch, 2002.

Richard M .Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 12, 2002
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:10 P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE BOYDE G. WILLIAMS ANNEXATION
CONSISTING OF 77.25 ACRES AT 300 EAST SOUTH FRONTAGE ROAD INTO THE GC2, PI-I, AND BP-I ZONES
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on March 12, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:14p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman Hunter was excused.
Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Jay
Christensen, Terry Fox, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Bill Peperone, Boyde G. Williams, and 7 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
placement of the property in the Boyde G. Williams Annexation in the GC-2, PI-1 , and BP-1
zones. He asked for comments.
Rod Despain explained that he knew of no issue with the proposed zoning of the property.
There being no other comment, the hearing adjourned at 7:17p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7 :20P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
SITE PLAN FOR THEW ARENSKI FUNERAL HOME AT 1776 NORTH 900 EAST
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on March 12, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:20p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with Stephen Sowby.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
site plan for the Warenski Funeral Home. He noted that the location was south of Lone Peak
High School and was in the northern-most end of American Fork. He asked for comments.
Steve Sowby was present to answer questions.
There being no further comment the hearing adjourned at 7:22 p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The Atnerican Fork City Council met in a regular session on March 12, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman Hunter was excused.
Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Terry
Fox, Jay Christensen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Stephen Sowby, Bill Peperone, Boyde G. Williams,
Grant Leonard, Denise Pedersen, George Brown, Paul Washburn, Scouts from Troop 828 &
1120, and fifteen citizens.
1

Kevin Cannon led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Stephen Sowby offered the prayer.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD -LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
There was no public comment.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
This item will be placed on the March 26, 2002, agenda.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Blake reported on a letter of concern he had received from Mark Larson. He
expressed concern that 100 West Street was in disrepair with no sidewalks or gutters and it was
unsafe for children to get to Shelley Elementary School. He asked City staff to check on it and
report back. Mr. Larson also asked if there were regulations regarding the parking of flat bed
trailers on City streets.
Police Chief Fox responded that there were specific regulations governing their parking.
Councilman Blake asked that this be checked on from Main Street to about 1200 North on 100
West.
ChiefFox added that they did allow parking for 72 hours as long as it was safe. Each situation
would need to be checked.
Councilman Storrs reported that the Steel Days Committee was looking for someone to run the
tennis tournament. Anyone that was interested should get in touch with Melanie Marsh at City
Hall. The Cemetery Committee was moving ahead with the Cemetery Pageant.
Councilman Storrs reported that he had received a letter from Doug Nicholes regarding the
naming of a lane that extended north from Main Street across from Harts West, Nicholes Lane.
Mayor Barratt had received the same letter. It appeared that it was not City property. He asked
City staff to research this. If a development went in, the area would probably be a parking lot.
Councilman Hampton thanked the neighbors in various areas of the community who were
becoming helpful to the Council in making recommendations, not only on parks, but also in a
number of other areas. The Neighbors in Action program was expanding.
Councilman Hampton asked if there was anything on Grant Parker's recommendation on getting a
street sign on the hospital road and State Street that said 1100 East.
Public Works Director Howard Denney reported that there was a City sign showing 1100 East on
the northeast corner of the intersection. Right now the State would not allow the designation of
2
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1100 East on the signal cross arm. There was just US-89/State Street and 4650 West on the
cross arms presently. The City has ordered some larger signs to go on the southwest corner.
Councilmember Belmont reported that the Arts Council was presently having a series of
watercolor classes on Saturday mornings from 10:00 to Noon that was for parents and children.
Anyone interested should contact Sydney Nicholes.
Councilmember Belmont reported that the neighbors met again today and they had park designs
coming from all sections of town. They had a very good park survey and summary of results
from the Greenwood section of town. It seemed as though the neighbors were going to take
charge of their neighborhoods.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt reported that the April City Council meetings would be changed to the third and
fifth Tuesdays, April 16 and April 30, 2002, as Councilman Hampton and Mayor Barratt would
be out of town.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
The City Administrator had nothing to report at this time.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS
Councilman Blake stated that appointments to the Metropolitan Water Board would be for a term
to be determined, but none for a period longer than four years.
Councilman Blake moved to appoint to the Metropolitan Water Board Grant Leonard, Bill
Robinson, and reappoint Glenn Roundy to serve as the Chairman.
LaRae Shelley was off the committee. Councilman Blake will check on the status ofRay
Greenwood and Carl Devey.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING THE BOYDE G. WILLIAMS
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 77.25 ACRES AT 300 EAST SOUTH FRONTAGE ROAD
INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY
IN THE GC-2, PI-1, AND BP-1 ZONES, A REVISION OF THE ANNEXATION
AGREEMENT, REPEAL OF THE PREVIOUS ORDINANCE OF ADOPTION ORDINANCE
NO. 99-09-25
Rod Despain noted that the annexation of this property earlier was never fully implemented
because some of the itetns had not been provided. The agreement had been revised and the zone
3
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assignment had been changed. The requested zoning was taken back to the Planning Commission
and received a favorable recommendation for three zones.
Councilman Hampton asked if the documents had been signed.
Rod Despain noted that Boyde G. Williams had signed the agreement and that Mr. Williams
would deliver the executed original deeds to the City.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-03-08 approving the Boy de G.
Williams Annexation with instruction to the Recorder to withhold recording pending
verification of receipt of all required materials; and approval of the revised annexation
agreement relating thereto; and approval of the placement of the annexation area into the
BP-1 Business and Research Park Zone, GC-2 General Commercial Zone, and PI-1
Planned Industrial Zone; and the repeal of Ordinance No. 99-09-25. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONCEPT PLAN FOR A PARK AT 600 WEST 1120 NORTH
Mayor Barratt explained that the Planning Commission had reviewed a concept plan for a park at
600 West 1120 North. He recommended that its general purpose be approved and to then allow
City staff to work with the residents to determine the costs involved and the necessary funding.

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the concept plan. Councilman Storrs seconded
the motion.
Councilmember Belmont congratulated the residents on their work.
The residents expressed thanks to the City for working with them.
Councilman Hampton was impressed with the widespread involvement of the neighborhood.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONSULTING AGREEMENT WITH LEWIS YOUNG
ROBERTSON & BURNINGHAM TO DO A STUDY ON PARK AND RECREATION
IMPACT FEES
Councilman Hampton noted that the end result of the work would be to receive a
recommendation at a future council meeting as to the findings of Lewis Young Robertson &
Burningham relating to a new impact fee level.
Carl W anlass stated that the last one was done in 1996 and adopted in 1997.

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the agreement with Lewis Young Robertson &
Burningham. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A WATER RIGHT EXCHANGE AGREEMENT WITH
DONALEEJONESEVANS
Mayor Barratt explained that this was at 521 North 1100 East. In the course of installing the
sewer lines at the LDS Temple something took place and Donalee Jones Evans' spring failed. It
was now bone dry. The City would be exchanging irrigation rights for her spring rights.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the water right exchange agreement with Donatee
Jones Evans. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.
George Brown asked how this would be done.
Rod Despain explained that the City would be exchanging about 11 shares of American Fork
irrigation water for her spring rights. The amount of water was equivalent.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS,
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN
THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO
HAVETHEPLATRECORDED
a.

Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Subdivision Plat D consisting of
31 lots at 1280 North 350 West
Paul Washburn was present to answer questions.

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the final plat for the Virginia Ridge
Subdivision Plat D, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept
the dedications and have the plat recorded, subject to the posting of a bond to
secure the completion of construction of the required improvements and
relocation of sumps to meet City standards.
Paul Washburn explained that this plat was on the northeast portion of the property
and just north of the LDS church site.

Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
b.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Warenski Funeral
Home at 177 6 North 900 East
Mayor Barratt explained that this item was the subject of the second public hearing
earlier this evening.
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Stephen Sowby explained that the subdivision was already approved and the
improvements were installed.

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-03-09 approving the
site plan for the Warenski Funeral planned commercial project subject to the
correction of the technical aspects of the plan, as directed by the City Engineer.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
George Brown asked to discuss the water right transfer again and if the spring right had been
verified with the State Engineer.
Rod Despain explained that the negotiation with Donalee Jones Evans had gone on for some time.
There was a memorandum decision from the State Engineer, which quantified the right, and was
the basis for the exchange agreement. Cities were not allowed to divest themselves of their water
rights under the State Constitution. They were allowed to exchange them for a like quantity. The
agreement documented the fact that it was an exchange.
Grant Leonard asked about the physical capability of getting water to the site on 1100 East.
Rod Despain expected that Donalee Jones Evans would be discussing that with the irrigation
company.
Mayor Barratt commented that the ditch was in operation at the time his father owned that
property.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING GOING TO BID ON ITEMS
DEFINED IN THE REIMBURSEMENT AGREEMENT FOR THE AMERICAN FORK CITY,
UTAH, SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 2001-1 AT 875 WEST STATE ROAD

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-03-1 OR approving going to bid on
items defined in the reimbursement agreement for the American Fork City, Utah, Special
Improvement District No. 2001-1.
Councilman Hampton asked how soon the bids would take place.
Carl Wanlass thought that it would be about June.

Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE RATIFICATION OF AN EMERGENCY PURCHASE
ORDER TO CLAW CONSTRUCTION FOR REPAIRS TO THE CITY' S WATER LINE
UNDER THE MURDOCK CANAL
Councilmember Belmont asked Howard Denney for an explanation.
Howard Denney noted that there was a leak in the City' s water line at a location under the
Murdock Canal. Water would be placed in the canal on April 15, 2002. This was an open trench
6

process. They had a bid operung on February 25, 2002. Claw Construction bid $58,500,
HADCO bid $92,718, and Excavate bid $77,425 .65 . Steve Sowby did the plans and the
engineer's estimate was $60,000. The canal crossing was at about 1000 East.
Steve Sowby explained that he turned in the plans to the Provo River people last November and it
had taken them four months to review it. Now it needed to be completed quickly.

Councilman Blake moved to ratify the emergency purchase order to Claw Construction for
the water line repairs. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPROVING THE AMERICAN FORK CITY'S CAFETERIA
PLAN SERVICE AGREEMENT WITH NATIONAL BENEFITS SERVICES AND
RESOLUTIONS RELATING TO THE 401-K PLAN DOCUMENTS
Mayor Barratt reported that the City Attorney had recommended that the word "not" should be
added in the General Provisions in Section 5C after the word "administration."
Councilman Hampton noted that this would bring the plan into compliance with new IRS rules.

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the Service Agreement and Resolution No. 02-03llR relating to the 401-K Plan including the amendment to Section 5C of the Service
Agreement. Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Bill Jacob asked ifNational Benefits Services was the third party administrator.
Carl Wanlass responded that they were.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
In the absence of Councilman Hunter, Mayor Barratt reported that the Planning Commission at
their March 6, 2002, discussed the preliminary plat for Mountain View Place Subdivision
consisting of2 lots at 130 North 900 East; approved with conditions the preliminary and final
plats for the Hunter Ridge Estates consisting of two lots at 825 West 700 North; approved a zone
change at 605 West 1040 North from the existing RA-1 to the Rl-9000 single family residential
zone; approved a minor change to Timpanogos Heights PUD at 750 East 50 South; discussed the
site plan for an LDS Chapel at 410 North 1100 East; approved with conditions the preliminary
plat for the Adams Court Subdivision consisting of three lots at 150 West 300 North; approved
the extension of the public sewer to accommodate the Forest Garden Subdivision at 650 North
850 East; approved with conditions the Vacher Annexation Agreement at 755 East 50 South;
approved with conditions the concept plan for a park at 600 West 1120 North; discussed the
Harbor Road Annexation and site plan; and discussed the joint work session.
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As a result of this meeting a public hearing has been set for March 26, 2002 at 6:50p.m. for the
zoning of the Vacher Annexation at 755 East 50 South. In addition a public hearing needs to be
set for a zone change request at 605 West 1040 North from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000
zone. This could be set for the first meeting in April at 7:10p.m. This would be on April16,
2002 .
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FEBRUARY 26, 2002, MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the February 26, 2002, minutes with a correction
on the second to the motion on page 9, line 2, to Councilman Hunter. Councilmember
Belmont seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Hampton,
Belmont, and Blake. Abstain, Councilman Storrs. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FEBRUARY 28, 2002, JOINT WORK SESSION
MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the February 28, 2002, joint work session
minutes as presented. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MARCH 7, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the March 7, 2002, work session minutes with
some housecleaning items. (They included on page 2, line 21, change "Mr." To "Mayor."
On page 4, lines 23 & 35, change "sell" to "sale.") Councilmember Belmont seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACITON ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO DISCUSS
THE ACQUISITION OF REAL PROPERTY AND LEASE OF REAL PROPERTY

Councilman Blake moved to enter into an Executive Session to discuss the acquisition of
real property and the lease of real property. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
George Brown asked if this was to discuss the sale of Heritage Center.
acquisition.

The agenda said

Mayor Barratt stated that the acquisition of real property was one item and the lease of real
property was another item. The acquisition of real property was not related to Heritage
Convalescent Center.
The American Fork City Council entered into an Executive Session at 8:18p.m. Those present in
the Executive Session included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Keith Blake, Ricky Storrs,
Don Hampton, and Juel Belmont. Also present were City Recorder Richard Colborn, City
Administrator Carl Wanlass, and Public Works Director Howard Denney.
The American Fork City Council discussed the acquisition of real property and the lease of real
property. The Executive Session was audio recorded as required by State Law.
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The Executive Session concluded at 9:20p.m.

Councilman Storrs moved to return to regular session at 9:21 p.m.
Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.

Councilmember

FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills for payment, purchase requests
over $1,000, and the manually prepared checks as reviewed by the Finance Committee.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT
Mayor Barratt reminded the Council of the change of meetings in April to the 16th and the 30th
and a planned retreat on March 28th.

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 9:24 p.m.
motion. All were in favor.

Lrtt.@JL
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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Councilman Blake seconded the

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 21 , 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION

(

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, March 21 , 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
WORK SESSION
1. Discussion of items for the upcoming March 26, 2002, City Council meeting.
2. Other business.
3. Adjournment.
Dated this 18 day ofMarch, 2002.

([_ ft1.@1L
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 21 , 2002
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on March 21, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 4:05p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Don
Hampton, Ricky Storrs, and *Tom Hunter. Councilmember Belmont was excused. Others
present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Kevin Bennett, Terry Fox, and Jay Christensen.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING MARCH 26, 2002, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Carl W an1ass reviewed the agenda with the Council.
Public Hearings
6:50p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Vacher
Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50 South in the R-3 Multiple Family Residential
zone and the R1-9000 Single Family Residential zone
Councilman Storrs asked if there were still some protestors.
Councilman Hampton noted that Glenn Roundy had submitted at a petition against high density.
Mayor Barratt noted that some may still have concerns.
7:20p .m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the Carlisle Addition Annexation #5
consisting of27.30 acres at 1200 North 900 East
There was no discussion on this item.
Regular Session
Action Items
1.
Review and action on the Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50
South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R-3 and R1-9000
zones, and the annexation agreement

There was no discussion on this item.
2.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City' s intent to annex the Frank Brown
Annexation consisting of 4.82 acres at 1100 South 400 East

1

Richard Colborn noted that the map may be changed prior to Tuesday to include the railroad
tracks.
3.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Ford No. 2
Annexation consisting of 2.4 7 acres at 93 8 South 4 70 East
This was just west of the Highland Woodwork building.
4.

Review and action on development projects
a.
Review and action on a revised final plat for Hunter Ridge Estates consisting of 2
lots at 825 West 700 North
There was no discussion on this item.
b.
Review and action on a second amended final plat for Timpanogos Heights PUD
at 750 East 50 South
There was no discussion on this item.

5.
Review and action on a funding request by the Veterans ofForeign Wars Timpanogos
Post 4918 for a stone monument honoring the Veterans Burial Team participants since 1962
There was no discussion on this item.
6.
Review and action on a request by the Veterans ofForeign Wars Timpanogos Post 4918
to provide burial spots in the American Fork Cemetery for Veterans ans Spouses in the area west
of the Veterans Memorial to the Cemetery Office Building at a rate of $200 per space for
residents and $500 per space for non-residents
Mayor Barratt was going to ask for the definition of Veteran. Was it Veterans ofForeign Wars?
Was it anyone who served in the military?
Richard Colborn expressed a concern of removing some support of the wall when placing a grave
next to it.
7.

Review and action on the awarding of bids for the Public W arks Generator System

Carl W an1ass commented that estimated price was about $7 5,000
8.
Review and action on a Resolution approving a transfer from the General Fund
Unreserved Fund Balance of $500,000 to remodel the City administrative offices at 51 East Main
Street
Carl W an1ass asked that the agenda be amended to reflect that it was a transfer from the general
fund of$230,000 and the City' s share of the return of the Olympic sales tax of$270,000. The
return of the sales tax had not been budgeted for.
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*Councilman Hunter arrived.
9.
Review and action on a Resolution to enter into a design build contract with Ellsworth
Paulsen Construction Services to remodel City administrative offices at 51 East Main Street in
accordance with Section B, Subsection D of the City's Procurement Policy
Carl Wanlass noted that they had a contract with Ellsworth Paulsen for a needs study in the
amount of $5,000 with the condition that if they got the contract, it would be absorbed into the
contract price.
10.
Review and action on a Resolution regarding the City's policy on establishment of Special
Improvement Districts
Carl Wanlass explained that this would establish a policy and criteria for SID funding . For
commercial and industrial use, it would need to have a minimum of $250,000 and it included the
requirement of one new job for each $35,000 of value. In the case of rehabilitation of or new
improvements in existing subdivisions, the minimum value would need to be $100,000.
11.
Review and action on a Resolution establishing the American Fork City, Utah, Special
Improvement District No. 2002-1 at 300 East South Frontage Road
Carl Wanlass explained that this was on the Boyde Williams property. It was for about $1.4
million. This was a straight SID assessment to the property owner and would be used for the
improvements of a major road that would eventually connect 100 East with 500 East and would
be 66 feet wide. There would be a temporary road to get it over to 100 East until the Steve
Buckwalter property could be included.
12.
Review and on a Resolution approving an interlocal agreement with Pleasant Grove City
to provide to them sewer and water services for Capital Community Bank on the southeast corner
of 1100 East & East State Road
Kevin Bennett explained that Pleasant Grove City had already approved this sometime before. He
asked that a time certain date be included.
Mayor Barratt thought that they talked about five years. The five years would be an addendum to
the agreement.
Carl Wanlass reported that a boundary agreement had been discussed with Pleasant Grove City.
There was no heartburn as it had been proposed.
13 .
Review and action on going to bid on a sewer line from State Street north on 1100 East to
50 South Street
Part of this area was discussed before with regard to the Gasser Annexation. The developer had
reported that it would cost $50,000 to install a lift station and if a gravity flow sewer went in, they
3

would be willing to participate to that amount. The total cost of the line was estimated to be
about $7 5, 000.
14.
Review and action on a Resolution amending the interlocal reciprocal EMS Agreement
with Lone Peak Public Safety District concerning inter-facility transports
Kevin Bennett reported that this was a revised agreement and was needed prior to April 1, 2002.
15.

Review and action on a contract with the City of Fun Carnival

Councilman Hampton asked if the Steel Days Committee had reviewed the contract.
Carl W anlass reported that they had and they were recommending it.
Mayor Barratt admitted that the City of Fun Carnival had been doing a lot better job since they
closed at 10:30 p.m. They had cleaned up their act quite a bit. He was still concerned about
long-term contracts.
16.
Review and action on the purchase of the Jeff Worms property at approximately 220
North 25 5 East next to the public works complex

Carl W anlass reported that the title report was being done.
17.

Report and action on construction items including change orders

There were no change orders.
18.

Report and action on Planning Commission items

There was no discussion on this item.
19-20. Review and action on the March 12, 2002, minutes and on the March 21, 2002, work
session minutes.

There was no discussion on these items.
21 .

Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment

There was no discussion on this item.
OTHER BUSINESS
Carl Wanlass asked to amend agenda to change the funding Resolution for the remodel of the City
offices at 51 East Main Street and also for the Proclamation of April as Sexual Assault Awareness
Month.
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Richard Colborn asked that the amended agenda also include the addition of a Resolution of
Intent to Annex the Alpine School District annexation at approximately 255 East 1500 South.
Mayor Barratt directed that the agenda be amended to add those items.
Carl Wanlass noted that Steve Pruitt with the Alpine Valley Shopping Center at 608 West Main
Street, had sent a letter asking the City' s feelings on the use of eminent domain to get 130 North
Street past the K-Mart property. The owner was in Japan and it had been difficult to get things
worked out.
Rod Despain suggested that another solution was the use of a temporary road until they
completed negotiations.
Councilman Hunter agreed and noted that the completion date was July of 2003.
Carl Wanlass noted that Alpine Valley had also provided an economic benefit analysis and would
request a small SID of about $800,000.
Councilman Hampton noted that regardless ofK-Mart' s financial condition, there was some risk
of condemnation in favor of one of their competitors.
Kevin Bennett noted that there maybe a hold in the bankruptcy court.
(

Carl Wanlass noted that the American Fork store would probably be in the second round of cuts.
The approval from the Planning Commission was with the road going in. The use of a temporary
road would probably have to go back to them for review. There was some question as to whether
130 North was an off-site or an on-site improvement.
Councilman Hunter liked the temporary road idea as did Councilmembers Hampton and Storrs.
Mayor Barratt showed a proposed map ofNorth Park Plat D. He stated that at one time there
were just 6 homes. The City and Patterson had tried to resolve some things, but it has never
worked out. This new plat showed 6 twin homes and some single-family lots. The neighbors
were in favor of this design and would be to the Council meeting to express their support. Under
the City' s Ordinance, it would require a 2.8 acre park. It had been reduced to 1.9 acres and now
it was 2.3 acres. The residents want to do with their park what those in the northwest were
doing. This plan will be before the Planning Commission on April 2nd . He told Wayne Patterson
that he would not personally support multiple-family in that area.
Carl Wanlass felt that it would probably come back out of the Planning Commission with a
negative recmnmendation due to the park size not being up to code.
Mayor Barratt explained that there would be about 30 residents in attendance that favored the
plan.
ADJOURNMENT
5
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 26, 2002
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA

(

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
March 26, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:50p.m.

7:20p .m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50 South in the R-3
Multiple Family Residential zone and the R1-9000 Single Family Residential
zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Carlisle Addition Annexation #5
consisting of 27.30 acres at 1200 North 900 East.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call .
Twenty minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor' s report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Review and action on the Vacher Annexation consisting of7 .99 acres at 755 East 50
South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R-3 and
R1-9000 zones, and the annexation agreement.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City' s intent to annex the Frank Brown
Annexation consisting of 4. 82 acres at 1100 South 400 East.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City' s intent to annex the Ford No.2
Annexation consisting of2.47 acres at 938 South 470 East.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvetnent bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on a revised final plat for Hunter Ridge Estates consisting of 2
lots at 825 West 700 North.
b.
Review and action on a second amended final plat for Timpanogos Heights PUD
at 750 East 50 South.
Review and action a funding request by the Veterans ofForeign Wars Timpanogos Post
4918 for a stone monutnent honoring the Veterans Burial Team participants since 1962.
Review and action on a request by the Veterans ofForeign Wars Timpanogos Post 4918
to provide burial spots in the American Fork Cemetery for Veterans and Spouses in the

7.
*8

9.

10.
11.
12.

13 .
14.
15.
16.

* 17.

* 18
19.
20.
21 .
22.
23 .
24.

area west of the Veterans Memorial to the Cemetery Office Building at a rate of $200 per
space for residents and $500 per space for non-residents.
Review and action on the awarding of bids for the Public Works Generator System.
Review and action on a Resolution approving a transfer from the General Fund
Unreserved Fund Balance of $230,000 and $270,000 of the Olympic sales tax
distribution that was unbudgeted to remodel the City administrative offices at 51
East Main Street.
Review and action on a Resolution to enter into a design build contract with Ellsworth
Paulsen Construction Services to remodel City administrative offices at 51 East Main
Street in accordance with Section B, Subsection D of the City's Procurement Policy.
Review and action on a Resolution regarding the City' s policy on the establishment of
Special Improvement Districts.
Review and action on a Resolution establishing the American Fork City, Utah, Special
Improvement District No. 2002-1 at 300 East South Frontage Road.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an interlocal agreement with Pleasant
Grove City to provide to them sewer and water services for Capital Community Bank on
the southeast corner of 1100 East & East State Road.
Review and action on going to bid on a sewer line from State Street north on 1100 East to
50 South Street.
Review and action on a Resolution amending the interlocal reciprocal EMS Agreement
with Lone Peak Public Safety District concerning inter-facility transports.
Review and action on a contract with the City of Fun Carnival.
Review and action on the purchase ofthe Jeff Worms property at approximately 220
North 25 5 East next to the public works complex.
Review and action on a Proclamation proclaiming the month of April as Sexual
Assault Awareness Month.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Alpine
School District Annexation consisting of 41.66 acres at approximately 255 East 1500
South.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the March 12, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the March 21 , 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 24 day ofMarch, 2002.
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Richard M.Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 26, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
March 26, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:50p.m.

7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50 South in the R-3
Multiple Family Residential zone and the R1-9000 Single Family Residential
zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Carlisle Addition Annexation #5
consisting of27 .30 acres at 1200 North 900 East.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call .
Twenty minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor' s report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Review and action on the Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50
South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R-3 and
R1-9000 zones, and the annexation agreement.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Frank Brown
Annexation consisting of 4. 82 acres at 1100 South 400 East.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Ford No. 2
Annexation consisting of2.47 acres at 938 South 470 East.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a titne frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on a revised final plat for Hunter Ridge Estates consisting of 2
lots at 825 West 700 North.
b.
Review and action on a second amended final plat for Timpanogos Heights PUD
at 750 East 50 South.
Review and action a funding request by the Veterans ofForeign Wars Timpanogos Post
4918 for a stone monument honoring the Veterans Burial Team participants since 1962.
Review and action on a request by the Veterans of Foreign Wars Timpanogos Post 4918
to provide burial spots in the American Fork Cemetery for Veterans and Spouses in the

7.
8.

9.

10.
11 .
12.

13 .
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

area west of the Veterans Memorial to the Cemetery Office Building at a rate of $200 per
space for residents and $500 per space for non-residents.
Review and action on the awarding of bids for the Public Works Generator System.
Review and action on a Resolution approving a transfer from the General Fund
Unreserved Fund Balance of $500,000 to remodel the City administrative offices at 51
East Main Street.
Review and action on a Resolution to enter into a design build contract with Ellsworth
Paulsen Construction Services to remodel City administrative offices at 51 East Main
Street in accordance with Section B, Subsection D of the City' s Procurement Policy.
Review and action on a Resolution regarding the City' s policy on the establishment of
Special Improvement Districts.
Review and action on a Resolution establishing the American Fork City, Utah, Special
Improvement District No. 2002-1 at 300 East South Frontage Road.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an interlocal agreement with Pleasant
Grove City to provide to them sewer and water services for Capital Community Bank on
the southeast corner of 1100 East & East State Road.
Review and action on going to bid on a sewer line from State Street north on 1100 East to
50 South Street.
Review and action on a Resolution amending the interlocal reciprocal EMS Agreement
with Lone Peak Public Safety District concerning inter-facility transports.
Review and action on a contract with the City of Fun Carnival.
Review and action on the purchase ofthe JeffWonns property at approximately 220
North 255 East next to the public works complex.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the March 12, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the March 21 , 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 18 day ofMarch, 2002 .
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 26, 2002
ATTACHMENT
PUBLIC HEARING-6:50P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE VACHER ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF
7.99 ACRES AT 755 EAST 50 SOUTH IN THE R-3 MULTIPLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL
ZONE AND THE R1-9000 SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on March 26, 2002, in the City Hall
commencing at 6:54p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Don
Hampton, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard
Denney, Rod Despain, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Mr. & Mrs. Jim Phelps, Glenn Roundy, Grant
Leonard, John Dester, Stephen Sowby, Steve Nielsen, Lee Vacher, VFW members, Barbara
Christiansen, and ten citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
placement of the property in the Vacher Annexation in the R-3 and R1-9000 zones. Project
Developer John Dester was present. He asked for comments.
Grant Leonard commented that in his case he had the old ACE Hardware store on the southside
of his property along with the LeBaron offices that was commercial. On the west side of his
property was the Timpanogos Heights development and on the northside was the Vacher project.
His problem was that City Planner Rod Despain had stated that they were going to change the
"line in the sand" from the west side of the Vacher property to the east side. He did not think that
anyone would want to build a nice single family home down next to the old lumberyard. The
Timpanogos Heights developer had shown some interest in his property, but it would hurt his
chances in making any money on the sale of the land, if the line has been drawn in the sand. That
was his objection.
Those signing the petition that had been previously presented were not from those on 50 South
Street. They were tnostly from those who had property south of 50 South Street. They felt that
if there was going to be a line in the sand, it ought to be such that they could do something with
their property.
Mayor Barratt asked that if there was a line drawn in the sand that they wanted it further to the
east.
Mr. Leonard did not like the use of the term a "line in the sand."

Glenn Roundy commented that there very possibly could be 62 units built on the Vacher property.
That was 124 people if there were just two per unit. There could be between 200 and 300
people. These were starter homes. Next to Grant Leonard were 45 units with a minimum of90
people and possibly up to 200. The exit from the two projects was across from each other. If
there was ever a tie up on State Street, 50 South was the alternative. There were also units on
700 East. He felt that enough was enough with the multiple units in this area of town. They
1
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should be spread out evenly. In regard to the "line in the sand" he had eight acres of ground and
he was approached to sell his property like everyone else out there. He had access both from 50
South and from Bamberger. If the line in the sand was going to be changed, he wanted it to
include his property and others. There was 20 acres there. He was born in American Fork and he
felt the City was getting too high density. Enough was enough. They needed to go to Highland
or Eagle Mountain.
Developer John Dester noted that when Mr. Roundy heard there was going to be a line drawn in
the sand so to speak and that R-3 could go no further, it did affect him. The Timpanogos Heights
developer wanted to purchase additional property and it only worked for them if it was R-3 . He
explained that this annexation had been through the Planning Commission and City Council at
least seven or eight times and they had hashed through the traffic and this type of project. He
added that ten units per acre in many cities, was considered to be medium. It was on a collector
road. Most of the 62 units would not have more than two occupants and many were single
owners. They fit a certain need. The Planning Cotnmission had unanimously given its positive
recommendation.
Glenn Roundy explained that it was a real hazard on 50 South Street.
Mayor Barratt noted that this development would improve the street. The City was considering
finishing it off out to 11 00 East.
There being no further cotnment the hearing adjourned at 7:10p .m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:20 P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
CARLISLE ADDITION ANNEXATION #5 CONSISTING OF 27.30 ACRES AT 1200
NORTH 900 EAST
The American Fork City Council met in public hearing on March 26, 2002, in the City Hall
commencing at 7:22p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Don
Hampton and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard
Denney, Rod Despain, Steve Cornia, Steve Nielsen, Stephen Sowby, Lee Vacher, Mr. & Mrs. Bill
Jacob, Mr. & Mrs. Jim Phelps, John Dester, Scouts, Barbara Christiansen, and eight citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
Carlisle Addition Annexation at 1200 North 900 East. Stephen Sowby was present representing
the project. He asked for comments.
City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that he had received no protests to the annexation.
Mayor Barratt had not received any either. This would be sent forward to the Planning
Commission.
Mayor Battatt announced that it appeared that they would not have a quorutn this evening. He
would allow the Scouts to make their presentation.
There being no further comment the hearing concluded at 7:27p .m.
2
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REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on March 26, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Don
Hampton and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard
Denney, Rod Despain, Kevin Bennett, Steve Cornia, Steve Nielsen, Stephen Sowby, Mr. & Mrs.
Bill Jacob, Lynn Phelps, George Brown, Scouts from Troops 935 & 936, Barbara Christiansen,
and 15 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained that they were lacking one councilperson. Councilmembers Hunter and
Blake had notified him and Councilmember Belmont called this afternoon. There would be no
action items addressed. He extended a courtesy to the Scouts and to the Veterans and would
allow them to make their presentations. The Council would meet at 11 :00 a.m. Thursday
morning to address the action items. There was a work session and a tour of community also that
day.
Skate Park
Adam England, along with Alex VanSoolen and Shad Roundy, were present to discuss a Skate
Park. Adam England made a presentation and provided a written copy along with a petition to
the City Council and it is included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT.
Adam England concluded by stating that it would be "cool" to have a Skate Park.
Councilman Storrs noted that Danny Hindley expressed an interest to him in helping with a Skate
Park. He suggested that Adam England contact him for some assistance.
Councilman Hampton thanked the three young men for having the courage to come and make the
presentation. The Council had talked about a Skate Park previously.
Mayor Barratt noted there were 111 signatures. He congratulated them on their efforts.
Veterans ofForeign Wars
Mayor Barratt noted that they would have a presentation by the Veterans ofF oreign Wars and if
another Councilperson did not arrive, the meeting would adjourn.
Ned Yeater commented that it was great to be here with the young people. The idea of a Burial
Team Memorial had been running through their minds to remember a certain group of men who
have been doing military rights since 1962 and have buried over 4,000 oftheir comrades. He was
concerned that there was not a lot of patriotism. During the military rights a lot just stand around
and did not even place their hand over their heart. He explained that the poem that would be
placed on the monument was in memory of a comrade who was buried in January 1991 in the
Utah Veterans Cemetery. There was only the burial rights team, the tnorticians, and two nurses
that had cared for the man at his burial. It was very sad, but occasionally it happened.
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From 1996 to 2001 they had done 700 burials. VFW men numbering 5505 contributed 16,515
volunteer hours back to the communities. Since January 2002, they had done 46 burials. VFW
men numbering 203 have contributed 1290 volunteer hours. It was strictly volunteer.
Occasionally they received a donation. The existing monument meant different things to many
people and was a great thing.
Ned V eater thanked the Council.
Bill Jacob asked that the Council reconsider the time they were going to meet as it was during the
day and was short notice.
Mayor Barratt explained that some were items that were time sensitive and had to be taken care
of Eighteen of the 24 items were in that category.
The other VFW metnbers introduced themselves: Doug Eddins from Pleasant Grove, 25 years in
the Air Force and a Viet N am Veteran; Ray Verbeck from Orem, 23 years in the Air Forces and
was a VietNam Veteran; Jacklin Tracey was in WWII and in the Air Force Reserve; Walt Farmer
from American Fork and was a Veteran of the South Pacific Campaign serving in the Marines
during WWII.
There was general applause.
ADJOURNMENT
Mayor Barratt apologized for not being able to conduct the meeting this evening. They will meet
at 11:00 a.m. on Thursday, March 28, 2002. The meeting adjourned at 7:52p.m.
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ATTACHMENT TO 3-26-02 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 5

Why Build a Skate park?
By Adam England
The July 1997 U.S. Parks and Recreation Magazine article title 'we're going to
build a what?' underlines the fact that many people have little knowledge of the
subject of skate parks.
Playgrounds long accepted in parks help develop neuro-motor skills in young
children and aid their early development but little is provided for older children
and adolescents to support their development outside organized team sports
which may not be very beneficial due to a strong emphasis on winning and many
lose interest in these activities at adolescence. Some statistics show physical
activity drops off at this age more for girls perhaps going some way to explain the
male gender bias in skating although more girls are taking it up.
Researchers tell us young people have far more stress to deal with than previous
generations an j that they are also less active than their forebears.
Recreation has long been recognized as a tonic for many social ills, it can
provide meaning, satisfaction and a sense of belonging, help develop social skills
and self esteem, relieve stress, anxiety and aggression and generally promote
both physiological and psychological well being.
Unfortunately many local authorities seem to have no knowledge of or concem
for the many positives a skate park provides and often only seem to look at
building a skate park in response to nuisance street skating and opposition to
bans. This bears an interesting and perhaps ironic similarity to the U.S.
playgrounds movement of last century, which at least one historian has noted
was not brought about by some noble desire to improve the quality of life of the
masses but simply to get the large numbers of newly arrived migrants from using
the street as their playground.

..
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Skating's relative low cost and fun unstructured character and lack of rules make
it an ideal vehicle for self expression very attractive to youth in general.
It is statistically far less dangerous than generally perceived and a large
percentage of accidents are in the novice group skating for a week or less
highlighting the particular need for safety equipment for the learner.
A skate park can provide a safe social venue to bum off youthful exuberance in a
healthy manner thus treating the cause rather than the symptoms of delinquent
behavior and saving communities in policing and health costs.
An unprecedented number of skate parks are now being constructed around the
globe but perhaps most importantly skating is something a great many young
people choose to do and surely such a healthy pursuit should be encouraged
and not simply banned.

Why Our Town Should Have a Skate Park

These days' extreme sports such as skateboarding, BMX bicycling, and in-line
skating are rising to an all time high. Skateboarding is a three billion dollar a year
industry and that figure continues to rise. Kids are now finding more to do than
just sit in front of the TV all day.
Kids need a place other than the local bank's stair railings or anything else
deemed skatable. Riding in areas like this are a lot of fun but it isn't very safe for
the enthusiast or the pedestrian that may get in his/her way. Street skating often
damages public or private property, which often irritates the owner a great deal.
Th~se

areas are often illegal to skate at. This gives police the right to ticket kids

ATTACHMENT TO 3-26-02 CC MINUTES- PAGE 3 OF 5

sometimes as young as 7 or confiscate their boards. Having a skate park in town
helps to solve these problems. It provides a safe haven for the skaters. Kids
learn to be responsible and are in a positive atmosphere where they are
encouraged to be the best in everything they do. Drugs don't have to be another
obstacle in their lives, and they manage to keep a positive record with the law.
Besides being a positive influence on the people that use the park it also
generates revenue for the community that it would otherwise not receive. Some
people travel 60 miles or more just to ride at a skate park, especially if their town
doesn't have one. They are bound to stop and spend their money in at least one
place or another.
With a skate park in town the area youth are brought together in support each
other and have a good time. Watching the action that goes on in a park is almost
equally as thrilling. Bands or DJ's are often brought into a park for added
excitement. (This is when simply hanging out with your friends is really fun.)

Where to put it?
These are my recommendations where to put it:
1. The Rodeo Grounds
2. Art Dye Park
3. In the back of JC Baseball Park

Way's to contact me:
Phone: 801-756-5090
E-mail: buddyenglaod(a)aol.com

'
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 28, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA

(

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in special session on
March 28, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 11:00
a.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call .
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.

3.
4.

(
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

11 .
12.

Review and action on the Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50
South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R-3 and
R1-9000 zones, and the annexation agreement.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Frank Brown
Annexation consisting of 4.82 acres at 1100 South 400 East.
Review and action on a Resolution indica~ing the City's intent to annex the Ford No. 2
Annexation consisting of2.47 acres at 938 South 470 East.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City' s intent to annex the Alpine
School District American Fork Annexation consisting of 41 .66 acres at approximately
255 East 1500 South.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD ' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on a revised final plat for Hunter Ridge Estates consisting of 2
lots at 825 West 700 North.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a second amended final plat for
Timpanogos Heights PUD at 750 East 50 South.
Review and action on the awarding of bids for the Public Works Generator System.
Review and action on a Resolution approving a transfer from the General Fund
Unreserved Fund Balance of$230,000 and $270,000 of the Olympic sales tax distribution
that was unbudgeted to remodel the City administrative offices at 51 East Main Street.
Review and action on a Resolution to enter into a design build contract with Ellsworth
Paulsen Construction Services to remodel City administrative offices at 51 East Main
Street in accordance with Section B, Subsection D of the City' s Procurement Policy.
Review and action on a Resolution regarding the City' s policy on the establishment of
Special Improvement Districts.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an interlocal agreement with Pleasant
Grove City to provide to them sewer and water services for Capital Community Bank on
the southeast corner of 1100 East & East State Road .
Review and action on going to bid on a sewer line from State Street north on 1100 East to
50 South Street.
Review and action on a Resolution amending the interlocal reciprocal EMS Agreement
with Lone Peak Public Safety District concerning inter-facility transports.

13 .
14.
15 .
16.
17.
18.
19.

Review and action on a Proclamation proclaiming the month of April as Sexual Assault
Awareness Month.
Review and action on the approval of a Class A Beer License to Competition Oil at 309
West Main Street.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the March 12, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the March 21 , 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 27 day ofMarch, 2002 .

IL /h.@!_
Richard M .Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 28, 2002

(

ATTACHMENT

SPECIAL SESSION

The American Fork City Council met in a special session on March 28, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 11 :02 a.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Steve Cornia, Pam Hunsaker, Jay
Christensen, Pleasant Grove Mayor Jim Danklef, Pleasant Grove Public Works Director Frank
Mills, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, George Brown, Lynn Phelps, John Dester, Tony Gonzales, Barbara
Christiansen, and 7 citizens.
Mayor Barratt apologized to those who had items on the agenda last Tuesday that were
inconvenienced by the lack of a quorum.
Ricky Storrs led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman Hampton offered the
prayer.
Bill Jacob asked if public comment would be entertained.
Mayor Barratt stated that this was to be an abbreviated meeting for action items but invited Mr.
Jacob to make a comment if he wished.
Bill Jacob read a statement that is included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT.
Mr. Jacob then asked where the $1 million budget was that was discussed at the referred to City

Council meeting on May 11 , 1999. He was not aware of any action that rescinded it.
Mayor Barratt did not know.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE VACHER ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 7.99 ACRES
AT 755 EAST 50 SOUTH INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE R-3 AND R1-9000 ZONES, AND THE
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Mayor Barratt explained that this annexation included the Phelps home, the Vacher Home, and
the Candice Rose home. The homes would be placed in the R1-9000 zone and the vacant ground
would be in the R-3 zone.
Councilmember Belmont noted that the neighbors who lived on that road did not want the R-3
zone. There was a petition signed by a lot of people who did not want that high of density.
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Lynn Phelps did not have a problem with the annexation, but she did have a concern with the
density. Her name was not on the petition.
Councilmember Belmont commented that the street was packed so tight with condos and
apartments that she believed that those who signed the petition were against that. It was horrible.
One could not get across 50 South Street and 700 East was a speedway. Everyone was funneling
out ofPleasant Grove onto American Fork's Main Street. It was a high traffic area and was not
safe. She thought they had an accident a day at that location.
Mayor Barratt noted that at the public hearing Mr. Grant Leonard and Mr. Glenn Roundy were
present and expressed concern about the traffic. Mr. Leonard felt that if the City was going to
allow the R-3 zone, they needed to allow it on his property and some other pieces of property so
they could take advantage of that zoning.
Councilman Blake asked if that would compound the traffic problem.
Mayor Barratt responded that it would, but that the development would also improve the road.
This road, 50 South, was on the City' s plans to improve. This was a collector class road.
John Dester noted that in either the Planning Commission or the City Council, traffic issues were
discussed. In locating these types of units, one tries to locate them near a collector road. Fifty
South Street was a collector road . Single-family homes had more cars because of teenage drivers
and they were going all day long. There was more traffic generated out of a typical subdivision
than from those who would buy these town homes. The type of people that purchased these units
were generally single or couples and tnade fewer trips. Ten units per acre was not really high
density. There was already R-3 zoning to the west and to the south. It was not unreasonable to
request the R-3 for this property.
Councilman Hampton asked if the Planning Commission unanimously approved this zoning.
Councilman Hunter responded that they did.
Councilman Blake asked if Glenn Roundy had attended those meetings because Mr. Roundy had
expressed concerns to him.
Mayor Barratt explained that one of the concerns was that if they ended the R-3 at this
development, it would prevent those on the south side of the road to do the same thing. Many of
the residents were opposed to the density, but if it was going to be passed, they felt they should
be able to have the same density. Mr. Leonard had received an offer from Timpanogos Heights
for his property.
Councilman Blake asked if the tentative master plan allowed for the R-3 zone.
Rod Despain noted that the tentative General Plan placed the area to the east in a medium density
at about six dwelling units per acre.
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Councilman Hampton observed that each time a property was annexed, this was something that
the Planning Commission looked at. There was nothing that prevented the Planning Commission
from looking at any option.
Councilman Blake felt there was an implied expectation here, that they expected the same
consideration.
Mayor Barratt stated that it could be looked at.
Rod Despain stated that the final materials had been processed with one item now on its way.

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the Ordinance of Annexation for the Vacher
Annexation with instruction to the Recorder to withhold recording pending verification of
receipt of all required materials; approval of the annexation agreement relating thereto;
and approval of the placement of the annexation area into the Rl-9000 and the R3-7500
zones in accordance with the zone designation map. Councilman Hunter seconded the
motion.
Councilman Storrs stated that he would vote no. There was plenty of high density in that area.
Enough was enough in one area. He was not against the annexation, but the City needed to
watch where they were putting all the high density.
Councilmember Belmont noted that if this were the only one out there, she would not vote against
it. She noted that Mr. Dester provided a good product. She saw nightmares on 50 South Street.
John Dester noted that traffic was a concern, but it was not greater than if they were single-family
homes.
Councilman Hampton commented that 50 South Street was planned to be wider.
John Dester noted that there was no access through other subdivisions.
Councilmember Belmont explained that she lived close to that area and went through the
intersection of 700 East and 50 South daily. It was just going to get worse.
Mayor Barratt noted some of the traffic from this development might go south onto Bamberger.

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Hampton and Hunter. Nay,
Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, and Storrs. The motion did not carry.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE FRANK BROWN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 4.82 ACRES AT 1100
SOUTH 400 EAST
This property was north of the Beehive Clothing Mills.
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Councilman Hunter moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-03-12R indicating the City's intent
to annex the Frank Brown Annexation at 1100 South 400 East. Councilman Hampton
seconded the motion.
George Brown asked what type of zone was being requested.
Rod Despain thought that light industrial zoning would be asked for.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE FORD NO . 2 ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 2.47 ACRES AT 938 SOUTH
470 EAST

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-03-13R indicating the City's
intent to annex the Ford No.2 Annexation at 938 South 470 East. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE ALPINE SCHOOL DISTRICT AMERICAN FORK ANNEXATION
CONSISTING OF 41.66 ACRES AT APPROXIMATELY 255 EAST 1500 SOUTH
Councilman Blake asked what the property was going to be used for.
Mayor Barratt answered that it was going to be for a bus garage.
Councilmember Belmont would like to see the busses on their property. She explained that she
had contacted thetn a year ago and the School District's take on it was that they would be happy
to park them on their own property if the City asked.

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-03-14R indicating the City's
intent to annex the Alpine School District American Fork Annexation at 255 East 1500
South. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS,
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL: 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS: 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION: AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN
THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO
HAVE THE PLAT RECORDED
a. Review and action on a revised final plat for Hunter Ridge Estates consisting of 2 lots at
825 West 700 North

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the final plat for the Hunter Ridge Estates
Subdivision, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plan, accept the
dedications and have the plat recorded subject to the posting of a bond to secure the
4
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completion of construction of required improvements. Councilman Storrs seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
b. Review and action on an Ordinance approving a second amended final plat for
Timpanogos Heights PUD at 750 East 50 South
Rod Despain explained that for various reasons a change in the location of covered
parking spaces was desired. They were in a limited common area and to make a change
required an amended plat.
Councilman Blake asked for further explanation.
Rod Despain explained that they now wanted to combine four covered spaces together
instead of just two .
Tony Gonzales from Bach Development was present.
Councilman Hampton asked if the bond that was in place was sufficient for all common
area improvements and landscaping.
Howard Denney responded that it was.

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-03-10 approving the
seconded amended Timpanogos Heights Plat A PUD with a finding that the
amendments constituted a minor change and that neither the public or any property
owner would be materially affected by the change, and subject to receipt of the
"Consent to Amendment" signed by all owners of record in the project area.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AWARDING BIDS FOR THE PUBLIC WORKS GENERATOR
SYSTEM
Mayor Barratt noted that the low bid was irregular and not complete. The next lowest bid was
JPM.

Councilman Storrs moved to award the contract to JPM in the amount of $80,582.50.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
George Brown asked why the Council went to bid on this item.
Mayor Barratt responded that staff had recommended it. The high bid was $88,500 and the low
bid was $80,582.
The estimate was $85,000

All were in favor.
5
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING A TRANSFER FROM THE
GENERAL FUND UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE OF $230,000 AND $270,000 OF THE
OLYMPIC SALES TAX DISTRIBUTION THAT WAS UNBUDGETED TO REMODEL THE
CITY ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES AT 51 EAST MAIN STREET
Councilman Blake asked for a more detailed breakdown.
Councilman Hampton noted that that was in the contract. It was $418,728 + $73 , 13 6.
Carl Wan1ass stated that it did not include the moving of equipment and computers.
Councilman Blake asked if it was a fixed price at $48 .24 per square foot, if there would be sub
bidding, and if it was a not to exceed price.
Councilman Hampton asked if they could beat the $418,728 price, would they?
Carl Wan1ass stated that it would be like the police and courts.
Councilman Hampton commented that the $418,728 was really a not to exceed amount.
Carl Wan1ass stated that the contingency was $25,000 to $30,000.
Councilman Blake asked if it was clear in the agreement that they would try to improve the prices
by bidding to subcontractors.
Mr. Wan1ass responded that they would try to get the best product for the best price.

Councilman Hatnpton stated that they were not acting on the contract on1y the funding resolution
at this time.
Mayor Barratt added that the funding would be to use the sales tax monies that had been returned
to the City of $270,000 and $230,000 from unreserved funds. The City had given up 1/64 of one
cent of sales tax to fund the Olympics. SLOC returned funds to the State of Utah and this was
American Fork' s share of that. The City anticipated that they would get some but not how much.
Councilman Hampton asked Mr. Wan1ass if he was comfortable with the budgetary transfer to
which he responded that he was. There was about $1 .1 million in the reserve account.
Councilman Hampton moved to approve Resolution No. 02-03-15R approving a transfer
from the General Fund Unreserved Balance of $230,000 and $270,000 of the Olympic Sales
Tax distribution that was unbudgeted to remodel the City Administrative Offices at 51
East Main Street. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Bill Jacob asked for clarification. The City spent about $615 ,000 for the building and now
another half-million dollars was going to be put into it. He asked for the amount of square
footage .
6
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Mayor Barratt answered that there was about 10,000 square feet.
Bill Jacob commented that meant that it was about $110 per square foot to acquire and remodel
the building. He asked how it compared to new construction. It sounded excessive to him.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was higher. He did not see that they had room.
Carl Wan1ass added that the land cost factor was not included.
George Brown stated that when it was discussed to purchase the Utah Power building it was
proposed that it would cost about $50,000 for renovations that were main1y for seismic and the
change in the voltage in the building. Why were they now looking at $500,000?
Mayor Barratt responded that ADA required that they have an elevator. The staircase did not
meet ADA requirements and a new second stairway was also required. There were some items
that it was thought that they were not going to have to be done, but they would need to be done.
Carl Wan1ass stated that in January it was discussed that between $400,000 and $700,000 would
be needed.
George Brown noted that Mayor Barratt had reported that it was a good buy at $615,000 and
$50,000 to remodel it and it would be less than $700,000 or $70 per square foot. Now it was
over $100 per square foot. It did not appear to be a good buy for the City especially when it did
not meet the 20,000 square foot build out needs of the City. This was on1y half of that.
Mayor Barratt agreed that it would not tneet the City's needs in the long run but he did not have
another option for the Council or for staff. They did not have ground that they could purchase
and no more money in the budget to purchase ground. This was something that the City could
do. The City has had an offer to purchase the building from the City since it was purchased. If
they don't do something different the City will be stuck in this building and the rented space they
have for staff. This was a fix and if it had to be over the long haul, some future Mayor may have
to decide and come up with money to build a new City administration building, but to fix the
needs the City has right now, this was the on1y option.
George Brown asked about the opportunity to sell the building.
Mayor Barratt stated that others have contacted the City about purchasing the building. The City
needs this building.
George Brown asked about the Harrington building and the Apollo building.
Mayor Barratt explained that the Apollo building was for sale for $1 .3 million. Retrofitting of
that would be more.
Mr. Brown asked if they had a market value appraisal of the Apollo.
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Mayor Barratt responded that they did not have one. He had spoken to the owner of the building
and the Council would be touring the building today. The building price had increased $300,000
in the last year. The owner was not going to sell for less than $1 .3 million as Mr. Lyman believed
it was worth that much. As far as the Harrington building, they were still in litigation. The City
was in dire need of some office space and this was the only option he could give at this time.
George Brown stated that if the City was in dire need, they could exercise eminent domain.
Mayor Barratt responded that this Council had chosen not to enter into the area of eminent
domain.
George Brown asked if the Council was concerned about getting fair market value for the
taxpayers' dollars.
Mayor Barratt responded that they might not have to worry about that for a long, long time
because the way this City moved, they may never ever have anything more than the Utah Power
building.
Pam Hunsaker asked if the Council was also going to look at City Hall.
Mayor Barratt stated that they were.
Councilmember Belmont clarified that Ellsworth Paulsen had evaluated the building and this was
what they determined was needed.
Councilman Blake commented that the contract did call for the seismic upgrade, yet it said that
the $73 ,000 was deleted. The funds were $500,000.
Carl Wanlass stated that $50,000 was for equipment, furnishings, and phone system.
Councilmember Belmont thought that the big item was the seismic upgrade.
Mayor Barratt explained that Ellsworth Paulsen had looked at the building for another purchaser
and they initially thought that it was. After the City had purchased the building they asked them
to go through the building and see what was needed. After they had gone through it, it was
determined that it was not necessary.
Carl Wanlass added that a structural engineer had been through the building as well as the City' s
inspector.
Councihnember Belmont was amazed that Utah Power did not have to comply with ADA. She
knew that in an old building, that if people needed ADA entrance to the second floor, those on the
second floor could come down to that person and you don't have to have the elevator to do that.
They did not have to go up, the person being sought could come down.

(
Howard Denney explained that you might have a member of staff that was handicapped.
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Councilmember Belmont asked if new furnishings were planned.
Carl W anlass explained that new furnishings were needed.
Councilman Blake noted that the $73 ,000 was not being proposed at this time. The budget was
$418,000 for the basic remodeling and the remaining $80,000 was for equipment. In the contract
it had 8680 square feet at $48 .24 per square foot and that was $418,738 .
Carl Wanlass noted that Ellsworth Paulsen had gone to great detail in costing it out and what was
here was a summary.
Councilman Blake asked if it was consistent with the City code requirements.
Carl Wanlass responded that the City's building inspector, Ron Morrill, had been involved.
Councilmember Belmont was concerned that with this amount of money that they were not going
out to bid. She noted that many times an architectural firm would give you design and bid and it
did not cost anything. You simply contact so many people and they just send it in. She
commented that they did not pick this architect. Sometimes you can call firms and ask them to
submit a design and it did not cost anything. They would send a design and a list, just like a bid.
Carl Wanlass commented that in an RFP they would estimate what it would cost to do the design.
Councilmember Belmont had seen bids where they simply did it and you did not need to call for
RFP' s in the newspaper or go through that and have it back in two weeks. She had seen it done
many titnes.
George Brown asked if the City had to provide parking for this structure.
Mayor Barratt noted that there was some parking behind the building. The City did not have a
standard for public buildings.
Carl W anlass noted there were about 14 to 16 spaces.
George Brown added that it seemed that parking was a real problem downtown right now. He
felt that the City should make sure they were not adding to the problem but that they were trying
to solve the problem.
Mayor Barratt stated that right now there were no problems with parking, but down the road
there could be depending on what happened downtown.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION TO ENTER INTO A DESIGN BUILD
CONTRACT WITH ELLSWORTH PAULSEN CONSTRUCTION SERVICES TO REMODEL
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CITY ADMINSTRATIVE OFFICES AT 51 EAST MAIN STREET IN ACCORDANCE WITH
SECTION B, SUBSECTION D OF THE CITY'S PROCUREMENT POLICY
Carl Wanlass noted that in Section 10.1, the "shalls" and "mays" had been switched around.
Councilman Blake clarified that it should say, "it may be subject to arbitration," instead of"shall
be subject to arbitration." It was optional to have arbitration, but if you choose arbitration then
you shall be subject to the rules.
Carl Wanlass explained that there were two parts to the contract. The first was the $5,000 for the
assessment study. If they were approved then the $5,000, would be part of the $418,000.
Councilman Hampton stated that was covered on page 6 in Section 9.1.3 . He asked that they
review the "not to exceed" section.
Carl Wanlass referred to Section 13 .1 in part 2 of the contract.
Councilman Hampton commented that was a fixed price rather than a "not to exceed" price.
Carl Wanlass noted that they were subject to a contingency and if bids came in lower than the
$418,73 8 that could be reduced.
Councilman Hampton added that would revert to the City and it was not a shared arrangement.
Councilman Blake asked if there was language that indicated that if the costs were less that it
would revert to the City.
Carl Wanlass stated that Ellsworth Paulsen would get bid prices. The police and courts had the
same language or close to it.
Councilman Blake suggested that they provide some language in Section 13 .1.1 to clarify that.
Mayor Barratt suggested language that the bid price of $418,73 8 shall be a not to exceed amount
and that in the course of the bidding and construction process that the City would receive the
savings from lower bids.
Councilman Hampton added that in as much as the $73 ,000 was optional at this point, that could
be deleted and acted on at some point in time when funding was identified and it was determined
that those services were desired. The entire Article 14 and Attachment B would be deleted. He
asked if there were terms in Article 14 that related to other sections.
Mayor Barratt noted that they needed to change 14.3 to "none" and take off Attachment B.
Councilman Hampton felt that Mayor Barratt had described the circumstances accurately. The
space was needed and this was the option that was available.
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Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-03-16R approving the design
build contract with Ellsworth Paulsen Construction with a not to exceed price in Article
13.1.1 of $418,738 and that the agreement be executed on the condition that it be added to
the agreement that it was a not to exceed price and that after the bids were in that any
amount less than the $418,738 was a 100°/o savings to the City and not payable to the
design builder. Also, that there be a change in 14.3 that it be stated "none" as additional
services and that Attachment B be removed from the contract. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs recalled that when Dale Gunther had taken them through the building that it
was said that it would be good buy for the City. Also, with Ellsworth Paulsen doing the initial
study for the Bank of American Fork and all the work they have done he felt it would be a
duplication of services to bring in another firm to do it and it was prudent to let them move ahead
with it. The City needed the space.
George Brown asked the amount of the fee Ellsworth Paulsen would receive.
Mayor Barratt did not know.
George Brown noted that on the generator they went to bid and saved. He added that Ellsworth
Paulsen was a very competent construction company, but that it would be wise to ask for bids
from other competent construction companies to see if they could save 10% or more of about
$500,000.
Mayor Barratt commented that in a general way, that was a logical statement to make. He noted
that Ellsworth Paulsen had always been extremely competitive on the buildings that had been bid
in the community. He believed if there would be any savings, and he doubted there would be, that
they would be more than made up by the ability for the City to acquire the space needed in a time
frame that they needed. It was beneficial for the City to do this and he did not believe there
would be any savings whatsoever by bidding it out.
George Brown noted that previously it was thought that it would only cost $50,000 to remodel
the building.
Mayor Barratt stated that that had already been discussed.
George Brown stated that the $50,000 cost had not been proven true.
Mayor Barratt responded that Mr. Brown had the right to his opinion. Mayor Barratt added that
he was the Mayor and that he did what he felt was the right thing for the City and he was asking
for the Council' s support.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Hampton,
Hunter, and Storrs. Nay, Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
Councilmember Belmont asked why it was design build and what the design feature was.
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Mayor Barratt answered that the design feature was that the architect and the contractor worked
simultaneously together.
Councilmember Belmont wanted to know why they needed an architect if it was only stuff that
needed to be put into the building.
Carl Wanlass noted that there was the design for the elevator, stairways, and the redesign of the
bathrooms to meet AD A.
Councilmember Belmont was unhappy with the design build on the police and courts and did not
like it from the very beginning. She had great faith in architects. But when a builder was calling
the tune, she did not think that one got what they wanted. Stairwells and cabinets did not need an
architect. Ellsworth Paulsen was going to be doing the building. She asked what the architect
was going to do . She again stated that she did not like design build. If this was a regular
situation and the builders were doing what the architect designed, she would feel better about it.
JaNeane Jacob commented that it was another bait and switch from what the citizens had been
told. They bought the building at a good price and it would take very little to remodel it. Why
didn't the City take the time to study it?
Councilman Storrs asked that the Council move to the item dealing with Pleasant Grove City out
of consideration of Mayor Jim Danklef who was in attendance. Mayor Barratt agreed.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
AGREEMENT WITH PLEASANT GROVE CITY TO PROVIDE TO THEM SEWER AND
WATER SERVICES FOR CAPITAL COMMUNITY BANK ON THE SOUTHEAST
CORNER OF 1100 EAST & EAST STATE ROAD
Mayor Barratt introduced Pleasant Grove Mayor Jim Danklef and Pleasant Grove Public Works
Director Frank Mills.
Carl Wanlass noted that an updated copy of the agreement with the inclusion of a time certain
date of five years had been provided.
Councilmember Belmont asked the reason for the request.
Carl Wanlass noted that Utah County, Pleasant Grove, and American Fork had cooperated
previously on this intersection in order to get a traffic light installed. There was then a boundary
adjustment in which Pleasant Grove was on the east and American Fork was on the west side.
Councilmember Behnont asked if Pleasant Grove could not sewer the property, why a building
permit was issued.
Pleasant Grove Mayor Jim Danklef explained that the permit was approved by Pleasant Grove
with a septic tank. Since it had been approved, the septic tank had gone into failure . It was also
approved at a time when Macey' s Food & Drug was to have been in that vicinity and the sewer
and water would have been run. It was planned to continue 20th West through to American
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Fork' s 1100 East. He believed that American Fork City still had people connected to the Manila
culinary system that Pleasant Grove managed. They were asking for a five-year interlocal utility
service agreement to allow Capital Community Bank to hook to American Fork's sewer and
water and to provide fire protection. The design of the building would be a beautiful entrance to
both cities. They were willing to pay the non-resident fee for the hookups.
Carl Wan1ass explained that the rate charged would be double the City rate.
Mayor Jim Danklefnoted that was what Pleasant Grove charged as well.
Councilman Storrs stated that he had worked with Mayor Danklef on the Golf Course Committee
and appreciated his willingness to work together. It was a good agreement and worked for them
and in the future there may be something American Fork may need.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-03-17R approving an interlocal
utility services agreement with Pleasant Grove City. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion.
Councilmember Belmont asked how many more buildings would get permits between Macey' s
and 11 00 East.
Mayor Danklef stated for one business it was not affordable to run the services with the budget
constraints that Pleasant Grove had. If there were more businesses, then they would run the
utilities.
Councilman Blake asked if a boundary line had been set between the two cities.
Mayor Danklef reported that it was in process and they would be meeting in the next couple of
weeks. A tentative map had been prepared.
Frank Mills noted that prior to Macey' s going in, a new main trunk line extension into Highland
was discussed. Since that time, things have changed and it did not look like that line would be
needed. The intention of Pleasant Grove now was to install a sewer line that would handle the
growth in that area. He hoped to be able to work out other agreements between the communities
in the future rather than to duplicate services. Right now it was not feasible to run the line.
Councilmember Belmont noted that Lindon City had done the same thing and had allowed a big
building and could not sewer it. It seemed that American Fork citizens had to keep giving.
Councilman Hampton noted that the citizens were not paying anything to the communities to do
this. They were trying to accommodate requests from neighboring communities.
George Brown asked what the fair market value was of a sewer connection.
(

Carl Wan1ass thought that it was about a $1300 sewer impact fee, a $1000 Timpanogos Service
District fee, and about $13 00 for the water itnpact fee .
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George Brown commented that fair market value was different.
George Brown noted the case Price vs. Orem in which the Supreme Court said that the City had
an obligation to compute a fair market value before selling any of its assets. These were not
taxpayers to our community. He suggested that they compute a fair market value because the
case said that if you don't compute it before hand it was subject to being set aside. It would
behoove everybody, Pleasant Grove and American Fork to have an outside financial analysis to
determine the fair market value. Then the taxpayers were not subsidizing anything.
Councilman Blake added that it was not unusual for communities to have interlocal agreements.
In the context of this, the fair market value also was the exchange community to community.
There were other interlocal agreements like emergency services. He echoed the appreciation of
the increase of cooperation between the communities. Part of the fair market value here was that
if American Fork had similar requests of our neighboring communities that they would cooperate
with us and that was the fair exchange. Ultimately the fair market value of interlocal agreements
was the mutual benefit between the communities and he was in favor of seeing their use increase.

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Hampton, Hunter, and Storrs. Nay,
Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION REGARDING THE CITY'S POLICY ON
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS
Carl Wanlass explained that the City did have the Woodbury SID in place and they had two or
three others ready to make a request. It was thought that the City ought to have a police for
guidelines applicable to commercial, industrial, and residential. This was modeled after Orem
City.
Councilman Blake asked if some things had been changed.
Carl Wanlass noted that there was not much changed.
Councilman Hampton added that Kevin Bennett had reviewed it.

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-03-lSR approving the City's
policy on the establishment of Special Improvement Districts. Councilman Storrs seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON GOING TO BID ON A SEWER LINE FROM STATE STREET
NORTH ON 1100 EAST TO 50 SOUTH STREET

Councilman Storrs moved to go to bid on a sewer line from State Street north on 1100 East
to 50 South Street. Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
George Brown asked why they did not just give it to Ellsworth Paulsen.
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Mayor Barratt stated that the decision to go with Ellsworth Paulsen was because of the timeframe
involved.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION AMENDING THE INTERLOCAL
RECIPROCAL EMS AGREEMENT WITH LONE PEAK PUBLIC SAFETY DISTRICT
CONCERNING INTER-FACILITY TRANSPORTS
Jay Christensen explained that since the EMS Act and the Utah Code had been amended and now
American Fork City held the geographic service area for transports out of the American Fork
Hospital. If a physician felt that a paramedic was needed on the transport, then Lone Peak was
the closest available agency with that certification.
Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-03-19R approving the amended
interlocal reciprocal EMS agreement with Lone Peak Public Safety District concerning
inter-facility transports. Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROCLAMATION PROCLAIMING THE MONTH OF
APRIL AS SEXUAL ASSAULT AWARENESS MONTH
Mayor Barratt recommended the approval of a Proclamation prepared by The Center for Women
and Children in Crisis that Proclaimed the month of April as Sexual Assault Awareness Month.
Councilman Storrs moved approval of the Proclamation. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF A CLASS A BEER LICENSE TO
COMPETITION OIL AT 309 WEST MAIN STREET
Councilman Storrs moved to approve a Class A beer license to Competition Oil at 309 West
Main Street. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Councilman Hunter reported that the Planning Commission at their March 20, 2002, meeting
approved with conditions the placement of a cellular antennae on a replacement pole at Bus
Manning Field at 525 North 60 East; discussed a zone change request at 34 & 60 North 200 West
from the R-4 and CC-1 zones to the CC-2 zone; discussed the Harbor Road annexation consisting
of 153 .61 acres at 240 West 700 South; approved with conditions Virginia Ridge PlatE
Subdivision consisting of32 lots at 1280 North 580 West; approved with conditions the
preliminary plat of Searle Hills Subdivision Plat B consisting of 1 lot at 605 West 1040 North;
discussed the final plat of Searle Hills Subdivision consisting of 1 lot at 605 West 1040 North;
approved with conditions a revised preliminary plan for Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main
Street; discussed the revised Auto mall Business Center PUD consisting of 3 lots at 995 South 500
East; approved with conditions the site plan for an LDS Chapel at 400 North 1100 East; and
discussed an amendment to the Development Code that would bring current zoning into
compliance with the General Plan.
15
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As a result of this meeting a public hearing will be set for the revised preliminary plan for Alpine
Valley Center at 608 West Main for April 16, 2002, at 6:50p.m.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MARCH 12, 2002, MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the March 12, 2002, minutes with some
housecleaning items. (On page 6, line, 30, delete the word "or' after "adopt.")
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers
Belmont, Blake, Hampton, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilman Hunter. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MARCH 21, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the March 21, 2002, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Hampton, Hunter, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilmembers Belmont and
Blake. The motion carried.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills for payment and the purchase
requests over $1,000. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman Blake apologized for being gone on Tuesday. He had a meeting out of town and
tried to change but just could not.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Blake moved adjournment at 12:42 p.m. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

rl_
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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PUBLIC COMMENT .WRITTEN STATEMENT OF WILLIAM T. JACOB
(TWO MINUTE ~UBLI~ COMMENT PERiOD 03/26/02)
on 03/07/02, I attended a meeting by invitation from •DOWNTOWN AMERICAN
FORK, mc. •, wherein Dr. David Bell presented a streetscape and downtown parking
lot plan in accordance with a downtown revitalization plan, which was established
in concert with the Downtown steering Committee and the American Fork city
council's unanimous vote on May 11, 1999.
The city council's Motion by Don Hampton stated in pertinent part:

• ••• to

revise the budget to include the recommended million dollar funding, as well as
the maintenance expenditures for the improvement of downtown ••• [t]hose voting
aye; councilmembers Parker, Belmont, Storrs, Hampton and Taylor.
unanimous.

voting was

The Motion carried ••• • (See attached pp. #1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 25

of the city Council

~nutes of~/11/99).

During the "DOWNTOWN AMERICAN FORK, INC." meeting, a question of funding
for the suggested downtown improvement was raised.
question tonight is:

My

"Where is the budgeted $1,000,000 of funding for

the improvement of downtown, and is it still available for Dr. Bell's proposed
streets cape and downtown parking lot revitalization plan as

presented on

03/07/02?
I

respectfully request that this "two-minute" public comment written

statement be attached as a permanent part of the city council Minutes, which are
a part of the public record.

...

..

.

..
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MAY 11, 1999
ATTACHMENT ( 1)

PUBLIC HEARING - 7:05 P.M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING
THE PECLARING SURPLUS OF VARIOUS WEAPONS AND ALSO A JOHN DEERE
BACKHOE
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on May 11,
1999, in the City Hall, commencing at 7:10 p.m.
Those present
included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Don
Hampton, and Grant Parker. Others present included Carl Wanlass,
Howard Denney, Melanie Marsh, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Jim Hardy,
Dean Peterson, Kelly Burk, Roger Hardy, and Jim Clinton.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive
public comment regarding the declaring as surplus property various
weapons and a John Deere Backhoe that had been used by the
cemetery. He asked for comments.
There being no further comment,
p.m.

the hearing adjourned at 7:12

PUBLIC HEARING - 7:10 P.M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING
THE PETERSON ANNEXATION AT 725 WEST 700 NORTH INCLUDING THE
ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION.
THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT. AND THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE RA-1. RESIPENTIAL AGRICULTURAL
Z.QNE.

The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on
May 11, 1999, in the City Hall, commencing at 7:13 p.m.
Those
present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing along
with Rod Despain and Kevin Bennett.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive
public comment regarding the Peterson Annexation and zoning of the
property RA-1. He asked for comments.
There being no further comment,
p.m.

the hearing adjourned at 7:15

PUBLIC HEARING - 7:20 P.M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING
RUSS WESTWOOD ANNEXATION AT 925 WEST MAIN STREET INCLUDING THE
ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION.
THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT. AND THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE GC-2. GENERAL COMMERCIAL 2 ZONE

THE

The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on May
11, 1999, in the City Hall, commencing t 7:20 p.m.
Those present
at the previous hearing were present at this hearing along with
Christie Reimschussel, Mary Fox, Dale Gunther, Chief Terry Fox,
Laverne Pulley, Lynn Pulley, and Russ Westwood.
Mayor Barratt explained that the purpose of the hearing was to
1
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Mayor Barratt sa~d that Mrs. Jacob could not respond at this point
in the meeting.
{

Mrs. Jacob asked when she could respond to Councilman Taylor's
comments.
Mayor Barratt told Mrs. Jacob that she made a statement earlier in
the meeting and it was responded to by Councilman Taylor, which he
had the right to do and that is where it is going to be left.
*Councilman Storrs arrived.
Mayor Barratt welcomed Councilman Storrs to the meeting and asked
if he had anything to report.
Mr. Storrs had nothing to report.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt had nothing to report.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROCLAMATION PROCLAIMING
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES WEEK

MAY

16-22, 1999, AS

Mayor Barratt read the proclamation proclaiming May 16-22, 1999, as
Emergency Medical Service Week.
Councilman Taylor moved to approve the proclamation proclaiming May
16-22, 1999, as Emergency Medical Services Week. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilmembers Parker, Belmont, Storrs, Hampton,
and Taylor. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.

DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON A REPORT BY THE DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT
STEERING COMMITTEE
Mayor Barratt introduced this item and turned the time over to Dale
Gunther, Chairman of the Downtown Development Steering Committee.
Mr. Gunther expressed his appreciation for the City Council's
willingness to put this item on the agenda. Mr. Gunther read some
articles that discuss downtowns.
One article was entitled .. What
Makes Downtowns Different and Special?" and another article was
entitled "Downtowns are Not Going to Go Away". He read another
article from a national publication entitled "What Happened to Main
Street?" Before he read the article entitled "What Happened to Main
Street" he asked the City Council to keep in mind that the article
he was going to read was from a national publication and asked them
to realize that American Fork is not alone in the issues that are
8
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facing its downtown area.

·

After Mr. Gunther read several articles about what is happening to
downtown areas all over the country, Mr. Gunther said as the
Steering Committee began its work on what to do in the downtown
area it did not feel it was necessary to re-invent the wheel. He
said that he has seen many plans that have been proposed to.improve
the downtown, but none of the plans have been fully implemented.
Mr. Gunther said the most recent plan that he is aware of is the
American Fork Redevelopment Plan.
He said there is a valuable
section in the American Fork Redevelopment Plan, which is entitled
"To Create a Relaxed and Inviting Shopping District." Mr. Gunther
said that some times strategic plans get placed on the shelf and
nothing happens. He said that he is hopeful that the current City
Council will be pioneers and will do something with the
recommendations that are made tonight.
Mr. Gunther said some of the downtown business owners have met and
discussed some ideas for revitalizing downtown.
He said one
problem in downtown is the lack of parking.
Mr. Gunther said
another problem for the downtown area is the traffic through Main
Street. He said no one obeys the speed limit on Main Street. Mr.
Gunther suggested that less time could be spent on worrying about
· the signs on Main Street and more time could be spent on enforcing
the speed limit on Main Street.
There was general applause from the audience after Mr. · Gunther
suggested that more time be spent enforcing the speed limit on Main
Street, instead of worrying about the signs on Main Street.
Mr. Gunther said the Downtown Development Steering Committee does
feel that there needs to be something done with regards to the
signage in the downtown area. He said that the Main Street Program
is something that can help with the signage issues in the downtown
area.
When Mr. Gunther started talking about the Main Street Program,
Mayor Barratt told Mr. Gunther to go ahead and incorporate Item 11
on the agenda (Discussion and action for American Fork City to
become a partner in the Main Street Program) with this agenda item
that is being discussed.
Mr. Gunther showed a concept plan for what the Downtown Development
Steering Committee would like to do for the first phase of the
downtown revitalization project.
Mr. Gunther read the letter from the Downtown Steering Committee to
the City Council, which outlines the Downtown Steering Committee's
recommendations. He outlined the following recommendations:
1.

American Fork City make application to Utah Pioneer Community
Program to become a Main Street Partner, which is a national
program. Along with becoming a Main Street Partner the City
needs to make the financial commitment to hire a Main Street
Manager.
9
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2.

(

3.

The cit\}'Tdb£~~T 1<1~-~~-p~fG.eJivTIJenfA~~P!c~ bond in the
amount of $500,000 to improve and beautify existin~ and
additional parking behind Main Street buildings.
The City raise another $500,000 that could be as used a
revolving loan fund, which he pointed out was recommended in
the 1992 Strategic Plan at the level of $300,000.

Mr. Gunther explained that when a City joins the Main Street
Partner Program it is financially committing to hire a Main Street
Manager.
He said the Main Street Program offers main resources
that are needed in the downtown area. Mr. Gunther said if the City
joins the Main Street Program, it will cost $30,000 over a threeyear period or 10,000 a year. He explained that $30,000 hires the
Main Street Manager. He said the State of Utah matches the funds
that the City pays for the Main Street Manager. Mr. Gunther said
the City will contribute $10,000 a year and the State of Utah will
match the City's $10,000 a year for a total of $20,000 a year for
a full-time Main Street Manager.
He said the City may need to
contribute more than $10,000 because he is not sure i f the City
could hire a Main Street Manager for $20,000 a year.
Mr. Gunther pointed out that one resource available, if the City
becomes a Main Street Partner is a market research study that will
look at the downtown area in American Fork.
He said the Main
Street Partners Program will help the downtown businesses better
merchandise, which includes things such as signage and marketing
their products and services.
Mr. Gunther stated that the Downtown Steering Committee has
completed a preliminary parking survey and has identified existing
parking lots and property that is not currently in parking. He
said the Downtown Steering Committee has estimated what it will
cost to resource all the parking lots so they look good and have
some landscaping and a sprinkling system.
He said the area of
parking that has been identified to be improved is the Hatch and
Horrock' s parking lot, which is behind Nuttall's Fabric.
Mr.
Gunther pointed out that there is some property behind Coast to
Coast and behind Christensen's and Haaga's that could be turned
into a parking lot.
Mr. Gunther said the Downtown Steering Committee is also
recommending that the City acquire the vacant lot where Robinson
Bike Shop used to be and also the Christensen Property behind
Christensen's Shoe Department to make a park. He said a park in
the downtown area will help make a pedestrian friendly atmosphere.
He said the downtown Steering Committee is also recommending that
the piece of property on the south part of Main Street between 100
East and Main Street be turned into a park.

Mr. Gunther pointed out that there is about 160, 00 0 square feet of
floor space in the buildings that will be involved in Phase I of
the downtown revitalization project. He said that what they have
recommended for parking will give adequate parking to service the
businesses that are in Phase I of the proposed downtown
10
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Mr. Gunther explained that the Downtown Steering Committee has
estimated the costs to put in new parking lots, improve existing
parking lots, and put in landscaping to be around $500,000. He said
the City could bond for the $500,000. Mr. Gunther said if the City
amortizes the bond over a 10-year period and pays for maintenance
on an ongoing basis it will cost around 92,000 a year.
Mr. Gunther said in order for the City to come up with an
additional $500,000 for a revolving loan fund, the Downtown
Steering Committee recommends that the City allocate all the
property tax that goes to the City in the CC-1 and CC-2 Zones,
which goes beyond 100 East and 100 West.
He said the Downtown
Steering Committee feels the revolving loan fund could be available
for some historic restoration in the CC-1 and CC-2 Zones.
Mr. Gunther asked if the City Council had any questions.
Councilman Taylor asked if the biggest benefit the City gets from
becoming a Main Street Partner is the market survey that is being
done.
Mr. Gunther said the market
there are other benefits. He
will have people teach
merchandising their services

\

survey is a major benefit, but said
said the Main Street Partner Program
the merchants better methods of
and products.

There was some discussion that $20,000 per year would not be a high
enough salary to pay the Main Street Manager.
Mr. Gunther said
that $20,000 might be a high enough salary, if they get a retired
person that loves to do downtown revitalization.
Councilman Storrs asked if the Main Street Manager could do some
economic development.
Mr. Gunther said it is a possibility that the Main Street Manager
could also spend some time on economic development.
Councilman Storrs said it is time that the City hires an economic
development director.
There was some discussion about how long it would take to form the
special improvement districts. It was discussed that it would take
about three months to form the special improvement districts.
Mr. Gunther pointed out that there are ways other than the special
improvement districts to raise the money.
He said what the
Downtown Steering Committee is asking for is peanuts compared to
what Woodbury asked for its project. Mr. Gunther said it will be
an investment that will be paid back to the City over time.
Mr. Gunther said American Fork City has a great opportunity to
create a downtown that it is proud of. He asked the City Council
to put the money in the budget so the money is there when the
11
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Mr. Jacob said the Downtown Steering Committee is not asking for a
million dollars. He said ~hey are only asking the City to commit
$500,000 to improve the downtown area.
Counci~an Hampton moved that as the City Council, they ask Carl
Wanlass to revise the budget to include the recommended million
dollar funding, as well as the maintenance expenditures for the
improvement of downtown and that they also become a Main Street
Partner as a City and qualify for matching funding from the State
of Utah, as well as 'the services that they offer and that within
the Main Street Program that they fund a Main Street Manager beyond
the $20,000 that has been identified and possibly include with the
Main Street Manager • s responsibilities that he or she be the
economic development director for the entire City.
Mr. Storrs
seconded the motion.

Travis Mills, a member of the American Fork High School Debate
Team, suggested that the parking spaces in the downtown area be
advertised more. He suggested that the Main Street Program unite
with the Beauticiation Committee to better the City.
Councilmember Belmont said she does not know if they can include
the economic development director as part of the Main Street
Manager's responsibilities.
Mayor Barratt said that if it is not possible that part of the Main
Street Manager's responsibilities include being the economic
development director for the entire City that part of the motion
will be severed off.
Councilman Hampton said that when he and Mr. Gunther met with Bim
Oliver they talked about the possibility of the Main Street Manager
also having the responsibility of being the economic development
director.
Mayor Barratt summarized the motion. He said the motion is that
American Fork City become a Main Street Partner and in the process
acquire a Main Street Manager and include in the budget a one
million dollar expenditure to revitalize downtown.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilmembers Parker, Belmont, Storrs, Hampton,
and Taylor. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.

There was applause from the audience.
REPORT AND ACTION ON A DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT
PROPERTIES INC.

LOAN TO

COMMERCIAL

Councilman Hampton moved to approve a downtown development loan to
the six businesses that have been included in the materials
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 28, 2002
NOTICE OF TOUR & WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will tour various sites within the
American Fork area and meet in a work session on Thursday, March 28, 2002, beginning in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 12:00 o' clock noon. The
agenda shall be as follows :
TOUR & WORK SESSION
1. Working Lunch discussing projects in American Fork.

2. Approximately 1:00 p.m.- Tour of various sites within the American Fork area.
3. Approximately 4:00p.m. - Return to City Hall. Discussion of what needs to be done at
various sites in preparation of setting priorities at a future meeting.
4. Other business.
5. Adjournment.
Dated this 25 day of March, 2002.

L ttt. &fl
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 28, 2002
TOUR & WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a tour & work session on March 28, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 12:45 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman Hampton was excused. (He
did arrive near the end of the meeting) Others present included Carl W anlass, Richard Colborn,
and Barbara Christiansen.
WORKING LUNCH DISCUSSING PROJECTS IN AMERICAN FORK
Mayor Barratt distributed information that identified sites, some upcoming agenda items, and
some pictures. He hoped to return for a short discussion around 4:00p.m.
Councilman Blake felt this was a good thing to do .
Councilman Hunter stated that he would be able to go for a while. He noted that there were
some dry spots at the Golf Course. He felt they were trying to use a maintenance person as a
greens keeper and it was not working.
Councilman Storrs noted there had not been a lot of topsoil used. They needed a better sprinkling
system.
Carl Wanlass explained that it was hoped that the pressurized irrigation study would be to the
Council by April 26. Half of the Golf Course was owned by American Fork City and the other
was owned equally by the three cities.
Councilman Storrs noted other golf courses were now under construction including Cedar Hills,
Saratoga Springs, and Eagle Mountain.
Councilman Hunter explained that they could not get the dry spots to grow because of the foot
traffic everyday.
Councilmember Belmont also felt they needed a greens keeper.
Councilman Hunter noted that a lot of trees had been removed because they were dead and had
not been replaced.
Councilmember Belmont reported that a Riverside Country Club they were removing all the old
Cottonwood trees and replacing them with new Cottonless Cottonwoods.
Councilman Blake asked if the railroad crossing by 200 East was still a candidate for closing.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was and that the other was out by 500 East and Elm Street.
1

APPROXIMATELY 1:00 P.M. - TOUR OF VARIOUS SITES WITHIN THE AMERICAN
FORK AREA
The tour group with Mayor Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter,
and Ricky Storrs, along with Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, and Barbara Christiansen, began at
1:04 p.m. by looking at the needs in City Hall.
Apollo Hall, 50 North Church Street . The tour group went to the Apollo Hall, which was up for
sale, and visited with the owner Emerson Lyman and Lynn Fillmore. Mr. Lyman explained that
the floo r was on railroad springs which were spaced about 10 feet on center.
New Police and Courts, 98 North Church Street. The tour group walked to the new police and
courts building and were given a tour by Rod Lawrence.
*Councilman Hunter left the tour.
Railroad Crossing, 560 West Pacific. Discussed the needs of having the crossing and the request
of the residents to have access to 900 West Street prior to this crossing being opened.
North Park Plat D PUD, 700 West 500 North. Viewed the park and the request by Patterson
Construction for twin homes. The concrete piles had been removed.
North Park, 600 North 650 West. Viewed the park. The piles of concrete would be removed in
the next few days.
Virginia Ridge Park, 600 West 1120 North. Viewed the park area. It had a great view. It was
noted that 1120 North Street was intended to go west across Mitchell Hollow and 1120 North
Street was at a location where the Hollow was narrow.
Road Extension, 1300 North 550 West. Viewed the location of the road extension that came to
the City as a part of the J. Patterson Addition Annexation that would connect Virginia Ridge on
the north to Hill Crest.
Speed Hump, 1340 North 10 West. Went across the speed hump that had been installed and
wondered if it really was a help .
KWR Annexation, 14 75 North 100 East. Viewed the property involved in this annexation. It
was the petitioner' s desire to have commercial zoning on the corner and east over toward the TriCity Golf Course.
Riding Club & Race Track, 1500 North 200 East. Commented on the exceptional view
overlooking the race track and the golf course. Explained that the American Fork Riding Club
had the use of the property for one dollar a year.

2

South East side of the Tri-Golf Course, 980 North 390 East. Councilman Hunter, at a previous
work session with the Planning Commission, suggested that that this area may be one that should
have larger lots. A bridge was needed on 980 North over the American Fork River.
Art Dye Park, 600 East 1000 North. Viewed the replacement of a light pole with a new cellular
pole. There were some nice trails on the hillside to the east. We saw deer in the Goodsell
orchard.

Amphitheater Restroom site, 800 North 850 East. This area was north and east of the
amphitheater.
New water tank, 9650 North 4600 West. Viewed the new water tank.
Val Vista Park, 1100 East 13 00 North. Viewed the progress on the Val Vista Park.
New I-15 Interchange, 4650 West 6400 North. It was noted that this should be completed in the
fall of this year. There were no adequate roads in the area. They were in poor condition and
were very narrow.
Beehive Clothing Mills, 3 80 East 1100 South. Viewed the new Beehive Clothing Mills
construction site. They were tilting up the pre-cast walls. To the southwest of this site would be
the new location for the Alpine School District Bus Garage.
Councilmember Belmont asked if the buses would be parked there instead of throughout the
community. She reported on a previous conversation in which it was mentioned that the school
district would have the buses parked off the streets if the community asked.
Overpass or TunneL 100 West to Center Street at I -15. An overpass was needed to
accommodate expected growth to the south. The merits of a tunnel were expressed. A road
impact fee could be established or a fee placed on development.
APPROXIMATELY 4:00P .M. - RETURN TO CITY HALL. DISCUSSION OF WHAT
NEEDS TO BE DONE AT VARIOUS SITES IN PREPARATION OF SETTING PRIORITIES
AT A FUTURE MEETING
The tour group arrived back at City Hall at 3:48p.m.
Mayor Barratt noted that there would be a pressurized irrigation presentation on April 11, 2002,
at the work session at 4:00p.m. There was a listing provided of all of the parks in American
Fork. He suggested that they look at a possible location for a skateboard park.
Carl Wanlass reported that there would be a presentation on April 25, 2002, at 5:00p.m. by four
engineering firms on the RFP' s for the drainage portion of the General Plan.
)

Mayor Barratt continued:

3

1) That it had been previously discussed about Steve Bailey and Jeff Ingersoll doing some
fundraising and that has not been presented yet, but it was being worked on.
2) BFI was looking at a North Utah County recycling program and they were looking toward a
May meeting. For it to be feasible, all the corrununities in the north end would need to be
involved.
3) He hoped that staff would have a proposal to the Council in the next 60 days on Cemetery
expans1on.
4) The basement of the fire and ambulance had now been eliminated and the cost was at $2.5
million. This should go to the Council on April 16, 2002.
Councilman Blake asked if they had a plan to look at.
Carl Wanlass explained that was being put together now.
Councilman Blake asked if the City had the opportunity to have MHTN look to see if there could
be some savings by using some portion, maybe the bays, of the existing building.
Carl Wanlass did not think that it had been raised with MHTN, but it could be.
Councilman Blake felt that if the bays on the north could be reinforced they could be used.
Mr. Wanlass noted that they way it was designed now, both the fire and ambulance bays would be
on the north.

Mayor Barratt commented that the City was working on the cable and satellite service. Carl
Wanlass distributed some broadband information.
Carl Wanlass explained that the communities from Orem north were looking at this. There were a
couple of proposals, from just expanding what was here to installing fiberoptics to every
household.
Mayor Barratt continued that the Meadows project, Westfield, was moving along.
Carl Wanlass reported that Richard Mendenhall told him that they should have a commitment
letter fro1n WalMart by the end of April. Lowes had been holding off for the economy to
rebound.
Mayor Barratt had put together an estimate of what funding may be needed:
¥"
¥"
¥"
¥"
¥"

$18 million
$500,000
$5 million
$1 million
$2 million

Pressurized Irrigation
Drainage issues
Roads including a bridge on 980 North
Storm Drain System
Recreation needs

)
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Mayor Barratt noted that the School District were concerned because they had a lot of
pressure on their facilities and have encouraged the City to tnake preparation for their own
basketball courts for their own recreation needs .
../
../
../
../
../
../
../
../
../
../

$4 million
$21;1 - 4 million
$1 million
$1.3 million
$300,000
$792,000
$600,000
$400,000
$ 60,000
$350,000

New overpass or underpass
Park needs
Trails
Equipment
City Hall upgrades
Loan from the S & W dept. for the Police & Courts
Loan from the S & W dept. for the purchase of the UP&L bldg .
Remodel of the UP&L bldg .
Celebration fund short from last year and the Olympic effort .
Need about 10 additional City employees.

Carl Wanlass noted that the Police Department was down about two employees.
Councilmember Belmont asked if the Police Department had lost some officers because there
were about 29 of them.
Mr. Wanlass explained that their biggest deficiency was in the secretarial staff

Mayor Barratt noted that American Fork also did Cedar Hills.
Councilman Blake asked how soon they would put the 10 people in.
Carl Wanlass stated that they could justify them right now, but they would implement them over
the next five years.
Mayor Barratt stated that they would have a special session on Monday, April 1, 2002, at 5:00
p.m. to consider the purchase of the Worms property near the Public Works Complex.
Councilmember Belmont noted that only $4 million was projected for the overpass. Previously
they had talked about $1 0 million.
Councilman Storrs felt that the developers should help pay for it.
Councilmember Belmont commented that development was creating the need for the overpass
and development should cover the cost. It was a definite impact.
Councilman Blake noted that the cost depended on whether it was just an overpass or if it was an
interchange.
**Councilman Hampton arrived at 4:04p.m.
Carl Wanlass liked the idea of an underpass. So did Councilmember Belmont.
5

Mayor Barratt asked the Council to look over the items and to also make note of the dates of the
upcoming presentations.
ADJOURNMENT
The tour & work session concluded at 4:06 p.m.

lL~,~

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 1, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on
April1 , 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 5:00
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
SPECIAL SESSION
1.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.

Review and action on the purchase of the Jeff W onns property at approximately 220
North 255 East next to the public works complex.
Adjournment.

Dated this 29 day ofMarch, 2002.

tL h1.
Richard M .Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
APRIL 1, 2002
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on April 1, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 5:08p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Don Hampton, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman Hunter was excused and Councilman
Blake had called to say he was on his way. (He did not arrive prior to the end of the meeting).
Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, and Kevin Bennett.
Councilmember Belmont led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Mayor Barratt offered
the prayer.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PURCHASE OF THE JEFF WORMS PROPERTY AT
APPROXIMATELY 220 NORTH 255 EAST NEXT TO THE PUBLIC WORKS COMPLEX
Mayor Barratt explained that he thought he had this item on the agenda for the special session last
Thursday. This was the property to the south and west of the existing public works facility on the
north side of200 North Street. The possible purchase was discussed at a previous Executive
Session. The property contained about .44 acres and was property that could be utilized.
Councilman Hampton asked about the funding source.
Carl W anlass stated they would redo some items from the public works capital improvement
budget. The price of the property was $40,000. It had been appraised at $25,000. It was felt
that if the property to the south was purchased, it could be combined with this and zoned R-4. It
did include a 12-foot access lane from 200 North.
Councilman Hampton asked if this purchase would jeopardize any capital improvements that were
a high priority.
Howard Denney noted there was a whole list, but felt it could be worked with.
Councilmember Belmont asked if there was supposed to be a riparian easement along that creek
to the south across the street and if this action would help that.
Carl Wanlass did not know if it was required but explained that the purchase of this property
would help ease that situation with some of the materials along the creek.
Councilmember Belmont commented that upstream, a fifteen-foot riparian easement was required.
Howard Denney noted that they could move the salt and cinder area further from the creek.
1

Councilman Hampton asked how the easement was defined.
Howard Denney explained that the only place that they had the easement was in the Riverwalk
PUD ' s, Dean's Woods, and Apple Creek. It generally included the nonnal high water edge to the
growth of the trees.
Councilmember Belmont noted that in trail meetings they were always talking about preserving
the creek edge. It also needed to be preserved so that it would not erode. At the ground
breaking for the public works she remembered that it was in really good condition, then some
wind took down some of the trees.
Howard Denney stated that this would help .

Councilman Storrs moved to purchase the Jeff Worms property for $40,000.
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilmember Belmont asked everyone to read letter from the National Trust. At that time, the
deadline for the Grant was February 1 and it was just a couple of days away. The next deadline
was June 1 and the grant was for as high as $10,000 and did apply to historic buildings.
Carl W anlass noted that the City did qualify for a grant about five years ago but it was lost.
Councilmember Belmont noted that this was a new one and was recently created by the George S.
and Delores Dore Eccles Foundation. It was going to be administered by the Mountains/Plains
Office of the National Trust for Historic Preservation. She had the application form.
Mayor Barratt suggested that the City Hall building could qualify.
Councilman Hampton noted that Provo City had used a CDBG to fund enforcement of their
nuisance ordinance.
Carl Wanlass added that Orem used their CDBG to fund part time wages at their fitness center. It
would be nice to have that kind of appropriation.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 5:19 p.m. Councilman Hampton seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

rcYk.u
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 11 , 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, April 11 , 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 4:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1. Presentations by four respondents to the RFP' s regarding the storm drain element of the
General Plan.
2. Discussion of items for the upcoming April 16, 2002, City Council meeting.
3. Other business.
4. Adjournment.
Dated this 1 day of April, 2002.

L ~~.&JL
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
APRIL 11, 2002
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on April 11, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 4:04p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Don Hampton, and Tom Hunter. Councilmembers Blake and Storrs were excused.
Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Terry
Fox, Kevin Bennett, Jay Christensen, Beau Chadwick, and various presenters identified
throughout the minutes.
PRESENTATIONS BY FOUR RESPONDENTS TO THE RFP'S REGARDING THE STORM
DRAIN ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN
Mayor Barratt explained that the presentations would be scheduled for ten minutes and about five
minutes for questions.
RB&G Engineering was represented by Carl Cook and Russell 0. Brown, and they were teamed
with Water, Land & Environmental represented by Ron Christensen.
Carl Cook explained that he had 24 years experience in water resources engineering and Mr.
Christensen had twenty years and had a PHD in water resources and was also an attorney who
practiced in water law and water rights. Russell 0 . Brown had 45 years experience. Allen
Christensen was out of town, but he was also a landscape architect and brought to the team some
of the things they were looking at doing.
Mr. Cook continued that RB&G had 45 years experience and had done master plan studies and
storm drain analysis and design. That was an important part of the work they did. The bottom
line was that they had done this type of work before for others and they could do it for American
Fork and provide the City with a professional plan in assisting the City in how to address issues
that come before them on drainage.

As RB&G prepared the proposal they established some goals that they felt were important in
addressing the storm drain plan.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Recommendations for consistent development standards so that a developer who came
to the City would know what he had to do .
Preservation of drainage corridors. Water was currently going somewhere and that
needed to be identified.
Evaluation of drainage needs, existing and future, in order to appropriately assess what
the City wanted.
Then, a comprehensive plan would need to be developed.

Mr. Cook added that City staff needed a tool to use in order to make an assessment based on
engineering principles to see what needed to be done. Those were some of the things that RB&G
1

proposed to deliver to the City. Further details were in the submitted written proposal. A storm
drain study could cost anything, depending on the amount of detail that was wanted. This was an
in between approach that would take the City into the foreseeable future in addressing storm
drainage.
They saw the needs as being:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

A map showing the existing drainage facility location and size.
A defendable hydrologic analysis of the study area based on sound engineering
principles that would be useable by the City staff in assessing and evaluating proposals
with the parameters being applicable to the American Fork area.
A computer drainage model available to City representatives.
Maps showing flooding under existing conditions and future conditions in order to
identify priorities of what ought to be done first.
A map showing the finaltnaster plan that needed to be built.
A storm water manual that included this information.
Also needed was a review of the City Ordinances and possible changes in order to
make them consistent with the analysis.
A checklist to be made available to engineers.
A discussion of acceptable treatment practices.

Why choose RB&G/WLM? Mr. Cook explained that they had the experience. They were a
multi-discipline team so that whatever expertise was needed they could do it within their group.
They had a commitment to coordinate closely with staff and Council and would propose regular
meetings to keep everyone apprized of the direction being taken. There would be public hearings
and meetings and presentations to the Planning Commission and City Council. They
recommended a citizen review committee be formed to identify directions that ought to be taken.
They were familiar with the City. Many of their employees lived in American Fork. They were
not proposing a pipe and concrete study. There were unique situations. There were developed
areas and undeveloped areas and they needed to be treated differently. There was an opportunity
in the undeveloped area to provide some water quality enhancement and some open channels and
some open spaces that would make it different than what has happened in a lot of other
communities.
Mr. Cook added that the Phase II requirements were coming into play in about a year. Their
solution would make American Fork unique and a model for others as to how to treat
undeveloped space. They were anxious to do this.

Councilman Hampton asked who would own the computer model.
Mr.Cook responded that the City would have the program and the data files and would be owned
by the City so they could use it for future planning.

Mayor Barratt thanked them for their presentation.
)

Hansen Allen & Luce, Inc (HAL) was represented by Marvin E . Allen, Gregory J. Poole, and
Steven C. Jones.
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Marvin E . Allen explained that they were an established water resources engineering firm and had
direct applicable experience toward this type of project. They had a proven team that took a
responsive approach to develop a living GIS based storm drainage model for not only today but
also for the future. They had 28 years of experience specializing in storm water, water systems,
sanitary sewers, and wastewater. That was the type of business they did. They had 27
employees, fifteen of which were graduate professionals. They provided leadership in various
water societies throughout the State. They had a reputation for working very closely with their
clients. Some of their recent storm water master plans in the last four to five years were for Orem
City, Draper City, Riverton City, Tooele City, Murray City, and South Salt Lake City. A number
of years ago they were part of the Thistle Slide Study team to determine if the slide area should be
made a permanent dam. Those in attendance would be the team for this project and was the same
team that had completed other plans.
They have developed a work plan that responded directly to the RFP and in addition, they had
contacted members of the American Fork Public Works Department to find out some of the key
issues. They had special experience in developing GIS based storm water model development.
Gregory Poole demonstrated via PowerPoint how a GIS based storm system that they have would
be used. This one used Arcview and they had implemented into it the HAL W atersweet analysis
program.
He showed that it started with a basic street plan and then over that was placed, sub-basins,
conveyances, detention basins, open drains & channels, and aerial photographs. Each level
included information that made it possible to identify how water moved through a City to their
outlets and where there were problems. They can identify current needs and add future proposed
demographics of an area to assess the needs.
Why choose HAL?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

They were an established firm specializing in Water Resources.
Directly applicable experience.
Proven project team.
Responsive project approach.
Living GIS - Based Model to help the City get a snapshot of what was happening today,
but to also address "What if' questions.
6. HAL wants to work for American Fork.

There were no questions. Mayor Barratt thanked them for their presentation.
Stantec Consulting, Inc, was represented by Dan Crawford, Karen Nichols, and John Liu.

)

Why Stantec? Dan Crawford explained that they were formally EWP and they had 30 years
experience. They were a full service company with 102 people in their Salt Lake City office.
They could handle it all as they had a broad resource base. They were based in Edmonton,
Canada, and had a total of 3000 employees. They had the ability to effectively moblize and do
projects quickly if it was needed. They were very efficient and can save money.
3
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Mr. Crawford explained that they had a previous report done by Horrocks Engineers and it could
be enhanced and save some money. Stantec had the equipment for mapping and the background.
They would take a technical approach. He asked the Council for areas of concern that they might
wish to express from their submission.
Mayor Barratt explained that he and the other members of the Council had not yet had a chance
to review the submission.
Councilman Hampton asked about the aforementioned Horrocks study.
Carl W anlass stated that there was a water study done by Horrocks in 1996 and 1998. It was
recently updated at no cost by Horrocks.
Councilman Hampton asked if this study would be so comprehensive that it addressed all the
irrigation canal questions.
Howard Denney added that the irrigation ditches carried a lot of the drainage water.
Councilmember Belmont was concerned with new development, with wetlands, with the aquifers,
and where the water would go.
Karen Nichols explained that there was the new Phase II dealing with water quality that would be
in effect in 2003 . They have with been working with a committee of municipal people in
identifying sensitive areas and would address those needs independently. There was a need to
manage storm water, not treat it. Mapping would identify the work that was needed.
Councilman Hampton asked who in Utah County they had worked with.
Ms. Nichols responded Micron and Provo City.
Mr. Campbell added that they had done Salt Lake City and the City of South Salt Lake and that
they could handle both small and large projects.

John Liu referred to this project more as a tool than a plan.
Karen Nichols was aware of theOrem study and that they were going to pipe their system. South
Jordan was not going to have piping. They would work with the City staff to develop the
approach for American Fork.
Howard Denney asked what the deliverables to American Fork City would be.
Karen Nichols responded that it would be the criteria for design, policy items, and the overriding
guidelines. Land use options needed to be flexible and they would work with modeling and the
Phase II areas.
Councilmember Belmont asked which City it was that preferred the infiltration.
4

Ms. Nichols responded that it was South Jordan as they had an underground water problem fro1n
Kennecot. They also had a lot of conveyances that had been eradicated through agriculture so
there were no steams adequately defined. They had a problem with how to get the water from up
on the bench down to the river. They decided to put it all in the ground and recharge. South
Jordan did not get their water from wells. Their aquifers were already contaminated. They were
implementing management practices to ensure that the water going into the ground was cleaner
by looking at sediment removal and nutrient removal prior to putting it in the pond.
Dan Crawford agreed with Councilmember Belmont that wetlands was a major issue.
Councilmember Belmont added that she kept seeing the wetlands disappearing. Developers did
not seem to be taking care of that and were more bull dozer oriented. She commented that a lot
of American Fork was wetlands and the foliage and birds were disappearing and the flyways were
being endangered.
Mr. Crawford explained that the key was to understand the beneficial use of wetlands as filtration
in cleaning up the water quality. As the Council/Planning group recognized that, they would be in
a much better position, when developers came in with their plans, to have the knowledge as to
what should be done.

Karen Nichols concluded that they could work with Parks people in identifying green areas that
could be retained and used as stonn water detention and as green spaces along corridors. There
was some potential in planning out the storm water system to enhance green space and open
space.
Councilmember Belmont asked if they would be willing to give opinions.
Karen Nichols stated that they would talk about options. They wanted flexibility and would be
willing work with the City.
Mayor Barratt thanked them for their presentation.
Franson Noble Engineering was represented by Richard Noble, Steve Jackson, and Craig Sellers.
Craig Sellers explained that the drainage plan was a tool to evaluate flood and drainage.
American Fork needed to be prepared to handle the waters in a flood condition. A good plan
addressed how the water was coming into the City, how it was collected by the City infrastructure
and on down to Utah Lake. This was a good time to revise the City's plan as American Fork was
experiencing a lot of growth. In the upcoming year there were changes in Clean Water Act
relating to storm water conditions.

)

Mr. Sellers continued that Franson Noble would assess the drainage system by looking at it and
adding that inventory to the City's GIS and coordinate closely with the City staff. The hydrology
study would look at where the water was coming from. Was it from snow melt or a
thunderstorm? Each had different effects. The study can look at the effect on new development.
The drainage corridors needed to be protected so that houses were not being built on the drainage

5

corridor. They would prepare the general plan and coordinate it with other eletnents of the
general plan. For instance, How do sumps affect water protection zones? They would coordinate
closely with City staff. Once the plan had been to the Council, they would recommend
development standards that would implement the drainage plan. This would give the developers
and the public a clear understanding of what the requirements were to meet the general plan. This
would be in a booklet form that could be handed out to developers.
Why Franson Noble Engineering? Richard Noble explained that:
1
2

1.

3
4
5

2.
3.

6

7
8

4.
5.

9

10

11

6.

Franson Noble specialized in water resource engineering. They did not do highways or
transportation.
They assembled a highly qualified team with the resources to do the study.
They had the technical ability to do the study with state of the art equipment and computer
models. They also had the experience and knowledge to deal with Clean Water Act and
other issues.
They were experienced in public involvement.
They were a local firm. This was a big advantage. They would have weekly coordination
meetings. They had existing relationships with City officials and Staff and with key people
in the community.
They know the values of the community and have the vision of American Fork.

12

13
14

Mr. Noble concluded that this all added up to increased value to the City and to ensure the end
product was more useable to the City.

15

16

Councilman Hampton asked if there would be a model left for the City to use in future planning.

17

18

Mr. Noble responded that the City would have the models and the supporting data.

19

20

Howard Denney asked what the deliverables to the City would be.

21

22
23
24
25
26
27

Richard Noble explained that first, was the draft to the staff, Planning Commission, and the City
Council. Second would be development standards related to drainage that would tell the
developer what he needed to comply with. It would also include all of the supporting hydrology
data so that the developer has the data.
Mayor Barratt thanked them for their presentation.

28

29

Mr. Noble asked when the City expected to make their final selection.

30

31
32
33
34

Mayor Barratt responded that the Council would need to review the documents.
Carl Wanlass suggested that they make their selection on April 3 0 and then go into negotiations
as to the scope and price and come back to the Council on May 14.

35

36

Mayor Barratt asked why they did not have price a part of the RFP .

37

38

Carl Wanlass stated that they did, but they have not opened them.
6
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2
3
4
5
6
7

Howard Denney noted that each firm had taken a little different scope. Scope was an issue that
needed to be tied down.
Carl W anlass added that right now they were concerned with qualifications and they would
negotiate price at a time when they were selected. There were eleven and this was felt to be the
best four.

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Mayor Barratt agreed that the scope needed to be tied down so they all understood what needed
to be done.
Mr. Wanlass felt that development of standards was important and something that the City
needed.

Mayor Barratt asked that part of the discussion at the work session on April 25 be on the
recommendations of the drainage plan. That same afternoon would be the presentation of the
pressurized irrigation study.
Councilman Hampton expected a recommendation of staff as they were dealing in an area where
the Council did not have experience or educational background.
Howard Denney did not feel the City could go wrong with any of the four firms .
Councilmember Belmont noted that one was interested in a build out of an urban city.
Councilman Hunter would not be in attendance on the 25th, but he would be present at the April
30th Council meeting.
Mayor Barratt expressed that the pressurized irrigation would be a lengthy presentation and asked
if it could be delayed or if they could have a separate meeting.
Mr. Wanlass felt that another meeting could be set up.

Mayor Barratt asked that the discussion of the recommendation of the drainage study be placed
on the April 25th work session and that Franson Noble be informed that their presentation on the
pressurized irrigation system would be at the work session on May 9, 2002.
Councilman Hampton reported that he would be out of town on May 9.
Mayor Barratt suggested that it be held on May
Storrs and Blake.

2nd.

He would check with Councilmembers

DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING APRIL 16, 2002, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Rod Despain delivered the parking summary to the Council as was requested.
7
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2
3

Carl Wanlass asked the Council to review the revised costs on the fire and ambulance building. It
had been revised to $2.5 million. The site plan needed to go through the Planning Commission
and would be on the May 1, 2002 agenda and on the May 14 City Council meeting.

4
5
6

Councilman Hunter noted that he had been asked by the Arts Council to open up the play at 6:00
p.m. this evening and he would need to leave when that time came.

7

8

Public Hearings

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

6:50p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding a revised preliminary plan for the Alpine
Valley Center at 608 West Main Street
There was nothing discussed on this item.
7:00p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of Olympic banners, flags, and
mats to be surplus
There was nothing discussed on this item.
7:10p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 605 West 1040
North from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000, Single Family Residential zone
There was nothing discussed on this item.
7:15p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the Preston Boundary Adjustment with
Highland City consisting of .64 acres at 40 East 1400 North
There was nothing discussed on this itetn.
Regular Session
A plaque has been prepared for Michael Georgeson for his many years service on the Planning
Commission. He would be in attendance.
Action Itetns
1. Review and action on a Resolution declaring Olympic banners, flags, and mats to be surplus

Carl Wanlass suggested that an auction be held on the surplus items. Thirty-three banners will be
set aside for the torch bearers.
Councilmember Belmont asked if this was going to be a real auction with an auctioneer. She felt
that a minimum bid was needed.

44
45
46
47

Councilman Hampton reported that it had been suggested to him that some consideration be given
to those that volunteered at other venues. He added that those volunteers, however, had other
opportunities to receive Olympic items.
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41
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45
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Mayor Barratt suggested that they hold an auction and that they set a minimum.
2. Review and action on the revised preliminary plan for the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West
Main Street
Carl Wanlass noted that this plan called for the condemnation of ground for a roadway. Target
had some reservations regarding condemnation. He recommended however that they proceed in
that direction, to allow for a temporary road for a year or so, to give them an opportunity to
perform.
Councilmember Belmont added that they were negotiating.
Carl Wanlass explained that the property was owned by a doctor in Japan, who had representation
in Los Angeles. A second issue was that he did not know the terms of the lease agreement with
K-Mart and their bankruptcy.
Rod Despain noted that it was very clear that the Planning Commission felt that the road
alignment was important. It was only recently that the Commission was told that there was a
problem.
Richard Colborn asked why the alignment was not perpendicular with State Street and was at an
angle.
Mr. Despain responded that it was pretty close.
Councilman Hampton expressed that condemnation was not a smart course to take.
Mayor Barratt explained that was coming from the absentee landlord who did not understand why
the City could not condemn the ground. That was what he wanted done.
Carl W anlass responded that the City could provide a "Notice of Intent to Condemn" for tax
purposes.
Rod Despain asked who would pick up the tab for the eminent domain action. He agreed with
Mr. Wanlass. If it was because they could not get their attention, the Letter of Intent to Condemn
might help that. It was a risky business to do it at the request of a developer.
Carl W anlass felt that if they could not get that issue addressed that they would consider
condemnation at a time in the future.
Rod Despain noted that the action of approval of the revised preliminary site plan was separate
from the eminent domain action.
3. Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 605 West 1040 North
from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000 zone
9
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There was nothing discussed on this item ..
4. Review and action on development projects
a. Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge PlatE Subdivision consisting of32
lots at 1280 North 580 West

7

8

There was nothing discussed on this item.
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b. Review and action on the final plat of Adams Court Subdivision Plat A consisting of 3 lots
at 150 West 300 North
There was nothing discussed on this item.
5. Review and action on the awarding of bids on the Class C Road Project
Carl Wanlass noted that the bids were opened earlier today. Seven had picked up bid packages
and four had submitted bids for the 23 listed projects. The low bid was $788,410.35. The high
bid was $875,789 by Granite Construction followed by Geneva Rock at $831 ,489.27. Old Castle,
formerly Staker was $826,824.20, and the low bid was Valley Asphalt. Engineer's estimate was
$780,638 .19. The total project would be done in two budget years. The road in the business
park would come out of the RDA. From this year's budget, $250,000 would be used and
$350,000 from next year' s. A couple of projects may be pulled off in order to make it work.
6. Discussion of parking requirements in relation to additions to existing buildings in the CC-1
zone (downtown area)
This was brought up in association with an addition to John Jacob ' s office at 75 North Center
Street.
7. Review and action on a funding request by the Veterans of Foreign Wars Timpanogos Post
4918 for a stone monument honoring the Veterans Burial Team participants since 1962
There was nothing discussed on this item.
8. Review and action on a request by the Veterans of Foreign Wars Timpanogos Post 4918 to
provide burial spots in the American Fork Cemetery for Veterans and Spouses in the area west of
the Veterans Memorial to the Cemetery Office Building at a rate of $200 per space for residents
and $500 per space for non-residents
There was nothing discussed on this item.
9. Review and action on a contract with the City ofFun Carnival
Carl Wanlass reported that on item 4, the Carnival wanted a reconciliation on the number of
tickets sold and a check on the Monday after the celebration. The City could not do that. They
needed at least 15 days.
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Councilman Hampton asked why the City needed to act on this now when there was still another
year left on the contract.
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Mr. Wanlass responded that Lou Melendez had requested action so that he could schedule the
carnival. A year from now he tnay not have a spot for American Fork.
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Mayor Barratt noted that happened to Pleasant Grove last year. Since they were now shutting the
carnival down at 10:30 p.m. things had been a lot better.
10. Review and action on an Ordinance repealing Ordinance No. 95-10-40 which amended Title
13 of the Code of the City of American Fork, Utah, imposing an impact fee for additional sewer
treatment facilities to be constructed by Timpanogos Special Service District to meet the needs of
future growth: providing for the application of the proceeds of said fee: making findings and
representations in connection therewith: providing for compliance with the state impact fee
statutes: providing for publication: and providing an effective date
Kevin Bennett explained that ifTimpanogos Special Service District (TSSD) enacted the new fee
on next Tuesday, then we would not need this Ordinance that enacted the impact fee . He put two
versions of the Ordinance in the packets. It was still unclear what exactly was happening. If the
City was going to issue a building permit, then the City needed to have it as a condition of the
building permit.
Councilman Hunter left the meeting to attend an Arts Council function .
Kevin Bennett asked that the agenda be amended to include some additional language that they
were still going to make the payment of the fee a part of the building permit.
Carl Wanlass explained that TSSD would be voting on it on April 16th at 6:00p.m.
Mayor Barratt explained that if things were different at TSSD, then this item would come off the
agenda.
Kevin Bennett added that the TSSD legal counsel told him that they were going to make it
effective as soon as legally possible. American Fork City was trying to be as prepared as they
possibly could.
11. Review and action on a Resolution repealing Resolution No . 95-10-32R which adopted the
Capital Facilities Plan required by Section 11-36-201, UCA 1953, as amended, identifying current
and future demands upon the existing public sewer treatment facilities: the proposed means by
which the future demands will be met: and the revenue sources available to finance the system
improvements required to address those future demands, including the imposition of a sewer
facilities impact fee amending Title 13 of the Code of the City of American Fork, Utah, imposing
an impact fee
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Carl Wanlass explained that Eagle Mountain and Saratoga Springs were promoting growth and
others were controlling growth. There was some difference of opinion in charging developers for
the growth. Some wanted to pass it on to all the users.
12. Discussion and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement with
Timpanogos Special Service District (TSSD) providing for the collection by American Fork City
of certain impact fees assessed by TSSD
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Richard Colborn explained that his memo was wrong. It was necessary.
Councilman Hampton asked if there would be an administrative cost to TSSD for the City
collecting the fee . If there was going to be interest charged on the amount the City received until
it was paid to TSSD, then there should be an administrative fee on the front end.
13. Review and action on a Resolution dealing with special exceptions to minimum improvement
requirements prior to the issuance of a building permit
Carl W anlass explained that this provided some revisions so that staff can tnake some decisions on
the exceptions.
14. Report and action on construction items including change orders
There was no discussion on this item.
15. Report and action on Planning Commission items
There was no discussion on this item.
16. - 20. Review and action on the March 26, 2002, minutes, March 28, 2002, special session
minutes, March 28, 2002, tour and work session minutes, April 1, 2002, special session minutes,
and April 11, 2002, work session minutes
There was no discussion on these items.
21 . Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
There was no discussion on this item.
OTHER BUSINESS

40

41
42
43
44

Councilman Hampton asked for the Police Chiefs perspective on the carnival.
ChiefFox felt the carnival was under more control now than ever. There was potential liability.
It was a draw for people. They have to weight it with the good.

45

46
47

Mayor Barratt reported that at his neighborhood meeting he expressed his feeling against the
carnival. He noted there were many who liked the carnival. He agreed that things had changed.
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Councilman Hatnpton noted that his kids loved the carnival.
Mayor Barratt noted that some merchants have told him that they see some people only at the
time of Steel Days.
Councilmember Belmont stated that some have told her that they did not like it when it was
moved to the hot asphalt and that it needed to be in a park setting.
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ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 6:05 p.m.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 16, 2002
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA

I,

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in special session on April
16, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows :
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:50p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:10p .m.
7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding a revised preliminary plan for the Alpine
Valley Center at 608 West Main Street.
Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of Olympic banners, flags,
and mats to be surplus.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 605 West 1040
North from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000, Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Preston Boundary Adjustment with
Highland City consisting of .64 acres at 40 East 1400 North.

SPECIAL SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call .
Twenty minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor' s report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Review and action on a Resolution declaring Olympic banners, flags, and mats to be
surplus.
Review and action on the revised preliminary plan for the Alpine Valley Center at 608
West Main Street.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 605 West 1040
North from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000 zone.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD ' s
including 1) plat approval ; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
~nd 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge PlatE Subdivision
consisting of32 lots at 1280 North 580 West.
b.
Review and action on the final plat of Adams Court Subdivision Plat A consisting
of3 lots at 150 West 300 North.
Review and action on the awarding ofbids on the Class C Road Project.
Discussion of parking requirements in relation to additions to existing buildings in the
CC-1 zone (downtown area) .

r'

7.
8.

9.
*10.

11 .

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Review and action a funding request by the Veterans of Foreign Wars Timpanogos Post
4918 for a stone monument honoring the Veterans Burial Team participants since 1962.
Review and action on a request by the Veterans ofForeign Wars Timpanogos Post 4918
to provide burial spots in the American Fork Cemetery for Veterans and Spouses in the
area west of the Veterans Memorial to the Cemetery Office Building at a rate of $200 per
space for residents and $500 per space for non-residents.
Review and action on a contract with the City of Fun Carnival.
Review and action on an Ordinance repealing Ordinance No. 95-10-40 and Chapter 13.29
of the Code of the City of American Fork, Utah (as currently constituted) and enacting a
new (replacement) Chapter 13 .29 of the Code of the City of American Fork, UtahProviding for the collection of impact fees assessed/imposed by the Timpanogos Special
Service District, and imposing the condition that such fees be paid as a condition to
receiving a building permit and/or receiving authorization to connect to the City's sewage
collection systetn; and providing for an effective date.
Review and action on a Resolution repealing Resolution No . 95-1 0-32R which adopted
the Capital Facilities Plan required by Section 11-36-201 , UCA 1953, as amended,
identifying current and future demands upon the existing public sewer treatment
facilities ; the proposed means by which the future demands will be met; and the revenue
sources available to finance the system improvements required to address those future
demands, including the imposition of a sewer facilities impact fee amending Title 13 of
the Code of the City of American Fork, Utah, imposing an impact fee .
Discussion and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperation Agreement
with Timpanogos Special Service District (TSSD) providing for the collection by
American Fork City of certain impact fees assessed by TSSD.
Review and action on a Resolution dealing with special exceptions to minimum
improvement requirements prior to the issuance of a building permit.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the March 26, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the March 28, 2002, special session minutes.
Review and action on the March 28, 2002, tour and work session minutes.
Review and action on the April 1, 2002, special session minutes.
Review and action on the April 11 , 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 15 day of April, 2002.
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Richard M .Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 16, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in special session on April
16, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows :
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:50p.m.
7:00p .m.
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding a revised preliminary plan for the Alpine
Valley Center at 608 West Main Street.
Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of Olympic banners, flags,
and mats to be surplus.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 605 West 1040
North from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000, Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Preston Boundary Adjustment with
Highland City consisting of .64 acres at 40 East 1400 North.

SPECIAL SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call .
Twenty minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor' s report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Review and action on a Resolution declaring Olympic banners, flags, and mats to be
surplus.
Review and action on the revised preliminary plan for the Alpine Valley Center at 608
West Main Street.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 605 West 1040
North from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000 zone.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD ' s
including 1) plat approval ; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge PlatE Subdivision
consisting of32 lots at 1280 North 580 West.
b.
Review and action on the final plat of Adams Court Subdivision Plat A consisting
of3 lots at 150 West 300 North.
Review and action on the awarding ofbids on the Class C Road Project.
Discussion of parking requirements in relation to additions to existing buildings in the
CC-1 zone (downtown area) .

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.
14.
15 .
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Review and action a funding request by the Veterans of Foreign Wars Timpanogos Post
4918 for a stone monument honoring the Veterans Burial Team participants since 1962.
Review and action on a request by the Veterans ofForeign Wars Timpanogos Post 4918
to provide burial spots in the Atnerican Fork Cemetery for Veterans and Spouses in the
area west of the Veterans Memorial to the Cemetery Office Building at a rate of $200 per
space for residents and $500 per space for non-residents.
Review and action on a contract with the City of Fun Carnival.
Review and action on an Ordinance repealing Ordinance No. 95-10-40 which amended
Title 13 of the Code of the City of American Fork, Utah, imposing an impact fee for
additional sewer treatment facilities to be constructed by Timpanogos Special Service
District to meet the needs of future growth; providing for the application of the proceeds
of said fee ; making findings and representations in connection therewith; providing for
compliance with state impact fee statutes; providing for publication; and providing an
effective date.
Review and action on a Resolution repealing Resolution No. 95-10-32R which adopted
the Capital Facilities Plan required by Section 11-36-201, UCA 1953, as amended,
identifying current and future demands upon the existing public sewer treatment
facilities; the proposed means by which the future demands will be met; and the revenue
sources available to finance the system improvements required to address those future
demands, including the imposition of a sewer facilities impact fee amending Title 13 of
the Code of the City of American Fork, Utah, imposing an impact fee .
Discussion and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperation Agreement
with Timpanogos Special Service District (TSSD) providing for the collection by
American Fork City of certain impact fees assessed by TSSD.
Review and action on a Resolution dealing with special exceptions to minimum
improvement requirements prior to the issuance of a building permit.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the March 26, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the March 28, 2002, special session minutes.
Review and action on the March 28, 2002, tour and work session minutes.
Review and action on the April 1, 2002, special session minutes.
Review and action on the April 11, 2002, work session tninutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 9 day of April, 2002.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL :MEETING MINUTES
APRIL 16, 2002
PUBLIC HEARING-6 :50P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COM:MENT REGARDING A
REVISED PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR THE ALPINE VALLEY CENTER AT 608 WEST
MAIN STREET
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on April 16, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:50p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Council members Keith
Blake, Rick Storrs, Don Hampton, Juel Belmont and Tom Hunter. Others present included
Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Terry Fox, Pamela Hunsaker, Barbara Christiansen, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Jacob, local Scouts and leaders.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding a
revised preliminary plan for the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street. This property
sets south of the current Kmart. Mayor Barratt asked if anyone was present to represent Alpine
Valley Center. No one was present at the hearing.
Rod Despain referred to a paragraph in the Memorandum given to the City Council dated April
16, 2002. He stated that this is an amended plan that was previously approved by the City
Council at their February 7, 2002 meeting. The plan had many outstanding items not completed
and the motion at that time was to approve it subject to completion of all of those items and that
the effective date of the tnotion would be dependent upon those issues. They have returned with
the addition of other entities involved in the project to present a modified plan to the Planning
Commission with some significant changes. The Planning Commission has reviewed the plan
and recommends approval but because of the major changes involved, the Planning Commission
felt that a public hearing was required. Mr. Despain emphasized that many things that were not
completed are still not cotnpleted. He also stated that very few of the outstanding issues would
have any impact on the site itself
Mayor Barratt closed the public hearing at 6:56p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7 :00P .M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COM:MENT REGARDING THE
DECLARING OF OLYMPIC BANNERS, FLAGS, AND MATS TO BE SURPLUS
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on April 16, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this
hearing.

)

Mayor Barratt stated that the next hearing was the receiving of public comment regarding the
declaring of Olytnpic banners, flags and mats to be surplus. He stated that an auction would be
held on Saturday, May 4, 2002 at 10:00 a.tn. in the Public Works Complex. Each article in the
city's possession will be auctioned off as an individual item. The City has contacted each
Olympic torchbearer that ran through American Fork City and has made available to each of
them a banner for their participation. A banner is also reserved for Mrs. Lee Cabell, who ran in
the Paralympics.

No further comment was received so the hearing adjourned at 7:05 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING - 7: 10 P .M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING A
ZONE CHANGE REQUEST AT 605 WEST 1040 NORTH FROM THE EXISTING RA-1 TO
THE R1-9000, SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on April 16, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:10p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present along with
Michael Georgeson and citizens from the 605 West 1040 North area.
Chad Hunter was present representing his property request. He stated that he was desirous of
building a house on this property and had worked with the Planning Commission to design the
size of a lot that would not impact further developtnent.
Norm Avery, a property owner on the southeast (596 West 990 North), stated that water on the
above property comes down onto his property and he would like to request a drain installed so
that it would not run into his basement. He also stated that the area is short on water pressure
and requested that this be looked at before further development.
Mayor Barratt stated that he recognized that there were some serious problems in this area and
that the City is looking at a reservoir in that area to give more pressure.
City Engineer Howard Denney said that the problem would be alleviated when the water line is
tied onto 560 West into1120 North. He explained that before the upper plats ofLake View Hills
were allowed, the City had a restriction on building in this area. This restriction was due to the
apparent low water pressure in the area. After the general plan was prepared, the water model
indicated that water pressures should be higher in the area than was experienced. Investigation
found restrictions and closed valves. After this was corrected, water pressures were increased.
Even though pressures were slightly above the tninimums required by the State, these upper plats
of Lake View Hills were approved .
Carol Andregg requested that the size of the lots be reviewed. She encouraged the larger lots.
Mayor Barratt agreed and noted that in the Virginia Ridge development there were some larger
lots that were nearly 12,000 square feet.
Mr. Avery asked that adjacent property lot sizes be kept large.

Mayor Barratt concluded this hearing at 7:20p .m.
PUBLIC HEARING - 7: 15 P .M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PRESTON BOUNDARY ADWSTMENT WITH HIGHLAND CITY CONSISTING OF .64 AT
40 EAST 1400 NORTH
The American Fork City Council met in a fourth public hearing on April 16, 2002, in the City
Hall commencing at 7:20p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were also present at this
hearing.
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Kathy Helman asked what this property would be zoned.
Rod Despain reported that it would probably be R1-9000 as that was what the surrounding
zoning was. Highland City had already reviewed this and approved it. American Fork has a
copy of their ordinance of approval. American Fork would now work on their part.
Mayor Barratt concluded this hearing at 7:27 p.tn.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on April 16, 2002 in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Blake,
Storrs, Hampton, Belmont and Hunter. Others present included Howard Denney, Rod Despain,
Kevin Bennett, *Carl Wanlass, Terry Fox, Patnela Hunsaker, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Jacob, George
Brown, Barbara Christiansen, Michael Georgeson, Ned Yeater, Charles Edwards, Bert Anderson,
Max Hoggard, Virgil Rieske, Doug Edins, Walt Farmer (other VWWII), Paul Christensen,
Ginger Hunter, Marilyn Christensen, Sherri Fraughton, Marty Wootton, Denise Pedersen, Norm
Avery, Carol Andregg, Boy Scouts, and other local citizens.
Douglas Evans led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Doug Nicholes offered the
prayer.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD -LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Christina Narvaez, representing North Park Estates, stated that the homeowners were concerned
as Wayne Patterson had signed an annexation agreement saying that he would build 13 single
homes and annex the rest of the area to a park. They want to talk about the park with the
Council.
David Smith stated that when he purchased a home in the North Park Estates area, he was given
a map by Mr. Patterson showing that there would be thirteen single resident dwelling lots around
a park area. Mr. Patterson told him that in 1994 he had signed the agreement under duress. He
was then given a paper in 2000 that they actually wanted some twin homes and condos there. He
would like to have an agenda item on this at some time in the future to discuss this.
Oscar Hevarez explained that he also lived in North Park Estates and he too received a map
showing thirteen single-family lots and was told that the same size lots would be to the west.
Now they were changing the rules. He also wanted an agenda item so they could discuss this.
Douglas Nicholes reported that he was grateful for his citizenship in American Fork for 73 years
and he was grateful for the Mayor and City Council. One-hundred-fifty years ago his GreatGrandfather, Josiah Nicholes, left England, came to America and crossed the plains in a covered
wagon. When he got to Salt Lake he was sent to American Fork that was then known as Lake
City. He took up land at 424 West Main and it has been in his family ever since. When the
freeway was built they bought some of the ground. It was sold for the ZCMI project that never
materialized. There was a lane that provided access. It showed on the maps as an "unnamed
road." He proposed that it officially be natned, Nicholes Lane, after his ancestors.
3

Mayor Barratt explained that he thought that lane was to be part of the Alpine Valley Center.
Councilman Storrs commented that he would like to see the lane called Nicholes Lane.
Nate Duncan explained that he bought his property in the North Park Estates from Patterson and
had someone else build his home. He paid premium dollar for the land and Mr. Patterson
specifically stated that there would be single dwelling residents there. Wayne Patterson wants to
change the zoning and not live up to the original comtnitment. That would cost he and his
neighbors in land value and tnaybe eventually a different kind of neighbor. It isn't right for has
affected their families and this was the reason why they lived in American Fork in the first place.
Kevin Narvaez also lived in North Park Estates. He understood that Wayne Patterson had
undertaken litigation against the City of Atnerican Fork so that he could change the original
agreetnent because he said that he signed it under duress. What they were seeing was that with
the proposal he was making, they were not happy that he wanted more density. Because this was
going on, there was bickering going on between the City of American Fork and Wayne Patterson
and as citizens they want to be involved in the process so that they can get a voice in on what
was happening because it affected them. Last Planning Commission they were thrown off the
agenda. They had an· item there and they were not allowed to speak. It disgusted him not to see
a working relationship between the City and the developer to come to a solution in the matter.
Matt Rex was also a member of the North Park Estates neighborhood and said they deserve what
they were told when they purchased their home. He came from a neighborhood of 4-plexes and
split homes and moved because there were drug arrests going on and that was the kind of
community that would be here if that type of building was allowed. He would appreciate further
discussion.
Mayor Barratt stated that this was back at the Planning Commission. When it got there, the
Planning Commission elected not to address the issue because they did not agree with the change
and they wanted to hold to the original agreement. He reported that he had talked with Wayne
Patterson and his attorney and explained that if they wanted to make a change they had to go
back to the Planning C01nmission. The original plan had received approval over five years ago .
He noted that the Council had visited this area a few weeks ago .
Rod Despain explained that the property received approval for development in the form of two
plats, north and south.
Mayor Barratt commented that the plan for twin homes was never approved.
Cheryl Hays stated that it was her understanding that there had been some discussion of a
restaurant on City property by the golf course. She asked for information.
Mayor Barratt stated that the developer has put together some ideas for the KWR property. Utah
Golf Association has talked about putting their Hall of Fame up there and there had been a
number of other ideas. A restaurant has been talked about at that location as well as on City
property.
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Cheryl Hays asked if that area was zoned cotnmercial.
Mayor Barratt responded that the City was open at looking at that. It was not now zoned
commercial.
Cheryl Hays sympathized with the residents of the North Park area and keeping the area within
the zone that the rest of the neighborhood was in. She hoped that the KWR Annexation stay in
the Rl-9000 zone and not bring in any commercial development.
Ginger Hunter stated that she had been a resident for a long time. She lived on State Street just
west of the North Park Estates and it was just one house from her land. She asked that the
Council listen to them and use integrity.
Nate Duncan wanted the Council to know that they had the support of the neighborhood.
Marilyn Christensen asked for another hearing on the Vacher Annexation. Previously, it had
been approved unanitnously for annexation by the Planning Commission. They had been eight
·
months working on it.
George Brown asked the status of the sale of the Heritage Center and the status of the lease
payments.
Mayor Barratt reported that the lease payments were current and they were still trying to get
some financing. They had been turned down to some extent. Within the next 30 to 45 days the
City would put something together regarding this.
George Brown asked if Heritage did not purchase it would the City put it back on the market for
sale.
Mayor Barratt responded that was something that the Council would have to decide.
Christine Narvaez stated that she would like to still work on a solution. They would like an item
on the agenda.
Mayor Barratt noted that if it was a change from what was originally approved that it would have
to go back to the Planning Cotnmission.
PRESENTATION OF COl\1MUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
Mayor Barratt presented a Community Service Award to LaRae Shelley for her service on the
Metropolitan Water District Board. She was not able to be in attendance.
Mayor Barratt presented a plaque to Micheal Georgeson for his service on the American Fork
Planning Commission frotn 1988 to 2002. There was general applause. Mayor Barratt added
that Mr. Georgeson was a highly intelligent individual and had a lot of expertise and he would be
missed on the Planning Commission.
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REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
Mayor Barratt explained that the City Adtninistrator was excused as he was at the Titnpanogos
Special Service District tneeting.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Blake asked that cmnmittee appointments be placed on the next agenda.
Councilman Storrs had nothing to report at this time.
Councilman Hampton reported that he also had some appointments for the next meeting. He
noted that a plaque at the Senior Citizen Center had been missing for a number of years and they
would like to get it back. He complimented the Arts Council on a marvelous dinner theater.
Councilmember Belmont reported that she was sorry that so many that were there earlier to
speak had left the tneeting. She wanted to invite them to the Neighbors in Action which meet
every Tuesday at 2:00p.m. except for the first Tuesday of the month when they meet at 7:00
p.m. She congratulated all of those that came to the meeting to speak out.
Councilmember Belmont reported that there had been a Youth Concert on April 8. The play,
Rumors, had played 8 days, with one performance cancelled, however. They had over 200
reservations for 7 perfonnances. She thanked the Theater Board. She reported that the restroom
project at the amphitheater was moving along. A better design has been taken to a draftsman to
get that ready. They hope to have it ready for the summer performances.
Councilman Hunter congratulated the residents for getting involved. He reported that he also
attended the play and enjoyed "Rumors." It was sad that more people did not go and see it.
MAYORS REPORT
Mayor Barratt reported that he was waiting for the City Administrator to arrive to see if items 10,
11, and 12 could be addressed. They may or may not be able to be addressed. He moved items
7, and 8 up on the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A FUNDING REQUEST BY THE VETERANS OF FOREIGN
_W_ARS TIMPANOGOS POST 4918 FOR A STONE MONUMENT HONORING THE
VETERANS BURIAL TEAM PARTICIPANTS SINCE 1962
Ned Yeater was present along with Walt Fanner, Max Huggard, Doug Edins, Bert Anderson,
Charlie Edwards, Virgil Reiske, and other VFW. They requested that the City match the $3520
that they had already raised for the stone monutnent.
Councilman Storrs moved to match the funds that had been raised by the Veterans.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.

Councilman Hampton co1n1nented that they review the names of those to be placed on the
monument as he recognized sotne that were misspelled.
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A member of the Atnerican Legion asked that the VFW leave space for future members of the
team to be added.
Mr. Veater stated that they had left space. In the last five years their group had buried 700
veterans, donated 16,500 hours . From January to April 15, 2002, they have had 53 burials and
donated 1590 hours.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST BY THE VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS
TIMPANOGOS POST 4918 TO PROVIDE BURIAL SPOTS IN THE AMERICAN FORK
CEMETERY FOR VETERANS AND SPOUSES IN THE AREA WEST OF THE VETERANS
MEMORIAL TO THE CEMETERY OFFICE BUILDING AT A RATE OF $200 PER SPACE
FOR RESIDENTS AND $500 PER SPACE FOR NON-RESIDENTS
Ned Veater asked for approval of this section so they could sell the lots.
Mayor Barratt noted that the $200 did not include perpetual care that would be on top of the
$200.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the providing of burial lots in accordance with the
request. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Bert Anderson thanked the Council members for doing this tonight. It meant a lot and he thanked
them on behalf of all Veterans. He was concerned with young people that they did not
appreciate their freedom and encouraged thetn to serve in the armed forces and learn to love
America above all else.
Ned Veater spoke of recently burying his eldest son and his father-in-law in a double ceremony
and how sacred the folding of the flag was to present to the widows and their families . He
thanked the Council. There was general applause.
Mayor Barratt thanked them for their service.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION DECLARING OLYMPIC BANNERS,
FLAGS, AND MATS TO BE SURPLUS
Mayor Barratt stated that an auction of these items would be held on May 4, 2002, at 10:00 a.m.
in the Public Works building. Each item would be auctioned off separately and there would be a
minimum bid.
Councilmember Belmont asked if the tninitnum bid was going to be the cost of the items.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-04-20R declaring the Olympic
banners, flags, and mats to be surplus and that they be auctioned with the minimum bid
being the price they paid for them. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE REVISED PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR THE ALPINE
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VALLEY CENTER AT 608 WEST MAIN STREET
Mayor Barratt stated that there was an access road, 130 North Street, that was necessary and
needed. Condetnnation of that ground had been asked for. The Council determined that they
would ask for a tetnporary easement. The owner of the K-Mart property was a doctor who lived
in Japan and did not understand why the City did not just condemn it. The Council was not in
favor of doing that especially where Kmart has declared bankruptcy. He asked if the access onto
Main Street was just a right turn only.
*Carl Wanlass arrived from the Timpanogos Special Service District meeting.
Rod Despain responded that there were two accesses. One would right turn only and the eastern
one would be signalized with both right and left turns permitted. They were missing a traffic
study on this plan.
Council member Behnont questioned the access at 600 West and if it was the property that Doug
Nicholes talked about earlier in the tneeting.
Mayor Barratt answered that the street Mr. Nicholes referred to was right next to the freeway and
located by the debris basin shown on the plan.
Councilman Hatnpton asked about the distance between the lights at the intersection on Main
Street to the east and this one.
Rod Despain responded that he felt that UDOT would probably issue a permit for this plan. He
explained that Main Street would be widened on the north side.
Carol Andregg asked what was going to happen to all of the trees.
Mayor Barratt noted that the landscape plan showed a number of trees. The trees along the street
would probably be taken out.

Councilman Hunter moved to approve the revised preliminary plan for the Alpine Valley
Center, but delay the effective date of the approval until the remaining outstanding issues
are completed, including:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Technical corrections to the plan and engineering drawings as directed by the
City Engineer, including but not limited to, addition of stop signs, placement of
additional water valves, verification of adequacy of proposed drainage works,
relocation of natural gas line, and amendment to the signage plan.
The actual development of the access point to the public street at the northwest
corner will be as directed by the City Engineer.
All uncompleted items identified in the letter from T3 Engineering, received
March 20, 2002.
Finalization of water rights transfer agreement.
Receipt of letter from the irrigation company.

Councilmember Belmont asked about the signage amendment.
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Rod Despain answered that they had one sign that would not qualify under the Ordinance and
would need to go from ninety to sixty square feet.
Councilman Hunter included in his motion a number 6 that included the temporary
roadway at 130 North. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt went to Agenda Itetn #9 as sotne Scouts were present for that item and it was
further down the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT WITH THE CITY OF FUN CARNIVAL
Scouts from Troop 12 stated that they would like to keep the carnival because it was fun and kept
some out of trouble.
Councilmember Belmont asked the Scouts if the carnival was open late enough or if they ought
to close it earlier.
The response frotn the Scouts was that it was "perfect."
Paul Christensen supported the carnival because the ticket sales brought in revenue. American
Fork did not have rodeos like other communities had. We are the only community that has the
advanced ticket sales. When the carnival arrives, the celebration begins. He supported the
carnival.
Councihnember Behnont asked how tnuch money the carnival brought in.
Carl Wanlass noted that it was between $16,000 and $20,000.
Councilmember Belmont heard that the extra policing was an additional cost.
Carl Wanlass reported that they paid about $4,000 in overtime during that period.
Paul Christensen noted that was not just for the carnival, but for the all of the events.
Councilman Hampton noted that when his kids were young they loved the carnival.
Cory Marsh stated that he had a couple of perspectives. He had lived in American Fork all of his
34 years and some of his fondest memories go back to the carnival and riding on the ferris wheel
with his tnother and riding on the fire truck with his dad . His kids look forward to it today. He
is on the Celebration Cotnmittee over the Car Show, and with their budget cut it was going to be
difficult to pull it off They needed the revenue. They had one cut and did not need another.
Julie Bird explained that she did not live here when she was young but her mother was from here
and every year they would come to the carnival. Now she lived here and she takes her family to
the carnival. It would break her heart if they did not have the carnival.
Councilman Blake wondered if there was some advantage for scheduling the carnival out beyond
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two years.
Councilmetnber Behnont responded that it was to give Mr. Melendez job security.
Councilman Storrs stated that it was a scheduling thing. Mike Privett told him it was like a
school reunion.
Mayor Barratt noted that Pleasant Grove was not able to have the carnival last year because they
never got it scheduled.
Councilman Storrs stated that the Celebration Comtnittee supported the carnival contract.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the contract with City of Fun Carnival with a
change in the contract to 15 days for settling up.
Councilmember Belmont reported that she had talked to ten different people today, all young
people who had children and the last person stated that they bought just so many tickets and they
went on the first day. They did not drop their children off She went to another meeting where
there were ten ladies and one or two of them said to get rid of it. Another said that it was
tradition. She knew two or three families that left town when the carnival appears. She was
getting mixed messages. Her children went to the carnival and she took her grandchildren there
during the day. She thought that it has helped shutting it down at 10:30 p.m.

Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Sherri Fraughton comtnented that the carnival at night has changed in the last four years. They
do not have the trouble that they previously had . She was down there every night. It was now
families with children that were present.
Valerie Searle stated that she had always felt cmnfortable taking her kids to the carnival.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACITON ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST
AT 605 WEST 1040 NORTH FROM THE EXISTING RA-1 TO THE R1-9000 ZONE
Councilman Hampton asked Chad Hunter if he was aware of the water problem that was talked
about at the public hearing.
Chad Hunter responded that they had planned for that with some drains around his house. He
was not aware of sotne of the problems. His house should only help the water irrigation
problem.
Mayor Barratt asked if the water issue had been brought up at the Planning Commission. It had
not been.
Norm Avery, 996 North 596 West stated that a drain around the Hunter's home was not going to
solve the problem. They needed to have the irrigation water change. He has had flooding in his
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home.
City Engineer Howard Denney explained that drains needed to be placed in the street and they
needed to work on that with the Planning Commission.
Mr. Avery noted that there were drains around the subdivision on three sides except on the west
side because it was not a part of the requiretnents . It needed to be addressed now.

Councilman Hatnpton stated that the City Engineer and the Planning Commission would work
on the water probletn.
Councilman Blake observed that the drainage issues would be dealt with at the time of
subdivision approval.

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-04-11 changing the zone
classification of the proposed residential parcel and adjacent street right-of-way area
located at 605 West 1040 North from the RA-1 zone to the R1-9000 residential zone.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
George Brown noted that now that it was known to the City it was up to the Planning
Commission to address the issue.
Carol Andregg wanted to make sure that there was a tninimum lot size. She also thought that
roads should be established not always on a grid.
Councilman Blake noted that the concept of large lots was good on the periphery of the City.

All were in favor.
REVIEW
AND
ACTION
ON
SUBDIVISIONS,
COMMERCIAL
PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL: 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS: 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION: AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge PlatE Subdivision consisting of
32 lots at 1280 North 580 West

Paul Washburn was present representing Virginia Ridge Plat E . Mayor Barratt reported that
they had talked with Mr. Washburn about larger lots and there were some larger lots in this
plat.
Councilmember Belmont reported that she had been up there a couple of weeks ago and it
was a very beautiful piece of property. She wanted to know who he sold it to.
Paul Washburn responded that he had sold it to L & T Construction and they sold some lots
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to other builders. He knew that the homes that Salisbury Homes were going to build were
smaller.
Councilmember Behnont acknowledged that the lots in this plat were larger. She hoped that
those that purchased the lots kept thetn large. She added that American Fork City did not
have design review and she was frightened for the neighbors. Mr. Salisbury came in and
wanted to do 700 square foot houses.
Mr. Washburn explained that this plat approved the lot for the park. They also had a
purchase agreement with the Pecks.

Councilman Hunter moved to approve the final plat for the Virginia Ridge Subdivision
Plat E, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the dedications and
have the plat recorded, subject to: 1) Posting of a bond to secure the completion of
construction of required improvements. 2) Relocation of sumps to meet City
Standards. 3) Verify that the previous quitclaim deed conveying portion of lot 105 in
Hillcrest Estates for road purposes (as part of the J. Patterson Annexation) is valid.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
A lady asked if they were going to ever discuss again a larger lot Ordinance.
Rod Despain explained that the Planning Comtnission had been working on one and it would
soon go to the City Council.
Denise Pedersen asked what the zone was.
Mayor Barratt stated that it was an Rl-9000 . The Council and Planning Commission were
looking at how to go about making a change in the entry level zone, having some standards,
and possibly a review process at the Council level. This area was an excellent area and one
of the few left in Atnerican Fork where there were some view lots.

All were in favor.
Paul Christensen noted that what was nice about having a little smaller house on a bigger lot
was the chance to build onto the original hotne at a future date.
b.

Review and action on the final plat of Adams Court Subdivision Plat A consisting of
3 lots at 150 West 300 North

As the Council reviewed the proposal, Mayor Barratt stated that in order to develop this
three-lot property, the cul-de-sac was designed not in a whole circle but with a half neck.
Howard Denney stated that there was a concern in that there is not a big enough radius for
regular delivery trucks, such as the postal service and garbage service. But the problem
exists that if the subdivision were moved to the west then a lot would be eliminated and there
would be no advantage to have the cul-de-sac there and it would affect the ability to develop
the lots to the east. To use the property at this time, it is logical to use the three lots as a
parcel. Mr. Denney further stated that in this point in time, the City should build some
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criteria regarding the partial width of cui-de-sacs.
Councihnembers Blake, Hampton and Belmont expressed concern about the service vehicles
being able to get in and out.
Councilman Blake stated that he did not want to set a precedent for partial cul-de-sacs.
Councilman Hampton wondered if the property owner to the east had been approached about
donating enough land for a whole cul-de-sac. It was reported that the property owner had a
large wood shop that he did not want to tear down at this time.
Rod Despain reported that the City had approved partial width cui-de-sacs in three other
places in the city. This is the one that is the least significant of all and the city has been able
to work around the earlier ones.
Councilman Hampton agreed with Howard Denney in that he was also worried about the
partial width. He stated that he could see some accommodation in an area that did not have
the high traffic but 300 North was a busy street. He further stated that there would be many
people backing out in that area and that it seetns wise to him to ask the Planning Commission
to put some standards together first with the help of Howard Denney before any action is
taken.
Mayor Barratt reported that it had been approved by the Planning Cotnmission.
Councilman Hunter said that he was concerned when it came before the Planning
Commission and he personally thought that there was a better plan for the layout.

Councilman Blake moved that the request be sent back to the Planning Commission
with an inquiry for some standards for development of interior lots and that
parameters or alternative approaches be considered with maybe the circle being one of
them. Councilman Hampton seconded the motion saying that emphasis should be
placed on this project being a very high-traffic road.
Mayor Barratt stated that Councilman Blake had made the motion and it had been seconded
by Councihnan Hatnpton that the action be denied and sent back to the Planning Commission
to return to the City Council with sotne established standards or recommended standards for
interior lot development.
Councilman Hatnpton did not think that a denial was part of the motion.
Councilman Blake stated that it was.

All were in favor.

)

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AWARDING OF BIDS ON THE CLASS C ROAD
PROJECT
Mayor Barratt reported that the low bid was Western Aggregate Inc. or Valley Asphalt.
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Howard Denney explained that Valley Asphalt was the parent company.
Mayor Barratt noted that the winner of the bid had stated that they have filed for Chapter 11 .
Kevin Bennett was not certain that the Council needed to accept the lowest bid. The company
was bonded. He did not know what would happen if they defaulted. He recommended that the
City not pay thetn anything in advance.
Councilman Blake moved to approve the bid with Valley Asphalt with the conditions
indicated by the City Attorney.
Councilman Hatnpton asked what the difference was between Valley Asphalt and the next
lowest bid.
Howard Denney responded that Valley Asphalt's bid was $788,410.45 and the next bid was
Staker Paving with about a $38,000 difference.
Councilman Hampton wondered if they defaulted halfway through, if the bond would not cover
additional costs.
Carl Wanlass noted that the project would then need to be cut back to the atnount of the bond.
Councilman Blake observed that it appeared that Valley Asphalt was continuing to do business.
Carl Wanlass added that the City has had good experience with Valley Asphalt.
Councilman Blake noted that they had a letter from the parent company that stated that they still
had liquidity.
Howard Denney reported that Streets Superintendent Ken Stnith has asked that some funds be
reserved for chip seals, a seal coat, and a crack coat. Project No. 5 should be pulled out. They
were given about 10 days after notice to proceed that they should begin.
Councilman Hatnpton suggested that if the Council passed a motion to award, that before the bid
was awarded that they ask that in a weeks time Kevin contact the judge involved with the
bankruptcy.
Kevin Bennett responded that he could not do that.
Mayor Barratt responded that if they had that much concern, that they not go with the low bid,
but to award it to Staker.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
)

Councilman Blake amended his motion to take Project No. 5 out as was recommended.
Councilman Hampton agreed with his second. All were in favor.
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DISCUSSION OF PARKING REQUIREMENTS IN RELATION TO ADDITONS TO
EXISTING BUILDINGS IN THE CC-1 ZONE (DOWNTOWN AREA)
Mayor Barratt noted that the Council had some information on this item that had been provided
to them previously.
Councilman Hampton asked if this item was to address more than just Mr. John Jacobs building.
Kevin Bennett explained that fr01n the viewpoint of the Planning Cotnmission, it was not just
John Jacobs ' problem. There were other individuals who actually tie up other land parcels for
parking. How far do they take that in the downtown?
Mayor Barratt explained that the Planning C01ntnission wanted to have sotne direction.
Councilman Hatnpton noted that there was a parking committee that was studying the parking
question. They had a meeting set for April 11 , 2002, and he and Rod Despain were the only ones
that remembered it. He felt that should be rescheduled. Other members included Chief Terry
Fox, Reverend Geisel, Jay Christensen, Beau Chadwick, Dale Gunther, and Carl Wanlass. He
noted that Rod Despain had an assigmnent and he completed that.
Rod Despain explained that from a zoning perspective there was a parking requiretnent based on
the square footage of the building. In existing buildings that just changed tenants, a new site
plan was not looked at. Mr. John Jacobs had raised a unique issue. He proposed to double the
size of his building but not provide any additional off street parking. Did the City not want to
require this in the CC-1 zone? There were many others in this zone. Part of the dilemma was did
they want to preclude anyone else from doing something downtown because there was no
practical way to get additional parking.
Councilman Blake asked about the back lane by the Post Office on 100 West. The intent of that
was to help with parking.
Dale Gunther observed that location would not really help John Jacobs out.
Councilman Hampton moved that the item be tabled and that the Parking Committee meet
and make some type of recommendation.

Councilman Hampton suggested that the Committee meet on April25 , 2002, at 2:00p.m.
Councilman Blake added that when someone was expanding a building, one of their
responsibilities was the parking.
Dale Gunther noted that when the building was originally built it was between Merchant and
Center Streets and only covered half the lot. He had parking on both streets now. He felt that
the City really needed to take a proactive approach to solve the parking. He believed there was a
lot of desire from all of the downtown merchants to make it better. Right now the buildings were
old and there was no incentive to itnprove them . Their value would go down. Downtown can be
turned into a beautiful place.
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Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Marty Wootton explained that the John Jacob building had a bad leak in the roof and he wants to
improve the building. If things cannot be expedited he may buy another building. It has been
going on for a long titne.
Mayor Barratt noted that the cotnmittee would meet on the 25th and have some recomtnendations
at the Counciltneeting on the 30t11 .
Councilman Blake felt that this was a very unique setting where there were two streets close
together providing a lot of parking.
Rod Despain stated that the dilemma was that the Ordinance did not acknowledge on street
parking as meeting that requirement.
Paul Christensen observed that it was a dilemtna that someone who actually wanted to improve
downtown was told that he could not. He would then move out and that wouldn't help the
downtown parking issue either.
George Brown asked Mr. Bennett which two areas he referred to in which people had tied up
additional land.
Kevin Bennett responded that one was at Alpine Court east of Alberstons and another was at the
AutoMall on 500 East.
George Brown commented that he had seen some plans for the fire and ambulance building that
showed a portion of the building on Dr. Bell ' s property that he used for parking. That concerned
him a great deal. They needed to look for ways to maximize the parking. It was also a real
problem with Dr. Bell as he had filed suit against the City and if the building were built on that
portion, it would be taking without compensation and would be a violation of his civil rights. It
would probably also be a violation of his contractual rights to park on that property. The greater
problem was that the City was not providing for the long-term benefit of downtown. There
needed to be parking. He asked the Council to be very conservative and not violate Dr. Bell's
civil rights.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
Councilmember Beltnont explained that apparently she did not understand the Ordinances. Her
father had owned from the wall of the building they were talking about to the north wall of the
Legion Hall. With a dental office there, everyone counted on those parking spaces. She wanted
to know how c01ne they could not count those spaces.
Rod Despain responded that the Ordinance refers to off-street parking. They didn't address onstreet parking. If there was new construction, new spaces were required. The parking spaces
required for retail was 5 spaces per 1,000 . There was not a standard for a public structure.
Bill Jacob asked if the City had to comply.
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Rod Despain explained that was reviewed by the Planning Comtnission.
Mayor Barratt reported that the items dealing with the Timpanogos Sewer District would be
deferred.
Carl Wanlass reported that the Timpanogos Special Service District had adoped a new impact fee
to be effective May 1, 2002, in the amount of $2,480.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION DEALING WITH SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS
TO MINIMUM IMPROVEMENT REQUIREMENTS PRIOR TO THE ISSUANCE OF A
BUILDING PERMIT
Mayor Barratt explained that the Council had a nutnber of situations where individuals had come
before the Council requesting occupancy because they were not able to get their curb, gutter, &
sidewalk in. These types of items would now be taken care of by the building department.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-04-21R dealing with special
exceptions to the minimum improvement requirements being installed prior to the issuance
of a building permit. Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders subtnitted.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Councilman Hunter reported that the Planning Commission at their April 3, 2002, meeting
approved with conditions the placement of an ancillary structure at Gold's Gym at 63 8 East State
Road; discussed the placement of a cellular antennae on a replacement pole and support structure
at Bus Manning Field at 525 North 60 East; approved a revised site plan for the Fitness Center at
454 North Center Street for a storage facility; approved the extension of public utilities in 30
North Street at approximately 1020 East ~ discussed the extension of public utilities and roadway
improvements in the Automall Drive from 500 East to 620 South at approximately 150 East
(Boyde G. Williatns Annexation)~ approved the final plat of the Adams Court Subdivision Plat A
consisting of3 lots at 150 West 300 North; denied the preliminary plat ofMountain View Place
Subdivision Plat A consisting of2 lots at 130 North 900 East; discussed the Harbor Road
Annexation Plat A consisting of 10.89 acres at 650 South 100 West; and discussed the KWR
Annexation consisting of29 .08 acres at 1475 North 100 East.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MARCH 26, 2002, MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the March 26, 2002, minutes with a few small
housecleaning items. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. Voting was as follows:
Aye, Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Belmont, and Blake. Abstain, Councilman
Hunter. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MARCH 28, 2002, SPECIAL SESSION MINUTES
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Councilman Hampton moved approval of the March 28, 2002, special session minutes with
a couple of housecleaning items. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MARCH 28, 2002, TOUR AND WORK SESSION
MINUTES
Councilmember Belmont moved approval of the March 28, 2002, tour and work session
minutes as presented. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL l, 2002, SPECIAL SESSION MINUTES
Councilman Hampton moved approval of the April 1, 2002, special session minutes as
presented. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 11, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES
Councilman Hampton moved approval of the April11, 2002, work session minutes with a
few housecleaning items. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. Voting was as follows:
Aye, Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Hampton, and Hunter. Abstain, Councilman
Storrs. The motion carried.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Hampton moved to approve the City bills for payment, the requests over
$1,000, and the manually prepared checks as reviewed by the Finance Committee.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT
Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 10:02 p.m. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

~~
City Treasurer
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 25, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION

)

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, April 25, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Further discussion on the drainage plan and the RFP' s.
Discussion of items for the upcoming April 30, 2002, City Council meeting.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Dated this 15 day of April, 2002.

(hr. @JL
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

)

..
AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
APRIL 25, 2002
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on April25 , 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 4:10p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, and Don Hampton. Councilmembers Storrs and Hunter were excused.
Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Kevin Bennett, Terry Fox, Rod Despain,
and George Brown.
Mayor Barratt noted that Kay Robinson, who had the KWR Annexation up by the riding club, has
asked if the City was interested in commercial use of that ground, either sale or lease. Mayor
Barratt asked if the Council would be interested in a presentation by Mr. Robinson as to their
proposal which included a restaurant and amphitheater.
Councilmember Belmont stated that she had already heard it.
Councilman Blake reported that a neighbor to this property who lived on 200 East had called him
to state that they did not want commercial there and some from the Legacy area were also
concerned. First East was a major street and it did lend itself to commercial.
Councilmember Belmont had received tnany calls also and every call was against a zone change to
commercial.
Mayor Barratt stated that there was a segment that was against it.
Councilman Hampton noted that it depended on how much commercial there was and if it could
all be between 100 East and the golf course.
Councilmember Belmont felt that KWR would get a zone change and then leave town.
Mayor Barratt responded that who would care if they left town.
Councilmember Belmont stated that they would sell it off and we would get a strip mall with tall
lights and traffic.
Mayor Barratt again asked if the Council wanted to hear a presentation.
Councilman Hampton observed that the area at the Alpine Country Club was really a commercial
area and that was okay.

)

Carl Wanlass asked if the new neighborhood commercial zone was restrictive, to which Mr.
Despain responded that it was.
Councilman Hampton felt that a restaurant type use would be okay, but not a strip mall.
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Councihnan Blake concurred, but noted that the challenge was to create a new restrictive zone
that was just adjacent to the Golf Course.
Councilmember Belmont felt the thought was a good, but she did not have much faith in it.
Mayor Barratt believed that Mr. Robinson had given up the thought of a strip mall. How would
you like a nice upscale restaurant like a Market Street Grill?
Councilmember Belmont responded that they would never get a restaurant like that here.
American Fork was a hamburger town.
Councilman Blake noted that a resort zone was going to be developed for down by the lake and it
might be able to be expanded.
Mayor Barratt would invite Mr. Robinson to make a presentation at a meeting sometime in the
future . He added that the Riding Club wants to remain there.
Councilmember Belmont felt it would be hard to enforce a restrictive zone. They cannot enforce
what the City had now.
FURTHER DISCUSSION ON THE DRAINAGE PLAN AND THE RFP' S
Councilman Blake noted that cost had not yet been considered.
Carl Wanlass confirmed that they had not opened the envelopes containing the price. The
committee' s evaluation was qualification based. After a decision was made they would look at all
the pricing and negotiate a price. In as much as J.H. Hadfield and Howard Denney were at road
school, they had provided written recommendations. They both concurred with first to fourth
being Franson Noble & Associates Inc., RB&G Engineering, Inc., Hansen Allen & Luce, Inc. and
Stantec.
Councilman Hampton added they should add the cost factor in and then make a decision.
Councilman Blake wanted to see the prices.
Carl W anlass asked if the Council wanted to rank them first.
Mayor Barratt gave his rankings : (1) RB&G, (2) Franson & Noble, (3) Hansen Allen & Luce,
and (4) Stantec.
Councilmember Belmont agreed.
Councilman Blake asked Mayor Barratt why his was different.
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Mayor Barratt explained that Franson & Noble would do an excellent job. Both Franson &
Nioble and RB&G put in a great deal of effort to work with the City in finding out exactly what
they needed to do . He put RB&G first because they were different.
Councilmember Belmont added that RB&G and Franson & Noble both had a sensitivity that the
other two did not have.
Councilman Blake felt that it should be spread out if the two firms were equal.
Mayor Barratt agreed that Franson Noble knew a great deal.
Rod Despain noted that he likewise was a part of the committee and he ranked RB&G number
one. Their proposal was of a comprehensive nature. They had an environmental bias that was
missing from the others. They were more in favor of the environment and had more sensitivity.
Carl Wanlass added that both RB&G and Franson would develop standards for developers.
Councilman Blake explained that he was not present for the presentations and wanted to look at
the prices.
The prices were opened and were as follows:
Franson Noble & Associates
RB&G
Hansen Allen & Luce
Stantec

$ 71,700.00
$ 63,713 .00
$ 68,000.00 for all options
$ 50,296 + $ 23 ,080 for a storm water management plan

Mayor Barratt explained that each group approached the project in different ways. Some went
into a lot more detail. The first two were ones that were going to establish some standards. Like
every bidding process, some assume certain things.
Councilman Hampton noted that was on the agenda for Tuesday's meeting for decision.
Councilman Blake asked for some background and if it included a review of the historical drains
on the south side of town.
Rod Despain reported that it was intended to be a comprehensive drainage study, taking into
account the new federal guidelines and also the unique characteristics of drainage that American
Fork had with its attachment to Utah Lake.
Carl Wanlass suggested to the Council, now that they had the prices, that they look at the
proposal along with the number of anticipated hours. It was in this year's budget. Howard
Denney had estimated the cost to be between $50,000 and $75 ,000. Copies of the prices would
be given to the Council before they left.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING APRIL 30, 2002, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
3

Regular Session
There would be a presentation by the Pleasant Grove Strawberry Days Queens.
Action Items
1. Review and action on the selection of a firm for the storm drain study
There was on further discussion on this item.
2. Review and action on development projects
a. Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for Watts Automotive at 716
South 500 East
Rod Despain explained that this was where the old Polaris Dealership was. The site plan
included s01ne additional infonnation.
Councilmember Belmont comJnented that the previous site plan never was completed.
3. Review and action on an Ordinance repealing Ordinance No . 95-10-40 and Chapter 13 .29 of
the Code of the City of American Fork, Utah (as currently constituted) and enacting a new
(replacement) Chapter 13 .29 of the Code of the City of American Fork, Utah-Providing for
the collection of impact fees assessed/imposed by the Timpanogos Special Service District,
and imposing the condition that such fees be paid as a condition to receiving a building permit
and/or receiving authorization to connect to the City' s sewage collection system: and
providing for an effective date.
There was no discussion on this itetn.
4. Review and action on a Resolution repealing Resolution No. 95-10-32R which adopted the
Capital Facilities Plan required by Section 11-36-201, UCA 1953, as amended, identifying
current and future demands upon the existing public sewer treatment facilities: the proposed
means by which the future demands will be met: and the revenue sources available to finance
the system improvements required to address those future demands, including the imposition
of a sewer facilities impact fee amending Title 13 of the Code of the City of American Fork,
Utah, imposing an impact fee
Mayor Barratt asked why these were being repealed.
Kevin Bennett reported that they were not now needed . It was a fee that was imposed by TSSD
and the City now would only be collecting the fee .
5. Discussion and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement with
Timpanogos Special Service District (TSSD) providing for the collection by American Fork
City of certain impact fees assessed by TSSD
4

Kevin Bennett explained that this item may be postponed. The City had not yet received an
agreement from TSSD .
Councilman Blake asked about the timing and if there was a summary of the recommendations on
the fees .
Kevin Bennett explained that it was the fee ofTSSD.
Mayor Barratt explained that anyone that had turned in their building plans to the City by April
30, 2002, and were approved by May 30, 2002, would not be impacted by the new fees and
would be under the old fees of $1 ,000.
Councilman Blake asked how much practical latitude the City had with TSSD in getting a fair
agreement. It was almost a one-sided thing.
Carl Wanlass noted that TSSD was a separate entity and they could set fees, either user fees
and/ or impact fees, and pass them on to the communities. If American Fork did not want them to
be impact fees, the City could pay it out of user fees .
Councilman Blake noted that the City has had a good relationship with TSSD, but this was three
to four times increase.
Carl Wanlass explained that the new fee was $2,482 and that was just for the plant facility. TSSD
had been criticized in the past, because when they set it at $1,000, it should have been at $1 ,800.
Councilman Blake asked if there was something else impacting the increase other than things that
were prudent. He felt the City could put some of their own requirements in the agreement.
Carl Wanlass reported that the process for this increase started last summer. The underlying issue
was that they just waited too long. He would get a copy of the study that was done according the
Impact Fee Act to the Council.
Kevin Bennett noted that they could not recoup funds under the Impact Fee Act.
Carl Wanlass explained that originally TSSD did not want an impact fee and they wanted to pass
it on to the communities as a capital facilities fee which meant it would be a user fee increase of
about 3 So/o to all citizens instead of an impact fee which would be assessed on new connections.
Kevin Bennett added that they were trying to get the cities to have to adopt their own impact fees
which the City could not do because they were looking at things beyond American Fork' s
jurisdiction.
Councilman Blake reported on grants made to other plants where they have made methane gas.
There were other innovative things that could be done to improve what a sewer plant did and
make some value. It would be nice to encourage TSSD, if it was prudent and practical, to look at
ways to get more value out of it. It could be placed in the interlocal cooperative agreement.
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Mr. Wanlass noted that the agreement would have to be the same for all the cities.

Councilman Hampton commented that the only leverage was to say that TSSD collect it unless
they give the City some of the conditions that Councilman Blake mentioned.
Kevin Bennett felt that what would happen was that TSSD would repeal the impact fee and make
it a capital facilities fee .
Carl Wanlass explained there was not much unanimity on the board. Saratoga Springs and Eagle
Mountain did not want an impact fee, but a capital facilities fee .
6. Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperation Agreement with
Orem City for Animal Control Services
This item was removed from the agenda. Chief Fox wanted to hear back from the Orem City
Council first. COG would be discussing county animal control services at their next meeting.
7. Review and action on a Resolution approving a Wire Transfer Agreement with the Bank of
American Fork
This gave the City Treasurer the authority to make wire transfers with the Bank of American
Fork.
8. Review and action on a Resolution approving a Storm Water Indemnificaiton Agreement with
the American Heritage School
Councilman Blake asked for some background on this.
Councilman Hampton noted that the Atnerican Heritage School would be indemnifying the City
for five years.
Rod Despain explained that it was an engineering solution that had pitfalls in it and their solution
rather than to reengineer it right, was to give the City an indemnification.
Mayor Barratt explained that the solution would cost about $50,000. The American Heritage
School felt that the money could be better used in other areas. They were not willing to do this.
Their engineer, Steve Sowby, has determined that it would work by using the drain on 700 North
and by taking the responsibility to make sure that it was back flushed and cleaned out.
Councilman Hampton stated that if the indemnification was based on the solvency of the
American Heritage School that was a fairly weak position for the City.
Mayor Barratt stated that Sowby & Berg Engineers felt this was a workable solution. If the
Council accepted it, then it would go that way.
Councilman Blake asked what happened in year six.
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Mayor Barratt explained that City staff has given them solutions. The American Heritage School
has dug in their feet and for six months this issue had been discussed.
Councilman Blake felt this was just buying future probletns. It was a sump that had to siphon the
water away. It was the long term when it would not work.
Mayor Barratt explained that City staff had told them "no" many times. This was the school' s
solution.
Councilman Blake asked when this issue first came out.
Carl W anlass explained this was one of the engineering issues from the beginning.
Mayor Barratt stated that it had been an issue for more than a year.
Councilman Blake asked if they were willing to indemnify for a tnuch longer period even 20 or 30
years.
Mayor Barratt commented that their response would be "why" when Dixie Fenn and Bromley' s
were for five years.
Councilman Blake suggested that the difference was that there was a higher concern in this
situation.
Councilman Hampton viewed this as an appeal to override the Planning Commission and staff.
9. Review and action on a Time-of-Day Watering Ordinance
Carl Wanlass explained that this would limit the time of watering. It would be prohibited from
10:00 a.m. to 6:00p.m. from May through August.
Mayor Barratt felt that it would be tweaked a little from time to time. This was what they were
going to do right now. It was not an attempt to solve all the problems right now.
Mr. Wanlass was concerned about the City complying with their own Ordinance. There were
about a third of the parks that were not aut01nated.

Councilman Blake asked about putting a burden on other public entities.
Mayor Barratt commented that they would have to deal with that on a case by case basis. There
were no water cops at this time.
Carl Wanlass talked to Cal about the need for additional manpower to comply with this ordinance.
Councilman Hampton asked if volunteers could help in this way.
Carl W anlass did not think so.
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10. Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards
There was no discussion on this item.
11 . Report and action on construction items including change orders
There were no change orders.
12. Report and action on Planning Commission items
There was nothing discussed on this item.
13-14. Review and action on the April 16, 2002, minutes and the April25, 2002, work session
minutes
There was no discussion on these items.
15. Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
There was no discussion on this item.
OTHER BUSINESS
Councilman Hampton asked if the Stone Hollow development had an option to not fence.
Rod Despain responded that they did not. The plan required it. He believed that it was bonded
for as well and that was for a two-year period.
Councilman Blake explained that the Board of Adjustment had met on a sign variance request and
in that context it made some sense, particularly in the downtown area, to look at the sign
ordinances again.
Mayor Barratt responded that he had not received a whole lot of response from downtown. The
sign ordinance had moving very slowly. It would be coming to the Council in the future.
Carl Wanlass asked about Mr. Larsen' s sign request at 480 East State.
Mr. Despain explained that Mr. Larsen wanted a second project identification sign on 500 East
Street and the new amendment that was heard by the Council would provide for that. But prior
to its adoption, the downtown asked to be able to provide some input.

Councilman Hampton thought that Linda Walton had said in meetings that the merchants were
strongly interested in pursuing signs.
Councilman Blake felt that the downtown issues needed to be separated from the other issues.
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Rod Despain responded that what he expected from downtown was some alternate proposal that
was unique to downtown. The only thing received was a letter stating some days they would like
to have A-frame signs.
Councilman Blake asked that Rod Despain contact Ms. Walton again on this tnatter.
ADJOURNMENT
The LiA~djtt5:06 p.m.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 30, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in special session on April
30, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows :
SPECIAL SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call .
Presentation by the Pleasant Grove Strawberry Days Queens.
Twenty minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Review and action on the selection of a firm for the storm drain study.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for Watts Automotive at
716 South 500 East.
Review and action on an Ordinance repealing Ordinance No. 95-10-40 and Chapter 13 .29
of the Code of the City of American Fork, Utah (as currently constituted) and enacting a
new (replacement) Chapter 13 .29 of the Code of the City of American Fork, UtahProviding for the collection of impact fees assessed/imposed by the Timpanogos Special
Service District, and imposing the condition that such fees be paid as a condition to
receiving a building permit and/or receiving authorization to connect to the City' s sewage
collection system; and providing for an effective date.
Review and action on a Resolution repealing Resolution No . 95-10-32R which adopted
the Capital Facilities Plan required by Section 11-36-201 , UCA 1953, as amended,
identifying current and future demands upon the existing public sewer treatment
facilities; the proposed means by which the future demands will be met; and the revenue
sources available to finance the system improvetnents required to address those future
demands, including the imposition of a sewer facilities impact fee amending Title 13 of
the Code of the City of American Fork, Utah, imposing an impact fee.
Discussion and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperation Agreement
with Timpanogos Special Service District (TSSD) providing for the collection by
American Fork City of certain impact fees assessed by TSSD.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperation Agreement with
Orem City for Animal Control Services.
Review and action on a Resolution approving a Wire Transfer Agreement with the Bank
of American Fork.

)

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13 .
14.
15 .
16.

Review and action on a Resolution approving a Storm Water Indemnification Agreement
with the American Heritage School.
Review and action on a Time-of-Day Watering Ordinance.
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the April 16, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the April 25, 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 23 day of April, 2002.
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
APRIL 30, 2002
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on April 30, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7: 31 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Steve Cornia, Jay Christensen, Howard Denney, Mrs. & Mrs. Bill
Jacob, Barbara Christiansen, LaVon Laursen, Angela Sanders, Allisa Griffin, George Brown,
Stephen Sowby, Gaylord Swim, Chris Chamberlain, Boy Scout Duke Chamberlain from Troop
828, Richard Noble, and 2 citizens.
Also present were Youth Council members Mayor Jasmine Clark, Mayor Pro-tem Brandon
Frandsen, Vanessa Crossley, Mari Elbaba, Ashley Jackson, and Derek Lundahl.
Jay Christensen led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Captain Steve Cornia offered the
prayer.
PRESENTATION BY THE PLEASANT GROVE STRAWBERRY DAYS QUEENS
Miss Pleasant Grove Angela Sanders and Attendant Lisa Griffin were present to invite the Mayor
and Council and the citizens of American Fork to Strawberry Days to be held June 19 to 21 ,
2002.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD-LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Bill Jacob asked for clarification from the last meeting about parking and if it was correct that the
City did not have to meet the same parking ratio as a business.
Mayor Barratt responded that was correct. The City did not have a standard for government
buildings nor did they have an institutional standard.
Mr. Jacob believed that back in 1999 there were supposed to be 300 parking spaces. He asked
the square footage of the police and courts.

Mayor Barratt did not recall the 300 spaces. There was about 55,000 square feet with the
basement. The business standard was five per thousand.
Carl Wanlass noted that for institutional buildings there was a separate calculation to be done as
to what was needed.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
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Carl W anlass noted the auction of Olympic banners, flags, and floor mats would be on Saturday,
May 4, 2002 at 10:00 a.m. at the Public Works Complex. There would be a beginning bid
established.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Hunter had nothing to report at this titne.
Councilmember Belmont reported that the Neighbors in Action met today as they did every
Tuesday. The parks work was going forward and she congratulated all the citizens that had
become so involved in that Committee. She had spent Monday afternoon in the Gardens at
Thanksgiving Point. Their perennials were gorgeous and she encouraged that type of planting in
the City' s parks on a smaller scale. She would like to see that type of discussion included with the
parks.
Councilman Hampton reported that the three groups, Neighbors in Action, Beautification
Committee, and the Recreation Committee, would be ready to make a report and
recommendation to the Council on May 28 . They had done a dedicated job and had come up
with some sound recommendations.
Councilman Hampton reported that the Neighbors in Action were getting involved with the Police
Department in stopping crime and violence in the community. They would have a Stop Crime
Rally on Friday, May 17. This could be a huge opportunity to support that effort. There would
be a kick off toward the Crime Rally on May 7 at 7:00p.m. at Robinson Park where those
interested in being involved and supportive of this effort would be able to hear discussion of the
objectives and goals of the Stop Crime Rally. In case of bad weather, they would make
arrangements hopefully for the Senior Center. The Neighbors in Action would like some time at
the next meeting to present further information about the Stop Crime Rally.
Councilman Hampton commended the Greenwood neighborhood who were organized and were
doing that which the Neighbors in Action were encouraging all neighborhoods to do .
Councilman Hampton asked when recycling would be coming up for discussion again. This had
been ongoing for a couple of years. BFI had a meeting scheduled but it did not occur. He
encouraged a City meeting with invitation to other companies and citizens as well. There were a
lot of people moving in and many have experienced successful recycling programs. He suggested
that there was even more interest now.
Carl Wanlass reported that Brad Mertz was no longer with BFI. The new people were still
pursuing recycling. They were trying to get all the communities together in north Utah County to
go with it at the same time, which would cut the cost down considerably.
Mayor Barratt stated that the City would contact them.
Councilman Hampton suggested that the public meeting be held on June 11 , 2002, for a half hour.
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Councilman Hampton observed that the time was coming once again to address concerns about
irrigation flow through private ditches and overflowing onto others yards. He asked that City
staff look at that and provide some recommendations.
Councilman Hampton noted that in the past Councilman Blake had invited and encouraged
fundraising . As the time had gone by, he was equally and maybe more enthusiastic and would like
to see a workshop held where those experienced would discuss it with the Council. It could be a
source of very good things.
Councilman Storrs reported that this Saturday morning, the Greenwood area kicked off their
Little League Baseball. They thanked the City for their support in the construction of the
concession stand. They would like to be on the agenda for May 28 to recognize some of the
volunteers.
Councilman Blake concurred with what Councihnan Hampton had said. He reinforced the value
of donations. Often people who did estate planning had no degradation of the estate value
because of the tax advantage of the donation.
Councilman Blake asked when the police and courts would be completed.
Mayor Barratt responded that they did not have a firm date.
Carl Wanlass thought it would be around the middle of July. The millwork was behind schedule.
It was hoped that the courts would go in about the same time as the police so that they could start
on the fire and ambulance facility.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt had Boy Scout Duke Chamberlain introduce himself He then reported that items
5, 6, and 13 would be delayed to another meeting.
Youth Council Mayor Jasmine Clark and other members of the Youth Council presented a plaque
and flowers to Ms. LaVon Laursen for her ten years of service to the Youth Council. There was
general applause.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SELECTION OF A FIRM FOR THE STORM DRAIN
STUDY
Mayor Barratt explained that at the work session the Council reviewed the firms and opened the
bids for the storm drain study. The bids were from Franson & Noble, $71,700;
RB&G/Christensen, $63 ,713.00; Hansen Allen & Luce, $68,000, and Stantec, $73,376.
Councilman Storrs stated that he was on the committee that narrowed it down to these four. He
felt that the City could not go wrong with any of them.
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Councilman Storrs moved to select RB&G Engineering in the amount of $63,713.00.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS,
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL: 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS: 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION: AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN
THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO
HAVETHEPLATRECORDED
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for Watts Automotive at 716
South 500 East
Rod Despain explained that the Planning Commission had approved the site plan with five
conditions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

UDOT Right-of-way be reserved for landscaping.
Storm drainage accommodated according to the City Engineer's description.
Signage being placed on the building only.
Eight parking spaces for customers.
Landscaping comply with the 10% requirement as per the GC-2 zone.

Councilmember Belmont asked if this landscaping plan would be the same as what applied
to the previous owner.
Rod Despain responded that they had taken out the fence and this would be a separate
plan.
Councilman Hampton asked if there was a bond in place for landscaping and other
improvements to which Mr. Despain responded that there was not.
Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-04-12 approving the site
plan for Watts Automotive at 716 South 500 East subject to the five items listed by
Rod Despain as well as an improvement bond for everything in an amount to be
determined by the City Engineer. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.
All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE REPEALING ORDINANCE NO . 95-10-40
AND CHAPTER 13.29 OF THE CODE OF THE CITY OF AMERICAN FORK, UTAH (AS
CURRENTLY CONSTITUTED) AND ENACTING A NEW (REPLACEMENT) CHAPTER
13 .29 OF THE CODE OF THE CITY OF AMERICAN FORK, UTAH-PROVIDING FOR THE
COLLECTION OF IMPACT FEES ASSESSED/IMPOSED BY THE TIMPANOGOS
SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICT, AND IMPOSING THE CONDITION THAT SUCH FEES
BE PAID AS A CONDITION TO RECEIVING A BUILDING PERMIT AND/OR
RECEIVING AUTHORIZATION TO CONNECT TO THE CITY'S SEWAGE COLLECTION
SYSTEM: AND PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE
4
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Councilman Hampton asked about interest on any delayed payments to which Kevin Bennett
responded that issue was in conjunction with the Interlocal Agreement that was delayed from this
agenda.

Councilman Hunter moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-04-13 repealing Ordinance No. 9510-40 and enacting new Chapter 13.29 of the City Code of American Fork.
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs stated that he worked for Timpanogos Special Service District but he would
be voting on this item.
Councilman Blake noted that the TSSD would do the study and assess the impact fee and the City
would collect the fee.

All were in favor.
George Brown asked what the purpose was.
Mayor Barratt explained that the TSSD had not raised the fees when they probably should have.
It had now reached a point that the fee would increase from $1 ,000 to $2,482. It was a fee being
imposed by TSSD for new connections and it would be for the future from now on. Any one that
submitted their plans through today and they were approved by the end of the month of May,
would be on the old fee .
Kevin Bennett noted that the current TSSD capital facilities fee was put into place in 1995 and
has been a bit of a concern to the City for some time in that the City was not in control of the
study or the amount of the fee . This would put it in the hands of those that had control. This
would do away with the City' s portion and inserting that as part of a building permit or
connection to the sewer system, the fee would have to be paid and then the City would pass it on
to TSSD. In 1995 when it was set at $1 ,000, it should have been set at $1 ,800. This was much
better than originally proposed.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION REPEALING RESOLUTION NO . 95-10-32R
WHICH ADOPTED THE CAPITAL FACILITIES PLAN REQUIRED BY SECTION 11-36201, UCA 1953, AS AMENDED, IDENTIFYING CURRENT AND FUTURE DEMANDS
UPON THE EXISTING PUBLIC SEWER TREATMENT FACILITIES: THE PROPOSED
MEANS BY WHICH THE FUTURE DEMANDS WILL BE MET: AND THE REVENUE
SOURCES AVAILABLE TO FINANCE THE SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS REQUIRED TO
ADDRESS THOSE FUTURE DEMANDS, INCLUDING THE IMPOSITION OF A SEWER
FACILITIES IMP ACT FEE AMENDING TITLE 13 OF THE CODE OF THE CITY OF
AMERICAN FORK, UTAH, IMPOSING AN IMP ACT FEE
George Brown asked if the fee was the same for commercial users.
Kevin Bennett responded that a commercial user fee was based on an equivalent residential unit.
This was the same method as it was now.
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Councilman Hunter moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-04-22R approving the repeal of
Resolution No. 95-10-32R. Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
COOPERATION AGREEMENT WITH TIMPANOGOS SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICT
(TSSD) PROVIDING FOR THE COLLECTION BY AMERICAN FORK CITY OF CERTAIN
IMPACT FEES ASSESSED BY TSSD
This item was delayed to a future meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
COOPERATION AGREEMENT WITH OREM CITY FOR ANIMAL CONTROL SERVICES
This item was delayed to a future meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING A WIRE TRANSFER
AGREEMENT WITH THE BANK OF AMERICAN FORK

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-04-23R approving a wire transfer
agreement with the Bank of American Fork. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING A STORM WATER
INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT WITH THE AMERICAN HERITAGE SCHOOL
Mayor Barratt asked Stephen Sowby to give a short history on this issue.
Stephen Sowby explained that the American Heritage School had received approval for their site
plan with an on-site detention facility and that did not work out quite right. The Atnerican
Heritage School owners did not want to do an open detention pond so they came up with another
alternative where they would store it in an underground concrete-type water tank. They still
needed a place to discharge the storm water. There was an existing pipe that went from 1100
East back to the west along 700 North to the American Fork Creek. A portion of the pipe from
about 1075 East, east to 1100 East flowed down hill. Instead of ripping up the road and laying
new pipe so the water would flow to the west, they proposed to use the existing reverse grade
pipe and surcharge it so the water would flow westerly. The City Engineer and others had a
problem with that. The staff and the Mayor has said that if the American Heritage School
indemnified the City against damages for a period of time, that solution would might be
acceptable. The indemnification agreement has been provided.
Mayor Barratt added that the solution that was asked by the City was going to cost around
$50,000. He asked why that was not pursued.
Stephen Sowby responded that the School had already spent hundreds of thousands of dollars
doing the on-site facilities, doing the detention tank and so forth when they could have gotten by
with something else. Those things were being imposed on the School by American Fork City and
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the $50,000 was an additional cost that was not being required of anyone else. They were
looking for a less costly solution.
Mayor Barratt asked about an indemnification time longer than five years.
Mr. Sowby stated that he personally had a little problem with that as there was also some storm
water from the City' s road system that could get into there. He felt that five years was along
enough to flush out any problems especially where they were going to TV the line and pressure
test it before it was placed into service.

Councilman Hampton asked City Engineer Howard Denney in the realm of reasonableness what
he perceived the risk scenario to be.
Howard Denney explained that the concern was the forcing of water up hill and the potential
silting in of the pipe. It would settle out and would not work forever . The City has paid for part
of the expansion of the storm system in the area and now it would not be able benefit those
further to the east. They were ending the system short and would continually need to keep it
clean and free flowing under a reverse slope.
Howard Denney explained that from the Temple service entrance east to the 1100 East
intersection was a reverse grade.
Stephen Sowby explained that the American Heritage School had already put in the facilities to
the east and built a 75,000-gallon vault that would settle out the sediments.
Councilman Hampton asked who was at risk in being damaged if something happened.
Howard Denney stated that if this failed, the City would be putting in a storm sewer. If this did
not work, the water would probably flow out of a manhole and down 1100 East Street.
George Brown asked if this was the drain that went down 1100 East Street and flooded out some.
Howard Denney responded that the one they were talking about went down 700 North to the
west.
Mayor Barratt noted that one of their proposals was to take it down 1100 East, but the City has
asked them to take it down 71h North.
George Brown asked if this was just stonn water or if it was underground water.
Mr. Sowby responded that it was just storm water.

)

Councilman Blake did not think this was a good use of an indemnification agreement. There was
an interesting suggestion of pumping it out on the lawn. Part of the reason for coming to the City
was to meet requirements as to how things should happen and to approve the engineering, which
has not been done. The proposal was to use an indemnification agreement in lieu of that approval
for a five-year period. The long period was when the problem could be. If it was cutting the
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system short and taking away the benefit of the storm systetn, for the small cost, it should be
done. The indemnification was a civil remedy for some point in the future if someone was
damaged.
George Brown asked if the LDS Temple was pumping water now.
Howard Denney responded that they were not.
Mayor Barratt explained that the property to the north was not using irrigation at the level it used
to be used at and the drought, were factors .
Councilmember Belmont thought it sounded like not a good deal for the taxpayers of American
Fork City and five years was not a very long time. It was not a good proposal for the City. She
would not be able to vote for this.
Councilman Hampton asked Howard Denney that if ten years down the line it was not sufficient
to do the job would the City would have to replace the pipe and place the pipe so that it would go
the right way.
Howard Denney responded that if the system failed after five years then the City would. The
indemnification was that the American Heritage School would make it work for five years.
Councilman Storrs thought that it would be a maintenance problem.
Councilman Blake agreed that was one issue and a secondary issue was that it was limiting the
system that was planned there.
Mayor Barratt explained that Sowby & Berg felt the indemnification would work. In order to
resolve this and come to some middle ground was why this item was on the agenda. The solution
that worked for the City did not work for American Heritage and the one American Heritage felt
would work, did not work for American Fork City.
Councilman Blake thought it was a cost issue.
Mayor Barratt added that there was an engineering difference of opinion as well. Stephen Sowby
stated that this would work. The other would work, but it would just cost more.
Stephen Sowby explained that there was a difference of opinion. The indemnification agreement
was something that was suggested by the City. When they heard that, both L & T Construction
and American Heritage School jumped on it and thought it was a reasonable solution. The City
had rejected three other proposals they had.
Councilman Blake asked what was wrong with the first proposal.
Stephen Sowby stated that what was first approved was an open storage pond with a big sump in
the bottom so that the water would either evaporate or slowly sink into the ground. Eventually
the City rejected that.
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Mayor Barratt explained that the reason the City rejected that was that ultimately there could be
same situation that happened down 1100 East previously.
Councilman Blake asked if the School wanted that solution.
Stephen Sowby responded that the School did not want the open pond either and they proposed
other solutions that were not accepted by the City. Finally they came to this solution. He felt
there was a very, very low risk. Only two pounds of pressure would be needed to surcharge the
line and he felt it was better than to let it percolate into the ground. In the large tank that was
bigger than the Council room, all the storm water would go there and 90% of the sediment would
settle out because the outlet was above the floor. They would clean the pipe. They were ready to
accept this.
Councilman Hampton asked if the assets, either equity or liquidity, was owned by American
Heritage School, the signer, or were they owned by another entity.
Stephen Sowby responded that it was a corporation. The pipe that was already in the ground was
the asset of the City.
Councilman Hampton continued that in order to indemnify you had to have resources. If this was
just an operating entity, and the assets were owned by someone else, it would be a problem. He
asked what it would cost to have a bond for five years.
Stephen Sowby guessed that it would be about 10% of $60,000.
Councilman Blake explained that one of his concerns was the time period. He still did not feel it
was a good use of indemnification, but if it was going to be used, it needed to be for a longer
term. If there was a difference of opinion about the engineering, the City ought to be able to set
the standard for the use of the storm system. It was indicated that this was taking away some of
the benefit of the system by ending it prematurely.
Stephen Sowby disagreed and stated that neither was the case. It was not ending it prematurely
because the City boundary was the east side of the School.
Howard Denney pointed out that may be the boundary now, but there was property on the north
side of700 North Street that could be annexed that was east of the School.
Councilman Blake commented that the City was the one that was responsible to set the standard.
It seemed that they were approaching this backward.
Councilman Storrs asked about the option of a third engineer and they split that cost.
George Brown felt that it was an engineering issue and it was a bad time to make a decision, as it
was the fourth year of a drought cycle. Even though now the LDS Temple was not pumping
water, there was a time that the water was flooding down 1100 East. He could see both sides.
The time was not conducive to figure out the water. It could become a problem as it had been in
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the past. That was a time when there was split in the opinion of the City. The City wanted the
water to go down 700 North to the creek, but that was very expensive. They tried 1100 East and
that did not work. The 700 North option did work. It was difficult to make a long-term water
decision in a period of drought.
Mayor Barratt added that a decision needed to be made, as the School could not get occupancy
without this being resolved.
Stephen Sowby differed by stating that this situation did not have anything to do with the
groundwater. They were dealing strictly with the storm water that fell on the parking lot. They
agreed that it should not go into the ground.
Councilman Blake cotnmented that it was a place where there had already been problems. He felt
that the money ought to be spent to do it.
Stephen Sowby agreed and they asked the City to participate and the City decided that was not an
appropriate place to spend City funds .
Kevin Bennett noted that it was required under the Adequate Facilities Ordinance.
Stephen Sowby stated that they felt that where there were three or four other solutions that were
proposed that would solve the problem in line with the City Ordinance, and the City had refused
all of those and dictated this one, that was why they asked for participation.
Mayor Barratt asked why the City had chosen not to participate.
Howard Denney responded that the LDS Temple ran it to the west. When the LDS Chapel came
in on the north, the City insisted that their storm water run into it as well, and they ran it. The
request for American Heritage to do the same was consistent.
Stephen Sowby reported that American Heritage asked for participation because some of that
water was runoff from 1100 East Street on the east side.
Howard Denney agreed that there was some runoff from the City street that would be included.
George Brown noted that in the past the City often had participated with developers by having the
developer do the excavation and the City pay for over sizing or upgrading the system. Maybe this
was an opportunity to pick up other waters.
Howard Denney reported that over sizing would be needed from the LDS Temple east to the
Pleasant Grove line.
Councilman Hampton suggested that there was flow from the east besides American Heritage and
in that light there was some argument for participation.
Howard Denney added that it could potentially help by taking some of that water that was going
down 1100 East and diverting it in another direction.
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Councilman Blake would rather see some sharing of expense.
Councilman Hampton suggested that the City pay 25% of the cost.
Stephen Sowby thought that the City' s participation should be greater especially where American
Heritage was detaining all of their stonn water.
Councilman Blake commented that was not the issue. The issue was how they connected.
Stephen Sowby suggested that the City' s water flow volume may be as much as American
Heritage. Some of the catch basins on 1100 East were tied into the School's system.

Councilman Hampton moved to ask staff to make one more effort at discussing
participation with American Heritage. It seemed that twenty-five percent would be the
highest the City would want to go and that this item to be placed on the next agenda for
action. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt asked Councilmembers Hampton and Blake to represent the City in reviewing the
tssues.
Stephen Sowby asked when that meeting would be.
Councilman Hampton reported that he would be gone over most of the time between meetings.
Councilman Blake stated that he could meet next Tuesday, May 7 at 5:30p.m. at the Public
W arks Building. Councilman Hampton would make that meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A TIME-OF-DAY WATERING ORDINANCE
Mayor Barratt explained that watering would only be allowed between 6:00p.m. and 10:00 a.m.
Cars could be washed but must be done on the lawn. There was a provision for new lawns for
about 90 days and the testing of systems. There was a hardship provision and the City
Administrator or his designate could work toward a solution. The fine was $50. At this point in
time it was a try and see situation. It would extend from May through August, seven days a
week. It would not be a hard-nosed operation at this point.
Councilmember Belmont expressed that many would be very pleased to see this action.
Councilman Blake felt that the public would support this.
Councilman Hunter asked how this would affect the City parks watering.
Mayor Barratt responded that the City would probably have to hire a part time individual because
there were parks that were not automated and had to be watered by hand.
Councilman Hampton asked for an assessment for this water season.
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Howard Denney stated that the water levels were at the levels they were last year and unless there
was a well failure, they City should be all right. There was also a new 4 112 million-gallon water
tank that the City has not used through a season yet and that would be a positive.
Mayor Barratt noted that they would need to fine-tune it over the course of the year. This would
further push the peak water usage to about 4:00 a.m. in the morning.

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-04-14 approving a time-of-day
watering limitation. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS
Councilman Hampton recommended the appointment of Barbara Christiansen, who had been an
alternate, to the Library Board, and that her term expire in January of 2004 and that Richard
Rowley be appointed to January 2005 . The previous appointed term of Gary Goff should expire
in 2003 instead of 2002.
Councilman Blake recommended the re-appointment of Carl Devey to the Metropolitan Water
Board with a term to expire in 2004 and the prior appointed term of Grant Leonard should be
changed to end in 2004. A Certificate of Appreciation should be prepared for Ray Greenwood.
Glenn Roundy's term should reflect to 2004 and Bill Robinson to 2005 .

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the appointments and terms as noted.
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REPORT ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Councilman Hunter reported that the Planning Commission at their April 17, 2002, tneeting
approved the piping of ditches in the North Pointe Business Park at 630 East 1100 South;
approved the site plan for Watts Automotive at 716 South 500 East; approved with conditions the
final plat of Searle Plat B Subdivision at 605 West 1040 North; discussed the site plan for Johnson
Motor Company at 275 West Main Street; approved a residential accessory building at 1161
North 120 West; approved with conditions Temple Meadows PUD Plat Cat 1250 West 600
North; approved a zone change request at 720 East Bamberger Drive from I-1 to the GC-1 zone;
discussed amendments to the Development Code relating to residential densities and conformance
to the General Plan; discussed the annexation agreement for the Roberts Annexation consisting of
4. 04 acres at 580 North 1100 East; discussed the annexation agreement for the Carlisle Addition
Annexation No . 5 consisting of27.3 acres at 1200 North 900 East.
)

As a result of this meeting a public hearing has been set for May 14, 2002, at 7:20p.m. regarding
a zone change request at 720 East Bamberger Drive from the existing I -1 to the GC-1 , General
Commercial zone.
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When the consent forms from all the owners in Temple Meadows PUD Plat C have been received,
a public hearing will be scheduled.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 16, 2002, MINUTES
This item would be placed on the next agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 25, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the April 25, 2002, work session minutes.
Councilmember Belmont asked that the minutes from page 1, line 13 to page 2, line 5, reflect the
discussion verbatim.
Richard Colborn responded that the tape had not been turned on until after that discussion.
Councilmember Belmont would get with the Recorder to get her comments included.
Mayor Barratt asked that the approval of these minutes be added to the next agenda.

Councilman Hampton withdrew his motion.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills for payment and the requests over
$1,000 as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 9:00 p.m.
George Brown asked about the item projecting down from the ceiling in the front of the Council
room.
Mayor Barratt stated that was a camera for council chambers.
Mr. Brown asked who approved it.

Richard Colborn responded that it had gone through the Finance Committee.
George Brown asked if it was a video camera and if it ran 24-hours a day.
Mayor Barratt responded that was and that it only ran during meetings held the room. The tape
was held in this room.
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Richard Colborn noted that most these kind of cameras did not have sound.
Mayor Barratt stated there was no sound with this type of camera.
Bill Jacob asked if copies of the tape would be available.
Richard Colborn did not know, but he would check on it.

Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 2, 2002
AMENDED- NOTICE OF WORK SESSION

)

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, May 2, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
3:00 P.M.. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1. Presentation and discussion regarding the pressurized irrigation study.
2. Other business.
3. Adjournment.
Dated this 1 day ofMay, 2002.

L h1.&L
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY2, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION

)

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, May 2, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
WORK SESSION
1. Presentation and discussion regarding the pressurized irrigation study.
2. Other business.
3. Adjournment.

Dated this 23 day of A:gril, 2002.

LA.@JL
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MAY2, 2002
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on May 2, 2002 in the City Hall,
commencing at 3: 10 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, *Ricky Storrs, and **Keith Blake.
Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Rod Despain, Kevin Bennett, Howard
Denney, Barbara Christiansen, Steve Pruitt, Steve Shoflick, Arlo Shelley, Richard Noble, Cort
Hill, Craig Sellers, Chief Terry Fox, Grant Leonard, Glenn Roundy, George Brown, Paul
Mortensen, and three citizens.
Mayor Barratt reported that Councilmembers Storrs and Blake would arrive shortly.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mayor Barratt explained that the developers of the Alpine Valley Center at 600 West Main Street
were present to update the Council regarding the proposed 130 North Street and its connection to
West State Road.
Carl Wanlass explained that the City has asked that 130 North Street to be brought out to connect
to West State Road. Part of that road would include a portion of the K-Mart property. The
owner of that lot was Dr. Katsumi Hayashi who lived in Japan. He had a representative in Los
Angeles. The developers have tried to work it out with them but have not been successful. It
was a very vital road to the City as part of the General Plan. The developers must make a
commitment to Target Stores some time next week. In light of the fact that Dr. Hayashi was not
willing to sell the property, even though it would probably be beneficial to both adjacent parcels,
it was thought that the owner did not really understand. One of the questions of the developers
was whether or not the City would be willing to exercise eminent domain for 13 0 North Street.
Steve Schoflick explained that it had been explained that the City desired to have 130 North
Street extend to West State Road. They have designed the project around the road. There was a
small portion of the land that they did not have control over on the very east end. They had
exhausted all of their avenues and if 130 North Street were to be built it would be up to the City
to provide some help . They have been unable to obtain the additional property needed on a
private basis. They meet with Target next week and they would like some suggestions as to how
to resolve the issue.

)

Steve Pruitt reported that on the first site plan there was no street. It was discussed by the City
that a roadway at 130 North was needed due to the amount of the traffic that would be generated
also by the Woodbury project. They looked at a number of different configurations. There was a
signal at Pacific and one on Main Street. This was in the middle. If the road went solely on their .
property, UDOT would not allow the existing curb cut next to a major roadway. It was UDOT' s
suggestion and it was mirrored by the City, that the roadway and the access become one. When
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Walt Gasser originally developed the property there was an easement given to the Nash Property
to ensure access and included that driveway. The easement did not lend itself to the sharp 90°
turn. The idea was a gentle angle.
*Councilman Storrs arrived.
Mr. Pruitt stated that they were going to dedicate about 77,000 square feet over their whole
project. He had talked with Mr. Gasser about this. Mr. Jim Hendershot from Mr. Gasser' s office

came down and met with Rod. The owner of the property, Dr. Hayashi was in Tokyo and he
spoke no English. About two days after that meeting, K-Mart filed for bankruptcy. Mr. Pruitt
then got in touch with Dr. Hayashi' s agent from Toyo Real Estate USA in Los Angeles. They
talked on the phone many times. Each was going to dedicate their pieces to the roadway. There
were a number of benefits to Dr. Hayashi. It gave them additional property and provided a corner
property. It allowed for access and traffic across the front of the store. The final thing was that
they operated currently on a sewer lift station. They would put in all new utilities and allow them
to have a gravity flow system. The agreement went back and forth between LA and Tokyo. Mr.
Pruitt then flew to Los Angeles and learned that at this point in time Dr. Hayashi was not
interested. They were at an impasse. He had offered to pay them and give thetn benefits at no
cost. The road had value. They were in a Catch-22 as to how it would become a reality. Their
studies showed a need for the road, but they did not have the ability to deliver it.
Steve Schoflick noted that Target was interested in multiple access points and were interested in
having 130 North Street as it would provide for good traffic circulation. He explained the
negative by not having it.
** Councilman Blake arrived.
Steve Pruitt noted that 130 North Street was necessary for the Woodbury project as well.
Rod Despain explained that 130 North Street was a connection to the rest of the property and
other public streets. This was needed regardless of who the developer was and was extremely
important. How would the City get it?
Councilman Hampton asked why the City could not require that what now was K-Mart's ingress
and egress, be ingress only and then UDOT might allow the road.
Steve Schoflick thought it would be a taking.
Councilman Hampton noted that they were providing another access for them, which was better.
Councilman Blake asked also about restricting left turns.
Steve Schoflick expressed the hope that at some point there would be a traffic light. The use of
the existing access was what UDOT felt should be used.

)
Mayor Barratt explained that a portion of the driveway was an access granted to the Nash Family
to use.
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Mr. Pruitt noted that the undeveloped parcel north ofK-Mart had a maximum square footage of
25,000 square feet. He was in about 3 years ago for the new location ofDeseret Industries but
K-Mart would not agree. There were currently 614 stalls now at 5.4 per 1,000 square feet. If
this area was to become a roadway the number of stalls would be reduced to 580; 573 was
required. The parking on the pad site was to be self-contained.

Councilman Storrs was not completely in favor of condemnation, but felt this was a good use of
condemnation for a road and it would be the best use of the property.
Councilman Hunter added that it would benefit the development of the entire property.
Councilmember Belmont asked if it would be a friendly condemnation or a confrontational
condemnation.
Mayor Barratt thought that for tax reasons a letter threatening condemnation might be what Dr.
Hayashi was waiting for.
Steve Schoflick noted that for the landowner to sell the property he would have to get K-Mart's
approval. Dr. Hayashi's agreement with K-Mart further stated that if the property was
condemned or threatened to be condetnned, he had the right to sell. They were running out of
time. Target wanted to open.
Mayor Barratt explained that this was a work session and no action would be taken. The
developers wanted the Council to understand their situation and they wanted to hear the concerns
of the Council.
Councilmember Belmont was not in favor of condemnation but in finding out a few other facts, if
it were a friendly condemnation, she would not be as concerned. In general she was against
condetnnation.
Steve Pruitt commented that the real bottom line was that the solution was way around the
corner. When the K-Mart was approved and in conjunction with the subdivision, there were
declarations of easements, covenants, and restrictions and within that document was worded as to
what had to happen in the case of condemnation.
Councilman Blake felt the situation had the parameters that condemnation might be used.
Mayor Barratt noted that they were going to Target on Monday and they did not want to make a
statement that was not true.
Steve Schoflick thought they might ask for that action on May 14, 2002.
Rod Despain explained that 130 North Street was on the master street plan as were the extension
ofPacific Drive and the extension of900 West Street. It was not for Target necessarily. It was a
set of conditions and would be a public road and would need to be there regardless of what else
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happened. The City tried to get half a road at the time Walt Gasser brought this in. Mr. Gasser
was very resistant to that. In terms of circulation, it was essential.

Mayor Barratt believed that the Council would look favorably in addressing this.
Steve Schoflick asked if Carl Wanlass had the authority to contact the owner as to what was
taking place and they would make a petition to be on the next Council agenda.
Mayor Barratt stated that Mr. Wanlass could make that contact.
Mayor Barratt announced that there would be a two-minute break.
DISCUSSION OF THE PRESSURIZED IRRIGATION SYSTEM
Richard Noble introduced Cort Hill and Craig Sellers who helped with the study.
Mr. Noble explained that the purpose of the Secondary Water System Pre-Design Report was to
build upon the previous study including looking at water source availability, utility conflicts, water
rights, and some of the alternatives for the south side of the City. They also wanted to compare
alternatives to a secondary water system.

Water Sources. Available water sources included:
123456-

Ground water from wells and springs
American Fork River
American Fork Irrigation Company
Central Utah Project (CUP) Water
Murdock Canal
Recycled water from Timpanogos Special Service District.

The groundwater recharge was about 200,000 acre-feet per year. The groundwater discharge
was also at about 200,000 acre-feet per year. Based on the year 2000 reports, there were about
85,000 acre-feet that were discharged from the groundwater aquifer to wells, about 102,000 acrefeet discharged to waterways & springs, and about 13 ,000 acre-feet to evaportranspiration,
subsurface outflow, and seepage to Utah Lake.
With regard to groundwater, in the future the State Engineer in his Groundwater Management
Plan was proposing to allow up to 160,000 acre-feet to be pumped from wells, which was almost
double the current level. That was going to require a reduction of outflow in other places. It
meant that some springs and wells would dry up due to increase pumping and the State Engineer
was going to allow that to happen.
Councilmember Belmont asked why the State Engineer was going to allow that to happen.
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Richard Noble guessed that the State Engineer was looking at how much water there was that
could be allocated to get the maxitnum use of the resource. That was the plan that the State
Engineer had published.
Councilman Blake noted that would be fully using the well rights.
Richard Noble stated that American Fork City had over 20,000 acre-feet of ground water right.
Councilman Hampton asked if this would be noticeable and if it would have an impact.
Richard Noble felt there would be some physical itnpact particularly on the south side of the
freeway . Some of the sloughs and springs would start to dry up . There could be other issues
brought up in the process. The U.S . Fish & Wildlife Service could have a problem because some
of those slough & spring areas contain some endangered species.
Glenn Roundy stated that everything from here went into Utah Lake. The big picture was
important.
Mr. Noble explained that historically, the flow from American Fork varied considerably as

reflected in the figures they had from 1928 through 1988. Those were the only figures available
from the USGS . The peak flow was during the end of May but the peak demand was at the end
of July.
Secondary System Plan Alternative. Two reservoirs were planned with an upper one at the mouth
of Atnerican Fork Canyon and a lower one in the Tri-City Golf Course. They did not show
anything on the south side of the freeway . The reason for that was that they did some studies on
the best way to serve that part of town. It was concluded that there was not enough water
coming out of the canyon to serve all of the City and the south side, too. For the south side they
were left with the options of pumping or using a reclaimed flow from the Timp Sewer Plant. The
cheapest was to pump the water out of the ground. That was the same as culinary. If it was the
same source it did not make sense to have two different distribution systems to deliver the same
water to the south side of town.
The design of the secondary system pressure range was to be between 40 & 90 psi. The system
would need to deliver 6. 78 gpm per irrigated acre to all users at any given time and have a storage
requirement of2,528 gallons per irrigated acre. In an average year 74%, 7,358 acre feet of the
water in the system would come from the American Fork River, 11%, 1,095 acre feet, from CUP
water (assuming 1, 000 acre feet was turned back and the grant was accepted), 9%, 865 acre feet
from the Murdock Canal, and 6%, 604 acre feet from wells. In a drought year, the American
Fork River would only be able to yield about 56% and the difference would need to be made up
through wells.
The cost of the system was $16.9 million. In order to get to build out there were some
improvements that would be needed to the drinking water system including the drilling of
additional wells and large diameter pipelines to distribute the water to the south side of the City.
Those improvements would cost about $6.7 million. The total was $23 .6 million.
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Mr. N able continued that current base water rates were $96 per year that included 6, 000 gallons
per month. The overage rate was $0.60 per 1,000 gallons. The connection fee was $475 plus
additional impact fees . For a single family resident that fee was $1,630 and for multiunit
residential it was $1 ,220 per unit and non-residential was $1220 or higher based on meter size.

With the secondary system in place, there would be an impact on the culinary system. They tried
to have the residents on both sides of the freeway pay about the same amount. Culinary system
users with a secondary systetn would have a base water rate of about $200 for 11 ,000 gallons per
month and an overage rate of $2.25 per 1,000 gallons for users of between 11 ,000 to 22,000
gallons per month and $4.50 per 1,000 gallons for users over 22,000 gallons per month. The
connection fee and impact fee would remain the same.
Culinary system users without a secondary system would have a base rate of $3 3 5 per year that
included 11,000 gallons per month plus 0.33 gallons per month per square foot of lot size. Users
that used between 11 ,000 and 22,000 gallons per month overage per month plus the additional
0.33 gallons per month per square foot of lot size would pay $1.25 per 1,000 gallons and those
that used over 22,000 gallons per month would pay $4 .50 per 1,000 gallons. The connection fee
and impact fees remained the same.
Kevin Bennett noted that the average usage in Utah was 78 gallons per capita per day.
Councilman Hampton noted that they had to look at averages.
Mayor Barratt asked what the average for American Fork City was.
Richard Noble indicated that it was about the same for American Fork. He noted that for the
secondary system the average annual user rate would be about $13 5 per year with a lesser amount
for smaller lots and a greater amount for larger lots. One thing that was not reflected was that the
agricultural shareholders in the American Fork Irrigation Company users would pay essentially the
annual cost per share that they were paying now.
Actions needed to implement the system included a Bond Election if General Obligation bonds
were desired as opposed to Revenue Bonds, pursue the CUP Grant, update the General Plan, an
agreement with the American Fork Irrigation Company as to how they would operate together,
create a City Ordinance that would require developers to install secondary lines and require that
water shares come from American Fork Canyon, and creation of a secondary water utility.
"No Action" Alternative. What happened if a secondary system was not constructed? It did not
mean that you did not have to do anything. You still needed to continue to provide water through
the culinary system. Two additional 4V2 million gallon water tanks would be needed along with
23 miles of additional pipeline that was 10" to 36" in diameter and seven new wells.
They did an evaluation of the cost comparison to treat surface water vs. pumping from wells.
They found that to treat surface water and come up with a comparable amount of water, the
water treatment plant would need to have a capacity of 12 million gallons per day. That cost
would be about $11.7 million. Ifthat cost were amortized at 5% it would be about $939,000 per
year. The annual 0 & M of the treatment cost would be almost $500,000 per year. Assuming the
6

water to be treated would come from CUP, it would cost about $315,000 annually. The
treatment plant would cost about $1 3/4 million per year to operate.
The drilling of wells would cost about $450,000 each and seven would be needed for a total cost
of over $3 million. Spread out, it would be an annual cost of about $250,000. For electricity
annually the cost would be about $360,000. The CUP water still had to be paid. The total from
wells was about $930,000 per year vs. $1 ,750,000 a year for treating water. The "no action"
alternative of pumping water was cheaper.
George Brown asked how they would address the CUP water if it were not treated.
Richard Noble assumed that somehow that would get it exchanged into the wells. He continued
in the "no action" scenario that the City ought to see if a neighboring community wanted to take
the CUP off their hands and the City seek some cheaper water.
It was concluded that the capital costs of the culinary system to get to build out would be about
$16.4 million.

George Brown asked if the study included the fact that there would be complete annexation and
development south of the freeway.
Mr. Noble responded that was assumed on both sides of the equation with build out occurring in
30 years.

Evaluation of Alternatives. At full build out annual water usage for the secondary system would
be about 9,900 acre feet with a total combined usage of about 29,000 acre feet.
The proposed cost for the secondary system including the culinary system itnprovements without
the CUP Grant was about $23 1;2 million. The total annual cost including annualized capital costs
and 0 & M would be just over $3 million.
The proposed cost for the secondary system including the culinary system improvements with the
CUP Grant was about $18 1h million. The total annual cost including annualized capital costs and
0 & M would be about $2 .64 million.
The "no action" alternative with the expansion of the culinary system to build out was about
$16.4 million. The total annual cost including annualized capital costs and 0 & M would be
about $2.59 million.
There was not a lot of difference in the round numbers if it was just an economic comparison of
the costs. Other factors needed to be looked at.
Councilman Hampton commented that since you had to give away 1,000 acre feet to get the $5
million grant, there should be s01ne cost savings or benefit somewhere that brought the top line
costs down a little bit.

7

Richard Noble responded that it worked both ways on giving up the 1,000 acre-feet. You have to
give up the water, but you were also forgiven of the debt associated with that. You get the grant,
you give back the 1,000 acre-feet, and you also are forgiven of the repayment obligation related
to the 1,000 acre-feet. The study assumed that water could be obtained from other sources.
Evaluation of Criteria. Water Conservation was looked at. The Division of Water Resources
considered secondary water systems, by definition, to be water-conserving measures in that they
could conserve high quality water for use indoors. There were about 9,900 acre-feet of water
that could be conserved by that definition. With the "no action" alternative the 9,900 acre-feet
would be high quality water. However, there was a downside to secondary water systems in that
water meters did not work because of the quality of the water and the fact that they were shut
down during part of the year. Some of the larger connections could be metered, but those tneters
were expensive due to the different technology used. There may actually be more water used
because the water would not be metered.
In the culinary alternative all the water would be metered.
Management was looked at. There would be increased responsibility to the City in managing
multiple surface water sources that they did not now have. The "no action" alternative kept those
water sources to a minimum. There would be increased operational maintenance due to having
two systems where with the culinary there was just one. The same was true with administration
and billing. There was some greater ability to manage drought conditions with a secondary
system.
Sources of water were reviewed. With the secondary system there would be the use of multiple
sources whereas the "no action" alternative it was the use of groundwater. The surface sources
could be used with treating in the secondary system, but under the "no action" plan change
applications would need to be made to change the sources to wells. With the current American
Fork Irrigation delivery system there was a lot of conveyance loss. Piping would reduce that.
Some increased maintenance to the end user due to sprinkler heads plugging up because of the
quality of the water might be needed.
Councilman Hampton asked if there was a liability to the City if children of the users somehow
became sick because of drinking the water.
Mr. Noble responded that he did not know if there was liability but possible sickness was an issue.
If the City relied less on wells then there was less of a risk of well failure.

Councilmember Belmont asked if the conveyance loss previously discussed actually helped the
aquifer and the underground recharge.
Mr. Noble stated that it was part of the recharge.

For a secondary system, the City did not presently own enough shares of surface water. The City
could start a system and as the City continued to grow they would need to continue to acquire
surface water. Mr. Noble stated that after evaluating the City's water rights, he felt the City was
8

in pretty good shape and had almost enough ground rights and spring rights to take care of build
out.
With a secondary system the open ditch conveyance would not be needed and the drowning
hazard would be eliminated.
Councilmember Belmont was concerned that if everything was covered and piped, then all the
trees would die next to the existing ditches and then the birds and flyways would go away.
Richard Noble noted that every cotmnunity went through a transition and ditches seemed to go
away as a community grew. It was not proposed to do anything different with the American Fork
River. If the CUP grant was accepted, they would insist that the top part of the river as it went
through the country club and the golf course that there would be water maintained in order to
keep the trees alive.
Grant Leonard commented that this might be one of the worst water years in a long time and it
was a real concern with the irrigation company. Over the long haul, if you don't have a secondary
irrigation system, trees were going to die.
Glenn Roundy added that there were numerous ditches that had to be left open for storm water.
Mr. Noble explained that with a secondary water system there was the potential of a cross
connection contaminating the drinking water. The City would have to have strict Ordinances
dealing with sprinkler connections in order to insure that did not happen.

With a secondary system the public would be exposed to irregular traffic conditions during
construction and the condition of the streets would need to be restored. There would be no
change to streets and roads in the "no action" alternative.
Use of a secondary system would extend the life of the culinary system. Use of a secondary
system may require modifications to existing sprinkling systems. With the "no action" alternative
there were be no modification necessary.
Councilmember Belmont reported that Pleasant Grove residents were not required to turn in their
shares to connect to the secondary system.
Richard Noble stated that they proposed that those who were shareholders would get a reduced
rate. The water would still be delivered through the system. That was the way Alpine City
approached it. Their system would go on line this year.
With a secondary system an agreement would need to be worked out with the American Fork
Irrigation Company as to the 0 & M and liability of the existing system. A secondary system
would also accelerate the elimination of ditches some of which were used for storm drainage.
To finance a secondary system would require a GO Bond or a Revenue Bond. With the "no
action" alternative, improvements to the culinary system could be done on a pay as you go basis.
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Richard Noble stated that the end user cost based on their analysis for the secondary system was
$2,640,000 and the average user would pay $335 per year for both the secondary and culinary
system. The total for the "no action" alternative was $2, 590,000 where the average user would
pay $234 per year. The difference was in the bonding.
Councilman Hampton asked if there were hidden costs with regard to having to install a storm
drainage system.
Mr. Noble responded that they did not do a drainage study, but normally an irrigation system did
not tnake a good drainage system in that the irrigation conveyances were big at the top end and
small at the lower end. The need was just the opposite for a storm system.

George Brown commented that normally it did not, but in this case there were several points
where it fed back into the creek.
Richard Noble stated that the prices shown were based on the first year the system would operate.
What was not shown was that once the bonds were retired, the cost could be lowered.
George Brown explained that it was his understanding that if excess capacity was built into the
system that was the basis for impact fees .
Richard Noble responded that their study did not assume there would be any impact fees.
Mr. Brown stated that the secondary alternative would price out homes south of Atnerican Fork
because once the people on the north have paid out for their system there would be a tremendous
excess capacity. This would have to be converted over to impact fees which would have to be
picked up by those developing south of the freeway . They were not part of the system.
Mr. Noble explained that the proposed plan did not have a secondary system south of the
freeway.

George Brown stated that they would have to pay for tanks and other conveyances and it would
be the same thing.
Councilmember Belmont asked about public hearings.
Mayor Barratt asked what the Council wanted to do . If they want to have public hearings, then
they need to set them up .
Arlo Shelley commented that he had watched this discussion go on for 25 or 3 0 years and they
needed to look at rate structure. He gave encouragement to move ahead and do it.
Mayor Barratt added that by not doing anything, they had all their eggs in one basket.
Metropolitan Water District Chairman Glenn Roundy who also was a member of the Atnerican
Fork Irrigation Board explained that he would hate to see the CUP water go to Salt Lake. It was
10
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needed here. American Fork was the only one left. If the cost could be kept where it was
feasible, it would be supported.
Howard Denney reported that if the City was going to take the $5 million grant they only had
until September.
Councilmember Belmont felt if it were worth doing, it would be worth doing without giving the
water back to CUP.
Richard Noble stated that not only did the $5 million dollars needed to be looked at, but also the
amount that was forgiven . That totaled about $8 million. There was not any water out there that
was going to cost $8,000 an acre-foot.
Grant Leonard added that CUP water right now was $156.30 an acre-foot.
Richard Noble commented that the present value of that was about $3 million.
ADJOURNMENT

May~:a~ ,c[ ihe meeting at 5•17 p.m.
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 7, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on
May 7, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 8:00p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.

Review and action on entering into an executive session to discuss the lease of real
property.
Adjournment.

Dated this 6 day ofMay, 2002.

Yl_ Yh. @1L
Richard M.Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MAY 7, 2002

)

SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on May 7, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 8:07p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman Hunter was excused.
Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, George Brown, and Jess Green.
Councilman Blake offered the prayer.
Mayor Barratt noted that last Saturday was the Olytnpic Memorabilia auction. They gathered up
some of the left over Paralympic Banners and they would be given to the Dan Peterson School
and to the Developmental Center.
Mayor Barratt asked George Brown and Jess Green if they had anything to discuss at this time.
They did not.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO DISCUSS
THE LEASE OF REAL PROPERTY
Councilmember Belmont moved to enter into an Executive Session to discuss the lease of
real property. Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The American Fork City Council entered into an Executive Session commencing at 8:11 p.m.
Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Don
Hampton, and Ricky Storrs. Also present were City Administrator Carl Wanlass and City
Recorder Richard Colborn. The lease of real property was discussed. The Executive Session was
audio recorded as prescribed by State Code.
The Executive Session concluded at 8:51p.m.
Councilmember Belmont moved to return to special session at 8:51 p.m. Councilman
Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt reported that he had been asked what would happen if American Fork lost their
power supply as the City was very dependent on wells. He spoke with Carl Wanlass and it was
determined that they would still have the flow out of the canyon plus one well that had a back up
generator and that also provided backup power for the old hospital.
Councilman Hampton asked how much it would cost to provide that type of backup for other
wells.
1

Mr. Wanlass thought it cost around $100,000 back in 1973 .

Carl Wanlass explained that when the Council approved the current budget there was a position
funded for an accountant/computer specialist. They have filled the computer specialist position by
transferring Lynn Yocum from the Fitness Center. She had all the training and credentials. The
position at the Fitness Center was converted to two part time positions. That has now provided
some adult supervision at night.
Mr. Wanlass continued that he was at a point where he desperately needed to fill the accountant

position. They start training on the new Caselle Software in July. He would like to have that
person on board by July. He would like to begin the advertising for that position now. He asked
for the concurrence of the Council that they would fund that position. The position would be an
Accountant/Assistant Budget Officer. There was an area for finance on the second floor of the
new administration office. The need was there. He assumed the two positions 10 years ago, but
now he could not do both. He averaged four to five meetings per day. He did not mind working
50 hours a week and only took a portion of his allotted vacation days. The Council needed to
consider that there was no one in the City right now that could take his place from a financial
standpoint. He was on the financial end like Rod Despain was on the planning end. Someone
needed to be trained in that position.
Councilman Hampton asked if the preliminary budget was balanced with that position included.
Carl Wanlass stated that it was.
Mayor Barratt expressed that there was a real need for someone just to manage the City. Carl
Wanlass spent a vast amount of time just doing budgetary items that an accountant could take
care of There were a lot of little situations that needed his attention. They had waited in doing
this too long.
Carl W anlass added that he would like to get more involved in deriving some additional revenues
by being more efficient and effective. For example, some Cities have density charges. He did not
know what that was, but it needed to be looked at. Lehi City generated $1 .2 million dollars in
impact fees . Our impact fees needed to be looked at.
Councilmember Belmont asked if the position would be advertised generally.
Carl Wan1ass explained that under the City' s policy it would be advertised internally for three days
and then put out to the general public. The salary was about $45,000 per year plus benefits. This
person would need to be certified with three years experience.
Councilman Hampton noted that there was a security factor available in the public sector that did
not exist in the private sector.
Mayor Barratt asked for the Council's support in allowing this to be done.
ADJOURNMENT
2

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 9:06 p.m. Councilmember Belmont seconded
the motion. All were in favor.

[Jk()Jt
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 9, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, May 9, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Presentation on a broadband Internet service.
Discussion of items for the upcoming May 14, 2002, City Council meeting.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Dated this 1 day ofMay, 2002.

LJ1A-~
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 14, 2002
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on May
14, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows :
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 720 East
Bamberger Drive frotn the existing I -1 to the GC-1 , General Commercial zone.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
*3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation on a broadband Internet service.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation by the Neighbors in Action regarding the Stop Crime Rally on May 17,
2002.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor' s report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Presentation of the tentative budgets for fiscal year ending June 30, 2003.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 720 East
Bamberger Drive from the existing I -1 to the GC-1 , General Commercial zone.
Review and action on a Resolution approving a water transfer agreement with AFCC.
Review and action on allowing an irrevocable letter of credit in lieu of a cash bond to
insure public improvements for an LDS Chapel at 400 North 1100 East.
Review and action on a Sign Ordinance.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Searle Plat B Subdivision consisting of one
lot at 605 West 1040 North.
b.
Review and action on the final plat ofMountain View Place Plat A consisting of
one lot at 145 North 900 East.
Review and action on going to bid for janitorial services.
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the April 16, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the April 25, 2002, work session minutes.

13 .
14.
15.
16.
17.

Review and action on the April30, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the May 2, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the May 7, 2002, special session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 10 day ofMay, 2002.
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City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 14, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on May
14, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows :
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 720 East
Bamberger Drive frotn the existing I-1 to the GC-1 , General Commercial zone.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call .
Twenty minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation by the Neighbors in Action regarding the Stop Crime Rally on May 17,
2002.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor' s report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

Presentation of the tentative budgets for fiscal year ending June 30, 2003 .
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 720 East
Bamberger Drive from the existing I-1 to the GC-1 , General Commercial zone.
Review and action on a Resolution approving a water transfer agreement with AFCC.
Review and action on allowing an irrevocable letter of credit in lieu of a cash bond to
insure public improvements for an LDS Chapel at 400 North 1100 East.
Review and action on a Sign Ordinance.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval ; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Searle Plat B Subdivision consisting of one
lot at 605 West 1040 North.
b.
Review and action on the final plat of Mountain View Place Plat A consisting of
one lot at 145 North 900 East.
Discussion and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperation Agreement
with Timpanogos Special Service District (TSSD) providing for the collection by
American Fork City of certain impact fees assessed by TSSD.
Review and action on a Resolution approving a Storm Water Indemnification Agreement
with the American Heritage School.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperation Agreement with
Orem City for Animal Control Services.
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10.
11.
12.
13 .
14.
15 .
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Review and action on going to bid for janitorial services.
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the April 16, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the April 25, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the April 30, 2002, tninutes.
Review and action on the May 2, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the May 7, 2002, special session minutes.
Review and action on the May 9, 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 6 day ofX a11J002.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MAY 14, 2002
ATTACHMENT
PUBLIC HEARING-7 :20P.M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLI COMMENT REGARDING A
ZONE CHANGE REQUEST AT 720 EAST BAMBERGER DRIVE FROM THE EXISTING I1 TO THE GC-1, GENERAL COMMERCIAL ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on May 14, 2002 in the City Hall, 31
North Church Street, commencing at 7:21 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman
Hampton was excused. Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Jim Hardy, Lynn
Yocum, Terry Fox, Rod Despain, Rick Pence, Steve Christensen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Ginger
Hunter, John Belmont, Judy Price, Ray Jensen, and 4 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding a
zone change at 720 East Bamberger Drive from the I -1 zone to the GC-1 zone. This was a rental
place and was not in confonnance to the existing zoning. He asked for comments.
Councilmember Belmont asked if they were going to continue the U-haul business.
Rod Despain did not know. There was a suggestion that it would be used for an entertainment
type use.
There being no further comment the hearing adjourned at 7:26p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on May 14, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Totn Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman Hampton was excused.
Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Lynn Yocum, Terry Fox, Jim Hardy,
Rod Despain, Rick Pence, Steve Christensen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Ginger Hunter, John
Belmont, Judy Price, Ray Jensen, Jim Cates, George Brown, John Park, and 9 citizens.
Councilman Storrs led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman Blake offered the
prayer.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD -LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Steve Christensen spoke from a written letter concerning the road-resurfacing project on 150
West Street. The letter is included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT. The attitude that
he was getting from the Engineering Department was that there was not a lot of cooperation. He
wanted the Mayor and City Council to know that they were supportive of the project, but wanted
1

some respect from the City and the Engineering Department. As citizens they have put a lot of
effort into the project. They did not want to do the improvements twice.
Carl Wanlass reported that he had talked with Howard Denney about release of the bond money
and he thought that was in process.
Mr. Christensen stated that Howard Denney had told him that it was released. However, they did
have one homeowner that had installed curb and gutter compliant with the engineering
specifications.

Carl Wanlass noted that there were some problems on the 150 West hill and some of the curb and
gutter would need to be replaced as part of the road project and would not be a burden to the
homeowners.
Councilman Storrs noted that a sidewalk was needed.
Steve Christensen agreed and they were all in favor of that. He spent Saturday removing a very
large, very healthy pine tree only to hear rumors that they would move the sidewalk around
obstructions.
Councilmember Belmont asked Howard Denney to meet with Mr. Christensen.
Howard Denney stated that he would meet with Mr. Christensen tonight.
Steve Christensen noted that when the subdivision was approved on December 14, 1999, it was
noted that the City would insure that an adequate bond would be in place. One was not.
George Brown asked about the sale of the Heritage Center.
Mayor Barratt responded that Heritage had still not secured funding. They were working to see
what other options could be worked out. The original sale contract was up. The lease payments
were current.
Kathy Helman stated that they were still watching the KWR Annexation and asked that the
Council listen to the concerns of the citizens regarding the development that was being proposed
and any future plans for City property. They did not want any commercial. Residential zoning
was okay.
Mayor Barratt asked if they would be opposed to a tnedical plaza.
Ms. Helman responded that they were. They bought into a residential neighborhood.
Mayor Barratt asked Rod Despain if this item was on the Planning Commission agenda.
Rod Despain explained that the Commission was working on the annexation agreement. One
element of that was the Ordinance for the neighborhood commercial which was opposite of what
2

was identified at this meeting. Road patterns were being worked on and it would be about a
month before anything significant was ready.
Cheryl Hays echoed the concerns of traffic and impact on roads and also schools.
PRESENTATION ON A BROADBAND INTERNET SERVICE
Lynn Yocum explained that speed was very itnportant. DSDN, Digital Switch Data Network
Technology from SwitchPoint provided this speed. SwitchPoint was not an option for the public
any longer, but the City still had it and it was a very good connection. She wanted to see it come
back to the citizens. The only form of connectivity was SwitchPoint and it was the only unifying
structure. There were some options.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Purchase the SwitchPoint Network that was now up for sale
Seek another provider
Join Utah Valley Community Networks
Join UTOPIA
Do nothing at this time

Purchasing the SwitchPoint Network had advantages of the City owning the network and they
could control and regulate it like a utility. It would encourage economic growth and educational
opportunities.
The disadvantages were that the City would need to add an additional department to handle the
utility and maintenance of equipment. HB 149 did not allow municipalities to sell broadband
directly to consumers. They could own the network, but would need to sell it through a
wholesaler.
King Communications and Ty Optics would like to purchase the network. They would like to
provide services and upgrades. The disadvantage was how long they would be around and the
City would not have control of the network and would receive less revenue.
Utah Valley Community Networks was being put together by several cities in Utah County. It
would be an advantage to switch locally at UVSC. A large switch was already in place. It would
enable all cities to pipe their traffic to that location and then pipe it back out. It was akin to not
having to pay long distance charges any more to call the south part of the County. It would
provide real time links to other locations. Broadband would be purchased at a group quantity.
American Fork, Provo, and Spanish Fork were close to connecting. SwitchPoint had a fiber
backbone from American Fork into Springville. Several elementary schools within American Fork
cannot get good connections. The Governor would like to see this happen and he could announce
Utah as a digital State. It made sense to do it. The UTOPIA group could still switch at UVSC.

)

UTOPIA also could provide this service. They advocated fiber to the home. This has not yet
happened in American Fork. The bond to do it would not be attached to the City.
Lynn Yocum recommended that:
3

1) The City purchase the SwitchPoint network that was in place. There was a really good
pnce.
2) Join UTOPIA. For the initial cost for what they were doing and the research and the
feasibility study that they were doing it would be beneficial. She did not know if the
network would fit with what they were doing. American Fork did not need a total rebuild.
They had a capacity of 100 megabits.
3) Join Utah Valley Community Networks. There was no cost. There would be an interlocal
cooperative agreement.
She asked if there were any questions.
A lady asked how the City was still able to use the system.
Lynn Yocum responded that the system was not turned off.
Mayor Barratt explained that the City was given the service from SwitchPoint when they came
into the Community.
The lady was concerned that if the City bought it, that the technology might become obsolete.
Lynn Yocum explained that it was how the Internet operated.
Orem City employee, and American Fork resident John Park explained that the fiber optic
network could carry more capacity than ever was imagined. The beauty was the switches at the
end. They were expensive. Once the fiber optics were in the ground, it was only the switches
that would be changed.
Lynn Yocum noted that SwitchPoint installed a big fiber optic link, 72 bundles, that went all the
way around the City.
The lady noted that SwitchPoint had problems and she did not think that all of the bugs were
worked out.
Ms. Yocum responded that they had a problem with their DC current. Once they got it stabilized
in City Hall, they had not been down very much. She felt the City could run the system. Billing
was already in place. They had a space and other items.
Rick Pence asked what the cost of technical support would be and how many technicians would
be needed.
Lynn Yocum guessed that three would be enough. SwitchPoint failed in the quality of service.
The support was especially needed between 4:00p.m. and 8:00p.m.
Rick Pence asked if that included internal and external wiring and outside support. Ms. Yocum
responded that it did.
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Jim Hardy noted this was not telephone lines.
Lynn Yocum stated that it was not. It was a TCPI network that could offer cable TV, streaming
video, telephones, and the Internet.
They use this now in Wideopen West in Denver, but there were still some bugs in residential use.
Their mesh technology was able to reroute around problems beautifully.
Jay Christensen asked if the Utah Valley Network was the same as UTOPIA.
Lynn Yocum responded that UTOPIA was different. UTOPIA was well designed for
communities who had nothing. Utah Valley Community Network did not care about what the
network was. By purchasing a local switch it kept the speed quicker.
John Park noted there was a telephone company in Las Vegas that had their switch in Salt Lake
City.
Jay Christensen asked if fiber optics were in a conduit.
Mr. Park responded that they were either in a conduit or a hard clad cable.

John Park continued that when he was Assistant City Manager in Orem he was asked to find a
way to provide high speed Internet to every citizen in Orem. He agreed with everything that Lynn
Yocum had said this evening. They put a small taskforce together and interviewed hundreds of
people and found out that for our economy to stay healthy and stay on top of the technological
edge that they had been noted for, they had to be able to provide very high speeds to the business
areas and they had to teach the building owners. Also, when Word Perfect was up and going and
when those layoffs would come, the economy expanded because those people had been working
on other things and were able to go into other businesses. They needed to find a way for the City
to do the services locally. Having high speed locally would provide for micro businesses to be
developed in basements. DSL was really good, if you were within about 1,000 feet of the
exchange. In their typical business centers they were having people leave because they could not
get high speed. In a survey of citizens in Orem, there was really no alternative. In his Hillcrest
neighborhood they missed SwitchPoint. They could not find anything else. Sprint had reached
the maximum on their satellite system. They were waiting for the next generation.
Mr. Park added that to solve that problem UTOPIA was formed with 18 members comprising a
population of a half million people and about 200,000 homes. That was significant because of the
business plan UTOPIA was trying to put into place. UTOPIA was an Interlocal Entity and was a
different level of government. They had the ability to bond and they had the ability to tax. Their
business plan was that they have an infrastructure that was completely open where anyone could
come in and hook on at the operations center and provide services to people in the cotnmunity.
There would then another option for cable TV and telephone. UTOPIA was negotiating with
providers. UTOPIA would go to the bond market and sell the bonds. The only thing that that the
bond holders held were the contracts with the providers. The beauty of being one level below a
City, was that obligation was not the City' s; it was UTOPIA's.
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John Park explained that another very important thing to UTOPIA was a Carrier Class System.
He explained that the reliability of the "5-9's" meant that 99.999% of the time there was total
services. There wasn't a slowdown or break in service. He explained the "backhoe conspiracy"
that was the construction work that went on. The Carrier Class System was such that service
could be rerouted quickly. They had the ability to "scale-up." Right now there were 100 megs.
It could be upped to a "gig" with a change in the boxes.
Mr. Park explained that the main difference between UTOPIA and a City owned system was that
it was one step away and there were economies of scale going with providers of services. The
cost of UTOPIA was born entirely by the providers. In their business plan they felt they could
provide four voiceover IT telephone lines with 3,000 minutes of long distance per month, digital
quality television, and speeds six times faster than DSL for about $150 per month. They had over
4,000 providers that were able connect to the operations center. He did not believe that they
would every use that many. It was very important to cities that each individual provider would
not need to dig up the roads. It was time that cities realized that networks and fiber optics was as
important as roads, sewer, and water and those kinds of things. An open infrastructure was
equally important.

Judy Price expressed concern about a monopoly.
Mr. Park was opposed to a monopoly. One of the probletns with a system like Spanish Fork and
Provo was that they signed with one provider. In an open infrastructure UTOPIA "owned the
road and anyone that wanted to pay the toll could go over the road."

Jim Hardy asked if they could have just the Internet through UTOPIA. Mr. Park responded that
they could.
Rick Pence asked if UTOPIA was the broker.
John Park explained that UTOPIA would own the road. The reason for that was that they had the
ability to negotiate broad contracts. American Fork would have its own loop and connection to
the operations center.
Councilman Blake asked who was in UTOPIA.
Mr. Park responded that the members of UTOPIA included Cedar Hills, Payson, and Orem in
Utah County. Their systems were not running. Murray had a system running. West Valley,
Sandy City, South Jordan, Roy, Cedar City, and Layton were some that were also in.

Bill Jacob noted that SwitchPoint infrastructure was still in the area. If the City bought it, the
citizens would have to bond. Under UTOPIA they were in competition to what the City wanted.
John Park responded that unless American Fork decided to join UTOPIA, UTOPIA would not be
in American Fork. If they joined UTOPIA, they would not need their own IT department.
Mr. Jacob expressed his understanding that if they went with UTOPIA, the bond would not be
based on the citizens and they would not be at risk.
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Mr. Park stated that was right.

Bill Jacob continued that under the American Fork presentation, the citizens would be at risk with
the bond and not so under UTOPIA.
John Park explained that if UTOPIA failed, the bondholders would have the right to take over the
network and the contracts. He added that one of the differences between SwitchPoint and
UTOPIA was that UTOPIA would use an open infrastructure.
George Brown noted they would use revenue bonds instead of GO bonds.
Mr. Park responded that would be the case.

George Brown asked if it was a special improvement district.
John Park answered that both special improvement district and an Interlocal Entity were created
under State Law but were different animals.
Mayor thanked John Park and Lynn Yocum for their presentations.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
Mayor Barratt announced that Ray Greenwood was the recipient of a Community Service Award
for his service as an American Fork Metropolitan Water Board Member. In his absence it would
be delivered to him.
There was general applause.
PRESENTATION BY THE NEIGHBORS IN ACTION REGARDING THE STOP CRIME
RALLY ON MAY 17, 2002
Judy Price explained that there was a Stop Crime Rally planned for May 17, 2002, at 11 :00 a.m.
in Robinson Park. There would be speakers and they would hold hands and create a symbolic
barrier to keep out crime. This was a war against met amphetamine, cocaine, pornography, and
Internet pornography. The Neighbors in Action, mothers and fathers, will stand together and
speak out. It was hoped that it would lessen the pain that some people were going through.
Answers came with education.
Janice Otteson thanked the police for their fast response recently to her front door. A few years
ago she lost a son to cocaine. If they had turned him into police, he might be alive. Leaving a
porch light on helped to prevent crime. It was happening in the community.
Ginger Hunter explained her interest in American Fork. She felt many were burying their heads in
the sand and felt that it would not happen to them. One could smell met amphetamine. If you do,
or suspect it, you have the responsibility to inform the police. Open your eyes. New young
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families have moved here because this was a wonderful place to be. Drugs have also come in.
There was a great deal of respect for our police.
Ms. Otteson explained that Officer Bockman reported that Salt Lake and Utah Counties led the
nation in met amphetamine production. There was a need to watch for cars and people coming
for just a few minutes. Watch also for changes in behavior.
Judy Price concluded that they needed to get tough on criminals so that rights were not taken
away from law-abiding citizens. This was time to recognize this was bigger than all of us and that
we must work together to fight crime. Neighborhood Watch programs needed to grow to help
with this effort as well.
There was general applause.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
The City Administrator had nothing to report at this time.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmember Belmont reported that there would be a report on parks from the Beautification
Committee, Neighbors in Action, and Recreation Committee at the next meeting.
Councilmember Belmont asked that the Survey Maps and the Historical District Maps find a
place to be hung in City Hall, perhaps in the Council Chambers.
Councilmember Belmont explained that Enforcement Officer Jim Hardy was placing notices on
those that parked snowmobiles, trailers, motorhomes, campers, dump trucks, on City streets. She
reported that she had spoken with the police department and they would be increasing their
engagement with defenders. It was a traffic problem, a hazard for children, and unsightly.
Councilmember Belmont reported that on May 9, the State of Utah held an annual workshop for
historic preservation, restoration of structures in historic districts and older neighborhoods, and
main street renovations. She encouraged the Council to tnark their calendar for April of next year
to attend.
Councilmember Belmont asked for a report from Kevin Bennett in the near future on the status of
the easement on the clock. She asked about the status of the fountains on Main Street.
Mayor Barratt responded that they would not have the fountains flowing . The use of an on-off
valve may be used.
Councilman Hunter had nothing to report at this time.
Councilman Blake had no items this evening.
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Councilman Storrs reported that Steel Days was coming up . The Cemetery Committee was
getting ready for Memorial Day and also for their pageant in July and August.
MAYOR' S REPORT
Mayor Barratt had nothing to report at this titne.
ACTION ITEMS
PRESENTATION OF THE TENTATIVE BUDGETS FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE
30,2003
Carl Wanlass presented the proposed budget for fiscal year 2002-2003 . This budget was subject
to modifications as they went through the process. He presented the budget highlights.
REVENUES
1. An increase in property tax revenue in the amount of$225,000, a 15% increase. This
would increase the certified tax rate by .00031 , in which $70,000 would be applied to tort
liability insurance and $15 5,000 applied to general operations.
2. An increase in garbage fees in the amount of .30¢ per residential customer, a 3% increase.
This is a CPI increase requested by BFI, the City' s contract provider.
3. A projected lease and O&M income in the amount of$350,000 from the State Court
Administrator' s Office for their proportionate share of bond debt service payments and
maintenance costs.
4. An estimated annual increase of$100,000 in Parks & Recreation Impact Fees. This
amount could change following the completion of the impact fee analysis that is currently
m progress.
5. The use of $200,000 from the General Fund cash surplus to fund needed Capital
Improvements.
6. An increase in sewer rates in the amount of $4.95 per residential customer (18% increase
for other users) to fund general operational expenses.
EXPENDITURES
1. The budget did not include raises (cost of living or performance evaluation increases) to
full-time employees. Part-time and temporary wages would be frozen at their current
level.
2. Standby pay for Water, Streets, Maintenance, and Parks Departments included a
recommended change from $50 .00 per week to $1.25 per hour. This was consistent with
other cities and impacts the budget by $7,500.
3. The Executive Department includes $25,000 for publishing costs for the History Book of
American Fork City. The book' s tentative completion date should be the early part of
2003 .
4. Information Technology Department reflects the full time position being funded for the
full budget year.
5. The Buildings and Grounds Department includes increases in utility costs and janitorial
services for the new police/courts facility and remodeled adtninistrative building.
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6. The Literacy Center Departtnent reflects the full time person being funded for the full
budget year.
7. The Debt Service increase of $535 ,000 is for bond payments for the police/courts and
fire/ambulance facilities .
8. The Celebration Comtnittee budget includes $18,500 for the City' s 150th year celebration.
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
1. Significant items include:
a. $100,000 for the downtown parking project.
b. $2,500,000 for multi-park improvements.
c. $137,000 third payment for Hunter Park.
d. $100,000 down payment for cemetery property acquisition.
e. $2,500,000 for the fire/ambulance facility.
f $100,000 to remodel the current City Hall.
PERSONNEL
1. Additional full time positions:
a.
Accountant/ Assistant Budget Officer
b.
Assistant Planner
c.
Assistant Engineer
d.
Maintenance Person
e.
Police Secretary
2. Additional part time funding :
a.
Adininistration Secretary
b.
Police Secretary
c.
Parks Maintenance
d.
Streets Maintenance
The budget as presented was balanced. If the Council decided that a property tax increase was
not appropriate the budget would need to be adopted by June 22, 2002. Work Sessions were
needed to review the budget and a public hearing would need to be held. He suggested that the
public hearing be held on June 11 , 2002 and on June 18, 2002 that they adopt the budget if there
was no tax increase and adopt a tentative budget if there was a proposed property tax increase. If
a property tax increase was proposed, a hearing on the increase would be held on August 6, 2002,
with budget adoption with or without the increase on August 13, 2002.
Mr. Wanlass then reviewed the combined funds with the Council. The proposed revenue budget

was $27,932,900.
The Council decided to hold budget work sessions on May 16, 2002, at 4:00p.m.; May 21 , 2002,
at 6:00p.m. ; and May 23 , 2002, in conjunction with the regular work session at 4:00p.m.
Bill Jacob asked if both the big and little book of the budget were available. Mayor Barratt
responded that they were.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST
AT 720 EAST BAMBERGER DRIVE FROM THE EXISTING I-1 TO THE GC-1, GENERAL
COMMERCIAL ZONE
Rod Despain stated that they had looked at the entire use of the area and determined that the area
should go to cotrunercial use. Some of it already was. This had been reviewed and recommended
by the Planning Commission.
Councilman Hunter moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-05-15 .approving a zone change at
720 East Bamberger Drive from the existing 1-1 to the GC-1 zone. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING A WATER TRANSFER
AGREEMENT WITH AFCC
Mayor Barratt noted that this was provided late this afternoon but had been reviewed by Kevin
Bennett.
Rod Despain explained that this was the water rights conveyance component of the Meadows
Project at 875 West State Road . Water rights needed to go through the process through the State
Engineer to change its use to municipal purposes. He believed that the water rights proposed to
come to the City had a strong probability of being approved by the State Engineer. The amounts
were just about what was needed for the project. The agreement kept the water right burden on
AFCC and was consistent with the policies taken by the City in regard to water rights acquisition.
He noted that Kevin Bennett suggested a change in that they have a receipt of the Change
Application by the State Engineer, Attachment C.
George Brown asked the source of the water.
Rod Despain responded that there was a block of American Fork Irrigation Shares and wells on
site.
Councilman Blake noted that the agreement gave the City the right to exercise the option on any
excess rights.
Rod Despain explained that Mr. Mendenhall believed there was going to be a lot more water
approved for exchange than he did. The City required 281 acre-feet of water. They were only
applying for 287 acre-feet. The City had the right to accept it or not. Any surplus would be a
limited amount. This was fifth or sixth agreement the City has completed with the subject matter
being basically the same.
Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-05-24R approving a water transfer
agreement with AFCC. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. Councilman Blake
added to his motion the requested condition of the replacement copy of Attachment C
regarding the receipt of the Change Application by the State Engineer. Councilman
Hunter agreed with his second. All were in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACITON ON ALLOWING AN IRREVOCABLE LETTER OF CREDIT IN
LIEU OF A CASH BOND TO INSURE PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS FOR AN LDS CHAPEL
AT 400 NORTH 1100 EAST
This item was off the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SIGN ORDINANCE
Councilmember Belmont reported that she had a lot of questions and asked that it be delayed to
the next tneeting.
Councilman Blake asked for a recap on the changes from the current Ordinance.
Carl W anlass explained that this item was addressed in a public hearing and by the City Council in
August of last year. It was tabled due to pressure from the downtown people. There was a
developer that was waiting for it to be adopted.
Rod Despain reported that there was no action because the downtown wanted to make
suggestions. He had not seen them.
George Brown stated that he was a member of Downtown American Fork Inc. and he did not
know it was on the agenda. He would like to see it delayed. Downtown American Fork Inc. was
preparing a presentation to the City that was going to address the sign Ordinance in the end of
May or first of June.
Mayor Barratt stated that this was just in limbo. He did not know if two weeks made a big
difference. He would not be here in two weeks.
Councilman Blake stated that he would not be in attendance on the 28th.
Mayor Barratt added that the downtown had asked for A-frame signs and had provided a list of
dates for the allowance of A-frame signs. There was nothing that the City was not willing to do .
Councilmember Belmont stated that she had other questions as well. Particularly she had a
question on enforcement regarding real estate signs.
Mayor Barratt reiterated that he had a work session scheduled on the Thursday before Council
meetings at 4:00p.m. That was a meeting that should be attended. That was the meeting where
these documents were handed out. Councilman Hunter was the only one that showed up . He
would appreciate attendance at those meetings.

)

Rod Despain stated if there were a proposal to change the Ordinance from that which the
Planning Commission recommended, it would need to be sent back to the Planning Commission
to incorporate the changes. The only opportunity for adoption at this time would be to adopt it as
recommended by the Planning Commission. He identified the changes as being:
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1. Second pylon signs were allowable for properties that had frontages on more than one
street. Old Towne Square at 500 East and State.
Mayor Barratt added that Steve Larson had been waiting since last August for this adoption.
2. Clarification of terms.
3. Clarification of the sign overlay zone areas.
4. It added the allowance of portable, banner, and handbill signs.
Rod Despain concluded that as a result of the hearing, the request was that some further
modification that would be unique to the downtown be included. No action was taken.
Councilmember Belmont asked if Steve Larson was the one that wanted this hurried up and
adopted.
Mayor Barratt responded that Mr. Larson had been waiting and that Mr. Larson felt his business
was suffering.
Councilmember Belmont commented that some of the signs that Woodbury wanted were not
allowed.
Rod Despain acknowledged that in all probability there would be further amendments to this. In
the short-term, he felt it was all right.
Councilman Blake felt that one approach that should be considered was with the historic zone. It
could be considered after this adoption.
Councilmember Belmont asked Rod Despain who enforced signs not requiring a permit and
project identification signs. Mr. Patterson still had one on his very first apartment house.
Rod Despain responded that there was no change to signs not requiring a permit section. The
enforcement was that it was a violation of the zoning ordinance and if that was not being enforced
that was a separate issue. The Ordinance was plenty adequate.
Councilmember Belmont wanted to see more enforcement.
Councilman Storrs had no problem with the adoption of the Ordinance with the thought that it
would be coming back for amendment.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-05-16 approving a new sign
Ordinance. Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Councilmember Belmont agreed and expected it back before the Council.
Bill Jacob asked what the geographical area was that defined the downtown folks.
Mayor Barratt responded that generally it was 100 East to 100 West along Main Street.
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Rod Despain noted that it was different from the area represented by the CC-1 zone.
All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt asked if the scheduled work sessions were going to continue to work on Thursdays
prior to Council meeting at 4:00p.m. There had not been good attendance lately.
Councilman Blake felt that 5:00 p.m. would be better as did Councilman Storrs.
Mayor Barratt stated that he had a meeting on the first Thursday.
Councilman Hunter suggested that the first meeting of the month be at 4:00 p.m. and the second
at 5:00p.m.
Mayor Barratt agreed and announced that schedule would begin in June.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS,
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL: 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS: 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION: AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN
THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO
HAVE THE PLAT RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the final plat of Searle Plat B Subdivision consisting of one lot at
605 West 1040 North
Councilman Storrs moved approval of the final plat of Searle Hills Plat B
Subdivision, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the
dedications and have the plat recorded subject to: 1) Piping of the irrigation
ditch serving the adjacent agricultural lands to ensure that irrigation water
would not impact the dwellings within and adjacent to the subdivision, as
directed by the City Engineer; 2) Receipt of approval from the irrigation
company; and 3) Posting of a bond to secure completion of construction of
required improvements. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Julianne Hunter reported that the Irrigation Company had issued a note that their
treatment of the ditch was sufficient.
All were in favor.

b.

Review and action on the final plat of Mountain View Place Plat A Subdivision
consisting of one lot at 145 North 900 East
Councilmember Belmont explained that she had a conflict of interest in this matter in
that the property belonged to her mother. She would be voting.
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Councilman Storrs moved approval of the final plat of Mountain View Place
Subdivision Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plan, accept
the dedications, and have the plat recorded subject to: 1) Correction of the
engineering drawings as specified by the City Engineer, and 2) Posting of a bond
to secure the completion of construction of the required improvements.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON GOING TO BID FOR JANITORIAL SERVICES

Councilmember Belmont moved to go to bid for Janitorial Services for the Police and
Courts Building. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake asked what was being done in the current public safety building.
Carl W an1ass noted that it was now contracted out.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS
Councilman Hunter reported that Councilman Hampton asked him to make a correction on the
term of the appointment of Barbara Christiansen to the Library Board to 2005 instead of2003
and also to appoint Judy Anderson to the Library Board with a term to expire in 2005 .

Councilman Hunter moved to approve the change in the term of Barbara Christiansen to
2005 and the appointment of Judy Anderson to the Library Board to 2005. Councilman
Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Councilman Hunter reported that the Planning Commission at their May 1, 2002 meeting
discussed the proposed road alignment for 900 West Street; discussed proposed accessory
structures at 145 West 640 North; approved with conditions the preliminary and final plats of
Mountain View Place Plat A Subdivision consisting of 1lot at 145 North 900 East; approved with
conditions a revised site plan for Jack & Jill Bowling at 105 South 700 East; approved with
conditions a site plan for Johnson Motor Company at 275 West Main Street; approved the
annexation agreement for the Roberts Annexation consisting of 4.04 acres at 580 North 1100
East; discussed the annexation agreement for the Carlisle Addition Annexation #5 consisting of
27.3 acres at 1200 North 900 East; and discussed changes to the Development Code.
As a result of this meeting, a public hearing for the place of the Roberts Annexation in the R19000 zone has been set for May 28, 2002, at 6:50p.m.
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REVIEW AND ACITON ON THE APRIL 16, 2002, MINUTES
This item was postponed.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 25, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilmember Belmont moved approval of the second draft of the April 25, 2002, work
session minutes as presented. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. Voting was as
follows: Aye, Councilmembers Belmont, Storrs, and Blake. Abstain, Councilman Hunter.
The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 30, 2002, MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the April 30, 2002, minutes as presented.
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 2, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilmember Belmont moved approval of the May 2, 2002, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 7, 2002, SPECIAL SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the May 7, 2002, special session minutes as
presented. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Storrs, Blake, and Belmont. Abstain, Councilman Hunter. The motion
carried.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hunter moved approval of the City bills for payment as reviewed by the
Finance Committee. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman Storrs moved approval of the purchase requests over $1,000. Councilman
Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman Hunter moved approval of the manually prepared checks. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilmember Belmont moved adjournment at 9:50 p.m. Councilman Storrs seconded
the motion. All w

rl__ I\.
Richard M. Colborn, City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO 5-14-02 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 2
May 14, 2002
American Fork City Council
31 N Church St
American Fork, UT 84003
Re: Martin Subdivision; Improvements and money spent for improvements by
homeowners.
Dear City Council,

)

This letter's purpose is to express the cooperative attitude by the Martin
Subdivision homeowners toward street improvements, and also to express concern for
bond money respect by city officials concerning the above-mentioned improvements.
As homeowners we have continually complied with the desires of the city as directed by
the Engineering and Building departments concerning the improvements to the Martin
Subdivision (approximately 1002- 1008 N 150 W).
We have removed existing curb and gutter, trees, and asphalt; paid out of pocket
for surveying and contractor work, installed new curb and gutter (to the 1008 lot), and
spent countless hours getting bids and arranging contracted work. All of this was an
attempt to comply with the cities requirement to have the improvements completed to this
subdivision.
At current time, Steven Christensen has spent a great deal of time trying to
coordinate a concrete contractor to work in conjunction with Valley Asphalt on the
resurfacing project on 150 W. Steven had called and talked with Howard Denney on a
number of occasions, getting authorization from Howard to contract Gene Peterson
Concrete for the job of installing the remaining curb/gutter and sidewalk to the Martin
Subdivision. Howard Denney even told Steven Christensen that he (Howard) had
contacted both The Bank Of American Fork and Brent Martin, concerning the bond, and
had received release of this money, plus interest, from The Bank Of American Fork into
the cities own accounts (sum total of $13, 100).
On Monday May 13, 2002 the resurfacing project got underway, only to be put to
halt before Y2 days work was even completed. It wasn't until work was underway that the
city's Engineering and Public W arks departments realized that they could not make the
planned changes to the hill section of 150 W without endangering the water main to
frost/freeze damage. Thus the halt to construction work.
Steven Christensen has called the Engineering department between 8 and 10 times
since the work was halted, asking to speak with Howard Denney each time. At this time
Steven has not received a return call from Howard Denney. Steven's concerns are based
in the commitment that was given to Gene Peterson Concrete, and the work completed
thus far, and the money that could possible be wasted by reworking and delay.
To date (May 14,2002) there are rumors of removal of the curb and gutter that
was installed by the homeowners, and a possible grade change to the entire hill section.
All of this is fine, if it is understood that all expenses by the Martin Subdivision
homeowners are to be reimbursed from the bond. Any additional expenses required for
the redoing of curb and gutter, surveying, or any other rework is to be at the city's
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expense and not touch the bond money allocated for improvements to the Martin
Subdivision. This needs to be so because the work completed to date was approved by
the city' s Engineering department and complied with the cross sections and elevations
according to the approved engineering. To date no homeowner has been reimbursed for
any expense.
Original Bond; Estimations
Brent Martin and D .H. Jenson Associates put the original bond together. The bond was
grossly underestimated with a total of$12,318. This money was to cover the following
items:
$900.00
Two (2) sets of Sewer and Water Laterals
$3,720.00
Paving- Clearing/Grubbing and 4000 sp. ft of base and asphalt
$6,168.00
Curb-Gutter and Sidewalk- 368l.f.
Monuments (2)
$410.00
Total of Original Bond
$12,318.00
In September of 2001, Gerber Construction submitted a bid for concrete and the clearing
and base associated with that concrete to the sum of$10,800. This leaves no money for
laterals, paving, clearing, grubbing, or monuments.

)

T o current the homeowners have spent the £0 11OWing ( amounts are approXlmaf1ons) :
Jerry Anderson (110 l.f. Curb and Gutter)
$1,500.00
Jerry Anderson (Surveying)
$275.00
Steven Christensen (Surveying)
$200.00
Jerry Anderson (Laterals)
$2,300.00
Steven Christensen (Laterals)
$2,700.00)
Total of homeowner expenses
$6,975.00

As residents of the Martin Subdivision we are expressing our concerns and are in hope
that this issue will be taken care of in a professional, timely, and responsible manner.
Sincerely,

)

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 16,2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on Thursday,
May 16, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 4:00 p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION

1.
2.
3.

Review and discussion of the proposed budgets for :fiscal year ending June 30, 2003 .
Other business.
Adjournment.

Dated this 14 day ofMay, 2002.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
J
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The American Fork City Council met in a work session on May 16, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 4:05p.m. Those present included Council members Juel Belmont, Keith Blake,
Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Carl Wanlass, Kevin Bennett, Jared
Hawkins, Howard Denney, Jay Christensen, Terry Fox, Pam Hunsaker, Christie Reimschussel,
Rod Despain, Melanie Marsh, and George Brown.
Kevin Bennett introduced Jared Hawkins, a BYU Law Student, who will be doing an internship
in his office for the summer.
REVIEW AND DISCUSSION OF THE PROPOSED BUDGETS FOR FISCAL YEAR
ENDING JUNE 30, 2003
Mr. Wanlass stated that he is proposing a property tax increase of 15% for the residential portion.
He recommended that the tax increase be applied in two separate levies (1) $70,000 be applied to
tort liability insurance and (2) $155,000 be applied to general operations.
Mr. Wanlass said one reason he is proposing a tax increase is because the City's liability
insurance rate is going to increase by 50%. It was discussed that one reason the City' s liability
insurance rate is increasing is because of the number of claims. Mr. W anlass pointed out the
City's claim ratio is about 166 percent. He said that the City's insurance agent is currently
looking for other insurance carriers to handle the City's liability insurance. He reported that the
City is currently looking at St. Paul.
Councilman Blake said he has had good experience with St. Paul. He said he would like the City
to obtain quotes from other insurance companies.
Councilman Blake said he would like to look at other ways of increasing revenues other than a
property tax increase.
Mr. Wanlass said he would welcome suggestions on ways to increase revenues other than
increasing property taxes.
Council member Belmont said she is opposed to tax increases. She said so many people are on a
fixed income and there are many senior citizens living on social security. She said she does not
want to see a property tax increase.
Mr. Wanlass said if the proposed tax increase is computed based on a $200,000 home that would
be a $34 a year increase per resident.
Councilman Hunter said there comes a time when a tax increase is needed to help the City run.
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Council member Belmont said she understands that sometimes tax increases are needed, but so
many people who have lived in American Fork for many years are moving to other cities. She
said people are moving to other cities because they want a bigger lot to live on. She said
American Fork City is losing people to Highland, Alpine, and Cedar Hills. She said it is easy to
say the tax increase is needed, but if the tax increase is approved it will be on the backs of people
who live in smaller homes on smaller lots and on the backs of older people.
Councilman Blake said it is an economically difficult time right now. He pointed out that Provo
City is currently cutting back 29 positions.
Mr. Wanlass stated that 29 people are not really losing their jobs at Provo City. He said it is
more of a restructuring effort.
Mr. Wanlass stated that each City is different. He said that he is recommending no increases in
wages for the employees, but Lehi is going with a 7% increase in employee wages.
Chief Fox stated that if the City does not approve a wage increase this year it will be the second
year in a row that the employees have fallen behind.
Councilman Blake asked how American Fork City compares with Lehi City relative to wages.
Mr. Wanlass said in some areas Lehi's wages are better than American Fork City's.
Councilman Blake asked what the impetus is for Lehi going with a 7% increase in wages.
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Mr. W anlass stated that he did not know why Lehi was going with a 7% increase. He pointed
out that Lehi has the highest tax rate in Utah County.
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Council member Belmont said she agrees with Councilman Storrs in that she hates to see the
City hire more employees when the existing employees are not being taken care. She said it does
not seem right to hire new employees and freeze the wages of the existing employees.
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Councilman Storrs said he hates raising property taxes too, but he hates to see the City not give
the employees a cost of living raise. He said he has a hard time hiring more employees when
they are not taking care of the existing employees.

Chief Fox reported the following police personnel statistics for some other cities:
Bountiful:
Tooele:
Park City:
Clearfield:

33 police officers and
26 police officers and
24 police officers and
27 police officers and

14 secretaries
8 secretaries
8 secretaries
14 secretaries

Chief Fox stated that American Fork City has not added a secretary since 1984. He said
American Fork City currently has four secretaries. He said the Police Department is to the point
that it can't keep up with the current demands.
Councilman Storrs said his concern is that the City might lose its existing employees if they are
not taken care of.
(City Council Work Session- May 16, 2002)
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Councilman Blake asked how American Fork City compares with other cities in regards to
salaries.
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Mr. Wanlass said some of American Fork City's salaries are right in the middle and some are
lower and some are higher. He said American Fork City is not at the top or the bottom on any of
the salaries for the various positions.
Council member Belmont asked if the police officers are doing a lot of the work themselves now
that they have computers in their cars.
Chief Fox said the police officers are doing a lot of the work themselves, but there are some
reports that they can't prepare. He said the officers can input some information, but they can't
complete all the information that is needed for juvenile court, for the County Attorney, and for
those attorneys that request cases.
Chief Fox said he agrees that he would rather give the existing full-time employees a raise, but
they also need additional employees so they can function.
Councilman Storrs stated that the Parks Department also needs more employees because more
parks have been added to the City.
Mr. W anlass reported that when he was preparing the budget he plugged in a 1% increase and a
$50 a month performance increase for 6 months and the impact on the budget was about
$160,000 for all full-time employees.
Councilman Blake asked why capital improvements is projected as half a million dollars less
than it was last year.
In response to Councilman Blake's above question, Mr. Wanlass said "to balance the budget."
Councilman Blake asked what kinds of capital improvement projects they did this year that will
not be done next year.
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Mr. W anlass said the criteria was not to look at what was done this year and what will be done
next year. He said after he finished balancing the budget he only had X amount of dollars for
capital improvements.
Councilman Blake asked what the City bought this year.
Mr. Wanlass said the remodel of the UP& L building is one project, the City bought the loader,
and $200,000 worth of police equipment.
Council member Belmont said she lays awake at night thinking about how much the City is
spending on the remodel of the UP&L Building and now there is talk about freezing salaries.
Pam Hunsaker said she would gladly give her wages for three years to have the UP&L Building.
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Council member Belmont said the remodel of the UP&L Building was more money than she
thought it would be.
(City Council Work Session- May 16, 2002)
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Mr. W anlass said he does not know why the cost of the remodel of the UP &L Building is a
surprise to anyone because at the City Council Retreat it was discussed that the remodel would
cost between $500,000 and $700,000.
Councilman Blake pointed out that the remodel of the UP &L building is not a budget issue for
this year's budget.
Councilman Storrs asked if the remodel of the City Hall in the amount of$100,000 is something
that needs to be done right away.
Mr. W anlass said the remodel to City Hall is essential, if the City wants to keep the building
functional. He said every time there is a windstorm shingles come off the roof. He said there are
also sparrows in the attic.
Council member Belmont said she is currently applying for a grant through the National Utah
Heritage Foundation and she has to have the application in by June 1, 2002, which should give
the City up to $10,000. She said if the grant is obtained the City should be able to get an
evaluation from a firm that works with historic buildings. She said the evaluation should tell the
City what is needed and how much it will cost to restore City Hall.
Councilman Storrs said the City can't let the roof go unrepaired.
Mr. W anlass said the remodel for City Hall is just to repair the essential things like cracks in the
walls and the banisters.
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Council member Belmont pointed out that the banisters were replaced with the last remodel.
Mr. Wanlass said the banisters were replaced in 1988, but there are places where the banisters
are in bad shape and he is worried that someone will fall through them.
Councilman Blake asked why it is projected that the sales tax will be lower.
Mr. Wanlass said the reason the sales tax is projected lower is because $270,000 of the sales tax
was from the Olympics.
Councilman Blake said the sales tax still grew by $300,000 without the Olympics. He asked
why Mr. Wanlass does not feel the sales tax will increase again this year.
Mr. Wanlass said he is nervous about the sales tax. He said American Fork has "bucked" the
trend of the neighboring cities. He stated that Provo and Salt Lake City's sales tax decreased this
year. He said Provo is reporting a 10% decrease in sales tax. He reported that the last sales tax
distribution was the lowest on a percentage basis for the whole year.
Councilman Blake said car dealerships are a good source of sales tax.
Mr. Wanlass said car dealerships are a good source of sales tax, but they are also the most
volatile. He said a car is the last thing someone is going to buy when there are economically
hard times.
(City Council Work Session - May 16, 2002)
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Councilman Storrs asked if the City will be hurt if the City loses Kmart.
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Mr. Wanlass reported that Kmart has announced that in July it is going to be announcing the
closure of700 more stores. He said Kmart provides about $100,000 a year in sales tax to the
City.
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There was some discussion about when the new Wal-Mart will be opened. It was discussed that
Wal-Mart is about a year out as well as Target.
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Council member Belmont pointed out that Smith's sales are down about 50%.
Mr. Wanlass said Smith's has been constant since Albertson's opened. He said for the last five
years Smith's has done about 50% of what Albertson's does.
There was some discussion about whether Gold's Gym will bring in some sales tax. It was
discussed that Gold's Gym will bring in some sales tax, but not much.
Councilman Blake asked why it is thought that the permits and licenses will be flat.
Mr. Wanlass said business licenses are a flat figure. He said he projects that building permits
will be about $25,000 more next year.
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Councilman Blake asked if the permit fees have been adjusted recently.
Mr. Wanlass said Mr. Bennett analyzed the business license fees about three or four years ago.
He said they probably could look at the business license fees again and possibly generate $5.00
or $10.00 more per fee.
It was discussed that the building permits are based on IDCO Codes because that is what the City

has adopted.
Mr. Bennett explained that if the City does something different from what is outlined by the
IDCO Codes then it has to be able justify it and show that it is reasonably connected to the
regulatory purpose.
It was discussed that many other cities uses ICBO. It was discussed that American Fork City
pretty much charges the same fees as other cities in the surrounding areas.

Councilman Blake pointed out that some cities are charging surcharges for things like electronic
processing. He raised the question of whether the City could charge some surcharge fees.
Mr. Wanlass said he thinks there are a lot of areas in the City that could be looked at, if the City
had the staff to go out and do the studies.
Councilman Blake pointed out that the impact fee study is being done.
Mr. W anlass stated that impact fees do not help general operations.
Councilman Blake asked when ICBO last changed the rates.
(City Council Work Session- May 16, 2002)
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Mr. Denney said ICBO just published the new book this year. He said they have gone from
UBC to ICBO this past year.
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Mr. Wanlass said they need to talk to Carl Hansen about the differences from going from UBC to
ICBO.
Councilman Storrs asked how much revenue was projected from having a cell phone tax.
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Mr. Wanlass said it was projected that about $65,000 a year could be generated from a cell
phone tax.
Councilman Storrs said he would like to look at the cell phone tax again rather than increasing
property taxes.
Councilman Blake stated that the cell phone tax is a use tax.
Councilman Storrs said the cell phone tax would not hurt the people on fixed incomes as bad.
Mr. Bennett said the cell phone tax issue is kind of on hold right now. He said the
telecommunications industry has met with a task force made up of representatives from the State
Legislature and cities/towns. He said the telecommunications people are tired of having a
different process for each community.
Councilman Blake said just because a task force is looking at the cell phone tax does not mean
that the City can't look into implementing the cell phone tax.
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Mr. Bennett said he is not sure if the cell phone tax is available right now because it was being
discussed at the legislature.
Mr. Wanlass said the cell phone tax is limited to $1.00.
Council member Belmont said her husband said that if the police officers ticketed all the people
who speed, they could pay for a new secretary.
Councilman Blake asked what percentage of speeding violations are issued to non-residents.
Chief Fox said 78% of the speeding violations are issued to non-residents.
It was discussed that the energy use tax is at the maximum amount that it can be at.

Councilman Blake pointed out that Airswitch has some potential to bring in some income for the
City.
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Mr. Wanlass said he is going to set up a meeting to talk about Airswitch.
George Brown pointed out that community utilities are limited to a 6% profit.

(City Council Work Session- May 16, 2002)
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Mr. Bennett said the City has to be careful that it does not get itself classified as a utility that is
subject to the Public Service Commission or the City could "get regulated to death by the State."
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Councilman Blake said maybe American Fork City should look at owning its power like Lehi
City does.
Mr. Brown stated that residents in Lehi are dissatisfied with their power service because there are
highs and lows in their service.
Councilman Blake said Murray City has ran its power program well.
Mr. Brown said the key is running the program well.
Mr. Wanlass stated that it is proposed to increase the garbage fees in the amount of .30 per
residential customer, which is a 3 percent increase. He said he thinks the increase should only be
1 Y2 percent because he does not think the City should be charged the tipping fee.
Mr. Wanlass stated that it is projected that there will be a lease and O&M income in the amount
of $350,000 from the State Courts Administrator's Office for their proportionate share of bond
debt service payments and maintenance costs. He pointed out that the Court's lease will not
start until October 1, 2002.
Councilman Blake asked how the new lease compares with what the Courts have been paying
the City on its current lease.
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Mr. Wanlass pointed out that the Courts have only been paying $40,000 a year.
Mr. Wanlass said it is estimated that there will be an annual increase of $100,000 in Parks and
Recreation Impact Fees, which is tentative. He said he has met with the people doing the study
and it is estimated that the impact fees will increase from $1,300 to $2,200.
Councilman Blake asked if the change in the Sewer District Fee is "a pass through."
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Mr. Wanlass said part of the increase is in operations. He said the District increased the charges.
He said part of the increase also relates to funding the sewer and water employees. It was
discussed that the proposed sewer increase will generate about $220,000 in revenue.
Councilman Storrs asked Mr. Wanlass if the City has had to subsidize what it gets billed from
the Sewer District.
In response to Councilman Storrs' above question, Mr. W anlass said the City is almost breaking
even.
Mr. Brown asked how much of the 18% increase is for other users.
In response to Mr. Brown's question, Mr. Wanlass said he has not figured that out yet. He said
the increase really applies to schools. He said the schools are charged on a per student basis.

(City Council Work Session- May 16, 2002)
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Councilman Blake asked why the sewer fee is increasing.
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Mr. Wanlass said the proposed increase is based on an increase in operations and paying for an
additional employee in the sewer and water department.
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Mr. W anlass said he will be taking $200,000 from the General Cash Reserves to help fund the
capital improvement needs.
After discussing the revenue side of the proposed budget, Mr. Wanlass discussed the
expenditures. Mr. Wanlass said he is recommending the standby pay for Water, Streets,
Maintenance and Parks Departments be changed from $50.00 per week to $1.25 per hour. He
said the proposed change affects the budget by $7,500.
Councilman Blake asked why the City needs another employee in the Sewer and Water
Department now.
Mr. Wanlass said the City has needed an additional employee in the Sewer and Water
Department for some time, but has not had the money to hire one. He said the reason an
additional employee is necessary is because the Sewer and Water Department inherited the
responsibility of doing the sewer and water inspections in 1992. He said the Building
Inspections Department handled the sewer and water inspections prior to 1992.
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Mr. Denney pointed out that the City has been working with the same staff level since 1988.
Councilman Blake asked how many employees are currently in the Water and Sewer
Department.
Mr. W anlass said there are 4 employees in the Water Department and 3 in the Sewer
Department.
Mr. Wanlass said it is proposed that $25,000 will be spent for publishing costs for the second
edition of the History of American Fork Book. He said he talked to Betty Spencer about two
weeks ago and she is almost finished with the second edition of the History of American Fork
Book.
Mr. Wanlass said the Building and Grounds Department includes increases in utility costs and
janitorial services for the new police/courts facility and remodeled administrative building. He
said they are seeing the need for more maintenance at the American Fork Library. Mr. Wanlass
reported that the electrical system is not working right at the Library. He said the electrical for
the outdoor lights was not installed properly. He said the warranty for the electrical has expired,
but they will be meeting next week with the architect to see what can be done.
Mr. Denney stated that when the sensors for the hand dryers in the restrooms no longer work it
will be cheaper to replace the hand dryer units with hand push units instead of buying no sensors.
Council member Belmont said the builder should be held responsible for the problems associated
with the electrical problems at the library.
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Mr. Wanlass said they are meeting with the architect next week.
(City Council Work Session- May 16, 2002)
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Councilman Blake said having a meeting with the architect and subcontractor is a good place to
start.
Mr. Wanlass said the budget proposes funding a full-time employee for the Literacy Center.
Mr. Wanlass stated that the debt service increase of $535,000 is for bond payments for the
police/courts and fire/ambulance facilities.
1

Mr. Wanlass pointed out that the Celebration Committee includes $18,500 for the City's 150 h
year celebration.
Mr. Wanlass discussed the capital improvement projects. One significant item is $100,000 for
the downtown parking project, $2,5000,000 for multi-park improvements, a $137,000 payment
for Hunter Park, $100,000 for cemetery property acquisition, $2,500,000 for the fire/ambulance
facility and $100,000 to remodel the current city hall.
Councilman Storrs asked why a full-time fire chief was not included in the proposed budget.
Mr. Wanlass said they are still looking at including a full-time fire chief in the budget.
Councilman Blake suggested that the fire chief could have a dual role.
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Councilman Storrs said a full-time fire chief is a job that is needed. He said American Fork City
is probably one of the only cities that does not have a full-time fire chief.
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Council member Belmont asked Councilman Storrs what his opinion is on having a professional
fire department.
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Councilman Storrs said it would be good to have a professional fire department with people who
are cross-trained in both fire and paramedics. He said the City should have at least four of five
cross-trained paramedics and fire fighters and the rest could be volunteers. He said the City
could generate more revenue if it had paramedics.
Jay Christensen said he did a study a couple of years ago and he discovered that the City would
need at least 15 part-time paramedics in order to function 24 hours a day. He explained that
there has to be 2 paramedics on duty all of the time.
Mr. Christensen pointed out that the City currently has two paramedics and there are two other
individuals who are currently going to paramedic school. He said it costs about $5,000 per
person for paramedic school.
Mr. Christensen explained that a rescue paramedic license is necessary in order for the
paramedics to really be of help; otherwise the paramedics can only run as EMT intermediates.
Councilman Storrs pointed out that Lone Peak has advanced life support so the hospital is now
calling them to do the transports instead of American Fork. He said a lot of revenue is being lost
to Lone Peak.
(City Council Work Session - May 16, 2002)
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Mr. Wanlass said he did not think a lot of revenue was being lost to Lone Peak.
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Mr. Christensen said of the 450 calls received this year, Lone Peak handled 150 of them.
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Council member Belmont said a couple years ago there were some people who indicated that the
City would not be wise to go with paramedics.
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Councilman Storrs said paramedics can provide a better level of service. He said the paramedics
are the ones that go right to the scene. He said the volunteers would still be needed to run the
ambulance. He said he thinks having the fire fighters and paramedics cross-trained is the way
to go.
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Councilman Blake said the City should look into what it would take to have full-time, crosstrained fire fighters and paramedics.
Mr. W anlass said he will have Mr. Christensen update his proposal in regards to what it would
take to have full-time paramedics who are cross trained as fire fighters.
Councilman Storrs pointed out that Lone Peak only has one full-time paramedic and 7 part-time
paramedics. He stated that not a lot more equipment would be needed in order to have full-time
paramedics. He pointed out that paramedics can administer more drugs than the intermediate
level EMTs.
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After much discussion about paramedics, Council member Belmont asked Mr. Denney if he has
someone in mind for the assistant engineer position that is proposed.
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Mr. Denney said he did not have anyone in mind for the assistant engineer position.
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It was discussed that the assistant engineer position proposed in the budget is not for a certified
engineer. Council member Belmont said she thinks it is a good idea to have the engineer be
certified. Mr. Denney explained that the budget is for a graduate in engineering and not a
licensed engineer.

ADJOURNMENT
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The meeting adjourned at 5:04p.m.
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Melanie Marsh
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 21,2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Tuesday, March 21, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 6:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.

Review and discussion of the proposed budgets for fiscal year ending June 30, 2003.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Dated this 15 day of May, 2002.

11~· 7~
Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL :MEETING MINUTES
MAY 21 , 2002
WORK SESSION

The American F ark City Council met in a work session on May 21 , 2002, in the City Hall
commencing at 6:05 p.tn . Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, and Ricky Storrs.
Councilmembers Don Hatnpton and Tom Hunter were excused.
Also, present were Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Terry Fox, Jay Christensen, Howard Denney,
Christie Reimschussel, Beau Chadwick, George Brown, and Barbara Christiansen.
REVIEW AND DISCI ISSION OF THE PROPOSED BIIDGETS FOR FISCAL YEAR
ENDING ITINE 30, 2003

Mayor Barratt asked if there were any questions or comments.
Councilman Blake suggested, that since it was a tight budget, the raising some of the fees 5% to
10% at the Fitness Center, for example. With respect to balancing the budget, the Council
discussed at last meeting a property tax increase. He would rather consider an approach of
reducing expenses across the departments by about 6%, taking out the personnel costs. He would
rather consider adding sotne personnel and giving some increase to people in salary, but balance
the budget by reducing in non-payroll areas. He recognized that some things were fixed. It
would give a message across all of the departments an expectation of frugality. There would need
to be a mind set that expenses were going to be saved. All the little things added and that was the
context of what he would like to see done in balancing the budget. It was a challenging year to
balance the budget.
Mayor Barratt comtnented that the two areas of large subsidy were the Fitness Center and the
Library with the later being the greatest.
Councilman Blake felt that all departments should be looked at in that way. The tax increase was
about $200,000 .
Mayor Barratt indicated that Carl Wanlass had reported to him that he could shave $250,000
from the budget. He asked if the Council would like to see that.
Councilman Blake stated that he would . He added that if they were going to consider in the
context of taking to the public a general bond for parks and arts and beautification and they
consider a larger bond of $30 to $35 month or maybe $50 to $60 a month to really go after some
of the needs in the parks and other places. At the same time they needed to have the ability, either
through seeking donations or some other way, to help those on fixed incomes. On the personnel
side, he would like to look at sotne increase possibly. They needed to keep salaries consistent
with those in the valley.
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Councilman Blake added that they consider increasing revenues fees at the Fitness Center.
Carl Wanlass noted that the fees were increased in the Recreation Budget by programs. The
Fitness Center fees were not increased. He noted that after 9-11 those revenues had been down,
not only in American Fork City but statewide. Here they were down about $60,000.
Mayor Barratt asked about the Library.
Councilmember Blake cotnmented that the Library did not have much of a revenue source.
Christie Reimschussel reported that the Library had a revenue source of fines, photocopies, and
building rentals in the amount of between $35 ,000 and $40,000 per year. The fines accumulated
at the rate of .1 0¢ per day per item up to $1 .50 per item and then it stopped. They were allowed
up to 40 books at a titne and if s01neone had checked out the maxitnum, that was significant. She
noted that the out of town rate for a library card was $56 and there was no charge for a City
resident.
Councilman Blake thought that they could look at an increase. The rental of the rooms could be
increased by 5% or 10%.
Councilmember Belmont liked Councihnan Blake's approach. She explained that she laid awake
nights and she could not think of thetn raising property taxes. When people becotne afiluent, they
move out. There were a lot of older sections of town and seniors on fixed incomes. Many were
in starter homes. The way the Alpine School District gave a hit every two years of $100 and
every thing that was piled on, you cannot continue to do it on the backs of the people. They need
to cut and trim as they could. She stated that she had never met anyone yet that wanted to have
their taxes increased.
Mayor Barratt cotnmented that there were those that came to American Fork and wanted to build
a new park. When parks were talked about and a bond election and fundraising, they did not
mind that.
Councilmember Behnont noted that those needed to be broken out.
Mayor Barratt continued that if there was fluff, that they cut that out. They needed to be frugal
and up front and honest. He asked the Council where to cut.
Councilmember Behnont explained that when they were doing the franchise tax, she was against
that and she gave the Council ten ways to not do that. They did not take any of those items into
consideration. There were a lot of little things.
Councilman Storrs asked when the last time property taxes were raised.
Carl Wanlass responded that it was when they passed the Fitness Center Bond in 1992.
Councilman Blake comtnented that in Utah County, a Zoo, Arts, and Parks tax was being
considered.
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Mayor Barratt reported that if the tax passed it would mean $238,000 for American Fork, but he
did not think it would . The Mayor' s would report back to the County Commission in June. A
number of cities were against it.
Councilmember Behnont felt that if the little things were trimmed it could make a difference.
Mayor Barratt asked the Council to identify where they could trim.
Councilmember Belmont did not want to hire more people and have the people who have worked
here for years on a freeze. She did not think that was the way to do it.
Councilman Storrs noted that the City kept adding parks and they needed people to take care of
them. Some could not be cut.
Councilmember Blake reiterated that one approach was to consider a 6% cut across all and to
look at frugality across all departments. It also would put some responsibility back on the
department heads. The message was that everyone was expected to be frugal.
Councilmember Belmont felt that was a good approach.
Mayor Barratt asked if it was a good approach. Were they willing to cut the Fire Department?
Councilman Blake noted that their budget was not large, but a 6% reduction was the point. On a
$200,000 budget that was $12,000 . Wages should be taken out of the reduction and if that
amounted to $100,000, the 6o/o reduction was only $6,000.
Carl Wanlass noted that there were some contractual obligations as well.
Councilman Blake added that every department was expected to be frugal and conscious of
expenses.
Police Chief Terry Fox expressed that they did that, but in his budget, an increase of .25¢ per
gallon of gasoline meant $20,000 to his budget.
Councilman Blake felt that there was sotne level of contingency in all the budgets.
Chief Fox noted that they budgeted so close that they set themselves up for failure before they
started.
Carl Wanlass went through the police budget as an example of a 6% cut. Personnel would not be
touched. Subscriptions, 6o/o; Travel, 6o/o; Vehicle Maintenance, fixed; and State Computer
Charge, fixed .
George Brown cotnmented that was where you left it up to the department head, as the head, as
the leader, to prioritize where the 6% cut would be.
Councilman Blake added that if some were fixed they may not be able to be included, but maybe
more than 6% could be taken from other areas.
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Carl Wanlass wanted the Council to understand some could not be cut. He continued:
Professional & Technical, fixed ~ and Domestic Violence Program, fixed .
Mayor Barratt guessed that they could say they were not going to do that.
Councilman Blake added that could be done to any of the items.
Carl Wanlass continued : Education & Schools, fixed; Uniforms and Accessories, fixed;
Department Supplies, 6%; Sundry Charges, 6%; Special Enforcement Fund, fixed; Animal
Control, fixed; and DARE Progratn, fixed. Again it was noted that they could cut that back if
they wanted to .
Councilmetnber Behnont noted that a couple of years ago there was a lot of news nationally about
the DARE Progratn and that it did not work.
Councilman Blake explained that it was not an easy decision, but the point was that as projections
were looked at there was an increase and other than in the area of personnel it was not a large
amount in any one area. The reverse of that was to slice back.
Carl Wanlass noted that 75% of the increases talked about were fixed increases.
Councilman Blake noted that personnel was the biggest and some looked at that line item to see if
they could hold off hiring new personnel or reduce personnel. The largest savings came in the
personnel side and that was why when Provo cut, they cut personnel.
Carl W anlass asked Councihnan Blake if he wanted to cut employees.
George Brown suggested that it be left in the hands of the department head and their leadership.
Councilman Blake responded that looking at 6% across the board reduction was one approach.
The City provided services to the public, with health, safety, and police typically being the most
anxious areas. Good things were happening and it was good to have that rally and to see the
neighborhood cotnmittees getting involved. Looking forward, if some of those programs could
really be successful, like Neighborhood Watch, perhaps there would be cases in the future where
they could delay the hiring of new officers. Budget priorities were not easy.
Councilmember Belmont believed that the rule of thumb for police officers was one per every one
thousand population.
Chief Terry Fox responded that it was two per thousand. Utah had never made that national
average. American Fork was at 31 officers for 22,000 and about 5,000 for Cedar Hills.
Councilman Blake asked about the fees that were being charged for police services.

)

Councilmember Belmont com1nented that she would be happy when Cedar Hills could be Cedar
Hills and not rely on Alnerican Fork.
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Councihnan Blake observed that tnade for a tnore favorable budget. He asked how they
determined the fees .
Carl Wanlass responded that they charged Cedar Hills what it cost Atnerican Fork: wages,
benefits, car, gas, radar unit, etc.
ChiefFox noted that Alnerican Fork still received benefit of those officers.
Councilman Blake cotntnented that the point was, How tnuch would if cost for Cedar Hills to put
that into place including the administration and tnanagetnent?
Carl Wanlass added that they City was not charging Cedar Hills any overhead.
Councilman Blake thought that in the context of this budget that they should ask for a small
increase. It would need to be done rationally and fairly.
Chief Fox noted that there were two officers for Cedar Hills. They were asking for two and a
half.
Councilman Blake noted that the Fire Departtnent was tnostly wages. Six percent of the $4,000
was only about $3 00 .
Councilman Storrs noted that equiptnent purchases were not keeping up.
Councilmember Belmont asked the age of the newest fire trucks.
Acting Chief Chadwick responded that one was in 1996 and the other he believed was 1987.
Councilman Blake comtnented that each year he looked at the budget and wondered how they got
by with it. But across the board, their 6% did not amount to that tnuch. He noted that most were
just round numbers.
Carl Wanlass explained that the fire department budgeted $86,700 for wages for the current year,
but based on the number of calls, they were going to spend $100,000.
Councilman Blake felt that the fire department had been very frugal and has been.
Carl Wanlass stated that he would meet with the department heads and see where they could cut
from their operation itetns. He had already identified some areas in capital improvements like
deferring $100,000 for the downtown. They could defer the repayment of $100,000 to the sewer
and water fund . Sotne new equipment could be delayed, that was needed, but it would save about
$60,000 . The City clean up could be eliminated and they could not pay the dues to the Utah
League of Cities and Towns. The bill for that this year was $9,500.
Councilmember Behnont asked about the League of Cities.
Councilman Blake explained that in the League there was good sharing of information.
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Howard Denney explained that in his area, that was where training came from .
The Council discussed directions to take. They could suggest that the City Administrator
continue with a 6% cut in order to cotne up with $250,000 .
Councilmember Behnont asked about the area of petty cash and when they had birthday
luncheons if the City paid for them .
Carl Wanlass reported that the etnployees paid for their own.
Mayor Barratt added that the City did pay for the lunches on Secretaries Day.
Councilmember Behnont noted that the Christmas party was good and the summer party was
good. The etnployees needed to know that they were appreciated. Additional perks added up.
She noted that the etnployees were provided carnival tickets and asked how tnuch that cost.
Carl Wanlass reported that it was about $1 ,500, but that went back to fund the celebration.
Councilmember Belmont felt that City etnployees could purchase their own. She knew of
taxpayers who could not afford to take their kids to the carnival. It was sotnething to think about.
Christie Reimschussel cmntnented that she was not the most important service in the City and
they could cut back on hours which would be a decrease in personnel and maintenance.
Councihnan Storrs had a hard time with cutting back services when they were adding employees.
Councilmember Behnont agreed . She preferred to take care of the people who were employed
and who had been loyal etnployees rather than hiring nine new people.
Councilman Storrs added that they were adding parks, but no new people.
Councilmember Behnont suggested to Mayor Barratt that it looked like the Utah League would
be the first to go if they were trying to hang onto everything else.
ChiefFox did not want to cut DARE.
Mayor Barratt stated that kids enjoyed DARE. Was that fat or muscle? The League of Cities and
Towns would come in here and say that they were muscle. They would ask how many took
advantage of their services. Mayor Barratt did not attend the spring meeting. A number of
Mayors have talked about the meetings and that they were tremendous. They talked about water
and conservation.
Councilman Blake noted that the contacts made there were valuable. They did a good service.
He asked about having the Neighbors in Action go through the training for DARE and do it as
volunteers.
Christie Reitnschussel noted that they could teach it, but the materials would still need to be
funded .
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Mayor Barratt explained that the DARE program involved 6th grade students and he would not
allow someone that they did not know conduct those classes.
Councilman Blake cotntnented that they were all public meetings.
Mayor Barratt added that Scouting was conducted in a public setting and there was a lot of abuse
in the Scouting progratn. DARE was taken care of by an officer of the law and he felt there was a
level of safety there. The City had a Volunteer Fire Department, but they were trained. They
could get trained volunteers for DARE and maybe that would be allowable.
ChiefFox felt that DARE was a fabulous program. If he was forced to make cuts, the only places
where he could, would be to take the officers out of the DARE program and take the officer out
of the Major Crimes Taskforce.
Councilman Blake asked how it cut by taking the officers out of DARE.
ChiefFox responded that they would not spend the $11 ,000 budgeted. They would have a little
more coverage.
Councilman Storrs asked how much critne was prevented by having DARE.
ChiefFox stated that was the argument. There were those that would believe that it did not stop
any cnme.
Councilman Storrs noted that the rapport between the officers and kids was great.
Councilman Blake stated that he had heard good things of the DARE program.
Councilman Blake stated that in a political setting, it would not get cut.
Mayor Barratt stated that he did not believe that it would work with arbitrary across the board
cuts.
Councilman Blake explained that the concept was not to select one program or cut back one
person, but to give responsibility that they expect frugality across all areas. He suggested that
subscriptions might get cut 20% instead of 6% .
George Brown agreed. The Council decided how much money to spend. The Mayor and the
department heads should sit down and work out the difference. It was called leadership.
Councilmember Behnont cotntnented that it had been talked about earlier that downtown was a
choice to cut. She did not think that it should be.
George Brown felt it should be cut by 6% like the rest.
Councilmember Behnont thought that was okay, but she did not want to see it done away with.
There were more than 90 businesses in the downtown, some hanging on for 40 years. That was
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not something that ought to be done. All kinds of things were done for the new guys and none
for the old.
George Brown comtnented that Councilman Storrs touched on that. Don't hire new ones. Cut
that by 6% and allocate it back for raises for those that were here.
Councilmember Behnont agreed .
Mayor Barratt asked for direction from the Council. They had talked about :
1. Raising some fees .
2. Expansion of the bond for recreation and parks.
3. Some percentage cut across the board.
4. Recommendation frmn the City Administrator as to what he would cut.

Councilmetnber Belmont noted in every paper you pick up, all were doing the same thing to their
budgets.
Councilman Blake com1nented that the unifonn allowance was $1,500 per officer per year.
Councilman Storrs supported the uniform allowance for the police department. The City wanted
a professional look. They bought their own safety equipment including bulletproof vests. He
asked when the uniformJequiptnent allowance was last increased.
Carl Wanlass responded that it was about six or seven years ago.
Councilman Blake asked why use the allowance program instead of just providing it.
Carl Wanlass responded that it was an ownership issue and they took better care of it. He
continued that he would probably not have the changes back by this Thursday.
Councilman Blake asked for more information on the sewer fee increase of $4.95 per resident.
They were adding one person. He asked what the $4.95 was doing.
Carl Wanlass explained that the current projection was that there was going to be a deficit of
$129,000 this year in the sewer budget. The increased fee would eliminate the deficit plus pick up
the employee. It would bring in about $316,000 . There were about 5 800 sewer connections.
Councilman Blake observed that was more than what the proposed property tax hike was which
was about $3 per month.
Councilman Blake asked what happened that was not expected that accounted for the $129,000
deficit.
Carl Wanlass responded that the Timpanogos Service Fee was up . They had eliminated the fund
surplus and had to balance out the budget by using funds from the surplus.
The big increase in the storm drain was discussed. Mr. W anlass noted that the storm drain fund
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was balanced, but with surplus. The stonn drain fund surplus was included in the sewer and
water fund surplus.
Councilman Blake asked for a recap of the $129,000 deficit.
Carl Wanlass explained that there were more expenses. He was showing how much of the surplus
they would be using. Sewer itnpact fees were down $25 ,000. Sewer hookup fees were down
$6,000. Other revenues down $8,000 . Interest earned was down $10,000. Timpanogos Sewer
fees were up $20,000 .
Councilman Blake noted that this was a good illustration of a small amount increases across the
board and that it could work just as well in reverse.
Carl Wanlass added that the $4.95 increase was so that they did not have to use anymore of the
$1.3 million in surplus funds .
Councilman Blake would not like to see as much of an increase as the $4.95 .
George Brown asked about the sewer departtnent incotne. Funds projected from sewer surplus
were $560,300. That had not been allocated. Did that money come in?
Councilman Blake responded that that tnoney already existed.
Richard Colborn cotntnented if surplus kept being used at some point it time they would have a
problem.
Councilman Blake was cotnfortable, for a one-year period, and they would get some back from
the internal loan, to use the surplus. But it needed to be done with caution.
Carl Wanlass noted that part of a revenue source was generated from reserve interest.
George Brown noted that the funds fr01n surplus were never put into the projection.
Carl W anlass responded that it was done so that it would show what the actual cash deficit was
for the year.
Councilman Blake asked if any of the surplus was used.
Mr. Wanlass answered that $129,000 was used. If the current budget had gone the way it was
projected, they would have used $560,000. What it did was decrease the cash position by
$129,000.

)

George Brown noted that under the Current Budget was what was originally projected. Current
Projection was what it was going to be at June 30. $560,000 was chosen not to be placed in the
Current Projection colutnn.
Carl Wanlass responded that if he was going to do it that way, he would have put $129,300 there.
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Mayor Barratt noted that would be the tnoney actually spent. Mayor Barratt noted that the
budget would not be a part of their Thursday work session as the figures would not be ready by
then. They would look at a 6% cut in operational items.
Councilman Storrs felt it was good, but they needed to be open-minded.
OTHER BI ISTNE SS

It was decided that the next budget work session would be on Wednesday, May 29, 2002, at 5:00
p.m. Councilman Blake would be out of town.
ADTOIIRNMENT

The meeting adjourned at 7:29 p.tn.

It( l~.
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 23 , 2002
*AMENDED- NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, May 23 , 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 4:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
WORK SESSION
1. Presentation by David Robinson regarding a concept plan for the area northwest of the
Tri-City Golf Course.
*2. Presentation by Downtown Atnerican Fork Inc.
3. Discussion of items for the upcoming May 28, 2002, City Council meeting .
*4. Review and discussion of the proposed budgets for fiscal year ending June 30, 2003 .
5. Other business.
6. Adjournment.
Dated this 20 day ofMay, 2002 .
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Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MAY 23 , 2002
WORK SESSION

The American Fork City Council met in a work session on May 23 , 2002 in the City Hall,
commencing at 4:08p.m. Those present included *Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Carl Wanlass,
Richard Colborn, Linda Walton, Paul Peters, Rod Despain, Chief Terry Fox, Kevin Bennett,
Christie Reimschussel, Bim Oliver, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Garth Read, David Robinson, Kay
Robinson, Ted Pierce, Mr. & Mrs. George Hatch, Denise Pedersen, George Brown, Dale
Gunther, Jim Clinton, Michael Bigelow, Pharis Blackhurst, Andy Robinson, Scott Rackman , Judy
Price, Jess Green, Rick Albrecht, Noall Wootton, Phyllis Crookston, Barbara Christiansen, and 30
citizens.
In the absence of Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilman Storrs assumed the Chair.
PRESENTATION BY DAVID ROBINSON REGARDING A CONCEPT PI ,AN FOR THE
AREA NORTHWEST OF THE TRI-CITY GOLF COJJRSE

David Robinson posted an aerial photograph of the area northwest of the Tri-City Golf Course.
Their development targeted those 55 years of age and older. Several were moving in from
Washington, California, Arizona, New York, and back east to be around their families. The golf
course was a draw and not necessarily because they were golfers but because they liked the
seclusion and the setting. The LDS Temple was a draw as well as was the City' s Recreation
Center. Their studies and national and regional studies have found that the 55 and older were
very active people and wanted a resort type setting. They were looking at doing the same thing in
this area, maybe on a little smaller basis. They want it to be walkable. They were made aware
that the Planning Commission was looking at this as one in which the neighborhood commercial
zone could be applied. The Ordinance was currently in the development stage with some rough
drafts. He felt that a neighborhood commercial would fit with their clientele.
*Mayor Barratt arrived and Chaired the rest of the meeting.
A restaurant with the setting of the golf course would be very nice. The lighting and traffic
should be kept to a minimum and should be designed around that. The Robinson' s owned the
property and felt it had tremendous potential and opportunity. As the developer it was their belief
that they would turn this into a tremendous asset.
Mayor Barratt asked if there were questions.
Kristine Perry from American Fork asked that since the Neighborhood Commercial zone was not
yet written how were the citizens to know what they were going to get.
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Mayor Barratt explained that the process would be that Mr. Robinson would go to the Planning
Commission with the plan and ask for a zone change to commercial. Along with that they would
ask for a concept development plan and probably a disclosure of what would be going in.
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Kristine Perry rephrased her question. At the last meeting, it was stated that they would only
annex the property into American Fork if they could get that commercial zoning. If they don't
know what they can do, how did the Council or the developer know.
Mayor Barratt stated that one of the reasons David Robinson was at this meeting was that the
Council had never heard his presentation. If the Council says they were not interested in any
commercial development at that location, then the Robinson' s would need to decide on
alternatives.
David Robinson explained that with the Planning Commission they were asked if they wanted to
come in now or wait for the commercial ordinance to come through.. They decided that they
would wait and see. There was now a rough draft and some feed back was still going on.
Scott Rackman explained that lived real close to this area. The timing of these presentations was
not good. It seemed they were either at 11 :30 p.m. or at 4:00p.m. during the middle of the week.
He asked David Robinson if he had said that the City approached him on doing some certain type
of developtnent.
David Robinson explained that the City notified them that they had a 55 and older ordinance
coming through. Then, they were told that the Planning Commission were getting some ideas
coming through the State regarding neighborhood commercial areas. He believed that it was
being encouraged statewide. They were told in their conversations with the City that this area had
been looked at by the Planning Comtnission for application of the neighborhood commercial zone.
Scott Rackman stated that it was frustrating when they came to these meetings because they came
in big groups totally against this, maybe one or two for it, yet the Planning Commission were all
nodding their head like they were for it. It looked like they had already made up their minds.
Mayor Barratt explained that this was not a public forum right now. The meeting they were in
was a work session. The courtesy that was extended to Mr. Rackman was a courtesy. It was a
work session for the Council. No votes would be taken. The Council had not heard the
Robinson' s presentation. In a normal work session it was an information gathering session for the
Council. The Council would not address this again until it went to the Planning Commission.
There would be a public hearing held in the evening.
Scott Rackman was not in favor of this.
Mayor Barratt asked that comments be limited to two minutes. They did have other items on the
agenda.

)

Paul Peters, American Fork, stated that there had been a Riding Club in that area since 1946.
They got that property from the State, Governor Herbert Maw. Why would the City consider
taking that? It was open space. The barns were full of horses. That had not cost the City much
in the last 50 years. A big zero basically. The Riding Club had been pretty independent.
Russ Eccles, American Fork, asked David Robinson to share the traffic studies and the impact on
100 East.
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David Robinson responded that he did not have any traffic studies. He had lived here for several
years. Growth has occurred all around it. Regardless of their development, there was an impact.
He felt that the 55 and over clientele would have less overall impact on roads and schools.
Linda Beck, American Fork, explained that she lived on 200 East Street. She had thirteen grand
children that lived on 200 East. There were fifteen children under the age of about 16 that lived
across the street from her. There had been a death on this street. She was 55 and older and she
liked it the way it was.
David Robinson stated that the 55 and over drove slower than teenagers. He would contact
someone who knew the average speed of teenage drivers and those over 55. In progress, there
needed to be some give and take.
Denise Pedersen, American Fork, noted that she came and heard Mayor Barratt give a speech
about bigger lots and bigger spaces. This was one of the few remaining spots that were green on
the map. To consider this area as commercial was not consistent. A PUD was still 9,000 square
feet which was under what the Mayor had suggested. . She added that she appreciated the idea of
larger lots, and staying in Atnerican Fork and get a bigger lot, but she couldn't right now. One
had to go to Highland. Most did not consider that the Golf Course was a commercial venture.
Most do consider it open and green space. Even the dirt area in the arena was open space. The
City was trying to get land for parks. Horse people may be a minority, but the City already
owned it. She did not want to lose land that the City already owned that was being used.
Kay Robinson responded that it was land that he owned.
Andy Robinson stated that he read in the paper and heard on the news that Orem only had 600
more acres that they could develop . He added that the statistics that he checked showed that
Utah County had more horses per capita that any other County in the U.S . He had heard from
Mr. Peters how they all came together to build the Riding Club. They didn't get anything from
the City now. All the stalls were full. They cleaned the stall and fed the animals. If it were
developed, people would be complaining about the horses. They would like to upgrade if the City
would work with them.
David Robinson stated they had horses and livestock also. That needed to be addressed.
Andy Robinson stated that he had heard from one ofMr. Robinson' s family members that they
wanted to buy the property and turn the property where the red and white club house was into a
restaurant.
David Robinson responded that they that they had private property and if the City wanted to look
at doing something with that area, that was their business.
Kay Robinson noted that his kids went to the arena area and they were run out.
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Andy Robinson stated that it was not that way now.
Cheryl Hays, American Fork, asked that the commercial and the residential area be pointed out.
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David Robinson answered that they would like to keep the residential on the west side of 100
East Street with commercial to the east. They wanted the feel of a quaint little village with a
culvert under 100 East Street for golf carts and pedestrian access.
Trent Anderson, American Fork and current President of the American Fork Riding Club,
commented that with the road change as presented would leave one small entrance and would
make a great future buy for the Robinson' s. There were not a lot of adult activities. The Riding
Club could be left for the adult community and the 55 and older could participate in equestrian
activities. San Francisco spent a lot of time becoming urban and did away with the livestock areas
and had now spent millions to bring the horse industry back and in building trails and facilities.
They would like to keep these activities included the master plan for American Fork. It was nice
to have horses around.
David Robinson commented that as you look at San Francisco, they put a lot more into their
hobby in San Francisco than here.
Mayor Barratt reminded the audience that Mr. Robinson was a property owner.
Trent Anderson asked for plans that the City had for the Riding Club area.
Mayor Barratt responded that right now he did not believe that the City had any plans. Mr.
Robinson has asked if the City would look at an idea that he had and Mayor Barratt told him that
they would look at it. There were many things that came across the City Council. They needed
to discuss it and they had a process to follow and there would be a public hearing.
Andy Robinson asked if the City really cared for the Riding Club facilities and the Riding Club
that had been there since 1946.
Mayor Barratt responded that he thought that the City did.
A lady noted that she had a need for a property with a twin home and had not found one available
in American Fork. She had looked at the Robinson property but it was out of their price range.
She did not want commercial at all and she was not open minded to that. She was open minded
to the 55 and over idea if it was done properly. She felt that their project was really nice, but they
were not affordable to most of those that lived in Utah County. She asked how many units they
proposed and the cost.
David Robinson responded that Quail Meadow was priced at about the $300,000 range. With the
clientele now they were at about $330,000 and pushing $400,000 and they were paying cash. On
average it took 18 months for the 55 year old and older to make a decision. They had the ability
to go in and do things in house. The starting price in the new area would be from $200,000 to
$250,000.
The same lady noted that the only place to develop in American Fork was up in the Val Vista
area. The problem with any type of multi unit type housing was that there was always one that
became run down.
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David Robinson explained that with their CC&R' s, it was spelled out what they could and could
not do. The yards were to be maintained by the Hmneowner's Association.
The lady asked if they had an Ordinance regarding the number of units allowing under 55 year old
and under.
David Robinson noted that it was 20o/o.
Dean Kitchen, American Fork, asked if their initial developtnent did not include commercial.
David Robinson answered that they were still in the initial stage. He would have to check. As
they were coming in with this they were notified that the neighborhood commercial may be
applied.
Mr. Kitchen worried about zone creep and where it would go next.

David Robinson noted that their property to the north was in Highland City and that hadn't been
addressed. The neighborhood commercial would restrict the amount of that area.
Sherrie Kitchen, American Fork, observed that downtown had empty buildings. She did not see
that two minutes to Highland or downtown made a difference.
David Robinson believed that as the neighborhood commercial was looked at, they want
something small that appealed to the local residents.
Sherrie Kitchen did not agree.
Lynnette Mershon had a problem with the walkable community idea. Usually that meant no
parking. Legacy Park had no parking. People drive and they needed to have parking. There was
a park in the plan for those residents and there was no parking. They were planning commercial
things and traffic & parking were issues.
David Robinson stated that they have followed the parking guidelines and it would be addressed
as design went on. He believed a nice restaurant would pull from others.
Councilman Blake appreciated seeing the presentation and expressed that he did have concern for
commercial there. The neighborhood commercial intent was in small areas and not along main
highways. The Ordinance was still in the concept stage. They had a master plan and it did not
have commercial areas in this location.
David Robinson noted that in his experience traffic had not been a hindrance to commercial.
Councilmember Blake felt that the concept of neighborhood commercial was one that people
would not drive to, but could walk to . They were also looking at one in the south part of town.
Councilmember Belmont reported that she had been working on Downtown American Fork Inc.
She had been working with the State of Utah since 1992 on historic preservation and little after
that on the National Main Street Program. She had been to five conventions all around the
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United States, she wanted to save downtown American Fork. She did not want to pull any more
out of downtown. There was enough of that with the Woodbury Corporation. They have built in
the business park and it now had a lot of empty buildings. It went very well for a little while.
They built down by Smith' s. It was another strip mall that was empty, full, empty full and not
doing well. Now they have destroyed 200 acres of wetlands and they were plunking down
something that was going to suck out some of the things that were needed downtown.
Councilmember Belmont continued that she agreed with Councilman Blake. The location by the
golf course was the wrong place. It would be a strip mall. There would be sixty-foot high poles
with lights that would burn all night long. She was against doing commercial at that location and
was totally against doing away with any open space. On the east side of 100 East, it should be
maintained for the citizens that were here. There was general applause.
David Robinson asked fo r Councilmember Belmont' s definition of open space.
Councilmember Belmont responded that it was anywhere that did not have a building on it.
David Robinson noted that he had been in several places throughout the nation where they had
revitalized downtown. He had been to Granbury, Texas, outside ofFort Worth. They had one of
the cutest old downtown areas. It was not a city council person that said they were going to build
the business down there. It was entrepreneurs that came in and built it. In this case they would
not compete with downtown. They did not even know what would go in. They would like a nice
restaurant. It had been said that American Fork was a burger joint town.
Councilmember Belmont restated that she was opposed to the commercial especially on City
property.
Mayor Barratt concluded the discussion on this item. He explained that before City property
could be sold, the City Council would have to pass a declaration of surplus property and hold a
public hearing.
There was a two-minute break.
PRESENTATION BY DOWNTOWN AMERICAN FORK INC

Mayor Barratt introduced Linda Walton.
Linda Walton stated that she had been working with the downtown American Fork Business
District for the past 2 Y2 years. There were a number of things that had been going on including
promotions, working on parking and traffic issues, and economic development and research.
Some of the property owners and business owners were concerned about what was to be done.
UDOT probably would not allow some of the things that they want to do . They have attended
Main Street conventions and looked at other communities. In the presentation, some of the ideas
would look familiar. They would show flares out into the street area and crosswalks so people
could get across the street. It took guts to put a plan on the table for review. They want to have
someone from the City staff tneet with them from now on so they could start going through the
different layers of government appropriately. There were a lot of building projects going on in the
City. She introduced the State Main Street Coordinator Bim Oliver. He worked with about six
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other Main Street cities in the State.
Bitn Oliver explained that he had been working with downtown American Fork for about three
years on a number of different projects to build a better downtown. It was very difficult. There
were a lot of players. They had a strong board. He introduced Dave Bell from Utah State
University who was working on a design perspective and Susie Becker who was a consultant out
of Salt Lake who did their market analysis. The plan they were going to present a merged plan
with the two parts. The value of the plan or roadmap was to see what was happening in
downtown American Fork and to see where the opportunities were. It was really a plan of action.
He reminded all that it was a draft. A presentation was made using slides.
Dave Bell noted that some physical and economic areas needed to be changed.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Creation of activity generators to bring people downtown. He felt American Fork had
great opportunities.
Putting the right uses in the right places.
Creating a comfortable pedestrian environment. Part of that was the redevelopment of
Robinson Park and the development of a civic center mall.
Development of a streetscape.
Development of quality parking within an easy walking distance.

In a civic center mall the community could have uses to bring people downtown. Church Street
could be closed off for an evening or a weekend to do something. The Senior Center, Robinson
Park, Tabernacle, and Library was a great place. Most communities did not have a park in the
middle of downtown. This was a 1OOo/o intersection. There was a potential to create a theater
center on 100 West.
Susie Becker encouraged the thought of Main Street as a downtown mall. When one went to a
mall there were anchor stores. A lot of experience and strategy went into where the anchors
would go and who would go next to the anchors. Generators were needed.
Ms. Becker added that another way was to make a streetscape that was pedestrian friendly. The
Main Street board had not had a chance to go through it. There should be no breaks and have a
visual draw from Robinson Park. They could use a bakery downtown. She noted that Bike
Peddler was a strength to the downtown. They were losing on sporting goods purchases. Could
they recapture that? Opportunities came in a lot of different ways. Other things that they could
use would be theme restaurants, hobby shop, and a toy & gift store. The fabric store was also a
strength downtown.
Susie Becker explained that a question was recently asked, What was the role of downtown?
American Fork had a great opportunity to build on its strengths. American Fork had great
demographics. They needed to try to get people to put in a visual design.
David Bell counseled that if they started to work on all these things, close off areas of Church
Street, place new sidewalks that felt special with landscaping and a planted median, and provide
parking to the rear of some of the stores, it would be beneficial along with the necking down of
the pedestrian crossing areas to make them safer and to have them every half block. Flared
sidewalks should be placed at the ends of intersections that allowed for some seating. All these
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things would soften the traffic situation. They were looking at clustering the landscaping so that
they were not impacting the signage as much. This incorporated the area from 100 East to 100
West.
Bim Oliver explained that they were working on a set of design guidelines for property owners.
This was not an Ordinance or regulatory in any way. They have been demonstrated to be
successful. They wanted to restore the historical character of buildings. He showed some before
and after slides of other downtown areas.
Mr. Oliver continued that from here they would refine the plan and update some of the data.
They would work on targeting some businesses. It would be difficult. They were not mall
managers and did not have the luxury of telling a business to get out so another could come in.
He asked if there were any questions.

Debbie Fard asked who paid for the fronts of the store to be changed.
Bim Oliver responded that the owner's did, but there were some communities that have put some
monies together for a grant or low interest loan. Bradshaw Auto in American Fork was a State
Grant project that was administered from his office.
Frank Fard stated that he owned a couple of businesses in American Fork. He asked what was
the time frame to complete the project downtown. He guaranteed that 99.9% of the people on
Main Street could not survive that long because primarily there was no parking.
Bim Oliver responded that most cotmnunities that attempt this type of project looked at a five to
seven to ten year horizon. They were still several years away from seeing a real impact.
Depending on the level of time & energy and City Council support, the time frame could be
accelerated.
Dave Bell did an initial look at the amount of square footage in downtown and the number of
parking spaces that were available. They determined that there was a pretty good deficit. He
reported that Mr. Dale Gunther felt that parking was phase one.
Mr. Fard stated that without parking coming to downtown American Fork in the very quick
future, there would be no downtown. He was moving three of his businesses from American Fork
to Lehi and Pleasant Grove and Orem in the course of the next thirty days because of the lack of
support and that lack of support came primarily from parking. No parking, no business. No
business, no downtown. If they really wanted to help the situation, they should get on the ball
today.

Bim Oliver responded that the Downtown American Fork Board was working very hard on the
parking issue. Parking was part of the problem, but not the problem.
Mr. Frank Fard disagreed and stated that it was the problem.
Mr. Oliver noted that the parking could be fixed and there would still be a number of other issues.

Dale Gunther asked if he could hear from the Mayor and Council and terms of their feelings.
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Mayor Barratt responded that he went to a Main Street Conference in F art Worth and visited the
towns ofWeatherford and Granbury, Texas. Both of those communities had County Courthouses
right in the middle of those communities. All the roads went into those communities. American
Fork was not a destination place for recreation, historical, or had a county courthouse.
Weatherford had four state highways. The state had not allowed them to do anything with their
highway as well. He was still sorting out what could be done here.
Mayor Barratt continued that he had also hoped that during the time while he was Mayor that
they could do something about the sidewalks. For him, if they could only fix one thing, sidewalks
and roads were in much more dire,need. If they had $100,000 he would much rather put it into
sidewalks than into parking. In the next little while they would be bringing before the City
Council an area of the community that they were thinking about putting in a parking area. There
was about $100,000 in the budget now for downtown and they were talking about a 6% cut. It
would do some things, but not a lot of things. The reality was that it was going to have to come
from business. There were a lot of needs. As merchants, they needed to band together, and they
have done that. The City had supplied some funds. There was a pocket park downtown. It was
a slow process. It was a hand in glove situation where they all had to work together. He would
like to visit a community that faced the same things that American F ark faced and was able to
rebuild.
Bill Jacob noted that in the May 11 , 1999, City Council minutes, it was moved and approved
unanimously that $1 million be placed in the budget for downtown purposes. It was never placed
in the budget. Where was the money?
Pharis Blackhurst noted that everyone drove down Main Street and it was not friendly to get out
of cars on Main Street, especially within the downtown corridor. Streetscapes were important
but he felt the primary issue was parking. The parking owned by the City near the Apollo Hall
was used a lot by bank employees, Jones Paint & Glass, his business used it as overflow during
tax time and it was needed. There was really not a long-term commitment from the City. They
needed some agreement. A deep pocket was not coming in. Parking was number one. It would
take a commitment of one to two million dollars to get started to do major parking improvements.
A lot of money had gone into projects that did not produce revenue. The Library was wonderful,
but there was no revenue. With investment in a partnership downtown, revenue would come
back to the City. For the thirty years he had been here, they had been going through these
committees and process without much progress. If that did not happen they would be on a
timetable that would not return any satisfaction.
Councilman Blake appreciated the presentation. There were some things being done in the last
six months by the Post Office. There was also some discussion on a special improvement district.

Dale Gunther responded that the attorneys had been working on that.

)

Councilman Blake continued that philosophically, the downtown was a specialized historic zone.
Parking was a key area and there was a loan fund that ought to be used for downtown. He was
anxious that some businesses were leaving, as they were ready to do some things quickly for the
downtown. It was a key part of the community.
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Councilmember Belmont reported that she had been working with the Utah Heritage Foundation
Department of History since 1982 and with Bim Oliver before American Fork had ever joined.
She had been to dozens of comtnittee meetings. She was committed to downtown. Downtown
was the history. She had been to some wonderful downtowns that had been totally restored. The
mix of people coming would be very good. They needed to help those that have hung on for 40
years. They needed help from the City Council. She would do whatever it took to revitalize
downtown. The tnerchants wanted the support of the City and she would like to give it to them.
Judy Price asked why the City could not be the model and then others could come and look at us.
American Fork residents were visionary people and they loved history and appreciated the elderly
and elderly buildings and respect those that have held on. It was like neglecting the "old wife in
favor of the new wife." They were all hoping and praying for a great spirit in American Fork and
they could make Main Street happen.
Mayor Barratt explained that he and Councilman Hampton went to the Main Street Conference
and had some private conversations with some of the National Main Street Board. The individual
from Springfield, Illinois asked how much downtown had contributed. In that community each
member had to contribute a $1 ,000 a year to be on the committee. She recommended that the
first thing they should do was to give the downtown a certain atnount of money and say to them
that when they had raised that money, the City would match it. That was one way to do it. There
was an individual that they had talked to about possibly coming here from the National Main
Street Organization and visit with the Council about some funding ideas and some things they
could do .
Mayor Barratt agreed that the City needed to step forward with a meaningful commitment. He
responded to Mr. Jacob' s comtnent regarding the one million dollars that they did not know
where it was and they did not know what they were doing now. They needed to tnake the
commitment and state the direction they were going and have a plan of attack. This field had
been re-p lowed dozens of times . When he was on the Council back in 1980, the City talked about
taking one block north and south of Main Street and declaring it a blighted area so they could get
some government funding. The merchants told them they were going in the wrong direction.
Eventually it came down to tnoney. At $100,000 per year, when the needed one or two million
dollars, they would all be gone. Grants and some other issues were what he and Councilman
Hampton wanted to look at.
Frank Fard asked how much opposition would he face if he were to buy the old Haaga building
and knock both that building and his building down and convert it into a parking structure.
Mayor Barratt responded that there would be no opposition from him.
Councilmember Belmont would be opposed.
Mayor Barratt felt that parking could help a number of businesses in that area.
Bill Jacob responded that Six Stars already had adequate parking and they were the only ones that
did.
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Mrs. Debbie Pard asked what would entice someone to buy the Haaga building that was over
5,000 square feet if sidewalks were more important. If she had a nicer sidewalk in front of her
store would the Mayor shop there.
Mayor Barratt responded that there were a number of areas throughout the community that did
not have sidewalks. There were a nutnber of students that walked to Shelley Elementary that did
not have sidewalks. In some areas, around Greenwood School, sidewalks were desperately
needed.
Debbie Pard acknowledged that was understandable. Those same schools however, came to the
localtnerchants for support.
Mayor Barratt stated that right now he would rather see the improvement of the interior
neighborhoods of the community because they have been waiting just as long. He agreed that
some buildings have lived passed their prime on Main Street and had not been maintained and the
best thing was to make the area useful. Some areas would be better used for parking rather than
retail square footage.
George Brown noted that the City had an Economic Development Ordinance that was used on
the west side and could be used in the downtown. A special improvement district bond could be
used and as the improvements go in use the increment difference to pay the bonds. It would be a
self-paying bond and provide substantial funds to do the projects.
Mayor Barratt stated that the Council did recognize that.
Dale Gunther noted a lot of titne had gone into this. The Council had the ability to control. They
have used tax dollars to help develop on the outskirts of the City. Those decisions have been
detrimental to downtown. His feeling was that he has never asked the City to do all of it. They
needed some leadership, help, and encouragement on the City' s part. The original proposal was to
develop and improve parking in the downtown to be paid by tax increment and an assessment on
the merchants on a square footage basis. The City had some tools like SID' s and low interest
financing that could be used. He was appreciative when Mayor Barratt was elected and he said
that, when they were talking about the Woodbury development, that he wanted to "do something
special for downtown." Mr. Gunther hoped to hear that today but he didn't. He understood
discouragement on the Mayor's part with the budget issues. They have devoted a lot of time and
energy to get where they were. They have got to have the support of the local government.
ADIOITRNMFNT

Mayor Barratt adjourned the meeting at 6:25 p.m.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 28, 2002
*AMENDED-NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on May
28, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows :
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:50p.m.

7:00p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Roberts Annexation consisting of 4.04 acres at 580 North 1100 East in the R19000, Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Alpine School District American Fork
Annexation consisting of 41.66 acres at 255 East 1500 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Ford No.2 Annexation consisting of
2.477 acres at 938 South 470 East.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Frank Brown Annexation consisting
of 4. 829 acres at 1100 South 400 East.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Report of the City Administrator.
Presentation of Appreciation Awards from the American Little League.
Presentation of the recommendations of the Neighbors in Action, Beautification
Committee, and Recreation Committee regarding parks.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Review and action on the Roberts Annexation consisting of 4.04 acres at 580 North 1100
East including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R1-9000
zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on a Proclamation proclaiming June 17, 2002, "Bureau of
Reclamation Day."
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperation Agreement with
Orem City for Animal Control Services.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Peck
Addition Annexation consisting of .70 acres at 506 West 1300 North.
Review and action on an amended preliminary plat including a signage plan for the
Meadow Planned Shopping Center Development (North Phase only) at 875 West State
Road.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD ' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;

8.
*9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.
15 .
16.
17.

and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an amended final plat for Virginia Ridge PlatE Subdivision
consisting of consisting of26 lots at 1280 North 500 West.
b.
Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Plat F Subdivision
consisting of 4 lots at 1290 North 500 West.
c.
Review and action on the revised final subdivision plat for the Meadows Planned
Shopping Center Development (North Phase) and Road & Easement Dedication
Plat (South Phase) at 875 West State Road.
Consideration and action on moving forward with condemnation action for road property
at 130 North Street at West State Road (west side).
Review and action on the approval of contracts for the Steel Days Variety Show.
Report and action on construction itetns including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the April 16, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the May 14, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the May 16, 2002, work session tninutes.
Review and action on the May 21, 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 24 day ofMay, 2002.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
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NOTICE AND AGENDA
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3.
4.
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6.

Review and action on the Roberts Annexation consisting of 4.04 acres at 580 North 1100
East including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R1-9000
zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on a Proclamation proclaiming June 17, 2002, "Bureau of
Reclamation Day."
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperation Agreement with
Orem City for Animal Control Services.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City' s intent to annex the Peck
Addition Annexation consisting of .70 acres at 506 West 1300 North.
Review and action on an amended preliminary plat including a signage plan for the
Meadow Planned Shopping Center Development (North Phase only) at 875 West State
Road.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD ' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;

7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13 .
14.
15.

and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an amended final plat for Virginia Ridge PlatE Subdivision
consisting of consisting of26lots at 1280 North 500 West.
b.
Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Plat F Subdivision
consisting of 4 lots at 1290 North 500 West.
c.
Review and action on the revised final subdivision plat for the Meadows Planned
Shopping Center Development (North Phase) and Road & Easement Dedication
Plat (South Phase) at 875 West State Road.
Consideration and action on moving forward with condemnation action for road property
at 130 North Street at West State Road (west side).
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the April 16, 2002, minutes.
Revrew and action on the May 14, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the May 16, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the May 21 , 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MAY 28, 2002

ATTACHMENTS (2)
PTIBLIC HEARING - 6·50 PM -RECEIVING OF PTIBIJC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PI ,ACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE ROBERTS ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF
4 04 ACRES AT 580 NORTH 1100 EAST IN THE R1-9000 SINill ,E FAMU ,Y
RESIDENTIAl , ZONE

The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on May 28, 2002, in the City Hall
commencing at 6:57p.m. Those present included Mayor Pro-tem Councilman Don Hampton,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Mayor Barratt and Councilman
Blake were excused. Others present included Rod Despain, Richard Colborn, Terry Fox, Howard
Denney, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Paul Washburn, Evan Brady, Mr. & Mrs. William Wyler, Barbara
Christiansen, and 5 citizens.
Mayor Pro-Tem Councilman Don Hampton explained that the purpose of the hearing was to
receive public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Roberts Annexation in the
Rl-9000 zone. He asked for comments.
Councilmember Belmont asked about the use of the property.
Rod Despain responded that the owner of the property was Gary Devincent and it was his desire
to place his home on the large lot and then develop other lots to the south.
There being no further comment, the hearing adjourned at 6:59p.m.
PIIBIJC HEARING-7 ·00 PM -RECEIVING OF PTIBTJC COMMENT REGARDING THE
AlPINE SCHOOl , DISTRICT AMERICAN FORK ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 41 66
ACRES AT 255 EAST 1500 SOTITH

The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on May 28, 2002, in the City Hall
commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with one more citizen.
Mayor Pro-tem Hampton explained that the purpose of the hearing was to receive public
comment regarding the Alpine School District American Fork Annexation. He noted that one
letter from Boyde Williams had been received noting that he chooses not to have his property
annexed.
Rod Despain explained that a protest received on a City initiated annexation, ended it.
Representatives of the School District had contacted him and they would be looking at a different
annexation.
Councilman Hampton asked what percentage of land was Mr. Williams'.
Mr. Despain responded that it was about half.
1

There being no other comment, the hearing adjourned at 7:04 p.m.
PIIBI.TC HEARING -T 10 PM - RECEIVING OF PIIBI.TC COMMENT REARDING THE
FORD NO 2 ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 2 477 ACRES AT 938 SOIITH 470 EAST

The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on May 28, 2002, in the City Hall
commencing at 7:10p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with Carl W anlass, Bob Phelps, Sherrie Fraughton, and five additional citizens.
Mayor Pro-Tern Hampton explained that the purpose of the hearing was to receive public
comment on the Ford No . 2 Annexation. He asked for comments.
Rod Despain explained that this was the western portion of what was the Highland W oodworks
property.
The City Recorder reported that there were no protests filed on the Ford No. 2 Annexation.
There being no further comtnent, the hearing adjourned at 7:12 p.m.
PIIBI.TC HEARING -7·20 PM -RECEIVING OF PIIBI.TC COMMENT REGARDING THE
FRANK BROWN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 4 829 ACRES AT 1100 SOIITH 400

EAST

The American Fork City Council met in a fourth public hearing on May 28, 2002, in the City Hall
commencing at 7:20p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with eight additional citizens.
Mayor Pro-Tern Hampton explained that the purpose of the hearing was to receive public
comment on the Frank Brown Annexation. He asked for comments.
The City Recorder reported that there were no protests filed on the Frank Brown Annexation.
There being no further comment, the hearing adjourned at 7:22p.m.
REGIILAR SESSION

The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on May 28, 2002, in the City Hall
commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Pro-Tern Councilman Don Hampton,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Mayor Barratt and Councilman
Blake were excused. Also present were Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Rod
Despain, Terry Fox, Kevin Bennett, Steve Bailey, Evan Brady, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Mr. &
Mrs. William Wyler, Barbara Christiansen, Bob Phelps, Paul Washburn, Sherrie Fraughton,
Jeralee Rawlings, Judy Price, Mr. & Mrs. Dale Steiner, Vergil Peterson, Denise Pedersen, Lori
England, Adam England, George Brown, Mr. & Mrs. Jim Phelps, Scouts from Troop 3934, 11 , &
924, and 32 citizens.
In the absence of Mayor Barratt, Mayor Pro-Tern Councilman Don Hampton took the Chair. He
announced that there would be a work session on the budget tomorrow night at 5:00p.m.
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Phyllis Crookston led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Debbie Orme offered the
prayer.
TWENTY MTNIITE PITBIJC COMMENT PERIOD-I ,TMJTED TO TWO MTNIITES PER
PERSON

There were no public cotmnents.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR

The City Administrator had nothing to report at this time.
PRESENTATION OF APPRECIATION AWARDS FROM THE AMERICAN I JTTI ,E
IEAGIIE

Jeralee Rawlings explained that the project was the snack stand at the Greenwood Park on 500
South. When she stepped into the picture and realized the need for a snack stand everyone told
her that she would not get any help. The City would not help and it would not come about. She
asked those in the League what they had done. No one had done anything. They developed a
building plan and a site plan and took it to the City. They were more than willing to help. The
City put in the sewer and the electrical lines. Councilman Storrs played a major role in that She
recognized the help of her husband, Lee, as well. There were four Eagle Scout Projects that
worked on this. The following awards were presented. (* meant they were in attendance)
*Dale Steiner- over saw the project.
Rick Widdop, Ames Construction - donated money
Craig Richins - donated building plans
*Scout Brandon Pineda - over the concrete, block, shingles, and foundation
Dan Hindley - laid the block
Dan Frandsen- donated block and concrete
*Bert Rogers - donated metal doors and frames
Thomas Hattrick, Doors Unlimited- donated and installed roll up doors
Russ Peterson, Standard Masonry Supply - donated bags of mortar
*Scout Jordan Shettell- over all the electrical
Mark Watkins, MDW Electric- donated and installed electrical materials
*Ross Hunter - donated and installed electrical materials
Bryce Newman- over framed walls and roof trusses
*Randy Newman, Renaissance Homes- donated and installed walls and roof trusses
*Scout John Cooley- over plumbing and aluminum siding
Rob Wernli - installed all plumbing
Bert Carter, Bert's Waterworks- donated plumbing supplies for walls and under the floor
Dale Warburton, Warburton Inc. - donated aluminum siding and soffits
Vergil Peterson - installed wood and studded walls on the inside.
Mrs. Rawlings also thanked City Parks Superintendent Cal Houghton for his help .
There was general applause.
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Councilman Storrs thanked Jeralee & Lee Rawlings for their titne and effort. There was general
applause.
PRESENTATION OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE NEIGHBORS TN ACTION,
BEAIITIFICATION COMMITTEE AND RECREATION COMMITTEE REGARDING
'
PARKS

Mayor Pro-Tem Councihnan Hampton introduced Kenny Hoggan who would make the
presentation.
Kenny Hoggan explained that he had lived in American Fork for about 12 years and had been on
the Parks and Recreation Committee for the past several years. He stood and was discouraged in
the direction the individuals were going. Since that time, through a series of cross-pollination
meetings with the various committees and with the blessings of their respective City
Councilmembers, they formed a task force as to how to proceed with improvements to parks in
American Fork. This evening he was representing that task force. He then presented a series of
overhead information sheets. A copy of which is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT
1. He was aware that Mayor Barratt and Councilman Blake were not going to be in attendance
but needed to get the process started. Since their first meeting in April 2002, they met in five
two-hour work sessions to develop a single recommendation. This was the recomrnendation
endorsed by the three Cotnmittees and by Parks Superintendent Cal Houghton.
Minimum Improvements were outlined, Parks with Improvements were shown, and Parks that
met the Minimum Standards were identified. Recommendation # 1 was to bring all parks up to a
minimum standard of improvement and Recommendation #2 was to have a plan. Each park
should have an individual plan with access. Recommendation #3 was that there should be a
balanced development for recreational and non-recreational improvements. Recommendation #4
was to find alternate funding sources. Recommendation #5 was to have improved park
stewardship by all. The City Council then needed to adopt this proposal as the American Fork
Parks Master Plan and allocate bond funds according to the table of minimum improvements in
the proposal.
The task force did not support a tax increase to pay off the bond. They needed to get sponsors
and get creative and use volunteer labor and meet with the schools. They had a lot of facilities
that went unused. Currently they did not have the tax base to support a great park system. It
would take all of them. They expected a lot of things from the City Council. They did not want
American Fork residents subsidizing those from other communities. But, they can only do so
much then it comes back to the citizens. He called upon the City Council and all of the citizens to
take better care of the parks. Proper resources needed to be budgeted to maintain the parks.
Vandalism should be prevented. The task force suggested the entering into a mentoring
relationship with another City that had been successful. They hoped this was the first step. They
asked that the City adopt this proposal as the Master Plan for the park system and that the table of
minimum level of improvements be used in addressing the bond.
Councilman Hampton asked that this be placed on the next agenda and take whatever action and
it could carry over to the following agenda as well.
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Kenny Hoggan, in lieu of a vote, polled each Councilmember and asked for their comment and if
they would support the proposal.
Councilman Hampton responded that he was very supportive and looked forward to Council
action.
Councilman Hunter felt it was a great proposal and that the parks definitely needed some
attention. He supported it.
Councilman Storrs cotnplimented the task force and it would make the City better. He supported
moving it along. He acknowledged some kids on the front row that were enlisting support for a
skate park. He cotnmented that Dan Hindley wanted to build a skate park with volunteer labor.
He supported the task force .
Councilmember Behnont stated that she had been an advocate for the parks for about twenty-five
years. She was so pleased to see the three groups work together. It was a very good blueprint
and she would support it.
Kenny Hoggan asked if there was anything that would derail it.
Councilman Hunter noted that the adoption of it as a Master Plan would need to go through the
Planning Commission.
Councilman Storrs noted that some studies on itnpact fees were being undertaken.
Kenny Hoggan noted that if the Park ltnprovement Bond was $2.5 million it would not quite
cover the minimum improvements to all parks.
Councilman Hampton noted that the bond would need to be specific enough to cover what was to
be done.
Kenny Hoggan asked specifically that the table be included in any bond proposal.
There was general applause.
Mrs. Cramer stated that she was itnpressed and asked if the task force would be kept in place until
the funds were in place.
Mr. Hoggan stated that was one of their intentions. He did not know how long they would be
kept together. He felt it was a valid point.
Judy Price suggested that in order that the task force had authority, it could be written into the
Master Plan.
Kenny Hoggan suggested that the appropriate Cotnmittee review each type of improvement.
Councilman Hampton felt wisdom that each committee had three, not necessarily the same three,
that would cooperate in the follow up .
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Mr. Dick Kirkwood noted that a Professional Manager should run the project improvements. The
City Superintendent had 27 parks to maintain and he agreed with that suggestion.
Marilyn Wyler asked if they needed to have it on the agenda for June 11 .
Councilman Hampton stated that they would and if they also needed it on the 25th agenda they
could as well.
Councilmember Belmont felt that the recommendation of Mrs. Cramer to have the task force
continue to meet was a good one.
Mr. Hoggan responded that they could do that, but he was hesitant to volunteer that himself
Bob Phelps hoped that the $2.5 million was not a hard figure as $2.62 million was what it really
totaled.
Councilman Hampton noted that they needed to address that option.
There was general applause.
Councilman Hampton thanked Judy Price and Mary Fox as well. He read a letter from Mayor
Barratt regarding the task force . It is included in these tninutes as ATTACHMENT 2.
There was general applause.
Adam England and his friends provided to the City Council plans for existing skate parks that had
been constructed in St. George and Chandler, Arizona.
COIINCU , REPORTS
Councilman Hunter had nothing to report at this time.
Councilmember Belmont reported that the Arts Council met on May 22nd. They heard from Mr.

Burke who was part of the Depot Foundation from Duluth, Minnesota, and he was eager to help
the City in their 501 C3. They were hoping that they could use his expertise. She reported that
the Memorial Day program at the Cemetery was very inspiring. It honored the Veterans. It
honored Education. There were speeches by eight young people. The Children's Choir provided
the music. Walt Farmer was the Veteran Speaker.
Councilman Storrs also thanked the Cemetery Committee and the Veterans for the good job that

they did.
Councilman Hampton was sorry that he was not able to attend the Memorial Day Program. He

asked if there was a public hearing scheduled for recycling.
City Recorder reported that one was scheduled for June 11 , 2002, at 7:00p.m.
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MAYOR ' S REPORT

Mayor Barratt was absent.
ACTION ITEMS

Mayor Pro-Tern Hampton brought this item up from near the bottom portion of the agenda for
action at this time.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THF APPROVAl , OF CONTRACTS FOR THF STEEl , DAYS
VARIETY SHOW

Sherrie Fraughton noted that all the requirements of the contract would be able to be met with a
couple of changes.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve a contract for the Steel Days Variety Show
entertainment with the changes as recommended by the City Attorney. Councilman
Hunter seconded the motion.
Ms. Fraughton noted that the entertainment would be Suzy Bogguss and John Berry. Other
contracts would be on future agendas.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THF ROBERTS ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 4 04
ACRES AT 580 NORTH 1100 EAST TNCI JIDTNG THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THF PROPERTY TN THF R 1-9000 ZONE AND ALSO THE
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
)

Councilmember Belmont moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-05-17 approving the
Ordinance of Annexation for the Roberts Annexation, with instruction to the Recorder to
withhold recording pending verification of all required materials and approval of the
annexation agreement relating thereto, and approval of the placement of the annexation
area into the Rl-9000 Residential zone. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were
in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROCI ,AMATTON PROCI ,AJMTNG JJINE 17, 2002,
"BIIREAI I OF RECLAMATION DAY "

Mayor Pro-Tern Councilman Hampton read a proclamation proclaiming June 17, 2002, "Bureau
of Reclamation Day."

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the proclamation. Councilmember Belmont
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOI liTTON APPROVING AN TNTERLOCAL
COOPER AITON AGREEMENT WITH OREM CITY FOR ANIMAl , CONTROl , SERVICES
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Councilman Hampton explained that this had been on previous agendas and was now ready for
adoption.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-05-25R approving an Interlocal
Agreement with Orem City for animal control services. Councilmember Belmont seconded
the motion.
Chief Terry Fox explained that this would cut travel time to the shelter way down. The Utah
County Shelter never had a set fee and that was real hard to budget for. With this agreement they
would know a year in advance.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOI.IITION INDICATING THE CITY' S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE PECK ADDITION ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 70 ACRES AT 506
WEST 1300 NORTH

Rod Despain explained that this Resolution would begin the process. The property was adjacent
to the recent J. Patterson Addition Annexation. There was no question that it was within the
City's historic annexation area.

Councilman Hunter moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-05-26R indicating the City's intent
to annex the Peck Addition Annexation consisting of .70 acres at 506 West 1300 North.
Paul Washburn commented in keeping with the City' s new policy of having the dedications ready
he had provided a deed ready to be executed at the time of annexation.

Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED PREIJMINARY PI ,AT INCIJIDING A
SIGNAGE PI ,AN FOR THE MEADOW PI ,ANNED SHOPPING CENTER DEVEI ,OPMENT
(NORTH PHASE ONI ,Y) AT 875 WEST STATE ROAD

Lynn Woodbury and Ned Stephensen were present from Woodbury Corporation.
Councilmember Belmont asked if this was the same signage plan that was seen in an Engineering
meeting a couple of weeks ago.
Rod Despain responded that it was and that the signs would need to be modified to conform to
the City's Sign Ordinance. This was back to the City Council because of some shifts required by
UDOT and they have added a small portion of the territory that historically had been the Green
parcel that they had acquired. An earlier approval was given. The current draft motion
represented both the conditions of the prior approval and the conditions of this approval.
Lynn Woodbury asked the Council to consider that one of the previous conditions for approval
was that the deed to the America First Property for a road that connected to State Street was a
condition of that plat. He would like to have that condition removed. First, there was still a huge
hammer over their head to complete the development. Good progress was being made. They
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were prevented on developing the property to the south until that was done. The City still had
clout and influence in that issue. Secondly and tnore pressing, the America First Real Estate
consultant has recommended that they go ahead in the deeding of that property. But, they were
ready to close with WalMart and wanted the plat to be in recordable fonn . Being one of those
conditions would prevent that. It really was not a part of that this portion of the development.
There was still motivation on their part to get it done. He requested that beside the conditions
requested that they add an item that would remove the condition that the America First deed be a
requirement.
Mayor Pro-Tern Councilman Don Hampton asked for a response from City Planner Rod Despain.
Rod Despain expressed that he was disappointed that they were at this point and it was not yet
resolved. It had been a matter that was known for a long time. As to whether the road was
essential to the Phase I development, from the beginning, it was the developer who had been
interested in driving cars to their location. He did not know if the City was fixed on that. The
reason for concern was that in their first plan America First did not show the roadway in the
alignment requested by Woodbury. Now it does. Was America First in agreement? Later in the
evening Woodbury will request approval for a final plat that was needed for a SID . He
understood that the final plat needed to be recorded before W alMart would cotrunit.
Councilman Hunter did not think that the Council should make any other changes to the Planning
Commission recommendation.
Carl Wanlass noted that the City could hold off on the SID until the deed was forthcatning. The
impact of that was that the improvements would not go in.
Rod Despain noted that written communication from America First that this was a preferred road
alignment would help .
Mayor Pro-Tern Hampton noted that if the City was exposed without any kind of remedy, it
would be foolish, but at the same time they would like to encourage the WalMart project.
Councilmember Belmont felt that the Planning Commission made their intent very clear and that
the Council should not add another condition.
Lynn Woodbury commented that they objected in the first place to the condition of the deed.
Rod Despain responded that it was important to understand that America First says that was not
where the road should go. They had given the City a different alignment.
George Brown asked if the prelitninary plan and the signage plan were consistent with the Sign
Ordinance.
Rod Despain explained that in the proposed motion it would refer that the signage plan be
modified to conform to with the current Sign Ordinance. His primary concern was with America
First. If it was just timing he was not too concerned if a letter was had from America First that
stated that the alignment was okay.
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Councilmember Belmont moved to approve the revised preliminary plan for the Meadows
Planned Shopping Center (North Phase only), but delay the effective date of the approval,
subject to:
1)
2)
3)
4)

All remaining outstanding materials are provided and approved. (January 22, 2002).
The revised signage plan, submitted as part of the amended preliminary plan, be
further modified to conform with the current sign ordinance.
The North Phase plan be modified to conform with the recommendations of the
Traffic Study.
Removal of designations on the WalMart site for "Employee Parking" and
" Seasonal Sales" areas.

Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Rod Despain noted that the actual conveyance was a part of the outstanding issues. If they got a
letter from America First then they would need to come back to the Council.
REVfEW AND ACTION ON SI IBDMSIONS, COMMERCIAl , PROTECTS, CONDOMJNTI IMS,
AND PIID'S INCIJIDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQTTIREMFNTS; 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
TIMF FR AMF FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTAl J ,ATION; AND 4) AI ITHORIZATION TO SIGN
THE FINAl , PI ,AT AND ACCEPTANCE OF AIJ , DEDICATIONS TO THE PIIBIJC AND TO
HAVE THE PI ,AT RECORDED
a. Review and action on an amended final plat for Virginia Ridge PlatE Subdivision consisting
of26 lots at 1280 North 500 West

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the revised final plat for the Virginia Ridge
Subdivision PlatE, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the
dedications and have the plat recorded subject to the posting of a bond to secure
completion of construction required public improvements located within the final plat
and off-site road areas. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
b. Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Plat F Subdivision consisting of4 lots at
1290 North 500 West

Councilman Hunter moved to approve the revised final plat for the Virginia Ridge
Subdivision Plat F, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the
dedications and have the plat recorded, subject to the posting of a bond to secure the
completion of construction of required public improvements located within the final
plat area, if any. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
c. Review and action on the revised final subdivision plat for the Meadows Planned Shopping
Center Development (North Phase) and Road & Easement Dedication Plat (South Phase) at
875 West State Road

Councilman Hunter moved to approve the final subdivision plat of the American Fork
Commercial Center Plat A (North Phase) and the revised Road and Easement
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Dedication Plat, Plat B (South Phase) with instruction to the City Recorder that the two
plats are to be recorded concurrently, but shall not be submitted for recording until
ALL of the outstanding conditions have been completed, including:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

The deed for the roadway connecting the parcel across the America First
segment shall be in the hands of the City
All of the uncompleted issues and tasks made part of the approval of the
initial General Site Plan for the Plat A area have been fully completed
A copy of the documentation addressing the common features of the project
are provided and approved.
The revised signage plan, conforming with the current Ordinance shall have
been received by the City.
Verification of the plan and engineering detail by the City Engineer.
The Council finds that the amended plat with corrections, constitutes a
minor amendment.

Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
CONSIDER AITON AND ACTION ON MOVING FORWARD WITH CONDEMNATION
ACTION FOR ROAD PROPERTY AT 130 NORTH WEST STATE ROAD (WEST SIDE)

American Fork City Attorney Tucker Hansen was present to provide infonnation and to answer
questions with regard to this tnatter. Mr. Larry Moore representing the owner was present to
address the Council.
Tucker Hansen began by stating that they needed to establish a contact with someone with the KMart bankruptcy. It was his understanding that the road alignment and how the new road would
align was a concern to UDOT .
Howard Denney responded that it was suggested by UDOT that they might be eligible for a signal
if the adjoining roads lined up .
Councilman Hampton noted that he felt it would improve ingress and egress to the north and to
the south.
Mr. Larry Moore represented the landlord who leased to K-Mart and also the original developer
Mr. Walt Gasser who still owned one of the pads that were undeveloped. The property had
declarations and restrictive covenants. It gave each of the owners and lease assignments rights.
One of which was that they were able to approve any changes to the site plan including
driveways, ingress, egress, and parking. The City could condemn those approval rights and that
would constitute a taking. The problem with proceeding to do anything tonight was the
bankruptcy. The automatic stay of bankruptcy prohibited any action whatsoever. Any sort of
vote to proceed was probably prohibited by the State. In a way it was a mute point because he
did not think anyone could do anything, including his client.
Mr. Moore continued that it appeared to his client that the proposed road would take an unnatural
jog to the north and wipe out about 21 or 22 parking spaces and then the entrances to the north,
while they were nice, took out another 22 to 28 parking spaces. The only parcel that was
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benefited was the developer of the adjacent property.
Originally UDOT approved a curb cut on the south east corner of the property and there was a
problem with too close of access. It was suggested to move the road over to the property. He
heard for the first time tonight that there might be a problem where that property came around
because of what it aligned up to on the other side. He looked at about a ten-year old survey and
from his review, neither alignments lined up with anything on the other side of the road. To lose
30 parking spaces for a semaphore that may never be built did not make a lot of sense. Another
concern was that usually before any condemnation for a roadway, there was a detailed traffic
study done by a traffic engineer that talked about the effects. They had not seen anything. They
had only a fax . No one wanted to be a stick in the mud. He did not think legally, that any thing
could happen tonight, as it would be in violation of the State Law. K-Mart as a corporation was
struggling. The American Fork K-Mart at least at this time did not appear on any closure list.
But anything that was done that rocked the boat with K-Mart could potentially jeopardize that KMart store and if they stopped paying, his client loses the property because there were no rents
coming in to pay the mortgage payments. It would not do K-Mart any good by having a Target
and a WalMart surrounding thetn. It added insult to injury to have his client lose something to
help its two biggest cotnpetitors. He thought there was a way to work around it, but not tonight.
Ron Woodsell with Nova Source Development explained that they were the owners of the out
parcel one. They were never notified of anything that would have an effect on their access. He
concurred with Mr. Moore' s comments on the matter.
Tucker Hansen made it clear that he was not advocating a position, but he would like to address a
couple of issues. In the taking issue, the property owners had some rights and the City would
have to compensate. On the other hand the Statute provides if there was a corresponding benefit
it would have to be measured in as well. He was not convinced that the City making a decision to
go forward with condemnation was violation of the stay. If they filed the condemnation, that
would be a violation of the stay. He did not think that the City instructing an attorney to move
forward with appropriate steps was a violation of the stay.
Mr. Hansen understood that when this was originally looked at, the road in question was not a
part of it. The City has asked for it to be there.

Rod Despain explained that the road on the south side was addressed at the time of the K-Mart
subdivision. Mr. Gasser was resistant to it and the City was not prepared to move forward . As
the Planning Commission now looked at the design, the increased access that came as part of the
redesign and the access ofK-Mart to the south including an access closer to the front of the store,
was an increase in the circulation. It was not a good move to lock them out. A loss on some
parking stalls on the southeast in trade for the substantial access to the north was felt to be it a
minor trade off and well worth the change. They were disappointed that the realignment could
not be negotiated without the use of eminent domain. The road could go straight and K-Mart
could be isolated from the road . He hoped that K-Mart would understand the gains from a
planning perspective.
Steve Pruitt with the Venture Group of Weingarten, LLC explained that he was before the
Council three years ago. The only requirement of condemnation was that upon completion of any
condetnnation was that any cotnmon area that was taken be restored to the greatest extent
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possible. He went through the agreement in great detail as he was trying to get approval for a
3 8,000 square foot Deseret Industries building. The declaration only permitted 25 ,200 square
feet of building north ofK-Mart. They had the additional 65 parking stalls. K-Mart decided not
to approve the 38,000 square feet. It was true that the initial Target site plan did not have a street
there. As it turned out there was an easement to Young for a public street. The City objected to
the location of that and subsequently the City was successful in getting a re-alignment for a road
at 200 North Street. The original Target site plan was rejected out of hand because it did not
have any connection to the Woodbury internal property. This was a real benefit for Woodbury.
Initially they did not think it made sense. Now they did. Where should the roadway align? This
Street, 130 North, was roughly equidistant between the signal at Pacific and the signal at Main
Street. He then recounted his efforts in obtaining the property privately with Dr. Hayashi through
his contact in Los Angeles. He noted that they had a perpetual easement of 15,000 square feet
over the proposed access which amount to about a third of what was needed .
Tucker Hansen introduced Gordon Duval from his office to talk about condemnation.
Gordon Duval explained that the State of Utah was very protective of private property rights and
had appointed Craig Call as a private property ombudsman. He outlined the procedure for
condemnation. A professional mediator may be quicker. Mr. Call could meet within a few days
notice.
Mr. Moore commented that there were two levels of legal problems. One was of losing parking
and access. The K-Mart lease required a minimum of 588 parking spaces and if that number was
reduced where the landlord has not provided the number required, that opened it up to
termination, even though it was more than what the City required. K-Mart had the right to
approve any changes to egress or ingress. Personally he felt that the ingress and egress to the
south was better than at the southeast location. The only important thing was that K-Mart had
the right to approve that. It could be condemned, but not when it was under bankruptcy. It
would be helpful to really see how it itnpacted the pad.
Mr. Moore continued that the spaces that the pad site was losing adjacent to that pad would now
have to be placed on the pad reducing the footprint of the size of the building that he could
construct. Not taking any property that Nova Source owned still impacted their reciprocal
parking rights. The bottom line was to tneet with the private property ombudsman in a couple of
days. From the site plan that he had, there did not appear to be a good reason for the road not to
come out straight. He cautioned the City about taking any specific action but thought that
authorizing the attorney to look into things was fine but a vote for a condemnation action to move
forward was in violation of the State.

Councilman Hampton asked if the center of the new 13 0 North Street line up with the trailer park
exit. Howard Denney thought there was an off set.
Rod Despain noted that with regard to the out parcel, parking had to be met on site and could not
borrow from its neighbor. The Planning Commission looked at it and did not feel it would impact
it. They had seen a site plan that seemed to fit.
Councilman Hampton cotnmented that it seemed that the out parcel pad would benefit
substantially from a traffic light.
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Mr. Woodsell explained that he had one of his associates meet with staff to go over a couple of
site plans. The ability to access the pad was affected. They were not opposed to sitting down to
work it out. They wanted to protect their rights. When they sat down with staff there was no
representation of a condemnation going on.

Councilman Hampton asked if there was time for all parties to pursue this during the next two
weeks.
Mr. Hansen felt that the negotiation between parties could be set up and they could also contact
the K-Mart bankruptcy attorneys.

Mayor Pro-Tem Hampton commented that a motion could be made to authorize Counsel to
proceed with all steps necessary to accomplish a lift of the stay and at the same time all the parties
could meet voluntarily to discuss other options.
Tucker Hansen felt that would meet the needs of all parties. The City would rather want to reach
an agreement.

Councilman Storrs moved to authorize the Counsel to proceed with all steps necessary to
accomplish a lift of the stay and at the same time all the parties could meet together to
discuss other options. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Bill Jacob asked if they meant that the City was condemning property for a road.
Mayor Pro-Tern Hampton responded that they were not. They were taking steps necessary to lift
the stay and while that was going on, all the parties would be negotiating on a settlement. After
that, the Council would still need to determine if they wanted to proceed.
George Brown asked that assuming the City got a lift of the stay, and the parties did not agree,
why was the City interested in condemnation action.
Councilman Storrs stated that it was not to help one or the other it was the way the road network
needed to be.
George Brown asked why the Planning Commission had not addressed it.
Rod Despain explained that they had.
George Brown asked who was going to put it in.
Rod Despain stated that would still need to be negotiated out.
Mr. Brown asked if the Planning Commission had already addressed this.
Mr. Despain responded that they had .

George Brown asked who was to put it in.
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Rod Despain stated that it would be required of Mr. Pruitt and his associates.

Mr. Brown noted that he did not understand why there was a condemnation action when the
Planning Commission made it a part of a plat.

Mayor Pro-tem Hampton felt that the direction talked about and the motion resolved the
questions.
Councilmember Belmont asked if two weeks was sufficient.
Tucker Hansen stated that it was sufficient to have a meeting of the parties.
George Brown continued that it bothered him that if the City were using eminent domain, they
would be the ones paying for it. If it was part of the developtnent plan, then the enforcement of
the plan might not involve the City. The City was taking an expensive route.
Mayor Pro-Tern Hampton felt optitnistic that it could be resolved.

All were in favor of the motion.
REPOR J: AND ACTION ON CONSTRJICTJON ITEMS TNCLJIDTNG CHANGE ORDERS

There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PI .ANNING COMMISSION ITEMS

Councilman Hunter reported that the Planning Commission at their May 15, 2002 meeting approved a
road alignment for 860 East Street; approved with conditions the annexation agreement for the Carlisle
Addition Annexation #5 consisting of 27.3 acres at 1200 North 900 East; approved the amended
Virginia Ridge PlatE Subdivision consisting of26 lots at 1280 North 500 West; approved the Virginia
Ridge Plat F Subdivision consisting of 4 lots at 1290 North 500 West; approved with conditions a site
plan for temporary classrooms and adtninistrative offices for Forbes Elementary School at 225 North
200 East; approved a replacement structure for Forbes Elementary School at 150 East 300 North;
approved with conditions an amended preliminary plat including signage for the Meadow Planned
Shopping Center Development (North Phase only) at 875 West State Road; approved a revised final
subdivision plat for the Meadows Planned Shopping Center Development (North Phase) and Road &
Easement Dedication Plat (South Phase) at 875 West State Road; approved with conditions a site plan
for a WalMart Super Center at 875 West State Road; approved with conditions a site plan for Glen
Ricks Photography at 424 West Main Street; discussed the site plan for the Fire and Ambulance station
at 90 North Center Street and recommended its redesign and the closing of Church Street; and
discussed a landscape ordinance.
As a result of this meeting, when the conditions were met a public hearing would be scheduled for the
zone designation for the Carlisle Addition Annexation.
A public hearing has been set on the site plan for the WalMart Super Center for June 11, 2002, at 6:50
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p.m.
George Brown asked about the closure of Church Street.
Commissioner Keith Richan had made the recommendation in Planning Commission meeting and
the Planning Commission voted on it and concurred.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 16 2002 MTNJITES
)

)

These minutes would be approved at the next meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 14 2002 MINT TIES
)

)

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the May 14, 2002, minutes as presented.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers
Belmont, Hunter, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilman Hampton. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 16 2002 WORK SESSION MTNTITES
)

)

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the May 16, 2002, work session minutes with a
change on page 2, lines 17 & 18 to read as follows: "Chief Fox stated that if the City does
not approve a wage increase this year it will be the second year in a row that the employees
have fallen behind." Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. Voting was as follows:
Aye, Councilmembers Belmont, Storrs, and Hunter. Abstain, Councilman Hampton. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 21 2002 WORK SESSION MINUTES
)

)

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the May 21, 2002, work session minutes as
presented. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Storrs and Belmont. Abstain, Councilmembers Hunter and Hampton.
The motion did not carry. This item would be on the next agenda for approval.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT TNCJJIDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAl . OF CITY
BTTJ .S FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests
over $1,000 as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Hunter seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
ADIOIIRNMENT

Councilman Hunter moved adjournment at 10:01 p.m. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

ft" ~.
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Improvement of American
Fork City Parks
Proposal for the Improvement of City Parks and
Allocation of the Park Improvement Bond

May 28, 2002

Presented by the _
American Fork Inter-Committee Parks Task Force
1

Task Force Members
.... . ..

• Parks and Recreation Committee
•

Marilyn Wyler

•

Dick Kirkwood

•

Kenny Hoggan

• Beautification Committee
•

Phyllis Crookston

•

Doug Bethers

•

Paul Strong

• Neighbors in Action
•

Heidi Rodeback

•

George Jacklin

•

Evan Brady

2
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Minimum Improvements
• Sprinklers & Grass
• Trees & Shrubs
• Playgrounds
• Picnic Tables & Park Benches
• Boweries
• Parking

3

Parks with Improvements*
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Trees

Parking
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Parks that Meet Minimum Standards
.

I

Don't Meet Minimums:

.·

251

I Meet Minimums: 21

c;a

Jl

Don't Meet Minimums

Meet Minimums*
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Bring mi parks up to a minimum standard
of improvement.
• Funded by a parks improvement bond.
•Improvements completed within 2 years.
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Recommendation #2
We gotta have a plan!

/
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I
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Park~ith Character
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Multi-Purpose Fields
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Tennis Courts
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Skate parks
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Individual Park Plans
. ..
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• ••

_. . ...

.... .. y.

- ~ ·

...

.

•

• (Show overhead of sample park plan.)
• Every park needs a plan. ·
• Complete the master plan process for the
"Art Dye" property before additional
improvements.
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Access to Parks

• (Refer to map of city parks.)
• Special attention to 300 N. I State corridor.
•Special attention to south of 1-15.

9

Recommendation #3
Balanced development for recreational and
non-recreational improvements.

Non-Recreation

Recreation

7'\
10

r-
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?•
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Recommendation #4
Find alternate funding sources . .
• Private I Corporate Sponsorship
• Fund Raising
• Recreational Fees
• Partner with Schools
• Developer ''Donations"
• Volunteer Labor

12

I .
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Recommendation #5
Improved park stewardship by all.
• Proper maintenance of our new jewels.
• Prevent vandalism.

13

Next Steps
.

City Council

vot~

. .: .. ;........:.... ··---·

.. . . _..

. .. . · t

to:

•Adopt this proposal as the American Fork
Parks Master Plan.
• Allocate bond funds according to the table of
minimum improvements in the proposal.
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~TED B. BARRATT

'edy !fdoandt:
JUEL A BELMONT
KEITH S. BLAKE
DON HAMPTON
THOMAS H HUNTER
RICK STORRS

May 28, 2002
American Fork Inter-Committee Parks Task Force
American Fork, UT 84003
Dear Committee:

CARL T . WANLASS . CPA
City Administrator
RICHARD M. COLBORN. CMC
City Recordt:r
PAMELA D. HUNSAKER. CMFA
City Treasurt:r
TERRY FOX
Chief of Police
HOWARD DENNEY. PE
Pubhc Works Director
TUCKER HANSEN
City Criminal Attorney

I would like to express my appreciation to the members of the Parks
and Recreation Committee, Beautification Committee and Neighbors
in Action Committee who comprised the American Fork InterCommittee Parks Task Force. They have worked together with the
City's Park Department for the sole purpose of improving our city's
parks by presenting a combined recommendation to the City Council
for planning, development and maintenance.

'~ EVIN

BENNETT
'ity Civil Attorney

Thank you for working in a cooperative effort to bring about
direction and a course of action for the City to consider in upgrading
the parks. It is gratifying to know that there are committees made up
of caring citizens that will give of their time and talents in the effort
to bring enhancement and positive changes to our City. You all
deserve a pat on the back for a job well done!

Ted B. Barratt, Mayor
American Fork City

31 North Church Street
American Fork, UT 84003
801-763-3000 Phone
801-763-3004 Fax

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY29, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on Wednesday,
May 29, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 5:00 p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION

1.
2.
3.

Review and discussion of the proposed budgets for fiscal year ending June 30, 2003.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Dated this 24 day ofMay, 2002.

ft_~.{)JL
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MAY 29, 2002

ATTACHMENT

WORK SESSION

The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Wednesday, May 29, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 5:05 p.tn. Those present included *Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers
Juel Belmont, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman Blake was excused.
Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Chief Terry Fox, Todd Huff, Andy Hale,
Christie Reimschussel, J.H. Hadfield, Steve Parker, Kevin Bennett, Pamela Hunsaker, Jay
Christensen, Sam Liddiard, Rick Bockman, Lisa Shelby, Darrin Falslev, Barbara Christiansen, and
8 additional citizens.
In the absence of Mayor Barratt, Mayor Pro-Tern Councilman Don Hampton assumed the Chair.
DISCIISSION OF THE BIIDGETS FOR FISCAl. YEAR ENDING ITINE 30, 2003

Carl Wanlass referred to his memo regarding some of the proposed changes based on the May 21 ,
2002, work session. A copy of the memo is included as an ATTACHMENT to these minutes.
The first was to see what could be done to reduce by 6% all areas except wages, benefits,
contractual obligations, etc, and also see if they could eliminate the possible property tax increase,
decrease the proposed sewer increase, and to also provide for some wage increase for the City
employees.
Mr. Wanlass noted that the total adjustment to the budget to accomplish that was $719,000. He
went through every line item that could be adjusted in department expenses and came up with a
reduction of $96,700. He expressed that he did not feel comfortable with that reduction. The
budgets as presented were really at the level of the previous year.

Councilman Hunter asked who wanted the reduction.
Carl W anlass responded that it was the Councilmembers who were at the last meeting,
Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, and Storrs.
Councilman Storrs wanted to look at that option rather than raise taxes. He did not have a
problem with looking at it.
Councilmember Belmont noted that she and Councilman Blake felt it was a way to go.
Councilman Hunter observed that Councilman Blake did not sit down with each Department
Head.
With regard to a "freeze" on salaries, Carl W anlass explained that there was to be no increase in
salary and benefits. A freeze would be placed on the part time employees.
1

Councilman Hampton noted that he tnet with Carl W an1ass to see if there was something they
could do to increase the wages of the full time employees.
Carl Wan1ass reported that he had looked at that.
Councilman Hampton felt like Councilman Hunter did. The City Administrator and the
Department Head knew that they were in some tight budget months and they had already gone
through and cut. He would hate to go another 6% . He felt there were times that the community
needed to realize that they needed to upgrade. The sewer rate increase was not out of line.
Councilman Hunter asked if it was out of line if American Fork were to try to increase services.
Carl W anlass explained that the City was very efficient in the water department and had not raised
rates since 1991 . There was no substantial debt in the water department. They were looking at
adjusting the water rates for high users as a conservation approach. The last time the City raised
property taxes was in 1992 in conjunction with the Fitness Center Bond.
Carl Wan1ass would be getting some information from the State as to the average use. He noted
that water usage had not increased since the water ordinance was passed.
Councilman Hunter comtnented that the proposed tax increase was $3 per month on a home
valued at $200,000. If there were to be a tax increase, he asked where American Fork would
stand.
Carl Wan1ass noted that out of24 Utah County communities, American Fork was presently
number 11 and with the increase, the City would go up to 8th.
Councilmember Belmont noted that they should not forget that it was on top of the franchise tax
and the Alpine School District.
Councilman Hampton asked if it was fair that the City do without so the School District could
have.
Councilmember Behnont commented that many were on fixed incomes. She knew people that
could not afford a quart of tnilk. They needed to keep that in mind.
Carl Wanlass reminded all that American Fork City received 18% of the total property taxes
collected from American Fork residents. For him, he felt that the City did a pretty good job for
his $180. The City had been very conscientious. They have passed $22 million in bonds without
a tax increase. He did not know where else to go. There were a lot of increases. He had
proposed a 1% wage increase.
Councilman Hampton understood the fixed income problem.
2

Councilmember Belmont did not feel it would hurt to discuss it.
Councilman Hampton commented that the increase to fixed income individuals was greater than
what the City received. Even Social Security got an increase.
Councilman Storrs felt it should be tnore than 1% as the etnployees fell behind last year and now
again this year.
Councilmember Belmont felt for everyone. She did not like the freeze and some increase needed
to be given. She did not feel good about new hiring.
Councilman Hunter wanted to give the employees a raise.
Carl Wanlass explained that it was suggested to hire six etnployees, plus the assistant budget
officer that was being advertized for now. He had changed the full time person in the parks to
part time in order to save on benefits.
Councilman Hunter noted that when the police moved into the new building, they were going to
need another full titne secretary. They needed one now but there was no romn. It was like it was
at City Hall.
Councilmember Behnont asked about the full time secretary noting that the officers all had lap top
computers.
ChiefFox added that they had to prepare cases to go to the City Attorney. The four secretaries
could no longer do it all. They would settle for some part time help. He would hate to think
where they would be if they did not have the lap tops. He continued that they did not budget fat.
They almost budget to fail. They were pleading with the Council. They were on a downhill slope
and now they were going faster. In the State survey they were in the middle of the salary range.
Alpine/Highland officers made more than those in American Fork. Lehi and Pleasant Grove
officers were really high and they were getting another 7% this year. In eight years, American
Fork would be in a really deep hole. The American Fork officers to a good job and they loved
their job.
Councilman Hunter felt an increase should be at least the minimum of the cost of living. He
believed in a property tax increase and a cost of living raise would not be out of line. In his
business he planned on his income increasing each year. He liked being rewarded for good effort.
Carl Wanlass explained that every department head struggled with management of time because
of how busy they were. They could not do their homework.
Councilman Storrs explained that when he looked back, this was the first budget that they did not
budget for employee raises. Carl Wanlass did a good job.
Councilmember Belmont agreed on that.
3

Carl Wanlass would look at that again.
*Mayor Barratt arrived and assutned the Chair.
Carl Wanlass did not have any new revenue options. They still needed to talk about Broadband
Internet as a source of revenue. They were looking at increases in building permit fees and
increasing the valuation tables.
Councilman Hampton suggested a small charge for Internet use at the Library.
Christie Reimschussel did not know of a community that did that.
Councilman Hampton commented that it might control some of the problems.
Carl Wanlass noted that traffic school fees would be increased from $50 to $60. He would be
looking at other sources of revenue like density fees . The sewer and water impact fees would be
looked at after the park impact fee study was completed.
Mr. Wanlass asked if there were some kind of citizen board that could review fixed income
applicants on the City portion of taxes. They had the circuit breaker at the County level. He did
not know of any City that gave that type of break. Many on fixed incomes did pretty well. If
those in need could have some type of relief on the City's portion, then that may resolve a major
concern in the community. That was something that staff could not do .

Kevin Bennett noted that the $3 per month increase was based on a $200,000 home and it would
be proportionately less for those owning a lesser valued home.
Mayor Barratt noted that they needed to maintain the whole community. He did not think that it
was much of a stretch that they were going to need little bumps in the property tax revenue in
order to supply the basic needs of the community. There were not many budgets ahead before
they would have to do something.
Councilman Hunter felt they needed to do something and that they could not keep passing the
buck. They needed to worry about those on fixed incomes, but he felt it was time to make some
tough decisions.
Councilmember Belmont wanted to talk about it.
J.H. Hadfield thought that all they would have to do was to ask the post office, the bank, and
Harts to cut back by 6%. They needed to realize a cost of living.
Mayor Barratt asked if there were still other questions.
Carl Wanlass stated that he would take another hard look. He had 1% for raises and
4

Councilmembers Hunter and Storrs wanted to see 2%.
Mayor Barratt reminded Mr. Wanlass that Councilman Blake did not support a property tax
increase. If there was nothing else they could do, then he would look at it.
Carl Wanlass stated that he would come back again with a balanced budget and do something
with the wages and cut to balance the budget.
Mayor Barratt felt that the six employees were vital.
Carl Wanlass felt that the Assistant Planner position was critical.
Mayor Barratt stated that the would not eliminate that position without a fight. The police
secretary was also needed as were the Assistant Engineer and the maintenance position.
Mr. Wanlass noted that the position in the sewer and water department was not being funded
from the general fund. He added that Ed Jones and Matt Burnside took care of all of the city
buildings. Their needs have grown.

Mayor Barratt asked that they consider a 2% cost of living. The merit program increase
amounted to $50 per month per employee.
Carl Wanlass added that some did not get that amount. He continued that to help balance the
budget, they could take some out of the capital improvements, and defer the repayment to the
sewer and water fund of$100,000. The State Court Administrator has suggested that they might
be able to pay for the furniture up front and that would help .
Carl Wanlass explained that they could reduce the downtown assistance from $100,000 to
$50,000.
Mayor Barratt explained that the $100,000 represented 5,000 feet of sidewalk.
Carl Wanlass noted that they could defer the fire truck back another year.
Councilmetnber Belmont thought that they recently sold one.
Richard Colborn responded that they sold the LaFrance Fire Truck and that money was being held
in reserve for the purchase of a new truck.
Mayor Barratt asked if there were other questions.
Councilman Hampton felt that the revenue options could be tweaked further.
Mayor Barratt stated that the budget discussion would continue at their work session on June 6,
2002.
5

Carl Wanlass reported that they would also be discussing the next direction on the pressurized
irrigation system.
ADTOIJRNMENT

The meeting adjourned at 6:06 p.m.

tC Vl.
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO 5-29-02 CCWS MINUTES - PAGE I OF 3

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:

Mayor and Council Members
Carl T. Wanlass, CPA, City Administrator
May 24,2002

J
'
c;r

At the May 21st Budget Work Session, I was asked to review the proposed budget for
the purpose of eliminating the need fo r a property tax increase, decrease the amount
of recommended sewer rate increase and to provide for wage increases to the City
employees. Due to future economic uncertainties, I went one step further and also
included the elimination of the use of General Fund cash reserves as a source of
revenues for Capital Improvements needs. Therefore, the total amount of
adjustments to the budget are the result of the following:
Elimination Property Tax Increase
Reduce Sewer Rate Increase to $2.50 per month
Adjustments to Employee Wages
Cash Surplus
Total Adjustment Required

$225,000.00
150,000.00
144,000.00
200.000.00
$719,000.00

To adjust the budget (by $719,000.00), I was directed to reduce departmental
operation expenses, excluding wages and benefits by 6%. I also did not include, for
reduction purposes, contractual obligations, utilities and telephone expense. I was
also asked to provide other items that could be considered by the Council to be
eliminated from the budget.
Based on my review the following items are submitted for your consideration:
Six Percent Reduction in Department Expenses
Administration
Legislative
Legal
Executive
Data Processing
Fleet Maintenance
Public Works
Building & Grounds
Police
Fire
Ambulance
Engineering
Streets
Sanitation
Inspection

$5,000.00
1,500.00
300.00
1,600.00
800.00
700.00
600.00
200.00
7,000.00
1,800.00
2,600.00
1,800.00
8,000.00
300.00
1,300.00

ATTACHMENT TO 5-29-02 CCWS MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF 3
Parks
Senior Citizens
Boat Harbor
Recreation
Beautification
Library
Literacy Center
Cemetery
Planning Commission
Arts Council
Celebration Committee
Sewer & Water Fund
Fitness Center
TOTAL

4,500.00
600.00
700.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
3,800.00
400.00
2,300.00
1,300.00
6,000.00
7,800.00
22,800.00
11.000.00
$96,700.00

Programs and Other
City Functions
Dues- ULCT
Historical Commission
Economic Development
Domestic Violence Program
Special Enforcement
DARE Program
Fire Department Equipment
Federal Grant Program
Road Improvements
City Clean-Up
Literacy Center
Update General Plan
Main Street Program
Buck-A-Roo Rodeo
Sick Time Buyback Program
Contingent Fund
TOTAL

$ 5,000.00
10,000.00
3,000.00
25,000.00
21,300.00
11,700.00
11,000.00
6,000.00
50,000.00
35,000.00
35,000.00
50,100.00
10,000.00
20,000.00
3,000.00
100,000.00
25.000.00
$421,100.00

Capital Improvements
Misc. Vehicles & Equipment
Defer Loan Payment to S&W
Virginia Ridge Park
Downtown Parking
Improvements Old City Hall
TOTAL

$175,000.00
100,000.00
50,000.00
100,000.00
100.000.00
$525,000.00

ATTACHMENT TO 5-29-02 CCWS MINUTES- PAGE 3 OF 3
REVIEW LIST OF IMPROVEMENTS AND EQillPMENT REQUEST
Employees

Assistant Planner
Assistant Engineer
Maintenance Position
Police Secretary
Part-Time/Temporary Empl.
Sewer & Water Position
TOTAL

51,600.00
51,600.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
30,000.00
36.000.00
$241,200.00

I am hopeful this information will be helpful for the Budget Work Session on May 29th
at 5:00p.m.

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 6, 2002
*REVISED- NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, June 6, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Discussion of a pressurized irrigation system.
Discussion of items for the upcoming June 11 , 2002, City Council meeting.
Discussion of the budgets for fiscal year ending June 30, 2003.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JUNE 6, 2002

WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on June 6, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 4:05p.m. Those present included Mayor Barratt, Council members Tom Hunter,
Don Hampton and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Carl W anlass, Kevin Bennett, Howard
Denney, Jay Christensen, Terry Fox, Christie Reimschussel, Rod Despain, Melanie Marsh, Andy
Hale, Debbie Hansen, Lisa Shelby, Greg Ludlow, Rick Bockman, Todd Huff, Shawn Nielsen,
Kris Johnson, Joy Woods, and Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press.
Council members Juel Belmont and Keith Blake were excused.
DISCUSSION OF A PRESSURIZED IRRIGATION SYSTEM
This item was not discussed because not all of the City Council members were present. Mayor
Barratt stated that this item will be discussed at the June 11, 2002, City Council Meeting.
Mr. Bennett passed out some information to the City Council regarding secondary irrigation
systems.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING JUNE 11, 2002, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Public Hearings
6:10p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding the budgets for fiscal year ending June 30,
2003
Mr. Wanlass said he has made the changes to the budget, but he does not have the copies ready
for the City Council yet. He said he hopes to put copies of the proposed budget in the City
Council boxes tomorrow.
6:50p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for WalMart Super Center at
875 West State Road
There was no discussion on this item.
7:00p.m.- Receiving of public comment concerning recycling
Mr. Wanlass pointed out that BFI will be at the public hearing.
Regular Session

)
Presentation by Zions Bank of a donation for parks

Mr. Wanlass reported that John Dean of Zions Bank will present the City with a $5,000 cash
donation for North Park.
Presentation of Police Saving Awards
Mr. Wanlass reported that Richard Jensen, Cory Smith, and Jay Christensen will be presented
with Police Saving Awards.
Presentation of Public Safety Good Save Awards
There was no discussion on this item.
Action Items
1.

Review and action on development projects.
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the W alMart
Super Center at 875 West State Road
There was no discussion on this item.

b.

Review and action on a site plan for the fire and ambulance building
Mr. W anlass pointed out that the Planning Commission turned down the proposed
site plan for the fire and ambulance building.
Councilman Storrs asked when the bond needs to be used up.
Mr. W anlass stated that the bonds have to be used up within 24 months of date of
ISSUe.

Councilman Hampton asked what the likely construction period is.
Mr. Wanlass said the fire and ambulance building can probably be constructed
within nine months.
Councilman Storrs said construction of the fire and ambulance building needs to
start soon.
Mr. W anlass said construction of the fire and ambulance building will probably
not be able to begin until October.
Mr. W anlass said the site plan and the elevation design needs to go to the
Historical Commission for its approval. He said it also needs to be determined
how the City will be able to accomplish the "one-to-one trade off on parking with
Dr. Bell."

)

(City Council Work Session Minutes- June 6, 2002)
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Councilman Hunter asked the City Council members if they read the May 15,
2002, Planning Commission Minutes where it discusses the Planning
Commission's recommendations regarding the fire and ambulance building.
Mr. Wanlass, Councilman Storrs, and Councilman Hampton said they read the
minutes. Mr. W anlass said he thinks the Planning Commission's reasoning was
sound, but he does not think what is recommended will happen.
Councilman Storrs said the City Council has already tried to do what the Planning
Commission recommended.
Mayor Barratt said what the Planning Commission recommended will not happen.
Councilman Hampton asked if the Planning Commission voted unanimously.
Councilman Hunter said the vote was unanimous other than he abstained from the
vote. He said they are getting more support than they have had in the past on
making some tough decisions on a couple of things. He said the City should take
advantages of a couple of things (1) closing Church Street and (2) acquiring the
Harrington Building and getting rid of it. Councilman Hunter said if they do not
push forward and try to close Church Street and try to acquire the Harrington
Building, then as a City Council they are not doing their job.
Councilman Storrs said he does not think Church Street will be closed or the City
will be able to acquire the Harrington Building. He said the City has already
gone that route and look where they are at. He said it is water under the bridge.
He said let's just get the fire and ambulance building built.
Mayor Barratt said in his opinion, there is nothing the City can do about trying to
get the Harrington Building because the City is in a lawsuit.
Councilman Hunter asked if the City could start the condemnation process on the
Harrington Building.
It was discussed that if the City was going to try condemnation again on the

Harrington Building, then the City would have to make sure that it has the plan
and financing in place before it starts the condemnation process. Mr. Bennett
pointed out that the Court did not approve the condemnation process when the
City tried it before on the Harrington Building because the City did not have the
plans and financing in place. He said if the City is going to try the condemnation
process again, the City has to show specifically what it would like to do with the
Harrington Building.
Councilman Hampton said with everything going on right now there is no money
to purchase the Harrington Building.

)

Councilman Storrs said he knows that closing Church Street will fail because he
already made the motion to close it and he did not get a second. He said he can't
ever see Church Street being closed.
(City Council Work Session Minutes- June 6, 2002)
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Councilman Storrs said the idea of closing Church Street is just water under the
bridge. He said it is time to build the fire and ambulance facility before the time
runs out on the bond.
Mr. Wanlass said the closure of Church Street will not have much affect on the
bond or the construction of the new fire and ambulance building.
Councilman Storrs said he does not see any support for closing Church Street.
Mr. W anlass said what the Planning Commission is saying that if Church Street
were closed off, then the design for the fire and ambulance facility could be
better. He said if Church ,Street were to be closed, then the footprint of the fire
and ambulance building would have to be redesigned.
Councilman Storrs said he does not disagree with closing Church Street, but he
thinks that it is a waste of time to pursue closing Church Street because there is
not enough,support to close it.
2.

Review and action to reconsider a previous motion on March 28, 2002, regarding the
Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50 South.
There was no discussion on this item.

3.

Review and action on the Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East
50 South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the
R-3 and R1-9000 zones, and the Annexation Agreement
Councilman Hampton asked if the design for the proposed Vacher Annexation
has been redesigned since the City Council last looked at it.
Mr. Wanlass said he does not think the design for the proposed Vacher Annexation has
changed since the City Council last looked at it.
Councilman Hampton said he supported the proposed Vacher Annexation before
and he will support it again.

4.

Review and action to reconsider a previous motion on April 16, 2002, regarding
the final plat of Adams Court Subdivision Plat A consisting of 3 lots at 150 West
300 North
There was no discussion on this item.

5.

Review and action on the final plat of Adams Court Subdivision Plat A consisting
of lots at 150 West 300 North
It was discussed that the proposed plat is not any different than what was
presented at the at April 16, 2002, City Council Meeting.

Mayor Barratt pointed out tnat the engineers that are involved with the Adams
(City Council Work Session Minutes- June 6, 2002)
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Court Subdivision were not present at the April 16, 2002, City Council Meeting
because there was some confusion on the date of the meeting. He said the engineers feel
like there was information that they could have provided to the City Council to make
things more clear.
Councilman Hampton said he hopes the engineers have some information to alleviate the
concerns relative to cars having to back out onto 300 North and the lack of vehicle access
in the partial cul-de-sac.
Mr. Bennett pointed out that the City Council did not deny the proposed final plat of
Adams Court Subdivision Plat A at the Apri116, 2002, City Council Meeting. He stated
that the City Council just referred it back to the Planning Commission to come up with
standards and guidelines relative to smaller cui-de-sacs than the City is use to having.
6.

Review and action on a Steel Days Variety Show Contract with John Berry
There was no discussion on this item.

7.

Review and action on an ambulance billing contract with Gold Cross
Mr. W anlass reported that Gold Cross has not increased its rates since 1996.
stated that Gold Cross does a good job.

He

Jay Christensen said Gold Cross recommended that the City pass a resolution that
authorizes Gold Cross to automatically increase the amount charged to patients
transported every July 1, which he said is not a good idea because then the City Council
would not know how much the increase is every year.
Mr. W anlass said the proposed increase needs to be brought before the City Council
every year.
Mr. Bennett recommended that the City not pass a resolution that allows Gold
Cross the authority to automatically increase the rates every July 1.
Mr. Bennett stated that the proposed contract states it would be effective April 1, 2002,
which means that the City would have to go back and pay Gold Cross the difference
between what the City has been paying and what the new rate is. He asked if the City
wanted the agreement to be effective April1, 2002, or should it be effective July 1, 2002.
It was discussed that the effective date of the contract should be July 1, 2002.

8.

Report and action on construction items including change orders
Mr. W anlass indicated that he did not think there would be any change orders.

9.

Report and action on Planning Commission items
There was no discussion on this item.

10.

Review and action on the April16, 2002, special session minutes
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There was no discussion on this item.
11.

Review and action on the May 23, 2002, work session minutes
There was no discussion on this item.

12.

Review and action on the May 28, 2002, minutes
There was no discussion on this item.

13.

Review and action on the May 29, 2002, work session minutes
There was no discussion on this item.

14.

Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for
payment
There was no discussion on this item.

15.

Consideration and action on entering into an Executive Session to discuss real
property and lease of real property
There was no discussion on this item.

DISCUSSION OF THE BUDGETS FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2003
Mr. W anlass stated that he has made considerable adjustments to the budget to reflect the
direction that the City Council give him. He said he did go through each individual budget item
and he did reduce things. He said he cut out about $70,000 in operational expenses to provide
for some salary increases to the City employees and to hire some new employees in order
maintain the City services. He said he is still recommending that the City hire an assistant
planner and a full-time police secretary. Mr. Wanlass said he is recommending that the assistant
engineer and maintenance position be deferred for 6 months to see if the funding will be
available for those two positions. He said he is still recommending that they fund the part-time
positions for the Parks, Street, and Cemetery Departments.
Mr. W anlass said hopefully he will be able to put a copy of the proposed budget in each of the
City Council's boxes tomorrow. He said if the City Council still wants to look at items to
decrease or eliminate the proposed property tax increase, some items he would recommend
decreasing or eliminating are the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Not participating in Utah League of Cities and Towns
Eliminating the City's involvement in the domestic violence program
Reducing involvement in the Steel Days programs
Eliminating the Main Street Program
Eliminating federal participation with trails

)
Councilman Hampton asked Mr. W anlass if the items that he is talking about will be listed in the
information that is put in their boxes tomorrow.
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In response to Councilman Hampton's above question, Mr. Wanlass said yes.
Councilman Hampton asked if there will be any other meetings on the budget between June 11
and June 18.
Mr. W anlass said if the City Council would like to have another Budget Work Session prior to
June 18, it could.
Councilman Storrs asked Mr. W anlass if he looked at increasing the water rates.
Mr. Wanlass said he has looked at increasing the water rates. He said he did reduce the sewer
rates from the proposed $4.95 increase down to an increase of $2.95.
Councilman Hunter asked what the salary increase for the employees will be.
Mr. Wanlass said the budget proposes a 2% increase and a $50 a month performance evaluation
Increase.
Councilman Storrs said he was talking to Stephen Parker and he thought it might be a good idea
to increase the water rates a little.
Mr. Wanlass said they are looking at a program that will help maintain their regular stream of
water, but that will also conserve water. He said about three months down the road he will
probably come back to the City Council for a rate increase on water.
Councilman Hunter asked Mr. Wanlass if he made any adjustments to the budget relative to
downtown parking.
Mr. Wanlass said he did cut $50,000 out of the downtown parking and $50,000 out of the
remodel of City Hall. He said he eliminated $100,000 of payment back to the sewer and water
fund.
Councilman Hunter suggested that the downtown parking be cut altogether and leave some of the
other programs intact.
Mr. W anlass expressed his frustration because there has yet to be a full City Council present at
the Budget Work Session Meetings. He said he would really like to have a Budget Work
Session with a full City Council present. He said the right procedure for the budget is to present
it to the City Council and let it do what it needs to do with the budget. He said he thinks the
City Council should be more involved in setting the priorities so that the adjustments can be
made.
OTHER BUSINESS
Andy Hale expressed his thanks for trying to find a way to give the employees a pay increase this
year. He then asked why the budget is so tight this year.
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Mr. Wanlass said there are two reasons why the budget is tight. He said one is a continuing
problem, which is property taxes. He said property taxes are not a big part of the budget as a
whole. He explained that the City is guaranteed the same dollars as it received last year plus new
growth so the City does not ever get any increases in property taxes other than new growth. He
said if the City wants to keep up with inflation, then it has to go through the public disclosure
process. He said City Councils have a hard time going through the public disclosure process,
which he understands.
Mr. W anlass pointed out that there has not been an increase in property taxes since 1992. He
said the increase in 1992 was not an increase by the City Council, but it was a voter-imposed
increase. He explained that the money generated from the increase in 1992 did not go for
general operations, but went for a specific purpose. He said the specific purpose was to retire the
debt on the American Fork Fitness Center.
Mr. Wanlass said another reason the budget is so tight is because the City has bonded for over 20
million dollars since 1997 without any other source of revenue other than increases in sales taxes
to pay for the bond debt. He said this is the first year that they have had a substantial increase
in debt service.
Mayor Barratt pointed out that the City paid a million dollars for Hunter Park. He pointed out
that the City's sales tax revenue is lower than it has been.
Mayor Barratt said American Fork is not like its sister cities. He said the cities around
American Fork feel an obligation to their citizenry to maintain at any cost a certain standard of
performance in their community and if it requires a property tax increase or requires whatever it
might be they have a minimum standard which they feel they have been elected to maintain. He
said the surrounding cities maintain a certain standard and they perform the education process
that is necessary to help the public understand that in order to do certain things there are some
things that must be done. He said while he has been Mayor for the last several years, the City
Council has constantly cut certain things. He said the City operates much like a home in that if
one does not get a cost a living increase or does not get a bonus periodically as the cost of living
increases all of a sudden it becomes crunch time. He said the City happens to be living in crunch
time right now.
Mayor Barratt said that some of the other cities work with two or three planners and have the
ability to function and keep a well-oiled machine and keep things moving. He said American
Fork City gets bogged down because it does not have the manpower and in reality that costs
dollars. He said the problem is that the City does not have the money to hire additional
employees.
Mr. W anlass said part of the charge of the new employees like the Assistant City Planner,
Assistant Budget Officer, and Assistant City Engineer is to look at what can be done to generate
additional revenues without increasing taxes. He said there are ways to generate additional
revenues other than increasing property taxes, but the City does not have the staff to research and
find new ways to generate additional revenues. He said he believes the Assistant City Planner,
Assistant Budget Officer, and Assistant City Engineer will make their wages.

)
Mayor Barratt said "you can only tread water for so long and they have been treading water for a
long time."
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Mr. Hale said he thinks Chief Fox stated it very eloquently last week when he talked about how
each City Council comes in and says it is not going to raise taxes on its watch. He said it would
be nice if the City would decide that it is going to provide a certain level of service, not just in
wages, but in all types of services, i.e. parks, roads, etc.
Mr. Wanlass said one thing that has really hurt the City for the last three years is the liability
insurance premiums. He said the City has had a number of lawsuits.
Mr. Wanlass explained that the property tax increase he is asking for is $225,000, but $70,000 of
it is for tort liability insurance. He said the property tax increase that he is asking for is not just
for general operations.
Mr. Hale said it seems like the arguments at the last meeting were anecdotal, i.e. an 80-year old
person that can't afford to buy cat food, which does not seem like a very substantial argument for
not doing something that the City needs to do.
Councilman Hampton said the psychology of Alpine School District's impact on property taxes
is something that they have to resolve. He said it is like saying that parents only give Christmas
gifts to their oldest children and not to the youngest children. He said to say that the City should
take a back seat because Alpine School District has such a major impact on each of us
individually is not right in his mind, yet that is the way many of the average citizens look at it.
He said many people just look at their total bill and do not realize that there has not been a tax
increase from the City for several years.
Mayor Barratt pointed out one resident came to him and was discouraged because the City had
increased the gas and electric bill, which the City has nothing to do with. He said often times
residents look at their various utility bills and blame the City for rate increases when in some
cases the City had nothing to do with the rate increase, i.e. power and gas bills.
Mayor Barratt stated that the City should not tax for no reason. He said as City officials they do
have a responsibility to maintain a minimum level of service. He said if a small tax increase
will enhance the community, then it is well worth it and he thinks the public would accept that.
He said that tax increase seems to be a dirty word. He said one should not arbitrarily say that a
tax increase will never be done. He said someone will have to bite the bullet and approve a tax
increase. Mayor Barratt said time will show that those who approve a tax increase are heroes
because those who vote to increase taxes may say that this town is not good enough for them to
live in and that they want to make it a good town to live in. He said someone may eventually
say this town has gone down and they are not going to allow it any more. He said there are a lot
of things that need to be repaired in the City, i.e. sidewalks.
Mr. W anlass said he knows that the City Council has never wanted to increase property taxes for
the bond debt, but that is really what the property tax increase should be for. He said the reason
he says that property taxes should be for bond debt is because the public is paying for those
facilities and they are getting the benefit of those services during the life of those bonds. He
said another reason the money generated from a property tax increase should go to pay off bond
debt is because when the debt is paid off the property taxes will go down.
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ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 4:42p.m.

M!l~ ~ OJ!ftDeputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 11' 2002
* AMENDED -NOTICE AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on June
11, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:10p.m.
6:50p.m.
7:00p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the budgets for fiscal year ending June
30,2003.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for W alMart Super Center at
875 West State Road.
Receiving of public comment concerning recycling.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation by Zions Bank of a donation for parks.
Presentation of Police Life Savings Awards.
a.
Richard Jensen
b.
Cory Smith
c.
Jay Christensen
Presentation of Public Safety Good Save Awards.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.

5.
6.
7.
8.

ACTION ITEMS
*1.
2.

3.

Discussion and action on a proposed pressurized irrigation system.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the W alMart
Super Center at 875 West State Road.
b.
Review and action on a site plan for the Fire and Ambulance building.
Review and action to reconsider a previous motion on March 28, 2002, regarding the
Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50 South.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

*17.
*18.
19.

Review and action on the Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50
South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R-3 and
R1-9000 Zones and the Annexation Agreement.
Review and action to reconsider a previous motion on April 16, 2002, regarding the final
plat of Adams Court Subdivision Plat A consisting of3 lots at 150 West 300 North.
Review and action on the final plat of Adams Court Subdivision Plat A consisting of 3
lots at 150 West 300 North.
Review and action on a Steel Days Variety Show Contract with John Berry.
Review and action on an ambulance billing contract with Gold Cross.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the April 16, 2002, special session minutes.
Review and action on the May 23, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the May 28, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the May 29, 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Consideration and action on entering into an Executive Session to discuss real property
and lease of real property.
Review and action on an offer by Heritage Management to purchase the property
located at 350 East 300 North.
Review and action on a proposal to purchase SwitchPoint's DSDN Network.
Adjournment.

Dated this 7 day of June, 2002.

-11~
1f~
Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 11' 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on June
11 , 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:10p.m.
6:50p.m.
7:00p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the budgets for fiscal year ending June
30, 2003 .
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for WalMart Super Center at
875 West State Road.
Receiving of public comment concerning recycling.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation by Zions Bank of a donation for parks.
Presentation of Police Life Saving Awards.
a.
Richard Jensen
b.
Cory Smith
c.
Jay Christensen
Presentation ofPublic Safety Good Save Awards.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor' s report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) tnethod of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the WalMart
Super Center at 875 West State Road.
b.
Review and action on a site plan for the Fire and Ambulance building.
Review and action to reconsider a previous motion on March 28, 2002, regarding the
Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50 South.
Review and action on the Vacher Annexation consisting of7 .99 acres at 755 East 50
South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R-3 and
R1-9000 zones, and the Annexation Agreement.
Review and action to reconsider a previous motion on April 16, 2002, regarding the final
plat of Adams Court Subdivision Plat A consisting of3 lots at 150 West 300 North.
Review and action on the final plat of Adams Court Subdivision Plat A consisting of3
lots at 150 West 300 North.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Review and action on a Steel Days Variety Show Contract with John Berry.
Review and action on an ambulance billing contract with Gold Cross.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the April 16, 2002, special session minutes.
Review and action on the May 23 , 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the May 28, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the May 29, 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Consideration and action on entering into an Executive Session to discuss real property
and lease of real property.
Adjournment.

Dated this 4 day of June, 2002.

n;_ k. Q!L
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JUNE 11 ' 2002

ATTACHMENTS (2)
PUBLIC HEARING- 6: 10 P .M . -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
BUDGETS FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2003
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing Qn June 11 , 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:10p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, *Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wan1ass, Richard Colborn, Steve Parker, Ken Smith, Christie Reimschussel, Sheena Parker,
Pamela Hunsaker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Chief Terry Fox, Steve Cornia, five police
officers, Phyllis Crookston, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Glen Wagstaff, Pharis Blackhurst, Phil Collins,
Dale Gunther, Barbara Christiansen, and 26 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
budgets for fiscal year ending June 30, 2003. He turned time to Carl Wan1ass.
Carl Wan1ass referred to the budget letter dated June 7, noting that it was a reflection of the
changes presented since the tentative budget presentation in May. On the Revenue side:
1. There was an increase in property tax revenue in the amount of $225,000, a 15% increase.
This would increase the certified tax rate by .00031 , in which $70,000 would be applied to
tort liability insurance and $15 5, 000 applied to general operations.
2. There was an increase in garbage fees in the amount of .30¢ per residential customer, a 3%
increase. It would be revised downward in that their request was based on the Consumer
Price Index (CPI) and it included a tipping fee increase. However, the tipping fee increase
was on1y .50¢ per ton. The final budget would reflect that.
3. There was a projected lease and O&M income in the amount of$350,000 from the State
Courts Administrator' s Office for their proportionate share of bond debt service payments and
maintenance costs on the new police and courts facility. He hoped they would be in by
September or October.
4. There was an estimated annual increase of $100,000 in Parks & Recreation Impact Fees. This
amount could change upon the completion of the analysis that was currently being done. He
had a tentative report and felt that this figure would hold.
5. There was an increase in sewer rates in the amount of$2.95 per residential customer (18% to
other users) for operational expenses. That was reduced from the recommended amount of
$4.95 .
Mr. Wan1ass continued that on the Expenditure side:
1. The budget included raises, cost of living and performance evaluation increases, to full-time
employees. Cost of living increase of 2% would take effect on July 1, 2002, and the up to
$50 performance evaluation increase would take effect on January 1, 2003.
2. Standby pay for water, streets, maintenance, and parks departments included a recommended
change from $50 per week to $1.25 per hour. This was consistent with what other cities were
doing and impacted the budget by $7,500.
1

3. The Executive Department included $25 ,000 for publishing costs for the History Book of
American Fork City update that Betty Spencer was doing. It should be completed prior to the
150th anniversary of American Fork City in June of2003.
4. The Information Technology Department reflected the full-time position being funded for the
full budget year. During this year it was only since January.
5. The Buildings & Grounds Departtnent included increases in utility costs and janitorial services
for the new police & courts facility and the remodeled administrative building.
6. The Literacy Center Department reflected the full-time position being funded for the full
budget year.
7. The Debt Service showed an increase of$535,000 for bond payments for the police & courts
and fire & ambulance facilities.
8. There was $18,500 in the Celebration Committee budget for the City's 150th year celebration.
Carl Wanlass continued that in the area of Capital Improvements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

$50,000 be set aside for the downtown parking project
$2,500,000 be provided from a bond for multi-park improvements
$13 7,000 for a payment on the Hunter Park
$100,000 for cemetery property acquisition
$2,500,000 for the fire and ambulance facility
$50,000 to remodel the current City Hall

Mr. Wanlass added that there was approximately $178,000 for police cars, parks & cemetery
equipment, and other equipment.

In the area ofPersonnel, the budget included five positions:
Accountant/Assistant Budget Officer
Assistant Planner
Assistant Engineer to be hired in January 2003
Maintenance Person to be hired in January 2003
Police Secretary
There was also an increase in funding for part-time and temporary employees in Administration,
Police, Parks, and Streets.
Mayor Barratt asked the public for comments.
Scott McCleskey stated that he was new to American Fork and had lived here about a year. He
was curious as to the increase in property taxes of 15% and asked how much that was and if they
had done an analysis on other ways to get that money.
Carl Wanlass responded that on a $200,000 home, the increase would be approximately $34 per
year. They had looked at other ways.

2

··.

Mr. McCleskey wanted to make sure that the cost of living increase to BFI for garbage was not
more than the City employees would be getting. He asked when the last time the garbage
contract had gone out for bid.

Carl W an1ass explained that it went out to bid a year ago and was for five years.
Scott McCleskey asked where the park impact fees went.
Carl W an1ass explained that part of it went to pay off the Hunter Park and the balance would be
for the debt service on the $2.5 million park improvement, if that bond passed.
Mayor Barratt noted that the $100,000 was an increase on top of$150,000 to $300,000 that
normally was brought in.
Mr. McCleskey asked about the sewer rate increase.
Carl Wan1ass responded that it was a pass through from Timpanogos Special Service District who
processed the sewage. Infiltration was also a factor.
Scott McCleskey asked if there was an assessment for the requested personnel and if those studies
were available for review.
Mr. Wanlass explained that that there was not, other than review by staff

Mayor Barratt added that some positions were needed. As far as the accountant/assistant budget
officer, that had come, from a certain extent, from the Council. There were some needs that
could be better addressed by the City Administrator and some budgetary items and number
crunching that could be better performed having an accountant. The assistant planner was coming
from the Mayor as he believed that someone was needed that could give some new ideas and new
direction and take over when the City's Planner might retire. He noted that the City Engineer had
an unbelievable number of meetings that he was involved in. An assistant engineer was needed.
Scott McCleskey asked if there was a process. He felt a formal process was necessary. He asked
about Revenues in the General Fund and fines and court fees. There was 104% increase and
asked if they were currently in a dip or were they turning this into a profit center for the bonds.
Councilman Hampton noted that speeding was a concern particularly on 900 East and 1100 East.
Mr. Wanlass responded that they were increasing their effort in that regard and they also
increased the traffic school fee . The State had also increased their fines .
Mr. McCleskey asked where the Council would cut if the tax increase did not pass.

Carl Wan1ass noted that it would probably come in the area of capital improvements. The other
was to cut some programs.
Scott McCleskey asked if there was a prioritized list of what might go first.
3

Carl Wanlass responded that the Council had a list but it was not prioritized.
Scott McCleskey noted that $34.00 was not a lot, but the City was increasing their part by 15%.
He suggested that there might be some budgetary controls that would help the money go farther.
It was dangerous to raise fees and taxes. Maybe the City was efficient already. It was the
principle.
Carl W anlass noted that the last increase was a voted one in conjunction with the Fitness Center
in 1992.
Mr. McCleskey answered that he was not concerned about the last one, but the next one.

Mayor Barratt explained that the Council went through the same thing last year. Last year they
stretched the budget a little thinner. The Council has made an effort. Some departments were
heavily subsidized and were used by other communities. He had talked with the Mayor's of those
communities and they would be meeting to discuss that. Right now that was pie in the sky,
however.
Scott McCleskey felt that for $34.00 for $200,000 in a size ofbudget that the City had, that those
increases could be scrutinized and efficiencies created that would allow for increases to occur.
Mayor Barratt agreed that some things could be cut. But, in some cases there were
Councilmembers that were not interested in that.
Mr. McCleskey asked Carl Wanlass if he was a committee of one or if there were other CPA's in
the community that help out.

Carl W anlass responded that was why he was asking for another person.
Scott McCleskey agreed that it would help to have additional eyes looking for things.
Mayor Barratt agreed that a minimum increase was going to get some efficiency that would make
a huge difference. And unless they wanted to cut some programs, next year the Council would be
right back in this position but compounded.
Bill Jacob asked about Revenues and what percentage was the $350,000 for the police and courts.
Mr. Wanlass responded that it was 50%,
Mr. Jacob believed that the $34 figure was about what was turned down on the first vote for the
police and courts building. He asked if there was a shortfall in revenues.

Carl Wanlass responded that they were projecting a decrease in the amount of sales tax. Up until
last month it was okay. Last month it decreased.
Bill Jacob asked about the sales tax from WalMart going to pay off the SID bond.
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Mr. Wanlass responded that was not necessarily the case. Factored into that was new sales tax
dollars.

Bill Jacob noted that they were in an economic downturn and there had been businesses that have
left the downtown.
Phil Collins referred to the Revenue from the Fines and Forfeitures. He did not feel that the
numbers worked.
Carl W anlass clarified that part of the increase was also the State reimbursement. They were
anticipating a $25 ,000 increase for traffic school.
Phil Collins added that he still showed a net loss of $17,000. He was at a loss.
Carl W anlass stated that the City was already collecting $3 8, 000 from the State on the current
lease. It was $350,000 minus the $38,000.
Phil Collins observed that when capital improvements were factored out, the budget showed a
10% increase in actual operating expenditures over the fiscal year. In the corporate environment
he could not do that. If the rest of the working world had to tighten up, then they should all
tighten their belts together. In the corporate environment, he was not increasing his expenses 5%
over all. He could understand the 2% cost of living. He did not have a concern with that. They
could not entertain that type of increase in this environment. They anticipate the largest portion
of the budget, sales tax, was going to continue to dwindle. Instead of raising prices, they needed
to think of ways to cut. There was general applause.
Paul Walgren dispelled the rumor that the City employees were the highest paid in the County.
He asked about the standby pay.
Carl W anlass responded that it was to be consistent with other communities in the County and
had a $7500 impact on the budget.
Paul Walgren asked about the Literacy Center.
Carl W anlass explained that it was in the basement of the new library and they taught kids and
adults to read and learn English.
Mr. Walgren thought that there were other organizations that did the same thing and asked why it
was a part of the City.

Mayor Barratt answered that it was not a part of every City. A group of American Fork residents
had gotten together to support that project. The schools did not fill that need .
Dale Gunther explained that his wife, Rose Ann, got it going. They had a ton of volunteers to help
those. It was a program with a lot of volunteers and it took some paid help in getting it going and
in coordinating it.
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Mayor Barratt explained that was one way to reduce the budget.
Paul Walgren noted that there were a lot of new positions and asked what the increase was.
*Councilman Blake arrived.
Carl Wanlass explained it would be about $300,000 for wages and benefits for those positions.
Mayor Barratt added that the $300,000 was not fluff It would return efficiency to the City over
and over.
Paul Walgren asked about the new growth.
Mayor Barratt stated that every rooftop was a budget drain. More services were rendered than
recaptured. He did not understand how a community without a sales tax base could continue.
Leisa Hatch commented that $34 for a $200,000 home per year was a lot for those who had lost
their jobs. There were other increases as well including $3 5. 40 in sewer fees and $3 .60 in garbage
fees . She added that she was surprised that the number one action item on the amended agenda
was the review and action on pressurized irrigation system. That would have a large impact as
well. The environment was a concern. It was all coming out of citizen pockets and asked the
Council to take a look at them.
Pharis Blackhurst observed that in the last thee months there had been articles on agencies cutting
costs and people losing jobs. They have to do with less revenue. In no case did he see a tax
increase. One of the competitions that the City faced was that over the last fifteen or twenty
years, nothing had been invested in capital items. Now, they faced a competition against the debt
load. Because of this, they faced a challenge of addressing what was bulging out. Prudent
management would address, that if the employees were really necessary, where could they
sacrifice in other personnel to justify them. In 1980 a franchise tax was to be temporary. If they
continued down this path and add the tax increase, they still only postponed the problem. The
debt revenue increased. He asked the Council to take the hard line.
Paul Walgren explained that he was of modest means and retired in 1975 with a fine pension and
at age 65 got his social security. He did not have the ability to increase his income. There were a
number of new homes for sale because people could no longer afford them. Many could no
longer pay the bills.
Bill Jacob explained that he paid $56 to get a copy of the budget requests and he would share it
with Mr. McCleskey for much less than that.

)

Phyllis Crookston explained that there were a number of volunteers in the City including City
committees, and other organizations. They put forth funds from their own pockets. However,
when they came to the City to ask for money or supplies, they were told that the City was on a
tight budget. They were told to ask for volunteers and when they had them in hand, they were
turned away because they were not good enough. But they were good enough to run their own
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businesses and contracting. They have been good enough to pay for City operations. They were
promised parks when they purchased their homes, but have none yet. Why was the tax base not
working. There was a fortune in contributions each year. There was some applause.
There being no other comment, the hearing concluded at 7:06p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-6 :50P.M . - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
SITE PLAN FOR W ALMART SUPER CENTER AT 875 WEST STATE ROAD
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on June 11 , 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:06p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl W anlass, Richard Colborn, Steve Parker, Ken Smith, Pamela Hunsaker, Howard Denney,
Rod Despain, Chief Terry Fox, Steve Cornia, five police officers, Phyllis Crookston, Mr. & Mrs.
Bill Jacob, Pharis Blackhurst, Phil Collins, Dale Gunther, Barbara Christiansen, and 28 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
site plan for a WalMart Super Center at 875 West State Road. He asked for comments.
Rod Despain explained that all site plans in the SC-I zone required a public hearing. Woodbury
was the sponsoring entity.
James Kalana explained that he recently moved from Colorado two months ago . He had taken as
a court recorder many City Council meetings and as he listened to the concerns being expressed,
he sympathized with both those expressing them and the members of the Council. His purpose
was to share his experience of moving from a small community of 7,000 with a street lined with
small businesses and then going through the same procedure American Fork was going through
with WalMart. After its completion the promise of lower prices were experienced. The
downtown closed. Small mom and dad businesses could not compete with what he believed to be
the largest in the world in revenue. WalMart had the capability of controlling the market on the
purchase of almost everything. If they did not have access to the beautiful area, he could
understand the interest in doing it. As he understood it, there would be the locating 28 businesses
in the area. The Council needed to consider the number of downtown businesses and others that
would close their doors. This was beautiful community. He lived in Orem and came to American
Fork for his grandchildren and to enjoy the conveniences. The price the community would pay of
loosing the ambience was not worth it.
Keith (Butch) Walters explained that his family owned the Paradise Pond. He had been fighting
with Woodbury since 1997 on this. He had asked the City for help but the City had deaf ears. No
one would help them. His kids were the fourth generation on the land. They have stood up and
helped American Fork City and when they needed help, American Fork was not there for them.
He had left messages with Mayor Barratt but had not received a call back. Woodbury Corp. was
suing him. The property was turned over to American Fork City at the beginning of the year.
They went to trial on March 27, 2002.
Mayor Barratt responded that he had never gotten messages other than 18 months ago .
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Butch Walters stated that he could not get any answers about the drains.
Councilmember Belmont stated she wished she had known that. She knew his father and had
taken her grandchildren down there. When she read in the newspaper what was happening she
was heartsick because it was a great place to take kids. She was sorry that the City had not
helped. Perhaps they could move forward and help do something. She agreed with the previous
gentleman who spoke. She had a thick file on W alMart. They were a destroyer of towns and
they start deliberately to destroy towns. That was their business. She wanted to do something for
the local people. She would like to help and invited him to call her.
Councilman Blake stated that he was not aware of the lawsuit.
Carl W an1ass explained that it was between Woodbury and Walters.
Mayor Barratt did not know what the City could have done.
Butch Walters stated that they had to pull the dam. Woodbury had made offers on the property.
Woodbury designed a dam and put in on their property and then Woodbury sued them.
Councilman Blake asked where the water was backing up .
Butch Walters responded that Woodbury claimed that it was backing up from I -15 north to State
Street.
There being no further cotnment the hearing adjourned at 7:18p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:00P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT CONCERNING
RECYCLING
The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on June 11 , 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:18p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with Carol Chomjak, Kevin Bennett, former Mayor Jess Green, and 5 additional citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained that the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding
recycling.
Carol Chomjak from Neighbors in Action read a statement. The statement is included in these
minutes as ATTACHMENT 1.
Mayor Barratt observed that BFI would like to coordinate with surrounding communities in a
recycling effort.
BFI General Manager for Utah and Wyoming Chad Hardy explained that there were a number of
communities in Utah County that wanted to recycle. He was looking at who was serious.
Highland and Alpine had teamed up and were getting going. Originally, BFI had asked American
Fork to team up with another community. They have run the numbers and felt now that American
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Fork had enough residents to do a program just in American Fork. BFI was ready to move on it.
They had been through the heartaches and knew what worked .
Mayor Barratt asked what the cost would be.
Chad Hardy explained that what was working was to provide a second 90-gallon cart and have
them both picked up on the same day. There would be a reduced cost because of not having a
tipping fee, but there was a cost.
Mayor Barratt guessed that it would be $5 to $6 per month. He asked ifBFI had a method to
recycle glass and if they were prepared to present a specific program.
Chad Hardy stated that glass could not go in the 90-gallon bin, but it could be collected at drop
points in the community. BFI had a program and could design it for American Fork.
Councilman Hampton stated that this was the hearing to get recycling started. He asked if there
were a minimum number of participants that were necessary to get it going.
Chad Hardy responded that usually it was a mandatory program. Everyone would get a bin.
South Jordan had a 70% set out rate and used a 90-gallon bin. They would do what they could
do . They would educate the public.
Mayor Barratt explained that they were running a little behind and would postpone the start of the
regular City Council meeting until about 7:45 p.m.
Spencer Reay explained that he was 9 years old and had lived in California where they had
recycling. In Utah they were bummed that they did not have recycling. They teamed up in Cedar
Hills and they started a recycling business and started recycling in their neighborhood.
Cindy Reay asked about green waste.
Mayor Barratt responded that green waste could be taken to the Timpanogos Special Service
District.
Rulon Jensen asked how tnany single-family dwellings in American Fork had multiple cans. It
was answered that about it was about 25% to 30%.
Doug Bethers stated that he recycled just about everything. He would like to visit their facility.
Mr. Hardy noted that it was at 3300 South in Salt Lake and invited him to call ahead to arrange a
visit.

Chad Hardy added that the curbside bin was a convenience.
Former Mayor Jess Green stated that he recycled some now and he had two garbage cans. He
asked if this would be put on the ballot so the citizens could respond to the extra charge they
were going to get. It would escalate as well.
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A lady asked about various sizes of cans.
Chad Hardy stated that they really only had two sizes. He felt the larger one was the better
option. However, he could tailor the program to American Fork.
Judy Price noted that for those not recycling, it was an inconvenience. Those that have been
recycling would embrace the idea. It was all what you were doing as to how you would see it.
She felt it was a savings.
Mayor Barratt asked why there was a cost.
Chad Hardy explained that it was a capital investment. One truck was $200,000. There was a
driver. They had a multi-million dollar facility. It was a commodity market, supply and demand.
Over the three years, their recycle end had lost money. It was not a mom and pop operation. BFI
has made the commitment to be a leader in recycling.
Glen Wagstaff did not want to be forced to pay $5 for recycling. All the increases added up.
Those that wanted to recycle should be able to do so.
Chad Hardy cautioned that $5 was not the magical amount.
Patty Geertsen suggested that instead of having curbside recycling that they use drop sites.
Chad Hardy agreed noting that it was less expensive and was the beginning stages of a recycling
progratn. It encouraged people to recycle. They were hard to monitor and people did through
trash into them. He repeated that he could tailor a program to whatever people wanted.
A lady noted that they did this system in Orem and it only cost $3 for the extra bin. She added
that recycling did not pay. The citizens were going to have to pay for it.
Grant Leonard stated that PEPT materials could not be recycled unless they were separated. It
was not clean. He had read that some recyclers take it right to the dump .
Chad Hardy stated that BFI had a multi-million dollar facility. That was ludicrous. Landfill fees
were more expensive. They take plastics 1 through 7. They had 65 employees and ran two shifts
per day.
Councilman Blake noted the interest that was expressed in recycling. He would like to see some
specific numbers showing the savings in the landfill fees and the value of the recycled items. He
suggested those that had two cans convert to a recycling can to start with.
Mayor Barratt asked the Neighbors in Action to meet with BFI and come up with a program to
make a presentation to the Council and the community in the course of a public hearing.
There being no further comment, the hearing concluded at 7:50p.m.
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A short one-minute break was taken.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on June 11, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:51p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Steve Parker, Ken Smith, Pamela Hunsaker, Howard Denney,
Rod Despain, Kevin Bennett, Chief Terry Fox, Steve Cornia, five police officers, Acting Fire
ChiefRobert Chadwick, Steve Nielsen, Phyllis Crookston, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Pharis
Blackhurst, Dale Gunther, former Mayor Jess Green, Barbara Christiansen, Scouts from Troops
1146 & 1149, and 45 citizens.
The four Boy Scouts in attendance led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman
Tom Hunter offered the prayer.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD -LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Grant Leonard representing AF irrigation company asked about the pressurized irrigation system.
It was noted that it was on this agenda.
Jay Fairman, 431 West 380 South, explained that his was an older home adjacent to the new
Mountain Meadows Subdivision. The rest of the subdivision had a fence. There was no fence
adjacent to his home. What was an open field was now a parking lot and a pond. He brought in
$1200 worth of fill and it was taken by the development. He wanted a six-foot fence . He
donated labor for sprinklers in the island. He added that Cal Houghton and J.D. Deveraux knew
about it. He guessed it was an oversight, but asked that it be taken care of
Mayor Barratt asked for Mr. Fairman' s telephone number stating that he would get back with
him.
PRESENTATION BY ZIONS BANK OF A DONATION FOR PARKS
Zions Bank local Branch Manager John Dean presented to American Fork City on behalf of Zions
Bank a check in the amount of$5,000 to the American Fork North Park for improvements.
American Fork City had a number of parks that needed help. Zions Bank has also set up a
donation account for parks in American Fork.
There was enthusiastic applause.
PRESENTATION OF POLICE LIFE SAVING AWARDS
Mayor Barratt read a letter, it is provided as ATTACHMENT 2, and presented Police Life
Saving Awards to Richard Jensen, who was present, and Cory Smith and Jay Christensen in
recognition of a recent lifesaving action on May 15, 2002. There was general applause.
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Chief Terry Fox presented a Lifesaving Ribbon to Officer Richard Jensen. There was general
applause.
PRESENTATION OF PUBLIC SAFETY GOOD SAVE AWARDS
On behalf of Ambulance Captain Jay Christensen, Chief Terry Fox presented Public Safety Good
Save Awards to EMT Rick Storrs, who was present, EMT Firefighter JeffFrancom, EMT
Paramedic Skylar Dimick, U.S . Postal Employee Trenton Hall, who was present, and Stanley
Walker, who was present. There was general applause.
Chief Fox expressed appreciation for those who were willing to get involved.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
Carl Wanlass noted that there would be a special RDA meeting on June 18, 2002, at 6:45p.m. to
approve the RDA budget and a special City Council meeting on June 18, 2002, at 7:00p.m. to
approve the City budgets.
Mayor Barratt asked if any member of the Council had a conflict that evening. None did.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmembers Hunter & Belmont had nothing to report at this time.
Councilman Hampton yielded a portion of his time to Judy Price from the Neighbors in Action.
Judy Price explained that the Neighbors in Action would hold a vigil this Sunday at Robinson
Park at 8:00p .m. to help carry the burden of Elizabeth Smart. The entire comtnunity was invited.
Councilman Hampton noted that at the last Council meeting there was a presentation regarding
improvements to parks. He asked Mayor Barratt for the next direction.
Mayor Barratt reported that he and Carl Wanlass would be meeting with the Parks Task Force
Committee totnorrow night at 7:00p.m.
Councilman Storrs yielded part of his time to Mary Kawakami from the Cemetery Committee.
Mary Kawakami explained that the Cemetery Pageant celebrated the history of those who were
deceased and paid honor to them because they loved them. She introduced Cemetery Chairman
David Robinson.
David Robinson reported that the Cemetery Committee was looking forward to the Heritage
Pageant. They would like to have the pageant run without taxpayer funds and they believed they
could do it. The dates were July 26, 27, & 29.
Councilman Blake had nothing to report at this time.
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MAYOR' S REPORT
Mayor Barratt announced that Ann Greenwood was crowned Miss American Fork last Saturday
and her attendants were Jennie Webster and Ann Marie Toone. They would have them at a future
Council meeting in preparation for Steel Days.
ACTION ITEMS
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON A PROPOSED PRESSURIZED IRRIGATION SYSTEM
Carl W anlass asked for some direction from the Council on the direction they would like to go.
Councilman Blake noted that this was the second study. The presentation indicated that it was
about the same cost to put in a pressurized system as it was to expand the culinary system. There
were some hidden costs associated with the pressurized system such as road repair. One
approach was to expand the culinary system. It was the sprinkling that saved the water. If they
just expanded the culinary system, the costs were cotnparable and good get the best of both. An
expansion could take place in only the areas that needed it. It was worth considering a hybrid of
them both. He added that a water broker, Evan Johnson, indicated that there was water available
that could be exchanged and also provide $2 to $3 million in revenue. They would be exchanging
surface water for underground water. That was what the culinary needed. He reminded the
Council that about a year ago he had said that American F ark had some of the best water
anywhere in the world and that the City ought to consider bottling their water and selling it. He
felt the City was in a position to look at those types of things and they ought to look at the
alternatives. The conclusion of the study was that they were about equal in cost.
Councilman Hampton agreed and it was the least expensive of the three alternatives. He liked the
fact that in that scenario it would not be a burden on anyone all at once. He also would not want
to wait for a crisis before something was done. He would like to see the City Engineer and
Franson and N able come up with a timetable of accomplishtnents so that the expanded culinary
system would get in place. A fair amount of that was already done in the study.
Couniclmember Belmont stated that to give away water was foolhardy.
Councilman Blake stated that what was being said was equal amount for equal amount, surface
for well. It was not diminishing at all.
Dale Gunther asked if the irrigation ditches would still stay open.
Councilman Blake stated that there was some drainage still needed. But, in general, they would
be covered.
Grant Leonard, representing the American F ark Irrigation Board explained that the Board was in
favor of a pressurized irrigation system. They would like to eliminate the open ditches. The
water system that was presently used was based on the premise that everyone irrigated. Now
some get 2 Y2 hours on a turn and some get 48 minutes. The reason that happened was the
number of shares in an area and the fact that they did not have a full-time water master that could
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administer it. If they do not do a pressurized irrigation system, the City would have to take over
the company.
Mr. Leonard continued that Councilmember Belmont was concerned that the trees would die. He
agreed that the trees would die with an expanded culinary system because when the ditches were
gone people would not water the trees with the more expensive water.
Mr. Leonard reported that Franson & Noble asked the irrigation company two things not to do if
they went with this system. 1) Not transfer any water out of the area. 2) Not put out any
additional shares. The Atnerican Fork Irrigation Company was in dire straights for money. The
only way he could see to improve the system was to put out some additional shares and take in
some money and put in some head gates around town. One acre foot of water served a family of
four for a year. American Fork Irrigation Share was 2 acre feet per share. The City should be
requiring a half share for each hotne built in Atnerican Fork.
Rod Despain stated that the City did that.
Mary Kawakami was intrigued about the bottling of Atnerican Fork water and the revenue
possibilities. She asked if there were any regulations.
Glenn Roundy commented that they had 500 shares in Deer Creek. This year they would get the
equivalent of about 350 shares. Alpine City was drilling a 1000-foot well. The pressurized
irrigation system would hinder him in the way he watered, but it was needed. Years ago, one
share of water would water an acre. Now five shares would not irrigate an acre. American Fork
was one of the very last cities in the State to go to a pressurized system. There was not an
irrigation company in the State that could continue with them because of the liability. He added
that there would always be some main ditches however.
John Wo:ffinden asked if the pressurized irrigation would be used at the cemetery and parks and if
an expanded culinary system could handle it. He noted that there were no federal regulations on
bottled water. It only needed to be filtered.
Jess Green had concerns on the proposed pressurized system. Part of the residents would get
gray water along with white water and those below the freeway would get white water. He felt
the system needed to be the same. There has never been any mention of the winter water that
came down the canyon that in the past had been considered storable for a treatment plant with
CUP. American Fork City, not the irrigation company, owned the winter water.
Jess Green continued that he recognized that the irrigation company because of prior failings had
lost their nest egg, but they have not taken advantage of the spring run off and allowed for over
use now. Then in July, the water shortened up . There were aspects of the pressurized system
that still needed to be considered. There was some merit to what Councilman Blake had said with
regard to a married system. The water brokers were in it for themselves and they would broker
water to those who would pay for it.
Mayor Barratt called on the Council to provide some direction to staff.
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Councilmember Belmont agreed and was interested in what Jess Green had said. They needed to
explore all options and have a public hearing that was advertised. She had not talked to one
person who wanted the pressurized system.
Councilman Storrs stated that they have had public hearings and study after study. The bottom
line was that he felt it ought to be put before the voters.
Councilmember Belmont agreed, however she expressed that the public hearings had been held at
4:00p.m. in the afternoon with the Council.
Councilman Storrs stated that other administrations had studies done. It was time to do it or not.
Councilmember Belmont expressed that this was the first time that she had heard about it in this
administration.
Councilman Hampton asked when an election could occur.
Councilman Blake thought that November would be the least expensive.
Grant Leonard noted that Franson and Noble wanted the decision made on the turn back prior to
September.
Mayor Barratt believed that the Council had determined that was something they were really not
interested in doing.
Phyllis Crookston noted that in the paper one share ofUtah Lake water was going for $10,000.
Why would we want to give away or trade precious water?
Jess Green asked if it was on the ballot could there be options to vote for.
City Recorder Richard Colborn thought that whatever went on the ballot had to be able to have a
majority one way, or the other.
Councilman Storrs moved to allow the pressurized irrigation issue to be placed before the
voters at the November election. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Bill Jacob asked if this was going to be a bond election as well.
Mayor Barratt did not think so. It would only be on the north side of the freeway .
Carl Wanlass expressed that he did not realize that the Council had decided not to for the $5
million grant. Without that he felt that pressurized irrigation would be cost prohibitive. CUP
needed to know by September and the election would not be until November.
)

Councilman Hampton noted that Phyllis Crookston raised a valid point and agreed. The water
was worth more. It would be foolish to give up the water.
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Carl W an1ass stated that if the Council went to the vote, and the citizens decided that they did not
want it, would they be forfeiting the CUP water. How would they use it? It was raw water.
Councilman Blake suggested that they organize some sort of task force with those interested on
both sides of the issue along with staff. It was an important enough issue to consider it. They
have the information. It needed to be looked at.
Carl W an1ass felt that the staff and the Council needed to meet to review the technical issues.
Mayor Barratt explained a motion and a second were on the floor.
Dale Gunther asked ifFranson and Noble were saying that it was "6' s" with regard to the cost.
Mayor Barratt stated that they were saying that there was no difference in the cost.
A gentleman observed that the City Council was confused and no one had a complete take on it
and they were asking to put it before the voters who certainly did not have a complete take.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Storrs and Hunter. Nay, Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, and
Hampton. The motion did not pass.
Mayor Barratt suggested that the Council, staff, and Franson and Noble meet to go over this.
Councilmembers Hampton and Blake suggested that other interested citizens be involved as well.
Jess Green was opposed to a split system but was in favor of something.
Leisa Hatch stated that she did not know this was on the agenda because it was an amended
agenda. If there were others interested, they may not be here because they did not know.
Mayor Barratt would establish a committee, become more educated, and then they will have a
public hearing and have it well noticed. He asked that Phyllis Crookston, Jess Green, Grant
Leonard, Glenn Roundy, and Gary Ludlow, along with staff to be on the committee.
Glenn Roundy, Chairman of the American Fork Metropolitan Water District explained that they
had been allotted 209 5 acre-feet of water from CUP. If they backed out, CUP would take the
water and in turn sell it to Salt Lake City. They could have started to purchase water, at $165 per
acre-foot. American Fork had fifty years to pay it off. It should be utilized. He was in favor of
the pressurized system providing it was put in adequately to benefit the majority of the people.
He was opposed to seeing that the stockholders sell to the City at an unfair price.
Councilmemer Belmont asked how many would be on the Committee. Others who were opposed
needed to be considered.

)
Mayor Barratt responded that he would consider others.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDMSIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS,
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL: 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS: 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION: AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN
THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO
HAVETHEPLATRECORDED
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the W alMart Super Center
at 875 West State Road
Councilman Blake suggested that this itetn be delayed in order to understand the concerns
of Paradise Pond.
Butch Walters explained that one of his questions was what was going to happen to the
run off from the parking lot. Where would the water go? If the water quality went down,
American Fork City was going to have a lawsuit. No one could assure them of the water
quality.
Howard Denney stated that Woodbury had indetnnified the City. Permission to discharge
that into the wetlands was in their permit from the Army Corps of Engineers.
Councilman Blake asked why Paradise Pond had to close their business.
Butch Walters stated that the court ordered that they pull the dam.
Councilman Blake stated that the Court made their decisions and the Council made their
decisions.
Butch Walters noted that his grandfather filed on the water in 1953 and now it basically
had been taken away because of the development of WalMart. Woodbury agreed to put in
a dam. Woodbury engineered it. Woodbury financed it and Woodbury put it in. Then
they sued Paradise Pond and they had no diversion to get the water to the fish .
Councilman Blake felt there was an impact that was occurring because of this and the
Council ought to understand it. He did not know what they could do, however. It ought
to be looked at prior to the building being built.

Councilman Blake moved to table the issue. Councilmember Belmont seconded the
motion.
Councilman Hampton commented that the Planning Commission recommended that one
alternative was to take no action until the preliminary plat and matters were resolved. It
seemed not an unwise decision.

All were in favor.
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b. Review and action on a site plan for the Fire and Ambulance building at 98 North Center
Street
Councilman Storrs agreed with the recommendation of the Planning Commission but that
was water under the bridge. There had been a motion to close Church Street that received
no second. The Council was trying to acquire the Harrington now. The Council had
made a decision before that Center Street was the location for it to be located. He did not
believe that the Planning Commission's recommendation was going to happen.
Councilman Storrs moved to approve the site plan the way it was on the location
that was already determined.
Councilman Blake asked if they had reviewed the cost with regard to this site.
Councilman Hampton stated that they had done that about two months ago.
Councilman Blake recollected that they still had options as they had not made approval on
the amount.
Carl Wanlass stated that they had gotten it down to $2.5 million.
Councilman Hampton stated that they did not actually have a discussion and approval of
the modification, but they did come back to the bond amount of $2.5 million.
Mayor Barratt stated that they were approving the site plan and the design that would fit
within this envelope.
Councilman Blake asked about the implications of the site plan.
Councilman Hampton noted that the closing of Church and the acquisition of Harrington
were already brought out by Councilman Storrs. In the Planning Commission minutes
they also questioned the adequacy of parking. All of those issues had been discussed for a
long time.
Mayor Barratt called for second to the motion. There not being a second, he
declared the motion dead.
Councilman Hampton referred back to the work that Councilman Blake and his committee
had done to explore various options and at the time the bond was approved there were
three or four possibilities. After the bond was approved there were lots of opinions
expressed in some follow up meetings. The current location was the most recent action of
the Council. In view of the Planning Commission's finding it was almost looking like an
impossibility to accomplish that. With the questions raised by the Planning Commission
on parking, maybe it was time for something else.
Councilman Hampton moved that so as not to delay the progress on this that the
Council ask the Design Build Team to prepare a site plan for 300 East & Main, that
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was one of the top recommendations of Councilman Blake and his Committee and
had reasonably favorable comment from the public, and that would require a traffic
light on State Street. Previously, they had good remarks from members of both fire
and ambulance for that location. That could be done fairly quickly because MHTN
and Jacobsen both had done some in depth studies at that location. It was that
location that was used to arrive at the maximum when the bond was originally
passed. In the public hearing that was held at the Jr. High the maximum
recommended by MHTN was based on the 300 East & Main location. That may
accommodate all the problems and that could be before the Planning Commission, if
they were willing to amend their agenda, at their next meeting, and certainly no
later than the first meeting in July. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs asked if they were tnaking a decision right now to go to 300 East &
Main Street.

Councilman Hampton added to his motion that it not only be a site plan but that
they also select that location as the location for the fire and ambulance.
Councilmember Belmont agreed with her second.
Councilman Storrs stated that if that was the motion that way he would vote for it. He
was disgusted. They had not learned a lesson from 9-11. Public Safety had been on the
back burner. It was time to get it built. Other cities have Public Safety as their number
one concern. He asked if they were ready to give up a park.
Councilmember Belmont comtnented that they would get more park space.
Councilman Hunter commented that the Planning Commission wanted to see a through
road from 100 East to Center Street at the downtown site.

All were in favor.
Councilman Storrs asked if they were now going to get going. He wanted to get the
architect busy.
Planning Commission member John W offinden expressed that he had some issues with the
design of the facility. He would address those when it came back to the Planning
Commission.
Councilman Hunter noted that the Planning Commission schedule was changed during
July.
REVIEW AND ACTION TO RECONSIDER A PREVIOUS MOTION ON MARCH 28, 2002,
REGARDING THE VACHER ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 7.99 ACRES AT 755 EAST
50 SOUTH

Councilman Hunter moved to reconsider the motion of March 28, 2002.
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Councihnan Blake asked what was bringing it back.
Mayor Barratt stated that there were some residents in that area that were in favor of it and he
had members of the Council that have stated that they wanted to rehear it. It was the same
design.
Councilman Storrs asked if there were three Councilmembers that asked for it.
Mayor Barratt responded that there was not.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE VACHER ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 7.99 ACRES
AT 755 EAST 50 SOUTH INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE R-3 AND R1-9000 ZONES, AND THE
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Marilyn Christensen was present representing the Vacher family. She explained that many have
wanted to buy their property and they have decided to sell. John Dester's plan was the best they
had seen. The Planning Commission had approved the plan 100%. In March the family was not
invited. She was really happy that it was being reviewed again. They wanted to do something
really nice.
A neighbor, Darlene Greenwood, expressed some concerns. 1) One could not get onto the road
because of the traffic. More people, more traffic. 2) She read in the newspaper that they were
trying to keep people in American Fork. These high-density homes were usually purchased for
rentals and rented to young families with small children. 3) She irrigated and she was fearful for
the children that would live there.
Lori O'Neal, 254 South 1100 East, expressed that the road between 1100 East and 600 East was
terrible. They were in the process of building 45 more units on the south. There was a county
situation and city situation. Pleasant Grove had widened their road. Now the fire and ambulance
would be using that route to the Hospital. The road needed to be improved.
Marilyn Christensen stated that they had already given the City an easement to widen the road.
There would be a sidewalk with curb and gutter and the project would be fenced.
Glenn Roundy stated that a petition had been submitted previously from about 20 people. A man
had a petition of 12 more on the north. He was saddened that 30 people were against this and yet
it was moving ahead. He asked who on the City Council arranged for this to be on the agenda
tonight.
Mayor Barratt stated that Mrs. Christensen asked him. Mayor Barratt put it on the agenda. It
was up to the Council if they wanted to hear it again.
Glenn Roundy noted that there was a member of the Planning Board who had an interest in this
development.
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Councilmember Belmont noted that she voted against this. She talked with Lee Vacher who was
a friend of hers. She was against it as well because of the traffic. She was told by someone on
the Planning Commission that Mr. Roundy' s petition was not valid because the signers did not
know what they were signing.
Glenn Roundy responded that Planning Commissioner Keith Richan asked a question if every one
on the petition had read the petition. Mr. Richan called them. He felt there were some in
positions on committees that should not be there. Mr. Leonard because of the project going in
would now not be able to see a sunset and Pagliarini would not be able to see a sunrise. He
believed that those that would live there would be real nice people. They were a starter home.
John Dester stated that they had worked on the project for six months with the Planning
Commission. He wanted the Council to know that the Planning Commission worked on it with
them. The meeting was on a Thursday morning because of a problem with the Tuesday night
scheduled meeting. After working on it for six months he had just a few minutes to explain issues
in traffic and fences and he was not really able to explain it. There was R-3 zoning to the west
and south of the project. On that street there was only this property that could really be designed
to do that type of project. Fifty South Street was a collector class road no matter what was built
there. It was a logical buffer. All the traffic from the project would go to 50 South Street. This
was a medium density project, not high density. Because it was a square piece of property, they
could get back yards to open out to pocket parks. The Planning Commission came down to
looking at their analysis. Open ditches, fences, and children were valid points. The homes would
be 85 feet back from the street with an internal road. They would be adding trees to the
streetscape. It would be different from what was across the street. These units were too
expensive to be rentals. They would be occupied by a wide cross section of people. There would
be some retired persons, some young people, and it was a solution for some. The traffic was less
than if they built duplexes and also in single-family homes.
Mr. Dester explained that the Council was delivered the petition that morning. He did not think it
was right to have it delivered during the meeting. When that same petition was delivered to the
Planning Commission, they tabled action. Keith Richan called those that signed it and he made a
determination about aspects of the petition. The Council did not have a chance to consider it. He
noted that the one member of the Commission did not vote.
Mr. Dester explained that he served on Provo City' s Board of Adjustment. There was no way
that they would accept any kind of late breaking petition or letter at the meeting.
Councilman Blake thanked Mr. Dester for the greater understanding.
Glenn Roundy stated that he took the petition out personally. He asked those in attendance if
they had read the petition and they stated that they had. He was not that type of a person. He
had principles.
Councilman Blake noted that the neighbors had the right to come and give input by petitions or
individually. The key concern before was that there was a de facto expansion of the zoning and
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some of the neighbors expected the same type of zoning under those parameters. He asked what
the general plan for the area was ..
Rod Despain explained that it was proposed to be a medium density at six units per acre. The
area to the south and west was high density. The Planning Commission said in essence, because it
was in between two higher density projects, it would not likely develop at the single family level.
There was no access to the north into the single-family developments. It was on an arterial class
road. There could be 40 single-family units.
Councilman Blake noted that it was just a proposed master plan.
Rod Despain explained that tnore than anything R-3 zoning was justified as it was between two
R-3 zones. The Planning Commission looked at it and agreed. It was part of an annexation at
this time.
Councilman Hampton asked about fencing .
John Dester noted that it would all be fenced except what was on 50 South Street.
Grant Leonard noted that when they had the first meeting he objected that Rod Despain was
quoted in the paper that he wanted to move the line in the sand from the west side to the east side
of the property. He did not go for the line in the sand. He added that Planning Commissioner
Steve Nielsen was part of this development. He would like to see them develop their property but
did not want the line in the sand clause. He objected to it.
Councilman Blake noted that it was the same issue as before and it was the density and not the
development of the property. The City was concerned about movement toward high density
versus a balance. He did not think it should be approved.
Councilman Hunter moved approval of the Vacher Annexation including the Ordinance of
Annexation, placement of the property in the R-3 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Mayor Barratt called for second. Having no second, he declared the motion dead.
REVIEW AND ACTION TO RECONSIDER A PREVIOUS MOTION ON APRIL 16, 2002,
REGARDING THE FINAL PLAT OF ADAMS COURT SUBDIVISION PLAT A
CONSISTING OF 3 LOTS AT 150 WEST 300 NORTH
Mayor Barratt noted that the Adams Court people were not in attendance at the April 16, 2002,
Council meeting due to the change in meetings during April.
Councilman .Hunter moved to reconsider the final plat of Adams Court Subdivision Plat A.
Councilman Storrs asked Councilman Hunter if he had concerns regarding Adams Court.
Councilman Hunter responded that he did but he thought that they ought to have the chance to
make their explanation.
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Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF ADAMS COURT SUBDIVISION PLAT
A CONSISTING OF 3 LOTS AT 150 WEST 300 NORTH
The representative for Adams Court recognized that the largest concern was for safety. It was
more than half a cul-de-sac in order to take into consideration the neighbor's property. Everyone
would back out into the cul-de-sac and then access to 300 North rather than backing out onto 300
North Street. He had a UPS truck turn around in the cul-de-sac. He realized with cars parking,
that might not always be possible. Postal drop offs would be on 3 00 North Street and the
garbage would be picked up on 300 North. They had purchased the property and based on the
approval of the Planning Commission had closed on it. They felt they have addressed all of the
tssues.
Rod Despain explained that it was not uncommon for cities to require developers to put in stub
streets or make provisions for adjacent properties.
Councilman Blake noted that it was a small cul-de-sac.
The representative for Adams Court explained that a PUD cul-de-sac was allowed to be smaller.
It had final plat approval from the Planning Commission.
Rod Despain explained that the staff did not all agree on this. The initial review was trying to
allow for the southern portions of the Blood property and this parcel to be developed as best as
possible. The end result was a pavement width of the cul-de-sac being 69 feet. Was that enough
temporary width to accommodate safely the vehicular movement that would go into the cul-desac. It had been stated that the garbage truck would not pull in there. In an effort to get to the
heart of the partial width cul-de-sac issue, the Council had directed them to develop some
guidelines and they had been doing that. The next stnallest approved previously was 76 feet. If it
were done fully, there would be a pavement width of96 feet.
Mayor Barratt reiterated that in order to maximize this property and also for the Blood's to
maximize their property to the east and get three lots, the only thing that could be done was this
design.
Rod Despain noted that there was private driveway on the south and this plan accommodated it.
This was an R-2 zone with Rl to the east.
Howard Denney explained that this was for three duplexes.
Councilman Blake commented that it left the cul-de-sac only half finished. There were still issues
that were unresolved.
It was noted that that a partial development was not that unusual.

Councilman Hampton asked the feelings of the neighbors to the east.
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Mayor Barratt reported that the Blood' s did not have a desire to improve their property at this
time.

Councilman Hunter moved to approve the final plat of Adams Court.
Mayor Barratt called for a second. Having no second, the motion was declared dead.
Councilman Blake felt more guidelines in this setting from the Planning Commission were needed.
Mayor Barratt asked if there were other guidelines.
Rod Despain responded that if they were going to allow piecemeal developments, this was the
only way this property could be developed. If 69 feet of blacktop was insufficient to turn around
in, there was no other way.
Councilman Blake explained that his intent was to look at it citywide.
Bill Jacob asked the Council to take the last two items on the agenda next.
Mayor Barratt explained that they needed to take place after the Executive Session.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A STEELS DAYS VARIETY SHOW CONTRACT WITH JOHN
BERRY
A contract was not provided.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMBULANCE BILLING CONTRACT WITH GOLD
CROSS
Councilman Hampton agreed with Kevin Bennett that they did not want to provide for automatic
increases. He asked why the large increase from $1317 to $1772.
Kevin Bennett stated that it was last adjusted in 1996.

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the ambulance billing contract, only the three
year agreement with an effective date of July 1, 2002, with Gold Cross. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no changes orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Councilman Hunter reported that the American Fork Planning Commission at its June 5, 2002,
meeting approved accessory structures at 145 West 640 North; approved with conditions the
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placement of cellular antennae and concession stand at Bus Manning Field at 525 North 60 East;
approved an ancillary shaved ice stand at WalMart at 680 South 500 East; approved with
conditions an addition of a body shop for Gene Harvey Chevrolet at 221 South 500 East;
approved with conditions the subdivision plat for Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street;
approved with conditions the annexation agreement for the Gasser Annexation at 1195 East 50
South; approved the annexation agreement for the Preston Boundary Adjustment/ Annexation at
40 East 1400 North; discussed off street parking requirements in the downtown area; discussed
the inner block ordinance; and discussed the sign ordinance and recommended no further change.
As a result of this tneeting the following public hearings should be set for July 9, 2002 :
7:1 0p.m.
7:20p.m.

Placement of the property in the Preston Boundary Adjustment/ Annexation at 40
East 1400 North in the R1-9000 zone
Placement of the property in the Carlisle Addition Annexation #5 consisting of
27 .3 acres at 1200 North 900 East in the R1-9000 and PR-9000 zones.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 16, 2002, SPECIAL SESSION MINUTES
All the pages to these minutes were not provided. These minutes would be placed on the next
agenda for action.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 23, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Blake moved approval of the May 23, 2002, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Hunter, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilman Hampton. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 28, 2002, MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the May 28, 2002, minutes with some
housecleaning items. (They included on page 5, line 47 replace, "they did not be" with
"not necessarily." The sentence on page 6, line 7, be changed to read, "Councilman
Hampton stated that they would and if they also needed it on the 25th agenda they could as
well." On page 6, line 15, add "million" after $2.62. The sentence on page 16, line 4, be
changed to read, "Commissioner Keith Richan had made the recommendation in the
Planning Commission meeting and the Planning Commission voted on it and concurred.")
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Belmont, Hampton, Hunter, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilman Blake.
The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 29, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the May 29, 2002, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Belmont, Hampton, Hunter, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilman Blake.
The motion carried.
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FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Hampton moved approval of the city bills, purchase requests over $1,000, and
checks prepared manually as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO
DISCUSS REAL PROPERTY AND LEASE OF REAL PROPERTY
Councilman Hunter moved to enter into an executive session to discuss real property and
lease of real property. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The Council took about a five-tninute break.
The American Fork City Council entered into an Executive Session at 10:40 p.m. to discuss real
property and lease of real property. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers
Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Also present were
City Adtninistrator Carl W anlass, City Attorney Kevin Bennett, City Recorder Richard Colborn,
and Lynn Yocum. Real property and the lease of real property were discussed. The meeting was
audio tape recorded as required by state law. Lynn Yocum left at about 11:23 p.m. The
Executive Session adjourned at 11:49 p.m.
Councilman Storrs moved to return to regular session at 11:49 p.m. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN OFFER BY HERITAGE MANAGEMENT TO PURCHASE
THE PROPERTY LOCATED AT 350 EAST 300 NORTH
Mayor Barratt called for a motion from the Council.
Councilman Blake felt it was a pretty good offer.
Jess Green asked what was offered.
Bill Jacob felt that it was brought up now and it needed to be disclosed.
Mayor Barratt noted that the offer was good through June 12, 2002.
Councilman Hampton thought there were some good possibilities. He would like more time to
study it out.
Councilman Blake had a couple of items he wanted to negotiate on. If a motion was made to
accept, it was no longer an offer.
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Bill Jacob stated that if they had the counter offer in front of them with the price it was a public
record. They went through that with Woodbury.
Mayor Barratt stated that basically the offer was for what they had been asking for, it was just
how it was going to be structured.
Mr. Jacob commented that a year and a half ago they were supposed to exercise it within three
months. The City was then going to put it out to the public.

Mayor Barratt stated that Heritage had countered the City's offer. He thought the concern was
that if putting it out on the open market, they might not get what was offered.
Councilman Blake noted that part was a confidence level to be able to get it to closure.
Councilman Hunter felt that extending it to February 23 , 2003 , or whenever, was way too long.
He wanted an extension on the proposal.
Councilman Hampton got it yesterday. He had some concerns. He agreed with Councilman
Hunter that more time was needed.
Councilman Hunter moved to ask for an extension to June 19, 2002, in order to provide for
a more thorough review. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROPOSAL TO PURCHASE SWITCHPOINT' S DSDN
NETWORK
Councilman Blake felt that the City ought to enter negotiations. Mayor Barratt concurred.
Councilman Blake moved to enter into negotiations for the purchase of the SwitchPoint
network. Councilman Hampton was willing to second it if they could add to it a little
better cash flow projection, a year to three years. Councilman Blake agreed.

Bill Jacob asked what the purchase price was.
Mayor Barratt stated that he problem with releasing the price. The City was getting a price that
SwitchPoint was not willing to put on the open market.
Councilman Hampton stated that it was conditioned upon confidentiality. It could not be released
until they made a decision.
Bill Jacob noted that the public needed to know if they were going to do it. They went through
that with Woodbury.
Leisa Hatch asked Lynn Yocum's role.
Carl Wanlass responded that she worked for the City full time.
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Mayor Barratt stated that Ms. Yocum did not represent SwitchPoint.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Hunter moved adjournment at 12:05 a.m. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were i'j)av{;p

tLit.~
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE 6-11-02 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1
. . . - ...

Environmental Management
The Neighbors in Action (NIA) are concerned with the management of American .
Fark's environment and want to know what the city intends to do to ensure a
positive future as growth continues and resources remain at a premium. We
request that if the City has not yet adopted a position concerning its
environmental management, that it do so now. We have the following concerns
specifically regarding waste.

1. Once a plan is adopted, education of the community needs to take place
in a methodical and constructive manner.

2. Citizens will need to take responsibility for their waste once alternatives for
waste have been identified and put into place.

3. The mindset of the community will need to be guided through publicity and
education so that awareness will transfer to support.

4. We would like to see curbside recycling programs in place to collect our
bottles, cans, paper, and yard waste. All of these items can be recycled
into usable items so that the input to our landfills will be decreased. At a
minimum, we would like to see receptacles in town to collect these items
until curbside pick-up can be put in place. Currently, if citizens desire to
recycle, the nearest receptacles to do so are located in West Jordan.

5. Receptacles for dangerous items need to be accessible and free so that
these items will not end up in our garbage.
Recycling programs have been successfully implemented nationwide as well as
in other cities in Utah. BFI is ready and willing to work with us and amend our
contract to include recycling as part of the services they provide for American
Fork.
Several publications are available through many agencies to aid our city in its
decision-making. There are studies, guides, EPA publications, and models from
other cities to follow.
Recycling Coalition of Utah also has resources available to aid us as well as a
mission statement for the State of Utah that should equally apply to the City of
American Fork.
We are the stewards of our city's resources and it's up to us to see that they are
used wisely and preserved.

Neighbors in Action of
American Fork
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2 TO THE 6-11-02 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1
Council

" TO:

Mayor an

FROM:

Jay Christensen, EMS captain

SUBJECT:

Good Save by Police/ Ambulance Personnel, and dozens, Recognition presentation

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PUBUC SAFETY GOOD SAVE PROGRAM

May 15, 2002
SYNOPSIS:

On May 15, 2002 at approximately 2:10pm, American Fork Police and Ambulance Departments were
dispatched to 1052 North 20 East, on a unconscious person, possible heart attack. Police and Ambulance
Departments arrived to find a 63 year old male unconscious not breathing. His wife had witnessed the
collapse. A passing Postal Employee, Trenton HALL, and neighbor, Stanley WALKER noticed the person had
collapsed on the lawn. They initiated CPR while the patients wife did mouth to mouth ventilation. Trenton
HALL called 911.
AT SCENE:

Officers Richard JENSEN, Cory SMITH responded to assist. EMS First Response, Jay CHRISTENSEN was on
scene three minutes after dispatch and the ambulance was on scene seven minutes. EMS crew members,
Jeff FRANCOM, Rick STORRS, Skylar DIMICK took over patient care. CHRISTENSEN defibrillated the patient,
which converted the heart rhythm to a perfusing rhythm.
EN ROUTE TO HOSPITAL:

: During transport to the hospital DIMICK established I.Vs and STORRS continued to assist ventilation. The
· patient had good pulses and blood pressure and was attempting to breath on his own when the ambulance
arrived at American Fork Hospital Emergency Room.
·
· The patient was later transferred to UVRMC CCU where he underwent heart catherization and a stent
placement. On the afternoon of May 16, 2002, patient was reported to be doing fairly well.
Because of Trenton HALL, and Stanley WALKER stopping to initiate CPR, the quick response by EMS crew
and the response from Police to assist, this patient has a second chance in life.
These Public Safety personnel, neighbor and mailman performed their job in a manner that is to be
commended.
American Fork is fortunate to have personnel that have a high level of skill to perform in emergency
situations and are able to save lives.

)

+

Mayor, could this item be presented at June 11, 2002 City Council meeting?

cc. Captain, Steve Cornia AFPD

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 18, 2002
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on
June 18, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:00
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
SPECIAL SESSION
1.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.
*4.
*5.
*6.

*7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.

Review and action on a Resolution regarding the budgets for fiscal year ending June 30,
2003 .
Review and action on a Resolution regarding the capital improvement budget for fiscal
year ending June 30, 2003 .
Review and action on a Resolution setting the Certified Tax Rate for fiscal year ending
June 30, 2003.
Review and action on a Steel Days Variety Show Contract with John Berry.
Review and action on entering into an executive session to discuss the sale of real
property and litigation.
Review and action on a request for City defense by one or more City employees, as
defined in Section 63-30-2, UCA, in connection with a lawsuit.
Review and action on retaining Robert Wallace as legal counsel for a lawsuit.
Review and action on an offer by Heritage Management to purchase the property located
at 350 East 300 North.
Review and action on the April 16, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the May 21 , 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the June 6, 2002, work session minutes.
Adjournment.
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Richard M .Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 18, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on
June 18, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:00
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Review and action on a Resolution setting the Certified Tax Rate for fiscal year ending
June 30, 2003 .
Review and action on a Resolution regarding the budgets for fiscal year ending June 30,
2003 .
Review and action on a Resolution regarding the capital improvement budget for fiscal
year ending June 30, 2003 .
Review and action on an offer by Heritage Management to purchase the property located
at 350 East 300 North.
Review and action on the April 16, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the May 21 , 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the June 6, 2002, work session minutes.
Adjournment.
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Dated this 12 day of June, 2002 .
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Richard M .Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JUNE 18, 2002
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on June 18, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Ed Anderson, Beau Chadwick, Jay Christensen, Ken Smtih,
Harlan Nielsen, Mark Coddington, Lisa Shelby, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Jess Green, Phyllis
Crookston, Christie Reimschussel, Sheena Parker, Howard Denney, JH Hadfield, Paul Peters,
Mark Udy, Kevin Austill, Steve Cornia, Scott McCleskey, Sherrie Fraughton, Travis Fraughton,
Dale Gunther, Denise Pedersen, Cory Bell, 11 citizens.
Councilmember Belmont led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Mayor Barratt offered
the prayer.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION REGARDING THE BUDGETS FOR FISCAL
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2003
Carl Wanlass stated that the budget was the same as presented at the public hearing a week ago
with a cover letter of June 7, 2002.
Councilman Blake explained that there were some items that could be utilized to bring the budget
into balance. The budget had a nominal increase for employees. One area that could be
considered was not buying back sick leave. It would save $100,000. He would like to see a more
traditional approach and accrue so much a year and then have long-term disability.
Carl Wanlass stated that there was a long-term disability that kicked in after 90 days.
Councilman Blake added that it was an honesty thing as well. He hoped that employees would
not be taking sick leave when they were not sick.
Carl W anlass explained that the sick plan buy back was an Ordinance and would have to be taken
off by Ordinance. The savings this year would be about $50,000 .
Councilman Blake commented that typically governments had good benefits.
Councilman Hunter noted that it was an incentive not to use their sick days.
Carl Wanalss explained that now an employee could accrue up to 7 5 sick days and sell back down
to 60 days. If they had 30 days vacation, then they had their 90 days. Then long-term disability
would come into play.

It bothered Councilman Storrs that they were looking at cutting benefits. They had been on this
sick leave program since 1991 . He would not be in favor of cutting that.
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Councilman Hampton noted that police officers were not paid the same as some of the
neighboring departments, so benefits are an important part of compensation. It was wise to look
at the overall benefits.
Councilman Blake stated that at first there was no increase for the employees. Then he proposed
an increase. He was not aware of the sick day buy back policy. It was unusual.
Carl Wanlass noted that smne cities have a vacation buy back provision also .
Councilmember Belmont asked if anyone had discussed the 6% cut across the board.
Mayor Barratt stated that the budget they had, did that.
Councilmember Belmont felt that was the least intrusive and less hurtful of any of the approaches.
There were other small things that should be talked about. She spent all day yesterday with a
CPA, as she explained she needed some additional help . As she understood it, Carl Wanlass had
suggested a 1% increase for City employees and then Councilman Hunter asked for a 2%
1ncrease.
Councilman Hampton noted that in the beginning there was no increase to begin with.
Carl Wanlass stated that he tried for a 1% increase but there was no way to accomplish it.
Councilmember Belmont noted that on the spreadsheet from her CPA it showed, less the new
hires, a total of a 4% increase over the prior wage budget and a 6.04 percent total increase.
Carl Wanlass explained that there was 2% cost of living and a $50 per month merit increase.
Councilmember Belmont said her CPA without new hires there was a 6% increase with no new
hires.
Carl Wanlass stated that there was not a 6% increase. Everyone was getting a 2% cost of living
but the $50 merit increase was a higher percentage for those on the lower end of the pay scale.
Mayor Barratt asked who the CPA was.
Councilmember Belmont responded that it was Phil Collins. She would provide a copy of the
spreadsheet. It brought up some questions in her mind. He had stated to her that they did not
need a property tax hike and they could provide a 4% increase for the employees.
Carl Wanlass asked what Mr. Collins was intending to eliminate.
Councilmember Belmont did not want a property tax hike. She did not know of anyone that
wanted to increase taxes. They were able in increase the employees 4% without a property tax
mcrease.
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Councilman Hunter stated that the property tax increase was not meant for the employees.
Councilmember Belmont commented that it was for the new employees.
Councilman Hunter stated that it was for tort liability and for the working budgets in the general
fund .
Councilmember Belmont thought it was for hiring new employees.
Mayor Barratt stated that it was not.
Carl Wan1ass reported that he had a budget that was balanced with a $225,000 property tax
increase with no increases for employees. The Council asked him to go back and tnake a 6% cut.
That was what he did, but he was still not able to eliminate the property tax increase.
Councilman Blake noted that another area to cut was equipment. It was proposed to cut
$68,000.
Councilman Hampton stated that he had wrestled with various observations over the past couple
of months especially the property tax increase. If you asked the blanket question to anyone if they
wanted to have property taxes increase, everyone would say no . You had to associate it with
something before it became meaningful. American Fork was a great City and when we want the
quality of services and living in American Fork that they all did, then from time to time it required
a little sharing of costs out of all pockets. The Council had not done a property tax increase for
ten years or more. He understood that the School District tax increase was very apparent to
everyone when that happened. The City itself has not had an increase for ten years. When he
talked with people, they were very enthusiastic about wanting to see the program that they had
the greatest interest in continue and someone else was equally interested in another program. At
sotne point in time it needed to be considered if it was worth a little additional amount. He felt it
was. It was not reasonable to ask for more and more and not share a little bit. From his point of
view if he were to not neglect any of the City departments, but just single out the City' s
outstanding Police, Fire, and Ambulance, those three alone were worth a small increase of $3 per
month over the last ten year period. If all he could account for the $3 was the outstanding public
safety service that was okay. It was nothing more than a grilled chicken sandwich a month. He
did not think it was unhealthy to be willing to pay a little bit for this kind of service and to have an
improved community. If they continued to try to cut back and cut back and cut back, then as a
community they had to recognize that there would be some services that they would not have.
American Fork was too great a City to not be able to make such a very small sacrifice of about
$34 per year on a $200,000 home.
Carl W an1ass stated that he now had the CTR from the County it would be $3 6 to $3 8 per year
on a $200,000 home.
Councilman Hampton observed that there was a wide divergence of feeling on the Council, but it
seemed like a small price to pay to try to continue to build the community and see some
improvements.
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Councilmember Belmont agreed that $3 .50 a month was not much. But, when you add all of the
other things, there were people who could not pay it.
Councilman Hampton explained that a member of a Board that he sat on indicated that there were
programs for those on fixed incomes who would experience a hardship that could defer a property
tax. If this Council decided to move ahead, he strongly encouraged that they explore that
possibility.
Councilman Blake noted that one area that they had not put in the budget was the Chamber of
Commerce. He had heard that they might close down. The last several years the City had not
provided any funding . He added that the Chamber did provide some services for the community
and the City that were really helpful. He noted that Pleasant Grove had funded theirs.
Carl Wanlass noted that Pleasant Grove had funded it previously $20,000 and this year they cut
back to $4,000 or $5,000.
Councilman Blake continued that looking at the big picture, the City had an $11,000,000 budget.
The proposed tax increase would bring in about $225,000. The City had that amount in
contingencies in prior years. They ought to be able to balance and manage and budget and be
frugal with their expenditures at the rate of $225,000. Through April the City' s revenue was at
about 70% of year-end and expenses were down to about 65%. There may be some timing issues
but they ought to be able to manage that amount. He thought they could do it.
Councilman Hunter explained that the Chamber had always been run by the membership. He
asked if their membership had dropped.
Councilman Blake responded that he thought it had remained the same. There were not a lot of
contributions and Jessica Wilson received a small salary. They were frugal and they performed
services that helped the community. He did not want to see the Chamber close down.
Councilman Storrs stated that he had a phone call from the Chamber President and he said he was
in favor of the budget.
Councilman Hampton explained that he saw Councilman Blake's perspective, but they had to be
careful because if the Council proceeded in that direction they could say every year that because
as a percent of the budget it was just a small amount, all they were doing was eroding away at the
budget.
Councilman Hampton continued that he believed that Carl W anlass and the Department Heads
had looked at this very seriously. Now, the Council believed they could still find $200,000 and
next year another $200,000; some place it had to end. He did not know where it ended. Right
now he did not know where that line was. More ownership was felt when they all shared in the
costs. It should not be a major sacrifice. Councilman Blake stated that it would be nice to reduce
their legal expenses.
Mayor Barratt stated that was one thing that they had not looked at and would need to be
increased in the budget.
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Councilman Hampton noted that the litigation had a direct impact on the rates the City paid.
Councilman Blake asked about increasing the sales tax.
Carl Wanlass responded that sales tax was set by state statute.
Councilman Blake noted that there were options for special services.
Carl Wanlass noted that the Legislature has addressed a ZAP Tax in Salt Lake County and a RAP
Tax in Utah County.
Mayor Barratt responded that it had been put on the back burner because COG had asked the
Legislators in this area to concentrate on the road funds and road tax.
Councilman Blake commented that the economy was down and it was time to be frugal.
Carl W anlass noted that in four years there would be a tax decrease when the bonds were
completed.
Councilmember Belmont noted every headline was negative. She wanted to see the Council do
what they needed to do, but not raise property taxes. Last Tuesday people stood in the public
hearing and asked that their property taxes not be increased. The Alpine School District got one
every two years.
Councilman Blake stated that there was another decision that would be before the council in the
next year or so. They have now made the determination to put the fire and ambulance on 300
East Main Street. The current building would be vacated. They could sell it and potentially save
up to a half-million dollars.
Councilman Storrs thought that they had moved it because they needed the parking.
Mayor Barratt expressed that he also was of the opinion that they moved the building to provide
for adequate parking for the police & courts building and the downtown area.
Debbie Orme expressed that most were on fixed incomes. They had to live on the same amount
each month. They did not have the option of going to their employer to say that they did not have
enough money. They needed to use their money more efficiently. They have been asked to
conserve water because of the drought and not water during certain times of the day. They could
still have green lawns and save water. Certainly conservation and efficiency in the budget could
get the same results. She believed that 15% was too much. It all added up . Better budgeting,
keeping track of where the money went, and prioritizing would help all to pay their expenses
while living within their means.
Mayor Barratt responded that he heard that comment a lot. It was assuming that the City was not
doing that. A city was no different than a family. The citizens were the employer. Citizens
demand adequate public safety. Citizens demand adequate public parks. Citizens demand proper
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roads. Citizens demand a good library. We were both in the same boat. The Council was going
to their employer, the citizens of Atnerican Fork, saying that they can't supply all that was wanted
right now. There rteeded to be some kind of an increase. He had been here for five budgets and
each time they have trimmed the budget. They can trim the budget. He has provided a list to the
Council that they could cut. It was not all good. His mistake was a few years ago, when Lehi
and Pleasant Grove increased their taxes, Atnerican Fork should have done so too. There were a
number of things that they could cut. He suggested a cut of $10,000 to the Utah League of Cities
and Towns. The City Engineer needed to go to their classes and would now be charged extra to
attend because Atnerican Fork would not be a member. There was a lot of information provided
there, but the City could get by for a year. Councilman Blake and Councilman Storrs have
attended those meetings and would now be charged an additional amount. The City can tighten
its belt, but it was the citizens' belt that got tightened.
Mayor Barratt continued that the property tax would maintain and enhance the quality of life. If
this Council determined that they were not being frugal as they go through the budget they would
cut the fat. Councilman Blake had mentioned some areas where he thought there was fat.
Councilman Blake had already stated publicly that he would not run again in two years. At that
time there would be a Councilman in that seat that would have to make some hard and difficult
decisions. When you have to be here for four years made a difference in the way things were
looked at. In another year or two the property tax increase would really need to be significant
because he believed they were losing ground. He stated their plea to the public to understand that
it was not an easy task to increase taxes. It was difficult thing to sit here and to have one's
opinions known by the cotnmunity and have fingers pointed. If it was for the good of the
community, and time would tell, it was the rare person that got to hear a thank you. He felt
Councilman Hampton was correct. They had to stop the community from sliding down. Mayor
Barratt apologized for getting on his soapbox.
Phyllis Crookston believed that they needed the valued input and the good work of all the
employees, but if they had a 15% property tax increase and they get their cost of living increase
and their $50 merit increase it would negate any benefit. The Chamber of Commerce being out of
money was an excellent example of what was happening all around. All of the increases added
up . It would be efficacious for all of us to do a 6% cut across the board.
Mayor Barratt responded that the budget included that.
Phyllis Crookston stated that she was an advocate of parks, but they should not consider another
bond issue until all of the other bonds were paid off and the City was in good shape.
Linda Walton asked if the downtown parking money was still in the budget.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was.
Sherrie Fraughton asked why the insurance was going up .
Carl Wanlass explained that it was a $70,000 increase last year and he anticipated that would be
increased this year another $3 5, 000.
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Mayor Barratt stated that the increase was because they continued to have litigation type
situations. The City required a lot of help .
Sherrie Fraughton asked if it was from citizens, builders, or who .
Mayor Barratt stated that it was from all of those.
Sherrie Fraughton commented that when it came to that issue alone, citizens needed to take a
little bit of responsibility. It was a huge increase.
Carl Wanlass stated that $255 ,000 was the projection and he was not sure that was going to hold.
Mayor Barratt thought that a $50,000 increase was going to be necessary.
Carl W anlass stated that in the forthcotning litigation, there was a question whether the insurance
company was going to defend them.
Mayor Barratt noted that they needed to put some money aside as the insurance company
probably would not stand behind the City on every issue.
Scott McCleskey commented that it was not the cost that was an issue. It was a principle and
principles were priceless. Businesses did not pay taxes they passed it through to the consumer.
He felt it was commendable t4at the City has been able to hold the line for eleven years. That
ought to be trumpeted. He stated that he could be wrong, but he thought that there could be a lot
more efficiencies found . For instance, were department heads given performance bonuses in
successfully managing their budgets. The corporate world provides some incentives. Maybe this
was the year that they did not do Steel Days. They all had to cut their budget now and then. He
pointed out that within the $11 tnillion budget there were ways to give employees raises and
things to cut.
Scott McCleskey moved here last year. They wanted to move to town where the people were the
salt of the earth and was close to larger cities. They found that here. He looked that the police
justification for their head count and they had done a really good job. He also noted their crime
statistics. In 1990 burglary spiked. They needed to stop that rather than have two motorcycle
cops on 700 East with their radar guns in the shade. The City was a business and the
Councilmembers ran to be abused, but still they were there. Management things could be put in
place.
Councilman Hampton noted that if anyone had those types of concerns to visit with Chief Fox.
Chief Fox had a public meeting about a month and half ago and explained some of the very
serious things that were happening in the community that were not easily resolved.

)

Scott McCleskey agreed, but continued, that a strategic plan needed to be redone every single
year. He chose to live here because the City was great and the people were fantastic. Without a
strategic plan and without tighter controls they were going to have a swamped police department
and really congested roads. This budget would not have been an issue if those things were in
place two years. Two years from now, it should not be an issue.
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Councihnan Hampton felt they were saying the same thing.
Councilman Blake noted that one of the good things happening was the Neighbors in Action and
the close working relationship they had with the police. It was a key strategic initiative.
Councilman Hampton stated that they did plan long term.
Kevin Austill wanted to know why the only thing that was brought up tonight was cutting the
employees. It was not right. The employees were the bread and butter. If they started cutting,
the morale would go down the toilet. When they cut equipment, they stuff they were using got
older, and maintenance and safety became issues.
Heidi Rodeback reported that she had read through the budget and was satisfied that there was no
waste and every increase was justifiable. Her question went to the timing. Her family had been
laid off. Probably half of the population had been laid off. She drew two conclusions. 1)
Because half was unemployed the revenues were down. She hoped that it was a short-term
situation and that they were coming to an end. 2) During those six months her children had a
number of justifiable needs that were not met, but they were still alive and they came through it.
She would like to see them hold tight for another year, and then when the tax base was coming up
if the still needed an increase to look at it again. But to do so at this time would be politically
disadvantageous to anyone who wanted reelection or to pass a bond. She had served on the parks
taskforce committee. Their members were willing to hold back on the bond until the economy
returned.
Jess Green noted that they had been discussing the purchase of SwitchPoint. Also he heard them
say that it was being looked at because of the police department needs.
Mayor Barratt responded that the Police Department was on the state system.
Jess Green asked if they were budgeting something for the purchase of SwitchPoint.
Mayor Barratt responded that they were not.
George Jacklin stated that he was not in favor of a tax increase. It was not much of an increase.
The taxes were based on the value of the home. Valuations have gone up so they had seen a tax
1ncrease.
Councilman Hampton explained the dollars that the City received were constant regardless of any
valuation increase, except for new growth. If the values went up, the rate came down so that the
dollars were constant.
George Jacklin continued that when he had an opportunity to say no, he was going to say no . He
would like to see some improvements. The sidewalks were installed in 1933 , it said so right in the
sidewalk. Some streets needed some work. He did not have a problem with the cost of living
ra1ses. The City needed to prove the worth in order to get the raise.
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George Brown reported that the State ofUtah had cut its budget and would lay off200 to 300
people. The school district was freezing hiring. Nobody was asking that City employees be laid
off. There would be some kind of a raise. The reality was that they were in a recession. It was
titne to hold tight on the budget. A lady previously who both her and her husband had been laid
off asked that the Council not raise taxes. Take the eleven million dollars and figure out how to
do it without firing anybody and give a reasonable raise, under the circumstances. He understood
that the budget allowed for the hiring of some. It may not be the time to hire.
Councilman Hampton noted that there was a big difference looking at the State and the City. The
State has had significant increases over the years that the City has not had. Now they were having
to cut back. The City held tight when the State increased theirs.
Councilman Storrs stated that he had attended all of the budget work sessions and heard all of the
comments. He had gone through the budget proposals from the department heads and stated that
it was a frugal budget.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-06-27R approving the budget with
the tax increase with trying to find $4,000 for the Chamber of Commerce. Councilman
Hampton seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Storrs,
Hampton, and Hunter. Nay, Councilmembers Belmont and Blake. The motion carried.
Mayor Barratt commended the Council. It has not been easy. They were elected and the citizens
expected them to run the City and do what was right. He believed that the residents, a year from
now, would be pleasantly surprised. Everyone was a good Councilmember. There were valid
points for and against. Councilmembers Belmont and Blake had some real concerns, but they had
the best interest of the community at heart.
Scott McCleskey asked if there were metrics to measure the improvements the City would receive
because of the increase. He felt there should be a formal ways.
Mayor Barratt felt that it could be seen with ones own eyes. He invited Mr. McCleskey to return
on a quarterly basis and let him know.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION REGARDING THE CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2003

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-06-28R approving the Capital
Improvements Budget for fiscal year ending June 30, 2003. Councilman Storrs seconded
the motion.
Councilman Blake clarified that it was $6,402,700 and included the $6,243 ,200 plus the
highlighted equipment in the amount of $15 9, 500.
Carl Wan1ass explained that a separate Resolution on the Capital Improvement Budget was
needed due to the impact fees.
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Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Blake, and Hunter. Nay,
Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION SETTING THE CERTIFIED TAX RATE FOR
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2003
Carl Wanlass noted that with a tax increase the Certified Tax Rate would be .002377.

Councilman Blake moved to set the Certified Tax Rate without a tax increase.
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Blake and Belmont. Nay, Councilmembers Hampton, Hunter, and
Storrs. The motion did not carry.
Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-06-29R setting the proposed tax
rate at .002377. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Hunter, Hampton, and Storrs. Nay, Councilmembers Blake and
Belmont. The motion carried.
Councilman Blake commented that he appreciated the whole process and that it was not easy.
Mayor Barratt stated that the process would change next year.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A STEEL DAYS VARIETY SHOW CONTRACT WITH JOHN
BERRY

Councilman Storrs moved approval of a steel days variety show contract with John Berry.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs included in his motion the changes as requested by Kevin Bennett.
Councilman Blake concurred with his second.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO DISCUSS
THE SALE OF REAL PROPERTY AND LITIGATION

Councilman Hampton moved to enter into an executive session to discuss the sale of real
property and litigation. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Jess Green commented that it was mentioned earlier in the meeting that the insurance company
might not cover certain aspects of the litigation. He asked if Mayor Barratt would explain what
would not be covered.
Mayor Barratt stated that he would not comment at this time.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
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The Alnerican Fork City Council entered into an executive session at 8:29p.m. Those present
included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom
Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Also present were City Administrator Carl Wanlass and City Recorder
Richard Colborn. The sale of real property and litigation were discussed. The meeting was
audiotape recorded as required by state code. The executive session concluded at 9:03 p.m.

Councilman Blake moved to return to special session at 9:04 p.m. Councilman Hunter
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST FOR CITY DEFENSE BY ONE OR MORE CITY
EMPLOYEES, AS DEFINED IN SECTION 63-30-2, UCA, IN CONNECTION WITH A
LAWSUIT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of City defense by one or more City employees in
connection with a lawsuit as defined in Section 63-30-2, UCA.
George Brown asked who they were.
Mayor Barratt responded that they were Carl T. Wanlass, Thomas H. Hunter, Don Hampton,
Kevin Bennett, Ted Barratt, Ricky Storrs, and Terry Fox.

Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON RETAINING ROBERT WALLACE AS LEGAL COUNSEL
FOR A LAWSUIT
Mayor Barratt announced that this item would be tabled.
REVIEW AND ACITON ON AN OFFER BY HERITAGE MANAGEMENT TO PURCHASE
THE PROPERTY LOCATED AT 350 EAST 300 NORTH

Councilman Hampton moved that the Council authorize Mayor Barratt to present a
counter offer to Heritage Management. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were
in favor.
George Brown asked if it was decided what the counter offer was.
Mayor Barratt responded that he would negotiate the counter in the next few days.
Councilman Blake stated that any counter offer presented by the Mayor would need to be
approved by the Council.
George Brown asked if that was a part of the motion. He understood that the Council authorized
the Mayor to make any counter offer he wanted, but he had to come back to the Council and tell
them what counter offer he made.
Councilman Hampton stated that he was comfortable with the motion.
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Councilman Blake asked if Councilman Hampton was comfortable with adding that it had to
come back to the Council before it would be finalized .
Mayor Barratt stated that whatever his counter offer would be, would still need to be accepted by
the Council.
Councilman Hampton stated he was comfortable that Mayor Barratt would cover all of the bases.
George Brown stated that if the Mayor made a counter offer and they accepted, it was a deal. It
needed to be decided if the Council was giving the Mayor the right to make a binding counter
offer or if the Council wanted the Mayor to bring it back.
Mayor Barratt explained that a counter offer would be made and if that offer was accepted it
would come back to the Council.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 16, 2002, MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the April 16, 2002, minutes as presented.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 21,2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilmember Belmont moved approval of the May 21, 2002, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Belmont, Storrs, and Blake. Abstain, Councilmembers Hampton and
Hunter. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JUNE 6, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the June 6, 2002, work session minutes.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Councilmember Belmont noted that she had called to be excused. Councilman Blake was excused
also .

Councilman Hampton included in his motion that in the minutes it be included that
Councilmembers Belmont and Blake were excused. Councilman Hunter agreed with his
second. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Hampton, Hunter, and Storrs.
Abstain, Councilmembers Belmont and Blake. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 9:10p.m. Councilmember Belmont seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
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Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 20, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, June 20, 2002, in the Atnerican Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 5:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
WORK SESSION
1. Discussion of items for the upcoming June 25 , 2002, City Council meeting.
2. Other business.
3. Adjournment.
Dated this 12 day of June, 2002.

Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JUNE 20, 2002
WORK SESSION
Mayor Barratt went to the work session first while waiting for the rest of the Council to arrive.
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on June 20, 2002, in the City Hall, at 3:06
p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Don Hampton, Tom Hunter,
Ricky Storrs, *Keith Blake, and **Juel Belmont. Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard
Colborn, and Bob Wallace.
Mayor Barratt asked who would be in attendance for the July 23 , 2002, Council meeting. No one
reported that they would not be there.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING JUNE 25, 2002, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Public Hearings
7:00 p.tn. -Receiving of public comment regarding revisions to the fiscal year ending June 30,
2002, budgets
Carl W anlass reported that it would be ready on Tuesday.
7:20p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring surplus of a 1985 F-350 Horton
Ambulance Vin # 2FDKF3 7LOFCB2093 6
No additional comment.
Regular Session
There would be a report from the Neighbors In Action. There would be the presentation of a
$5,000 grant for the Library for computers from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.
ACTION ITEMS
1. Review and action on a Resolution approving revisions to the fiscal year ending June 30,
2002, budgets.
There was no comment.
2. Review and action on a Resolution declaring a 1985 F-350 Horton Ambulance Vin #
2FDKF3 7LOFCB2093 6 to be surplus.
There was no comment.
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3. Review and action on a Resolution increasing garbage rates.
Carl Wanlass indicated originally it was going to be a .30¢ increase but it would be .25¢. It
would be from $9.30 to $9.55 .
4. Review and action on a Resolution increasing sewer rates.
This would be an increase of $2.95 to the base rate. The overage would remain the same at
.70¢ per 1, 000 gallons. It was about a 16% increase and that would be applied to schools and
to the billings to Highland and Cedar Hills.
5. Review and action on the disposition of computer equipment no longer needed for evidence to
be used by the American Fork Police Department.
There was no comment.
6. Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's including
1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements: 3) posting of an
improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation: and 4)
authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have
the plat recorded.
a. Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for W alMart at 87 5 West State
Road.
Carl W anlass stated that this item might be off the agenda. Woodbury thought the site
plan was already approved. They had a public hearing, but it was not approved.
b. Review and action on the final plat of the Alpine Valley Center Subdivision consisting of 8
lots at 608 West Main Street.
Carl Wanlass explained that this was the Target project.
7. Review and action on the approval of a surety bond for Virginia Ridge Plats B & C at
approximately 1120 North 500 West.
Carl Wanlass reported that Howard Denney was not comfortable with the use of a Surety
Bond. He preferred a cash bond.
8. Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Guth Annexation
consisting of 1.50 acres at 1235 East 50 South.
There was no comment.
9. Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City' s intent to annex the Terry Larsen
Annexation consisting of 5. 73 acres at 3 96 South 860 East.
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There was no comment.
10. Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City' s intent to annex the Wood Annexation
consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50 South.
There was no additional comment.
*Councilman Blake arrived.
11. Review and action on the reimbursement agreement with Weingarten Miller LLC to include:
a. Report by Jonnalynne Walker of an analysis that determines the value of the proposed
reimbursement and whether the proposed transaction meets the criteria set forth in
paragraph 1-6-1 of Ordinance No. 01-06-33.
There was no comment.
b. Report and recommendation of the American Fork Community Economic Development
Project Review Board whether the proposed agreement with Weingarter Miller LLC for
the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street, should be approved.
Carl W anlass reported that the Committee did meet on Monday and there was a letter of
recommendation.
12. Review and action on a water indemnification agreement with Weingarten Miller LLC for the
Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street.
Carl W anlass explained that this was in lieu of the downstream water user sign off This was
about the fifth time the City had used one.
13. Review and action on a Resolution approving a water transfer agreement with Weingarten
Miller LLC for the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street.
Mr. Wanlass explained that this was similar to the one with Woodbury.

14. Review and action on a project manager's agreement with Miller Weingarten Realty LLC for
the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street.
Carl Wanlass explained that this was for the SID that was down the road and was a mirror of
what they had done with Woodbury.
15 . Review and action on the City' s carrier for property and liability insurance.
There was no comment.
16. Report and action on construction items including change orders.
There was no comment.
3

OTHER BUSINESS
Councilmember Hampton asked if it was appropriate for legal counsel to update the community
on the reasons for the insurance increases.
Mayor Barratt suggested that a representative of the insurance company be there.
**Councilmember Belmont arrived.
Mr. Wallace suggested that any discussion along those lines be very factual.

ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 3:15 p.tn. to enter into a Special Session.
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on June 20, 2002, in the City Hall,
cotn1nencing at 3:15p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wan1ass, Richard Colborn, and Bob Wallace.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO DISCUSS
LITIGATION

Councilman Hunter moved to enter into an executive session to discuss litigation.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The American Fork City Council entered into an executive session at 3:18 p.m. Those present
included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom
Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Also present were City Administrator Carl W an1ass, City Recorder
Richard Colborn, and Bob Wallace. Litigation was discussed. The meeting was audiotape
recorded as required by State Code. The executive session concluded at 4:26p.m.

Councilman Blake moved to return to special session at 4:26 p.m. Councilman Hunter
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON RETAINING LEGAL COUNSEL FOR A LAWSUIT
Mayor Barratt asked that they look at hiring Mr. Wallace or another attorney.
Councilman Blake felt that it would be good to approve his hiring based on discussion with the
Insurance company.
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Councilmember Belmont felt that they needed to talk to the insurance company.
Mayor Barratt stated that they would talk to the insurance company, but that they needed to hire
Mr. Wallace no matter what. Councihnembers Blake and Storrs agreed.
Councilmember Belmont stated that the insurance company had an obligation to the City.

Councilman Blake moved to retain Bob Wallace with the idea that they approach the
insurance company and recommend that 'he be the one that was their counsel. If they did
not allow him to represent the insurance company that the City still engage his services.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Blake moved adjournment at 4:29 p.m. Councilman Hunter seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
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Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 25, 2002
*AMENDED - NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on June
25, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:00p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding revisions to the fiscal year ending June
30, 2002, budgets.
Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring surplus of a 1985 F-350
Horton Ambulance Vin # 2FDKF37LOFCB20936.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

*1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Report of the City Administrator.
Report from the Neighbors in Action Committee on recycling.
Presentation of a Library Grant from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS
Review and action on the City's carrier for property and liability insurance.
Review and action on a Resolution approving revisions to the fiscal year ending June 30,
2002, budgets.
Review and action on a Resolution declaring a 1985 F-350 Horton Ambulance Vin #
2FDKF37LOFCB20936 to be surplus.
Review and action on a Resolution increasing garbage rates.
Review and action on a Resolution increasing sewer rates.
Review and action on the disposition of computer equipment no longer needed for
evidence to be used by the American Fork Police Department.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a. Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for WalMart at 875
West State Road.
b. Review and action on the final plat of the Alpine Valley Center Subdivision
consisting of 8 lots at 608 West Main Street.
Review and action on the approval of a surety bond for Virginia Ridge Plats B & Cat
approximately 1120 North 500 West.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Guth
Annexation consisting of 1.50 acres at 1235 East 50 South.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
*16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
*22.
*23.
24.

Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Terry Larsen
Annexation consisting of 5.73 acres at 396 South 860 East.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Wood
Annexation consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50 South.
Review and action on the reimbursement agreement with Weingarten Miller LLC to
include:
a. Report by Jonnalynne Walker of an analysis that determines the value of the proposed
reimbursement and whether the proposed transaction meets the criteria set forth in
paragraph 1-6-1 of Ordinance No. 01-06-33.
b. Report and recommendation of the American Fork Community Economic
Development Project Review Board whether the proposed agreement with
Weingarter Miller LLC for the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street, should
be approved.
Review and action on a water indemnification agreement with Weingarten Miller LLC
for the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street.
Review and action on a Resolution approving a water transfer agreement with
Weingarten Miller LLC for the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street.
Review and action on a project manager's agreement with Miller Weingarten Realty LLC
for the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street.
Review and action on a Resolution amending Resolution No. 02-03-14R indicating
the City's intent to annex the Alpine School District Annexation at 255 East 1500
South.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the June 11, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the June 18, 2002, special session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Review and action on entering into an executive session to discuss the sale of real
property and litigation.
Review and action on an offer by Heritage Management to purchase the property
located at 350 East 300 North.
Adjournment.

Dated this 24 day of June, 2002.

~rrt~
Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder

~
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JUNE 25, 2002

y

ATTACHMENTS (1)
PUBLIC HEARING-7:00P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING
REVISIONS TO THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2002, BUDGETS
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on June 25, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:02p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, and Ricky Storrs. Others presented included Carl
Wanlass, Police Chief Terry Fox, Melanie Marsh, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, George Brown, Phyllis
Crookston, and Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press.
Mayor Barratt explained that the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment
regarding revisions to the fiscal year ending June 30, 2002, budgets.
Mr. Wanlass stated that the budgets that need to be addressed for revision are (1) the General
Fund (2) Special Revenue Fund (3) Capital Improvements (4) Celebration Committee Fund and
(5) the Building Lease Fund.
Mr. W anlass first discussed the General Fund Budget. He pointed out that from the revenue side
the adopted budget for July 1, 2001, was $12,625,000. He said that he is proposing a decrease to
the General Fund Budget of$1,300,000, which would make a revised budget of$11,325,000.
He stated that the above stated figures are applicable to the expenditure side of the budget.
Mr. W anlass stated that he is proposing the following adjustments to the following revenue
items:
Taxes:
Sales & Energy Tax
Licenses & Permits
Building Permits
Intergovernmental Revenue:
Police Grants
Charges for Services:
Ambulance Fees
Fees and Other Charges:
Library Fees & Boat Harbor Fees
Cemetery Fees:
Perpetual Care Interest Earned
Fines and Forfeitures
Forfeitures
Misc. Revenue:
Interest Earnings & Sale of Surplus Property
Contribution & Transfers:
General Fund Surplus, Sale Heritage
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398,700
82,000
(53,400)
100,000
26,100
(4,600)
31,000
(50,900)
(1 ,828,900)

Mr. Wanlass pointed out that the General Fund Budget included the sale of Heritage, which did
not take place. He stated that all of the above adjustments total (1,300,000).
Councilman Blake asked how much was projected for the sale of Heritage.
Mr. Wanlass stated that the net amount was $2,200,000.
Councilman Blake said the proposed adjustment in regards to the General Fund Surplus, Sale
Heritage is a decrease of $1,828,900. He asked why the proposed adjustment is slightly lower
than the $2,200,000 that was projected for the sale of Heritage.
Mr. W anlass explained that the difference is increased to fund surplus for the difference.
Councilman Blake said it looks like the taxes are almost $400,000 over what was anticipated.
Councilman Hampton stated that the increase in taxes was mostly from the Olympics.
Councilman Blake asked how much of the $398,700 was from the Olympics.
Mr. Wanlass stated that not quite $300,000 was from the Olympics.
Mr. Wanlass discussed the proposed adjustments to the expenditures. The proposed adjustments
are as follows:
Legal:
Court Appointed Counsel
Executive:
Book Contract, Economic Development
Data Processing:
Wages & Benefits
Fleet Maintenance:
Supplies
Building & Grounds
Utilities
Police Department:
0/T Wages & Straight Time 0/T Wages
Fire Department:
Wages & Benefits
Ambulance:
Wages & Benefits
Engineer Department
Wages, Benefits & Federal Matching Funds
Sanitation Department:
City Dumpsters & Spring Clean Up
Parks & Boat Harbor Department:
Temp Wages, Supplies, Maintenance & Power
Senior Citizens
Miscellaneous
Recreation Department:
2

40,000
10,000
(35,000)
4,000
10,000
50,000
30,000
30,000
(105,000)
25,000
20,000
1,000

3,000

Temp Wages
Beautification:
Downtown Flowers
Library Department
PIT Wages & Benefits
Literacy Center
Wages & Benefits
Cemetery Department:
Wages & Benefits
Planning Commission:
General Plan Update
Contingent Other:
Litigation, Olympics
Transfer to Other Funds:
Celebration Committee & Fitness Center
Capital Improvements:
Sale Heritage, Utah Power Building

(1,607,000)

Total Expenditure Adjustments:

(1,300,000)

4,000
(18,000)
6,000
20,000
12,000
50,000
150,000

Councilman Blake asked if the decrease in the Engineering Department was primarily personnel
costs.
Mr. W anlass said the decrease in expenses for the Engineering Department is because the budget
included $100,000 for a federal grant and only $30,000 of that grant was spent.
It was discussed that the ambulance expenses went up because the City is picking up all

transports.
Councilman Blake asked for a recap of the $132,000 that was spent on contingent and nonclassified items.
In response to Councilman Blake's question, Mr. Wanlass said the majority was spent on
litigation fees.

There was some discussion about how much was spent on litigation fees . It was discussed that
about $60,000 was spent on litigation fees.
Councilmember Belmont asked if some of the expenses associated with the contingent or nonclassified items was for the settlement with the Police Department.
In response to Councilmember Belmont's question, Mr. Wanlass said the fees were not
associated with the settlement with the Police Department. He said some of the expenses were
the City's co-payments to the insurance company for litigation.
Councilman Blake said there is a legal and attorney fees line, which is about $248,000. He asked
if the $248,000 includes both civil and prosecution fees.
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In response to Councilman Blake's above question, Mr. Wanlass said "yes."

Councilman Blake asked why it is proposed to increase the legal expenses by $40,000.
Mr. W anlass said the increase of $40,000 in legal expenses is for court appointed counsel.
Councilmember Belmont asked Mr. W anlass to explain the contingent fund.
Mr. Wanlass said the contingent fund is a "catch-all" for those items that can't specifically be
budgeted for. He pointed out some things that can't be specifically budgeted for. i.e. litigation
co-payments to the City's insurance company, someone injured due to a pothole or another
vehicle and it does not meet the maximum co-pay.
Councilman Blake said it is not unusual to have a contingent fund, but it is important to
understand what is in that contingent fund.
Councilmember Belmont asked if there is budget that shows everything that is in the contingent
fund.
Mr. W anlass said that there is a general ledger.
Councilmember Belmont asked about Beautification. She said, "I have been asking about the
Olympic coats. It has been mentioned that the Olympic celebration cost about $50,000."
Mr. Wanlass said the Olympic celebration was about $20,000.
Councilmember Belmont said she has asked several times about the Olympic coats. She pointed
out that her coat has been sitting over the back of a chair and that she has only wore it once. She
said that she would very much like to wear her Olympic coat when winter comes, but she needs
to know how much it is because it was a gift and she can't accept a gift that is over $50. She said
if the Olympic Coat was over $50 she would need to pay the difference.
Mayor Barratt said you are the one that gave yourself a gift.
Councilmember Belmont said, "I did not vote on that." I received the coat. It was in a box and
it is a wonderful coat. An elected official really can't accept anything over $50.00. I like the
coat but I certainly would like to know how much it cost."
Mr. W anlass said the coat cost $125. He said she could reimburse the City for the coat if she
would like to.
Councilmember Belmont asked if the City has an invoice for the coats.
In response to Councilmember's question, Mr. Wanlass said, "some place."
)

Councilmember Belmont said, "I would like to see the invoice."
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Councilmember Belmont said that she has heard from members of the Beautification Committee
that some of their money was taken out of their fund toward the Olympic coats.
Mr. Wanlass said money was never taken out of the Beautification Fund for the Olympic coats.
Councilmember Belmont said there was a rumor that $10,000 was removed from the
Beautification Fund for Olympic coats.
Councilman Blake pointed out that the proposed adjustment adds $4,000 to the Beautification
Fund.
Mr. Wanlass stated that if$10,000 was taken out of the Beautification Fund, then they would not
have bought any benches.
Councilmember Belmont said, "I do not know. I have not seen what they are doing for their
committee members. That is the general feeling from some Beautification Committee
Members."
Mr. Wanlass said, "I hear most of the rumors, but I have not heard that one." He said $10,000
was not taken out of the Beautification Committee Fund for Olympic coats.
After some discussion about Olympic coats, Mr. W anlass discussed the Building Lease Fund.
He pointed out that the adopted budget for July 1, 2001, was $3,258,000 and the proposed
adjusted budget is $449,7000. He pointed out that $3,220,000 was anticipated for the sale of
Heritage, but that did not occur. He said only one month was budgeted for the lease of Heritage
and so that needs to be increased by $381,700.
Councilman Blake asked if the monthly charges for the lease of Heritage can be increased after
July 1, 2002.
In response to Councilman Blake's question about increasing the lease amount for Heritage, Mr.
Wanlass said the monthly lease amount cannot be arbitrarily increased after July 1, 2002. He
explained that there is a CPI increase for the utilities and a CPI increase for the lease amount. He
said that the State of Utah determines the CPI increase for nursing care facilities and the rate
determined by the State is the rate that the City uses to adjust the lease amount.
Mr. Wanlass explained that the Special Revenue Fund needs to be increased by 23,600. He said
the significant item in the Special Revenue Fund is to Daniel Copper.
Councilman Blake asked if there are still funds available in the Special Revenue Fund to loan.
Mr. Wanlass said there is still about $48,000 available.
Mr. Wanlass said the adopted budget for the Capital Improvements Fund for July 1, 2001, was
$11,385,600, which now he is proposing an adjustment of (2,956,200), for a total revised budget
of $8,429,400. He pointed out that the bond proceeds for the fire and ambulance facility of
$2,500,000 were not budgeted for.
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Councilman Blake asked what the time frame is for when the fire and ambulance facility needs
to be constructed in order to not get penalties on the bond.
Mr. Wanlass said the funds have to be used within a year. He stated that construction has to take
place within 22 or 24 months. Mr. W anlass pointed out that the bonds were sold in December
2001.
It was discussed that if the bond proceeds are not used within the time frame it could taint the
City's ability to sell bonds.

Councilman Blake said the City needs to keep in mind the penalties or consequences that are
associated with not using the bonds in the allotted time frame and needs to plan for construction
of the fire and ambulance building.
Mr. W anlass then discussed the adjustments to the expenditure side of the Capital Improvements
Fund. Following are some of the adjustments that he discussed:

Fire/Ambulance Construction
Police Courts Construction
Ambulance Equipment
Administration Equipment
Cemetery Expansion
Administration Remodel
Downtown Parking
Decorations
Parks

Adopted
Budget
7/1/2001

Adjustments
by Public Hearing
6/25/2002

Revised
Budget
6/30/2002

2,281,200
7,620,000

(2,212,500)
(1 ,360,000)
73,800
(13,000)
(28,900)
800,000
(50,000)
5,000
(70,000)

68,700
6,260,000
73,800
37,000
1,100
850,000

50,000
30,000
50,000
50,000
10,000
361,100

15,000
291,000

Mr. Wanlass explained that it was anticipated that the Police/Courts Building would be finished
by June 30, 2002, and that did not occur. He said $7,620,000 was budgeted in order to wrap up
the police/courts construction and those expenses will now extend into the first part of
September.
Mr. Wanlass stated that another significant item associated with the Capital Improvements Fund
was the purchase of a new ambulance in the amount of$73,800:
Councilman Blake asked why the public works expenses are being reduced by $100,600.
Mr. W anlass said that public works was going to purchase some vehicles and a hydraulic rack
system, which were not purchased.
After Mr. Wanlass discussed the proposed changes to the Capital Improvements Fund he
discussed the proposed changes to the Celebration Committee Fund. Mr. Wanlass reported that
he is proposing to transfer $75,000 from the General Fund to cover prior year cash deficits.
Councilman Hampton asked what the approximate overall deficit was for last year's program.
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In response to Councilman Hampton' s question Mr. Wanlass said about $42,000.

It was discussed that attendance at the Big Show was not as high as was anticipated.
After Mr. W anlass finished discussing all of the proposed adjustments to the budgets, Mayor
Barratt asked for any questions or comments.
Phyllis Crookston said they were short about $10,000 in the Beautification Fund and the
Beautification Committee had to cut back on the things that it was going to do because there was
only about $1,800 left in the budget.
Councilman Hampton pointed out that the proposed revised budget for 6/30/2002 shows $19,300
in the Beautification Budget.
Mr. W anlass pointed out that the Beautification Budget was never cut.
Mrs. Crookston asked what happened to the money that was in the Beautification Budget.
Mr. W anlass said money was spent for benches and things like that.
Councilman Hampton said he remembers Mary Fox explaining that some of the funds that would
have been available for decorations for beautification were going to be used for the Olympic
celebration in American Fork, which was discussed amongst the Beautification Committee
before funds were spent for the Olympic celebration.
Mrs. Crookston said, "last year they (Beautification Fund) were deducted of about $2,000 from
decorations that they (Beautification Committee) did not know about and did not buy."
Mr. Wanlass explained that $10,000 was budgeted for decorations, which the Beautification
Committee was going to oversee and that $10,000 was reallocated for Olympic banners.
Mrs. Crookston said that they should give her the $10,000 and she can find a lot better way to
spend it on beautification efforts other than banners.
Mayor Barratt said according to Councilman Hampton the Beautification Committee discussed
that money allocated for decorations in the Beautification Committee Budget was going to be
used for Olympic banners.
George Brown asked if some of the Olympic banners were sold.
Mayor Barratt said they did sell some of the Olympic banners.
Mr. Brown asked if the money that was raised from the sale of the banners would be going back
into the Beautification Committee's budget.
Mayor Barratt jokingly asked Mr. Wanlass ifhe allocated the $21 that was raised from the sale
of the Olympic banners. It was discussed that not many people attended the sale of the Olympic
merchandise and not much money was raised from the sale of the Olympic merchandise. It was
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discussed that some of the Olympic banners were given to the torch runners. It was discussed
that the City sold the banners for what it could get for them.
Councilmember Belmont said that when she arrived at the sale for the Olympic merchandise,
there were only about three or four people there. She said that when she asked the price of
something no one knew the price of it.
Mayor Barratt pointed out that some of the banners were saved to be used as commemorative
objects.
Mr. Brown asked what the costs were for each banner.
Mayor Barratt said the cost of the banners varied depending on the type of banner.
Mr. Wanlass explained that the banners were not as expensive as the brackets that were needed
to hang the banners.
Mrs. Crookston asked how many Olympic coats were purchased.
Mayor Barratt said, "I do not know. One for every employee?"
Mr. W anlass said about 100 Olympic coats were purchased.
Mayor Barratt explained that the employees had to donate so many hours to the City in order to
earn the coat or they had to buy it, if they wanted it.
The public hearing concluded at 7:32p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:20 P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING
DECLARING THE SURPLUS OF A 1985 F-350 HORTON AMBULANCE VIN #
2FDK37LOFCB20936
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on June 25, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:33p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers
Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Carl
Wanlass, Melanie Marsh, Police Chief Terry Fox, Jay Christensen, Phyllis Crookston, Maxine
Steele, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, George Brown, and Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding
declaring the surplus of a 1985 F-350 Horton Ambulance Vin # 2FDK37LOCB20936.
Councilman Hampton asked what the value of the ambulance is.
Jay Christensen said it is probably not worth $3,000. He said the ambulance is 17 years old
Councilman Blake asked how many miles the ambulance has.
Mr. Christensen said the ambulance has about 69,000 miles. He stated that the engine is in bad
shape and needs and overhaul.
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Councilman Storrs asked if it would be good to put a minimum bid on the ambulance.
It was discussed that there probably should be a minimum bid put on the ambulance.

Mr. Christensen pointed out that the academy of nursing in Salt Lake City, which is a private
entity, may have some interest in the ambulance. He said there are also two other companies that
are interested.
There were no other comments. The hearing concluded at 7:36p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on June 25, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:37p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Carl Wanlass,
Rod Despain, Howard Denney, Chief Terry Fox, Christie Reimschussel, Jay Christensen,
Melanie Marsh, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Maxine Steele, Shauna Jackson, George Brown, Steve
Pruitt, Darrell Child, Butch Walters, Kay Bennett, Wade Bennett, Barbara Walters, George
Brown, Phyllis Crookston, and Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press.
Councilman Tom Hunter was excused.
Councilman Storrs led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman Blake offered
the prayer.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD - LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Maxine Steele and Shauna Jackson, representing the American Fork Symphony, presented Carl
Wanlass with a plaque and an American Fork Symphony Concert CD for his outstanding support
of the American Fork Symphony.
Councilman Hampton and Councilmember Belmont were also presented with an American Fork
Symphony Concert CD for their support of the American Fork Symphony.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
Mr. Wanlass had nothing to report.
REPORT FROM THE NEIGHBORS IN ACTION COMMITTEE ON RECYCLYING
Councilman Hampton said the Neighbors in Action Committee met today, but there is still some
additional research and information that they would like to obtain before they make their
presentation on recycling. He asked that this item be put on the July 9, 2002, City Council
Agenda.
PRESENTATION OF A LIBRARY GRANT FROM THE BILL AND MELINDA GATES
FOUNDATION
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Christie Reimschussel stated that the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundations has chosen to be
partners with U.S. Libraries in order to help them serve their population better to better enhance
learning and education on computer literacy. She stated that the American Fork Library
qualified for a 4-computer grant from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. She said that she
is happy to report that the American Fork City Library has received a check for $15,995 from the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Mrs. Reimschussel stated that the money received from the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation will be used to purchase 4 computers, a printer and a content
server. She stated that before they can purchase the new computers they have to attend a
computer seminar in August and then they will purchase the computers after they have attended
the seminar.
Councilman Hampton complimented Mrs. Reimschussel on being able to obtain the grant.
It was discussed that the four new computers that will be purchased will be IBM compatible.

COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmember Belmont said she has several things to report, but she is going to defer for two
weeks because the things that she wants to bring up she wants to take a few minutes to discuss.
Councilman Hampton asked if there is an update on the Parks Improvement Committee's
request.
In response to Councilman Hampton's above question, Mayor Barratt said, "I do not know where
it stands right now." He said the City needs to get through the budgetary process and then it can
work on going to bond for the parks.
Councilman Hampton asked if there would be any merit in having a representative from the nine
member parks committee task force give an update at the next City Council Meeting.
In response to Councilman Hampton's above question, Mayor Barratt said, "you bet."
Councilman Storrs stated that at the next City Council Meeting the 2002 Steel Days Grand
Marshal will be introduced. He said the new Miss American Fork Royalty will also be
introduced at the next City Council Meeting.
Councilman Blake had nothing report.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt stated that the City Council will meet on July 23, 2002.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE CITY'S CARRIER FOR PROPERTY AND LIABILITY
INSURANCE
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Mayor Barratt introduced this item and turned the time over to Darrell Child of Olympus
Insurance.
Mr. Child explained that for the past few years the City' s primary liability insurance carrier has
been Royal Insurance. He said with the recent tum in the overall insurance market place, Royal
Insurance is having some difficulties with their reinsurance costs. He said because of the
significant changes that Royal is going to be implementing, Olympus decided to seek some more
competitive bids for American Fork City. He said only one bid was received from St. Paul
Insurance Company.
Mr. Child explained that it is Olympus Insurance's recommendation that the City change from
Royal to St. Paul. He said there are a few minor differences in the scope of coverage, but the
premium difference is quite significant. He said St. Paul's proposed costs are very much in line
with what the City paid last year.
Mr. Child said that St. Paul is a top rated insurance carrier. He explained that St. Paul's coverage
would be written on claims made, rather than on an occurrence basis. He pointed out that the
ability to report a claim on a claims-made policy is more limited. He said it is more limited
because there are some challenges to maintaining reportability rights if one changes from one
claims-made carrier to another claims-made carrier. Mr. Child explained that a claims-made
policy acts just like an occurrence policy as long as coverage is maintained with the same
.
.
Insurance earner.
Councilman Blake asked if there is some time limit on when claims can be reported.
Mr. Child explained that the time limit for making a claim is usually one year from the time of
the reported incident. He said in some circumstances that fall under the federal courts there is a
4-year time limit.
After some discussion about St. Paul's proposal, Councilman Hampton said it looks like a
favorable response from St. Paul.
Councilman Blake stated that he has had some experience with St. Paul and he said they are a
good company.
Councilman Blake asked what other companies submitted bids.
Mr. Child said St. Paul was the only company that submitted a bid. He explained that United
National and Regent Insurance Company initially looked at providing a bid, but did not. He said
United National could not provide the limits necessary and Regents put a moratorium on who
they would consider looking at as a client.
Councilman Blake asked if AIG has any subsidiaries.

)

In response to Councilman Blake's above question, Mr. Child said AIG does have subsidiaries.
He pointed out that there is a company called CD Stock, but they only underwrite. He said they
do not use CD Stock on accounts that do not have a self-insured retention.
George Brown asked what St. Paul's total cost is for the insurance policy.
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Mr. Child said St. Paul's proposal is $273,223.
Councilman Hampton said that the total cost for the policy will roughly be about $283,223
because there will be some adjustments made to the property portion of the policy because the
proposal did not include the new buildings that are being constructed.

Councilman Hampton moved to accept the proposal from St. Paul for the City's carrier for
property and liability insurance as presented tonight by Darrell Child.
Councilmember Belmont asked if the policy becomes effective after the vote.
Mr. Child said the policy will be effective on July 1, 2002.

Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Hampton, and Storrs. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ARESOLUTION APPROVING REVISIONS TO THE FISCAL
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2002, BUDGETS
Councilman Hampton said he would like to commend Mr. W anlass for the work that has gone
into balancing the budget. He said he knows that Mr. W anlass works with each of the
department heads in order to balance the budgets. He said Mr. Wanlass has done an outstanding
job of balancing the budgets.

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the resolution approving revisions to the fiscal
year ending June 30, 2002, budgets. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mr. Brown said "last year it was anticipated that Heritage would sell and that would be applied
against the cost of the fire and ambulance (building) and the police and courts (building). How
will that work out this year? What will they do about next year?"
In response to Mr. Brown's above statement and questions, Mayor Barratt said, "that adjustments
have been made."

Mr. Wanlass said "they have not budgeted anything for next year." He said a 12-month budget
for the Building Lease Fund for 2002 has been done. He said if Heritage is sold they will have to
re-open the budget.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Hampton, and Storrs. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION DECLARING A 1985 F-350 HORTON
AMBULANCE VIN # 2FDKF37LOFCB20936 TO BE SURPLUS
Councilman Storrs said maybe the minimum bid ought to be set at $500.
Mr. Christensen said the ambulance is not in good shape.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the resolution declaring a 1985 F-350 Horton
Ambulance VIN # 2FDKF37LOFCB20936 to be surplus with a minimum bid of $500.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Hampton, and Storrs. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INCREASING GARBAGE RATES
Councilman Blake asked if the increase is for tipping fees or is it a CPI increase.
Mr. W anlass said it is a CPI increase.
Councilman Blake asked if there are also tipping increases.
In response to Councilman Blake's question, Mr. Wanlass said, "they are probably passing a
little bit of that on. I think the tipping increase went from $30.50 to $31.00 or $30.00 to $30.50.
It was a small increase."
Councilman Blake stated that the proposed increase is consistent with the agreement because it
does allow for CPI increases.
Councilman Blake asked how long the City has its agreement with BFI.
Mr. Wanlass said the City Council approved a five-year extension with BFI about a year ago.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the resolution increasing the garbage rates.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Hampton, and Storrs. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INCREASING SEWER RATES

)
Mayor Barratt stated that the proposal is to increase the sewer rate by $2.00 per month for
residential customers, $2.50 for commercial customers and, $2.75 for industrial customers.
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Councilman Blake asked if the proposed amounts in the resolution are the same amounts that
they had in the budget.
Mr. Wanlass indicated that they originally started out with an increase of $4.95 per residential
customer.
Councilman Storrs stated that he works for Timpanogos Special Service District, but he still will
be voting on this item.
Councilman Blake asked what was done to balance the budget since the increase was not what
was anticipated.
Mr. Wanlass explained that a little bit was taken out of the line items. He said the budget
included an employee for the sewer and water department and that was going to come out of the
sewer budget, but that employee has been eliminated and the money that was going to be used to
pay for that employee has now been shifted to the water fund.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the resolution approving increasing the sewer rates.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Mr. Brown said, "this is not a pass through from the Sewer District. This is just the City
generating a little more income. It is actually a tax."
Councilman Blake said, "they are doing it (increasing the sewer rate) to balance the expenses in
the sewer and water fund."
Mr. Wanlass said the City's sewer bill for last month was $127,000, which is one of the City's
largest bills that it has ever received for sewer. He said one of the reasons that the bill was so
high last month is because of infiltration into the water lines.
Councilman Storrs asked if Timpanogos Special Service District increased the rate.
Mr. W anlass said Timpangos Special Service District did increase the rate a year ago, but the
City did not increase its rate. He said Timpanogos Special Service District may increase the rate
in January.
Councilman Blake said the increase is intended to keep the expenses in the sewer fund in balance
and it is not being done to produce any profit.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Hampton, Blake, Storrs, and Belmont. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
Mr. Brown asked when the last time the City checked its meters.
Mayor Barratt said that he did not know.
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Mr. Brown indicated that there has been some meter problems.
Mayor Barratt said the meter problems were minimal. He said the problem is infiltration into the
City's water lines. He said there is a lot of infiltration at the base of 100 East and throughout the
community. He talked about the infiltration of irrigation water.
Councilman Storrs pointed out that Timpanogos Special Service District hires an independent
firm to go out and do the monthly calibration, but he does not know if the City went out with the
people doing the monthly calibration.
Mr. Brown stated that there is so much that is not irrigated any more unless there are pipes that
are breaking.
Mayor Barratt said the City has a lot of water in the irrigation ditches and the City has had
problems because there is water not being used and it is being thrown down the ditches and
people call because their driveways are being washed out.
Councilman Blake asked if the pipes could be replaced with less impervious material.
Mr. Denney said the City tried lining the pipes, but it did not work. He said the ground water
was increased.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DISPOSITION OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT NO
LONGER NEEDED FOR EVIDENCE TO BE USED BY THE AMERICAN FORK POLICE
DEPARTMENT
Chief Fox said the computer that is being requested to be used by the American Fork Police
Department is a computer that came into the City's possession on an identity crime case that
happened two years ago. He stated that the computer is a Gateway Computer. He said the City
has made three attempts to get Gateway to pick up the computer and they refused to pick it up.
Chief Fox said under the statute the City can do three things with the computer:
1.
2.
3.

Declare it surplus and give it to a charity
Put it out for public auction
Revert it back to the City for its use.

Chief Fox said the computer will run the Police Department's basic programs.

Council Hampton moved to approve the use of the computer equipment by the American
Fork Police Department.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

)

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Storrs, Blake, and Hampton. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for WalMart at 875 West
State Road.
Mr. Despain referred the City Council to the memo regarding the site plan for W alMart
At 875 West State Road. The memo is attached to the minutes as ATTACHMENT #1.
Mr. Despain pointed out that this item was on the City Council agenda a couple of weeks
Ago and there were a number of outstanding items. He said there are still a number of
outstanding items.
Mr. Despain said one option is that the City Council could further table action on the site
plan or could condition the approval on several things. He said the dilemma with a
conditioned approval is that there are several lists of conditioned approvals and the only
real enforcement left would be to refuse the building permit.
Mr. Despain said this item was placed on the agenda based on the theory that the
outstanding items would be completed prior to tonight's meeting. He said the right
motion would be to carry this item forward to another agenda.
Mr. Wanlass agreed with Mr. Despain that the right motion would be to table this item
until Woodbury can be at the meeting to give the City Council an update.
Councilman Storrs moved to table this item.
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.

Butch Walters asked if the City is going to do anything to help the people with their
water situation.
Mayor Barratt asked Mr. Walters what he would like the City to do.
Mr. Walters said the property is recorded as being the City's. He said Woodbury went
to court on March 26, 2002, and presented themselves as the owner of the property. He
said on February 11, 2002, the property was recorded as being the City's.
Mr. Walters said two weeks ago the City indicated that they knew nothing about the
water problems that many of the property owners are facing. He said there are two City
Councilmembers that would like to help them. He said he would like to know if the City
is willing to help them.
Mayor Barratt said legal counsel is not present tonight to give the City Council legal
direction so he does not know what the City will do. He said he thought the litigation
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was between two property owners.
Mr. Walter said American Fork City is one of the property owners.
In response to Mr. Walter's comment about the City being one of the property owners,

Mr. Despain said that is not correct. He said American Fork City owns the property, but
the lawsuit was over water rights. He said the City does not own the water rights. He
said the mere fact that the City owns the property does not automatically give the City the
ability or responsibility to jump into the middle of a water rights dispute.
Mr. Walters said water rights are an issue regarding the pond.
Councilman Hampton said the City Attorney will need to look at this issue and advise
the City Council.
Kay Bennett said they have water rights for 2,000 head of sheep and they can't
get water across the top of the head gate. She said the City does have some responsibility
to help them because it is the City's property and things have changed so they can't
get water to their property.
Mr. Walters said the City has the power to do something. He said he understands that the
City has appointed one of the developers to oversee the proposed project on the west
side of the City.
Mayor Barratt said the City has appointed a project manager.
Mr. Walters said to have the project manager be one of the developers "is like the fox
guarding the hen house."
Mayor Barratt asked if Paradise Pond is in the City.
Mr. Walters said that Paradise Pond is in the City.
Councilman Blake said legal counsel will need to look at this.
Councilmember Belmont said she hopes that the City Attorney does take a look at this
situation. She said she understands about the court. She said she is thinking that there
is something that American Fork City can do to elevate the problem. Councilmember
Belmont asked about how old the bond is.
Mr. Walters said the bond has been there since 1991.
Councilmember Belmont said she would hope that just because it is a small business that
it does not mean they look the other way. She said she would really like to see the City
Attorney take a close look at this issue and see if they can work with the people who are
having problems getting their water so that they can get some kind of relief. She said
it is amazing what can be done when they work together.
Wade Bennett said the City needs to get involved because it is losing a lot of drainage
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through the property for storm drainage rights.
It was discussed that the permit from the Army Corp of Engineers was issued to
Woodbury.

Mayor Barratt said the City Council will ask the City Attorney to review the situation and
advise the City Council.
Mrs. Bennett said needs to get water to her pasture because she has horses that need
water. She said she needs the ditches opened back up. She asked why the water could
not be diverted to her property. She said she does have water rights.
Mayor Barratt asked Mrs. Bennett how her water is being taken away if she has water
rights.
Mrs. Bennett said the developers have diverted the Curly Slough.
Councilman Hampton suggested that Mr. Denney take a look at what is going on with
the water situation.
Councilmember Belmont asked if something can be done to help the property owners
who are not getting their water before the next City Council Meeting.
It was discussed that Kevin Bennett, City Attorney, would not be back until July 3, 2002
so it was not sure what could be done to help the property owners.

b.

Review and action on the final plat of the Alpine Valley Center Subdivision consisting of
8 lots at 608 West Main Street.
Mr. Wade Bennett said the proposed project also affects the Curly Slough.
Mr. Despain stated that there are still some outstanding items associated with this project
that need to be completed, but none of the outstanding items are too difficult to complete.
He pointed out that the City Council will see a specific site plan for each of the proposed
structures that will be developed in the subdivision. He said Target will be the first site
plan that the City Council will see.
Mr. Despain said he has had some contact with the Nash Family regarding the dedication
of 130 North Street. He said he is expecting the Nash Family to sign the deed
soon.
Mr. Despain said the further conveyance of 130 North Street to be located in the Kmart
site is still unresolved. He said if the City Council approves the proposed plat tonight
it would be approving it in a way in which the access to North State Street is not yet fully
resolved. He said if they wait until the access to North State Street is fully resolved, then
it could be some time. He said he thinks it is better to proceed with the approval based
on what is currently in place and continue to work on access to State Street.
Councilman Blake asked what the options are if the issue regarding 130 North Street
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are not resolved. He asked if the City will take the road straight.
Mr. Despain said taking the road straight is one option. He said it is a timing issue. He
said they will continue to work to acquire the alignment of the road that is proposed.
He said part of the problem is the potential of bankruptcy court and its impact.
Mr. Wanlass said a motion will be filed tomorrow in bankruptcy court regarding 130
North Street. He said it looks like things will be solved in a favorable manner in
regards to 130 North Street. He said if the issue regarding 130 North is not solved
in a favorable manner after it goes to bankruptcy court, then at the July 9, 2002, City
Council Meeting the City may look at eminent domain.
It was discussed that Target is the project that is proposed to be moving forward
right away in the proposed subdivision.

Mr. Denney said the easements needs to be redefined on the final plat. He said
it needs to be shown that the sewer easement goes through Lots 7 & 8.
Mr. Wade Bennett suggested that they might want to look at redefining the irrigation and
water easements also.
Councilman Blake asked Mr. Bennett if he was indicating that there are water easements
also.
There was some discussion about how the water flows into the ditch and about the water
easements. Councilman Hampton stated that easements are a public record and should be
delineated. Mr. Denney pointed out that ditches are usually easements by use. He said
water rights are usually prescriptive rights rather than a recorded right.
Mayor Barratt asked who manages the ditches.
Mr. Wade Bennett said the water users manage the ditch. Mrs. Walters said if the ditch is
on your property, then you keep it clean.
After much discussion about water rights and water issues, Councilman Storrs moved
to approve the final plat of the Alpine Valley Center Subdivision consisting of 8 lots
at 608 West Main Street, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept
the dedications and have the plat recorded, subject to:
1.

Receipt of the executed Boundary Line Agreement with UDOT common
Boundary with 1-15, West Main Street and North State Street.

2.

Satisfactory resolution of boundary disputes between Adams & Kawakami
properties.

3.

Addition to the plat notes referencing CC&R documents and crosseasements.
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4.

Minor changes to the signage plan adjacent to North State Street to conform
with the City sign ordinance.

5.

Technical review of the final plat by City Engineer.

6.

The easements need to be redefined to show the sewer easements going
through Lots 7 & 8.

Councilman Blake asked if it is appropriate to record the water rights along with the
sewer rights.
It was discussed that if the water rights are prescriptive, then they are not necessarily
shown on the map. It was discussed that showing the water rights on the map will
not affect anything.

Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Councilman Hampton said he would be very interested in having Mr. Denney give
an update on the water issues that are affecting the properties that are adjacent to the
proposed Woodbury Project and the proposed Alpine Valley Center Planned Shopping
Center at the next work session.
Mr. Denney said he would recommend that the affected property owners invite the State
Engineer down to come down and look at the situation. He explained that the State
Engineer would dictate the corrections that would need to be made, if there are
corrections that need to be made.
Councilman Hampton said the City can help the affected property owners facilitate the
process.
Councilman Blake asked why the State Engineer is the one that should be involved.
Mr. Denney explained that the State Engineer is over water rights.
Mrs. Walters said she has a letter from Gary Olsen, Chief Engineer, who works for the
Division of Natural Resources, which states that since the Army Corp of Engineers
issued an individual permit to Woodbury, the State will not step in. She said for them
to contact the Division of Natural Resources would be a waste of time for them. She
said they need someone from the City to help them out.
Mrs. Walter said both her and her husband are retired and what little income they get
from the pond and the storage units supplements their social security. She said they
can't live on their social security, which is $800 a month.

)

Mayor Barratt said he does not know what rights the affected property owners have.
He said the State Engineer should be contacted so he can explain what rights
the affected property owners have.
Councilman Hampton said if it is the Division ofNatural Resource's position that
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they are not going to get involved, then there is some value in having Mr. Denney
pursue the situation with the State Engineer.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilmembers Blake, Storrs, and Hampton. Those voting nay:
Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
Steve Pruitt said they have obtained letters from the property owners as well as the
Irrigation Company with respect to any encumbrances. He said they have a letter
from the Irrigation Company indicating that there are no rights of record in regards
to water rights. He said they have met with the Irrigation Company and have
tendered all the information they have.
The developers for the proposed Alpine Valley Center Planned Shopping Center
indicated that no water will be retained on the site. The developers indicated that
any water that hits the site will pass through the site to the culverts that are running
along the highway.
Mrs. Bennett asked why the culvert couldn't run back where the ditch was. She asked
the developers why they took their water.
Mr. Pruitt indicated that they have not started construction of any kind on the site.
He said the property proposed for development is sitting exactly like it has for the
last five or ten years. He said they had no knowledge of people's water rights
being interrupted.
Mayor Barratt pointed out that the developers for the proposed project are different
developers than the developers that are involved with the W alMart Project. He told the
affected property owners that if they were not getting their water it was not because
of the developers associated with the proposed project because they have not done
anything on the property yet.
After a lengthy discussion on the water issues, Mrs. Walters asked if the City will be in
touch with them regarding their findings.
In response to Mrs. Walter's question Mayor Barratt said that the City will let them know
what they find out.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF A SURETY BOND FOR VIRGINIA
RIDGE PLATS B & CAT APPROXIMATELY 1120 NORTH 500 WEST
Councilman Hampton asked for Mr. Denney's concerns.
Mr. Denney said he does not like surety bonds. He said his concern with surety bonds is that
there is not cash in the bank and so the City would have to sue the insurance company if there are
problems and it needs to get its money.
Councilman Storrs asked if the City allowed the LDS Church to do a surety bond.
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Mr. Denney explained that the LDS Church was allowed to do an irrevocable letter of credit,
which is different than a surety bond. He pointed out that Layne Henage, the developer for the
Temple Meadows Project was allowed to do a surety bond for the fence and pool that was
associated with that project.
Councilman Blake asked what the City's policy allows in regards to bonds.
Mr. Denney said the City's ordinance allows surety bonds and property bonds.
Councilman Blake said if the ordinance allows surety bonds, then the City Council can't
preclude the use of surety bonds unless it wants to change the ordinance.
Mr. Denney said the City Council has the option to accept or reject any bond for sufficiency.
Councilman Storrs moved to deny the request for a surety bond for Virginia Ridge Plats B
and Cat approximately 1120 North 500 West.
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.
Councilman Hampton pointed out that the amount of the bond is substantially less than what was
originally proposed. He then asked how much time is left on the original bonds that were
associated with the project.
Mr. Denney said he thinks about a year has passed on the two bonds. He pointed out that Paul
Washburn is the one that originally took out the bonds and now it is Salisbury requesting the
surety bond.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Storrs, Hampton, and Blake. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried. .
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE GUTH ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 1.50 ACRES AT 1235 EAST 50
SOUTH
Councilman Storrs moved to approve the resolution indicating the City's intent to annex
the Guth Annexation consisting of 1.50 acres at 1235 East 50 South.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake asked what the intent of the proposed annexation is.
Mr. Despain said the intent of the proposed annexation is to add some additional territory to what
is referred to as the Gasser Annexation for the purposes of developing some kind of assisted
living care facility for seniors.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
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Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Hampton, and Storrs. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICAITNG THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE TERRY LARSEN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 5.73 ACRES AT 396
SOUTH 860 EAST
Council Hampton asked what the intended use of the property is.
Mr. Despain said he did not know what the intended use of the property was. He said it may be
an effort toward housing, but the General Plan currently does not allow housing in the area
proposed for annexation.

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the resolution indicating the City's intent to
annex the Terry Larsen Annexation consisting of 5. 73 acres at 396 South 860 East.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Hampton, and Storrs. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE WOOD ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF .99 ACRES AT 1145 EAST 50
SOUTH
It was discussed that the agenda says Wood Annexation, but the owners signed the annexation as
Woods.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the resolution indicating the City's intent to annex
the Wood Annex consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50 South.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Hampton and Storrs. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE REIMBURSEMENT AGREEMENT WITH
WEINGARTEN MILLER LLC TO INCLUDE:
a.

)

Report by Jonnalynne Walker of an analysis that determines the value of the proposed
reimbursement and whether the proposed transaction meets the criteria set forth in
paragraphs 1-6-1 of Ordinance No. 01-06-33.
Jonnalyne Walker said in adopting the Community Economic Development Ordinance
(CEDA), American Fork City seeks to encourage and facilitate the renewal and
development of business activities within the City. Reimbursement may be paid using a
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portion of the city' s share of the increase in tax revenues generated as a result of the
development or renewal. The City Council, must, however, determine that the
transaction is entered into in good faith and for adequate consideration to the City and
provides a clear present benefit that reflects fair market value for whatever is given by the
City. In a multi-year transaction, that determination must be made for each year
independent of every other year. It is not enough to show that the culmination of the
project provides such a fair exchange of value. A future benefit or a benefit of uncertain
value is insufficient to show a fair exchange of value. Furthermore, a mere shift in tax
revenue sources from one part of the City to another cannot be counted as providing a net
benefit to the city. It must be established that additional property tax revenue, sales tax
revenues, or other tangible and quantifiable benefits will be received by the City as a
result of a development project for which payment or reimbursement is sought.
Ms. Walker said it is estimated that the improvements eligible for reimbursement for the
Alpine Valley Shopping Center development are $981,496. She said the CEDA
Ordinance, however, stipulates, that wherever feasible the length of time that sales and
property tax revenues are allocated for reimbursement purposes should be limited to 5
and 10 years, respectively. She said it is apparent that it is feasible to limit the length of
time that sales and property tax revenues are allocated for reimbursement purposes to 5
and 10 years providing the improvements eligible for reimbursement do not significantly
increase in cost or scope.
Ms. Walker said in determining fair market value, the City should consider what it could
reasonably expect to give up or pay every year in return for the development of the
Alpine Valley Shopping Center and the generation of new sales and property tax
revenues as the result of the project. Costs incurred annually by the City or other entities
on behalf of the City to facilitate development of the project, and collect and assess
property and sales tax should be paid for from the new tax revenues generated by the
project. In addition, to counteract shifts in tax revenue sources from other parts of the
City to the Shopping Center and other deficiencies should be paid from the new tax
revenues, as should costs incurred by the City to deliver services such as police, fire and
street to the project every year. Finally, proposed reimbursement payments to pay for
eligible improvements should be deducted from the new tax revenues generated. The net
new tax revenues remaining after all costs are deducted represent a benefit above fair
market value. Fair market value is achieved at breakeven where the costs attributable to
the project equal the new tax revenues generated.
Ms. Walker stated that there is a potential net direct loss of$55,000 to the City 2004,
which assumes the maximum length of time during which a portion of the increased sales
and property taxes can be allocated for developer reimbursement. She said there is also a
potential net direct loss of$17,575 to the City in 2005.
Ms. Walker said to counteract the projected losses to the City, the percent of increase in
tax revenues available to be used for reimbursement purposes may be adjusted to
eliminate the losses. For example, the percent of increase in tax revenues available to be
used for reimbursement purposes may be reduced in the first year (2004) from 100
percent for both property and sales taxes to 90 percent for property taxes and 80 percent
for sales taxes. In this way a clear present benefit reflecting fair market value is evident
for each year independent of every other year.
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It is the opinion of the consultant that American Fork City can receive fair market value
in exchange for the reimbursement payments provided and that a clear present benefit
reflecting fair market value can be received for each year independent of every other
year.
It was discussed that the net benefit to the City would be about 8 million dollars for the
Alpine Valley Center Project.
Councilman Blake asked Ms. Walker if she knew what the net benefit of the Woodbury
Project was.
Ms. Walker said the benefit analysis for the Woodbury Project was done a couple of
years ago. She said she could not recall what the net benefit to the City was.
Councilman Blake asked whether the funds generated from the proposed project
could be allocated to the businesses that are being hurt by the new project.
In response to Councilman Blake's above question, Mayor Barratt said he did not know.
Councilman Blake stated that the intent of economic development is to help the economy
develop. He said part of the purpose is to use the funds to help develop the site proposed
for development and to also help the long term revenue. He said he does not think there
are any restrictions on how the funds are used.
Councilman Blake said the funds that are allocated to the AFCCED are restricted.
In response to Councilman Blake's above statement, Mr. Wanlass said that is right.
Councilmember Belmont asked how similar the SID is for the Woodbury Project as
compared to the proposed Alpine Valley Center Project. She asked how much
American Fork will be putting into the Alpine Valley Center Project.
Mr. Wanlass said Woodbury's SID was about 3 Y2 million dollars where the SID
for the proposed project would be 1 million to 1 Yz million dollars. He pointed out that
the proposed project is about 20 acres compared to the Woodbury Project, which is
about 106 acres.
Councilmember Belmont said "we (the City) have done it (an SID) for Woodbury and
now we are doing one for these people (the Alpine Valley Center). Can we now do
one (an SID) for the downtown?"
In response to Councilmember Belmont's question about doing an SID for the
Downtown, Mayor Barratt said that has already been looked at.
Councilmember Belmont said, "I am just making a suggestion. For three years they (the
downtown business owners) have been hoping for something. It is just a question."
Councilman Blake asked what the risk level is, if some of the property does not develop.
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Mr. Wanlass explained that the City will be putting in the infrastructure through the SID.
He said if the analysis is correct, the tax increment would pay the debt service on the SID
bonds. He said if the tax increment is not available, then the developer is responsible to
make the SID payment.
It was discussed that the security for the SID is the property.

Councilman Hampton pointed out that the proposed SID with Alpine Valley is the same
procedure that was used for the Utah Valley Business Park on 500 East.
Councilman Hampton asked if the reimbursement agreement is consistent with Ms.
Walker's recommendation.
Mr. Wanlass said the reimbursement agreement is different from Ms. Walker's
recommendation. He said the reimbursement agreement does not address Ms.
Walker's analysis. He said the reimbursement agreement states that the City.
went through an analysis to make sure there would be a clear benefit to the City.
Mr. Wanlass pointed out that there are three analyses (1) an outside, which is Ms.
Walkers (2) the City's and (3) the developer's.
Mayor Barratt pointed out that Ms. Walker's analysis states that there is a possibility
of a deficit in the 5th year.
Mr. W anlass said there is a possible deficit in the
front.

5th

year, but there is money put up

Ms. Walker said because of the Supreme Court ruling she has to look at each year
independently and she can't take into account the pool of money that was put
up front in her analysis.
Ms. Walker said in her evaluation she looks at whether the City can make up the deficits
and she determined that the City is getting a clear present benefit each independent year.
Councilman Blake asked if Ms. Walker has had a chance to go back and look at an earlier
analysis that she has done for the City in order to see what the actual figures are.
Ms. Walker said she has not had an opportunity to go back and look at the actual figures
because the analysis is not old enough to look at the revenue stream.
Councilmember Belmont asked Mr. Despain if he wrote the reimbursement agreement.
Mr. Despain said, "I scribed it. Yes, it is on my computer."
Councilmember Belmont said, "that is not what I asked. I have been reading these
(reimbursement agreements) from you for years." She then asked Mr. Despain if the
proposed reimbursement agreement is good for American Fork City."
In response to Councilmember's above question, Mr. Despain said "what they (the City
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Council) are discussing right now is not so much the reimbursement agreement as is the
analysis."
Councilmember Belmont said they will be discussing the reimbursement agreement soon.
Mr. Despain said the analysis does indicate that the reimbursement agreement does meet
the criteria of the State Law. He said he has no question regarding the appropriateness
of the proposed reimbursement agreement. He pointed out that the reimbursement
agreement is based on a 10 and 20-year pay out where the analysis is based on a 5 and
10-year pay out.
Ms. Walker pointed out that the reimbursements are doable in 5 and 10 years.
In response to Ms. Walker' statement that the reimbursements are doable under 5 and
10 years, Councilman Hampton said, "provided that the revenue projections are sound.
He said basing the reimbursement agreement on 10 and 20 years, rather than 5 and 10
years allows more time for completion of the infrastructure, if needed.
Councilmember Belmont said she wants to make sure the reimbursement agreement
benefits American Fork City equally or above what the developer's benefits will be.
Councilman Storrs said the proposed project will be a great benefit to the City. He said
the proposed project will be producing many jobs.
Councilman Blake said it looks like it will benefit the City. He said he would like to
do an SID for the downtown and use the same concept that is being used for the proposed
project.
b.

Report and recommendation of the American Fork Community Economic Development
Project Review Board whether the proposed agreement with Weingarten Miller LLC for
the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street, should be approved.
Mayor Barratt pointed out that the American Fork Community Economic Development
Project Review Board, which consists of Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Carl Wanlass,
Councilman Hampton and Mayor Barratt, recommended that the proposed agreement
with Weingarten Miller LLC should be approved.
Councilman Hampton asked if the contingency regarding the temporary sewer lift station
has been satisfied.
Mr. Denney said there was going to be an easement from the Woodbury Project in order
to allow the proposed project to gravity flow. He said if the easement is not given in a
timely manner, then on a temporary basis the sewer can be pressure sewered back to the
outfall line that goes parallel through US-89 along Main Street. It was discussed that
if Woodbury does not give the easements to the proposed project in a timely manner, then
the contingency is to do a lift station.
Councilman Hampton asked Mr. Denney if he wanted the engineer's estimate to include
the earthwork for the storm drainage.
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Mr. Denney said a new engineer's estimate has been done and it does include the earth
work for the storm drainage.
Councilman Hampton asked what the total cost of the estimate is now.
Mr. W anlass said the estimate without contingencies is about 1.3 million dollars.
Mr. Despain said with contingencies the estimate is about 1.56 million dollars.
It was discussed that the estimate includes 30-inch curb against State Street instead
of the 24-inch curb.
It was discussed that the retention basin over sizing, legal fees, and SID costs are part
of the SID bond and not the construction costs.

Councilman Blake asked if the lift station is still a contingency option.
Mr. W anlass said the lift station is still an option in case the easement is not recorded
to allow them to gravity flow.
Councilman Blake asked if there is some concern about the ongoing maintenance of the
lift station.
Mr. Wanlass stated that Kmart has had a lift station for 15 years.
Mr. Denney said the proposed lift station will replace the Kmart lift station so that there
is only one lift station.
It was discussed that if the Woodbury Project goes forward and the plats are recorded,
then a lift station will not be needed.

Councilman Hampton said the proposed agreement provides a source of funding to be
able to do a number of things that are important to the community. He said he hopes
that as funds become available that those who sit on the City Council will arrange for
some of the funds to be used for the downtown area.

Councilman Hampton moved that based upon the recommendation of the Economic
Development Project Development Review Board and the update that staff has
provided tonight that the City Council approve the reimbursement agreement.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

)

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Storrs, Hampton, and Blake. Those voting
nay: Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
Councilmember Belmont said the reason that she voted no is because last Tuesday
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the City Council voted to raised property taxes by 15o/o, which she voted against.
She said it seems like they throw money at everything except the local citizens. She
said she feels like the reimbursement agreement will do more fro the developer than
it will the citizens of American Fork.
Councilman Hampton said the reimbursement agreement is a way "to throw money
to our citizens.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A WATER INDEMINIFICATION AGREEMENT WITH
WEINGARTEN MILLER LLC FOR THE ALPINE VALLEY CENTER AT 608 WEST MAIN
STREET
Councilman Hampton asked if Mr. Bennett has had a chance to read the proposed water
indemnification agreement.
Mr. Wanlass said, "yes, it (the proposed agreement) is actually a mirror of the Woodbury
Indemnification Agreement.
Councilman Hampton asked if Mr. Bennett feels good about the proposed agreement.
Mr. W anlass said "yes."

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the water indemnification agreement with
Weingarten Miller LLC for the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Storrs, Blake, and Hampton. Those voting nay:
Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING A WATER TRANSFER
AGREEMENT WITH WEINGARTEN MILLER LLC FOR THE ALPINE VALLEY CENTER
AT 608 WEST MAIN STREET
There was some discussion about how the contracting party should be stated in the proposed
agreement. It was discussed that the contracting party should be stated as W eingarten/Miller
American Fork LLC, a Colorado Limited Liability Company.
Mr. Despain stated that any approval should be subject to making the appropriate changes to the
agreement to reflect the correct party that the City is contracting with.

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the resolution approving a water transfer
agreement with Weingarten Miller LLC for the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main
Street subject to the City Attorney following up on the legal description of the entities
involved.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
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Councilman Hampton asked if Mr. Bennett has reviewed the proposed agreement.
Mayor Barratt said that Mr. Bennett has not reviewed the proposed agreement.

Councilman Hampton amended the motion to include that all terms of the agreement need
to be agreeable to the City Attorney.
Mr. Despain stated that the City has entered into similar agreements like the one being proposed
and Mr. Bennett has reviewed those agreements, but it is appropriate to have Mr. Bennett review
the proposed agreement.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Blake, Hampton, and Storrs. Those voting nay:
Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROJECT MANAGER'S AGREEMENT WITH MILLER
WEINGARTEN REALTY LLC FOR THE ALPINE VALLEY CENTER AT 608 WEST MAIN
STREET.
Councilman Hampton asked Mr. Wanlass if he was satisfied with the proposed agreement.
Mr. Wanlass said the proposed agreement is a standard agreement and is a "mirror agreement" of
what was used for Woodbury.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the project manager's agreement with Miller
Weingarten Realty LLC for the Alpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street.
Councilmember Belmont asked who the project manager will be.
Councilman Hampton said the project manger will be Miller/Weingarten LLC out of Englewood.
It was discussed that Alpine Valley Center is the name anticipated to be used for the whole
project.

Councilman Hampton stated that the effective date of the agreement needs to be changed. He
said the agreement currently states the effective date as March 2002.

Councilman Storrs included in the motion that the effective date in the agreement needs to
be corrected.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Storrs, Hampton, and Blake. Those voting nay:
Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION AMENDING RESOLUTION NO. 02-03-14R
INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO ANNEX THE ALPINE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ANNEXATION AT 255 EAST 1500 SOUTH
Councilman Hampton asked how the proposed annexation has changed.
Mr. Despain explained that the primary change is that the annexation does not include Boyd
Williams Property. He said the proposed annexation does involve the property where the
substation is located. He said the proposed annexation is primarily a boundary change. He said
Boyd Williams has provided the City notice that he is no longer willing to participate in the
proposed annexation.
Mr. Despain stated that 1500 South will be an arterial class road as is shown in the General Plan.
He said while there is still some reservations about doing a cherry stem to pick up the property
owned by Alpine School District in the proposed annexation, the proposed annexation is in the
best interest of the City.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the resolution amending Resolution No. 02-03-14R
indicating the City's intent to annex the Alpine School District Annexation at 255 East 1500
South as proposed.
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Hampton, and Storrs. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Mayor Barratt reported that the Planning Commission at their June 19, 2002, meeting approved
the Transportation Element of the General Plan; approved a site plan for a Snow Shack at 144
West Main Street; approved with conditions the John Bass Subdivision consisting of 2 lots at 96
West 100 North; approved with conditions the Temple Springs Subdivision consisting of9lots at
580 North 1100 East; approved with conditions a site plan for Deseret Industries at 435 South
500 East; approved the annexation agreement for the Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres
at 755 East 50 South; approved the annexation agreement for the Ford No.2 Annexation
consisting of2.477 acres at 938 South 470 East; approved the annexation agreement for the
Frank Brown Annexation consisting of 4.829 acres at 1100 South 400 East; and approved a
proposed Ordinance for off-street parking requirements in the downtown area.
As a result of this meeting, the following public hearings should be set for July 23, 2002:
6:30p.m.
6:40p.m.

Proposed Ordinance for off street parking requirements in the downtown area.
Site plan for the Deseret Industries at 435 South 500 East
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6:50p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Placement of the property in the Gasser Annexation consisting of 4.78 acres
at 1195 East 50 South in the PO-l zone.
Placement of the property in the Vacher Annexation consisting of 7.99 acres at
755 East 50 South in the Rl-9000 and R2-7500 zones.
Placement of the property in the Ford No.2 Annexation consisting of2.477 acres
at 938 South 470 East in the GC-2 zone.
Placement of the property in the Frank Brown Annexation consisting of 4.829
acres at 1100 South 400 East in the PI-1 zone.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JUNE 11, 2002, MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the June 11, 2002, Minutes subject to the
following corrections:
On Page 18, Line 35 "being not being" should be changed to "not being." On Page 18, Line
46 "not delay" should be changed to "not to delay." On Page 19, Line 2 "reasonable"
should be changed to "reasonably." On Page 25, Line 17 "ACITON" should be changed to
"ACTION." On Page 27, Line 29 "it they" should be changed to "it if they."
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Storrs, Belmont, Hampton and Blake. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JUNE 18, 2002, SPECIAL SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the June 18, 2002, Special Session Minutes
subject to the following corrections:
On Page 1, Line 13 "McClesky" should be changed to "McCleskey." On Page 1, Line 19
"REGADING" should be changed to "REGARDING." On Page 2, Line 3 "departments
and this was a benefit" should be change to "departments, so benefits are an important
part of compensation." On Page 4, Line 3 "incomes and" should be changed to "incomes
who." On page 4, Line 34 "amount. All" should be changed to "amount, all."
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Hampton, and Storrs. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the city bills and purchase requests over $1,000
as reviewed by the Finance Committee.
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Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Storrs, Blake, and Hampton. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO DISCUSS
THE SALE OF REAL PROPERTY AND LITIGATION

Councilmember Belmont moved to enter into an executive session to discuss the sale of real
property and litigation. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
The American Fork City Council entered into an executive session at 9:52 to discuss the sale of
real property and litigation. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, and Ricky Storrs. Also present were City Administrator
Carl W anlass, and Deputy Recorder Melanie Marsh. The sale of real property and litigation
were discussed. The meeting was audiotape recorded as required by state law. The executive
session adjourned at 10:18 p.m.

Councilman Storrs moved to return to regular session at 10:18 p.m. Councilmember
Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN OFFER BY HERITAGE MANAGEMENT TO PURCHASE
THE PROPERTY LOCATED AT 350 EAST 300 NORTH

Councilman Blake moved to accept the offer of Heritage Management dated June 24, 2002,
to purchase Heritage Convalescent Center and to ask Heritage to prepare a buy and sale
agreement to be ratified by the City Council at the July 9, 2002, City Council Meeting and
with the notation that the purchase price is reduced by approximately $300,000 because
Heritage is to make improvements to the building, i.e. roof and the mechanical system.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Storrs, Hampton, and Blake. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
Barbara Christiansen asked what the purchase price is.
It was discussed that the purchase price is $3.2 million less $300,000 because repairs need to be .
made to the building so the total purchase price should be $2.9 million.

ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved to adjourn. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.
All voted in favor. The motion carried. The meeting adjourned at 10:20 p.m.
rt{Jj nA;L
~
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Deputy Recorder
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MEMORANDUM
Date: June 25, 2002
To: AFCC

Subject:

Possible motions/actions for planning/engineering
related agenda items on the CC agenda.

Attached are possible motions concerning the planning related
agenda items.
A.

Agenda Item 7a - Specific Site Plan for the WalMart Super
Center
See attached memo - Particularly Attachment C

B.

Agenda Item 7b - Final Subdivision Plat for the Alpine
Valley Center Planned Shopping Center
The subdivision plat was recommended for approval by the PC
at their 5 June, 2002, meeting, with conditions.
Most have
been addressed.
It should be noted that the plat does not include the
dedication of 130 North Street which is to be conveyed to
the City by deed directly by the Nash family.
Further , the
conveyance of the portion of 130 North Street to be located
on the KMart site is still unresolved as are the
arrangements for the cost of acquiring that portion.

An appropriate motion would be:
A motion to approve the final subdivision plat for the
Alpine Valley Center Planned Shopping Center Project,
to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat,
accept the dedications and have the plat recorded,
subject to:
1.

Receipt of executed Boundary Line Agreement with
UDOT common boundary with I-15, West Main Street
and North State Street.

2.

Satisfactory resolution of boundary disputes
between Adams & Kawakami properties.

3.

Addition to plat notes referencing CC&R documents
and cross-easements.
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4.

Minor changes to the signage plan adjacent to
North State Street to confor.m with the City sign
ordinance.

s.

Technical review of the final plat by City
Engineer.
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MEMORANDUM
Date: June 25, 2002
To: AFCC
From: Rod Despain

Subject:

Status of approval for Meadows Project

Item 7a of the agenda calls for the approval of a specific site
plan for the new WalMart building proposed to occupy lot 8 of the
American Fork Commercial Center - Plat A Subdivision. Approval
of the WalMart site plan is the last approval required prior to
the issuance of a building permit for the first building in The
Meadows Planned Shopping Center Project. This is the last of the
three major approvals required for the project. The previous
major actions - Preliminary Plan approval and
subdivision/dedication plat approval - have been previously
approved by the Council.
In an effort to keep the approval process moving forward, prior
approval actions by both the PC and Council have typically
included substantial list of conditions and "Subject To" items
which were to have been completed prior to submittal for approval
of the next action. Unfortunately, both the Preliminary Plan and
subdivision/dedication plats have been changed along the way,
requiring approval of revised plans and the attachment of new
conditions. Also, some of the original "Subject To" items remain
uncompleted.
Since the WalMart site plan is the last of the major actions
required prior to a request for building permit, it is imperative
that all the unresolved issues on the earlier actions be
completed prior to granting approval.
It is the purpose of this
memo to summarize the current status of each of the three
approval actions the outstanding items for each.

1.

Preliminary Site Plan.

As a
area
only
been

result of the uncertainty in the future development for the
south of the designated wetland area and the Green Parcel,
the Preliminary Plan for the northern portion (Phase 1) has
approved by the City. A separate Preliminary Plan for the
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south portion will be need to be provided as part of any request
for development of the Phase 2 area .
The exception to the delay in planning for the Phase 2 area is in
defining the location of the roads and certain utility easements .
All of the road right-of-way locations and some of the easement
areas in Phase 2 are required to adequately serve development in
Phase one and also make the street and utility improvements in
the Phase 2 area eligible for inclusion under the SID. These
areas are to be dedicated to the City concurrently with the
subdivision plat for the north area (Item 2 below) .
A revised Phase 1 Preliminary Plan was submitted to the Council
on May 28, 2002, and was approved subject to four conditions. A
copy of the motion, including conditions, and the current status
of each is set forth on Attachment A.
2.

Subdivision and Dedication Plat.

The identification of lots in the Phase 1 area and the transfer
of title to the street ROW and easements is to be accomplished
through the recording of a subdivision plat for Phase 1 and
recording of a street and easement dedication plat for the Phase
2 area. Revised plats were approved by the Council at their May
28, 2002 meeting, subject to 6 .: :onditions. A copy of the motion,
including conditions, and the c~rrent status of each is set forth
on Attachment B.
3.

Specific site plan for lot 8 of Plat A (WalMart Site Plan.)

The Specific site plan was recommended for approval by the PC
with 14 conditions. The required hearing was conducted by the
Council on June 11, 2002, but the Council opted to table action
on the specific plan pending completion of issues. It is back on
the agenda for possible action at the June 25 meeting on the
theory that all outstanding conditions for approval of the
Preliminary Plan and subdivision/dedication plat would be fully
resolved (Attachments A and B) . Also, it was the hope of the PC
that the list of subject to items for the specific site plan
should have been reduced (Attachment C) .
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Attachment A
OUTSTANDING ITEMS FOR APPROVAL OF PRELIMINARY PLAN (OVERALL SITE
PLAN) From 5-28-02 Council Minutes .
A motion to approve the revised preliminary plan for
the Meadows Planned Shopping Center (North Phase only),
but delay the effective date of the approval, subject
to:
1.

All remaining outstanding materials are provided and
approved.
It appears that all outstanding conditions attached as
part of the initial Preliminary Plan approval have been
resolved.

2.

The revised signage plan, submitted ·as part of the
amended preliminary plan, be further modified to
conform with the current sign ordinance.
The revised signage plan proposed an additional project
identification sign adjacent to the freeway. The
effect of adding the new sign requires the elimination
of the monument sign adjacent to US Highway 89 in order
to meet the terms of the existing ordinance. Also, the
sign design detail shows a pylon sign height which
exceeds the maximum height. The further revision has
not been provided.
The applicant as suggested that the City amend its
ordinance to allow both the additional project sign and
the monument signs. The PC reviewed the proposal and
declined to recommend any amendment.

3.

The North Phase plan be modified to conform with the
recommendations of the Traffic Study.
The traffic study has been completed and
recommendations made. The Applicant has proposed that
they not be required to comply with three of the
recommendations. The PC has declined to agree with two
of the three - 1. closure of some of the aisles
adjacent to Grassland drive, and (2 elimination of the
diagonal parking adjacent to Meadow Lane - The amount
of diagonal parking in Phase 1 is minimal, but in a
critical location for traffic movement. The
recommendation that it be allowed on a trial basis for
the northern area is appropriate.
Since no approval plan for the south side area has been
submitted or approved, a formal response for this area
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is premature. Whether the elimination of the diagonal
parking on the south side area is appropriate will
depend on the alternate routes that may be available .
With adequate alternate circulation the diagonal
parking may be OK. A final decision on this matter
should be delayed until a specific site plan for the
south side area.
4.

Removal of designations on WalMart site for "Employee
Parking" and "Seasonal Sales" areas.

We have not received a revised copy of the plan showing
the above notations removed.
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Attachment B
OUTSTANDING ISSUES FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL SUBDIVISION AND
DEDICATION PLATS
From 5-28-02 Council Minutes
A motion to approve the subdivision final plat of the
American Fork Commercial Center - Plat A (North Phase) and
the revised Road and Easement Dedication Plat - Plat B
{South Phase) with instruction to the City Recorder that the
two plats are to be recorded concurrently, but shall not be
submitted for recording at the office of the County Recorder
until ALL of the outstanding conditions have been completed,
including:
1.

The deed for the roadway connecting parcel across the
America First segment shall be in the hands of the
City.
We understand that a deed has been provided, but have
not yet received a copy.

2.

All of the uncompleted issues and tasks made part of
the approval of the initial General Site Plan for the
Plat A area have been fully completed.
See Attachment A Above

3.

A copy of the documentation addressing the common
features of the project are provided and approved.
We understand a management agreement has been prepared
and may suffice for this item, but we have not yet
received a copy. The primary concern here is how the
inseparable common elements of the project (storm water
conveyance, right of access to project signs,
reciprocal parking rights, landscape maintenance, etc.)
would be addressed, since several of the stores are to
be located on independent lots.

4.

The revised signage plan, confor.ming with the current
ordinance shall have been received by the City.
Same as No 2 on Attachment A

5.

Verification of plat and engineering detail by the City
Engineer.
To be provided by Howard.

6.

A finding by the Council that the ~ended plan, with
corrections, constitutes a minor ~endment.
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Attachment C
WALMART SPECIFIC SITE PLAN
Approval of the WalMart sight plan has been recommended by the
PC. However, as you will note from the following suggested
motion it's approval is predicated on completion of a number of
unresolved issues with both the Preliminary plan (Overall Site
Plan) for Phase 1 and, modification of the final plats, if any,
and the recording of both the Phase 1 final plat and Phase 2
dedication plat at the office of the Utah County Recorder.
Following is a copy ·of a possible motion. This is the same
possible motion provided to the Council for the June 11, 2002
Memo on this sub~ect_ when the CounciL tabled action on the
matter. To my knowledge, no additional material has been
provided since the June 11 meeting.

Pass a motion to approve the WalMart site plan, with instructions
to the City Recorder that the effective date of the Ordinance
would be delayed and no building per.mits be issued on the WalMart
portion of the project until:
A.

The remaining preliminary plan matters are fully
resolved.
See Attachment A

B.

The conditions for subdivision plat approval {Plat
A} and the easement and dedication plat {Plat B)
are resolved and the plats recorded.
See Attachment B

C.

All conditions relating to approval of the
specific site plan for WalMart, as recommended by
the PC shall have been completed.
See Attached PC Minutes.

._~u. Greenalf and Ms. Salvagio \Vere confident that the propo~t:U P~LUuc, -..... _____ ···- r requirements.
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There Was SOme discussion that there are some errors ln regards tO the Slgil deta~ l.e. one
r ·gnated as pylon sign \vhen it really should be designated as a monwnent sign.

.
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Mr. Despain said the proposed site plan does not make provisions for retaining walls in three
locations.
Mr. Despain raised the issue regarding the placement ofConnex containers on the site.
Mr. Salvagio stated that there is plenty of storage space inside the proposed building that Connex
containers should not have to be used. She said there is no need for the City to worry about
WalMan using Connex containers.
)

)

i

Mr. D_espain asked ifWalMart is prepared to put something in writing that they will not use

~ lnnex containers .
.2
.3
:4
~5

I

Ms. Salvagio stated that \V alMart \Vould be \villing to put in writing that they will not be using
Connex containers, but that they do reserve the right to come back to the City to obtain a
building permit should the need arise for outside storage space. She said \ValMart has come to
realize that the placement of Connex containers on its sites is an imponant issue that needs to be
addressed because of various cities concerns about them.

!6
27
28 ·. Mr. Despain asked Ms. Salvagio as soon as possible to provide the City \Vith a copy of an
' 9 agreement stating that WalMart \vill not have Connex containers at its ne\v location.
30
31
Mr. Hadfield stated that there are many inconsistencies in the proposed plans that need to be
32 corrected.
33
34 Mr. Ventura pointed out that there are six notes on the plan that have question marks on them
35
and they do not kno·"' \Vhat the question marks mean.
36
37
Mr. Woodbury stated that the draftsman did not get all the things that should have been taken off
38
the plat.
39
40 Mr. Christensen stated that he likes the proposed trees that \viii be placed out in front of the
41
buildings. He expressed concern about how the steep slopes will be landscaped and maintained.
42 He said there is no detail to indicate how erosion will be controlled. He said the landscaping
43
looks good, but he is just concerned about how the steep slopes will be maintained.
44
4~

Ms. Salvagio stated that they could show a plan that shows how the trees \vill be planted on the
steep slopes to help \vith erosion control.

'---+7
48
49

Mr. Baldwin moved to recommend to the City Council approval of the site plan for the
Wall\lart Super Center (Lot 8 American Fork Commercial Center Subdivision) at 875
(Planning Commission Mmutes- May 15. 2002)
15
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conditions and the Citv retains the right to review that detail (3) underground drainage
~ · bt!ing compAYY!rdi~iW#r'i\~J.{lOOitR~jlan for the devel9~me~tJ4) fire h~drant
s locations being approved by ttie ticy15)~appfapf.YHreCJ,~d'lsWt:HJ.lt~osf~~~dPJlli~gns
6 being provided (6) access signs being provided for the trucking route to assure there
7 )prop~r p~ssa~e through the site (~ s_ampling manholes bein~ approved by !imp. Special
8 Service Dtstrtct (8) WaL.Ylart providing a statement to the City that they wdl not have 9 Connex containers on site (9) the work by others that is necessary for the development of
10 this site being coordinated to the satisfaction of the City (1 0) the engineering details being
11
resolved to the satisfaction of the City (11) the conservation easement being provided to
12 American Fork City (12) resolution of the verbiage on the signs so that it is internally
13
consistent and in agreement with the City ordinance (13) resolution of the inconsistencies in
14 the specifications being resolved and (14) landscape detail showing the stabilization of the
·
15 slopes.
16
17 Mr. Ventura suggested that the motion include something about the OS&Y being relocated.
18
19 Mr. Baldwin asked if the comment about the fire hydrant is sufficient to cover the OS&Y.

20
21
22

Mr. Ventura said the OS&Y is not really covered by the fire hydrant comment.

23
24

Mr. Baldlvin moved to include in the motion that the location of the OS&Y needs to be
resolved according to the fire code.

/25 '

'

2./
28
29 ..
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Mr. Christensen seconded the motion.
Chainnan Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldlvin. Mr. Christensen, Mr. Richan, Mr. \Voffinden,
Councilman Hunter, and Chairman Hansen. Voting 'vas unanimous. The motion carried.

RE'.'TEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR GLEN RICKS PHOTOGRAPH'{ AT 424
WEST MAIN STREET
Glen Ricks stated that they are proposing to build a camera room onto the existing building. He
said they would like to put in some additional parking spaces so that people do not have to park
on the street. He said it is proposed to take out some of the grass area to put in four to six
parking stalls.

40
41

Mr. Ricks said the only proposed changes are the camera room and the parking lot.

42
43
44

Chainnan Hansen asked if the curb cut is existing for the additional drive\vay.
Mr. Ricks said the curb cut is existing.

46

'4
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48

Chainnan Hansen asked for the engineering concerns.

(Pb.nmn ~
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AME RICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JULY 9, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on July
9, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The
agenda shall be as follows :
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:30p.m.
7:10p.m.

7:20p.m.

R eceiving of publi c co mment regarding the purchase of the SwitchPoint
Broadband system.
Receiving of publi c comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Presto n Boundary Adjustment/Annexation consisting of .64 acres at 40 East 1400
North in the Rl -9000 zone.
R eceiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Carli sle #5 Annexation consisting of27.3 acres at 1200 N orth 900 East in the Rl9000 and PR-9000 zones.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Introduction ofthe American Fork Steel Days Royalty.
Introduction and presentation of the 2002 Steel Days Grand Marshal.
R ep01t of the Neighbors in Action Committee regarding recycl ing.
R ep01t of the City Ad mini strator.
Council repo rts.
Mayor's rep01t.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Review and action on the P reston Boundary Adjustment/ Annexation consisting of .64
acres at 40 East 1400 North including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the
prope1ty in the Rl -9000 zone, and the annexation agreement.
R eview and action on t he Carlisle #5 Annexation consisting of27.3 acres at 1200 North
900 East including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the Rl9000 and PR-9000 zo nes, and the annexation agreement.
Consideration and action on moving forward with condemnation action for road property at
130 North Street at West State Road (Westside) and authorizing the staff to proceed with an
appraisal.
Review and action on acceptance of an easement from the Trust for Public Lands on
prope1ty at the mouth of American Fork Canyon that includes the City's right-of-way and
water conveyance system.
R eview and action on a Proclamation proclaiming July 14-20, 2002 as N ational Aquatic
Week in American Fork City.
Review and action on an Ordinance amending the Code ofthe City of American Fork, Utah,
by add ing thereto a section making it unlawful to leave a child under the age of six (6)
unattended in a vehicle.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11 .
12.
13 .
14.
15 .

Review and action on a Resolution approving the fiscal year 2002-2003 contract with
Mountainlands for Aging Services.
Review and action on a Resolution approving Amendment #3 to the Interlocal Cooperative
Agreement to provide police services to Cedar Hills.
Review and action on the buy/sell agreement with Heritage Management Inc. for the old
hospital at 350 East 300 North.
Report and action on constructio n items including change orders.
Repo11 and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the June 20, 2002, special session and work session minutes.
Review and action on the June 25 , 2002, minutes .
Finance Comm ittee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 2 day of July, 2002.
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Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCil., MEETING MINUTES
JULY 9, 2002

ATTACHMENT
PUBLIC HEARING - 6:30P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PURCHASE OF THE SWITCHPOINT BROADBAND SYSTEM
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on July 9, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:35p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers, Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Lynne Yocom, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, George Brown,
Barbara Christiansen, and approximately 45 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained that the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding
the purchase of the SwitchPoint Broadband Internet system. He asked for comments from the
public.
Royce Shelley spoke against the purchase. 1) SwitchPoint themselves had to back away from the
system and that indicated to him that it was not a profitable system or they would still be
operating it. 2) The purchase of the system would put the City in the position of competing in a
very competitive market. There were many that could provide Internet service at whatever speed
was wanted. He admitted that the SwitchPoint system was trying to do it less expensively. DSL
was available in American Fork and there were some private enterprises providing Internet
service. 3) While the SwitchPoint system was state of the art currently, it would be obsolete at
some time. He was concerned with that type of an investment that would become obsolete. He
was uncomfortable with bonding for something that was available commercially. It ought to be
left to private enterprise.
Marsha Livingston stated that she lived in an area that had SwitchPoint and she would like to get
it back. It was very effective and very cost efficient and would like it the sooner the better.
Mayor Barratt introduced the City' s Information Systems Manager Lynne Yocom and asked if
she would answer some ofMr. Shelley' s questions.
Lynne Yocom explained that SwitchPoint had other problems. The network in American Fork
was paying for itself. SwitchPoint did other investments and were tied up with Enron in Texas
and Wide Open West. Last year was not a good year for any telecommunications company. For
that reason across the United States there were other cities that were taking this option. In Utah,
Spanish Fork had done it, Orem, Provo, and West Valley. It was not an unusual item for cities to
do. They were set up as a utility already. It would be a natural extension. The City had an open
basement area at Public Works . They could save money on the operation and spend that on
keeping the system upgraded . It did not go out of state ofthe art because it was a switched
network. What would be replaced were the switches.
It was asked what the subscriber fee would be. Ms. Yocom responded that it was thought that it
would be between $40 and $45 per month.
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A gentleman stated that he knew some people that were "high up" in AirSwitch and they did not
want to be in the ISP (Internet Service Provider) business but in the engineering solution end of
things.
Lynne Yocom agreed. They still did and they still were. They were located out ofDenver now.
A gentleman stated that the rest of the City could not get some of kinds oflnternet service.
Ms. Yocom noted that was correct. The City did not meet the build out regulations. Using
AT&T for an example, she explained that they wanted 90 paths per mile for build out. That was
only cable broadband and was not SwitchPoint.
Marsha Livingston asked if there would be an installation fee and if one had it before, if it made a
difference
Lynne Y acorn responded that it would make a difference. The network in place now had some
power problems and that needed to be addressed. Each hub needed an uninterruptible power
supply of between 100 and 200 as opposed to what was there.
A gentleman talked about competing with a commercial venture as that bothered him for a while
also. He stated that he already had his backyard dug up to lay the infrastructure. If they want to
keep that private, every time a new vendor came in, they were going to have to install
infrastructure. It was already there. It should be kept public.
Lynne Yocom explained that if American Fork owned the infrastructure they would allow for
commercialization for a lot of providers and it would provide a steady pipeline. There was a 100
megabit bandwidth and would go to gigabit Ethernet with the proper switching. What replaced
out would be the gray boxes that were hanging on the lines. They do not grow out of it they
grow with it. They would be one of the biggest networks in the world.
A gentleman asked if the $45 rate was for public or private. Ms. Yocom responded that it was
for private and it depended on how many publics they could get their hands on.
The gentleman asked if it were successful, would the rate go down. Lynne Yocom answered that
was something that the Council would need to decide. A minimum of 1000 homes and it would
work.
Ms. Yocom continued that when SwitchPoint turned off there were 2, 13 5 homes with an
additional 1, 024 homes that had been attached to the network. That was a total of about 3,3 50
that were connected right now. About 60% ofthe homes were attached to the network.
A technology worker stated that he was generally in favor of the proposal. It could do some
things for the community in terms of attracting high-paying home-based businesses. It would
make American Fork extremely attractive to those kinds ofhigh-income people. However, as a
technology worker he encouraged them to carefully study the ongoing support costs of personnel,
hardware, servers, and firewall s at the city level and the individual level. It sounded like some of
the homework was done. He would like to see some of it published in the newspaper.
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Another technology worker stated that he thought there were a number of his fi·iends that lived in
American Fork and worked in the industry that would be willing to donate time and/or possibly
work on the system in lieu of subscription fees or donate time. The access at home meant a lot to
them .
Lynne Yocom noted that the City had been meeting since December with the communities across
Utah Valley and formed the Utah Valley Community Networks. They want to connect the valley.
UVSC had offered to be the hub. They already have a switch installed. It would keep local
traffic, local. They would provide local switching and not pay local loop charges. It would mean
that they would be the biggest community network in the world . Others could come onto the
backbone and the costs would be reduced drastically.
It was asked how the technical support would be handled.
Lynne Yocom did not feel that SwitchPoint had a very good customer service base. A nice
working model was to have staff members available for home use between 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. It
could be part-time employees. There was a technical savvy group in American Fork. Within
segments there could be a local support person. She explained that the City was getting a good
price, but SwitchPoint had two others buyers. The infrastructure and local fiber loop was worth
it. American Fork City would need about $50,000 per year in just line charges. This system has
that and they would not have to pay an average of$5,000 per month.
Mayor Barratt explained that because SwitchPoint has cut American Fork a special deal, if the
City was going to walk away from it, they did not want that price on the open market. If the
decision were made to purchase, the price would be disclosed.
It was asked what kind of shape the network system was in.
Lynne Yocom commented that it was in reasonable shape. The buried cable areas were where
they had problems and some areas needed to be redone. She hoped to have enough redundancy
in the system that any cut in service the outage would be limited to a very small area. Blue Stakes
did stake it.
It was asked how much of the City was covered.
Ken Grenideir responded that there were pockets that were not connected because there was no
interest. Areas constructed since August 2001 were not served.
Earl Johansen stated his concern with the cost. With the budget constraints ofthe City, the
Council ought to take the money and spend it somewhere else. It could be spent better on other
things.
Lynne Yocom stated that without the system the City would have to pay out $50,000 more a year
in line charges.
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Mr. Johansen was against American Fork City being in the Internet business. If it was wanted, one
could go out and get it now.

A man stated that was not the case. Companies would not build a ling in new areas.
A gentleman who worked for BYU in their network system noted that even if people had DSL,
the point was that the service was very slow in comparison to SwitchPoint. They were getting
16K/second upstream.
Lynne Yocom added that BYU wanted to get on the system. They want to be able to utilize
Church buildings during the week and pipe content to them.
Mike Parker explained that he was a network administrator and he reported that he had seriously
contemplated moving because he could not get service. Wireless was very expensive for the
install. The cost was $600 to $1200. With DSL you had to deal with Qwest. There were some
other companies that did not use Qwest lines that charged $100 per month. He had done all the
research he could and there was nothing else for him after SwitchPoint left.
In response to the financing, Ms. Yocom stated that the bond would need about $100,000 per
year to service the debt. The City would be saving $50,000. There would be no tax hike to
residents . The City would be saving on local loop charges and they would be able to provide
connectivity to the schools for education and to the American Fork Literacy Center. It would be
great for the medical field.
A gentleman stated that he used DSL and it stunk. SwitchPoint was 160 times faster and it was
easy to use. Once the initial cost was covered, you were making money. There was a
subscription base for it and for its use. He stated that LAN games were a great potential.
A gentleman asked how the user fee would be assessed and if there would be a high utilization
fee.
Lynne Yocom commented that if someone were going to need a certain bandwidth over and
above a certain amount, then an additional fee would probably have to be paid. On the other hand
if the system were switching properly, it would probably not be an issue. It would be an
economic development tool.
It was asked if the City would be liable for things done on the Internet.
Lynne Yocom explained that she would not keep an MP3 server. She could not prevent access.
The Internet was protected by a lot of the free speech laws. She noted that a proxy pack could be
used .
Robert Pagliarini strongly supported the buying of the system. He noted that it had been said that
it would be paid off in five years and wondered if that included support, upgrading the system,
and the initial investment.
Lynne Yocom stated that it would .
4

It was asked if they would be connected to the Utah Valley Network.

Lynne Yocom reported that they could be connected within a couple of weeks. Decisions
however needed to be made. She explained that they were using a pack proxy instead of a filter.
A filter blocked by words and content whereas a proxy blocked by a visited site.
Lee Stokes wanted to speak to issue of competition with the private sector. He believed that it
would provide the opportunity to give Qwest some real competition. This was an instance where
government would help give some competition.
It was stated that there was a great network of volunteer support. A question was asked about
corporate sponsors that may want to have their name involved with a state of the art system.

Mike Raymond was in favor of the purchase. He asked what happened next.
Mayor Barratt stated that it would be placed on a future agenda for action. This public hearing
was to help to update the Council. He reported that Councilman Blake had been very impressed.
The rest ofthe Council was getting up to speed. Lynne Yocom had encouraged the Council that
this was something that they needed to look at.
Ms. Y acorn indicated that Switchpoint has an offer open to two other companies at this time. If
another company came up with the funding, the offer would be gone.
Mayor Barratt stated that it needed to be on July 23 , 2002.
Lynne Yocom clarified that if it were just kept with the City, it would not pay off in five years. It
would need the residential subscriptions to do that.
George Brown asked if the city had done a feasibility study.
Lynne Yocom responded that they had not. She explained that SwitchPoint gave ROA models so
they had all of the financial history in American Fork, which was a little better. It was not saying
what if, but it was saying what happened.
George Brown asked if there was any City employee with the technology background to run the
system.
Ms. Yocom responded that there was not. They would need some ex-SwitchPoint employees
that understood the network. There was a great pool out there and there were some layoffs in the
industry. She hoped they could hire from within the American Fork area.
Mayor BarTatt adjourned the hearing at 7:18 p.m.
About two-third s of the audience exited.
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PUBLIC HEARING - 7: 10 P .M . - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE PRESTON BOUNDARY
ADJUSTMENT/ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF .64 ACRES AT 40 EAST 1400 NORTH IN
THE R1-9000 ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on July 9, 2002, commencing at
7:19 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith
Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Richard Colborn,
Howard Denney, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, George Brown, Earl Johansen, Phyllis Crookston,
Barbara Christiansen, former Mayor Malcolm H. Beck, Bill Preston, and 6 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
placement of the property in the Preston Boundary Adjustment/ Annexation consisting of .64 acres
in the R 1-9000 zone. He asked for comments.
It was noted that Highland City had already taken action to approve this.
There being no further comment, the hearing concluded at 7: 20 p.m.
RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE PLACEMENT OF THE
PROPERTY IN THE CARLISLE #5 ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 27.3 ACRES AT 1200
NORTH 900 E AST IN THE Rl-9000 AND PR-9000 ZONES
The American Fork City Council met in third public hearing on July 9, 2002, commencing at 7:20
p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing along with John Dester
and Rod Despain.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
placement of the prope1ty in the Carlisle #5 Annexation in the Rl-9000 and PR-9000 zones. He
asked for comments.
A gentleman asked about the zoning.
Rod Despain explained that the Rl-9000 zone would have lots along the n01th that were 9,000
square feet. The PR-9000 density was about the same, but it allowed for attached housing up to
four units per structure with an overall density of 4.3 dwelling units per net acre. A quad home
was what was being proposed. There would be ten single-family houses and 90 connected type
units on 27 acres. There would be additional single fami ly on the east side.
John Dester stated that he had a three-minute video that he would like to present.
Mayor Barratt suggested that he set it up during the break and that it be presented during the
regular session.
There were no additional comments and the hearing adjourned at 7: 25p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
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The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on July 9, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:32p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Kevin Bennett, Terry Fox, Jay Christensen,
Former Mayor Malcolm H. Beck, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Earl Johansen, Clare Padilla, Melanie
Marsh, Sharon Marsh, John Dester, Judy Price, George Brown, Jess Green, Bob Carlisle, Barbara
Christiansen, Tucker Hansen, Scouts from Troop 852, and 11 citizens. Carl Wanlass was
excused.
Josh Elzey and Jason Ashby led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman
Hampton offered the prayer.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD - LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Earl Johansen noted that they were trying to conserve water. Last Saturday he noticed that the
sprinklers were on just under the freeway on 300 West at about 9:30 in the morning. Quite often
he had seen the water on in the park at 100 East 300 North during the day. He felt the City
should be the leader and set f01th the example by not watering City owned property during
daytime hours. He stated that the City property on 400 North Center, just below the Fitness
Center was being used to park private vehicles.
Mayor Barratt responded that the parking was a constant enforcement issue. The City needed to
do something different and they were looking at enhancing the enforcement. He added that in
some places the City did not have automatic sprinklers. Some times they were watering to keep
the water in the reservoir so that it was not wasted down the overflow into the ditch. He did not
know the specific reason why they were on. The City was trying to live within those boundaries.
They did not water by hand at night because they were trying to conserve on salaries.
Howard D enney noted that the conservation program was draining the tank down to within four
feet at night. They may need to start watering differently.
Mr. Johansen thanked the Mayor for the information.
Phyllis Crookston suggested that a hefty fine be provided for parking on that property.
Mayor Barratt stated that they did not have enough teeth. The City needed to do a better job.
Rulon Jensen commented concerning the garbage containers that had been placed on 200 East
Street when the demolition ofForbes School began. He thanked whoever had them removed
from the street.
Phyllis Crookston noted that the hot water was still leaking in the women ' s restroom downstairs
from when she first noticed it and asked that it get fixed.
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Mayor Barratt stated that the faucet was leaking in the upstairs restroom as well. They were
having some plumbing problems.
Charlie Smith expressed that they appreciated the park in the Mountain Meadows area.
Unfortunately it was next to a storm drain area. He asked for a vinyl fence around it. He asked
that the Council go look at it. Their attitude was that they appreciated the Council and asked the
Council for consideration.
INTRODUCTION OF THE AMERICAN FORK STEEL DAYS ROYALTY
Mayor Barratt stated that they had a conflict and would not here, but that they would be at the
next meeting.
INTRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION OF THE 2002 STEEL DAYS GRAND MARSHAL
Mayor Barratt introduced the President of Steel Days Clare Padilla. He added that she had done
a wonderful job preparing for this year' s event.
Clare Padilla announced that Malcolm H. Beck and his wife Sharon Beck would be the 2002 Steel
Days Grand Marshal. She gave a brief introduction. There was general applause.
Malcolm H . Beck stated that Sharon wanted him to say that she was proud to live in American
Fork. The people have treated her very nice. He had to say that his most enjoyable time he spent
in public service was when he sat in this room. American Fork City was the best City to represent
by being a Councilmember. He made it a policy when he left office that he would not come down
and bother any of the Council or Mayors. There was general applause.
REPORT OF THE NEIGHBORS IN ACTION COMMITTEE REGARDING RECYCLING
Carol Chomjak read a report on Recycling from the Neighbors in Action Committee. A copy is
included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
Carl Wanlass was excused from the meeting.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Hunter agreed with the recycling plan and felt it was a good direction to go.
Councilmember Belmont noted that she and Phyllis Crookston had spent time w riting a grant
recently. She was informed a couple of days ago that American Fork City's application for a
Utah Preservation Initiatives Fund Grant had been approved for $5,000 to hire a consultant to
prepare a Reuse Feasibility Study for the City Hall . It was a matching grant. She knew some
very good consultants and it would help the City not to make any mistakes when they reuse the
building. Money had been set aside for the renovation of the City Hall. She needed to respond to
them by July 3 1, 2002.
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Councilmember Belmont noted that the water fountains were still not operating on Main Street.
She was working with the City Enforcement Officer on parking issues. She asked to be able to
report on those efforts at the next meeting.
Councilman Hampton thanked Carol Chomjak for the report on recycling. The proposal was
summarized in a letter from BFI to the Council on June 11. He asked that it be on the next
agenda.
Councilman Hampton noted that last year there were some recommendations after Steel Days that
litter bags be distributed along with the programs to help with the litter problem. He also asked
that they keep a closer look on keeping garbage cans emptied.
Councilman Hampton reported that in talking with some members of the American Fork Parks
Improvement Taskforce, they would like to have some time at the next meeting. He also
recommended that the local newspaper give some thought on doing a story on benefactors who
could do some wonderful things in the community. The City had some very wealthy citizens.
The Council has received requests for a Youth Center, a Skate Park, an Arts Theater, a
Symphony Theater, and those amenities would enhance and improve the community. They were
worthwhile requests. A story might strike a note with someone who could help the City in those
regards.
Councilman Storrs noted that in regard to the petition from Charlie Smith there were many
citizens. He would like to see if there was anything that could be done and volunteered to look
into it. Mayor Barratt gave Councilman Storrs that assignment.
Councilman Storrs encouraged all citizens to participate in the Steel Days activities. There would
be a Flag Ceremony on July 15, 2002, at 6:00p.m. at the City Hall to kick off the celebration.
The theme would be September 11 . There would be some skydivers and hero awards presented.
Councilman Storrs reported that the American Fork Cemetery Heritage Pageant would be on July
26, 27, and 29 from 6:00 p.m. to dark at the cemetery. It will help us to relive and understand the
lives of former American Fork residents. There would be period costumes. There would also be
horse and buggy rides and twenty-five cent ice cream. He asked that a report from the Cemetery
Committee be placed on the next agenda.
Councilman Storrs reported that he was looking for three judges for the Dutch Oven Judging this
Saturday. ChiefFox volunteered.
Councilman Blake reported that this was good time of the year and particularly this year. People
were coming together.
MAYOR' S REPORT
Mayor Barratt had nothing to report at this time.
ACTION ITEMS
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRESTON BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENT/ANNEXATION
CONSISTING OF .64 ACRES AT 40 EAST 1400 NORTH INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE
OF ANNEXATION, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE R l -9000 ZONE, AND THE
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-07-18 approving the Preston
Highland/American Fork Boundary Adjustment No. 4 consisting of .64 acres at 40 East
1400 North including the annexation agreement as co1-rected and the placement of the
annexation area in the R1-9000 zone. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All we•·e in
favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE CARLISLE #5 ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 27.3
ACRES AT 1200 NORTH 900 EAST INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE Rl-9000 AND PR-9000 ZONES, AND THE
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Mayor Barratt noted that John Dester was present to represent the Carlisle No. 5 Annexation.
Mr. Dester showed a 3-minute video on a similar project that had been built in Seattle.
It was asked if the landscaping in the video was something that was maintained by the
homeowners association. Mr. Dester responded that it was a combination.

John Dester explained that they would meet the requirements of the PR-9000 zone with 4.3 units
per acre. They would have single-family homes back onto single-family homes. This project
needed to be designed around an existing water line that was on a diagonal through the project.
Very few driveways would come out to the road. Twenty-seven homes came out on ten
driveways for example. He would do all of the landscaping but not to the extent that was done in
Seattle. There would be fencing and walls around the outside. Once inside, there were no fences
or walls planned. The security was in the clustering of the houses. There would be a multiple of
floor plan options and would sell for $200,000 to $300,000. Basements would be optional.
Some in the Logan project did and some did not. The roofs would use an architectural grade of
asphalt shingle. They exceeded the 25% open space requirement by a long ways. Trails would go
through it and around it. There would be a clubhouse, indoor swimming pool, and tennis courts.
Councilmember Belmont stated that she liked the landscaping. It was very impressive. It was one
of the first projects in which the garage was not the focus point.
Mayor Barratt thought that they needed to set aside large lots and this was a prime area for that
type of development. Most of the surrounding homes were on larger lots and in an upscale area.
A number of residents asked to keep some ground for larger homes. That was the down side.
John Dester noted that the profile was for retirees and an age restriction would be in place that
provided for 80% would be for persons 55 years of age and older.
Councilman Blake thought that it would suit the need for retirement housing as it was up by the
LDS Temple.
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John Dester agreed. The design deserved a unique site. This was unique because of its proximity
to the LDS Temple.

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-07-19 approving the Carlisle #5
Annexation consisting of 27.3 acres at 1200 North 900 East including the annexation
agreement as corrected and placement of the property in the Rl-9000 zone and the PR9000 zones as set forth on the zone classification map. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion.
A lady asked about the view and what could be seen when the units were so close together.
Mayor Barratt conunented that some would be view homes. Others would just be able to see
their neighbors.
Councilman Hampton noted that where the ground was flat, new homes would be built south of
this eventually, and their view could be obstructed.

Mayor Bat-ratt called for vote on the motion. All were in favor. (Councilmember Belmont's
affirmative vote was "qualified")
Mayor Barratt asked Mr. Dester for information as to the location of the project in Seattle and
Providence.
CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON MOVING FORWARD WITH CONDEMNATION
ACTION FOR ROAD PROPERTY AT 130 NORTH STREET AT WEST STATE ROAD
(WESTSIDE) AND AUTHORIZING THE STAFF TO PROCEED WITH AN APPRAISAL
Tucker Hansen reported that a Lift of Stay had been accomplished. Some concessions were made
to get it signed. Actual construction of the road on the K-Mart property could not continue until
after the first of the year so as not to interfere with back to school sales and the holiday shopping
season. They could proceed with other areas.
Councilman Hampton asked if any of the parties were in opposition to the condemnation.
Tucker Hansen reported that no one filed an opposition to the Lift of Stay. He did not know if
they were in opposition to the condemnation.
Councilman Blake asked if it was a friendly condemnation.
Tucker Hansen stated that they were trying to keep it friendly. They were still hoping to reach an
agreement that all would sign off on.

Councilman Storrs moved to move fot-ward with condemnation for road property at 130
North Street at West State Road, west side, and authorize the staff to proceed with an
appraisal. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
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Steve Pruitt reported that getting the Lift of Stay broke up a log jam that he had been trying to
deal with and opened up a dialog. Once the order was heard and the Stay was lifted, they have
since come to an economic agreement with K-Ma1i. By the end of next week they hoped to have
the same agreement with the Hayashi people in Tokyo. One of the things that has helped was the
City getting involved. He thought that they would get it done.
Councilmember Belmont hoped that happened. She would not vote for condemnation. She had
voted against condemnation for several years.
George Brown asked whom the entity was that the condemnation was against.
Mr. Pruit responded that it was Dr. Hayashi.

Councilmember Blake observed that it was encouraging to hear that it was helpful to get the
dialog going.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Blake, Hampton, Hunter, and Storrs. Nay, Councilmember Belmont.
The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ACCEPTANCE OF AN EASEMENT FROM THE TRUST FOR
PUBLIC LANDS ON PROPERTY AT THE MOUTH OF AMERICAN FORK CANYON
THAT INCLUDES THE CITY' S RIGHT-OF-WAY AND WATER CONVEYANCE SYSTEM
Councilman Blake asked for some background.
Kevin Bennett explained that there was a sale of this property pending over which the City had an
easement at the mouth of the Canyon. The owner was the Trust for Public Lands and they were
going to sell it to the Federal Government and they wanted this easement to be a part of the
permanent record. He felt that perpetual needed to be included and he provided some suggested
language.
(Except as provided herein for termination of this Easement by mutual agreement, default,
and/or abandonment by Grantee, this Easement is and shall be a perpetual easement
which shall run with the land and be binding upon the heirs, assigns, and successors in
interest ofboth Grantor and Grantee.)
George Brown asked if the easement was big enough and adequate
Howard Denney answered that it was a blanket easement over the whole 50 acres.
George Brown commented that as long as it was wide enough and recorded and was good for the
City and irrigation company it should be accepted .
Councilman Hampton asked who would ensure that it would get recorded .
Howard Denney stated that he would.
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Councilman Blake moved to accept the easement with the paragraph as requested by legal
counsel. Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman Hampton asked Mr. Denney to report back to the Council when it had been
recorded.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROCLAMATION PROCLAIMING JULY 14-20. 2002 AS
NATIONAL AQUATIC WEEK IN AMERICAN FORK CITY

Councilman Hunter moved to proclaim July 14-20, 2002, as National Aquatic Week in
American Fork City. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All we•·e in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE CODE OF THE CITY OF
AMERICAN FORK, UTAH. BY ADDING THERETO A SECTION MAKING IT
UNLAWFUL TO LEAVE A CHILD UNDER THE AGE OF SIX (6) UNATTENDED IN A
VEHICLE
Mayor Barratt asked Police Chief Terry Fox for his comments.
Chief Fox responded that every summer they had two or three of these types of calls per week.
He was concerned with children being hurt . Under State Law they could not enforce this on
private property. This will allow them to do so. It was patterned after one in Orem and they have
had good luck with it.
City Criminal Attorney Tucker Hansen distributed a copy of the Ordinance. He explained that
this was allowing a way to prosecute before it became a serious crime. It was proposed to be a
Class C misdemeanor. It was a fine of $750.00 or 90 days in jail. It was like getting a speeding
ticket.
Councilman Storrs reported that officers had been called on animals locked in cars.
Tucker Hansen stated that under the current law, they could prosecute that.

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-07-20 approving an Ordinance
amending the Code of the City of American Fork, Utah, by adding thereto a section
making it unlawful to leave a child under the age of six (6) unattended in a vehicle.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
George Brown asked if the Ordinance addressed the concept of a child getting in the vehicle by
itself
Tucker Hansen stated that it did.

All were in favor.
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Rulon Jensen agreed with what Chief Fox had said with the problem of the children being left
unattended. He suggested that the age be changed from 6 to 8.
Chief Fox felt that at the age of 6 they were able to get out of the car by themselves .
Mayor Barratt asked the police to look at that and if the age needed to be moved up, the Council
would address that issue.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE FISCAL YEAR 2002-2003
CONTRACT WITH MOUNT AINLANDS FOR AGING SERVICES
Mayor Barratt stated this was a mirror of the past contract.
Kevin Bennett noted that he observed two cosmetic changes.
Councilman Blake asked w hat the services were.
Mayor Barratt stated that it was mainly for Meals on Wheels. It was working very well.

Councilman Sto ....s moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-07-39R appr·oving the agr·eement
with MAG for senior services. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AMENDMENT #3 TO THE
INTERLOCAL COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT TO PROVIDE POLICE SERVICES TO
CEDAR HILLS
Police Chief Terry Fox reported that the request had come from Cedar Hills and they were asking
for another police officer in their community starting in January 2003 . They had been at 2 .2 to
2.4 officers based on 2080 hours per year. Cedar Hills did not have the business type crimes, but
they did have family fights and those types of things. The working relationship had been very
good . There needed to be some give and take in that type of situation. When American Fork
needed those officers, they needed them and they would respond. Cedar Hills was not paying for
administration. Each side could say what helped them. They were going through a transition
with Cedar Hills new city administrator.
Councilmember Belmont asked why Cedar Hills did not hire their own officers.
ChiefFox responded that they were paying for their officers from grants and he did not know if
Cedar Hills could afford the structure that was needed . If he did not think there was a benefit to
American Fork, he would not suggest it.
Councilmember B elmont felt that the attitude of that community, that they were far above
American Fork in many ways, was interesting .
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ChiefFox stated that Cedar Hills provided office space and they have also provided computers.
He was a strong proponent of shared services. It did take some mutual cooperation to make it
work.
Councilman Hampton asked if the costs were minimums or not to exceed costs.
ChiefFox responded that they were actual minimum costs. They could be adjusted . If additional
services were needed they would be billed. It was billed quarterly.
Councilman Blake asked if American Fork understood the Administration costs that Cedar Hills
was being provided. He agreed that there was benefit to sharing. He wondered what those costs
were.
Councilman Hampton felt they should be paying for Administration time.
Mayor Barratt noted that it had worked well with what had gone on so far.
Councilman Blake asked if there was some way to quantify that amount so that they knew and
perhaps the City could bill for a slice of Administration.
George Brown asked that in the event Cedar Hills did get their own department, what would
happen to the officers paid by Cedar Hills.
Mayor Barratt responded that he assumed they would come to American Fork or they could be
hired by Cedar Hills.
Councilman Blake stated that it would not suddenly end as it was an annual agreement.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-07-40R approving amendment #3 to
the interlocal cooperative agreement to provide police services to Cedar Hills. Councilman
Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE BUY/SELL AGREEMENT WITH HERITAGE
MANAGEMENT INC. FOR THE OLD HOSPITAL AT 350 EAST 300 NORTH
Mayor Barratt announced that this item had been pulled from the agenda.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
There were no Planning Commission items.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JUNE 20, 2002, SPECIAL SESSION AND WORK
SESSION MINUTES
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Councilman Hampton moved approval of the June 20, 2002, special session and work
session minutes as presented. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake asked if this was modifYing them or with changes.
Councilman Hampton responded that it was as is; no changes.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JUNE 25. 2002. MINUTES
These minutes will be approved at the next meeting.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills for payment and requests over
$1,000 as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

mot; :ll ~r'e il t

Councilman Blake moved adjournment at 9:06 p.m. Councilman Hunter seconded the

Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO 7-09-02 CC MINUTES -PAGE 1 OF 1
Recycling- 7/9/02
The Neighbors in Action (NIA) feel that recycling can be one piece of a larger,
overall plan to protect American Fork's environment and use our natural
resources wisely. We are in support of the city adopting a recycling program in
conjunction with our current waste disposal services.

If American Fork is committed to contribute to the recycling effort, we feel that it
should adopt the proposal from BFI which would expand the system we have in
place now to include curbside pickup for recyclables. We also would like to see
receptacles in place for glass to be dropped off since BFI will not be able to pick
glass up curbside.
BFI has implemented curbside recycling in several communities and has shown
that including all households in the program ensures its success. We are in
support of their recommendations and feel that American Fork should follow
proven systems to avoid failure of a recycling program.
We consider education and preparation of the community to be key in gaining the
support necessary for a successful program. BFI has the knowledge,
experience, and materials to aid in this endeavor.
For some citizens currently using an additional garbage can, a curbside recycling
program would actually save them money as they would be able to eliminate
their extra can charge.
We understand that for some citizens the increase in disposal costs due to the
adding of recycling pickup may prove prohibitive or a great hardship. We
recommend that in these cases, a subsidy be granted to alleviate any undue
hardship.
In this time of rapid growth and change in American Fork, we encourage the
council to act now to put programs like recycling in place. We would like to ask
the council to put this issue to a vote at the next council meeting.
Neighbors in Action of
American Fark
)

·.

.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JULy 18, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, July 18, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 5:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1. Discussion of items for the upcoming July 23 , 2002, City Council meeting.
2. Other business.
3. Adjournment.

Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JULy 18, 2002
WORK SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on July 18, 2002, in the City Hall
commencing at 5:04 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Don
Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs, and *Keith Blake. Councilmember Belmont was
excused. Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Chief Terry Fox, Rod Despain,
Kevin Bennett, Howard Denney, Richard Mendenhall, Evan Johnson, Lynn Woodbury, Tom
Mackey, John Flitton, and 11 citizens.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING JULY 23, 2002. CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Carl Wanlass reviewed with the Council the July 23, 2002, agenda.
Public Hearings
6:30p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding an amendment to the Development Code
relating to off street parking
There was no comment on this item.
6:40p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding a site plan for Deseret Industries at 435 South
500 East
There was no comment on this item.
6:50p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the placement ofthe property in the Gasser
Annexation consisting of 4.78 aces at 119 5 East 50 South in the PO-l zone
There was no comment on this item.
7:00p.m. - Receiving ofpublic comment regarding the placement ofthe property in the Vacher
Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50 South in the Rl-9000 and R2-7500 zones
There was no comment on this item.
7:10p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Ford No.
2 Annexation consisting of2.477 acres at 938 South 470 East in the GC-2 zone
There was no comment on this item.
7:20p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Frank
Brown Annexation consisting of 4.829 acres at 1100 South 400 East in the PI-1 zone
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There was no comment on this item.
Regular Session
Councilman Storrs reported that the American Fork Royalty would not be able to be in
attendance.
Carl Wanlass noted that there would be a report from the Parks Improvement Taskforce, a report
by Councilmember Belmont on the City's Code Enforcement efforts, and a report by the
Cemetery Committee.
Councilman Hampton commented that the Royalty was introduced at the Steed Days Flag
Ceremony.
Action Items
1. Review and action on the Gasser Annexation consisting of 4.78 acres at 1195 East 50 South
including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the PO-l zone. and the
annexation agreement.

There was no comment on this item.
2. Review and action on the Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50 South
including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement ofthe property in the R! -9000 and R2-7500
zones, and the annexation agreement.
There was no comment on this item.
3.
Review and action on the Ford No . 2 Annexation consisting of2.477 acres at 938 South
470 East, including the Ordinance of Annexation. placement of the property in the GC-2 zone,
and the annexation agreement.
There was no comment on this item.
4. Review and action on the Frank Brown Annexation consisting of 4.829 acres at 1100 South
400 East including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the PI-1 zone. and
the annexation agreement.
There was no comment on this item.
5.
Review and action on a Resolution amending the off-street parking requirements in the
downtown area.
There was no comment on this item.
6.

Review and action on development projects
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a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for Deseret Industries
at 435 South 500 East.
There was no comment on this item.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving Temple Meadows PUD Plat C
which includes an amendment to Temple Meadows PUD Plat A Units 107 to 114 and
Temple Meadows PUD Plat B Units 153 to 156.
There was no comment on this item.
7. Review and action on a Resolution oflntent to create American Fork City, Utah, Special
Improvement District No. 2002.1 at 608 West Main Street.
There was no comment on this item.
8. Review and action on a Resolution approving going to bid on items defined in the
reimbursement agreement for the American Fork City, Utah, Special Improvement District No .
2002-1 at 608 West Main Street.
There was no comment on this item.
9. Review and action on the purchase of the SwitchPoint Broadband Internet System.
There was no comment on this item.

10.

Review and action on a recycling program for American Fork City.

Carl Wanlass stated that there was nothing for this packet.
Councilman Hampton reported that the recommendation from the Committee was that they
would like the Council to consider the proposal made by BFI in their June 11, 2002, letter and
adopt their recommendation and that program.

11 . Review and action on the buy/sell agreement with Heritage Management Inc. for the old
hospital.
There was no comment on this item.

12. Review and action on the granting of a Class A Beer License to Kyle Kennedy - Speedy
Turtle Petroleum at 105 East Main Street.
There was no comment on this item.
Councilman Storrs referred back to the buy/sell agreement with Heritage Management Inc. and
asked ifthere was anything new.
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Carl Wanlass rep01ted that the City should have the buy/sell agreement by Tuesday morning.
Heritage Management was switching attorneys.
Mayor Barratt referred back to the SwitchPoint item.
Carl Wanlass reported that a sale and license agreement were in the packets. He reported that
they would be having a meeting with the attorney regarding SwitchPoint on Monday at 4 :00 p.m.
Mayor Barratt asked if Speedy Turtle Petroleum was where Tesoro was.
Councilman Storrs stated that it had changed hands again. Tesoro was still the gasoline company
and Tri-Mart used to be the company that owned the store.
Councilman Hampton suggested that the Council move items 9 and 10 (recycling and
SwitchPoint) up on the agenda as there might be a fair number of citizens interested in those
items.
Mayor Barratt agreed.
Carl Wanlass suggested that a Special Council meeting be held on July 25, 2002, at 9:00a.m. to
consider an executive session regarding litigation.
Mayor Barratt asked if there were any Councilrnember that could not be in attendance.
Councilman Hunter would check.
The remaining agenda items were not addressed.

OTHER BUSINESS
Water. Evan Johnson asked to reschedule for the August 8, 2002, work session at 4:00p.m.
Temple Meadows PUD Homeowners. Tom Mackay explained that he was present on behalf of
the homeowners of the Temple Meadows PUD. They appreciated being in American Fork City.
They had some issues. Two years ago, residential sales were accomplished and finalized starting
with Mr. Mackay and residents started moving in. At that time there were a number of
improvements that were specified that were to be made and they were advertised both by Layne
Henage, dba Royce Worthington Homes, and DR Horton who had purchased twenty of the single
residence lots. The improvements had been continuously advertised, but none have seen fruition.
There were eleven improvements addressed in a previous letter.
Mr. Mackay continued that the perplexing thing was that the residents were led to understand that
there were three bonds, two cash and one was not. The bond on Phase I improvements had been
paid out progressively and currently stood at $21 ,475 remaining. Ofthat amount $14,000 was
earmarked for landscaping. Landscaping on Phase I had not been done. That cash bond still
remained. The second cash bond was for Phase II development to the northwest. There was
about $51,000+ and ofthat $32,000 to $34,000 was earmarked for landscaping. The
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Homeowners had been going on the assumption that the City, which had required the bond of the
developer, had taken that cash bond, at least the $32,000 to $34,000, and was available for
landscaping. The City Attorney, Mr. Bennett, had indicated that the money had been released
back to the developer and was not there. Mr. Mackey was perplexed as to how that happened or
why. The landscaping was not done. There was a third bond. The figure had varied but it was
determined to be $55,110 that was not a cash bond but earmarked for a pool. Mr. Mackay spoke
to Mr. Hen age, as he purchased in October of 2000 and was assured by him that the pool would
go in by the next summer. It was still not in. It appeared that Mr. Bennett did not have precise
understanding as to what happened to it. Mr. Mackay did not know where that stood. As
homeowners they desired to see the fulfillment of the purpose of the bond and it was in that intent
that they sought assistance from the Council. His concern was that Mr. Henage had demonstrated
good intentions and lofty ideals but his actions had not measured up. It appeared that Mr. Henage
was not financially stable to be able to perform and DR Horton had sold homes on the supposition
and promise, even as recently ofMay and June 18\ that they would be installed. The homeowners
were damaged parties to the bonds. They requested that the City look into these and provide an
accounting back so they knew where the funds were and what might be used. They would like to
use the bonds as was intended.
*Councilman Keith Blake arrived .
Councilman Storrs asked why the bonds were released .
Kevin Bennett responded that with the first cash bond there had been partial completion and a
release for the work that was completed. When it said for landscaping, he was not sure what was
meant. The second cash bond was allegedly a mistake made by Wells Fargo when they took over
First Security Bank. When City E ngineer Howard De1mey spoke with the successor as to what
happened to that bond, he was referred to their legal department. The money had been released
back to Mr. Henage. The third bond was a security bond dated September 1999. He did not
know its status. Two years have passed. He did not know if it was renewed or if it was still
valid.
Kevin Bennett continued that the bond was between American Fork City and the developer. It
was not insurance for damaged individuals. He fully acknowledged the damage done. However
the bond was for compliance with American Fork's Ordinances. There were other parties that
may be damaged because what was promised was not done. American Fork can, to the extent the
bonds were still valid and collectible, call them and utilize the funding for their specific purpose.
There was another issue that muddied the water and that was that there was an allegation of an
upcoming bankruptcy. If in fact there was, that was another issue. Another whole different issue
was with the bank. He did not know ifthe cash bond would be subject to the bankruptcy. That
was where it was at.
Councilman Hampton stated that it appeared to him that while the arrangement that Kevin
Bennett had explained was between the City and the developer, it still needed to be understood
that the Temple Meadows Homeowners were damaged parties at least to the extent of the
landscaping. There was damage to the extent that the infrastructure was not completed but would
need to be completed for public safety reasons. It appeared to him that the City and the owners
were damaged.
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Mr. Mackay stated that they did have damage. They had purchased lots. He believed that it was
not inappropriate for them to ask for a specific accounting of what the bonds were for. lfthere
were a description, what had been done and what can be done needed to be explained. The
owners were interested in seeing these things go well and they had expressed that if it came to a
matter of landscaping, they would be glad to take the time to help plant trees, bushes, and help
put in things to minimize the cost and to extend out the funds that were or ought to be available.
Infrastructure was something that the City needed to have concern with .
Howard Denney noted that there was another party that should be brought in and that was Mr.
Layne Henage. He should be asked for an accounting.
Mr. Mackay reported that he spoke with Mr. Henage today. Mr. Henage described that he was
looking for a developer to come in and buy out the rest of the project. The terms were such that
there would be approximately $60,000 cash on the table to make improvements. Mr. Mackay
indicated to Mr. Henage that he had experience in dealing with Homeowners Associations. He
had spoken with Joe Hatch of Salt Lake City and they discussed it. Mr. Mackay explained to Mr.
Henage that he did not want to go on verbal statements but wanted written documentation. He
asked the City to recognize some responsibility and it was in that light that they petitioned the
Council to consider the matters and to give an accounting and to make it possible to have the full
$14,000 and $32,000 to $34,000 available for landscaping. He believed that Wells Fargo made an
error. He really would like to know about the pool bond. He would like to know who authorized
the release of the funds and the cessation of the bond. Mr. Mackay thanked the Mayor and
Council.

The Meadows Commercial Development.
Richard Mendenhall reported that John Flitton was their attorney that dealt with Mr. Walters on
the water matter and they would like to discuss that with the City Council.
Lynn Woodbury apologized for not being in the other meetings. There was a great deal of
misinformation and emotion as to the Walters Pond. There were other issues relating to the
Allreds and Bennetts. They had been in contact with the Allreds and had agreed that they would
be delivered water to a point that they had historically received it. They were trying to contact
the Bennett group. The Allreds were happy with the solution.
John Flitton stated that he had spoken with the Allred's attorney who had already recommended
to his clients that they proceed to have it piped.
Lynn Woodbury felt that the letter from Mr. Flitton explained the Walters situation very well.
Mr. John Flitton reviewed with the City Council his letter of July 18, 2002. It is included in these
minutes as an ATTACHMENT. An aerial photo was used to show the area.
Lynn Woodbury stated that they had tried to work out a solution for Mr. Walters for about three
years. They had purchased a pump. They entered into written agreement with Mr. Walters as to
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how it would work and he complied for about six months. Mr. Walters had refused to honor his
written agreements.
Richard Mendenhall noted that UDOT might take separate action to protect their infrastructure.
Mayor Barratt asked if there were additional questions from the Council.
Councilman Hampton wished that Mr. Flitton had been in attendance the first time tllis matter was
brought up.
Councilman Storrs felt it was a water right issue and the City should not be involved.
Richard Mendenhall noted that a complicating matter was that the property was not owned by
AFCC anymore, but had been deeded to American Fork City. It impacted storm retention ability
ofthe area.
Lynn Woodbury commented that even if the City felt they wanted to allow it, it was contrary of
law. There were other engineering issues why it should not be allowed . The Corps identified
some endangered species of plant and backing up the water would be in violation of law and the
plants would drown. When it was backed up, the pipe only had about five inches of clearance
from the top and began to fill in with silt.
Councilman Blake noted that the explanation was helpful.
Lynn Woodbury added that ifthere were a large water event, the water would not be able to go
out the pipe and could back up over the top of the freeway. Woodbury had designed an under
drain system to make sure that the springs and other sources of water would continue to function .
It was a bad idea to let the situation continue. There were other remedies available that would
allow Mr. Walters to stay in business.
Mayor Barratt asked if there were other questions.
Councilman Blake commented that this had been helpful. It was important to understand.
Lynn Woodbury stated that in their opinion, Mr. Walters had not honored written agreements and
had defied court orders.
Mayor Barratt noted that the Finance Committee would begin on July 23, 2002, at 6:00p.m. and
public hearings would start at 6:30p.m. There would be a special session on July 25, 2002, at
9:00a.m. to consider an executive session on litigation. He would be meeting with Councilman
Blake regarding SwitchPoint on Monday. Ifthe Council had any additional questions he invited
them to get in touch with staff or himself.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 6:12 p.m.
Richard M. Colborn, City Recorder
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JOHNs. FLJTTON
Attorney at Law
Suite 1850 Beneficial Life Tower
Salt J...ake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 541 -3945
Fax: (801) 531-8468

July 18, 2002

Mayor Ted Barratt
American Fork City
31 North Church Street
American Fork, Utah 84003
Re:

The Meadows American Fork Commercial Center

Dear Mayor Barratt:
Several issues have recently been presented to the City Council regarding the above
referenced development that require response and clarification. In particular, Mr. Fred Walters, a
neighboring land-owner has used the City Council forum as a stage to seek to overturn a court
decision enjoining him from illegally damming water in Mitchell Hollow Stream. Not only is it
improper for Mr. Walters to use the City Council to seek relieffrom a court's decision, but the issues
presented by Mr. Walters to date have been one-sided, slanted and require clarification so that the
City Council may be fully informed as to the impropriety of Mr. Walters' actions.
Mr. Walters has presented his case before the City Council as a battle between David and
Goliath. His claim is that he is unfairly being put out of business by large development. Nothing
could be farther from the truth. Mr. Walters' problems are the result of the fact that he is violating
state law and is unwilling to implement simple solutions to correct his heretofore unlawful activity.
This fact is amply illustrated by the history of the case between Mr. Walters and AFCC.
In approximately 1992, Mr. Walters constructed a commercial fish pond on his property,
currently known as Paradise Pond. To provide water for the pond, Mr. Walters filed a change
application with the Utah State Engineer to convert water that had historically been used for
irrigation purposes to a pond storage right used .for fish culture. Under that original change ·
application, which was approved on July 22, 1993, the water to fill the pond was to be diverted from
the historical ditch located to the south east ofMr. Walters property. However, at or subsequent to
the time of approval, Mr. Walters constructed an unauthorized dam on Mitchell Hollow Stream for
the purpose of diverting water from that stream to the pond. At that same time, Mr. Walters
abandoned his diversions from the historical ditch listed as the approved point of diversion under
the change application.
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In addition to violating the criminal and civil provisions ofUtah Code Ann. § 73-3-3(9), Mr. _

Walters' decision to unilaterally change the point of diversion for the pond created several problems.
First, the unlawful dam was located at an elevation significantly lower than the inlet of the fish pond.
This meant that water in Mitchell Hollow Stream had to be raised approximately 2 feet in order for
the water to gravity flow to the pond. Second, and perhaps more importantly, the raising ofthe water
level in Mitchell Hollow Stream backed water up in the stream for a substantial distance through the
culvert underlying Interstate 15 and onto what is now the Meadows American Fork Commercial
Center property.
lbrough his actions, Mr. Walters created a second, unauthorized pond upstream of his
diversion dam and on the AFCC property. Not only did this second pond violate state water law but
it aiso constituted a trespass against the AFCC property and the DePartment ofTransportation rightof-way. Creating ofthis second pond upstream of the diversion has had far-ranging impacts. First,
the water standing behind the diversion dam creates a substantial risk of subsidence of the freeway
road base materials simjlar to a past occurence in the immediate area where the freeway was actually
damaged by standing water. Second, the pending ofMitchell Hollow Stream substantially reduces
the carrying capacity of the culvert under Interstate 15. During major flood events, the culvert would
be unable to handle the significant storm water flows thereby creating substantial flooding problems
upstream. In addition, since the time the water in the stream was unlawfully dammed, the culvert
has filled with a large amount of silt further reducing its carrying capacity.
On the AFCC property, the illegal pond created by Mr. Walters has inundated a significant
portion of the property and raised the water table to the extent that the historical underdrains on the
cannot function properly creating drainage problems higher on the property. The raising ofthe water
table has also created wetland impacts and threatens endangered species located within the Mitchell
Hollow drainage area. An engineering report outlining these problems is attached as Exhibit "A".
In 1996, AFCC began the process of delineating the wetlands located on the property in order

to receive Army Corps of Engineer approval for development of the parcel. At that time, and
because of the relatively wet water year, the problems created by Mr. Walters' illegal diversion dam
reached their peak. Water impounded by the dam was backed up for a substantial distance on the
AFCC property and was artificially expanding the wetlands. Following repeated and unsuccessful
attempts to negotiate a solution with Mr. Walters, AFCC filed suit in Fourth District Court to enjoin
the illegal activity. During the pendency of that litigation, Mr. Walters was not represented by an
attorney and the court stayed the preliminary injunction hearing in order for Mr. Walters to obtain
representation. At that hearing the court strongly hinted to Mr. Walters that it would enjoin his
activities and suggested that Mr. Walters find a solution to his problem. Because of the delay and
its ongoing efforts to complete the wetlands permitting process, AFCC again began negotiations with
Mr. Walters seeking a resolution. Those negotiations resulted in a formal agreement signed by both
parties under which AFCC agreed to purchase a pump that would allow the illegal diversion dam
to be removed so that water would not continue to flood the Department ofTransportation right-ofway, the culvert beneath the freeway and the AFCC property. To ensure compliance with state water
law, AFCC also agreed to consent to a change application moving the point of diversion from the
2
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historical ditch to Mitchell Hollow Stream and to stay the pending court action. In return, Mr.
Walters agreed not to artificially raise the water levels in Mitchell Hollow Stream.
Following the execution of the agreement, the jllegal diversion dam on the stream was
removed and AFCC purchased and installed a pump at the diversion point to provide water to the
pond. At that same time, the State Engineer approved a new change application authorizing the
diversion of water from the location at which the pwnp had been )nstalled.
Following the installation of the pump, AFCC continued to operate and maintain Mr.
Walters' diversion at its full expense. However, Mr. Walters soon began complaining that the
pumping of water into the pond was creating problems for his fish. Apparently, the water entering
the pond did not contain oxygen sufficient to keep the fish healthy. Despite the dubjousness of the
claims, AFCC suggested several possible solutions including the installation of an aerator on the
pond - common in the industry- to provide additional oxygen to the fish. AFCC also suggested
raising the inlet of the pond to allow water to cascade down the inlet and oxygenate. Mr. Walters
dismissed all ofthese suggestions. Unfortunately, at this same time a minor problem with the pump
occurred. On one occasion, the pump ran out of fuel and ceased pumping water to the pond.
Following that occurrence, Mr. Walters refused to allow any more pumping of the water to his pond.
In order to prevent impacts to Mr. Walters' business operations, AFCC compromised and agreed to
install a new diversion structure on the stream. The new diversion works would be set at an agreed
upon height substantially lower than the original dam. The compromise was implemented and a new
diversion structure was constructed. Despite the fact that Mr. Walters' problems were the result of
improper construction ofthe pond and violation oflaw, AFCC paid for all of the improvements
allowing Mr. Walters to continue his business operations.
In the period immediately following the construction of the new diversion works, water in
Mitchell Hollow receded to acceptable levels and the impacts to the freeway, culvert and AFCC
property were greatly minimized. However, subsequent to that ftrst irrigation season, Mr. Walters
erected a canvas dam on top ofthe diversion structure that again raised the height of the water in
Mitchell Hollow Stream to prior levels. The result ofthis action- which now violated not only state
law but was in breach of agreement~ was to again flood the freeway right-of-way and the AFCC
property. AFCC repeatedly contacted Mr. Walters and demanded that he remove the unlawful
canvas dam but he refused all demands.

Mr. Walters' flat refusal to AFCC's repeated attempts to resolve the problem amicably,
presented no further option but to again file suit in Fourth District Court. That second lawsuit was
filed on January 18, 2001. AFCC filed a Motion for Preliminary Injunction in the action on June 4,
2001, requesting the court to immediately enjoin Mr. Walters' illegal diversion.
During the pendency ofthe second lawsuit, the Court met with counsel for both parties on
numerous occasions in an attempt to find a solution that would allow Mr. Walters to maintain his
business operations. Taking the lead ofthe Court, AFCC offered several solutions that would protect
the interests ofboth parties. These solutions included the construction of a new concrete diversion
3
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structure paid for by AFCC that would more efficiently deliver water to the fish pond without raising _
the water levels in Mitchell Hollow Stream. AFCC even paid its engineers to survey the location and
draft a preliminary design of the structure. Mr. Walters refused to accept the offered solution,
despite its feasibility, unless AFCC agreed to pay the sum of $30,000.00 for a right to occasionally
access and maintain the structure by removing debris so that future flooding would not occur.
AFCC offered other suggestions including the lowering of the fish pond to allow water from
Mitchell Hollow to gravity flow to the inlet. All of these suggestions were flatly rejected by Mr.
Walters.
As a result ofMr. Walters' refusal to reach a compromise agreement, the case went to trial
before Judge Fred Howard on March 26, 2002. Based on the factual and expert testimony presented
at trial, the Court issued a strongly worded decision that found that Mr. Walters' diversion dam
violated state law and constituted an illegal trespass on the State right-of-way and Commercial
Center property_ Judge Howard ordered that the diversion dam be removed and enjoined Mr.
Walters from artificially raising the water level in Mitchell Hollow Stream. A copy ofthe Court's
Memorandum Decision, dated May 1, 2002, is attached hereto as Exhibit ''B".
The Court's decision, in addition to fmding that Mr. Walters does not have a legal right to
maintain his diversion structure, clearly establishes the detrimental impacts created by the
impoundment of Mitchell Hollow Stream. The Court expressly noted the impacts of such
impoundment to the drainage system on the AFCC property, the diminution of the culvert's ability
to handle storm water run-off, and the threat of subsidence to the freeway. The Court also noted a
number of solutions that would allow Mr- Walters to divert water through his pond and that would
not violate state law_ Unhappy with the Court's ruling, Mr. Walters' attorney has filed an ill-advised
motion for a new trial that will undoubtedly be denied.
Throughout the history of the dispute, Mr. Walters has been unwilling to accept any of the
number of practical solutions to his illegal activity. Despite the substantial cost of the illegal
diversion to AFCC and others, Mr. WaJters has been unwilling to help himself. His most recent
efforts to thwart the lawful development of .AFCC's property are nothing more than an attempt to
have American Fork City condone an activuy that js not only illegal but harms the general public.
AFCC and the general public should not be required to bear substantial costs so that Mr. Walters can
continue to operate his business in a manner contrary to law~ particularly when there are practical
and economically viable solutions that will not impact his neighbors or put the public at risk of
flooding and subsidence of the freeway.
Ironically, following the Court's decision, Mr. Walters removed the diversion dam for some
period of time and he was clearly not put out of business. Statements that AFCC is driving him out
of business are not only patently false but disingenuous.
American Fork City should not be put into the position of acting contrary to clear judicial
decision and in so doing, favor a single private enterprise at the expense of neighboring land owners
and the public generally. Allowing Mr. Walters to continue his unlawful activities would have
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tremendous econontic impact not only to AFCC but the city itself. AFCC has the legally protected
right to develop and use its property without trespass from neighboring land owners. Furthermore, such activities would create not only a substantial public threat due to flooding upstream of the
diversion dam during major storm events and the risk of subsidence of the freeway, but would have
environmental effects as well by threatening listed and endangered species located within the
Mitchell Holl.ow drainage area.
We appreciate the opportunity to present the complete facts surrounding Mr. Walters'
activities and your determination to ferret out the truth. We are happy to provide any additional
information or materials necessary to document the history of the dispute and Mr. Walters lack of
legal right to raise the water levels in Mitchell Hollow Stream and trespass on private property.

Very Truly Yours, ..

JZS.~
JohnS. Flitton
Attorney for AFCC

cc:

American Fork City Council
Jeff Woodbury
Lynn Woodbury
Richard Mendenhall
Brent A. Bohman
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JULy 23 ' 2002
*AMENDED -NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on July
23, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:30p.m.
6:40p.m.
6:50p.m.

7:00 p.m.

7:10p.m.

7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding an amendment to the Development Code
relating to off street parking.
Receiving of public comment regarding a site plan for Deseret Industries at 435
South 500 East.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement ofthe property in the
Gasser Annexation consisting of 4.78 acres at 1195 East 50 South in the PO- l
zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement ofthe property in the
Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50 South in the Rl-9000
and R2-7500 zones.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Ford
No . 2 Annexation consisting of2.477 acres at 938 South 470 East in the GC-2
zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement ofthe property in the
Frank Brown annexation consisting of 4 .829 acres at 1100 South 400 East in the
PI-1 zone.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Report of the American Fork Parks Improvement Taskforce.
Report by Councilmember Belmont on the City' s Code Enforcement efforts .
Report of the Cemetery Committee.
Report ofthe City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

* 1.
*2.
3.

4.

Review and action on the purchase of the SwitchPoint Broadband Internet System.
Review and action on a recycling program for American Fork City.
Review and action on the Gasser Annexation consisting of 4.78 acres at 1195 East 50
South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the PO-l
zone, and the annexation agreement.
Review and action on the Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50
South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the Rl-9000
and R2-7500 zones, and the annexation agreement.

5.

6.

7.
8.

*9.

10.
11 .

12.
13.
14.
15 .
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Review and action on the Ford No.2 Annexation consi sting of2.477 acres at 938 South
470 East including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the propetty in the GC-2
zone, and the annexation agreement.
Review and action on the Frank Brown Annexation consisting of 4.829 acres at 1100
South 400 East including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the propetty in the
PI-1 zone, and the armexation agreement.
Review and action on a Resolution amending the off-street parking requirements in the
downtown area.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD ' s
including 1) plat approval ; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a. Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for Deseret Industries
at 435 South 500 East.
b. Review and action on an Ordinance approving Temple Meadows PUD Plat C
which includes an amendment to Temple Meadows PUD Plat A Units 107 to 114
and Temple Meadows PUD Plat B Units 153 to 156.
Consideration and action on a request by Miller Weingarten regarding the satisfactory
resolution of boundary disputes between the Adams and Kawakami properties for the
AJpine Valley Center at 608 West Main Street.
Review and action on a Resolution oflntent to create American Fork City, Utah, Special
Improvement District No. 2002-1 at 608 West Main Street.
Review and action on a Resolution approving going to bid on items defined in the
reimbursement agreement for the American Fork City, Utah, Special Improvement
District No. 2002-1 at 608 West Main Street.
Review and action on the buy/sell agreement with Heritage Management Inc. for the old
hosp ital at 350 East 300 North.
Review and action on the granting of a Class A Beer License to Kyle Kennedy- Speedy
Turtle Petroleum at l 05 East Main Street.
Rep01t and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the June 25, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the July 9, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the July 18, 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 22 day of July, 2002.

ll_ K.
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Richard M .Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIT..,
JULy 23, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on July
23, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:30 p.m.
6:40p.m.
6:5 0p.m.

7:00p.m.

7: 10p.m.

7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding an amendment to the Development Code
relating to off street parking.
Receiving of public comment regarding a site plan for Deseret Industries at 435
South 500 East.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Gasser Annexation consisting of 4.78 acres at 11 95 East 50 South in the PO-l
zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50 South in the R1-9000
and R2-7500 zones.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement ofthe property in the Ford
No. 2 Annexation consisting of2.477 acres at 938 South 470 East in the GC-2
zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement ofthe property in the
Frank Brown annexation consisting of 4.829 acres at 1100 South 400 East in the
PI-1 zone.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Pledge of All egiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public co mment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Introduction of the American Fork Royalty .
Report of the American Fork Parks Improvement Taskforce.
Report by Councilmember Belmont on the City' s Code Enforcement efforts.
Report ofthe Cemetery Committee.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor' s report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.

Review and action on the Gasser Annexation consisting of 4.78 acres at 11 95 East 50
South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement ofthe property in the PO-l
zone, and the annexation agreement.
Review and action on the Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50
South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the Rl-9000
and R2-7500 zones, and the annexation agreement.

I
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11 .
12.
13 .
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Dated

Review and action on the Ford No. 2 Annexation consisting of2.477 acres at 938 South
470 East including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the GC-2
zone, and the annexation agreement.
Review and action on the Frank Brown Annexation consisting of 4.829 acres at 1100
South 400 East including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the
PI-1 zone, and the annexation agreement.
Review and action on a Resolution amending the off-street parking requirements in the
downtown area.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval ; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for Deseret Industries
at 43 5 South 500 East.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving Temple Meadows PUD Plat C
which includes an amendment to Temple Meadows PUD Plat A Units 107 to 114
and Temple Meadows PUD Plat B Units 153 to 156.
Review and action on a Resolution oflntent to create American Fork City, Utah, Special
Improvement District No. 2002-1 at 608 West Main Street. ./
Review and action on a Resolution approving going to bid on items defined in the
reimbursement agreement for the American Fork City, Utah, Special Improvement
District No . 2002-1 at 608 West Main Street. Y
Review and action on the purchase ofthe SwitchPoint Broadband Internet system.
Review and action on a recycling program for American Fork City.
Review and action on the buy/sell agreement with Heritage Management Inc. for the old
hospital at 350 East 300 North.
Review and action on the granting of a Class A Beer License to Kyle Kennedy- Speedy
Turtle Petroleum at 105 East Main Street.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Repmt and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the June 25, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the July 9, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the July 18, 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.
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Richard M .Colbom
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JULy 23 ' 2002
PUBLIC HEARJNG - 6:30 P .M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING AN
AMENDMENT TO THE DEVELOPMENT CODE RELATING TO OFF STREET PARKING
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on July 23, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:00 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, Ricky Storrs, and *Keith Blake. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Clarke
McFarlane, Barbara Christiansen, and 8 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding off
street parking in the dow ntown area. He asked for comments.
Rod Despain stated that the copy that was in the packets had the identification map omitted. That
was provided now to the Council.
Bill Jacob stated that his copy did not have the map. Rod Despain provided him an updated
version. He asked about item three and if it meant that if the building was 2000 feet or greater,
this did not apply.
Rod Despain stated that an expansion beyond 2000 square feet was more than just an incidental
increase. That equated to ten parking spaces. If the expansion required more than 10 additional
spaces it was too much.
Councilman Hampton felt that the language was not clear as to an expansion of 2000 square feet
or up to 2000 square feet.
*Councilman Blake an·ived .
Rod Despain would clarify some of the language.
Bill Jacob felt it was a pretty good ordinance as it was written.
Mr. Despain noted that the intent was that any increase that required more than 10 spaces would
not come under this. Mr. Jacobs required about 7 or 8 spaces. If it was limited to just 2000
square feet including what was there, it did not solve the problem.
Councilman Hampton asked that instead of" in excess of' it be changed to "by more than." He
had read it originally the way it was intended but he could see the other interpretation as well.
There was no other comment and the hearing was concluded at 6:38p. m.
PUBLIC HEARJNG - 6:40 P.M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING A
SITE PLAN FOR DESERET INDUSTRIES AT 435 SOUTH 500 EAST
1

The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on July 23, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:40 p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with Mr. & Mrs. Glenn Roundy, George Brown, John D ester, and 1 additional citizen.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
site plan for Deseret Industries at 43 5 South 500 East. He asked for comments.
John Weaver with PGA& W (Pasker Gould Ames & Weaver) Architects explained that this was a
new facility containing 49,000 square feet with LDS Family Services and LDS Employment
Services Offices. It would be constructed of painted concrete masonry with a split face.
Rod Despain explained that the site was immediately south of Cascade Shadows Nursery.
Councilman Blake asked if this was the same design as the new one in Las Vegas.
A gentleman stated that it had a lot of similarities.

Mr. Weaver continued that they would start construction this year and finish it next year.
Clarke McFarlane noted that Cascade Shadows Nursery had occupied some of the area and they
would be locating to a different location. There was ample parking and the necessary
landscaping. They had met with UDOT and have permission for one entrance on the south from
500 East Street. The extension of 400 South to the east had been approved and they would have
two entrances off of 400 South.

Mr. McFarlane continued that by Ordinance the Deseret Industries would be responsible to
construct half of 400 South plus five or seven feet north of the center line. Deseret Industries
proposed to build curb and gutter on the north and t ake asphalt to it. Sidewalk would not be
constructed on the north at this time. He observed that the sidewalk on the west, adjacent to 500
East Street was lower than the road surface. They will replace it with an at grade slightly
meandering sidewalk.
Councilman Blake asked about the plan for donation traffic.
Clarke McFarlane explained that it would be to the south and have two lanes.
Mayor Barratt noted that 400 South Street would end at their east property line.
Rod Despain added that 400 South Street would be a collector class road. At some point in time
it would continue to the east.
It was noted that the new facility would about double the floor space of the current faci lity.
Family Services would be on the north and Employment Services would be on the south .
With the comments concluded the hearing ended at 6:53 p.m.
2

PUBLIC HEARING-6:50P.M .- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE GASSER ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF
4.78 ACRES AT 1195 EAST 50 SOUTH IN THE PO-l ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on July 23 , 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6 :53 p.m. T hose present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with five additional citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
placement of the property in the Gasser Annexation in the P0-1 zone. He asked for comments.
R od Despain explained that this had been reviewed previously and it was a modified request. It
was thought originally that it would be an independent facility for senior housing. Later it was
decided that a skilled nursing facility was preferred and the zone requested was changed t o the
PO-l zone. This project was at the boundary ofPieasant Grove. There were two adjacent
prope1ties that were in the annexation process that would be a part of th.is project.
A drawing of the proposed elevation of the building was presented by Mr. Allen Day. The facility
was proposed t o be 55,000 square feet.
There being no further comment the hearing closed at 7:00 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING - 7 :00P.M . - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE VACHER ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF
7.99 ACRES AT 755 EAST 50 SOUTH IN THE Rl-9000 AND R2-7500 ZONES
The American Fork City Council met in a fourth public hearing on July 23 , 2002, in the City Hall,
comm encing at 7 :00p.m. T hose present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Rod Despain, Howard Denney, Terry Fox, Jim Hardy, Bruce
Carter, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, George Brown, John Dester, Mr. & Mrs. Jim Phelps, Clarke
McFarlane, Mr. & Mrs. Glenn Roundy, Reed Pagliarinj, Barbara Christiansen, and 16 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
placement of the property in the Vacher Annexation in the Rl-9000 and R2-7500 zones. He
asked for comments.
Developer John Dester reported that the number of units was down from 62 to 38 to conform to
the R2-7500 request. He had worked to create some plans that were both one and two levels.
This was not the same as what he was proposing on the Carlisle property.
Mayor Barratt asked if these would be sold individually. Mr. Dester responded that they wou ld
be.
Mr. Dester explained that the road would be a public street through out. This was a subdivision
with no homeowners association as there would be no common area.
3

Gle1m Roundy presented a petition that was signed and read by 47 prope11y owners. They
wanted R1-9000 and not R2-7500 because there was no homeowners association that would
make them keep them up. The road was not wide enough for children to walk. People who live
there did not want to move to Highland . The town paper in February rep01ted that there would
be a "footprint in the sand" where there would not be this type of development east side of Tel
Electronics. That footprint was going to change. That road was a collector road . He had seen
when they diverted traffic from State Street or the freeway, bumper-to-bumper traffic moving at 5
miles per hour. They requested that the Council listen to the homeowners of American Fork.
They appreciated the work the Council did.
Reed Pagliarini commented that he lived in a box canyon right now. On the east side of his home
there were massive town homes. People look over the wall into his property. There was
Gunther's jun.kyard behind him and large commercial buildings to the west. His property was
closed off and now worth nothing. This annexation would be another slap in the face. The town
homes were nice and clean now but would not always be. If they were individual homes, he
would have no problem. He suggested that fifty percent of the town homes would be purchased
and then rented . He restored his home American Fork and no one seemed to care.
Mrs. Glenn Roundy stated her high respect for the Council and expressed her opinion on the
development. When she left here she had to drive through almost a ghetto to get home through
Duff Shelley' s business on the street and Burrell's who pumped out dust from the cement place
daily. To the north ofBurrell's there was a development that was not finished. Contractors did
not always keep their word. The town homes were out by the street. There was a car out on a
45-degree angle that was out in the street. She reported her understanding that when the property
was sold Mr. Vacher was going to move away. The Council was elected to make good decisions.
Mrs. Roundy added that they did not need Internet; they needed pressurized irrigation. They do
not need all the open space taken away. They need a good place to live. She reported that they
had talked with the Mayor ofHighland who commented that he did not understand American
Fork. Highland was doing everything in its power to keep town houses and rentals out of
Highland so that it was a place people would want to come and live. She asked that American
Fork put a moratorium against town houses and rentals. That was what American Fork had
become.
A gentleman stated that those that were younger and had children needed places for their children
to move into at some point. They were not going to be able to afford the bigger homes and he
did not want to have to drive hundreds of miles to see his kids.
There be no other conunent, the hearing concluded at 7:14 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:10P.M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE FORD NO. 2 ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF
2.477 ACRES AT 938 SOUTH 470 EAST IN THE GC-2 ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a fifth public hearing on July 23, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:14p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing.
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Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
placement of the property in the Ford No. 2 Annexation in the GC-2 zone. It was behind the
Highland Furniture building. He asked for comments.
Councilman Blake asked what the intended use of the property was.
Rod Despain responded that no use had been identified. It was the remainder ofthe front parcel.
There were no additional comments and the hearing concluded at 7:18 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:20P.M . - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE FRANK BROWN ANNEXATION
CONSISTING OF 4.829 ACRES AT 1100 SOUTH 400 EAST IN THE PI-1 ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a sixth public hearing on July 23, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:20p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with Mary Kawakami, David Robinson, and 8 additional citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
placement of the property in the Frank Brown Annexation in the PI-1 zone. This was across the
street from the Beehive Clothing Plant. He asked for comments.
There being no comment the hearing was closed at 7:23 p.m.
Mayor Barratt reported some items had been stricken from the agenda including the introduction
of the American Fork Royalty, the report of the American Fork Parks Improvement Taskforce,
the SwitchPoint item, which would most likely be addressed within the next seven days, and the
Heritage buy/sell agreement.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on July 23, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Jim Hardy, Terry Fox, Kevin
Bennett, Lynne Yocom, Bruce Carter, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Mr. & Mrs. Glenn Roundy, Mary
Kawakami, Clarke McFarlane, Mr. & Mrs. Jim Phelps, David Robinson, John Dester, George
Brown, Reed Pagliarini, Judy Price, Barbara Christiansen, and 26 citizens.
Scout Mitchell Vance led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Jim Hardy offered the
prayer.
TWENTY-:tvrrNUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD-LIMITED TO TWO :tvrrNUTES PER
PERSON
M ayor Barratt repeated those items that were off the agenda as was reported previously.
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Bill Jacob asked if the public would be able to receive a copy ofthe SwitchPoint and Heritage
agreements. Mayor Barratt responded that as soon as they get them they would be made
available. He did not believe they would have the SwitchPoint documents available prior to
Monday and the Council would need to look at them. He asked if the Council would be available
on Monday for a special session to take a vote.
Councilmember Belmont expressed a problem with not taking action during a regular meeting
when people were present. No one was going to come to a special meeting for that.
Mayor Barratt stated that if there were no action, the offer would be withdrawn by SwitchPoint.
Councilman Blake suggested Tuesday night.
A gentleman asked w hy the offer would be withdrawn.
Mayor Barratt explained that they had another offer.
Lynne Yocom reported that the company was going to be sold and this asset would be included if
they did not have a contract prior to August 1, 2002.
Bill Jacob asked w hat was so secretive that they could not get the information out.
Mayor Barratt stated that they met with the attorneys yesterday that were working on that.
George Brown asked what the purchase price was.
Kevin Bennett reported that was part of the problem. T hat was why they did not have a
document tonight. The price had not been tentatively agreed upon .
George Brown stated that in the franchise agreement he thought that if it was abandoned, it went
to the City. Why then was the City going to buy it?
Kevin Bennett explained that it was not abandoned . They had been providing service to public
buildings.
George Brown asked if the City paid for the service.
Mayor Barratt responded that the service the City was provided was at no charge.
Councilmember Belmont noted that three people left when it was atmounced that SwitchPoint
was off the agenda. She felt they were knowledgeable and she would like them to be in
attendance when the decision was made. The citizens needed to be involved.
George Brown asked if any elected official or appointed officials had stock in AirS witch .
No one present responded that they did.
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Councilman Blake thought that it would be good for Kevin Bennett to review the abandonment
ISSUe.

Kevin Bennett responded that it had not been aband oned and was being used today by City
buildings.
Councilman Hampton suggested that they have the meeting on Tuesday and they make copies of
the documents that would be discussed Tuesday night available on Monday for anyone who
would care to study them and make recommendations to the Council on Tuesday.
Mayor Barratt was not sure that they would have the documents on Monday. They would make
the documents available when they get them.
Councilman Blake suggested that the meeting be held at 7:00p.m.
Bill Jacob asked if SwitchPoint was a publicly traded company. Councilman Blake responded that
he understood that they were not.
REPORT OF THE AMERICAN FORK PARKS IMPROVEMENT TASKFORCE
This item was removed from the agenda.
REPORT BY COUNCILMEMBER BELMONT ON THE CITY' S CODE ENFORCEMENT
EFFORTS
Councilmember Belmont reported in two parts. 1) Many months ago she had asked the Council
to consider copying the Ordinance from Provo City that was working very weUwhich Spanish
Fork and Orem were now using. She asked for a cleanup about 18 months ago . The City
Administrator had asked if she would make a list of the twelve worse places in town that needed
to be cleaned up . She made that list and they were supposed to look back on it after 12 months.
It now had been 18 months. Some ofthose places did not look any different. She felt that during
that time another ten could be added to the list. She would like to bring the Ordinance up again in
the future.
2) Ticketing of vehicles on City streets. It was 48 hours that were allowed, then it was 72 hours.
Ch.iefFox stated that State Code was 24 hours. The City was a little more friend ly and allowed
72 hours.
Council member Belmont continued that many people bought everything they saw and lived on a
lot too small to accommodate RV's, trai lers, work vehicles, school buses, and transport trucks.
What could be done? Do those that obey Ordinances have any recourse? She believed that when
the vehicle was parked too long, Jim Hardy placed a sticker on it that said "Abandoned Vehicle."
Some comply and some do not. The semi near her home was unwanted.
Councilmember Belmont added that Enforcement Officer Jim Hardy had issued a ticket to a
gentl eman that had a trailer with four wave runners on it. The man complied and got it off the
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street. Then the man drove around town and saw that a lot were not complying. He went to the
police statio n and the Officer he spoke said that they did not enforce those Ordinances. That was
just Mrs. Belmont. She just wants to get that stuff off the street. She did not appreciate that.
ChiefFox asked who the Officer was and he would deal with it.
Councilmember Belmont responded that she knew w ho the gentleman was but she did not know
who the Officer was. If the Ordinance was not enforced, why was it on the books? It was not
right for people to be told that the City did not enforce those Ordinances. She would like to see
the enforcement tried a little harder.
Jim Hardy explained that for the abandoned powered vehicles the City was doing pretty good .
The police were doing w hat they could. It was the R V type vehicles that were difficult. Every
street had o ne. Ifyou cannot drive it, it had no business being parked on the street.
Councilmember Belmont explained that she was very accommodating to anyone that called . She
would like to see the City enforce the Ordinances. There was a trailer on 400 East that had been
there for three years. It was not fair to those who tried to be good neighbors. When the
gentleman was told that they did not enforce those, she was frustrated. There was a red sports
car near her home on blocks that had been there for three weeks. She wanted to give Jim Hardy
as much help as possible. It was not just Mrs. Belmont. Everyone was li stened to.
Jim Hardy stated that he would tag the vehicle and then he turned it to the police and within 72
hours it should be moved. Even if t hey tag was removed, the police still had a record of it.
Councilmember Belmont stated that she would give the Police Chief the li st that she kept in her
car. Those o n the list had been there for months and months and some had weeds growing under
them.
Mayor Barratt asked for an example.
Councilmember Belmont reported that it was an abandoned house with an abandoned vehicle.
Mayor Barratt reminded the Cou ncil that particular item came to the City Council and they did
not want to take any action on threat of legal action.
Councilmember Belmont felt it should be pursued.
Jim Hardy noted that from November to March it was illegal to leave o n RV type vehicles on the
street due to snow removal. In the summer t ime he did not know w hat the City's stance was.
He thought it would be helpful to specifically decide what was allowed and w hat was not. Some
have several on the street. It seemed to him RV's o ught to be parked on the owner's property.
Councilman Hampton suggested that they di scuss this at a work session to t alk through these
tssues.
ChiefFox noted that the 72 hours was something that came from the governing body.
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Mayor Barratt stated that they definitely need some help there.
REPORT OF THE CEMETERY COMMITTEE
Mary Kawakarn.i stated that American Fork had the World ' s best Mayor and Council. They count
on them and they loved them very much. The Cemetery Committee needed their help. In their
advertising budget, they arranged to give a beret to them for the 2002 American Fork H eritage
and History Pageant. The berets were for sale. They did not purchase these with tax doll ars.
They also had some pre-purchases.
David Robinson noted that the P ageant was this Friday, Saturday, and Monday. It was the place
to be. It was family entertainment. The cost was $5 for a family or $1 per individual.
Councilman Hampton noted that it was its third year.
Cemetery Chairman Judy Price explained that it was a living history of those buried in the
Cemetery. There would also be horse and buggy rides and ice cream. It was said that the
Cemetery Committee was the " liveliest Committee in town." She introduced one of the
entertainers Steven Roll who gave a short presentation through song. There was general
applause.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADl\lllNlSTRATOR
City Administrator Carl WanJass reminded the Council of two other meetings. Thursday, July 25,
2002, at 9:00a.m. to consider an executive session to discuss litigation and on Tuesday, August
6, 2002, at 6:00 p.m. on the proposed tax increase.
Councilman Hampton commented that there would also be a Special Session on July 30, 2002, at
7:00 p.m. regarding SwitchPoint.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Blake expressed appreciation for the great events of the Celebration this past week.
Some traditions have been established that made it a marvelous thing. Next year would be the
150th year of the organization of the City and he would like to see some special effort made and
get wide input from the community as to what kinds of things could be done. They could hang
some banners.
Councilman Storrs thanked all the citizens and the volunteers that helped with the Steel Days and
the staff and employees. He thanked Councilman Blake and Carl Wanlass for the ente1tainment at
the end of the 5K Race.
Councilman Hampton echoed the previous remarks and expressed thanks to Claire Padilla and
those on the Committee and especially the American Fork Symphony. It was a packed house.
Also, the fireworks were spectacular. He applauded all those who had anything to do with the
organization of Steel Days.
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Councilmember Belmont was thankful for the firework s as it was about the only thing she saw
due to some previous family commitments. She had heard a lot of great things about Steel Days.
Councilman Hunter thanked the Steel Days Committee for their hard work.
MAYOR' S REPORT
Mayor Barratt expressed that he thought Steel Days, especially the Variety Show and the
Symphony, were unbelievable. He repo1ted that they had received many compliments on the
fireworks and the Fire Department was to be commended on the way they were set up. The
a1tists that performed at the Variety Show were very, very good. The burn out was packed.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PURCHASE OF THE SWITCHPOINT BROADBAND
INTERNET SYSTEM
This item was off the agenda and would be addressed on July 30, 2002 at 7:00p.m.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RECYCLING PROGRAM FOR AMERICAN FORK CITY
Councilman Hampton asked if a representative ofBFI were present. There were some items in
the proposal from BFI that he would like to see addressed. The proposal in general was sound,
but he would like to have this rescheduled for next council meeting and specifically request a
response from BFI to the fo llowing:
Options regarding a smaller trash bin if they were going to have a recycling bin as well.
Smaller bin, smaller cost?
A commitment of cost instead of a range.
Actual cost ofthe recycling bin.
Also, he would like to see the establishment by the City of an adjustment committee comprised of
citizens who would consider hardship situations and make recommendations regarding hardships.
Mayor Barratt asked for a work session to discuss and fine tune the recycling proposal and
adjustment and invite BFI. Also, at the work session they would discuss the enforcement
Ordinance and some items with that.
The work session would be on August 8, 2002, at 3:00 p.m. Councilman Hunter stated that he
would be out of town.
Councilman Hampton encouraged all in the community to be at the work session w ho had an
interest in recycling.
Bill Jacob asked ifthe recycling program was a mandatory participation.
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Mayor Barratt stated that was what was proposed.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE GASSER ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 4.78 ACRES
AT 1195 EAST 50 SOUTH INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE PO-l ZONE, AND THE ANNEXATION
AGREEMENT

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-07-21 including 1) Approval of
the Gasse•· Annexation with instruction to the Recorder to withhold •·ec01·ding the
annexation plat pending the verification of all required materials and submittal of a site
plan for the skilled nursing facility; 2) Approval of the annexation agreement; 3) Approval
of the placement of the annexation area into the PO-l, Pt·ofessional Office zone.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE VACHER ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 7.99 ACRES
AT 755 EAST 50 SOUTH INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXAITON,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE Rl-9000 AND R2-7500 ZONES, AND THE
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Mayor Barratt noted that it was within the proposed master plan of w hat it could be used for.
The neighbors proposed single-family housing according to their petition.
Mayor Barratt continued that he felt that first the proposal, the PUD concept where the
association would take care of the property, was the best proposal. This proposal was not a good
way to develop that property. He added that what Mayor Barratt might think, was not necessarily
what had to happen. He felt the first proposal would be maintained and was far better than this
and better than single-family dwellings. That was his feeling.
Mrs. Richin noted that you ran t hat chance with anyone that was going to build a home as to how
they were going to take care of their home. She stated that she could hardly get out of her
driveway onto 50 South Street.
Mayor Barratt noted that 50 South Street was scheduled for improvement in about five years.
Mrs. Richin rep01ted that she took an uncomf01table ride in an ambulance on that road in 1985
and that it had not been improved since and suggested that the City and County combine to do
something.
Jolm Dester noted that he had done 18 projects this size or larger and there was not one that
looked bad today. The landscaping grew up and the homeowners association maintained it. He
did not build for them to be rentals. The setbacks were equal to Lee's or Candice's homes. It
was not crowded up to the street. Hi s project, the Colonies in Orem, was still a very popular
place to live. It got better with age.
Mr. Dester continued that there was a large map downstairs that showed where it was proposed
commercial could go and it went included Jim & Lynn Phelps' home which was next door to Lee
Vacher's. He did not believe Lee and Marilyn Vacher had asked anythjng unreasonable. He had
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been working on this for a year. He thought that R-2 or R-3 was a great transition zone. Hi s
work spoke for itself. He felt that the R-3 layout was the best and it was Lee's and Marilyn' s
favorite .
Councilmember Belmont noted that two weeks ago there was a single-family home project laid
out on the site.
John Dester stated that there were a lot of commercial and industrial in the area.
Glenn R oundy stated that it was proposed for R-3 and was turned down by the citizens. He
asked why someone from the planning board wou ld call the petitioners. T his meeting was in
regard to R-1 that included the two Vacher homes and R-2 that was the rentals. He had more
property than Vacher' s and had been offered a considerable amount of money for their property.
E nough was enough. All on the petition had read it. It was not only those that lived on the
street, but those in the whole area.
Reed Pagli arini stated that he could not see east, west, or south. He was told by the Council at
one time during the process with Gunther's that the City would own his property and distribute as
they saw fit. He was made to feel bad about his property. That was cmel. H e stated t hat he was
infuriated. Cou ncilman Blake had been to his home and looked out his back door. lt used to be a
pleasant place to live and that was w hy he bought the house and restored the home in American
Fork.

Councilman Storrs moved to deny the annexation. Councilmember Belmont seconded the
motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Belmont, Hampton, and
Storrs. Nay, Councilman Hunte•·. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FORD NO. 2 ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 2.477
ACRES AT 938 SOUTH 470 EAST INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE GC-2 ZONE, AND THE ANNEXATION
AGREEMENT

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-07-22 including 1) Approval of
the Ford No.2 Annexation with instmction to the Recorder to withhold recording the
annexation plat pending verification of all required deeds and water rights, 7 acre feet; 2)
Approval of the annexation agreement relating the•·eto; and 3) Approval of the placement
of the annexation area into the GC-2 General Commercial zone. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All we•·e in favo•·.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FRANK BROWN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 4.829
ACRES AT 1100 SOUTH 400 EAST INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE PI-1 ZONE, AND THE ANNEXATION
AGREEMENT

Councilman H unter moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-07-23 including 1) Approval of th e
Frank Brown Annexation with instruction to the Recorder to withhold recordin g the
annexation plat pending verification of all required deeds and water rights, 14.4 acre feet;
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2) Approval of the annexation agreement relating thereto; and 3) App•·oval of the
placement of the annexation area into the PI-1 Planned Industrial zone. Councilmember
Belmont seconded the motion. All we•·e in favo.-.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION Al\11ENDING THE OFF STREE T PARKING
REQUIREMENT S IN THE DOWNTOWN AREA

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-07-41R approving the off street
parking requirements in the downtown area with a correction in pa.-ag.-aph 6-3 to replace
" in excess of 2000 square feet" to " by greater than 2000 square feet."
Mayor Barratt explained that the part being added co uld be up to 2000 square feet. It would not
apply to an existing vacant lot.

Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS,
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS ; 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN
THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATION S TO THE PUBLIC AND TO
HAVE THEPLAT RECORDED
a.

R eview and action o n an Ordinance approving the site plan for D eseret Industries at 435
South 500 East
Councilman Hampton believed that some of the conditions had been met based on
comments made by those representing the project. If they have it was understood that it
was done, but they would be included in the motion.

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-07-24 approving the final
site plan for the Dese•·et lndustl"ies building subject to:

1. Receipt of a revised site plan showing:
a. Easement over sewer laterals connecting to the mainline at the south
boundary of the p•·operty.
b. Addition of radius at the southeast corner of the parking lot and planter
stl·ips.
c. Addition of tt·ees in landscape plan along the south bounda•-y of the
property.
d. Addition of fencing along the south and east bounda•-y of the project.
e. Addition of barricades at the east end of 400 South Street.
2. E vidence of apJl•·oval for demolition of existing structures.
3. Receipt of a bond for all public improvements.
4. Water rights of 16.2 acre feet.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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b.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Temple M eadows PUD Plat C which
includes an amendment to Temple Meadows PUD Plat A Units l07 to 114 and Temple
Meadows PUD Plat B U nits 153 to 156
Councilman H ampton observed that the homeowners presented some concerns to the
Council recently regarding the status of the development and the situation on each of the
three bonds that Mr. Mackey related. H e had a question in his mind if what was being
proposed was consistent w ith what they were told and whether moving ahead with this
action jeopardized the successful conclusion of the matter.
Rod D espain stated that Plat C proposed to take three four-unit structures and change the
footprint. There was no change in the number of units and no change in the approximate
location of the building. It was basically a change in the style ofbuilding. Mr. Kirk had
purchased this four-pl ex area. They have a consent form from those in Plats A and B that
was a requirement for this to go forward . That had been satisfied. In the Planning
Commission review, if everyone signed and was in agreement, they could go forward .
That procedure had been fo llowed.
Councilman Hampton asked if all the homeowners had signed off on that.
M r. Mackey stat ed that he was aware that some had not signed off. It was stat ed that
signatures were obtained by stating one thing to one and something else to another. M r.
Kirk made those assurances and had gone ahead on changing the direction of access on
107 to 110. H e thought that the homeowners in general were somewhat irate because it
was obscured to them or not disclosed to them by DR Horton that there were to be lots
there. However, the plat map was clearly posted in Mr. Henage's trailer. What was filed
with the County was that they were not to give the appearance of a quad unit. M any were
upset to see the garages extended out, which was a violation of the CC& R's. On the one
hand they would like to see more homeowners come in. T hese were plans that were
approved by the City long before they came in. He did not feel that there was anything
that could be done. They still had the concern regarding the bonds.
Kevin Bennett reported that he was in contact with Wells Fargo Bank. He did not know
w hat the time frame for conclu sion would be.
Mr. Mackey asked t hat they at least see the delineation of the bonds.

Howard Denney stated that detail was available in his office.
Rod Despain noted t hat if it was the representati on that all of the owners did not sign the
consent agreement, then that was fatal to thi s action.
Mayor Barratt asked that Rod Despain go and retrieve the consent agreement. He would
move on with the agenda and come back to it later in the meeting.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION OF INTENT TO CREATE AMERICAN
FORK CITY. UTAH. SPECIAL ThtlPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 2002-1 AT 608 WEST
MAIN STREET
A Certificate of Compliance with the Open Meeting Law was provided to the Council.
Carl Wanlass explained that this action would sta1i the protest period and set August 27, 2002, to '
hear protests. This mirrored the SID on the Woodbury project.
Councilman Hampton asked if the description was affected by the discussion ofthe Adams and
Kawakami boundary dispute.
Carl Wanlass reported that property was not included in the SID.
Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-07-42R approving the Intent to
Create American Fork Special Imp•·ovement Distt·ict 2002-1 at 608 West Main Street.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All we•·e in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING GOING TO BID ON ITEMS
DEFINED IN THE REIMBURSEMENT AGREEMENT FOR THE AMERICAN FORK.
UTAH. SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 2002-1 AT 608 WEST MAIN STREET
Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-07-43R approving going to bid on
items defined in the reimbursement agreement for the American F ork Special
Improvement District 2002-1 at 608 West Main Street. Councilman Hunter seconded the
motion. All were in favo1·.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE BUY/SELL AGREEMENT WITH HERITAGE
MANAGEMENT INC. FOR THE OLD HOSPITAL AT 350 EAST 300 NORTH
This item was off the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE GRANTING OF A CLASS A BEER LICENSE TO KYLE
KENNEDY - SPEEDY TURTLE PETROLEUM AT 105 EAST MAIN STREET
Mayor Barratt explained that this was the fo rmer location ofMaximart and Trirnart. There was a
new owner.
Councilman Hunte•· moved approval of the Class A Beer License to Kyle Kennedy Speedy Turtle Petroleum at 105 East Main Street. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
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Councilman Hunter reported that the Planning Commission at their July 17, 2002, meeting
approved with conditions a road extension of Harvey Boulevard from Cedar Hills City limits at
900 East 1700 N01th; approved with conditions the placement of a home at 259 North 100 East
in the Historic Overly zone; discussed a request by Simmons Outdoor Media Group to relocate a
billboard in the Utah Valley Business Park at 735 East & I-1 5; discussed a site plan for a cellular
tower at 858 East 11 00 South; approved with conditions a site plan for an LDS Chapel at 1152
North 400 West; approved with conditions the final plat of Temple Springs Subdivision Plat A
consisting of9 lots at 580 Notth 11 00 East; discussed the preliminary plat ofLittle Hill
Subdivision Plat A consisting of 5 lots at 250 West 300 North; approved with conditions the
preliminary and fi nal plats of Adams Court Subdivision Plat A consisting of 2 lots at 151 West
300 North; approved with conditions the preliminary and final plats of the Salazar Estates
Subdivision Plat A consisting of 2 lots at 485 South 100 East; approved a zone change request at
362 South Storrs from the existing RA-1 to the R1-7500 zone; and also discussed t he following:
1) the revised annexation concept plan for Harbor Road Annexation Plat A at 660 South 100
West consisting of9.67 acres, 2) the annexation concept plan for Harbor Road Annexation Plat B
at 900 South 240 West consisting of 153 .62 acres, 3) a proposed zone at 830 Notth 1120 East
from the R 1-9000 & R1-1 5,000 zones to the PR-9000 zone, and 4) Senior H ousing Projects and
Senior Living Communities.
As a result ofthi s meeting a public hearing should be set for August 13,2002, at 7:10p.m. for a
zone change request at 362 South Storrs Avenue from the existing RA- 1 to the R1-7500 zone.
b.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Temple Meadows PUD Plat C which
includes an amendment to Temple Meadows PUD Plat A Units 107 to 114 and Temple
Meadows PUD Plat B Units 153 to 156
Councilman Hampton expressed that at the very least there was a misunderstanding on the
part of some who may have signed feeling that representations were made for the purpose
of getting signatures, at least from some of t he comments.
Councilman Hampton moved that this item be deferred until next Council meeting
and Rod Despain can give a r eport. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.
All were in favoa·.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JUNE 25, 2002, MINUTES
Councilman Blake asked for more time to review the minutes. Councilman Blake moved to
delay approval. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favol".
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JULY 9, 2002, MINUTES
Councilman Hampton moved approval of the July 9, 2002, minutes with some
housecleaning items. (They included on page 11, line 16, change" .. . ground was flat. New
homes would ... " to "ground was flat, new homes would ... " On page 15, line 14, change
" administration" to "Administration.") Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were
in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JULY 18, 2002, WORK SE SSION MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved app•·oval of the July 18, 2002, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion . Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Blake, Hampton, Hunter, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilmember Belmont.
The motion carried.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills, purchase r equests over $1,000, and
the manually prepared checks for June as •·eviewed by the F inance Committee.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON A REQUEST BY MILLER WEINGARTEN
REGARDING THE SATISFACTORY RESOLUTION OF BOUNDARY DISPUTES
BETWEEN THE ADAMS AND KAWAKAMI PROPERTIES FOR THE ALPINE VALLEY
CENTER AT 608 WEST MAIN STREET
Rod D espain explained that there was a boundary confli ct between the Kawakami prope11y and
the adjacent prope11ies that were a part of the Alpine Center. It was the City's policy that in
instances of subdivision boundary conflicts, they needed to be resolved as part of the approval
process. Representatives of the Alpine Valley Center reported that they beli eved their case was
strong and that Kawakami ' s were not willing to return their calls. They want to keep the
opportunity to press their case in the futu re. Staff was unable t o make that commitment to them.
Kevin Bennett stated that he did not know that the Council could do anything either. Under the
Development Code Section 3-8-1 1, it stated that any situation that would create a residual
property needed to be resolved as part of the approval of a subdivision plat. He could not find
anything in the section that gave the Council the latitude t o disregard t he problem.
Mr. Pruitt felt there was no bou ndary dispute in that it was property that was not claimed . No
one had title to it. He had submitted the preliminary plat to the Utah County Recorder and they
had approved it. It was about 400 or 500 square feet. He did not want to be held hostage to
something that was not theirs.

Howard Denney noted that in the past the City had been the receiver of such parcels.
Rod Despain noted that a majority of the prope11y was a gap. T he two descriptions did not come
together. There was a piece, about 6 feet in width, that was an overlap and both deeds cl aimed
ownership of the same piece of property. Mr. Pruitt has drawn the project back to what was
their line, but they still held a claim to six feet even though it was not part of the subdivision. He
added that the County would record anything with a legal description on it. That was not the
question. The question was what the City' s Ordinances were. The solution was to quit claim any
disputed land to the adj acent prope11y owner. They did not want to do that because they believed
they had a claim to it. Under the City' s ordinance it was a derelict parcel.
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Mr. Pruitt explained that in the case ofthe overlap, when they closed they would have title
insurance over t hat property. They pulled back away from overlap and there would be no gap.
With regard to the Adams property, they wou ld be wi lling to quit claim that property. There was
not a derelict parcel left.
Rod Despain felt there was a derelict parcel from where the subdivision plat was proposed and
where the deed showed they own. Any ownership other than the adjacent property owner
constituted a derelict parcel.
Mr. Pruitt stated that it was not pa11 of their development. He would be willing to quit claim the
6.6 feet that Rod Despain was talking about and deliver that into escrow and once they obtain a
certificate of occupancy they would have it recorded .

Kevin Be1mett noted that the subdivision could not be created without taking care ofthe problem.
It was a condition of subdivision.
Councilman Hampton asked the down side of the quit claim without placing it in escrow and just
recording it.
Mr. Pruitt responded that he felt they were giving up property that they owned. It was about 6
feet wide by 400 feet long.
Howard Denney noted that it was a problem in that utilities could not cross.
Rod Despain noted that there had been a similar problem on 900 East and the City learned a
lesson on buffer strips.
Carl WanJass noted that staff could not come up with a solution.
After some further discussion, Councilman Hampton stated that this was the first he had seen it
and recommended that this be on the agenda for Tuesday night and ask staff and the interested
parties to look at it again and try to do it with pleasantries and they could make a decision on
Tuesday.
Mr. Pruitt asked ifth.is was the only condition that still existed.

Rod Despain responded that he believed that it was. He added that virtually all subdivisions had a
similar thing but it was historically handled at the staff level.
Councilman Hampton stated that if it was resolved by Tuesday it could be stricken fi·om the
agenda.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilmember Belmont moved adjournment at 9:39p.m. Councilman Storrs seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
18
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIT,
JULy 25, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on
July 25, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 9:00
a.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.

Review and action on entering into an executive session to discuss litigation.
Adjournment.

Dated this 22 day of July, 2002.
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Richard M.Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JULy 25, 2002
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on July 25, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 9:11 a.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Ricky Storrs, and *Tom Hunter. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Kevin Bennett, Terry Fox, and Kristin Van Ormond .
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO DISCUSS
LITIGATION

Councilman Storrs moved to enter into an executive session to discuss litigation.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers
Belmont, Blake, Hampton, and Storrs. Absent, Councilman Hunter. The motion canied.
The American Fork City Council entered into an executive session at 9: 14 a.m. to discuss
litigation. Those present in the executive session included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers
Blake, Storrs, Hampton, and Belmont. Councilman Hunter was expected shortly. Also present
were City Admjnistrator Carl Wanlass, Police CruefTerry Fox, City Attorney Kevin Bennett,
Legal Counsel Kristin Van Ormond, and City Recorder Richard Colborn. The executive session
was audiotape recorded as required by State Code.
Councilmember Belmont at 10:00 a.m. asked to be excused from the executive session to keep an
appointment and she was excused.
*Councilman Hunter never did arrive.
The executive session concluded at 10:15 a.m.

Councilman Storrs moved to return to special session at 10:15 a.m. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. Voting was as follows : Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Hampton, and
Storrs. Absent, Councilmembers Belmont and Hunter. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 10:15 a.m. Councilman Hampton seconded the
motion. Voting was as follows : Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Hampton, and Storrs.
Absen~ou~:me~mont and H unte... The motion caJ"J"ied.

Richard M. Colborn, City Recorder

A1vJERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JULY 30, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Counci l will meet in a special session on
July 30, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:00
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.

Pledge of Al legiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call .
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.

3.

4.

Review and action on the purchase of the SwitchPoint Broadband Internet System.
Review and action on a request by Miller Weingarten regarding satisfactory resolution of
boundary disputes between the Adams and Kawakami properties for the Alpine Valley
Center at 608 West Main Street.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving Temple Meadows PUD Plat C which
includes an amendment to Temple Meadows PUD Plat A Units 107 to 114 and Temple
Meadows PUD Plat B Units 153 to 156.
Adjournment.

Dated this 26 day of July, 2002.
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Richard M .Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL NlEETING MINUTES
JULy 30, 2002
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on July 30, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:04p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Howard Denney, Kevin Bennett, Jay Christensen, Richard Colborn, Lynne Yocom,
Terry Fox, Yvonne Rodriguez Hogle, M arsha Livingston, George Brown, Barbara Christiansen,
Jess Green, and 14 citizens.
Councilmember Belmont led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman Hunter
offer the prayer.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PURCHASE OF THE SWITCHPOINT BROADBAND
INTERNET SYSTEM
Mayor Barratt introduced Yvonne Rodriguez Hogle legal counsel from Ballard Spahr Andrews &
Ingersol who, on behalf of the City, had been involved in reviewing the SwitchPoint agreement.
Yvonne Hogle explained that they were brought in to make sure the purchase came about in a
legal way and that all the t's were crossed and the i' s were dotted. It began as a very one-sided
agreement on the side of SwitchPoint. Changes were made to protect the City. However, there
were still concerns. 1) There was not an ample due-diligence period to review everything that
needed to be. Sixty to ninety days was typical. They needed to check deeds and easements, and
to make sure there were no li ens, etc. They only had one week. T hey did not have time to review
all of those issues including making sure they had clear title to the assets. There was a provision
that they would assign the rights of way and the easements that they had, particularly the private
easements they had, and record them . It did not mean that they had perfected the rights of way.
If they were not, the City may have to reroute the lines. They did not have an opportunity to
inspect the t elecommunications network, although they were told that City personnel had
extensively reviewed it.
Carl Wanlass noted that SwitchPoint was wo rking today on getting those reco rded.
Keith Anderson from SwitchPoint stated that there were six of them.
Yvonne Hogle commented that just because they were recorded, they were not perfected. A
smaller concern, 2) Part of the assets that would be purchased included a License to use certain
intellectual property owned by SwitchPoint. SwitchPoint did not yet have the patent. That meant
that in the future if a third party claimed partial ownership, they could come forward and ask
American Fork City to stop using the intellectual property. However, that was not really likely.
Yvonne H oyo stated that 3) They did not have an opportunity to see if there were other contracts
out there that would obligate the City. Switchpoint had represented that they had clear title and
l

the City had some protection because of that. Another important issue was 4) Bankmptcy. In the
event that SwitchPoint declared bankruptcy, there could be a problem with having perfected
easements and rights of way considering some of the purchase price would be paid up front. They
would withhold a majority of t he purchase price until marketable title was provided and the
assignments were recorded. If between the time that this agreement was executed and the time of
recording, they went bankrupt, then, potentially the City may not have ownership ofthe
assignments and easements. The Trustee would then make that determination. Those were issues
that could be researched if they had time for due diligence. She stated that it was a great deal
better for the City than the draft provided by SwitchPoint's counsel, Dallas Ma11in.
Councilman H ampton asked why they did not have time to do the due diligence.
Yvonne Hogle did not know. Her instructions from Switch.Point and American Fork City were
that it needed to be executed by August 1. Switchpoint wanted to close as soon as possible. She
did not know the ramifications ifthey did not act now.
Councilman Hampton noted that the 10-year License was different than what he thought they
were purchasing. He thought it was intact and turn key. He asked ifthat was necessary and what
happened after 10 years?
Ms. Hogle noted that after 10 years the City would get to keep all the equipment manufactured
for American Fork City. An additional license probably would not be necessary because in a 10year span she thought the City would have upgraded the system .
Councilman Hampton felt that the City ought to be in control of the length of the L icense.
Councilman Blake added that for switch technology 10 years was a long period. The other
clause, 3.3, allowed for future purchases of new teclmology at 25% of list price and that extended
beyond the 10 years. The previous agreement required the City to upgrade within two years.
T hat was now gone.
Councilman Blake asked if the License could be transferred or assigned .
Yvonne Hogle stated that American Fork City could ask them to consent.
Councilman Blake asked if it extended beyond the City to adjacent areas.
Yvonne H ogle noted that under HB 149, there were ce11ain limitations that the City had to adhere
to.
Councilman Blake understood that the City could not provide the end-user service. They would
need to contract with a commercial company. He asked ifthere was a restriction on geographi cal
boundaries.
Ms . Hogle noted that the City did not have ownership of the network of anything out side of
American Fork City. There was an issue with Provo City. American Fork City had the option to
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purchase the optical fiber line when SwitchPoint met Provo City' s requirements on how to do
that.
Councilman Blake asked what would happen if they did not purchase that.
Lynn Yocom noted that it would not have much affect right now. Their main concern and
backbone was to Orem.
Vern Olson, Utah County Director of Communications, reported that Provo City was real easy to
work with. The County did have an agreement with them. Utah County was limited pretty much
to non-commercial type traffic.
Councilman Blake asked about the escrow account and what triggered the release.
Yvonne Hogle noted that the release of escrow would be the recording of easements and rights of
way. The escrow was addressed in 4.1 and 5.3 talked about the triggers of release.
Councilman Blake commented that 4.3 on liability was not in the previous agreement.
Yvonne Hogle thought it might be a deal breaker for SwitchPoint, but they capitulated. It would
have been a tremendous liability to the City. Provision 4.3 provided protection for the City.
There was also an indemnification in 6.lf, 6.ld, and 6.lh. Provision 8.3 provided for survival of
representatives. There was a separate indemnification for the License under 3 .4.
Councilmember Belmont stated that the attorney had only had it for a week and she was nervous
about that. The problems that were brought up frightened her a little.
Councilman Hunter asked if not having a patent was critical.
Ms. Hogle stated that it was not critical. In the warranty section they represented that they had
authority to grant the License. To the best of SwitchPoint's knowledge there were no other
contracts.
Councilman Hampton asked if there was a copy of the escrow agreement.
Yvonne Hogle stated that there was not. One would be drafted with the intent of having it ready
by August 1.
Councilman Hampton felt that in the escrow agreement things about t he bankruptcy could be
addressed.
Councilman Blake noted that it was not unusual to have a patent pending and thought that the
patent time frame was 17 years.
Yvonne Hogle stated that the patent had been pending since 1992. If SwitchPoint declared
bankruptcy, between the date of the contract and the assignments recorded, then the agreement
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and the purchase price would go to a Tmstee who could decide to set aside the assignment.
However, that likelihood was minimal.
Councilman Hampton felt that the issue of easements was a large one.
Keith Anderson reported that there were only six private easements. Everything else was on
public easements.
Yvonne Hogle stated that if they had time for due diligence that would be researched. T hey could
request that but she was certain they would balk at it because it would delay their receipt of the
purchase price. An escrow agreement did provide protection.
Councilman H ampton asked about revenue generation if they never had any rights in the Provo
segment.
Carl Wanlass noted that the break even was only based on the American Fork area.
Councilmember Belmont asked who was going to run the system and if the City did, how many
more employees would be needed.
Lytme Yocom stated they would have to put out an RFP for an ISP (Internet Service Provider).
Under that contract, servers would be handled, but the City servers would be handled internally.
Councilman B lake noted those costs were in the proposal.
Councilman Storrs noted that SwitchPoint interfered with the City radios and it was still a
problem.
Keith Anderson reported that SwitchPoint had looked into that. They had shut down the system
for a time. It was determined that they amplified the problem, but they were not the source.
Police Chief Terry Fox reported no interference where the lines were in the back yard, but there
was interference when it was mn on poles in the front.
Councilman H ampton asked how long of an escrow period was reasonable.
Ms. Hogle felt that it could be about a week as it only pertained to the assignments.
Jess Green did not see the benefit for the City in an escrow agreement. SwitchPoint ought to
have it ready to sell. It was great benefit to the company to sell to the City. He was interested
now in finding out who the stockholders of the co mpany were who would be the big benefi ciary
of the sale.
Keith Anderson reported that 95% were wealthy people who lived out of the State.
George Brown asked how the City would come up with the $800,000 in a couple of days.
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Carl Wanlass stated that it would come from reserve fund s in the General Fund.
Ms. Hogle explained that about $432,000 would go into escrow. That was the incentive for
SwitchPoint t o perform quickly.
Mr. Brown asked when the City would turn on the system and serve the citizens.

Mayor Barratt did not have an answer. That had not yet been discussed.
George Brown asked why the Council would want to sign a binding agreement for $800,000+ if
they did not know how they were going to run it. What was the financial status of SwitchPoint.
What happened ifthe easements were recorded and the escrow was released and two weeks later
they declared bankruptcy?
Yvonne Hogle responded that the City woul d be okay.
Mr. Brown added that they would be unless someone brought in something from outside that they
did not know about. The due diligence would have taken care of it.
Mayor Barratt agreed that was an excellent point, but he believed that Ms. Hogle had noted that
and the Council understood that.
George Brown suggest ed that they make the contract subject to a due diligence process and it
would also give the City time to get an ISP and make tentative plans to operate the system. He
asked how much beyond the $800,000 purchase price would be needed.
Councilman Blake noted that the business plan showed that it could be implemented with the
current facilities at about $1.2 or $1.3 million .
Lynne Y acorn stat ed that would do the complete upgrade.
A gentleman asked about the network.
Councilmember Belmont invited the gentleman to stand and to express himself. He knew things
that she did not.
The gentleman asked how many people would be needed to man the lines and how much of the
system was direct burial.
Lynne Yocom responded that a majority of the system was hung. She discussed technical aspects
of t he system. She added that the fiber connectivity was viable at this price. Just for local loops
between buildings the City would have to pay about $2,000 per month . When SwitchPoint shut
down the City had their own private network.
George Brown asked ifthe $1.2 million included the $800,000.
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Lynne Yocom was unsure. She stated that they would need about a thousand switches to
upgrade the system and their cost was about $500 per switch, plus there would be some new line
areas. The 3300 series switches utilized marvelous technology.
George Brown asked what the build out would cost.
Ms. Yocom responded that if they did a straight build out right now it would cost $3.551 million .
An upgrade right now would be a savings of$887,000.
George Brown asked what the cost was to set it up and make it work and turn it on.
Lynne Yocom explained that anyone that had been connected before could be turned on. The
cost was roughly within the $1.2 million for the year.
George Brown commented that they did not know what it was going to cost. They were willing
to spend $800,000 for something that was not set up . He would make it a contingency on the
purchase.
Marsha Livingston commented that when she had it, it worked perfectly and it was fast and
efficient. She was in favor of it.
Todd Melvin reported that he had been on SwitchPoint. He did not know what the big rush was.
H e understood that there were two other bids. What would happen if they took over?
Lynne Yocom stated that the City would be off the system and would have no savings on the
local loop.
Mr. Melvin observed that the local franchi se tax might off set that.
A gentleman had SwitchPoint and enj oyed it but it was down twenty percent of the time. He
asked what kind of bandwidth SwitchPoint was using. Did they have to pay for bandwidth and
how much? Also, how much was it going to cost the consumer and how much energy to run each
of the boxes?
Keith Anderson responded that American Fork used about 800 Mhz. It was about $12,000 per
month.
Lynne Yocom stated that the cost to the user was going to be between $40 and $45 per month .
She did not have the energy cost at her fingeiiips, but that figure had been provided.
The gentleman reported that he had now spent $500 to convert over to Qwest. Why would he
want to go back?
M s. Yocom responded that he might not want to . That service might be satisfacto ry for his
needs. The speed was the big offer. If they got back half of what was connected, that would be
enough. Fiber had a lifespan of about twenty years.
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Another gentleman commented that the City would be receiving about $97,000 worth of physical
items. He asked about the due diligence.
Mayor Barratt stated that was something George Brown wanted to see. He asked Yvonne Hogle
if it could be put in the agreement.
Ms. Hogle was sure that SwitchPoint would object and it might kill the whole deal, but they could
put it in there.
Carl Wanlass stated that w ithout the agreement, the City would be cut off and have to look for
another provider.
Lynne Yocom explained that she was trying to protect all the connections that the City had up
and going. When it was switched off they would need to find connectivity and it would cost
about $2,000 per month and that did not include the local loop charges.
Mayor Barratt noted that Ms. Yocom had explained that if the City purchased it just for its own
use, it could be justified.
Lane Kiriyama expressed that he was strongly in favor of the SwitchPoint purchase as there was a
strong demand for high-speed broadband services. He owned and helped operate a wireless ISP
in Pleasant Grove. They had been eyeing the American Fork market for quite a while. He felt it
would be a great purchase for the City. As an ISP he was very interested in bidding on
subcontracts and in being part of the process. There was a lot of potential to interact with that
system. H e felt that the penetration was greater if it was a municipality that was backing a system
versus a private contractor.
Mayor Barratt asked for the Council to determine direction.
Councilman Hampton was nervous about handing over $347,817 when they signed wit hout
having an answer to all of the questions that had been raised. He was not comfortable. He asked
if a petition had been provided from the "techies" as they had stated in a previous meeting.
Lynne Yocom st ated that there was not one.
A gentleman asked if they got the line back, how mu ch was the fiber worth.
Ms. Yocom responded that the fiber structure valued out in the mjllions of dollars.
Councilman Hampton asked Carl Wanlass that for the fi scal year ending June 30, 2003, how
much more would they be expending if they purchased the system.
Carl WanJass responded that they would not be spending anymore out of reserves. The next
process would be getting it up and going and going out for RFP 's for a third party to run the
system. There would be revenues for the City.
Councilman Hunter asked how long it would take for the RFP ' s.
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Mr. WanJass estimated that it would be a tlu·ee to four month process.
Lynne Yocom stated that ce11ain areas could be up by the first ofthe year.
Mayor Barratt called for a motion.

Councilman Blake moved to proceed and pm·chase SwitchPoint as it was outlined.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilmember Belmont stated that without due diligence and without doing the homework, she
was not ready to vote for it.
Councilman Hunter asked if there were any conditions.
Councilman Blake responded that there were significant conditions in the agreement. The due
diligence was a productive legal process but there was still no guarantee that there would be no
problems. It did provide a comfort level.
Mayor Barratt stated that if it were possible, they would want that. On the other hand,
SwitchPoint was saying hurry up. This was a difficult time. Lynne Yocom had done a great deal
of work. Councilman Blake understood a great deal of it. Mayor Barratt believed ultimately that
it would be a great thing for American Fork City.
Councilman Hunter asked about including in the motion getting an opinion letter on good and
marketable title.
Cou ncilman Blake noted that the infrastructure was in place and when we bought it, it was ours.
Some of the best due diligence was that when it was up and running, there were 2,000
subscribers. He felt the best protection was the escrow, as it was never distributed until the City
had title.
Yvonne Hogle stated that they would not be able to find out about marketable title until the due
diligence was done. The City would have a cause of action ifthey didn' t.
Councilman Hampton observed that the action was only worth what the company was worth.
Jess Green asked about enforceability and who would have to pay the legal fees to enforce.
Kevin Bennett explained that under the Indemnification, whoever was at fault wou ld have to pay.
Mayor Barratt agreed this was a difficult decision.

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Storrs, and Hunter. Nay,
Councilmembers Belmont and Hampton. The motion carried.
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Mayor Barratt thanked Yvonne Hogle for her great deal of work in a very short period oftime.
The Council had save the taxpayers a lot of money and the City a lot of money. They had done
the right thing for right reasons. But, if it were not the right decision, they would not be a
councilmember anymore. That was why it was difficult to find men and women whb would run
for office and make a decision when they did not have all the facts.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST BY MILLER WEINGARTEN REGARDING
SATISFACTORY RESOLUTION OF BOUNDARY DISPUTES BETWEEN THE ADAMS
AND KAWAKAMI PROPERTIES FOR THE ALPINE VALLEY CENTER AT 608 WEST
MAIN STREET
This item was removed from the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING TEMPLE MEADOWS PUD
PLAT C WIDCH INCLUDES AN AMENDMENT TO TEMPLE MEADOWS PUD PLAT A
UNITS 107 TO 114 AND TEMPLE MEADOWS PUD PLAT B UNITS 153 TO 156
Rod Despain reported that all signatures were in place.

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-07-25 approving Temple
Meadows PUD Plat C which includes an amendment to Temple Meadows PUD Plat A
Units 107 to 114 and Temple Meadows PUD Plat B Units 153 to 156. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND IN LIEU OF
CONSTRUCTING IMPROVEMENTS FOR THE GREENE-OKEY SUBDIVISION AT
APPROXIMATELY 275 SOUTH 100 EAST
Mr. D.R. Greene explained that he had people under contract who wanted to submit plans. On
Monday they would be putting in curb and gutter. He had an estimate for City Engineer Howard
Denney to review.

Howard Denney noted that there was no waiver of minimum improvements. They would be
bonding for the improvements instead of constructing them first. They would still need to be
installed prior to the issuance of building permits.

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the posting of an improvement bond in lieu of
constructing improvements for the Greene-Okey Subdivision at approximately 275 South
100 East subject to the City Engineer's review and setting the amount of the cash
improvement bond. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favoa·.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 8:50p.m. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
r2:__ ~ • ~
Richard M. Colborn, City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
PUBLIC HEARING MINUTES
AUGUST 6, 2002
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on August 6, 2002, in the City Hall at
6:00p.m. to discuss the proposed property tax increase. Those present included Mayor Ted
Barratt, Councilmembers Keith Blake, and Juel Belmont. Others present included Carl Wanlass,
Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Melanie Marsh, Terry Fox, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, George
Brown, Bob Hamilton, Milton Moon, Dennis Wilkins, Scott McCleskey, Vicki Thompson,
David Rodeback, Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press, and ten other citizens.
After the public hearing, Councilmember Belmont requested that the minutes be typed
verbatim. The minutes are as close to verbatim as could be done and still make sense.

Councilman Blake noted that the two Councilmembers that did not vote for the tax increase are
the only two Councilmembers that are present.
Mayor Barratt excused Councilmembers Hunter, Hampton, and Storrs. He stated that
Councilmembers Belmont and Blake are present and noted that they are the Councilmembers
that voted in opposition to the proposed property tax increase.
George Brown asked "Don't you need to have a quorum present to have an official hearing?"
Mayor Barratt replied, "I do not know if you have to have a quorum for an official hearing.
Nobody has to be here for a public hearing."
Mr. Brown said, "If it is an official city function, then it has to have a quorum present."
Mayor Barratt said "Nnot that I am aware of."
Councilman Blake pointed out that Mayor Barratt is a voting member.
Mayor Banatt said, "I am a voting member."
Mr. Brown said, "He (Mayor Banatt) does not count, only on a tie (vote). If there is a tie vote he
(Mayor Barratt) then votes, but he does not count for the quorum number. It is the Council that
counts for quorw11.
Mayor Barratt said "Right."
Mr. Brown said "You are still going to hold it anyway, is that right Mayor?"
Mayor Banatt said, "That is correct."
Bob Hamilton said "I am a resident of Val Vista Park and I have been a resident of American
Fork for about four years . After having lived in 11 other areas in the country, I chose to live in
American Fork because I thought the environment and political environment, the physical
environment and so on was compatible with the way I felt, but I have been very concerned.
Number one, we had an election on this bond to build the palace (in reference to the new
Police/Comis Building) over here and it did not pass and the City Council decided since it did
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not pass that they would hold another election. I am not a legal authority, but I think that if
people speak, they speak and to give them a chance again and again to speak is much redundant.
I have been very concemed about the mmouncement of the hike in the taxation for American
Fork. I do not know what your plans are. I do know that you say there are difficulties with the
insurance settlement, hence the increase in the premiums for liability insmance and my way of
thinking is that that decision that caused all that problem was a management decision and I do
not think that is a decision that should be bom on the backs of the American Fork people. People
made wrong decisions and I think that needs to be noted and those people need to be cleansed
from the City because that is a huge amount for the City. I do not know what your total budget is,
but to have a raise of that magnitude in insurance premium is huge. You have decided that you
want the City patrons to bear the brunt of an increase of about 18.9 percent in taxation. In all the
cities that I have lived in across the United States I have never ran into such a gross increase in
taxation, which means to me that the City of American Fork is out of step with the communities
that I have lived in. So I am concerned about that. The money does not mean anything to me. I
have the ability to pay that and much more, but I know a lot of people who suffer from that kind
of increase. Those whose homes are older and those who strain under the struggle of paying
their daily debts. So I am outraged on the part of these people plus myself of such a gross
increase in the taxes. Now, I try to keep up on the Council's activity and I do not have time to sit
in every meeting, but it seems to me that we are trying to build monuments to people here, i.e.
the Public Works Building, the palace over here (referring to the new police/courts facility that is
being constructed). I do not know if American Fork needs it (new city buildings). I really
don' t. If the population in tllis City increases grossly over the next few years that might be true,
but I just wonder about the physical responsibility of spending that kind of money or bonding
that kind of money."
Mr. Hamilton said, "The next thing I would like to c01mnent on is the internet issue that you (the
City) has proposed to buy. I wonder where that money is going to come from. Will you answer
that question? Where is the money going to come from?"
In response to Mr. Hamilton's above question, Mayor Barratt said "General Fund. We had a
public hearing on that."
Councilman Blake said "The plan does make it self-sufficient from the user fees."

)

Mr. Hamilton said, "You hope. We had problems with Airswitch that I suggest to you that the
cost of operation is going be lligher than you propose. It seems to me that if you have money in
the General Fund to buy an internet company that you have money in the General Fund to take
care of some of these roads, some of these sidewalks, and some of these infrastructures of the
City without raising any more taxes. It seems to me also that he burden is being placed upon the
citizens of American Fork, many of whom cmmot afford it. So there is the dilemma. Are you
going to go craslllng through and pass this increase above the objections of people? Are you
going to commit the many older people in this city who have decreasing amounts of spendable
income? I do not think it represents fiscal responsibility. What we need to do is slow down a
little bit and consider the needs of all people. Certainly a lot of these people in that category do
not even have a computer in their home. Are we going to cmTy the increased burdens of
operating this City on the backs of all people fairly? I do not think so. I do not think an 18.9
percent in my taxes is a fair and reasonable increase. I do not know what you have planned for
that money. Whether that increase is just going to cover the increase in the insurance premium.
Is that the case?"
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Mayor Banatt said, " It (the money from the proposed tax increase) will not just cover the
insurance premium. There is some staffing that it will cover. We have a fairly new financial
officer (that was just hired). "
Mr. Hamilton asked, "What kind of money do you have in the General Fund?''
Mayor Barratt said, " We are just bonowing the money from the General Fund."
In response to Mr. Hamilton's question about how much money is in the General Fund, Mr.
Wanlass said there is "right around a million dollars in reserve."

Mr. Hamilton said "So we (the citizens of American Fork) are going to be asked to bear an
increase of 18.9 percent when there is money around to be able to do things and that is my
concern. I love American Fork. I have only been here (in American Fork) for a short period of
time but it is far better than what I have had in other areas, but I cetiainly do not see (the need
for) the taxation."
Mr. Hamilton said, "The fees I paid to build my house are the highest, I believe, in Utah County.
I really do not feel that I got my share of those fees in terms of what is being spent on behalf of
my household."
Mr. Hamilton said, "Now, I do not want to be a complainer, but I certainly want you (the City
Council) to know how I feel. I would be presumptuous to say that that reflects the way that
everybody else feels, but I would be willing to bet you the increase that there are a lot of people
that are not here at tllis meeting who would not want that increase."

Milton Moon said, "I also live in the Val Vista Park Subdivision. I have never been to an
American Fork City Council Meeting before. I have just lived here (in American Fork) for about
a year. I am wondering if you are going to publish for the public the budget."
Mayor Barratt said, "We have already had our budget hearing. The budget hearings were held in
June. There were four or five budget hearings, in which this (the proposed tax increase) was
discussed at that period time."
Mr. Moon asked, "Is that budget available?"
In response to Mr. Moon's question about whether the budget is available, Mayor Barratt said,
"Yes."
Mr. Moon asked, "Where would that (the budget) be available?"
Mayor Banatt told Mr. Moon that Mr. Wanlass, the City Admitlistrator, could provide him with
a copy of the budget.
Mr. Moon asked, "What is the total budget?"
Mr. Wanlass said, "For the General Fund it is a little over 11 million dollars ."
Dennis Wilkins said "I have lived here nine years with my wife and children. Love the city.
Having grown up in California and lived in neighboring cities, this is the cleanest city that I have
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ever lived in. I think the maintenance (of the City) is excellent. I can't say enough good about
our Police Department. A couple times we (his family) has needed their (the Police
Department' s) help and they have been exceptional."
Mr. Wilkins said, "I am concemed about the 19 percent increase in taxes. The actual dollar
amount is pretty small. Just concemed about the implication over time. As you know years ago,
we had our education tax increases. Ce1iainly there is more money needed everywhere, but I am
just concemed about that. While I am not on a fixed income others are."
Scott McCleskey said when the budgets were discussed in the City Council Meetings the
General Fund was never discussed as a source to make up the shmifall. He said, "then all of a
sudden a profit and loss center private company comes up for sale and a govenm1ent buys that.
My first question is why the city govenm1ent gets involved with a private business. What was
the due diligence done that showed this (buying the intemet system) was something good? What
is the exit strategy on this? Is it to sell it off? Is it to keep running it?"
In response to Mr. McCleskey' s questions, Councilman Blake said, "It is infrastructure that is
being bought. It (the intemet system) is comparable to the roads."

Mr. McCleskey said, "The poles and the easements are infrastructure. You do not own the
power company or the phone company."
Councilman Blake said "The line, the fiber cable."
Mr. McCleskey said, "I know what they are in."
Councilman Blake said, "It is an infonnation infrastruch1re."

Mr. McCleskey said, "I am in the business. I know what it is."
Mr. McCleskey asked "Did you (the City Council) do due diligence to know what the
operational costs would be? How many people are you going to have to hire? Was there a study
done on how many people are going to sign up for tlus and pay the user fees? Do you have
statistics on what the down time load was for the system p1ior to it going out of business? This
company went out of businesses because they could not operate. It was a fantastic service while
it ran, but keeping it up and going was a drain on them. They could not operate as a company.
So if they could not operate as a company, unless you can make the infrastmcture better you are
going to keep pulling money from the General Fund to keep it going."
Councilman Blake said "It has been running continuingly for the City."
Mr. McCleskey asked, "What is the subscriber?"

In response to Mr. McCleskey's question, Councilman Blake said "Only the City. The City has
been running continuously with it. Just the cost that the City would pay is a justification for the
infrastructure."
Mr. McCleskey asked, "Is there an exit strategy?"
Councilman Blake said "It is not intended to be a for profit venture."
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Mr. McCleskey asked "Is it for a loss venh1re?"
Councilman Blake said "No. Compare it to the roads. When we build roads those are not for
profit venture. This is an infmmation highway infrastructure."
Mr. McCleskey said "The question is how come the general budget did not come up as a source
of shortfall on the revenue on the initial budget. Why wasn't the $250,000 offered instead of
increasing taxes? Again, I made this clear before in the dollar amount on the taxes for some is
not significant and for others it is, but it is the principal. You never back down on taxes."

Councilman Blake said, "It (the $250,000) did come up. I did not vote for the tax increase. I
still feel that from the funds that are there that they can fund the budget."
Mr. McCleskey said "Again, I believe that this City is run maybe a little bit inefficiently and that
$250,000 could have been for more efficient operation, but again you had a million (dollars)
sitting there and you did not bring it up when you were talking about how you needed this extra
quarter of a million dollars, then all of a sudden when AirSwitch comes through hey we have the
money to loan to ourselves. Why was that?"
Councilman Blake said "Well, I was aware of the reserves we (the City) had and that is pari of
why I felt it could be done without a tax increase."
Mr. McCleskey asked, "Carl, is there a reason why that was not brought fmward?"
Mr. Wanlass said, "It was brought forward. It was discussed with the Council a number of
times."
Mr. McCleskey asked "Not to the community?"
Mr. Wanlass said, "It has been brought up in some of the work sessions. The idea of reserves is
for that sole purpose to maintain a certain amount of reserves. The statute allows us (the City) to
maintain 18 percent of our General Fund revenues in reserve. We (the City) keep that at about 10
percent, which is the million dollars."
Mr. McCleskey said, "That is a great idea."
Mr. McCleskey asked, "What guarantees are there? What due diligence was done? How much
are you loaning ourselves out of the reserves to do this acquisition and if it falls through what are
you on the hook for?''
Mr. Wanlass said "the (City) Council voted to purchase Switchpoint at $800,000."
Mr. McCleskey said "So, just $200,000 shy of a million (dollars). How much cash flow wise?
How much goes out to secure this? Is it all at once?"
Mr. Wanlass said that it is all at once.
Mr. McCleskey said, " It is all at once?"
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Mr. Wanlass said, "We (the City) have bought it."
Mr. McCleskey asked "You have already cut a check for $800,000 out of the million dollar
reserve?"
Mr. Wanlass stated that the City has already cut a check for $800,000 to purchase the intemet
system from Switchpoint.
Mr. McCleskey said, "The reserves are now down to $200,000 and needs to be built back up.
What is the payback to the reserve? What is the time frame and what is the rate of retum that
you pay yourself."
Mr. Wanlass said "We are hoping to have it paid back through a financing package in about 6
months."
Mr. McCleskey said "So you are ananging financing so you do not have to pay that back with
interest out of operations you hope. Right?"
Mr. Wanlass said "Out of operations from the intemet."
Mr. McCleskey said, "You hope you have the subscriptions. It may work, but if it does not we
(the City) are on the hook for $800,000."
In response to Mr. McCleskey's above statement, Mr. Wanlass said "worst case scenario."
'

Mr. McCleskey said, "Best case is operations bring in a profit and it does not cost the City
anything and potentially it was a good move. The difference I have with that is philosophical. I
do not think the City should be involved with something like that."
Mr. McCleskey asked, "What due diligence was done to make sure that the infrastructure was
sound and valued at $800,000?"
Mr. W anlass said "Excuse me, I thought this was a public hearing on the property tax increase
and not on the intemet."
Mr. McCleskey said, "This deals with the tax increase. I am wondering why we have a tax
increase at all when we had that money and now we have $800,000 going to this (the purchase of
the intemet system from Switchpoint). I think that is very pe1iinent (to discussion on the tax
increase."
Mayor Barratt said, "As far as the members of the City Council were concemed, they felt that
(the million dollars) needed to be kept in reserve. "
Mr. McCleskey said, "This does not sound like an emergency reserve use. This sounds like an
oppmiunistic reserve use."
Mayor Barratt said, "You (refening to Mr. McCleskey) have to remember that it was not your
vote. It was the members of this Council that had to make that decision. They (the members of
the City Council detem1ined that it was an emergency. You elected them to make those
decisions."
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Mr. McCleskey said, "Mayor, are you familiar with the Fiscal Responsibility Act of the (Utah)
State Code."
Mayor Ban·att said, "I am not sure I am familiar with it."
Mr. McCleskey asked Mr. Wanlass if he was familiar with the Fiscal Responsibility Act of the
Utah State Code.
In response to Mr. McCleskey's question, Mr. Wanlass said "absolutely."
Mr. McCleskey said "It is important to be fiscally responsible in the City. If you are saying that
the purchase of a private company that is defunct was an emergency and that use of emergency
funds was appropriate for that that seriously can be looked at."
Councilman Blake said, "They are not emergency funds and it was not declared an emergency.
That was not the context that it was done in."
Mr. McCleskey said, "So that was a misstatement. That is OK. So they are not necessarily
funds that have to be used for an emergency."
Mayor Barratt said, "Maybe if you want your free shot, take your shot. The Council made a
decision, right or wrong. They (the City Council) did what they felt like was the right thing to do
for these citizens. It was not an easy decision. I do not recall you (refening to Scott McCleskey)
ever being here when we had the public hearing on the internet. This room was packed with
individuals that were in favor of it. The Council felt that from those individuals. I received 17
e-mails from individuals who were in favor of it (the City purchasing the internet system from
Switchpoint). The Council simply did what they felt like the community wanted them to do."
Mr. McCleskey "Yet, the attorney last week that did the contract said they would not be
responsible if this blew up in your face."
Mayor Banatt said, "That is correct."
Mayor Banatt said, "These decisions are difficult to make when you are sitting here (on the City
Council)."
Mr. McCleskey said "It is imp01iant to follow the money on every transaction this City makes. I
think that is where you find a lot of your answers. I am not sure this was a wise use of City
funds. I did not get to vote on it. I have not put my skin in the game to run for a City office and
get shots taken at me, but I really question the wisdom of that purchase (the intemet purchase
from Switchpoint) verses the wisdom of raising taxes. I think the City should have said that we
have these two options. Can we work a deal to get Airswitch in and not raise taxes? That is
something that could have been done. Even if we did not raise taxes, I am not sure that a City
ought to be involved in buying private businesses. What are we going to buy next that is
private? Are we going to buy ice cream parlors? There are a lot of things that the City should
buy, but there are also a lot of things that the City should not."
Mr. McCleskey said, "It may work. The numbers may crunch out and work. I do not doubt that.
I just know that system is a tough one to keep up and running. "
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Mr. McCleskey said, "I do not think Provo should have picked up some of the systems that it did
either."
Mr. McCleskey said, "The budget was raised $250,000. It was unnecessary. It did not need to
be. I think Airswitch was not a wise decision for this City to buy. I hope the numbers do work
out because I do not want to have to make up the shortfall. I hope the people that you b1ing onto
run it are sharp and they understand it and are business people."

Mayor Ban·att said " I think the connectivity of the City facilities comes to about $5,000 a month
so there would be a savings there. Like Councilman Blake stated the City felt like it was a
purchase, even if no one but the City used it (that would save the City money in the long run).
We save $5,000 by maintaining the service within the community. If we have to go out and buy
the same service that we have now, it will cost us about $5,000 per month."
Mr. McCleskey said, "I do not know about the numbers. They might work out. It is just a
philosophical difference there. Looking at the tax increase, they just do not jive."
David Rodabeck said "I have lived in American Fork for about 4 years now. Someone asked me
the other day how I felt about the acquisition of Switchpoint. I told them that I was enthusiastic
on one condition, that the City find someone with solid technical and professional qualifications
to run it. I look forward to hearing that is so. I have heard to the contrary, but we will see."
Mayor Barratt said, "I do not know how you have heard to the contrary because we have not
selected anyone yet."
Mr. Rodeback said, "That is good. I hate to hear that it is someone's cousin's brother in-law.
My major point here is that I appreciate the members of the Council that are here tonight. Am I
correct in understanding that you were the two (referring to Councilman Blake and
Councilmember Belmont that voted against the tax increase?

Mayor Barratt said, "That is correct."
Mr. Rodeback said, " Isn't it an interesting coincidence that the three who passed it are not here.
I do not know the reasons (why the other Councilmembers are not present), but people
remember."
George Brown said, "I was here on the hearings for the Airswitch thing and I want to say tllis.
The first hearing about a month ago people were all enthusiastic. At the last hearing, there were
two people in favor of it. I just want to clarify that misconception (about who was in favor of
Airswitch). My concern about the budget was the same tlling that has been expressed by others is
that if the City has $600,000 in its budget to buy the UP& L Building, $413,000 to do
improvements to it, $800,000 to buy an intemet system that is unproven, why are we having a
tax increase? That is a million, $800,000 or $900,000 that the City is expending and then turning
around and wanting to increase taxes on people. I really think there should not be any tax
increases and that the City can find ways of solving the problems internally. I asked in that last
hearing what budget this money is coming out of and what was the answer Mayor?"
Mayor Barratt asked "The budget for what?"
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Mr. Brown said "The $800,000 for Airswitch."
Mayor Banatt said, "I think he said General Fund."
Mr. Brown said " General Fund. So it is not coming out of another budget in the City. It is not
coming out of the police, the fire, the road or anything else. It is not coming out of that or else
false statements were made at the time."

Councilman Blake said, "Police is General Fund."
Mr. Brown said, "I asked what budget it is coming out of and they said General Fund.
Apparently this money was not assigned to any patiicular budget."
Mr. Brown said "I am a little disappointed tonight that you have blissfully said I have excused
three members of the City Council. You know from that statute that you have the authority to
direct the Chief of Police to go out and bring those three Councilmembers in. Here you have
people that have taken their time to come to a public hearing and a quorum of the Council is not
present and you (referring to Mayor Barratt) excused them. I think that is really inappropriate
when you are talking about increasing the public' s money. It makes it look like this hearing is a
sham. It makes it look like it is going to go through no matter what the public says because a
quorum of the members aren't present and the two members that have voted against a tax
increase are present. How in the world will the word get to the other three members that you
have not heard one person speak in favor, so far, of the tax increase. Isn't that why you are
having the public hearing to find out what the public wants to do?"

Mayor Banatt said, "I think the public hearing is necessary to hear what the public wants to do
and also by State statute they are required to hold tllis hearing."
Mr. Brown said, "What you are saying is that it (the public hearing) is a sham. You have the
authority to say that since we can't have a quorum present lets just continue this to another time
until we can have a quorum present so they can all hear what the public has to say. What you are
telling us Mayor is that you are just meeting the stah1tory requirements for increased taxes
without really examining what the public wants."
Mayor Banatt said, "With that I guess we will conclude if it is a disgrace to be here. I apologize
for that. I did not realize that. Councilman Hampton did inform me earlier that he did have a
family activity and I did not find out until just prior to this meeting that Councilman StmTs and
Councilman Hunter would not be here. Councilman Hunter and Councilman Storrs are out of
the state. I apologize for wasting your time this everling. If there is anyone else that you would
like to make a comment you are welcome to. The police and courts building is a matter of
clarification. It's a building (the police and courts building) that the State is paying for the
leasing of that building. The public administration building is the (old) Utah Power & Light
Building that was purchased by the City so that we could secure additional space for personnel
that we are not able to house in this building (the existing City Hall). We have a trailer as you
well know behind the building (the City Hall) and we lease office space elsewhere in the
community for some of the persmmel. The reason the Utah Power & Light Building was
purchased was to house the personnel in one central location."
Mayor Barratt said, "As far as the internet, we have discussed that and you understand that. Tills
Council did go out on a big limb there, but it is my opinion that they did the right thing and
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ultimately it will be proven to be the right tiling. Because of the number of lawsuits is one reason
why the insurance has gone up ."
Mr. Hamilton said, "Did you mean to imply that the City has no financial obligation for the
courts building?"
Mayor Barratt said, "We (the City) have a financial responsibility for the police p01iion of that
building. We needed a new police station and because the courts wanted a new court facility and
new probation comi system in tllis building, then it will work out to be a good tiling because they
(the Comi) will pay for their footage."
Mr. Hamilton asked, "What is the amount the City pays out monthly for the (new police
station?"
Mr. Wanlass said, "The bond amount is about $720,000 a year."

It was discussed that the courts will pay about $360,000 a year for the lease amount plus
maintenance.
Mr. Hamilton said, "So it is not a free tiling. "
Mayor Barratt said, "Public safety is never free. There is not doubt about it."
Vicki Thompson asked, "Will tllis hearing be rescheduled?"
In response to Mrs. Thompson's question, Mayor Barratt said "No."
Mayor Barratt said "You need to know that Councilman Hampton informed me this moming that
he has yet talked to anyone that has taken the time to call rum that did not tell rum that they
supp01ied what he had voted for. Councilman Hampton said he is in favor of this. He has talked
to individuals that have called rum and after he has explained to him why he was in favor they
have said all right."
Mr. Wanlass said, "Before tills (the proposed tax increase) is voted on the 13th there will be
another discussion period."
Mayor Barratt said "Tllis will be an agenda item on the agenda on the 13 1h of August because
that is when it will be ratified."
Bill Jacob said "I do not know ifi heard correctly, but how much space is the comis occupying
over (at the new police/courts facility)? How many floors will the court occupy?"
Mayor Barratt said "There is the basement, wruch is just storage. The first floor is police and
then there is an empty shell. (The empty shell) is where the juvenile probation officers will be.
The Courts are on the trurd floor."
Mr. Jacob said, "So the court uses two out of three floors. Is that correct?"
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Mayor Barratt said, "They (the court) are only going to pay for what they use right now." It was
discussed that the comi will use about 1 Yz floors and the police will use 1 Y2 floors. "It is an
equal split."
Mr. Jacob said, "When they fill up they will use two-thirds. Will their rent go up when they use
two thirds of the space?"

Mayor Barratt said, "Yes, they will pay for what they use."
A citizen said "Back on the Switchpoint acquisition. I have not heard anything on funding for
the estimated 3 million dollars for hardware that is going to make that work. How is that going
to be funded?"
Mayor Barratt said, "There will be a third party."
Mr. Wanlass said "That will be part of the financing package."

Councilman Blake said, "It does not take three million dollars to make it work. It works now."
The citizen said, "It (currently) does not work out to the subscriber."
Councilman Blake said, "The infrastructure is to the subscribers that can be activated with the
cunent facilities. The main problem that was had before was the power supply and the
uninterrupted power supplies in places where is was umeliable."
The citizen said, "I guess I got my infonnation (wrong). I thought I read that in the newspaper."
Councilman Blake said "The full build out with enhanced improved switches. It will also
include broadband video, full on-demand video to any subscriber that wants it. That is opened
up to the free market whether it is AT&T Cable or anyone who wants to provide full video
broadband. That is with the upgraded switches. The current switches will not provide that, but
upgraded switches will. Again, it is an infrashucture that can be expanded and then open to the
free market."
The citizen asked if anyone had Councilman Hampton's e-mail address so that they could e-mail
him so that he knows that there are people who are against the tax increase.
Mayor Barratt said "He (Councilman Hampton) has had a lot of people call him that have been
against the tax increase, but after he has discussed it with him, they have seen why the tax
increase is impmiant. If I have misstated that I apologize. A lot of people call him that were
against it, after he has explained to them he has not had anyone say to him that they are against
it."
Councilman Blake said, "His (Councilman Hampton's) phone number is in the phonebook. I am
sure that he would be glad to hear from anyone."
Mr. Jacob said, "I read in the (news)paper. I do not know if it was the Deseret News or the
Citizen, but is it true that only 60% of the City is hooked up to that (Switchpoint) so they will
have to build out another 40% in order to serve the entire City. Is that correct?"
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Mr. Wanlass said, "It is about 80%" (that are hooked up).

Mr. Jacob said, "I thought the Desert News or someone said only 60%."
Mayor Barratt said, "I do not know. I do not take the Deseret News."

Mr. Jacob asked "What is it going to cost us to provide service to everybody? Because if you
are going to have to pay for the operations out of the General Fund, but if those are not
connected or able to have an infrastmcture in they will just pay for something that they can't
use? Have you crossed that bridge?''
Councilman Blake said, "There are two ways to extend it (1) just extend the cable or (2) just put
in wireless. With the 802b, wireless can go into various areas."
Mr. Jacob asked, "What is the estimated cost? I asked in the first hearing about due diligence
and someone said we just used the ROI figures for Switchpoint's old financial statements and
that did not make any sense. In reading the Deseret News articles, it sounds like the attomey just
covered all their bases and said you did not have time to do due diligence? Is that correct that
you did this without due diligence?"
Mayor Barratt said "In their opinion they (the attomeys) did not have time. They needed 60 to
90 days to do what they considered to be their due diligence."
Mr. Jacob said "Did we not talk about this for 60 or 90 days?"
Mayor Ban·att said, "We did not. We thought we had 90 days, but we did not. We had up to 90
days if we needed it, but they put a timetable of August 1."
Mr. McCleskey said, "You can get other companies that are doing broadband wireless in Salt
Lake that could wire the City. Again, it goes back to (the fact) that you did it without full due
diligence. You did it with emergency or slush funds from the City, which was your fiduciary
responsibility to us to not do things like that. You did it without due diligence. You can't argue.
That is not right (to not do due diligence). The problem is are you going to do it next time and
with what and will you do it the time after that. How will that torpedo this City? What if some
emergency comes up? We do not have the funds because of something that was done without
due diligence and we can't respond to that in an appropriate way. Also, I bet you do not have a
spread sheet with the numbers stretched out showing the business plan."
Councilman Blake said, "We do have some figures."
Mr. McCleskey said, "I disagree with you doing it, but I can see your arguments for, if
operationally it works."
Councilman Blake said, "I would disagree with your characterization that there wasn't some due
diligence."
Mr. McCleskey said, " I know some. I am talking thorough due diligence. The attomeys would
not accept that responsibility for the contract. "
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Councilman Blake said, "Attomeys will not guarantee anything. We had this discussion that
night with the attomeys here. If we had a 90-day due diligence period, the attomeys at the end
would not guarantee anything."
Mr. McCleskey said, "Who else is Airswitch going to sell to, if not American Fork City. If they
sold to someone else so what."
Councilman Blake said "That is also an option after the City has bought it. When you look at the
scenario that is also an option. Munay just spent 6 million dollars to put in an
infrastructure."

worst~case

Mr. McCleskey said, "That is Munay's problem. I am talking about ours."
Councilman Blake said, "That was just for their (Murray's) own use."
Mr. McCleskey said, "It is a very intriguing business proposition. It is neat, it really is, but for a
City to do it it is not right."
Councilman Blake told Mr. McCleskey that it would be helpful for him to read the minutes of
when it was discussed. He said buying the intemet system from Switchpoint will be a cost
savings to the City. He pointed out that there will be user fees that pay for the system.
Mr. McCleskey said "If you are setting it up and thinking of it as roads and you want all the
shipping companies to be able to come to our grocery store, if you did it with that in mind that
you are going to let all the broadband access providers come in and there are going to be
licensing fees to them and so therefore it pays for it and dumps funds back into the General Fund
in excess of operational costs each year, then I think you can make a successful argument for it
as infrastructure. You had to have that licensing in mind in advance and some more due
diligence in a business plan stating that otherwise you are just making it up because I said it right
now. Maybe you did do that. I was not there for the (meeting)."
Councilman Blake said "Precisely the concept is infrastructure and then offer it in the open
market to any content provider that wants to come. It is almost more to the future content and
the full on-demand video, which was mentioned earlier that not everyone has computers, but
everyone does television."
Mr. McCleskey said, "There should have been a better deal. This is not a good deal. I do not
think anyone will agree that it was a good deal."
Councilman Blake said "They had a room full here one night (with people that were in favor of
it)."
Mr. McCleskey said "Then the next night you did not. Where were the attomeys?"
Mayor Barratt said "There were not a whole bunch of people standing here telling us that it was a
bad deal. They were telling us that they had concems."
A citizen said "It makes me nervous that we are talking about wireless and Sprint can't make it
work. Sprint did their wireless broadband and they can't make it work."
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Councilman Blake said, "This is not wireless."
The citizen told Councilman Blake that he was talking about wireless.
Councilman Blake said "The end nodes can be wireless. Wireless is an option, but it does not
have to be. It can either be cable or wireless."
The citizen said, "Switchpoint could not make it work. There are issues with the end user. A 100
mega bits does not do you a bit a good if all you have is T-1 and the intemet."
Councilman Blake said, "This has infrastructure that can go to gigabits speeds."
The citizen said, "Again, how do you cmmect to your intemet provider."
Councilman Blake said they are trying to work with UVSC so that they can get high-speed
access outside of the closed network.
It was discussed that the model showed that the price would be $40 per user for the intemet and
that broadband would have a separate model.

Councilman Blake stated that video on-demand it not available without upgrading it.
Mr. McCleskey said "$40 is AT&T Broadband' s price point and they are trying to get out of it
because they can't make it profitable."
Mr. Jacob said " Councilmember Blake you said that you have the figures. Is this available to the
public?"

Councilman Blake said, "I think Lynne Yocom had those prepared."
Mr. Jacob said "To give you an example, I tried to get a copy of the contract and it was supposed
to be available Monday before the meeting and then Tuesday and they ended up dropping one by
his office at about 5:30p.m. because the one that they had picked up was wrong. I really would
like to see this due diligence that you have personally done to support this. I would like to come
do that. Do I do that in a GRAMA Request? How can I do that?"
Councilman Blake said "What I mentioned as part of the hearing that to me, a significant portion
of the due diligence is the fact that it has been used for the last year by the City and the City is
currently using it. In other words, the infrastructure is there and it is working."
Mr. Jacob said, "Ms. Yocom said you folks had done due diligence using ROI figures of
Switchpoint."
Councilman Blake said, "There is an ROI plan."
Mr. Jacob asked, "Do you have those things available that you relied upon to make your
decision. Are they in document form ?
Mayor Barratt said, "You did not receive anything from Lynne Yocom?"
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Mr. Jacob said, ''No, I am asking Councilmember Blake. He is the one representing that there is
due diligence. Do you have that (infmmation) and can I get a copy?
Co unci Iman Blake said, "Yes."
Mr. Jacob said " I will make a GRAMA Request for it."
Councilman Blake said, "It is available right now."
Mr. McCleskey said, "If we are sh1ck with it and we are going to do it and you need help making
it work, I would be willing to help. I disagree with it and do not think you should have done it,
but if we are locked in we have to make it work or get out of it."

Mr. Brown asked if the escrow has closed.
Mayor Barratt said, " It has."

Mr. Brown said, "The contract called for $800,000 on the escrow. How long was the escrow in
existence?
Mr. Wanlass said the escrow was in existence for two days.
Mayor Barratt said tllis item (the proposed property tax increase) would be on the August 13,
2002, City Council agenda.
Mr. Brown asked if any of the citizens present supported the proposed propetiy tax increase.
Mayor Ban·att and Police ClliefTerry Fox indicated that they support the proposed property tax
mcrease.
Mr. Brown stated that there are two paid employees present that support the proposed property
tax increase.
Mr. Brown said the Councilmembers present can tell the other Councilmembers that were not
present that there was no one present at the public hearing that supports the proposed property
tax increase.
A citizen in the audience suggested that the other Councilmembers should also be told that there
was nothing said at tllis meeting tonight that convinced the citizens present that the property
taxes ought to be increased.
Mayor Barratt said "I do not know if anyone has ever made a tax increase sotmd good. As was
stated earlier the vote for tllis (the proposed tax increase) was three to two. These are the two
(Councilmembers Blake and Belmont) that voted against it. Those (Councilmembers Hampton,
Hunter, and Storrs) that are not here are the ones that voted for it. They (Councilmembers
Hampton, Hunter and Storrs) will be here on the 13th. The 13th (August 13, 2002) is when the
vote will be taken."
Mayor Barratt said " I have served on the City Council for four years. I am in my fifth year as
Mayor. You just do what you think is right and that is all you can do . It is not an easy thing. All
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of you have sat here and witnessed. There is not much we can do but give you the reasons, poor
as they may be. I told you story the before. When Leonard HmTington wanted to have a free
school system in American Fork and they could not come to a consensus vote and so he lined
everybody up and had those who were for it go against one wall and those that were against it go
against another wall and he had exactly the same numbers. Leonard Hanington stepped off the
podium and went on the side for a free public education. It is not easy. It is not easy by any
means. It is a difficult thing to sit here (on the City Council). I am not going to try to tell you
that it is easy. Each one of these members (Councilmembers) who George (Brown) has tried to
characterize the fact that we are paid to be City Councilmembers and paid to be the Mayor seems
to darken the fact that we pay taxes in the City and that we are members of this Council. This is
our money that we are going to spend also. If it fails, it is our name (the City Councilmembers'
names) that is blackened. We have had the statement made that all we are doing is building
monuments to ourselves and so those monuments may very well crumble around our heads and it
will be our names that are blackened and our children's names that are blackened, but let me tell
you something. I am mighty proud, no matter how tllis Council votes and no matter what they
do. The fact that they are willing to come forward and serve. In a few months, we are going to
have another election. Let's hope that each one of you (refening to the citizens in the audience)
or some of you have the integtity to go put your name on the ballot and say that I am willing to
have someone take pot shots at me for what I think is the right thing to do. I will not apologize
for doing the tight thing in my opinion. I was elected to do what 23,000 residents oftllis
conmmnity expects to be done. Right, wrong or indifferent they expect me to take care of them.
They expect each one of these Councilmembers to have enough foresight and in times enough
llindsight to do the right thing because they are the ones that spend the hours and the hours and
the hours studying tllings. They are the ones, not you, (refening to the citizens) that you expect
to put the time in. You expect them (the City Council) to take care of tllis community and you
have earned the right by voting for them to come here and say we do not appreciate or do not like
what you are doing. As has already been stated, when it comes election time you have the right
to say that I did not appreciate what you did and I will not re-elect you. I do not think any of you
in years gone past would have realized politics is a rough business. It (politics) is a lot rougher
(business) than it used to be. A lot more difficult than it used to be. I served in the early 80s on
tllis Council and I do not think, in fact I do not believe that we ever had more than one person at
the budget hearing. Garth Reed came ever single time and he was the only person that ever
showed up at the budget hearings. A lot of things have changed. The commmlity has gone
through some dark days. We received a lot of press a number of years ago. A tremendous
amount of litigation (years ago) and that litigation continues today because it is easy to say that I
do not like this so I am going to sue you. The City has a $10,000 deductible. At times it can be
easy money I guess. Let me tell you something. You have a mighty fine Council and
exceptionally fine Council. They have had difficult decisions to make. They move very slow in
some areas. They are still trying to figure out what they are going to do about pressurized
inigation. That is another big cost to this community. That (pressurized irrigation) will cost 18
million dollars and they get a lot of pressure fi·om residents who want to know why we
(American Fork City) does not have pressurized inigation. A lot of residents want to know why
we discuss pressurized irrigation. I appreciate your attendance this evening. I excused the three
members because I assumed they would want to be excused. Councilman Hampton asked to be
excused. He personally called me and infom1ed me that he would not be here. I tllink you will
find that tills Council is just as honorable as you think that they should be in the years to come.
I put a great deal of faith in Councilman Blake when it comes to tllis internet. He (Councilman
Blake) makes a living (in the computer field) and has been extremely successful at it. He
(Councilman Blake) believes that for the good of tills community that tllis City needed to step
forward. This community of American Fork has always been a leading community in things.
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We have not always done the popular thing, but have always done the right thing and that is what
is important and that is what I believe. We are willing to answer for our mistakes. We are going
to make them (mistakes). No one is perfect, including this Council and the govemment. We are
going to do the best we can with the tools we've got. I hope that when the tenure comes for each
of us to leave office, if it has been a good thing that you at least pat them on the back when see
them at the bank of the service station and say thank you . I know one thing. You could do
worse. You could do worse. Appreciate your attendance this evening. We will see you another
111
day and another time, hopefully on the 13 of August. Thank you."
The meeting adjoumed at 7:02p.m.

-/11~
Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder

~

~
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 8, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, August 8, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 N01th Church Street, commencing
at 3:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Evan Johnson will discuss water rights .
Discussion of a proposed recycling program by BFI.
Discussion of a new Beautification Enforcement Ordinance.
Discussion of items for the upcoming August 13, 2002, City Council meeting.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Dated this 29 day of July, 2002.

t_ h. .@JL
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETTING MINUTES
AUGUST 8, 2002
ATTACHMENTS (1)

WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on August 8, 2002, in the City Hall
conm1encing at 3:10p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, *Councilman Don
Hampton, Counsilman Keith Blake, and Councilmember Juel Belmont. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Rod Despain, Howard Dem1ey, Melanie Marsh, Kevin Bennett, Chief Terry Fox,
Jeff Brewster, Carol Chomjak, Tim Chadwick, Judy Price, Grant Leonard, and Barbara
Christiansen, a member of the press.
Councilmembers Hunter and Storrs were excused.
EVAN JOHNSON WILL DISCUSS WATER RIGHTS
Evan Jolmson was not present to discuss this item, but Grant Leonard had some concerns about
water that he wanted to express.
Grant Leonard stated that he came to the meeting to discuss the "water issue." He said that he
has some "real issues" in regards to the CUP. He said in the last City Council Meeting
Councilmember Belmont stated that she wanted to have a well-advertised meeting and there has
not been a meeting yet. He said that he has a copy of the agreement with CUP that was made in
1997 where American Fork City agreed to take 2,095 acre feet of water. A copy of the agreement
with CUP that Mr. Leonard made reference to is attached to the minutes as ATTACHMENT #1 .
He said the City has to take the 2,095 acre-feet of water within 10 years. Mr. Leonard said the
City will owe in excess of 3 million dollars at the end of 10 years. He said even if the City does
not take the water, it will still owe the money at the end of the 10 years.
Mr. Leonard explained that CUP water was $160 per year per acre-foot. He pointed out that the
City is in the fifth year of the contract with CUP. He said the amount the City owes to date for
the water that has not been used is $1,667,000. He said that the City will lose all rights to the
water if it does not exercise its rights. He said American Fork City's bill at the end of 10 years
would be $3,463,000.35, even if the City does not use the water.

Councilman Hampton asked who authorized the contract (referring to the CUP contract) on
behalf of the City.
In response to Councilman Hampton's question, Mr. Leonard said "It is in the contract." I have
not been able to read it (the contract) because I had an eye operation and I am not supposed to
read."

Mr. Leonard stated that when he called Kevin Bennett about the CUP contract he indicated to
him that probably Rod Despain or Howard Denney had the contract. He said "the contract is a
50-year contract and we lose all rights to the water after 10 years. I understand that Salt Lake
City is just chomping at the bit to get that (the water)."

Mayor Barratt stated that Evan Johnson's issue is in regards to trading water.
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Mr. Leonard explained that there are currently 5,300 itTigation shares issued, but there are 7,000
shares that could be authorized.
Mr. Leonard asked Councilmember Belmont how they were going to get the meeting to take
place regarding the water issues.
In response to Mr. Leonard's question, Councilmember Belmont said, "I do not know."

Mr. Leonard said that when they first started talking about the secondary irrigation system, he
thought the system should be a full system and not a partial system. He said now that he has
looked at the agreement with the CUP and sees how much money will be lost, he is "wishywashy" in regards to whether the system should be a full system or a partial system. He said
maybe the system should be a partial system with big enough pipes that can be expanded at a
later date. He expressed concern about the City losing the 2,095 acre feet of water.
Councilmember Belmont said she has talked to a lot of people and they have said that the City
should not give up the "1,000 acre feet."
Councilman Hampton asked how the Metropolitan Water District can bind the City without the
City Council's approval.
In response to Councilman Hampton's question, Mr. Despain asked, "bind them in what way?"

In response to Mr. Despain's question, Councilman Hampton said bind the City in regards to the
3 ~ million dollars.
There was more discussion about the fact that if the water is not used by the City, then it will go
somewhere else to be used by someone else.

Mr. Leonard stated that he does not know who entered into the agreement with the CUP.
In referring to the agreement that Mr. Leonard has been referring to with CUP, Mr. Bennett
stated that the agreement is Metropolitan District's and he is not there legal counsel.
Councilmember Belmont stated that she talked to Dick Colborn about the secondary irrigation
system and he is not favorable to the City going with a secondary irrigation system. She said
that Mr. Colborn explained to her that 16 ~ million dollars only puts the pipe into the ground and
it does not put the water in the pipe.

Mr. Despain stated that he is aware that Mr. Colborn is not favorable to the secondary irrigation
system.
Mr. Despain talked about surface water. He stated that he feels the secondary irrigation system
will help keep the City green.
Councilmember Belmont said she likes what Pleasant Grove City has done in regards to its
secondary irrigation system. She said that Pleasant Grove City put in the secondary irrigation
system, but it did not take away people's irrigation shares.
Mr. Wanlass pointed out that originally Pleasant Grove City put in the backbone system.
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Mr. Leonard expressed concem that Franson Noble ' s study on the secondary irrigation system
did not include all of the costs.
Councilman Blake stated that he would like to look at expanding the culinary system to be a full
pressurized system for irrigation so there would only be one system and so there would not have
to be multiple pipes.

Mr. Leonard asked what will be done with the 2,095 acre-feet of water.
In response to Mr. Leonard's question, Councilman Blake said he does not know if the water is
an ISSUe.
Councilman Blake stated that expanding the culinary water system would save money. He
talked about how there would be more involved with maintaining a secondary irrigation system.

Mr. Leonard expressed concem about kids being drowned in ditches if the City expands the
culinary system.
Councilman Blake stated that the ditches could be covered up.
After much discussion about water issues and the secondary irrigation system, Mayor Barratt
suggested that they move onto the next item on the agenda as discussion of the secondary
irrigation system will be on the August 22, 2002, agenda.

Mr. L eonard said it is his understanding that Snowbird is coming after American Fork City's
w ater because they own the rights, but he said it his understanding that American Fork City owns
the winter rights.
In regards to the Snowbird issue, Mr. Bennett stated that the City has filed a protest as a
shareholder of the American Fork Irrigation Company. It was discussed that the issue with
Snowbird is a transfer of rights to Jordan River to Mineral Basin.
Mr. Leonard stated that American Fork City's shares only cover summer rights, but it owns
winter rights.
Councilman Blake said that when the meeting is held on August 22, 2002, regarding the
secondary irrigation system, he would suggest that they seriously look at upgrading the culinary
system and see what the costs would be.

Mr. Wanlass pointed out that the study that was done by Franson Noble did look at what the
costs would be for expanding the culinary system.
DISCUSSION OF A PROPOSED RECYCLING PROGRAM BY BFI
Jeff Brewster, ofBFI, said they already have attended one of the "citizen work sessions" to
discuss some of the recycling options. He said they are able and ready to begin a recycling
program as soon as the City is ready.

It was discussed that the size of the container that would be used for the recycling program
would depend upon what size container the City would like to provide. Mr. Brewster stated that
a 90-gallon container is what is usually used for most recycling programs.
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It was discussed that the cost of the second 90-gallon container for recycling would cost $3.50
per container per month based on the whole City participating in the program and based on the
City owning the second container. It was discussed that if the City did not own the containers it
would cost $4.50 per month per container.

Mr. Brewster explained that the cost difference between the 65-gallon container and the 90gallon container is not significant. He pointed out that the 65-gallon containers cost around $42
and the 90-gallon containers cost around $47.
Mr. Wanlass asked how other cities have handled the garbage containers. In other words, he
wanted to know if the cities usually purchase the containers are does BFI typically own them.
Mr. Brewster stated that BFI prefers that the City purchase its own containers for the recycle
program. He said one reason BFI prefers that the City own their own containers is so that the
City can control their own contract. He said another reason it is better for the City to purchase
their own containers is because when BFI buys the containers it depreciates them over a 10-year
period, which means the cities would have to have a contract for 10 years.
It was discussed that if the City purchased the containers, the City would still need to charge the
residents $4.50 to cover the cost of the containers.

Councilman Hampton asked if the person found out that the first container was larger than they
needed could they switch to a smaller container.

In response to Councilman Hampton's question, Mr. Brewster said, "that is an option, but it is
not a great option because they would have to purchase different size containers and it would be
difficult to know who would want what sizes. One size for everyone is the best route."
Mr. W anlass asked if there would be a reduction in garbage fees due to the fact that the tipping
fees would decrease because of the recycling.

Mr. Brewster said they could look at a reduction in garbage fees.
Councilman Blake asked if Alpine and Highland could be included in the recycling program so
that the second recyclable container could be optional, if the issue is having enough "mass" to do
it. He said that Orem has been able to do the recycling program on an optional basis.

Mr. Brewster said it depends on the density. He said if they still have to go down every road and
are jumping all over the City, then it is really not that feasible.
Councilman Blake said American Fork, Highland, and Alpine's densities ought to be as good or
better than Orem. He said in the public hearing regarding recycling it was discussed that if the
recycling program could be optional it really would be the best. He said the optional recycling
program is working in Orem. He said there are certain people who do not want to have the
recycling program imposed on them.
Mr. Brewster said the residents would accept the recycling program better, if it were optional.
He said if the recycling program was optional, then it would go a lot smoother for the residents.
He said the price would have to be based on how dense the routes are and how many people sign
up.
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Councilman Blake asked if Alpine and Highland have shown an interest in the recycling
program.
Mr. Brewster said Alpine is very interested in the recycling program, but they are not interested
in making it an option. He said Alpine would rather make the recycling program mandatory in
order to keep their costs down.
Mr. Brewster pointed out that Highland did a poll and 65% of its residents were in favor of a
recycling progran1.
It was again discussed that the $3.50 rate for the second container for recycling was based on the
whole City being involved in the program. It was discussed that if the recycling program were
not based on the whole City being involved, then the rate would be more.

Councilman Hampton asked how many total residential accounts BFI has in American Fork.
Mr. Brewster said there are 5,800 residential accounts.
Mr. Brewster pointed out that BFI would have to purchase a brand new truck to service
American Fork, if it started a recycling program.
Councilman Hampton asked Mr. Brewster if he could put something together by Tuesday that
shows how much the recycling program would cost if only 1,000 residents participated and how
much it would cost if only 2,000 residents participated.
In response to Cotmcilman Hampton's question, Mr. Brewster said he could put something
together.
Carol Chomj ak asked if the City or BFI could survey the residents to see if they are interested in
a recycling program.
Councilman Hampton said the City could send out a survey with the utility bills to find out if the
residents are interested in a recycling program.
Mayor Barratt raised the question of what would be done if only a small percentage of people
actually wanted to participate in the program, but a greater percentage is needed to do the
program.
Tim Chadwick expressed concem about making the recycling program mandatory. He said there
are already bins around the City where people can take their newspapers and cardboard for
recycling. He said there are also places where people can take their aluminum cans for
recycling. He pointed out that MCR Recycling on Geneva Road is one place where people can
take their aluminum cans to be recycled.
Barbara Christiansen stated that Metalmart in Lehi also takes aluminum cans.
It was discussed that at several schools in the City there are bins were people can take newspaper
and paper to be recycled. It was discussed that the schools benefit from people taking their
papers to the drop off locations at the schools and if a recycling program is started in American
Fork, then the schools could lose that source ofmoney.
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Mr. Chadwick pointed out that Recycle of America (located at about 900 West and 2600 South
in Salt Lake City) will pay a half a cent a pow1d for plastic.
Mr. Chadwick stated that his elder's quorum used to make a lot of money when it did the paper
drives, but they do not do that any more.
Judy Price said what people used to do in regards to recycling they do not do any more. She said
people do not do the paper drives like they used to . She said if people are recycling that is one
thing. She said they need to do what is current and right for the period.
Mr. Chadwick pointed out that he and his wife only fill about a Y4 of their garbage can. He said
"any time you try to legislate to people to do something, the brush paints too broad." He said
he does not want to pay for another garbage can. He pointed out that having another truck
driving throughout the community picking up the container full of recyclable goods is just
putting out more pollution. He said having another truck driving through the neighborhoods also
makes more noise and there is more of a chance of a child getting hit by it. Mr. Chadwick said
having a mandatory recycling program is not a good thing.
There was more discussion about how the schools could possibly be deprived of money if the
City starts a recycling program and the residents no longer drop off their papers at the schools.
Mrs. Price asked Mr. Brewster what other cities have done when the issue about the schools
possibly being deprived of money because of a recycle program has been raised.
Mr. Brewster said he has never dealt with the issue concerning schools being deprived of money
because of a recycling program. He pointed out that a lot of other cities do not have bins in front
of their schools for papers.
Councilman Blake said the key with the recycling program is to make it optional.
Councilmember Belmont stated that generally people who have lived outside of Utah think the
recycling program is a good thing. She said they have to think about what is good for the
environment.
Mayor Barratt raised the issue about whether the truck that picks up the goods in the recycling
container is really compounding the problem because of the environmental problems that are
associated with running another truck throughout the community.
Ms. Chomjak asked ifthere is another option than the big truck. She said when she lived in
Seattle there was a little truck that came around and they tossed crates in it.
Mr. Brewster said they do not have the equipment or the manpower to use the crates. He said
there is a lot of liability with using the crates because the driver has to get out of the truck. He
said the automated systems are really the best.
Mr. Chadwick said people should have their free agency to choose whether they want to
participate in the recycling program and should not be forced to participate.
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Ms. Chomjak said like most things in life people do not want to be forced to do certain things,
i.e. pay taxes, wear seatbelts. She said they need to look at what is the most important thing that
should be done to take care of things.
Mr. Chadwick said there are other options than requiring a mandatory recycling program.
DISCUSSION OF A NEW BEAUTIFICATION ENFORCEMENT ORDINANCE
Mayor Barratt asked Councilmember Belmont if she had anything on the Beautification
Enforcement Ordinance.
Councilmember Belmont said "I do, but it is scribbled a bit and so I am going to ask someone to
type this (the list of areas that need to be cleaned up) up and then I will pass it out."
Councilman Blake asked if the issue is that people are not responding to the current
Beautification Ordinance.

In response to Councilman Blake's question, Mayor Barratt said he has asked Councilmember
Belmont to put a list of concems together regarding beautification issues and he has some
concems also. He said the list will be a test project to see how the current ordinance is working.
It was discussed that Jesse Spafford's old home is on the list. It was also discussed that the
property located at 300 North 300 East is also on the list.

Mayor Barratt asked Councilmember Belmont to give him the list as soon as it is ready.
Councilman Blake asked if there is a significant enforcement mechanism in place.

In response to Councilman Blake's question, Mayor Barratt said they will find out.
Councilmember Belmont said the system set in place in regards to beautification issues takes a
long time and so people often think nothing will happen when they are cited for a beautification
lSSUe.

There was some discussion that maybe there should be a fmancial penalty associated with the
beautification tickets that are issued in order to get people's attention. Councilmember Belmont
pointed out that right now people who get tickets for beautification issues are playing a waiting
game and do not correct the problem because they do not think anything will be done to require
them to beautify their property and correct the problem.
Councilman Blake stated that the Harrington Building should be on the list of areas in the City
that need to be cleaned up. He said the Harrington Property is not taken care of like it should be.
Council.member Belmont said she thinks the reason the Harrington Property is not taken care of
like it should be is because Carl Bell, the property owner, does not live in Utah any longer.
Councilman Hampton said absentee owners are not an excuse for why a particular property is not
maintained.
It was discussed that absentee property owners are still responsible to maintain their prope11y.
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DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE AUGUST 13, 2002, CITY COUNCIL MEETING
Public Hearings
7:00p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding the proposed use of the 2002 Local Law
Enforcement Block Grant (LLEBG) Funds from the Department of Justice
It was discussed that Chief Fox will make a presentation regarding the use of the 2002 Local
Law Enforcement Block Grant Funds. It was discussed that the funds will probably be used for
computer equipment.

7:10 p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding vehicles to be declared surplus
There was no discussion on this item.
7:20 p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding the Peck Annexation consisting of. 70 acres
at 506 West 1300 North
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on Resolution(s) declaring certain vehicles to be surplus
Mr. Wanlass pointed out that there are two resolutions associated with this agenda item. He
stated that one resolution has already been included in the packet and Mr. Bennett is cmrently
passing out the other resolution that deals with the 7 police cars and 25 tires. Mr. Bennett stated
that he had not received any information on the tires.
Mr. Wanlass explained that there is a county in Montana that would like to purchase the 7 police
cars for $4,000 a piece, which is a total of $28,000. He the proposal from the county in Montana
is $1,000 more than what they would receive if they sold the cars to Gene Harvey to ship to
Mexico.
It was discussed that the county in Montana may be interested in purchasing other vehicles in the
future when the City is ready to purchase new vehicles and get rid of the old ones. It was also
discussed that if the vehicles are sold to the County in Montana, American Fork City would not
have to strip down the cars and remove the lights, etc.

Review and action on a Resolution increasing the City's property tax rate
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting a fmal budget for fiscal year ending June 30, 2003
Mr. Wanlass pointed out that only a tentative budget was adopted until the tax issue could be
resolved.
Review and action on a Resolution authorizing the reimbursement from the proceeds of a bond
sale an amount not to exceed $1,000,000.00 for the purchase of Switchpoint Internet Broadband
System and related expenses
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Mr. Wanlass said the proposed resolution is a "safety thing" in the event that the City does bond
and is able to use tax-exempt bonds. He explained that the resolution has to be passed within 60
days of acquiring the bonds. He said if taxable bonds are used, then the resolution is not required.
Cmmcilman Hampton stated that a couple of meetings ago before the purchase of Switchpoint
was approved he asked for a pro forma income projection. He said that he understands that some
assumptions would have to be made in order to do the projections, but he said it is important to
have a pro fmma income projection.
Mr. Wanlass said that staff has met and broken down the different phases. He said the first phase
estimates what the cost would be from now until the point in time when the City can go out for
RFPs. He said the second phase is pro fonna based on operational costs. He pointed out that
the residential and commercial users would need to be charged a different fee.
Mr. Wanlass stated that he would not have all the necessary information to do a pro forma
income projection for another three or four months
Councilman Blake pointed out that Lytme Yocom had some pro forma infmmation.
Mr. Wanlass pointed out that the information Mrs. Yocom had was information that was
prepared by Switchpoint.
Councilman Hampton asked if someone on the City staff could prepare a pro forma income
projection. He suggested that possibly Mrs. Yocom or Kathy Jensen could prepare the pro forma
income projection.
Mr. Wanlass stated that he will put something together (a pro forma income projection)
tomorrow and put it in all the Council's boxes. He pointed out that the pro forma income
projection he puts together will just be a guess because it will take time to collect the data in
order to do a more accurate projection.
Councilman Hampton said that he would really like to see a pro forma statement. He said
usually one does not spend a lot of money until it sees those kinds of things (meaning one should
look at a pro forma statement before it spends a lot of money).
Kevin Bennett asked if they have already closed on the purchase of Switchpoint.
Mr. Wanlass pointed out that the City has already closed on the purchase of Switchpoint. He
stated that the City's decision to purchase Switchpoint was based on Switchpoint's pro forma
income projections.
Councilman Hampton stated that he was not satisfied with Switchpoint's pro forma statement
and he asked several meetings ago if Mr. Wanlass would provide the City Council with a pro
fmma income projection statement prepared by someone on the City staff before the City
Council voted on purchasing Switchpoint.
Review and action on the final plat of Temple Springs Subdivision Plat A consisting of 9 lots at
580 North 1100 East
There was no discussion on this item.
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Review and action on the fmal plat of Adams Court Subdivision Plat A consisting of 2 lots at
151 West 300 North
Councilman Blake asked if the option of having a one-way road was looked at.
In response to Councilman Blake's question, Mr. Despain said the option of doing a 15-foot
driveway was an option that was looked at before and there was not enough room to do that.

Councilman Blake said he was disappointed with the proposed plan. He said he thinks there
could be some innovative things done with the inner block. He said one option would be to do a
one-way road coming through the i1mer block in an L-shape.
Councilman Blake stated that he would like to look at the policies for developing the inner block.
Councilmember Belmont stated that the Planning Commission looked at the inner block
ordinance several years ago and it was redone then. She said the current inner block ordinance is
fine the way it is.
Mr. Despain stated that the City has a policy and an ordinance that is intended to accomplish an
objective. He said it sounds like Councilman Blake is concerned about whether the objectives
are being met.
Councilman Blake said it is time to look at the objectives of the inner block ordinance and see if
they are being met or ifthere are other ways that things could be done.
Councilmember Belmont pointed out that the Platming Commission spent several years working
on the inner block ordinance.
Mr. Despain said if the policy is to make sure that the im1er blocks get developed, then an
ordinance can be written to do that. He pointed out that Provo City has no frontage requirements
in the inner blocks. He said the purpose of American Fork City's current inner block ordinance
is to help retain the character of the neighborhood and to help maintain an owner-occupied
residential area, which is not what everyone wants done.
Councilman Blake said the earlier proposal for the proposed project proposed a half cul-de-sac,
which he does not think should be allowed. He said somehow the applicant felt like the proposal
with the half cul-de-sac was acceptable. He said he would like to create an ordinance that helps
alleviate some of the misunderstandings.
Councilmember Belmont expressed concern about the proposed project because it was a duplex
that will be located in a single-family neighborhood. She also expressed concern about the
landowner being an absentee landowner.
Mayor Barratt stated that the property is located in a zone that allows duplexes. He stated that he
felt the earlier plan that was proposed with the half cul-de-sac should have been approved
because it would have allowed all the property owners to developer their property to the best and
most effi cient use.
Councilmember Belmont said "the best and most efficient use" is a real estate term.
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Mayor Barratt stated that if the proposed project that showed the half cul-de-sac had been
approved, then the Bloods would have had the oppmtunity to finish the cul-de-sac and could
have had more than one lot. Mayor Ban·att said "now you (referring to the City Council have
robbed him (Mr. Blood) of his opportunity of increasing his investment on his property."
Councilman Blake said that he disagrees with Mayor Barratt's characterization of the situation
and the use of such an emotional word (referring to the word robbed). He said Mr. Blood has all
the rights that he still had before the project was proposed.
Mayor Barratt disagreed that the Bloods still have the same rights to develop their property that
they had before the project was proposed.
Mr. Despain pointed that with the proposed project the Bloods will only be able to get one lot
whereas if the half cul-de-sac had been allowed, then the Bloods may have been able to get three
lots.
There was a brief discussion about flag lots and private lanes. Mr. Despain pointed out that the
City has not allowed private lanes and flag lots. Councilman Blake pointed out that Salt Lake
City has allowed private lands and they look nice and work well. Councilmember Belmont
pointed out that Millcreek is full of private lanes. Councilman Blake said private lanes could be
an option that could be looked at. He said the private lanes could be tree-lined and could help
maintain the residential flavor of the neighborhood.
Mr. Despain pointed out that if the ordinance is changed to allow more innovative ways of
developing the inner blocks, then the City needs to be prepared to take the good and the bad
developments. He pointed out that multiple units could be allowed in the R4-7500 Zone.
Councilman Blake suggested that they might want to look at changing the zones.
Councilmember Belmont pointed out that Farmington just downsized its old section of town.
Review and action on the final plat of Salazar Estates Subdivision Plat A consisting of 2 lots at
485 South 100 East
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on the following plats: American Fork Commercial Center Plat A amended,
American Fork Commercial Center Plat B amended, and American Fork Commercial Center Plat
C which is a road and easement dedication, at approximately 875 West State Road
There was no discussion on this item. *Councilman Hampton was excused.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for WalMart at approximately 875
West State Road
Mr. Despain said the primary change with the proposed site plan is that WalMart wants the
oppmiunity to put Connex storage containers on the site, if needed.
Review and action on a Notice of Intent to create American Fork City, Utah Special
Improvement District No. 2002-2 at approximately 800 South 400 East
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It was discussed that this item will be tabled for two weeks.

Review and action on a site plan and estimated costs for a new fire and ambulance building at
306 East Main Street
Mr. Wanlass stated that representatives from MHTN and Jacobson Construction will be at the
City Council Meeting to address any questions.
Review and action on an amended contract to provide police services to the Development Center
Mr. Bennett stated that the contract is not an amended contract so if the agenda is amended, the
word amended before contract should be stricken.
Mr. Wanlass stated that the agenda will probably be amended because the City received some
bids for the old ambulance and so there should be an item on the agenda regarding the approval
of the bids.
It was discussed that the amount paid to the City for police services to the Development Center
needs to be increased from $28,500 to at least $3 1,000. Chief Fox stated that he is working on
trying to set up a meeting with Joe Gordon, an employee of the Utah State Developmental
Center, to discuss increasing the fees paid to American Fork City.

Mr. Bennett suggested that there be some sort of escalation scale built into the contract or else
just make the contract for one year at a time, rather than setting the contract in stone for 4 years.
Review and action on a buy/sell agreement with Heritage Management for the old hospital at 350
East 300 North
Mr. Wanlass stated that Heritage Management is asking for a two-month extension to buy the old
hospital.
Mayor Banatt asked Mr. Bennett if he has reviewed the contract.
Mr. Bennett said he has reviewed the contract, but he has not reviewed the proposed extension.
Councilman Blake asked if Heritage Management is proceeding to buy the old hospital.
Mr. Wanlass stated that Heritage Management is still proceeding to buy the old hospital. He
stated that Heritage is working with HUD to get its loan and HUD has been "flooded" with loan
applications and so it does not look like the loan process will be completed by December 31,
2002.
It was discussed that Heritage Management is also requesting that the $50,000 discount be
extended two months.

Councilman Blake asked if Heritage Management has put any money down.
In response to Councilman Blake's above question, Mr. Wanlass said, "that kicks in after
December 31, 2002."
Councilman Blake said maybe Heritage Management should pay something upfront.
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Councilman Blake asked why the City couldn' t sell the old hospital to someone else at market
value.

In response to Councilman Blake's question, Mayor Ban·att said, "it is not wmih it."
Report and action on construction items including change orders
There was no discussion on this item.
Report and action on Planning Commission items
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on the June 25, 2002, minutes
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on the July 23, 2002, minutes
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on the July 25, 2002, special session minutes
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on the July 30, 2002, special session minutes
There was no discussion on this item.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
There was no discussion on this item.
OTHER BUSINESS
There was no other business to discuss.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 4 :50 p.m.

17(~~~

Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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PETITION T O THE CENTRAL UTAH WATER
CONSERV.-\.1'\l"CY DISTRICT FOR .-\.LLOTME!\1
OF W A.TER FOR i\H.JNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL US E
AM'ERICA..\f
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ME'lROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT

ME.::r·R:GPHE::FFA..~.:,J,::.lrr:ER-BiS'frt:K:-'F-BF-A:M:ERfE-A::t'+-FG~.

a water District

organized under the laws of the State of Utah, hereinafter refe rred to as "/vnerican Fork." hereby
petitions the CENTRAL UT.-UI WATER CONSERVANCY DISTRICT, hereinafter referred to
as "District," foraperperual annual allotment of 2.0 95

acre-feet of Bonneville Unit, Central

Utah Project municipal :md industrial (M&I) water, hereinafter referred to as "Project Water."
There are many facilities. hereinafter referred to as "Project Works," that have been
constructed to make Project Water available to American Fork. One of these facilities is

J ordanelle Reservoir. It is anticipated that the United Stares will make Project Water from
Jordanelle Reservoir available to District in calendar year 1998 for sale to District's contract
holders . Project Water will be made available to District after receipt of development block
notices, hereinafter refe rred to as "Block Notices," to be issued to District by the United States
pursuant to Contract No. 14-06-400-4286, dated December 28, 1965, as amended and
supplemented on November 26, 1985, collectively hereinafter referred to as the "Repayment
Contract." Such Project Water will be made available to American Fork through a District
allotment notice. hereinafter referred to as "Allotment Notice," to be issued to American Fork by
District beginning in the year in which Project Water is first made available to American Fork,
estimated to be 1998.

1.

Americm Fork agrees to pay District, in the manner and at the rates hereinafter

provided, for the following separ:ue costs: (a) Project Water development costs,
(b) operation, maintenance, md replacement (OM&R) costs for Project \Vorks, and
(c) payments to District's replacement and emergency reserve funds .
(a)

Proiecr Water Develooment Costs

District has, by the Repayment Contract, acquired the right to market Project Water
developed by construction of the Bonneville Unit of the Central Utah Project. It is anticipated
that 20.000 acre-feet of Project W:uer will be allotted for use in nonh Utah County, which
includes the Project \Vater allotted herein and additional Project Water th at has or will be alloned
to other municipalities in north l'tJJ1 County.

i

I

u

of Project Water plus inte~est , whether such water is used or not, ave:- a repayment period as
provided for in the Repayment Contract. The repayment period for the first M&I Block Notice to
be issued from Jordanelle Rese:-voir (excluding Block Notices 4a and 4b transferred from Deer
Creek Reservoir and

Spe~ial

Block ~mic e 2) will have a 50 year repayment period. Subsequent

M&I Block Notices issued from Jordanelle Reservoir will have shortened repayment periods, so
that District's entire repayment obligation for the M&I Project Facilities and Project Water will
be repaid to the United States within 50 years.
The reimbursable costs allocated to each block of Project Water include joint costs of
construction for joint facilities, which include but are not limited to the Soldier Creek Dam,
Jordanelle Dam, and the Strawberry Collection System, which are necessary for the development
of water supplies for all project purposes. The reimbursable costs also include specific costs of
construction for specific facilities used for M&I purposes, such as the Olmsted Flowline and the
Alpine Aqueduct System (but not for the Jordan Aqueduct Reaches 1, 2, 3, and 4, which are
addressed in other repayment contracts).
It is contemplated that the reimbursable costs of Project Water, plus interest, for both
joint and specific costs, will be paid by District to the United States from revenues received
through District's Ad Valorem tax levy, revenues from the sale of M&I Project Water, and Class
B assessments made by District in those municipalities which have petitioned for Project Water
under§ 17A-2-1424, Utah Code Annotated, 1953, as amended, and/or from other sources.
The repayment obligation for each block of Project Water, including interest, will be
specified in each Block Notice issued by the United States to District. It will also be specified in
each corresponding Allmment Natice issued by District to American Fork. District shall issue
American Fork an AllOtment Notice for the Project Water alloned herein beginning the year
Project Water is first made available by block notice to the District from the United States,
estimated to be 1998. Tne Allotment Natice to American Fork will provide for 50 annual
payments by American Fork at a rate determined by District that will enable American Fork to
full v reoav .-\rnerican Fork's reoavment obli 2:ation to District for the Proiect Water alloned
•

he~e in,

..

J

..

"

.J

-

including interest. within 50 years. Alternatively, the Americ:m Fork may, upon eight

months advance written :1otice to DistricL request District to issue Allotment Notices for the
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Project Water :lllotted herein. in reasonable increments of not less than __lQQ_ acre feet. as
mutually agreed to by District and .:-\meric::m Fork provided that all of the Project Water allottet.:
he:-ein must be covered by an Allotment Notice within 10 years of the date the water is firs t made
available to the District by Block Notice. estimated to be 1998. Each such incremental Allotment
Notice will have a shon:ened repayment period from 50 years in the :.1rnount of one ye ar or"
sbonened repayment period for each year of deferral. American Fork may, therefore, defer
repayment on a ponion of the Project Water :J.llottcd herein over a perioli of up to 10 (ten ) year~;
totQ\ deferral from the jate Project Wat;;::· is first m;..de a\"aii:.!.bit.: . Tb : .-\llmment .\J"otiC;!S wit:;
_;honened repayment periods will provilie r"or inc..:re:.l.Sed annual p:..:.yrnent:i by American Fork

:.lL ~

rate detennir.ed by the District to ensurt.: that Ameti;;:J.n FGrk .s [.JI"-Jpunionate repayment
obligation to District for tnc increment vr" Project \Vater under incremental Allutme m Notice i.:;
paid in full within 50 years. It is understood by American Fork that as a result of this offered
deferral of annual payments, that District's repayment obligation to the Uni ted States may be
satisfied prior to the date that American Fork's repayment obligation to the District has been
satisfied. It is understood by District and American Fork, however, that American Fork's total
repayment obligation to the District will not differ from the repayment obligation required as if
.A.merican Fork began a 50 year repayment period beginning the year Project Water is first made
available, estimated to be 1998, for the entire quantity of Project \Vater allotted herein.
Under the Utah Water Conservancy Act(§ 17 A-2-1401 , er. seq., Utah Code Annotated,
1953, as amended), District has the authority to levy and collect an Ad Valorem (Class A) tax
:.tgainst the assessed valuation of tht! ta.uble property within Gistricl. anj it has determined that it
should utilize the .-\d Valorem tax revenut! to assist in paying the reimbursable cost of M&l
Project Water. Ad Valorem-Fork tax revenue will not be used to assist in the required payments
for OM&R costs and for contributions to the required reserve funds. Initially, District is
undenaking to pay 34 percent (34%) of the reimbursable costs of untreated M&I Project Water:
however, District has many municipalities, which will be buying Project Water. As more and
more Project \Vater is developed and sold and other obligations met, District may determine that
it cannot properly discharge its obligations to all municipalities and other water users and
perform its other statutory and contractual duties and still pay from such Ad Valorem taxes. as it
elects to levy, as much as 34% of the Project Water cost. District. therefore. reserves the soie
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r:ght :md discretion to
:, : ~· .::tJ y

deterrnin~

wh:.J.t p:1rt. if :wy. of the Project W:.J.ter costs beyond those

required to be p:.1 iJ in the Rcp:.1yn:ent ContrJct it will pa y ror Project Water delivered to

...:. m~ric~m Fork anJ other munic: oal

.

-

user~: .

District a!!rees. ho\\ ev e~ . that J.li municinalities

.:; ii: tibrly situ:.ttt!d will be
~:-;.: :.ttcd
~,;

fairly and equally, and at !e:.tst one

y~:.1r's

Il ut i...: ::! will be ~ ! ven or· Jny change in the amoUill

be paiJ by District.

.-\rr;eric:.tn Fork will pay :nitially ou perc:.:iH (66s:-c j ur· Distric. ~ :cp::yment obligation to
~ i:~ c: :l it~d

States. whicr.

inc !ud~s priuci~~j

:.tih.i inLcresr. for rhe

i:- :-.Jj es~

.\. me:·:c:m Fork. Distri ct will initially pay .:-t% of .;aid repayint:m

Water all oned herein to

obiis~n i o n

through its Ad

V:.llorem ta.'< revenues and miscellaneous revenues for the Project Water allotted herein. Any
decrease in the percentage :1mount paid by District toward said repayment obligation, as provided
fo::- herein, will result in an offsetti ng incre:lSe in the percentage of District's repayment ubligatiou
tu

be paid by American Fork.
District reserves the right to amend the Allotment Notice(s) issued to American Fork by

Gis tric~

to provide for amended Block Notices that may bl!

i s~; ud

to District by the United S tate~.

Block Notices are examined periodically by the l!nited States, normally on no longer than five
y;::Jr

intervals, to determine whether or not

...:h:.mge~

!J:.J.ve

oc:.:urre~

the Block Notices were first issued. For example. a change in
~;:vdopment

~ he

costs may result in an :.tmenJd Bloc:-~ Notice bc ir1g

to

th~

condi tions under which

:.lllocation of Project Water
:~ .:iuc:J. to

Districr that change:;

District's repayment obligation to the United States. District would then issue an amended
Allotment Norice or Allotment .Notices to .-\rneric:.tn Fork to rer1ect the changes to the repaym:!nt
obligation that are attributable to American Fork.
Payments required herein for Project Water shall be paid by American Fork to District
a!lnually, within 60 days of the date of billing, at the beginning of each year of the repayment
period on the .t.Jlotment Notice issued to American Fork pursuant to Block Notices received by
District from the United Stares. Such payment shall be made on all Project \Vater under
Allotment Notice regardless of whether or not all or any pan of the Project Water allotted from
District is used by American Fork.
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The rate of interest to be paid by American Fork to District will be the same as the rate
paid by District to the United States under the Repayment Contract.
(b)

Ooeration. Maintenance. and Reolacement Costs of Proiecr Works.

District shall operate and maintain the Project Works necessary for the delivery of
Project Water to American Fork, which Project W arks shall include, but shall not be limited to
the Jordanelle Dam and Reservoir, the Alpine Aqueduct system, the Strawberry Aqueduct and
Collection System, and other Project Works necessary to deliver Project Water to American
Fork. District will convey and deliver the Project Water allotted herein to American Fork in
accordance with operating criteria to be promulgated after consultation with American Fork,
other petitioners of Project Water, and the United States. American Fork shall pay its fair and
equitable share of the annual (OM&R) costs incurred by District in the operation and
maintenance of the Project Works, as determined annually by District's Board of Directors. The
OM&R costs for Project Water shall be computed annually based on a water year from
November 1 through October 31. The costs specified shall be billed to American Fork on or
before December 15 of each year, and American Fork shall pay to the District the amount so
billed on or before February 15 or within 60 days from the date of billing, whichever is later.
The OM&R cost to deliver Project Water shall be determined annually by using the
"Project Water-Operation and Maintenance Cost Allocation Summary" for a given water year
(Allocation Summary), which is approved annually by District's Board of Directors. The
Allocation Summary is developed each year by District in order to make as fair and reasonable as
possible an allocation of costs among all similarly situated water users. Subject to future review
and modification by the District's Board of Directors, Project Water OM&R costs are based on
acre-feet under petition/contract or acre-feet delivered, whichever is greater.
(c)

Pavmems to Reolacement and

Emer~encv

Reserve Funds.

Paragraphs 15 and 16 of the Repayment Contract require the establishment by District of
a replacement reserve fund and an emergency reserve fund for OM&R of Project Works. The
American Fork shall pay to District a pro-rata share of the District's obligation to maintain said
funds, together with such other reserve funds as the District's Board may reasonably require, at a
minimum rate of SO.lO per acre-foot for the replacement reserve fund and a minimum rate of
50. 10 per acre-foot for the emergency reserve fund. unless modified pursuant to the provisions of
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Paragraph 15(c) and/or Paragraph 16(c) of the Repayment Contract, or modified in rate or
amount by action of the District's Board of Directors. The amount specified shall be billed to
American Fork on or before December 15 of each year, and American Fork shall pay to District
the amount so billed on or before February 15 or within 60 days from the date of billing,
whichever is later. The payments provided for herein shall be paid regardless of whether all or
any part of the Project Water under Allotment Notice is used by American Fork.
2.

As a Cost Reference Point, it is estimated for a 50 year repayment period that

American Fork will be required to pay a cost per acre-foot of Project Water (under paragraph 1
herein) as follows:

(a)

Repayment of Project Water costs is estimated
to be $230.00 per acre-foot of which American Fork
will initially pay 66%

$151.80

(b)

Estimated OM&R charge for Project W arks

(c)

Estimated Reserve Fund charges per acre-foot of
Project Water

$8.00

$0.20

Total estimated initial cost per acre-foot of Project
Water- sum of (a), (b), and (c)

3.

$160.00

The Project Water allotted herein is made in perpetuity from the time it is

committed to American Fork under Allotment Notice pursuant to the Block Notices issued to
District by the United States.
4.

Pursuant to Section 207(b)(4) ofCUPCA, all Project Water saved through the

implementation of a conservation measure approved by the United States Secretary of Interior
(Secretary) may be retained by American Fork for its own use or disposition. American Fork

)

may, in its sole discretion, make available to the District water equivalent to the water saved,
which the District may make available to the Secretary, to be used for instrearn flows in addition
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to the stream flow requirements established by Section 303 of CUPCA. If such saved Project
Water is made available to the Secretary, the Secretary shall reduce the annual contractual
repayment obligation of the District for any such Project Water equal to the Project Water
repayment obligation for delivered water, including operation and maintenance expenses, for
water saved for instream flows. The District shall credit or rebate to American Fork its
proportionate share of the District's repayment savings for reductions in deliveries of Project
Water as a result of this provision.
5.

It is agreed that American Fork will not market or deliver the Project Water

allotted herein or any pan thereof outside of its American Fork boundary unless approved by
District and the United States.
6.

District will not allot Project Water to any other similarly situated municipal

entity from the Bonneville Unit on more advantageous terms than provided under this Petition.
District also specifically agrees that it will not absorb a greater percentage of costs for Project
Valorem
Water than that provided for herein using Ad-t=orlc-tax revenues for any similarly situated
municipal entity.
7.

The panies mutually acknowledge that after District has fully met its repayment

obligation to the United States under the Repayment Contract for the Project Water allotted
herein and American Fork has fully paid American Fork's payment obligation to District under
Paragraph l(a) of this Petition, American Fork's payment obligation for Project Water under
Paragraph l(a) of this Petition shall end. The parties will renegotiate the rates to be charged by
District to American Fork to reflect the decrease in District's annual obligations to the United
States. The parties also acknowledge that District will endeavor to develop additional M&I water
supplies for allotment to American Fork and other M&I water Petitioners within District.
District may need to retain its M&I water rates at a level which, together with tax revenues, will
provide the capital required to finance such new facilities and the development of new water
supplies for American Fork and other petitioners.
8.

Water is to be delivered to American Fork in accordance with provisions of

operating criteria to be promulgated, after consultation with American Fork, other petitioners of
Project Water, and the United States. It is mutually agreed that the amount of Project Water
allotted herein shall be an average, and the District's Board of Directors will determine the
amount available to American Fork each year. During wet water years. American Fork may need
7
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and use less than the average. and during dry years it may need and use more than the average,
but the annual payments under subparagraphs l(a) and l(c) herein for Project Water shall be
fixed by Allotment Notice to American Fork without regard to the quantiry of Project Water
actually used. Project Water remaining in storage at midnight on October 31 of each year shall
revert to the District. There shall be no carry-over storage privilege for Project Water alloned
herein to or for any other Project Water user.
The parties acknowledge that the United States, pursuant to the Repayment Contract, has
reserved for Project purposes all of the waste, seepage, and return flow water derived from
Project Water delivered pursuant to this Petition.
It is acknowledged, that the sale and delivery of Project Water is subject to the terms and
conditions of the Agreement of February 27, 1980, by and among the United States, the State of
Utah , and the Central Utah Water Conservancy District reiating to the maintenance of minimum
stream flows at locations within the Duchesne and Strawberry River drainages and the September
13, 1990, Amendment to Agreement (both collectively referred to herein as the "Instream Flow
Agreement"). The Instrearn Flow Agreement provides that in the event of shortages, the
shortages will be shared on a pro-rata basis between the water commined for instream flows and
that portion of the Project Water commined for trans-mountain diversion for irrigation use.
Water for municipal and industrial uses shall have a higher priority than either irrigation water or
minimum stream flow water; .provided, however, that this priority shall not apply to Project
Irrigation Water convened to municipal and industrial use as authorized in the Repayment
Contract
9.

Project Water alloned herein is to be made available to American Fork at

Jordanelle Darn and measured through measuring devices at the outlet of the darn. American
Fork shall bear a pro-rata share of all Project Water conveyance losses from J ordanelle Dam to
District's points of delivery to American Fork. Said points of delivery shall be mutually agreed
upon by the parties.
10.

Class B Taxes may be levied annually by District's Board of Directors upon

property within American Fork boundaries, as provided by§ 17 A-2-1424, Utah Code Annotated,
and as the same may be hereafter amended. at rates sufficient to produce the annual payment
required to be paid by American Fork as fixed in accordance herewith, less any sum paid by

8
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American Fork from water revenues or other sources. District, in fixing the Class B levy, may
take into account probable delinquencies in tax payments and shall fix such rates as will assure
the prompt collection of taxes sufficient to make up the amount needed to meet American Fork's
annual payment to District despite probable delinquencies in some tax payments.
11.

In the event there is a shortage of Project Water, caused by drough4 inaccuracy of

distribution not resulting from negligence, hostile diversion, prior or superior claims, or other
causes not within the reasonable control of District, no liability shall accrue against District, or
the United States or any of their officers, agents, or employees, or either of them for any damage,
direct or indirect, arising therefrom, and the payment to District provided for herein shall not be
reduced because of any such shortage or damage. If there are shortages of Project Water, then
deliveries of Project Water pursuant to this Petition will be reduced in .the proportion that the
number of acre-feet of such shortage bears to the total number of acre-feet allotted for M&I use.
The determination of shortages will be made by District's Board of Directors, and its
determination will be final and conclusive.
12.

No Project Water shall be delivered to American Fork if it is in arrears for more

than 30 days in the payment to the District of any Contract Payments. The provisions of this
Paragraph are not the District's exclusive remedy and it shall not in any manner prevent the
District from exercising any other remedy given by this Petition or by law to enforce the
collection of any payments due under the terms of this Petition.
13.

Every payment required under this Petition which shall remain unpaid after it

shall have become due and payable shall be subject to interest in the amount of two percent (2%)
of the delinquent amount per month from the date of delinquency until such time as the
delinquent amount and all accrued interest has been paid in full; provided, however, that no
interest shall be charged to or paid by American Fork unless such delinquency continues for more
than thirty (30) days.
14.

District reserves the right to adopt rules and regulations, and to exercise its full

statutory powers, including specifically the right to amend its rates, rules and its regulations in
the future, and the right to exercise its statutory powers, as they now exist or are amended or
)

enacted in the future, and it is expressly agreed that District, by signing this contract. has not
surrendered any of its rights in this regard.
9
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15.

It is mutuall y acknowledged that District, with approval of Americ:m Fork and the

United States. has the authority to reduce the total acre-feet allotment to American Fork for
Project Water if it is determined that the quantity herein petitioned for is in excess of American
Fork's needs and other water users have a need and desire to petition for said Project Water.
District, upon approval of the United States, may terminate this Petition by written notice to
Petitioner if Petitioner is in arrears more than 12 months in any payments owed to District under
Paragraph 1 of this Petition.
16.

American Fork shall, within its legal authority, comply fully with all applicable

federal laws, orders and regulations, and the laws of the State of Utah, all as administered by
appropriate authorities, concerning the pollution of streams, reservoirs, ground water, or water
courses with respect to thermal pollution or the discharge of refuse, garbage, sewage effluent,
industrial waste, oil, mine tailings, mineral salts or other pollutants, and concerning the pollution
of air with respect to radio-active materials or other pollutants.
17.

The expenditure of any money, or the performance of any work by the United

States, which may require appropriations of money by Congress, or the allonnent of funds, shall
be contingent upon such appropriations of alloonents being made. The failure of Congress to so
appropriate funds, or the absence of any allotment of funds, shall not relieve American Fork from
any obligations under Allotment Notice given under this Petition for Project Water already being
delivered. and no liability shall accrue to the United States or District in case such funds are not
appropriated or allotted and Project Water is not delivered.
18.

Any comminnent of Project Water, and payment to District for Project Water so

committed pursuant to this Petition, shall be subject to the Utah Water Conservancy Act (§ 17A2-1401. er. seq., Utah Code Annotated, the rules and regulations of District's Board of Directors
now existing or hereafter legally promulgated, and the Repayment Contract, as the same may be
supplemented or amended.
19.

This Petition is subject to the United States and District constructing facilities

essential for the delivery of Project Water committed hereby and to Project Water being available
undei the Bonneville Unit, Central Utah Project water rights.

10
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20.

This Petition shall not be effective until approved by the United States. This

Petition may be amended and modified in writing by the panies hereto and such amendments and
modifications shall be effective only upon approval of the United States.

n.u..,Q.a._r:'i-r_ _ _ _, 1997.
Dated this _--..=.4.....t~h day of ---F""-~=>=h.............

by~~
!vfetmpulirnn"W~B!strict-of~Fork
Arner~can

Attest:

~z£,
Secretary

£cfUr
V

1 1

Fork Metropolitan Water District
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RESOLUTION

American Fork

Be it and it is hereby resolved that the Board of Directors of the :Me!repcirt~Wafer

Metropolitan Water Dist=ict
Ths.u4.&r-G.f-Arn.~.f~ has

approved that certain Petition to the Central Utah Water

Conservancy District for an allotment of Project Water for municipal and industrial use,
designated "Petition to The Central Utah Water Conservancy District For Allotment of Water For
Municipal And Industrial Use," and hereby authorizes its officers to execute said Petition on its
behalf.

CERTIFICATE

.American Fork

I --=L-=a:.:.;R:..::;a:.;:e:......:E:...;·--=S~h.:.::e:..:1::..::l::.::e:..;v:...-_ _ _ __,. Secretary of thQ' Metropolitan Water
District of7tm~-mk do hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true, and correct copy of

American Fork Metrooolitan Water ·

th.e reso.lution passed by the Board of Directors of theMetropeliHiR..Wat-er~-c-£4~

D~str~ct

~rk

4th

at a meeting held on the

5

that at said meeting
said resolution and that

4th

Februarv

Directors were present, that

5

, 1997. I further certify
Directors voted in favor of

Directors voted against said resolution. I further certify that the

0

total number of Directors of the

Dated this

day of

American Fork Metrooolitan Water District

~!eH'e~kaa-~~~;..Q.f-Amer:i~~

day of _ __,;F;...e~b~ru;;;..;;;;.;a~r;...v:...-_ _ _, 1997.

is

::>

•

. . . ... ...... ..... .
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STATE OF UTAH

)
:ss

COUNTY OF UTAH )

On the

4th day of

me Glenn Roundv
say that

r .aRae E

Februarv

, 1997, personally appeared before

and LaRae E . Shellev, who being by me duly sworn, did
~ho 1 1 ov

Glerm Roundv

is the Secretary and that
American Fork Metropolitan Water
is the Chairman ofthe-Metropohtan-l,VM-er-:etstriet=of~an

~~: 'R€Jili~t the aforesaid Petition to the Central Utah Water Conservancy District was signed
on behalf of said Metropolitan Water District by authority of a resolution of its Board of
Directors at a regular meeting of said Board of Directors, and at which a quorum of the Board of
Directors was in anendance, and the said Glenn Roundy

and the said

LaRae E · Shelley acknowledged to me that said Metropolitan Water District
executed the same.

My Corrunission Expires:
Notary Public

Residing at American Fork. Uta h

------~ ·-·· -· · -
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RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, a Petition for

2. 095

acre-feet of municipal and industrial Project Water

American Fork Metropolitan Water District

has been received from the-Mettupoiim-wc:rrerf>Tsrric:t"Uf7mreriw.n-forlc, and

WHEREAS. said Petition has been given legal notice and a hearing held by the Central
Utah Water Conservancy District on

fn.wj__. t 5 1 I '1 '1 7

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors of the Central Utah

American Fork Metropolitan Water

Water Conservancy District do hereby approve the.~4~u:o~-HtaR.JA!~t€r-~~~~

O.is ... --ict

rcm;::l?"euuon for

acre-feet of municipal and industrial Project Water and authorizes

2. 09 5

the officers of District to execute said Petition.

CERTIFICATE

I certify that the foregoing is a true and accurate copy of a resolution unanimously
adopted by the Board of Directors of the Central Utah Water Conservancy District on

rna M .A 1 c, . 191'1
I

'

at a regular meeting duly and regularly called in accordance with

the statutes of the State of Utah and the By-Laws of the Central Utah Water Conservancy District
and further, that out of a total of 18 Directors, _ _./~:C-- were present and voting in favor
thereof.
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ORDER APPROVING PETITION

Due notice having been given and a hearing thereon having been held, it is hereby
ORDERED that the above Petition be granted and that an allotment of 2 , 09 5

acre-feet of
. .
.
.
.
American F_ork Metroooli tan
mumc1pal and mdustnal ProJeCt Water is hereby made to the MeauporrcnW:ner.B~tnct~t
..w~~t;_~r Di:;trict.
d
d. .
. d.
.d p enuon,
..
.
~m=ttt.iifti-'enc upon the tenns an con mons reclte m sru
an d th e Board o fD trectors
hereby agrees to all of the tenns and conditions set forth in said Petition.

Dated this

/ GJ 'fL

day of

~

<

'1997.

CENTRAL UTAH WATER
CONSERVANCY DISTRICT

Attest:

)

1~
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STATE OF UTAH

)
:ss

COUNTY OF UTAH )

On the

I, 5 .fi. ~ i f'r1tJ.MJ. t

,{1_,cp (>~~, ;
say

and

/

79J

personally appeared before me

~ iJ. f~

that~ Ci. (Pj./1<>4461&-<c

is the Secretary and

, who ~-eing duly sworn, did
d. J LJ f~ .

is the President of the CENTRAL UTAH WATER CONSERVANCY District, and that the
Order approving the Petition was signed on behalf of said District by -authority of a resolution of
its Board of Directors adopted on
_ ...
~....:...:::~~::l.........:../...-:'7*1 --'-/...!.'7-'9~7"----'' which was a .~JtvV

meeting of said Board of

Directors, called on proper notice, and attended by a quorum of said Board, and said

~a u~

.

and

~J ,(} ~

acknowledged to me that said

District executed the same.

Residing at

0~ ,I JI:;::L

APPROVED BY U.S. BUREAU OF
RECLAl\1ATION

Representative of
Secretary of Interior

)

d~v~r."- 0'/~tAppd. Sol. Office

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 13 , 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council w ill meet in regular session on
August 13, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7 :30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:00p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the proposed use ofthe 2002 Local Law
Enforcement Block Grant (LLEBG) Funds from the Department of Justice.
Receiving of public comment regarding vehicles to be declared surplus.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Peck Annexation consisting of .70
acres at 506 West 1300 North.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Report ofthe City Administrator.
Counci l reports.
Mayor' s report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Review and action on Resolution(s) declaring ce1iain vehicles to be surplus.
Review and action on a Reso lution increasing the City' s property tax rate.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting a final budget for fiscal year ending June 30,
2003.
Review and action on a Resolution authorizing the reimbursement from the proceeds of a
bond sale an amount not to exceed $1 ,000,000.00 for the purchase of Switch Point
Internet Broadband System and related expenses.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD ' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Temple Springs Subdivision Plat A
consisting of9 lots at 580 North 1100 East.
b.
Review and action on the final plat of Adams Court Subdivision P lat A consisting
of2 lots at 151 West 300 North.
c.
Review and action on the final plat of Salazar Estates Subdivision Plat A
consisting of2 lots at 485 South 100 East.
d.
Review and action on the fo llowing plats: American Fork Commercial Center
P lat A amended, American Fork Commercial Center Plat B amended, and
American Fork Commercial Center Plat C which is a road and easement
dedication, at approximately 875 West State Road.

e.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13 .
14.
15.
16.
17.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for WalMart at
approximately 875 West State Road.
Review and action on a Notice oflntent to create American Fork City, Utah Special
Improvement District No . 2002-2 at approximately 800 South 400 East.
Review and action on a site plan and estimated costs for a new fire and ambulance
building at 306 East Main Street.
Review and action on an amended contract to provide police services to the
Developmental Center.
Review and action on a buy/sell agreement with Heritage Management for the old
hospital at 350 East 300 North.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the June 25, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the July 23 , 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the July 25, 2002, special session minutes.
Review and action on the July 30, 2002, special session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 5 day of August, 2002.

f(~&JL

Richard M .Colborn
City Recorder

)

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
AUGUST 13, 2002
PUBLIC HEARING-7:00P.M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COJvfMENT REGARDING THE
PROPOSED USE OF THE 2002 LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT BLOCK GRANT (LLEBG)
FUNDS FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on August 13, 2002 in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:04p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Terry Fox, Jay Christensen, Steve Cornia, Rod
Despain, Jessica Wilson, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, George Brown, Earl Johansen, Barbara
Christiansen, and 35 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the pu rpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
use ofLLEBG funds. He asked for comments.
Police Chief Terry Fox explained that they had been participating in this grant for the last five
years. The first year they used it for technology and obtained investigative equipment. The
second year they used it for technology and purchased the laptop system. The third year they
used it for the speed trailer and last year they used it for the Traffic Division and purchased one
motorcycle. This year it was proposed to use it for technology and purchase 7 new PC 's and 3
laptops. That would leave them only 1 laptop short. The remaining $900 would be put towards
modems. The grant was for $14,343 with a match from the City of$1 ,594 for a total of$15,937.
Mayor Barratt asked for comments.
Bill Jacob asked if this was a grant from the fed eral government.
ChiefFox responded that it was.
The hearing concluded at 7:07 p.m.
RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COJvfMENT REGARDING VEHICLES TO BE DECLARED
SURPLUS
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on August 13, 2002 in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:10p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with Paul Washburn and 4 additional citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding
vehicles to be declared surplu s. There were to be three 1996 Ford Crown Victorias, three 1997
Ford Crown Victorias, and one 1998 Ford Crown Victoria along with twenty-five tires and also
two additional Ford Crown Victorias (1992 & 1995), a 1993 Chevrolet Caprice, and two Harley
Davidson motorcycles. He asked for comments.
1

ChiefFox noted that the last tlu·ee vehicles and the two motorcycles would be sold locally. The
City had received on offer from SheriffPerry Johnson ofRavalli County, Montana on the other
vehicles. He explained that Harley Davidson allowed police departments to purchase the
motorcycles at a reduced rate. They were able to ride them for two to three years and sell them
for a little more than they bought them for .
There being no other comment, the hearing was closed at 7:17p.m.
RECEIVING OF PUBLIC CO:MMENT REGARDING THE PECK ANNEXATION
CONSISTING OF .70 ACRES AT 506 WEST 1300 NORTH
The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on August 13, 2002 in the City
Hall, conunencing at 7:20p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with Mr. & Mrs. Brent Shelby, Dee Loose, Jess Green, and seven additional citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
Peck Annexation at 506 West 1300 North. He asked for comments.
Paul Washburn explained that this was the connection from Virginia Ridge to 1300 North. It
would be two lots and would allow for the full road dedication.
There being no further comment, the hearing concluded at 7:23 p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on August 13, 2002, in the City Hall,
conunencing at 7:34 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Terry Fox, Steve Cornia, Jay
Christensen, Kevin Bennett, Jessica Wilson, Linda Walton, Mr. & Mrs . Bill Jacob, George
Brown, Mr. & Mrs. Brent Shelby, Jess Green, Richard Mendenhall, Judy Price, Reed Thompson,
Ned Stephensen, Lynn Woodbury, Barbara Christiansen, and approximately 50 citizens.
Councilman Storrs led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman Blake offered the
prayer.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD - LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Dee Loose representing the Hilltop Aquatic Swim Team expressed thanks and gratitude for being
able to provide this service. It served young people from Lindon, north . Hilltop was reigning
two-time State Sh011 Course Champions and were third in the Summer Long Course events.
They served more than 300 kids including the year round and seasonal swimmers. He felt that
there were three young people from Hilltop that could qualify to go the Olympic Trials in three
years. He explained that there were many volunteers that assisted with the program. He provided
the Mayor and Council w ith Hilltop Swim Team T-shirts. There was general applause.
2

John Woffinden expressed concern about Ma1iin Park noting that it was a neighborhood park that
was developed over 20 years ago . He asked for a sign noting the name of the park. It was in
need of some improvement. The small parking area was a nightmare and asked that stalls be
painted on the east and the west side. There was a basketball standard but was right where some
parked. H e asked that a three-point line and foul line be painted. He noted that when the park
was built three horseshoe pits were installed. There were now none. He asked that at least one
be provided. The pavilion needed to be re-shingled. There was a 10-foot access to the park on
the south that had been closed by a property owner and he would like to see that reopened. He
asked that some swings be put in. He asked that the park be improved and maintained. There
was general applause.
Dr. Ryan Campbell spoke on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce. They were asking for funding
and commented that they were the only Chamber that did not receive City funds. He explained
that the Chamber's Executive Director Jessica Wilson had put together a great packet of
information and asked the Council to read through it. To keep the Chamber going she was
volunteering time that should be paid for. The current income was not covering those costs. The
Chamber provided services to the community such as ribbon cuttings, advertising of new
members, welcome packets, fielding phone calls about American Fork, Better Business Bureau
questions, visitor questions, and questions from potential companies that might relocate to
American Fork. There was general applause.
Tom Mackay noted that he was following up on the bonds for Temple Meadows. Howard
Denney was going to check on some discrepancies. Mr. Bennett was looking for further
information. He asked w hen the Council was going to call into default the improvement bonds.
He urged the Council to t ake action.
Howard D e1mey responded that Mr. Mackay had the information. The discrepancy was not in the
total amount but in the detail.
Kevin Bennett stated that he was researching the third bond and had found some information. He
was still looking for some more.
Larry Roberts noted that American Fork was not quite as beautiful as it used to be. He drove by
Albertsons. He asked if the City had an Ordinance about planting trees. Albertsons was meeting
the letter of the law but the trees were pathetic. He expected to have some big beautiful trees by
now. He asked the Council to encourage Albertsons to plant some other trees.
Councilmember Belmont noted that there was not an Ordinance requiring the replacement of trees
that died. They were not watered properly and not maintained. The City had nothing to make
them keep them up .
Jess Green noted that some of the farmers below the Mill Pond had been short of water and it was
the first time in a long time. Lehi City had indicated that it was the Woodbury project that was
taking it away. Lehi City officials have said that they had asked to review the plans. Lehi City
claimed water rights from some of that area. He thought that the Council had better determine
whether they had adequate plans to show where the water went. It was not the drought. It had
always been the server of water users. The Council was the one responsible to see that those

3

things were taken care of. If American Fork were responsible, it would be the Council. The Pond
had served them well. He asked to see the plans. Who was responsible for the oversight? If it
was now the City's, they were responsible. Lehi had been pumping water from the pond to serve
the secondary system. It needed to get resolved before it cannot be re-mediated. There was
general applause.
Laramie Meredith explained that several people were present because they thought it was a
meeting on those water rights. He asked that those t hat were present for that reason to stand.
Approximately 25 persons stood. He further stated that in the July 18 minutes it stated that the
Allred 's had agreed. That was not the case. They were amenable. Nothing had been worked
out.
Danny Quintana was present on behalf of the water users and stated that their water was being
depleted.
Mayor Barratt noted this was not an agenda item.
Danny Quintana explained that it had to do with the project. They were not against it. Their
concern was that the water table was being depleted . If it were, American Fork City would be
liable. The water flow issues needed to be studied by the water users. He did not want them to
feel it was an attack but just a concern.
Mr. John Flitton, attorney for AFCC explained two things. It was not the City Council that was
responsible for people having their water. It was really the State Engineer's jurisdiction. There
was someone who enforced those rights. On top of their property, Mitchell Hollow was dry. To
put the blame on the development was not fact. It was the River Commissioner who should be
looking into it. This was a severe drought. There was no federal action on this property. NEPA
did not apply. There had been adequate review. The Army Corps ofEngineers permitted the
restoration and replacement of the drains that had been there previously. The drainage has been
repaired. Every one that had a complaint had a remedy through the State Engineer, River
Commissioner, and then to court.

Richard Mendenhall stated that restoration and repair delivered more water than before because
the water could now flow fi·eely.
Philip Green stated that he had water on Spring Creek. He wrote a letter to the Army Corps of
Engineers asking fo r a public hearing and public notice. He believed that the process had not
been done correctly either by t he Army Corps or Mr. Mendenhall's firm.
Bonnie Wadley, a water user on Spring Creek, was told that the Corps had made stipulations but
had not inspected the proj ect. There was no proof that the stipulations were followed . The water
above was a lot different. The natural springs were not affected by drought. They wanted some
kind of prooffrom the Army Corps ofEngineers. She had spoken to them and they said they
could not release anything until Woodbury said it was okay.
Mr. Meredith noted that the permit did allow for an under drain and fill over. Some 50 that were
there according to the paper work were piped and fi ll ed over.

4

George Brown stated that he had seven shares of American Fork water and tried to irrigate less
than one acre. One share was supposed to irrigate one acre. He asked w hat evidence there was
that the wells were capped.
Philip Green asked if public notice had ever been given.
George Brown asked if Woodbury had information.
A gentleman stated that he would be 82 and had lived in Lehi all of his life except for four years in
Calcutta, India while in the service. He could remember the streams. When the project started
the springs were producing enough water that muskrats were building homes. It w as the springs
that were causing trouble now. More people, more water. To take from those that have and give
to those that haven' t was not honest. Everyone had a right to have a home and the privileges of
life. Cities can not take that away . He had water rights and he would pay for any other w ater he
could get. Peopl e could by water fro m a well for $12 to $14 per hour. Some ofthe springs
should not have been covered. There was some applause.
Richard Mendenhall responded that he was not the engineer, but was one ofthe owners. There
was notice for the 404 Permit. Comment had been received. Plans had been changed based upon
comment. If there w ere any requests for the drain systems plans he would be glad to show them.
They monitored from St ate Street the in inflow and the outflow under the freeway. The permit
allowed for the capping and covering of springs. T here were collecting systems below the surface
that took the water that delivered it to the same spot that it normally flowed t o. Some other
volumes were the same and ground water was monitored and it has subsided. He was up t o
American Fork Canyon and came past the weir. T he water was not there. At the Alpine Country
Club there was not water in the creek. Their project did not have water coming in. He was
unaware that Lehi C ity was saying that they were the ones that had caused the change. Water
was not flowing tlu·ough Mitchell Hollow. He was happy to provide information and to facilitate
those types of requests.
Mayor Barratt asked City staff members if they had been contacted by Lehi City. They had not
been.
Mayor Barratt continued that Lehi Mayor Greenwood had not contacted him.
Jess Green stated that Lee Barnes was whom he had talked with.
Mayor Barratt explained that he had not been contacted and he had a very close relationship with
Mayor Greenwood and if there was a concern, that he would have been contacted.
Lynn Woodbury stated that Woodbury Corp. had been fairly meticulous in measuring what the
ground water flows were at the beginning. T here was a difference in what was corning in. It
depended on what was happening up stream. Seventy-five percent of the time there was little or
no flow corning in. Because they have captured all of the springs, there was an increase in the
flow of 15% . There was no evaporati on and it was running in systems underground .
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Mayor Barratt invited Richard Mendenhall, John Flitto11, Lynn Woodbury, to meet with those that
had concerns in conference room downstairs between now and the time action was to be taken
later in the meeting on the development.
Reed Thompson commented that he worked for Highland Water Company and explained that
when they sunk their deep well in 1986 the water level was at 288 feet. Now it was at 348 feet.
There was sixty feet of difference.
Mayor Barratt stated everyone realized the Mitchell Ditch was dry.
Laramie Meredith asked if the 15% higher flow was in the northern or southern area.
Lyrm Woodbury noted three different points of measurement. Two were in the Mitchell Hollow
and the other one was to the east.
Ms. Mindy Sager asked who provided the documentation .
Lynn Woodbury responded that the documentation was done by PEPG Engineers from Midvale
and had been submitted to the Corps ofEngineers. The Corps had that and they could make it
available.
Danny Quintana suggested that they get the Army Corps in front ofthem to further explain the
process.

Mr. Walters asked ifthe approval ofthe site plan was still on the agenda.
Mayor Barratt stated that they could go downstairs and discuss it further and then when that item
came up on the agenda, they would be notified to come back up to the meeting.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
Carl Wanlass reported that the Utah League meetings were on September 11 , 12, & 13 of
September. Registration forms needed to be turned in by August 26, 2002.
The Open House for the Police and Courts was tentatively set for the 9th of September.
COUNCil- REPORTS
Councilman Hunter reported that the golf course had concerns and would like to see if the City
Attorney could write the irrigation company and find out how many shares they had on the
McArthur Ditch because they did not feel they were getting their share. The Tri City Golf Course
was in desperate need of an irrigation system. Was there any water from American Fork that they
could rent and if there was how much was there and how much would it cost? A sprinkling
system at the Golf Course would cost about $1.6 million . They did not think they had any
bonding authority. Was it possible to use American Fork City bonding authority? It would cost
the citizens nothing as it would be paid for by the Golf Course. Carl Wan lass was checking into
that.
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Councilman Hunter reported a citizen concern regarding the campground on 620 South at about
500 East and whether it was a campground or a residence trailer park. If it was a campground
how come it was not enforced.
Councilmember Belmont reported that at last Arts Council meeting it was noted that the
upcoming year was the City ' s ! 50th year celebration and they would be planning something for
every month. She would repo11 back.
Councilmember Belmont reported that they had a bid sheet for the restrooms at the Amphitheater
that had been put together by David England. She asked that the Council look at those and it
would be placed on a future agenda for action.
Councilmember Belmont had a phone call from a lady noting that a lot of the busing to the Jr.
High School had been cut out. A lot more students would be walking. They would like the City
to consider some safety measures.
Mayor Barratt noted that it was discussed at his staff meeting and there would be a police
presence in the area when school started. He understood that they were looking for a crossing
guard.
Councilman Hampton followed up on Tom Mackay' s earlier questions and if default was an
option at this point. He would like to know when the property owners could receive that
information.
Howard Denney stated that he had opened his files to them and they copied what they wanted.
Mr. Mackay stated that there was not information on some things.

Howard Denney explained that so me was taken out ofthe bond for a sidewalk and then it was
determined that it was not ADA compliant and it was put back in. In the past the itemized areas
had not been as important as the bottom line. The base number was the same, the discrepancy
was in the itemization.
Mayor Barratt asked Kevin Bennett if he had a time frame on the Wells Fargo Bond.
Kevin Bennett reported that he had discussed this with Mr. Mackay. There were various
documents and he had a thick fi le and he understood there were two other files and he was
looking for anything that had to do with the bond. Wells Fargo only had two letters in a file . He
did not know when he would have it.
Mayor Barratt asked for a report by the 27th.
Councilman Hampton repo11ed that BFI, as they committed to do at the work session, have
provided some rates. He asked that they be provided to the Neighbors in Action as they want to
prepare a survey. He noted that the rates were not unreasonable until it got down to 1,500
subscribers.
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Councilman Hampton thanked those that put together the History and Heritage Pageant. It had
become a firm tradition in American Fork. Evan Brady reported they sold 1,000 ice cream cones.
There were over 200 volunteers that pa1ticipated.
Councilman Hampton rep01ted that the Parks Taskforce Committee was represented here tonight
and they wanted to make a comment on the proposed SwitchPoint bond.
Councilman Hampton echoed what Dr. Campbell had said regarding the Chamber of Commerce.
Jessica Wilson was giving volunteer time in making sure the Chamber functions were taken care
of appropriately. Funding was needed to see that this continued in the future.
Councilman Storrs felt that the History Pageant was wonderful.
Councilman Storrs rep011ed that he had been down to the new Mountain Meadows project as he
said he would. He felt that things could be worked out and he would work with Howard Denney
to take care of the problem. He asked that appointments to committees be placed on the next
agenda.
George Brown asked what some of the problems were.
Councilman Storrs responded that there was a fencing issue, drainage and sprinkling issue, and
landscaping issue.
Councilman Blake reported that one of his assignments was to serve on the Metropolitan Water
Board. This past week along with Howard Denney, they reviewed some ofthe infrastructure
including along the canal. They went up Provo Canyon and viewed the sites there. They also
visited the Orem water treatment plant. The City had some commitment with the CUP that was
signed in 1997 and that should be understood. Water was one of those things that varied from
year to year, but was so important. The new water tank was very timely. He would provide
additional information in future meetings on water.
Councilman Blake likewise felt that the Chamber of Commerce was providing a wonderful service
to the City. There was some amount put in the budget for them. There was volunteer effort and
community eff011 and they represented the commerce side ofthe community which was very
important.
Councilman Blake reported that he had a resident called him about the Martin Park being watered
all day long.
Mayor Barratt noted that some large water users needed to use the water during the day so that
they had water for the residents in the evening. He would get it straightened out.
MAYOR' S REPORT
Mayor Barratt had nothing to report at this time .
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ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON RESOLUTION(S) DECLARING CERT AlN VEIDCLES TO BE
SURPLUS
Mayor Barratt noted that this was the subject ofthe 7:10p. m. public hearing. The Sherifffrom
Ravalli County, Montana has bid $28,000 for seven used vehicles including twenty-five tires at
$40 per tire.
The remaining vehicles and two motorcycles would be open to public to bid.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-08-44R declaring certain vehicles to
be surplus and approving a sole source bid to Ravalli County, Montana, and also
Resolution No. 02-08-45R declat·ing certain vehicles to be surplus. Councilman Hampton
seconded the motion.
George Brown asked how they knew this was a good deal.
Mayor Barratt noted that last year the sold them to Gene Harvey Chevrolet w ho in turn sold
them. The City was eliminating the middleman this time.

All wet·e in favot·.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INCREASING THE CITY' S PROPERTY
TAX RATE
Mayor Barratt explained that a public hearing on the proposed tax increase was held on August 6,
2002.
George Brown pointed out to the Councilmembers that could not appear at the hearing, that over
80% ofthe people that were in attendance at the hearing were opposed to the tax increase.
Larry Gordon reminded the City Council that an 18.9 percent increase was pretty healthy. Our
per capita income in Utah was 4i" in the country. Our wages were 17% below the national
average. In 1998 Utah was II th in country at 15%. ln 200 1 we ranked 6t". The Council should
go back and look at other alternatives rather than increase taxes. He personally considered it the
SwitchPoint access fee. There was some applause.
Larry Roberts echoed the previous speaker. It was difficult to separate all of the issues because
they all came together on the bottom line. In the Deseret News it stated that American Fork City
spent $800,000 for Switch.Point. That was a lot and it would take more. The City had bonding
on the order of $ 19 million since 1997. Not much prior to 1997 other than for the Recreation
Center. He wondered the wisdom of what they were trying to do in the face of an economy that
was retracting. He had a problem with a tax increase and then going out and buying more toys.
There was a difference between needs and wants. From his perspective, he did not think that the
services had gotten a whole lot better. This was a small town and a small community. They did
not need to increase services at the expense of the taxpayers. There were all kinds of issues for
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more bonds and more expenses. If it went wrong they had to pay the bill. He was disappointed in
the fiscal judgment. He made an observation, and he did not mean it in a personal way, that he
felt that the City had spent a lot more ever since there was a City Manager. There was some
applause.
Jess Green saw how they voted before, but he registered a protest even though he knew the train
was coming down the track.
Phil Collins explained that he had spent considerable time with the budget. He knew what was
going on with that budget. He had spent 21 years as a controller and some budgets had more
than 50 times this amount. He was currently with one that had half the budget. He knew how
that worked also. His current income had gone down 31% percent this year. In Utah fifteen to
twenty percent were on fixed incomes. The tax increase for the next 20 years was $5.5 million
dollars. He felt he had looked at the budget a lot harder than the Council. He offered his
experience. They could act on the budget tonight or defer it for two weeks. He offered to give
six hours of this time to meet with Carl Wanlass twice and find the $271 ,000. He was a citizen in
the community and was willing to put his money where is mouth was. He encouraged them to
take him up on it. There was general applause.
Todd Huff stated that he agreed with Mayor Barratt when he previou sly had said that if they don't
increase now with a small amount they would have to with a lot later.
Dick Bromley stated they paid their dues for all these years. Increasing taxes was not the
solution. Everyone he talked with in his neighborhood did not think that it was the answer. They
were not here because most were working long hours or second jobs trying to meet the financial
burdens that the already had . The City needed to stay within the budget. They were already over
taxed. Those receiving money from public services were not be helped by giving it to them in one
pocket and then taking it out of the other. Enough was enough. It needed to stop somewhere.
There was general applause.
Laramie Meredith noted that he was for tightened belts during the lean times and hoping for the
fatter times.
Scott McCleskey thought the tax increase would go through. He thought it was irresponsible and
that it was fiscally immature but it was something that could be given back next year. He
suggested that if the Council did vote for it that they do a business audit on each line item. Was it
a good business decision? Councilman Hampton had noted that the citizens wanted more
services. That was something that had to stop from the citizens. He did not think they needed the
quarter million dollar tax increase. There was general applause.
Judy Price felt that there needed to be a more volunteer mindset. The City might need a human
resource person to facilitate the City employees so that they were heard and listened too . They
needed to take a little time, not like the SwitchPoint decision. There was some applause.
Tom Mackay explained that he realized that in the last 15 to 20 years enormous changes have
come to Utah County. Some decisions were going to have to be made. He appreciated the offer
of Phil Collins to see if he could help . It was easy to pick a scapegoat. He heard SwitchPoint
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mentioned a couple of times. There were many that did use it and the younger generation used it.
Services for one may not benefit others. This was one that many would use. Many may use
recycling. Many were willing to pay for it. He did not want to see a scapegoat on the issues.
Councilman Blake expressed that this was the wrong way to increase. The increase was such that
out of an $11 million budget they could balance the $225,000. He was willing to make the same
commitment that Phil Collins had made and he would help find the place to do it. He felt they
could do it. They could increase the franchise tax. There was a six percent franchise tax on
Switch.Point that would be funded by user fees. Those that used it would pay for it. It provided
money to the City. With Switch.Point in the City, American Fork would have the premier site in
the nation for people to have a technological infrastructure and an information super highway. On
June 18, 2002, Presi dent Bush gave the challenge to the nation to have an information
infrastructure and American Fork could be the one leading the nation. They could add it to
UVSC and BYU and put into the homes the broadband video. The point was, that it would bear
out that Switch.Point was something that could really set American Fork apart. It also added to
the tax structure. It was user fees that would pay for it. He felt strongly that the City did not
need the property tax increase. There was general applause.
Mr. Mackay stated that those moving into the community were those that would be using that
type oftechnology.

Mayor Barratt stated that one year from now, the citizenry would keep this in mind.
Kevin Bennett stated that the budget needed to be adopted by August 17, 2002.
Councilmember Belmont asked if it was possible to reopen the budget.
Kevin Bennett stated that it could be. The statute was changed to have the final budget adopted
now by August 17, 2002, if there was a proposed property tax increase. It could be reopened at
any time. This was setting the certified tax rate.
Councilmember Belmont stated that she would vote against the tax increase. We should not be
raising property taxes. The City employees received their 2% increase without the property tax
increase. The property tax was too much. Every year it was something else. It was the Alpine
School Di strict. People were getting taxed out of their houses. There was general applause.
Councilman Hampton stated that property taxes were not something anyone wanted. When he
followed that up with individuals and they talked about services, they did not want programs
decreased. It was a difficult decision for the Council. Carl Wanlass and the department heads had
many hearings and workshops and meetings and he was comfortable that the increase was needed.
Scott McCleskey raised a good point and a year from now if revenues looked better than they did
today, that the Council should drop the tax rate back. He commended Carl Wanlass, the
department heads, and all of the City employees for the tremendous jobs they were doing. He felt
this was an important part of providing citizens in the entire community with what they wanted.
Mayor Barratt reported that the community of Cedar Hills was also raising their property taxes.
In a previous meeting he was asked where American Fork ranked. He reported that last year
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American Fork was sixth highest in the county in prope1iy taxes. With this increase American
Fork would move to fifth. Cedar Hills would move from eleventh to seventh. If American Fork
passed the increase the highest would be Provo followed by Pleasant Grove, Mapleton, Lehi,
American Fork, Elk Ridge, Cedar Hills, Santaquin, Lindon, Springville, Orem, Salem, Payson,
Highland, Alpine, and Spanish Fork.
He noted that Highland City was the second wealthiest community in the State and Alpine was
the fourth .
Councilman Storrs explained that his mother had come to him and expressed concern. He did not
want to raise taxes. After he talked with her, she felt it was justified . It was not easy to do. He
felt that the departments were cut to the bone.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-08-46R approving the setting of the
Certified Tax Rate at .001799 for general purposes, .000478 for debt service on the 1992
General Obligation Recr·eation Bonds, and .000100 for tort liability for a combined total
City Certified Tax Rate of .002377. Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Jess Green observed that it was two to two and Councilman Hunter was alone. He noted that this
was discretionary income that they brought to him as a businessman.
Councilman Hunter responded that it affected him as well as everyone else. The Council tried to
look at w hat was best for the community as a whole. His mother was 85 years old and on a fixed
income. He did not want it, but it was best for the community as a whole. No matter w hat the
vote, there would be those that loved them and those that hated them. T hey were elected to make
decisions. Decisions on the Council were not easy to make and they did not take them lightly.
Mayor Barratt stated his appreciation for this Council. There had been other Councilmembers
that had sat at the table and when it got difficult, they would abstain. It was not an easy thing.
One thing about thi s Council they do not abstain . T hey step to the plate, take the pitches, and do
what t hey felt was right.
Phil Collins stated there was money in the budget.
Mayor Barratt noted that Councilman Blake was going to get into the budget to eliminate the
increase for next year. He acknowledged that Phil Collins offered his assistance along with Scott
McCleskey. T he Council had been working on the budget for months.
Larry Robe1is expressed that he had trouble determining whether the Council represented the
citizens of the community or the employees and all the organizations. There was some applause.

Voting on the motion was as follows: Aye, Councilmember·s Hampton, Hunter, and Storr·s.
Nay, Councilmembers Blake and Belmont. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE BUDGET FOR FISCAL
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30.2003
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Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-08-47R approving the final
budgets for fiscal year ending June 30, 2003. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Belmont, Hampton, Hunter, and Storrs.
Nay, Councilman Blake. The motion carried.
George Brown asked ifthe budget just passed included the $2.6 million for the SwitchPoint
project.
Mayor Barratt responded that it did not. They were adopting the budget that was discussed at the
public hearings. They would need to open the budget for SwitchPoint.
Councilman Hampton added that it was not a line item budget but it was taken out of the reserves
that were reflected in the budget.
George Brown asked when the budget would be opened.
Mayor Barratt did not know. They had not made those decisions yet.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE REIMBURSEl\1ENT
FROM THE PROCEEDS OF A BOND SALE IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED
$1,000,000 FOR THE PURCHASE OF SWITCH POINT INTERNET BROADBAND
SYSTEM AND RELATED EXPENSES
Carl Wanlass explained that thi s was a Resolution that in the event the City Council was able to
proceed to a sale of tax exempt bonds, this Resolution was required for the City to be able to be
reimbursed .
Heidi Rodeback representing the Parks Taskforce Committee stated that they liked SwitchPoint
but had some concern about the bond as it came with a cost. The SwitchPoint bond would be a
revenue bond and the parks bond would be a general obligation bond. They were told that with
the revenue bond there was not an impact, but there really was. There was a perceived impact
and watching this bond go out people would be very reluctant to pass another. There was a need
to educate the voters as to the difference. The Parks Taskforce was discouraged in that the
context that the parks bond was to go out had changed. Nevertheless they were ready to move
forward and have the taxpayers decide. The taskforce had made changes as was requested. It
was ready to go forward. In any case, additional fu nds were needed for parks. The Council
needed to weigh that cost.
Carl Wanlass stated that the Resoluti on was not to bond. It was that in the event they go to bond
this Resolution would make it possible to reimburse the City. It needed to be passed within 60
days of the purchase of SwitchPoint and would keep that option open.
Scott McCleskey asked when they were going to meet and go over how they were going to roll
out SwitchPoint.
Mayor Barratt responded that Lynne Yocum was putting a time line together.
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Councilman Hampton noted that it was to the City' s benefit to expedite the implementation as
soon as possible.
Councilman Blake noted that the intent of the Resolution was to keep the City' s options open.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-08-48R to allow for the
reimbursement of the City for the purchase of SwitchPoint in the event they go to bond in
the future. Councilman Huntea· seconded the motion.
George Brown asked that the motion state that the intent was to keep the City' s options open.

Councilman Blake added to his motion that the intent of the Resolution was to keep the
City's options open and it was not passing a bond. Councilman Hunter agreed with his
second.
Bill Jacob stated that most people thought this was only an $800,000 purchase. In early June or
May, the question was asked about due diligence and some historical figures . It was stated that
they could not disclose the purchase price. Last F riday the Assistant City Recorder called his
office and he was told that he could pick up some info rmation. There was a letter to Lynne
Yocum dated May 30, 2002. R ecently the Deseret News stated that the City only had a week to
do the due diligence. The City had the information since May 30, 2002. H e did not see anything
that required confidentiality. It was estimated that to get the system running was $2,663 ,450 in
year one. Was that the City's plan? Were they going to build out now? Ifthe City did not do it,
then the figures were skewed. Why was this a secret?
Councilman Blake responded that on the issue of the upgrade, the system was useable now. They
did not need to upgrade. The Libraty was using it now. Upgrades were not required. The City
could run it as it was now. When the system was up, the cost per user was $40. There was no
requirement to upgrade at all in this agreement.
Bill Jacob asked why it was a secret. Citizens could not make decisions without getting the
information. He did not know w hy he was called and told that the information was there.
Councilman Blake responded that Mr. Jacob had asked him for it.

Mr. Jacob stated that was just a portion of it and they would discuss it later.

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Hunter, and Storrs. Nay,
Councilmembers Belmont and Hampton. The motion carded.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS,
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN
THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO
HAVETHEPLATRECORDED
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a.

Review and action on the final plat of Temple Springs Subdivision Plat A consisting of 9
lots at 580 North 1100 East

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the final plat of Temple Springs
Subdivision Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat accept the
dedications and have the plat recorded, subject to: 1) Amendment of the plans and
profile sheets to provide grades and also final review of soils report and pavement
design by the City Engineer; 2) Amendment of the note on the final plat to the effect
that any lot proposing the construction of a basement as part of the dwelling will
•·equire an approval of a geo-technical report by the City Enginee1· prior to the
issuance of a building permit; 3) Receipt of approval of downstream wate•· users;
and 4) The posting of a bond to secure the completion of construction of required
imp•·ovements. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
b.

Review and action on the final plat of Adams Court Subdivision Plat A consisting of2 lots
at 151 West 300 North

Councilman Hunter moved to approve the final plat for the Adams Court
Subdivision Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the
dedications and have the plat recorded, subject to: 1) Amendment of the notes on
the plat to change the number of lots from three to two; 2) To the extent possible the
access f•·om the lot should be by fo•-ward motion (turn around or hammerhead type
layout); 3) Conveyance of water rights; and 4) Posting of a bond to secu•·e
completion of construction of requit-ed improvements.
Councilmember Belmont asked if duplexes were still going to be built on the lots.
Mayor Barratt responded that was the intent.
Councilman H ampton asked if the improvement bond was established by Mr. Denney.
Howard D enney stated that it was.

Councilman Hampton second motion. All were in favor.
c.

R eview and action on the final plat of Salazar Estates Subdivision Plat A consisting of 2
lots at 485 South l 00 East

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the final plat for the Salazar Estates
Subdivision Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the
dedications and have the plat •·ecorded, subject to: 1) Technical review by the City
Engineer; 2) Acknowledgement that the substandard dimension was authorized by
action of the Board of Adjustment on March 21, 1995; 3) Conveyance of water
rights for the additional lot being created by the subdivision; and 4) Posting of a
bond to secure the completion of the construction of the required improvements.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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d.

Review and action on the following plats: American Fork Commercial Center Plat A
amended. American Fork Conunercial Center Plat B amended. and American Fork
Commercial Center Plat C which is a road and easement dedication at approximately 875
West State Road
City Pl anner Rod Despain explained that when this was presented to the Planning
Commission on August 7, there were some concerns. The plat recently provided included
the requested changes. The City Engineer had not had sufficient time to review those
plats and any approval needed to give him the opportunity to do so. (Those that had gone
to meet with the developer returned.) There were now three plats instead of the
previously approved two plats.
Councilman Blake asked what the shaded area with the letters "N.A.P." meant.

Mr. Despain responded that it meant it was "Not A Part" of the development. It was a
different owner. The small parcel had been acquired at a tax sale of what was the old
Sugarville Addition . There had been no response from the owner ofthe parcel.
Howard Denney noted that where Pacific Drive came in was "Not A Part" also.
Councilman Hampton observed that the Planning Commission had worked for months on
this with the developer of the property.

Councilman Hampton moved to approve revised subdivision plats for the American
Fork Commercial Center Plats A, B, and the revised road and easement dedication
plat, Plat C, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plats, accept the
dedications and have the plats •·ecorded, subject to: 1) Completion of the technical
review of the plats by the City Enginee•·; 2) Completion of the outstanding items
from earlier plat approvals and geneml site plan approvals; 3) Modification of the
dedication language to clea•·ly indicate that each of the plats consist of three
sepa•·ate sheets; 4) Receipt of w•·itten approval from UDOT approving the proposed
access on the Green p•·operty; and 5) Receipt of title to the wetland area shown on
the Green property. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilmember Belmont noted there were still items outstanding and the City Engineer
had not yet reviewed them. lt seemed that a lot of stuff was delivered just prior to the
meeting.
Councilman Hampton stated that was the reason for condition number one.
Ned Stephensen from Woodbury Co rp. explained that those were the changes as
requested by the Planning Comrnission and they were technical in nature. The plats were
substantially the same.
Jess Green asked if the parcel that was not a part of the development was going to have a
protection or securi ty strip.
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Mayor Barratt stated that it was not a part of the project.
Rod Despain added that the earlier version did not have the Green property included and
that was now included. The property was only recently purchased. The determination of
the Army Corps came back sooner than they anticipated. Also, the new plats were meant
to accommodate a slight enlargement ofLot 4 which was the WalMart lot.
Jess Green asked about the protection strip.
Richard Mendenhall responded that the intent was not to alienate the property or dirniillsh
the access. Whatever they had in the past they would have in the future without
diminishment in anyway.
Councilman Blake asked about the issue with UDOT and the wetland deed.
Lynn Woodbury responded that they were adding an access on the Green parcel.
R od Despain explained that the plat proposed an additional access. On the wetland, the
City wanted written evidence that it was okay. They had a draft deed and legal
description. Now they needed the executed copy.
Lynn Woodbury stated t hat the water discussion was more appropriate under the site plan
approval for Wa!Mart. The subdivision was on boundary lines only.
Mindy Sager asked to be on record that the development did not, not impact t hem. They
would like more dialogue.

Mayor Barr·att called a vote on the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembe•·s Blake, Hampton, Huntet·, and Storrs. Nay, Councilmember
Belmont. T he motion cat..-ied.
e.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for Wa!Matt at approximately
875 West State R oad

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-08-26 approving the
revised site plan for WalMart on Lot 4 of the American Fork Commercial Center
Plat A, subject to: l) The remaining preliminary plat conditions are fully resolved ;
2) The provision for approval of the subdivision and dedication plat are resolved
and the plats recorded ; 3) All outstanding conditions relating to the approval of the
specific site plan for WalMa•·t as recommended by the Planning Commission have
been completed; 4) Receipt of a written statement from WaiMart to the effect that
any connex sto•·age containers be placed on the site will be located in the designated
container storage area; and 5) A finding by the Council that the proposed changes
to the specific site plan constitute a minor modification and no hearing was
requi•·ed.
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Mayor Barratt stated that the storage container area would be chain link with slats. He
did not care for that. Neither did Councilman Blake.
Robin Salvagio, from WaiMart, explained that the backside of the store would face the
freeway and the container storage area was on the freeway side of the store. She provided
a drawing showing what the Planning Commission approved which included chain link on
two sides w ith masonry on two sides and a full landscape screen on the freeway side. By
placing it there it would also have the effect of screening the truck loading area. It would
be the height of the tallest container that would be in there. The site would be raised quite
a bit.
Councilmember Belmont stated that she usually agreed with the Planning Commission, but
she did not agree with this. She asked why the containers.
Ms. Salvagio responded that the current store had containers. The new store was
significantly larger and had significantly more warehouse area. They originally thought
that they would not need container storage. However, they want to have that ability.
WaiMart would also provide a letter to the fact that they would not store connex
containers exposed to view. They would only have them in the storage area or in the
store.
Mayor Barratt expressed that he liked the fact that there was going to be some masonry
and landscaping.
Ms. Salvagio explained that WalMart had offered to put in double the size of the normal
landscape requirements so that they were starting with larger materials.
Mayor Barratt stated that his comfort level had been satisfied.

Councilman Hampton included in his motion the double the normal size of
landscaping materials and the specifics on the storage area.
Rod Despain noted that the site plan showed the placement of the trees next to the
container area and assumed that would be bonded for. His assessment was that the
commitment to the trees would be more effective than the wall and the key was the
landscaping. There was a concern that the landscaping eventually to some degree would
screen the store.
Councilmember Belmont asked in the event the trees died, w hat would happen.
Rod Despain respond ed that as he read the plan, the landscaping was independent of the
choice to put in or not put in the screened area.
Ms. Salvagio agreed, but the increased size was not.

Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
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George Brown asked if there was a sign off of downstream water users.
Lytm Woodbury noted they had already done a water indemnification agreement.
LylUl Woodbury continued that the gist of their discussions downstairs was that there was
some skepticism as to whether the work that had been done to date with the piping of the
springs and underground water systems had been done correctly. The downstream water
users wanted to have more time to evaluate whether or not Woodbury had caused some
soti of disruption or reduction of their water. One of the concerns was that they had not
been able to get information fl·om the Corps of Engineers and they had not seen all of the
plans. They were not satisfied that Woodbury was not causing a reduction in their water.
Woodbury' s answer was that if it could be demonstrated that they had done something
improper or caused a reduction then they were responsible for fixing that. The
indemnification letter stated that. The vehicle was in place where if it could be
demonstrated that they had done something incorrect, then they would fix it. There were
a lot of reasons why their water cou ld have been reduced. It was going to be the request
of the water users that the Council not take action at this time to give them an opportunity
to investigate the plans, meet with the Corps of Engineers and to hire their own engineer.
As a compromise to that, Woodbury would be willing to not request any building permit
for a 30-day period. That would give them an opportunity do what they wanted to do .

Councilman Hampton amended his motion to include a 30-day delay in any request
for a building permit to give the owners below that property an opportunity to
further their study. Councilman Storrs agreed with his second. Voting was as
follows:
Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Hampton, Hunter, and Storrs. Nay,
Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
JaNeane Jacob asked who the project manager was.
Lytm Woodbury responded that it was Woodbury Corp. and added that the SID plans
were about 80% complete.
Butch Walters felt that was a conflict of interest. When the Council carne tonight, there
was a whole new set of plans for them to look at. He asked how they could review it.
Mayor Barratt explained that the plans provided today had the technical changes requested
by the Planning Commission. There were not any big wholesale changes .
A gentl eman noted that if there were anything found during the study it would affect the
site plan.
Councilman Hampton explained that such a thing should be brought to the attention of
staff.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A NOTICE OF INTENT TO CREATE AMERICAN FORK
CITY, UTAH SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 2002-2 AT APPROXIMATELY
800 SOUTH 400 EAST
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This item was off the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN AND ESTIMATED COSTS FOR A NEW FIRE
AND AMBULANCE BUILDING AT 306 EAST MAIN STREET
Councilman Blake stated that this was an important topic. He appreciated the letter from the Fire
Department. It was well w ritten and was done all together. It raised some critical concerns. The
Fire Department wanted to see th e station remain downtown. The limiting factor to that was that
there just was not enough space. They were all aware with the issues of the Harrington Building.
It had now gone through the courts and basically the City was upheld . There was a requirement
that the City pay damages and there were some parameters on that. Long term one of the
objectives that they all had was to have a good City Center. He felt there was some opportunity
to approach again to see if the H arrington Building could be obtained on a reasonable basis. It
may be the one last time to do that. This was a thirty to fifty year decision. With respect to the
building there was still discussion as to whether it should come down or whether it could be
restored . One approach was that there were really two buildings there. If they could purchase on
a reasonable basis, they could tear down the addition part down and restore the original part.
This was a unique site in that American Fork was the first tax-maintained free school in Utah, the
west, and maybe the nation. The Arts Council cou ld possibly use it, especially if it was a reduced
footprint. Next year was the Sesquicentennial and thi s could be a special project. They could at
least approach the owners one more time. Part of the problem of restoring the whole building
was that it was just too big. By cutting it in half, it would cost less to restore and it could be
used . Was there a window for the Council to approach one more time?
Mayor Barratt stated that there was, but he felt they were two to three years away.
Councilman B lake disagreed. lf the owners wanted to do it, it could be done in a quick manner.
The market price was not really that high.
Mayor Barratt stated that was w hat the City was pursuing and that was what the City wanted to
do. Some of that was already in the works . But, he felt it was still a year or two down the road.
Councilman Blake felt that if there was a willing seller it could be closed in 60 or 90 days.
Councilman Storrs asked where they would get the money.
Councilman Blake stated that the market value was $300,000 to $400,000.
Councilman Storrs had another alternative. He agreed 100% with w hat was stated in the letter
from the Fire Depa1t ment. T he Fire Department has stated that they want the station to be
centrally located. He had made a motion to keep it where it was at and it didn't fly. He was the
minority; one against everybody. He had a hard time building the station on ground that was
already being used as a park. What he was going to propose was against what he felt but was a
compromise on his pa1t. lt was a good idea to have the fire and ambulance combined together for
the future, but it was not going to fly. The best scenario he could come up with was to move the
ambulance t o the park at 300 East Main. Pa1t of the park would still be able to be used for a
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park. Use the rest of money to remodel the existing building. They would not encroach on the
parking lot.
Firefighter Gary Rackman commented that they would take the existing station as it was.
Councilmember Belmont noted that several years ago the ambulances were at the hospital.
Councilman Storrs added that this addressed the ambulance's concern as well.
Councilman Blake asked if the ambulance could be moved to the hospital.
Councilman Storrs answered that was not an option.
Councilman Hampton asked how long it would take to get plans for just an ambulance station.
Carl Wanlass anticipated that it would take 30 days.
Councilman Blake asked about the existing building needing to be upgraded for earthquakes.
Jay Christensen thought that the cost fo r the remodel was $1 .8 million.
Mayor Barratt asked ifthere was a timetable on the bond.
Carl Wanlass stated that there was. They had to be careful on the arbitrage. They had twentyfour months. The fund s had to be expended in three years.
Bill Jacob noted that w hen the bond was passed he believed there was a Resolution that the
proceeds from the sale of the Heritage were earmarked toward the fire and ambulance.
Councilman Hampton did not think it was that specific.
Referring back t o Mayor Barratt's statements on the Harrington, Judy Price asked what he meant
when he said that was what the City was planning.
Mayor Barratt explained that the Council and the staff were in favor of acquiring the Harrington
building if they could.
Councilman Blake asked if di scussions were opened recently.
Mayor Barratt stated that they had not, only in a superficial way.
Firefighter Gary Rackman noted that he was on a Committee a number of years ago about the old
American Fork High School. No one loved that old building more than he did . They
recommended that it be condemned. It was a liability to the City because something was going to
happen. They recommended that they tear it down. That was the worse decision that he ever had
to make. The Harrington building was ten times worse. He did not want to have to go in there to
search for someone. Everyday there was another window out or something.
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Jolm Woffinden asked if Councilman Storrs' proposal included the closing of Church Street.
Councilman Storrs responded that it did not.
George Brown commented that he was glad that Church Street was brought up . There was
Merchant Street that was a hazard that T' d into 100 North. Persons traveling north on Center
Street could not get across I 00 North because of the constant traffic turning right off Merchant
Street onto 100 North. Church Street was in the middle of the block between Center and 100
East. M erchant Street was not in the middle of a block. To solve the problem downtown, you
close Merchant Street. Build the fire station where the muffler shop was and you have the old fire
station up while the new one was being built. The same location would be maintained. It was not
tough to see that Merchant Street was the problem.
Mayor Barratt responded that he disagreed.
Councilmember Belmont asked that when they voted to put it out to 300 East Main, it was
difficult for her. There were not enough parks. A man talked with her and asked where a TRAX
station would go downtown. Where would they put one? TRAX was coming.
Firefighter Reed Thompson stated that he understood the proposal that was brought up . He
asked about the number of dollars. How feasib le was it? At some point in time in his lifetime he
would see some sort of a merge between the ambulance and fire. Would the station on 300 East
be a satellite station that could also house a pumper truck or just suit the needs for three or four
years? He was speaking for himself. They did have some people that were cross-trained. How
would that work if they were separate?
Mayor Barratt felt that what was being envisioned was a unified department. The 300 East site
would need to be expanded. The cost ofthe adjacent property was about $275,000.
Councilman Storrs reported that St. George had volunteer EMS & fire and professional
paramedics.
Jim Cates commented that thi s came to a vote once before and he thought it was resolved . It
appeared that the Council was not prepared at that time and they were not prepared now. He
supported tabling the item until there was a plan that would work could be presented to the
citizens. It needed to work and he encouraged the Council to get with the fi re and ambulance.
David Rodeback, Vice President of the Greenwood Neighbors Initiative on Parks, explained that
the park at 300 East Main Street was the only park west of 700 East between Main Street and
300 North. The area was already sh011 on parks and it was inadequate. He urged the Council
that if they eliminated that park fo r a fire station that they also include in t he funding the cost of
creating a new park.
Larry Roberts asked that any new structure have a consistency of architectural design.
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Firefighter Gary Rackman expressed his own opinion that the property at 400 Notth Center was
still a good option. A real nice looking station would be better than the parking lot that was there
now that housed the semis and motor homes.
Mayor Barratt apologized to MHTN and to Jacobsen whom he had asked to be in attendance. It
was a difficult decision and he did not know how to solve it. The fire and ambulance were given
the assignment to sit down and come up with a building that would work on 300 East Main
Street. He did not get involved. He did not know if the Council was ready to make a motion or if
it would mean anything because they had a unanimous decision to put it on 300 East just a few
months ago.
Firefighter Lee Cabell observed that the what happened inside the walls and what happened
outside the walls of the Fire Depattment were related but were two different things. He felt that
the architects did a great job at looking at the inside. Ninety percent of the issues with the Fire
Department were nothing to do with the building but the location and the size of the property that
it was to be on. He felt that the whole commu nity was being held hostage by what was happening
on the downtown block. Decisions needed to last into the future. He agreed that it needed to be
done right. H e would suppott looking at that a little better and some of the accommodations of
Firefighter Reed Thompson and Councilman Blake and look at it one last time, not just for the fire
station but for downtown Ameri can Fork. There was some applause.
Jay Christensen asked where they were going.
Mayor Barratt asked for direction.
Firefighter Lee Cabell stated that they had plans a month ago that worked on the Center Street
site. Then it went to the Planning Commission and it was shot down.
George Brown stated that the City needed to get a professional planner. They needed to address
light rail and parking. Let the planner tell the Council what needed to be done. It was a difficult
challenge. It needed to be done right.
Judy Price asked if anyone had approached the muffier shop about that property.
George Brown stated t hat had and he would sell.
Mayor Barratt noted that they could maintain the use of the existing station, but ifthey remodeled
it, it would need to be brought up to code. He felt that 400 North was ideal.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED CONTRACT TO PROVIDE POLICE
SERVICES TO THE DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER
Councilman Hampton noted some concerns had been raised, specifically 3a, 3b, & 3c.
Carl Wanlass recommended that it be a one-year contract and not a four-year contract.
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Kevin Bennett noted four concerns. First, it was a four-year contract. He suggested that it be
changed back to one year. Second , the venu e for settling disputes was in Salt Lake in Third
District Court. H e felt it should be in Utah County in Fourth District Court. Third, liability
should be placed on each par1y. Fourth, the scope of work was more detailed.
Chief Fox stated that the scope was correct. It was now specified more accurately. H e would
like to have a clause like COLA or something along those lines .
Councilman Blake discu ssed a motion that they approve the contract for one year and the
recommendations that Kevin Bennett addressed, with each party being liable for their own
negligence.
George Brown asked who owned the officer.
ChiefFox noted that the Developmental Center would furnish a computer and office. T he Officer
would still be American Fork's.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the contract for one year with the recommendations
of Kevin Bennett and that each party would be liable for thei•· own negligence.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A BUY/SELL AGREENfENT WITH
MANAGE NfENT FOR THE OLD HOSPITAL AT 350 EAST 300 N ORTH

HERITAGE

Councilman Hampton asked Carl Wanlass if he was comfortable with the details and the extension
of time for two months.
Carl Wanlass responded that he was.

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the agreement as pt·esented with the two-month
extension of time.
George Brown asked if H eritage was paying its lease payments. Mayor Barratt responded that
they were.

Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt noted that the City was carrying a note on part of it.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CON STRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITE MS
Councilman Hunter repo r1 ed that the Planning Commi ssion at their August 7, 2002, meeting
approved the signage plan for the Morinda B ottling Plant at 737 East 1180 South; approved with
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conditions the site plan fo r expansion of the Jacob s Law Office at 75 N o1th Center; approved with
conditions the site plan for the Safford Office Building at 321 East State Road; approved with
conditions the site plan for Bob' s Tow ing to be located at 120 North Grant Avenue; approved
with conditions the preliminary and final plat of the Karate Studio Subdivision Plat A, a one lot
subdivision at 735 East Pacific Drive; approved with conditions the site plan for Bushi-Ban DOJO
Karate Studio at 735 Pacific Drive; discussed the Seven C 's Subdivision Plat A consisting of 4
lots at 150 North 450 West; discussed the site plan for placement of a mobile home on pad site
number 210 in the Seven C ' s M obile Home Park at 120 North West State Road ; approved with
conditions the preliminary plat of Old Farms E states Subdivision Plat C consisting of 8 lots at 922
North 140 W est; discussed the preliminary plat ofLittle Hill Subdivision Plat A consisting of5
lots at 250 West 300 North ; approved w ith conditions the Automall Business Center PUD, a
resubdivision of Lot 1 American Fork Automall at 995 South 500 East; approved with conditions
American Fork Commercial Center Plat A amended, American Commercial Center Plat B
amended, and American Fork Commercial Center Plat C which is a road and easement dedication,
at approximately 875 West State Road; approved with conditions the revised site plan for the
Wa!Mart Super Center at approximately 875 West State Road; approved w ith conditions an
amended annexation agreement for Harbor Road Annexation Plat A at 650 South 100 West
consisting of 10 .89 acres; and discussed a co ncept plan for the annexation agreement of the
Harbor Road Annexation Plat Bat approximately 900 South 240 West consisting of 153 .62 acres.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JUNE 25, 2002, MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the June 25, 2002, minutes with some changes.
(Where the minutes referred to "Mr. Bennett" the name should state "Wade Bennett" so as
to keep it straight from the City Attomey Kevin Bennett who was not in attendance. On
page 9, line 20, it should be noted that Councilman Hunter was excused. On page 28, line
35, add "Hampton" after Councilman. On page 29, line 3, change " thrown" to "throw"
and in line 16, sc•·atch the "T.") Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. Voting
was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Hampton, and Storrs. Abstain,
Councilman Hunter. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JULY 23, 2002, MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved app•·oval of the July 23, 2002, minutes as presented.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JULY 25, 2002. SPECIAL SE SSION MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the July 25, 2002, special session minutes as
presented. Councilman StotTS seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JULY 30. 2002. SPECIAL SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the July 30, 2002, special session minutes as
presented. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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FINANCE COMl\lliTTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills for payment, purchase requests
over $1,000, and manually prepared checks as reviewed by the Finance Committee.
Councilman Hunte•· seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Stons moved adjournment at 11:32 p.m. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All we•·e in favor.
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NvfERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 22, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, August 22, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Discussion of pressurized irrigation.
Discussion with the Chamber of Commerce regarding operations.
Discussion of items for the upcoming August 27, 2002, City Council meeting.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Dated this 13 day of August, 2002.
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Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCTI.., MEETING MINUTES
AUGUST 22, 2002
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on August 22, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 4 :05p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Rod Despain, Terry Fox, Howard Denney, Kevin Bennett, Lee
Wimmer, Mike Shumway, Grant Leonard, Glenn Roundy, Richard Noble, Heath Clark, Jess
Green, Jessica Wilson, Barbara Christiansen, Dale Gunther, and 5 citizens.
DISCUSSION OF PRESSURIZED IRRIGATION
Mayor Barratt noted that Richard Noble from Franson Noble & Associates had been invited to
attend the meeting and Councilman Blake had also invited members of the American Fork
Metropolitan Water Board including Chairman Glenn Roundy and member Grant Leonard. Lee
Wimmer and Heath Clark were present from CUP and Mike Shumway from the American Fork
Irrigation Company was present.
Glenn Roundy commented that he felt that they did not get the City' s participation that they
should.
Councilman Blake hoped that as they met, the City would understand their contractual
responsibilities with the CUP and also the Grant parameters.
Richard Noble reviewed the alternatives that had been presented in previous meetings.
No Action" Alternative. What happened if a secondary system was not constructed? It did not
mean that you did not have to do anything. You still needed to continue to provide water through
the culinary system. Two additional 4Y2 million gallon water tanks would be needed along with
23 miles of additional pipeline that was 10" to 36" in diameter and seven new wells.
They did an evaluation of the cost comparison to treat surface water vs. pumping ground water
from wells. They found that a treatment plant would cost about $1 % million per year to operate.
For the wells it would cost just under $1 million. It was concluded that the drilling ofwells was
the cheaper alternative.
Councilman Blake noted that with the alternative of treating the water, they would be treating the
water from Deer Creek or out of American Fork Canyon.
Richard Noble assumed that the City would choose to go with the wells, as they were the most
economical solution. The total capital cost would be about $ 16.4 million. If the City decided to
go with the " no-action" scenario the City ought to give CUP notification that they were not going
to accept the grant. The City would need to proceed with the General Plan and upgrade the
water system as it was currently described . The consequences ofthis decision were that
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improvement would take place over time and there would not be a need to issue a big bond at this
point in time . There would be an increase in water rates over time. If the City kept their contract
with CUP for 2095 acre-feet of CUP water. The estimated price was around $150 per acre-foot
or about $3 14,000 annually. This was untreated water and with this scenario there was no easy
way to use it.
Councilman Blake explained that he understood that it was a fifty-year agreement with CUP and
they were obligated to pay that whether they took the water or not. There was a possibility that
they could sell it to someone else. There was the option of a 10-year deferral that they were
taking. The agreement was made in 1997 so in 2007 they would need to pay for it. If they didn't
have a secondary system or treatment plant, there was no easy way to use the water.
Grant Leonard stated that they could not sell the water. It would divert back to CUP.
Councilman Blake reported that he had seen the Lindon Secondary system.
Grant Leonard noted that the cost was now estimated at $165.00.
Councilman Blake stated that when 2007 came, he did not want to be paying for water that they
were not using.
Councilman Hampton asked when the Council approved the water agreement.
Lee Wimmer explained that the petition letter was with the American Fork Metropolitan Water
District. Normally cities did it that way because Metropolitan W ater Districts could divest
themselves of the water.
Councilman Hampton did not think that the Metropolitan Water Di strict could bind the City.
Lee Wimmer commented that the CUP would take that water back if American Fork did not see a
need for it in their plans. There were other people clamoring for water that they did not have.
Richard Noble noted another potential consequence was that ground water would be the only
source of water for the City. In the future the withdrawals from the groundwater aquifer in the
north end of the County was projected to double. There may be a little more instability in the
system .
Councilman Blake noted that Reed Thompson from the Highland Water Company stated that
there was a 60-foot drop in the ground water level since the well was drilled a few years ago .
Richard Noble reported that the American Fork Water Department had some issues with the
daytime water restrictions and if they were to continue they would need to be addressed. They
continued to have problems with open ditches and safety issues. The American Fork Irrigation
Company had made no bones about curing their financial woes. It was likely that they would
continue and their operational problems would become more difficult. Additionally if the City did
not make plans t o use the irrigation company water, he foresaw a situation where the shareholders
would begin to sell their water outside the City.
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Secondary System Alternative. As from their report last April, it was designed for 40 to 90 psi
and it included only the area n01th of the interstate. The area south of the interstate would need
their own supply and pump from wells. User rates would be the method used to make the usage
equal between the north and the south. There would be a storage reservoir near the mouth of the
canyon and they would utilize one ofthe existing ponds in the Tri-City Golf Course.
Councilman Storrs asked about using the effluent from the sewer plant for the south area.
Richard Noble responded that they had looked at that and at this point it was determined to be
more economical to pump groundwater.
Howard Denney asked about intercepting it at a higher elevation .
Richard Noble responded that it would need to be treated, filtered, and chlorinated in order to
have unrestricted secondary use.
Mr. Denney felt that it could also lengthen the life of the sewer treatment plan.
Mr. Noble stated that was an opportunity that they had not looked at.

Grant Leonard reported that CUP could deliver 80 psi out of their pipe.
Richard Noble reported that they would need to break some ofthe pressure.
Grant Leonard asked if there was an increased allotment allowed for in a drought year.
Lee Wimmer noted that CUP could increase the allocation by about 20% in drought conditions.
Jess Green suggested that the surface water from the irrigation and from the CUP be for the
center area of the City and place the new pipes in the newer areas as they developed.
In either alternative, there would still need to be some improvement in the culinary system.

Richard Noble explained that the City currently had an ordinance t hat developers needed to turn
in water at the time of development.
Jess Green asked what was proposed for the existing water shares .
Mr. Noble responded that the water owners would receive a credit for the amount of acre-feet
that they had corning. There would be a secondary system rate.

Jess Green asked if there would be a better rate for culinary water fo r those having secondary
shares but not using all of them.
Richard Noble answered that was not something they had looked at.
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Mr. Noble continued that in order for the City to implement a secondary system, certain actions
needed to take place. If the City wanted to take advantage ofthe grant from CUP, they would
need to execute a contract with District and the Department of the Interior ofthe United States by
October 12, 2002. The City's General Plan would need to be updated to include a secondary
system and the culinary element would need to reflect the decrease demand . There would need to
be an agreement drawn up between the City and the American Fork Irrigation Company that
would spell out that relationship. Bonds would need to be sold to faci litate the project. If they
were to be GO bonds, an election would need to be held. A secondary water utility would need
to be created and also the City would need to adopt an Ordinance that developers would need to
provide American Fork Irrigation Company Water instead of water from any source and an
Ordinance that would require developers to install new secondary lines.
Richard Noble observed that an added consequence with the CUP Grant was that about a $12
million debt to finance the project would be needed . To pay that debt, water rates would need to
increase abruptly and then they would level off.
Councilman Blake asked what the rate range would be.
Mr. Noble stated that the average secondary rate would be about $135 per lot. The culinary base
was now $96 with overage being $.60 per 1,000 gallons. They proposed the base user rate
increase to $200 per year. That would include 11,000 thousand gallons a month . That was the
average indoor supply for a family of four. The currant base rate of $8 per month allowed for
only 6,000 gallons. The proposed overage rate would be high, about $2.25 per 1,000 gallons up
to 22,000 gallons.
Grant Leonard stated that they could not do a GO bond this November.
Richard Noble explained some ofthe CUP contract requirements. One thousand acre-feet of
water would be returned to the U nited States for their use and the obligation to pay for that water
would be forgiven.
Lee Wimmer explained that they needed t he water because there was an endangered fish species
in Utah Lake. The Endangered Species Act was a Federal Act. They needed more flow in the
Provo River during the spawning season. They needed to take "sufficient progress" toward the
recovery ofthe June Sucker.
Jess Green did not feel that the $5 million grant was worth the giving away annually of 1,000
acre-feet of water.

Mr. Noble noted that it was more than the $5 million. It was also the repayment that went along
with it. It was really about $8 million at current value.
Howard Denney estimated that it was more along the lines of $12 million dollars.
Councilman Blake explained that without a system, there was no way to use the water.
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Jess Green commented that they needed to consider seriously the donation of water to someone
else, the water that was already contracted for that was in a plan a few years ago . It should not be
kissed away.
Richard Noble noted that a requirement ofthe contract was keeping the ditch from the diversion
dam, down. It could then be captured and stored in the reservoir in the golf course. The system
as designed could conserve about 10,000 acre-feet of water per year. There would be a reduction
in the cost to upgrade the culinary system. It would provide for multiple water sources. It would
create a market for willing sellers of the American Fork Irrigation Company Shares. The
American Fork Irrigation Company had indicated that they would not allow those shares to be
able to be sold outside the City.
Richard Noble observed that Councilman Blake had discussed building a system with a more
phased approach. H e had looked at that and it needed some discussion with the CUP to see if still
was within their goals.
Councilman Storrs asked where the water was going that the City was not yet using.
Mr. Wimmer responded that it was not being delivered. He added that there were addit ional
savings. With a secondary system the water level would be lowered to below the sewer line
which would reduce the amount of infiltration.

Richard Noble talked about a backbone system . In a backbone system the large lines would be
constructed and water would be delivered to the larger users. Those along the backbone could
cmmect. Its cost would be about $7.7 million. There needed to be 35% local money. With the
CUP grant, it would cost $2.7 million.
Jess Green asked if that was what Pleasant Grove had done. Mr. Noble thought it was.
Mr. Noble continued that after the backbone was installed, the rest of the system could be built.

Councilmember Belmont asked if the price included the repair of the streets. He responded that it
did.
Grant Leonard stated that the irrigation company was against the partial system originally. He
believed that the partial system did not have large diameter pipes. As they had talked recently
they agreed with a partial system with the larger pipes so that it could be completed later.
Councilmember Belmont asked how the conservation would work.
Richard Noble explained that they way the conservation was defined fo r this project was that they
were conserving culinary water. Secondary water that was delivered displaced the demand for
culinary water. In terms of total water usage, it would be hard to say that there was any savings
other than the areas where they flood irrigated now.
Mayor Barratt commented that a secondary system could eliminate infiltration into the sewer
system as well.
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Councilmember Belmont asked that if everything were piped, what would happen to the aquifer.
Richard Noble responded that this component of the recharge for this aquifer would only have a
slight decrease in the total recharge. That was the shallow aquifer not the deep one.
Glenn Roundy commented that it needed to be the voters that made the final decision.
Councilman Hampton felt that they needed to diversify their sources and not put all oftheir eggs
in one basket. What if CUP could not deliver?
Richard Noble felt that was extreme.
Jess Green commented that in the case of a drought, CUP would be able to deliver a percentage.
Lee Wimmer stated that they would be able to deliver the full 2095 acre-feet.
Howard Denney noted this year's experience and conservation program from the State. The
tanks from 4 :00 p.m. to 6:00p.m. were full . Some other communities were not able to continue
that program because they did not have the supply. American Fork would need nine million
gallons more storage with the "no action" alternative at a cost of about $4 million. With a
secondary system that cost was a little over $1 million . With that the " no action" alternative was
not the cheapest.
Councilmember Belmont stated that they were in the fourth year of a drought and people were
trying to comply. Their lawns were turning brown. Strictly from aesthetics, what would the look
of the town be? It was a terrible consequence. Stands of trees could die because all the water
would be in pipes.
Richard Noble explained that with the contract with the CUP, the management plan called for the
release water down the channels to water the trees. There would be water coming down the
canyon to at least the Tri-City Golf Course to fill the reservoir that would be used in the system.
Councilman Blake noted that the irrigation company had been here a number of years. Their
viability to continue was in question . American Fork City had 2095 acre-feet from CUP and if the
City did not do something they would not be able to use it. The next four to six weeks was
important. He was impressed by the phased approach figures. It could grow into a secondary
system.
Mayor Barratt asked for other questions or comments.
Councilman Hampton commented that in either direction there would be a lot of roads torn up for
a long time.
Grant Leonard asked if the CUP was a binding agreement.
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City Attorney Kevin Bennett stated that it was a legal binding agreement between the Central
Utah Water Conservancy District and the American Fork Metropolitan Water District. The City
may have a moral obligation. In 1997, it came to the City Council of American Fork, before the
petition was made, to see if the City was interested in pursuing this . Councilman Brown made a
motion that explained that the City would not be taking title to the water. The title was in the
name of the American Fork Metropolitan Water District. The reason they did that was because
there was some concern as to how much the water would be worth and the cost of the water at
the time the water was allotted to this part of the valley. It was felt that it would be better for the
Metropolitan Water District to pursue. That was done. Two weeks after the motion, a petition
was made by American Fork Metropolitan Water District and they took the allotment. It became
a binding agreement between those two bodies. The agreement did say that if they did not take
the allotment they still would be required to make the payment. There was a ten-year deferral to
take that allotment. They still had 50 years overall to buy the water. It was American Fork City
that expressed the interest and said they wanted the water, but ifthey didn 't want it, the
Metropolitan Water District could pedal it.
Councilman Blake asked if they did default would it affect the City's credit and would the City let
them default.
Kevin Bennett explained that the American Fork Metropolitan Water District was a separate body
and that was why he said there might be a moral obligation. He felt they ought to have the
Metropolitan Water District on board saying that they were willing to give the thousand acre-feet
back.
Glenn Roundy stated that they did what they were instructed to do by the City Council.
Lee Wimmer stated that he would be happy to answer any questions. The CUP has worked with
a lot of other cities. It had been in place for nearly ten years and they put out about $50 million in
federal dollars. This year the net savings was about 50,000 acre-feet of water. Some things were
getting more difficult to do.
Glenn Roundy asked for a description as to where the CUP water was corning from .
Lee Wimmer answered that the water was to be delivered by exchange from Jordanelle Reservoir.
People see the water in the Jordanelle and they think that the water was from the capturing of the
Provo River. That was true but they had to replace the water that would have been going to Utah
Lake. The water that they replace that with came from the Duschene River and Currant Creek
drainage through a collection system. That was water that was in the Colorado River drainage.
Utah was entitled to 22% percent ofthe Colorado River flow at Lee's Ferry. The genesis ofthe
CUP plan was to bring that water that the State ofUtah had to the Wasatch front.
Jess Green cautioned the Council to think real serious about the giving away ofthe water. H e
would rather pay the extra bucks rather than send it to Salt Lake. People took precedence over
June Suckers and trees. This was an opportunity to protect our selves. Eventually he thought
there would be a treatment plant in the north end ofUtah County. It was a place to use the
winter water.
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Grant Leonard stated that south valley water was commingling CUP water with their water and
that water was going to Traverse Ridge right now. He had been told that 20% of the water was
going to go to Lehi. If that was the case, they ought to commingle their water and sell it to Lehi.
Lee Wimmer stated that CUP water was being delivered to Lehi, Highland, Lindon, and Pleasant
Grove.
Glenn Roundy stated that they were talking about piping the Murdock Canal and it would cost
American Fork City $245,000. That needed to be done because of liability insurance. There were
other problems including water sheds.
Councilman Blake asked for another work session, as it appeared that the irrigation company and
maybe the water board had some other issues.
It was decided to have this issue on the September 5, 2002, work session at 4:00 p.m. Mayor
Barratt noted that they would have to be out of that meeting by 5:30 p.m. Action on the item
would be on September 24, 2002.
Jess Green commented that the issue of watersheds had been a topic between Lehi and Alpine.
He felt that Lehi and Pleasant Grove would be very cooperative. It was his understanding that
Lehi had filed eminent domain on the water shed.
DISCUSSION WITH THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE REGARDING OPERATIONS
Mayor Barratt apologized to the Chamber of Commerce for them having to wait so long.
Mayor Barratt stated that the Council and their spouses were invited to take a tour of the new
police & courts bui lding on September 5, 2002, at 3:30 p.m., just before the work session. The
Open House would be on September 9, 2002, at 10:00 a.m.
*Councilmember Belmont was excused.
Chamber of Commerce Executive Director Jessica Wilson was present and introduced Chamber
of Commerce Boardmembers Shawn Cook, Stephanie Puffer, and Tiffany Berg. She explained
that the Chamber's Master Plan was in the packet that had been provided. She felt there was a
great relationship with the City. The Chamber of Commerce was at a point where they needed
additional funding. A local accountant was donating his services to develop a budget. They were
still having about three to five businesses join each month. There are still more expenditures than
revenues. The Chamber sent out weekly E-mails to all the businesses that request them. They
invite School Board Candidates to their meetings. Companies call about relocating to American
Fork. Most of what the Chamber provided was PR and did not bring in revenue. She thanked the
City for the use of the postage and copy machine. The new office would be a great benefit. The
expenditures for the last 12 months were $26,000 while their income was about $14,000.
Ms. Wilson stated that she contacted other Chambers and found that the American Fork Chamber
was the only one not receiving money from the City. They would also be working on funding
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from other sources. The Chamber was putting together a brochure for the Cities in the north end
of the County.
She reported that the Provo-Orem Chambers were combined. About ten percent ofthe
businesses were members ofthe Chamber. They had about 1,000 members. Their membership
rates were high. Smaller businesses paid $500 and larger businesses $800. They had a staff of
about 18, most were interns and their labor was free.
Councilman Storrs asked if business licenses paid for some ofthe Chambers.
Kevin Bennett responded that business license fees could not be used for funding. They were
strictly for regulation.
Councilman Blake asked how much was approved in the budget for the Chamber.
Carl Wanlass answered that a specific amount was not identified. There were dollars for
economic development and for the downtown . He discussed with Mayor Barratt that there were
some redundancy between economic development and the chamber. In the new building both
would have offices there.
Shawn Cook noted that when people want information about a city throughout the world and
country, they know to call the Chamber. It was time for American Fork to take on more
responsibility with the Chamber.
Councilman Blake asked Mr. Wanlass if they were looking at a contract for services.
Carl Wanlass noted that would need to be addressed by the Council. He had a copy of one that
was pretty generic.
Councilman H ampton noted that as Shawn Cook had indicated, everyone throughout the United
States looked at the Chamber as the source of information. American Fork was really fortunate
of have such an outstanding Chamber that they did . He supported funding and finding a vehicle
to use to fund it. Jessica Wilson had stayed on much longer than someone else would have. He
asked that a draft contract for services be put on the agenda for the first Council meeting in
September. H e recommended that they fund the difference, which was about $15,000, plus the
City' s membership dues and other sources ofrevenues.
Carl Wanlass commented that funding at that amount would take some dollars away from
downtown and economic development.
Councilman Hampton added that he had a couple of other funding options to look at.
Mayor Barratt stated that the question was not whether or not the Chamber was going to get
funding. It was how much. He and Mr. Wanlass had talked numerous times about this. H ow
was the money between downtown, economic development, and the chamber going to get divided
up . He suggested that they take Councilman Hampton' s comments and analyze them and put a
proposal together for the next meeting.
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Police Chief Terry Fox noted that they had a home business for a number ofyears and never
joined because of the fee structure. He suggested that it be lowered a little.
Jessica Wilson asked if$75 was too high. ChiefFox responded that he thought that it was.
Ms. Wilson expressed that the Chamber did more for smaller businesses than they did for the
larger ones. She worked at this job not just because of relationships. She had degrees. After
talking about funding resources she talked with someone fi·om the Governor' s Office ofPlanning
and Budget who reported to her that there was no conflict. The business license fees were being
reinvested in the City. The businesses were staying here.
Ms. Tiffany Berg stated that the Chamber had helped a lot in getting her business started. They
needed to look at the person being paid for. In this case, Jessica Wilson made the difference.
Jessica Wilson noted that she was on the Board of Downtown American Fork Inc. and they were
trying to help downtown. The Chamber served the whole community. She asked if the Council
had any questions .
Mayor Barratt commented that what Chief Fox had said was a good suggestion. He asked for her
to return over the next few weeks and to help the Council understand how the Chamber was
working toward self-funding. That may be a long-term process but he would like to see them
move in that direction.
Dale Gunther asked about the taking of money from downtown.
Mayor Barratt explained that the Chamber felt they needed about $15,000. That level of funding
would have an impact on downtown and economic development.
Dale Gunther asked if the Chamber was suggesting taking money from downtown.
Carl Wanlass added that he had indicated that there was nothing specifically budgeted for the
Chamber. If there were to be funding, it would probably come from those two items.
Councilman Hampton disagreed noting that he had some other options.
Councilman Blake felt that there was a specific dollar figure mentioned for the Chamber in the
budget.
Jessica Wilson stated that the Chamber would like to try some fundraising during Steel Days this
next year with a BBQ or a steak fry. She was fielding a lot of call s. She had forty-five messages
in two days. She asked for a definite date when they could get funded . The events that they did
were break-even propositions. There were certain things that were not revenue producing.
Councilman Blake asked about an advance to the Chamber.
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Mayor Barratt asked if the Chamber was asking for money now or was the Chamber asking for a
solution in the next thirty days.
Ms. Wilson stated that she would rather wait thirty days for a "whole pie than get just one slice
today. "
Dale Gunther expressed appreciation to Jessica for her serving on the Board . He continuted that
he did not think it was fair to jerk money out of downtown to give to anyone.
Mayor Barratt stated that was not part of Councilman Hampton' s suggestion.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING AUGUST 27,2002, CITY COUNCIT.MEETING
Mayor Barratt stated that if the Councilmembers had any questions, they could get with Staff or
himself for further explanation.
OTHER BUSINESS
No other business was discussed.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 6:03 p.m.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 27, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Counci l will meet in regular session on
August 27, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as fo llows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:50 p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the Woods Annexation consi sting of .99
acres at 1145 East 50 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Terry Larsen Annexation consisting
of5.73 acres at 396 South 860 East.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Guth Annexation consisting of 1.50
acres at 1235 East 50 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Alpine School District American Fork
Annexation consisting of38.97 acres at 255 East 1500 South.

REGULAR SESSION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation regarding the MAG sponsored Timpanogos Community Visioning Project.
Report ofthe City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor' s report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

Review and action on the awarding of bid s on SID No. 2002-1 at 608 West Main Street.
Review and action on the awarding of janitorial bids for the Police and Courts building.
Review and action on a request by Alyce Foley for the re-establishment of animal rights
on her property at 463 North 300 East.
Review and action on subdi visions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a tim e frame for improvement install ation;
and 4) authorization to sign the fin al plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on Karate Studio Subdivision Plat A consisting of 1 lot at 735
East Pacific Drive.
b.
Review and action on Automall Business Center PUD, a resubdivision ofLot 1
American Fork Automall at 995 South 500 East.
Review and action on the calling of t he Temple Meadows PUD improvements bonds.
Review and action on Harbor Road Annexation Plat A at 650 South 100 West consisting
9.67 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, repeal of Ordinance No. 99-12-39,
placement ofthe property in the R1-9000 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards.
Rep01t and action on construction items including change orders.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13 .
14.

Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the August 6, 2002, public hearing minutes.
Review and action on the August 8, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the August 13, 2002, minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 20 day of August, 2002.
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Richard M .Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
AUGUST 27, 2002

ATTACHMENT
PUBLIC HEARING-6:50P.M . - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
WOODS ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF .99 ACRES AT 1145 EAST 50 SOUTH
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on August 27, 2002, in the City Hall,
cotmnencing at 6:53 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Chief Terry Fox, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Barbara Christiansen,
and three citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public cotmnent regarding the
Woods Annexation consisting of .99 acres. He asked for comments.
Councilman Hampton stated that the vicinity map was difficult to understand.
One ofthe developers ofthe property, David Blake, explained the correct location. No protests
had been submitted.
There being no further cotmnent, the hearing concluded at 6:57p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:00P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
TERRY LARSEN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 5.73 ACRES AT 396 SOUTH 860 EAST
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on August 27, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 6:57p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with Carl Wanlass, Rod Despain, John Coliaizzi, and Terry Larsen.
Mayor Barratt noted they were a titch early beginning the hearing. He explained the purpose of
the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the Terry Larsen Annexation consisting of
5. 73 acres. He asked for comments.
John Coliaizzi explained that he was working with Terry Larsen on this annexation.
Councilman Hampton asked if the property was adjacent to 860 East Street.
Terry Larsen explained that it was. He purchased the property from the younger Davis family
brother.
There were no protests on this annexation. There being no further comment the hearing ended at
7:05p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING - 7: 10P.M . - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
GUTH ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 1.50 ACRES AT 1235 EAST 50 SOUTH
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The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on August 27, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7: 10 p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with three additional citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
Guth Annexation consisting of 1. 50 acres. He asked for comments.
David Blake stated that this was his annexation also. It was repotted that no protests had been
received.
There being no other comment, the hearing concluded at 7:12p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:20P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
ALPINE SCHOOL DISTRICT AMERICAN FORK ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 38.97
ACRES AT 255 EAST 1500 SOUTH
The American Fork City Council met in a fourth public hearing on August 27, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:20 p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with Kevin Bennett, George Brown, and 7 additional citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of t he hearing was to receive public c01runent regarding the
Alpine School Di strict American Fork Annexation consisting of38.97 acres. He asked for
comments.
Rod Despain noted that it involved a cherry stem approach to accomplish the annexation. He did
not know if the School District was going to start construction under a County permit. T he City
had sent a letter t o the County expressing the need for some conditions including a significant
dedication for the widening of 1500 South Street. He hoped that it did not require a redesign of
the project.
There were no protests on this annexation.
There being no further comment the hearing adjourned at 7:25 p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on August 27, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7 :30 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith B lake, D on Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Kevin B ennett, Chief Terry Fox,
Jay Christensen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, George Brown, Tom Mackay, Charles LeBaron, Jim
Cates, Barbara Christiansen, nine Scouts from Troops 1129, 1088 , 332, & 11 , and 19 cit izens.
Scouts Josh Peterson, Spencer Moeller, and Kenney Squire led the Pledge of Al legiance and Tom
Mackay offered the prayer.
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Mayor Barratt had the Scouts introduce themselves and added that Scouting was a great
organization and he commended those that were involved as young men and also those men that
were willing to take their time and devote it to Scouting.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD - LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Russell Davis explained that he recently appeared before the Board of Adjustments. He had
applied for a variance in order to construct a covered porch into the setback area on the front of
his home and was denied . The reason as it was explained was that the Board of Adjustments
could not find any undo difficulties with the lot. It was located on a cul-de-sac. It was clear that
it did not encroach into the site distance. He asked for an amendment to the code for homes on
cui-de-sacs.
Kevin Bennett noted that people were allowed to encroach into the setback for the rear yard up to
five feet for half the width of the home. It was generally not allowed in the front yard. However,
on cui-de-sacs there was not a blocking of the view looking down the street. The houses were
not in a straight line anyway. In fact it might enhance the aesthetics. They might look at a special
exception procedure or a general rule for all cui-de-sacs.
Both Councilmembers Hampton and Storrs thought it was a very good idea.
Councilman Blake cOimnented that he was at that meeting and Building Inspector Ron Morrill
suggested the consideration of an average of 30 feet with no less than 25 feet.
Mayor Barratt asked the staff to prepare something for the Planning Cotmnission to look at.
Clayton Thomas spoke regarding 100 West Street between 500 North & 700 North where the
Shelley Elementary School drop off point was and asked if any action going to be t aken with
regard to traffic signals or a reduced speed litnit. It was a main route to the Jr. High School as
well and there was a lot of traffic. He suggested that it be patrolled more.
Councilman Hampton noted that a lot of kids also played sports there after school.
P olice Chief Terry Fox responded that last year H orrocks E ngineers did a warrant study for a
crossing guard at that location and it did not warrant one. That road was a challenge all the way
up to 1120 North.
Mayor Barratt asked for a report for 100 West Street from 500 North up to 11 20 North.
George Brown commented that he was looking at the City's Website today and it said that the
broadband system would be brought up in stages and the City would be hiring people. He asked
what the status was of t hose issues.
Carl Wanlass reported that the City was putting together a time line for that and it would be ready
by the week after next.
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George Brown asked if they had addressed the employees in the budget. The budget as passed
did not include any money for those employees.
Mayor Barratt stated that he did not have an answer.
Councilman Blake commented that it would have its own budget and revenue stream.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
The Open House for the Police & Courts facility was set for September 9, 2002 at 11 :00 a.m.
The featured speaker would be Chief Justice Durham from the Utah State Supreme Court.
PRESEN TATION REGARDING THE MAG SPONSORED TIMP ANOGOS COMMUNITY
VISIONING PROJECT
Rachel Fenton from Swaner D esign explained that the Timpanogos Community Vi sioning Project
dealt with Open Space, Transportation and Annexation on a regional basis. They were doing
several workshops. She encouraged t he community to attend the workshop for American Fork
that would be held on September 19, 2002, at the Pleasant Grove Jr. High School beginning at
5:30p.m. They needed citizen input. She left some flyers.
Mayor Barratt noted that this had already gone through the south county area. He thanked her
for her presentation.
Rod Despain reported that the current status of the project was that they were trying to get a li st
of community citizens that would interested or appropriate in attending. MAG wanted that list as
soon as possible.
Mayor Barratt knew ofthe li st they wanted. Rod Despain was the City's representative and he
had also asked Michael Georgeson.
Mayor Barratt reported that agenda item number 3 had been stricken from t he agenda.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Hunter reported that he had received some informat ion that he requested at the last
meeting for the Golf Course. Some work had been done and a soil analysis had been done along
with an analysis of the existing sprinkling syst em. There were some short-term recommendations
and some long-term things were needed.
Councilman Blake expressed his pleasure at seeing this eff01t from MAG. He had met recently
with Robert Grow who had been t he Chairman ofEnvision Utah and discussed some things. He
felt that American Fork ought to step up their involvement in transportation issues and railroad
issues. There was a daily reminder of the bottleneck in Pleasant Grove with t he 2-lane underpass
under the railroad. There were two lanes going into it from both directions. There was very little
rail traffic. The key opportunity was to look at light rail and commuter rail. There were only a
couple of ways to do it. E ither run one though the middle of town or on the south or both. He
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felt for some time that both concepts would work, light rail and commuter rail. The City would
never be large enough to be an end node. But there was room for parking on the south side. If
the existing right-of-way could be closed and purchased, it would no longer be a barrier and could
be made a redevelopment area. He would like the community t o become more involved . He felt
this visioning project was a good forum to do that.
Councilman Blake expressed some of his personal situation. He wrote a letter that was published
in the paper after last November's election and spoke about how in all likelihood he would not be
running for office again . His intent in writing the letter was not to focus on that, but to focus on
encouraging people to be involved. Whether or not he would run again would be a decision he
ought to make three to six months before the election next year. He was pleased to see the
Greenwood Initiative and commended them along with other neighborhood areas and also the
N eighborhood Watch. He would like to see more of that. He was glad to see those present
tonight w ho had a specific problem come and express it. He commended those who have
increased their involvement in the community. There were so many places that could be
expanded . A wide array of participation helped the community.
Councilman Hampton noted that Neighbors In Action played a large role in bringing a lot of
people into volunteer prog ram participation.
Councilmember Belmont reported that the State ofUtah, Division ofNatural Resources, Division
ofForestry, Fire, and State Lands had a grant for community forestry programs. It was a
matching grant of $ 1,000 for a tree-planting program . It needed to be submitted by September 6,
2002. She asked for permission to pursue it.
Mayor B arratt asked Councilmember Belmont to make the application.
Councilman Storrs complimented the Police Department for getting the vehicles that should not
be on the road removed. He asked that appointments to citizen committees and boards be placed
on the agenda for the second meeting in September.
Councilman Hampton noted that about a month ago he referred to a number of individuals in the
community that could be a community benefactor and make significant contributions for
something such as a skate park or a youth center or a performing arts center. He commended
David Robinson who this past week had indicated an interest as a developer in connection with
projects he was working on, to include supplying the funding themselves for a performing arts
center. It would include a 1000-seat theater. This was a step in the right direction. H e
commended him for presenting it to a group that was invited up to his model across from the Golf
Course. There were a number of developers and individuals who were in a position to make
signifi cant contributions.
Bill Jacob agreed with Councilman Blake that there was not enough parking d owntown and the
rail should be on the south. He asked how they went about doing that.
Councilman Bl ake felt the visioning meeting was a good place to start.
Council member Belmont noted that there was a lot of work that had been done.
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Mayor Barratt noted that one problem was that UTA did not service all cities in Utah County. In
Davis County they all had UTA service and it was a countywide tax. There was still a lot of work
that had to go in before commuter rail or light rail was a possibility. These types of meetings
needed to be attended.
MAYOR' S REPORT
Mayor Barratt reported that last Saturday he attended the Roberts Craft grand opening . The
owner, Mr. Robert Workman, reported to him that it was the largest soft opening, they opened
two weeks prior to their grand opening, that they had ever had in the history oftheir company.
The American Fork store was leading all stores in sales. Mr. Workman was very impressed.
Mayor Barratt today attended the ribbon cutting for a new computer company, CIT. He
expressed appreciation for those companies coming in. He especially recognized Bill Perry and
the work he was doing at t he old F red Meyer complex. It was a nice addition to the community.
Mayor Barratt read a letter from Police ChiefFox regarding a September 11, tribute planned for
American Fork. It is included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT. He felt it would be a
wonderful opportunity. There was general applause.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AWARDING OF BIDS ON SID NO. 2002-1 AT 608 WEST
MAIN STREET
Carl Wanlass reported that a bid opening on work at the Target project to place earlier in the day.
Bids were for earthwork, sewer, water, & storm, concrete, and asphalt Not all of the bids had
been gone through. The request was to award the bids on only the earthwork and the sewer,
water, & storm. The concrete and asphalt bid would come back to the Council. He noted that
there was a difference between a private contract and a public contract The public contract was
the SID .
The low bid for the public contract for earthwork was by S & L Excavation in the amount of
$106,010.00 and that bid was recommended. The sewer, water, & storm bid after review and
adjustment, showed S & L Excavation at $462,980.00 and Wolper Construction at $506,632.00.
It was recommended that the award go to the low bid of S & L Excavation.
Councilman H ampton asked if the bids were within the engineer's estimate.
Mr. Wanlass reported they were under by about $50,000.

Councilman Hampton moved to award the earthwork bid of $106,010.00 and the sewer,
wate•·, & storm bid of $462,980.00 to S & L Excavation. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt noted that Target wanted to be open by July 2003.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AWARDING OF JANITORIAL BIDS FOR THE POLICE
AND COURTS BUILDING
Carl Wanlass explained that fifteen companies came to the mandatory walk through. Ten bids
were submitted ranging from a low bid of$2,790.00 to a high of$14,271.00 per month. Chief
Fox had reviewed the bids as well and they were recommending the low bid from Anderson
Cleaning Specialists.
ChiefFox reported that he called all of their references. They cleaned the Dentrix building that
was comparable at 50,000 square feet as well as Gold's Gym and the Women's Center.
Councilmember Belmont asked how long the contract was for. Mr. Wanlass responded that it
was for one year.

Councilman Storrs moved to award the bid to the low bidder of Anderson Cleaning
Specialists in the amount of $2,790.00 per month. Councilmember Belmont seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQEUST BY ALYCE FOLEY FOR THEREESTABLISHMENT OF ANIMAL RIGHTS ON HER PROPERTY AT 463 NORTH 300 EAST
This item was deleted from the agenda at the request of Alyce Foley.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDMSIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS.
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL: 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVE:MENT INSTALLATION: AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN
THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO
HAVE THE PLAT RECORDED
a.

Review and action on Karate Studio Subdivision Plat A consisting of 1 lot at 73 5 East
Pacific Drive

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the final plat fo•· the Karate Studio
Subdivision Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the
dedications and have the plat recorded subject to: 1) Addition of two subdivision
monuments as directed by the City Engineer, and 2) Conveyance of water rights.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
b.

Review and action on Automall Business Center PUD, a resubdivision ofLot 1 American
Fork Automall at 995 South 500 East
Councilman Hampton asked about some prior commitments t hat had not yet been
satisfied.
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Rod Despain answered that was the case and that had been the hold up on thi s project for
some time. The new owners have resolved those issues and the Planning Commi ssion felt
that it was ready to move forward . There were still three outstanding items.

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the final plat of there subdivision of Lot 1
of the Automall Business Center·, consisting of three lots, to authorize the Mayor·
and Council to sign the plat, accept the dedications and have the plat recorded
subject to: 1) Ver·ification of completion of all outstanding bond items; 2)
Verification of engineering changes to plats and wor·ding as directed by the Planning
Commission; and 3) Receipt of deed conveying outstanding water rights for the Lot
1 area. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE CALLING OF THE TEMPLE l\.1EADOWS PUD
~ROVEl\.1ENTSBONDS

Councilman Hampton expressed appreciation to City Attorney Kevin Bennett and City E ngineer
Howard D enney for the work they had done in pursuing this. The homeowners were also very
appreciative.
Councilman Blake asked if there was confirmation offunds yet.
Kevin Bennett responded that it had not yet been received. It would t ake seven to ten days.
Councilman Blake noted that the developer had not been responsive.
Councilman Hampton added that the developer has or was very near to filing bankruptcy and has
indicated no intent to complete those items and they were long past due.
Mayor Barratt asked ifthere were anyone in attendance representing Royce-Worthington Homes
or Layne Henage. There were none.
Howard De1mey asked that they call in default the improvement installation and the bonding
process and call for the bonds to be received by the City.
R od D espain noted that the performance had not occurred and the bo nds were called for default
on that performance.
Councilman Hampton asked if there was a downside to calling the bonds.

Mr. D espain explained that t he City would then have the burden of taking that money and
completing w hat ever improvements were not there to the extent of the money. It would be done
in cooperation with the homeowners association.

Based on the report of staff that the developer was in default by not completing all of the
improvements that were committed to, Councilman Hampton moved that the Council
declare the improvements in default and call all three of the Temple Meadows PUD bonds.
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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Tom Mackay stated his appreciation and that of the other homeowners that the Council had acted
with dispatch. He appreciated the letter from Mr. Bennett. He hoped that the third bond would
be as well. He particularly expressed gratitude for Mr. Despain and they would work together.
They did have some concerns that monies might be spent unnecessarily because ofthe
unsightliness of a homeowner. On 530 North Street there were some problem areas. They would
seek some direction.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE HARBOR ROAD ANNEXATION PLAT A AT 650
SOUTH 100 WEST CONSISTING OF 9.67 ACRES INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF
ANNEXATION. REPEAL OF ORDINANCE NO. 99-1 2-39. PLACMENT OF THE
PROPERTY IN THE Rl -9000 ZONE. AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Rod Despain explained that this was the same ten-acre parcel that was acted on in 1999. Doug
Warren was the developer at that time. This was property just south ofthe LDS Church on 100
West. There was now a new owner and a different annexation agreement. There were a number
of items that needed to be completed before it was recorded.
Councilmember Belmont asked if the water problems had ever been addressed.
Rod Despain reported that one ofthe things they were awaiting was the approval of the Army
Corps ofEngineers and that would have to happen prior to recording. Action on this tonight did
not mean that it would be recorded tomorrow.
Councilmember Belmont asked who the new applicants were.
Mr. Despain responded that the new owner was Eric Thompson and he had entered into an
agreement with Mr. Bill Bang whom he had been working with to try and resolve some of the
issues. It was proposed to be zoned Rl-9000. The Rl-9000 zone allowed for about 3.6 to 3.7
dwelling units per net acre. It was more dense than the 3 units per acre that would be allowed in
the new PR3 .0 zone. Basements were not recommended in this area. The water problems that
Councilmember Belmont referred to were the drains that were all over in this area. The solving of
that problem was one of the outstanding conditions in the annexation agreement.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-08-27 repealing Ordinance No. 9912-39, approval of the Harbor Road Annexation Plat A, placement of the proper·ty in the
Rl-9000 zone and approval of the annexation agreement.
Councilman Blake asked if the prior Ordinance provided for the same zone.
Rod Despain stated that it was also the Rl-9000 zone. The earlier version proposed a sewer lift
station and it delayed the time when they had to resolve wetland problems to the time of
development. This annexation agreement made it a condition of annexation.
Councilman Hampton felt that the conditions of annexation and the subject to 's were too generic.
In the past the Council had spelled them out.
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Rod Despain stated that he did not prepare a specific list. Typically with annexations, the
conditions were spelled out in the agreement. He would be happy to provide a list.
Councilman Blake commented that there might be some danger that the list was less than w hat
was in it.
Rod D espain responded that he would make sure it was all on the list.

Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
George Brown asked if the annexation agreement addressed the additional traffic that would be
put on 300 West Street.
Rod D espain answered that it was assumed that the current accesses were sufficient because they
did not link an overpass to this annexation.
George Brown asked when the City would link an overpass or underpass to an annexation and
why not this annexation.
Councilman Blake stated that they currently had two underpasses and two overpasses.
Rod Despain explained that the General Plan for roads called for the need of an additional access
across the freeway. Mr. Brown was raising that approval of this project needed to carry with it
some kind of a commitment or impact fee or something that addressed that subject. That was not
a part ofthis annexation . It was not a part of the first one. Early on with regard to this project it
was felt by the Planning Commission that the ten acres probably did not impact the road system
negatively.
George Brown commented that the ten acres probably did not have a negative affect but if an
impact fee were started now, it would cost less. When would they start funding the overpass?
Three accesses were not adequate. He suggested that the Council deny the request and send it to
the P larming Commission to start an impact fee to lessen the burden on this and all armexations to
the south. T hey were not a part of the City and the City at this time could legitimately assess
those fees. It was not appropriate for new development to burden the previous citizens.
City E ngineer Howard Denney stated that the previous proposal was to use a sewer lift station.
This proposed a gravity flow sewer. He recommended that development be contingent upon a
gravity flow system and that the offsite sewer and water easements and those service lines would
be required before development took place.

Councilman Stor·rs added the recommendation as previously stated by City Engineer
Howard Denney to his motion. Councilman Hunter agreed with his second.
Carl Wanlass stated that the City was in dialogue with their current consultants regarding road
impact fees.
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Jim Cates noted that some of that traffic was going to come down on Storrs Avenue. The Army
Corps ofEngineers had opened up some underground water that had previously been covered.
They had met with Paul Washburn and Steve Sowby. Ju st south of where it had been opened up,
the naturally occurring water needed to go south and west. The water from the streets was to
remain on the development or on the east side. None was to go to the west. The spring water
should go south and west and cross the road immediately south of where it was opened up. It
benefited the downstream water users.
Rod Despain noted that they had a consent letter that Mr. Warren generated for the downstream
water users.
Councilman Storrs asked if it needed to be changed with this new annexation .
Mr. Despain assumed that if the prope11y owners downstream were the same the consent form
would be the same.

Councilman Blake commented that if it was different enough to do again, and the prior Ordinance
was repealed, why wouldn' t it need approval again.
Rod Despain assumed that with regard to the water, nothing would change.
Bill Bang noted that it was piped before, but it was in too small of pipe. It would be replaced
with at least an 18-inch or 24-inch pipe. He stated that it was in process.
Rod Despain explained that the ground was currently in the County. It was reviewed by Utah
County assuming that the City would buy into it.
Councilman Hampton asked if the annexation agreement covered the problem that Jim Cates
raised.
Rod Despain responded that the annexation agreement attempted to identify the issues. Any
approvals in term of adequacy for developments came as a part of the subdivision approval
process. The annexation agreement was to identify the areas that needed to be resolved, not
necessarily to provide the resolution.
Councilman Blake noted that the last paragraph of Section 11 of the annexation agreement stated,
"The applicant agrees to make adjustments in design or construct improvements, if
deemed necessary by the City, to more adequately accommodate any physical limitation
present."
Councilman Hampton asked City Administrator Carl Wanlass if he was nervous about moving
ahead without an impact fee in place. Mr. Wanlass responded that he was not, just on 29 lots.

Jim Cates explained that it was his understanding that Mr. Despain had said that the downstream
water users had been signed off. He reported that he had never been contacted and he was
concerned about the pipe being put in .
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Councilman Hampton observed that in the annexation agreement in Section 11 D, it read,
"Any proposal for development of the annexation area shall include a waiver or consent by
all holders of downstream water rights. "
George Brown noted that in the annexation agreement there was a contingency that the Army
Corps ofEngineers had to approve. The City was working on an impact fee now. He suggested
that they add this impact fee.
Councilman Hampton responded that in Section 10 it was addressed:
"No impact fees are required as a condition of annexation. However, nothing in thi s
agreement constitutes a waiver of any obligation that the applicant or his successor may
have for the payment of impact fees required as a condition of development in the
annexation area or any portion thereof"

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Blake, Hunter, Hampton, and Storrs. Nay, Councilmember Belmont.
The motion carl'ied.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN C0!\.1MITTEES AND
BOARDS

Councilman Hampton moved to appoint Debbie Orme to the Neighbors In Action
Committee as Con·espondence Secretary. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.
All were in favm·.
Mayor Barratt asked that appointments be placed also on the September 24, 2002, agenda.
REPORT AND ACITON ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Councilman Hunter reported that the Planning Commission at their August 21 , 2002, meeting
approved with conditions the preliminary plat of Little Hill Subdivision Plat A consisting of 5 lots
at 250 West 300 North; discussed an amended annexation concept plan, zoning to be Rl -9000
and R-3 , for the Vacher Annexation at 755 East 50 South; discussed the Senior Housing
Ordinance; approved the preliminary plan for the Seven C's Subdivision Plat A consisting of3
lots at 150 North 450 West; and discussed zone text amendments.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AUGUST 6, 2002, PUBLIC HEARING MJNUTES
Action on these rninutes was postponed to the next meeting.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AUGUST 8, 2002, WORK SESSION l\IJINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the August 8, 2002, work session minutes with
the removal of the asterisk on page 1, line 9, as it could not be determined what it •·eferred
to. (Upon subsequent review it was found that the asterisk referred to page 11, line 41. The
asterisk was left in place.) Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. Voting was as
follows: Aye, Councilmembers Belmont, Hampton, Blake, and Hunter. Abstain,
Councilman Storrs. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACITON ON THE AUGUST 13, 2002, MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the August 13, 2002, minutes with a
houseclea ning item. (It was on page 14, line 39, change " Belmont and Hunter" to
"Belmont and Hampton.") Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
FINANCE COMJv1ITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills for payment and the purchase
requests over $1,000 as r eviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilma n Storrs seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

f111t

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 8:59 p.m. Councilman Blake seconded the

motion~! i~ i.n
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO 8-27-02 CC MINUTES - PAGE 1 OF 1

AMERICAN FORK POLICE DEPARTMENT
75 East 80 North
American Fork, Utah 84003
Terry V. Fox

Steven P. Cornia

Chief of Police

Assistant Chief

The mission of the American Fork Police Department is to build community,
enforce with equity, serve with honor.
August 28, 2002
Dear Sir/Madam:
Mayor Ted B. Barratt and the department heads of the City of American Fork met in senior
staff meeting on Monday, August 27, 2002. We expressed a desire to recognize those who lost their
lives on September II th. We would encourage your school or organization to assist us on this
memorable day. We have designated ten sites to use for this "memorial minute." They are as
follows:
American Fork City Hall, American Fork Police & Courts Building, American Fork Fire
Department, American Fork Public Works, American Fork High School, American Fork Jr.
High School, Shelley Elementary, Legacy Elementary, Greenwood Elementary, and Barratt
Elementary.

On Wednesday, September Il , 2002, 0930 hours, we will meet at your flag pole. We would
invite your staff to allow the designated public safety officer to have access to your flag pole. At
0943 hours, the flags will be lowered to half mast. At 0945 hours, on the command of the Chief of
Police, the police vehicles, ambulances, fire engines, and fire department sirens will be activated for
one minute. The flag should then be left at half mast until your regular personnel retire it for the
evening, or raise it back to full status according to your daily standards.

We would ask you to allow your staff, employees, and students released from their duties and
classes to attend the memorial minute. We feel it only fitting that a cascade of emergency sound be
used to recognize this tragic event in America' s history. Please contact me or my secretary, Debbie
Hansen upon receipt of this letter . Thank you for your assistance.
Best Regards,

Terry V. Fox
Chief of Po lice
tvf

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 5, 2002
NOTICE OF POLICE & COURTS BUILDING TOUR
AND WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will tour the new police & courts
building and meet in a work session on Thursday, September 5, 2002, in the American Fork City
Hall, 31 North Church Street, c01nmencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
3:3 0p .m.- TOUR OF POLICE & COURTS BUILDING
The City Council will tour the new police and courts building.
4:00p.m. -WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

D iscussion of pressurized irrigation.
Discussion of items for the upc01ning September 10, 2002, City Council meeting.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Dated this 27 day of August, 2002.

Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 5, 2002
TOUR OF POLICE & COURTS BUILDING
The American Fork City Council met on September 5, 2002, at 3:40p.m. at the new police and
courts building for a tour of the building. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Rick Storrs and Don Hampton. Others present included Carl W anlass,
Marianne Hampton, Police Chief Terry Fox, and Melanie Marsh.
The tour ended at 4:31 p.m.
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on September 5, 2002, in the City Hall
Commencing at 4:35p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Don
Hampton and Rick Storrs. Others present included Carl Wanlass, Rod Despain, Kevin Bennett,
Melanie Marsh, Eric Nielsen, Margaret Nielsen, Noah Parks, Lon Breedin, David Chapin, and
Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press.
DISCUSSION OF PRESSURIZED IRRIGATION
This item was not discussed.
SAFETY CONCERNS IN THE AREA OF AND NEAR RIVERWALK DRIVE
Eric Nielsen stated that they have some safety concerns about access to 700 North from
Riverwalk Drive as well as from 500 East. He said they have witnessed two major accidents
along 700 North in the area ofRiverwalk Drive and 500 East. He said there are a lot of weeds
along 700 North by the creek.
Mr. Nielsen said they have also noticed an increase in vandalism and theft in the area of
Riverwalk Drive. He suggested that some additional street lighting be installed to help reduce
the vandalism and theft in the area.
Mr. Nielsen said they are concerned about unnecessary traffic coming down Riverwalk Drive.
He said there is a missing piece of sidewalk that has never been replaced. He said there is a
blind curve on Riverwalk Drive because the vegetation is overgrown.
A slide show was presented by the neighbors who live on Riverwalk Drive to show some of the
concerns in the area ofRiverwalk Drive.
Mr. Nielsen suggested that a 4-way stop be placed at the intersection of 700 North and 500 East
because of the impaired visibility due to the sunlight and other factors .
There was discussion about the weeds that are along the creek. Mayor Barratt said the City can
remove the weeds and clean the area up along the creek.
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There was more discussion about the visibility not being good at the intersection of 700 North
and 500 East. Mayor Barratt stated that the City did not realize it had created a problem at the
intersection of 500 East and 700 North until the bridge was put in. He said about an hour after
the bridge was put in the City realized that the abutment was going to create a "huge traffic
problem."
Councilman Hampton said there are other intersections in the City that have poor visibility due
to the sunlight.
Mr. Nielsen said the sun is not the only problem. He said the large curve that heads towards the
east causes a problem.
Mayor Barratt said that 700 North and 500 East are designed as major collector streets so a 4way stop at the intersection of700 North and 500 East is not an option.
Mrs. Nielsen said it would help if the overgrowth by the creek were cut down.
Mr. Nielsen pointed out that numerous residents in the area of Riverwalk Drive have had their
power cut by vandals and so many people have now locked their power boxes. He said there has
been some graffiti down on the bridge, but it has been covered up now.
Mr. Nielsen reported that in the last week the police apprehended 4 or more youths in the
neighborhood that were responsible for most of the mischief that has gone on in the area of
Riverwalk Drive.
Mayor Barratt stated that Police Chief Terry Fox could address the police issues.
Mr. Nielsen said most all the neighbors who live on Riverwalk Drive are keeping their exterior
lights on all night to discourage theft and vandalism.
Mr. Nielsen said there are a lot of people who drive down Riverwalk Drive who do not live on
the street. He suggested that there be sign posted that says not an outlet or not a thru street to
help eliminate some of the unnecessary traffic on Riverwalk Drive.
Mr. Nielsen again suggested that more streetlights be installed.
Mayor Barratt explained that in order to get more streetlights installed Richard Colborn would
need to be contacted or any member of the City Council.
Mr. Nielsen said he thought they had already talked to Richard Colborn about getting more
streetlights installed. Mr. Nielsen asked David Chapin, one of the other neighbors who lives on
Riverwalk Drive, if he talked to Richard Colborn. Mr. Chapin stated that he could not remember
if it was Richard Colborn that he talked to. He said he would have to check his notes to see who
he talked to from the City. Mr. Chapin stated that he talked to someone from the City about
getting a no outlet sign put up.
Mayor Barratt and Councilman Storrs said it was probably Howard Denney that he talked to
about getting a sign put up.
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Mr. Chapin stated that the person he talked to from the City suggested that he write a letter to
three different City Councilmembers.
Mr. Nielsen said the riverbed runs dry pretty much all year long right now so it is a quick get
away for people who are doing mischievous things.
Mayor Barratt told the neighbors that they would want to contact Howard Denney or Ken Smith
about getting a street sign installed.
Mr. Chapin said that has already contacted the City about the signs. He asked if they may
mention the conversation that has taken place here to the City employees because he is getting a
much different response in this room than he got from the City employee that he talked to.
Councilman Storrs said he will talk to Ken Smith tomorrow to see if he will put a no outlet sign
on Riverwalk Drive.
Mr. Nielsen again discussed the sidewalk that is missing a piece. Mrs. Nielsen explained that the
sidewalk was dug up because a block of phones went out and so they dug up the sidewalk in
order to fix the phone problem.
Kevin Bennett suggested that the neighbors talk to Howard Denney about the sidewalk that
needs to be replaced.
Mr. Nielsen again discussed the need for more streetlights. He said there are 13 homes along
Riverwalk Drive. He asked if it was possible to get one more streetlight placed in the middle of
the block.
Mr. Despain said the current streetlights that are in place are what are typically required.
He pointed out that the approval of the 13 homes along Riverwalk Drive was a controversial
approval by the Planning Commission. One reason the approval was controversial was because
the cul-de-sac was an extra long one.
Mr. Nielsen asked if it was possible to get an extra streetlight installed on Riverwalk Drive.
In response to Mr. Nielsen's question about getting another streetlight installed, Mr. Despain said
he did not know. He said usually they do not put lights up "midstream."
Mr. Nielsen said they would like to see the visibility improved at the blind curve on the
Riverwalk side. He said currently they have to drive out around the overgrowth at the curve and
there have been some close accidents.
Mr. Nielsen said when they moved into their home they were of the understanding that there
would be a trail along 700 North and Riverwalk Drive. He asked what is happening with the .
trail system.
Mayor Barratt stated that he did not know what the time frame for completing the trail system
was. He said that he has a meeting tonight at 5:30p.m. in Provo regarding trails.
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It was discussed that there is still some property acquisition that needs to take place in order to
complete the trail system down to 300 North.

Mr. Despain said right now there has not been a lot said about the fact that the public parking
area that will be used for the trail is being used to store boats and trailers. He said from the
City's perspective people should not be storing their boats and trailers in the parking lot that is
designated as parking for the trail.
Councilman Hampton asked if the neighbors would be willing to help keep the weeds down or if
the neighbors feel the weeds need to be maintained strictly by the City.
Noah Parks said that if there was a sprinkling system put in he would not mind mowing the grass
in front of his home just to get something to look at besides weeds and brush.
Mr. Despain said it would not be a bad idea for the City to pay to put in the sprinkling system so
some grass could be planted.
Mayor Barratt asked the neighbors to provide them with a hard copy of their presentation.
The neighbors provided Mayor Barratt with a hard copy of their presentation.
thanked Mayor Barratt and the City Council for their time.

The neighbors

DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING SEPTEMBER 10,2002, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Review and action on a lease with the State of Utah for space at the new Police & Courts
building.
Mr. W anlass said a draft agreement has been included in the packet and a memo from Kevin
Bennett. He said the State of Utah is working on preparing a "clean copy" of the lease for the
City Council's action. He said he hopes the lease is ready by Tuesday night's meeting.
Review and action on an amended buy/sell agreement with Heritage Management for the
purchase of the old hospital at 350 East 300 North.
Mr. W anlass said the insurance portion has been changed. He said in the agreement the seller
was responsible for the insurance, but Heritage Management is responsible for the insurance for
the building because they can get it cheaper than what the City can.
Kevin Bennett said he thought the whole reason for the amended buy/sell agreement was to
change the amount Heritage was paying for the down payment .and he does not see a change in
that amount. He said the only change that he sees is that Heritage is giving itself 7 months to
perform, which was longer than they had before. He said he thought the amended buy/sell
agreement was supposed to be beneficial to the City. He said the proposed amended agreement
is actually more beneficial to Heritage Management than it is to the City.
Mr. Wanlass said he will call Heritage Management regarding the issue of what they are
supposed to pay for the down payment. He said the down payment is supposed to be
$2,450,000.
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Review and action on acceptance of bids for surplus vehicles.
Mr. Wanlass stated that the bid opening was held today. It was discussed that the bids received
were not very good.
Mr. Wanlass said the man who bid the high bid on the motorcycles maintains that his bids are at
about market value for the motorcycles.
Councilman Storrs asked what the bids were.
Mayor Barratt said one of the bids was for $10,251.00.
Councilman Storrs said he would like to buy one of the Harley Davidson's for $10,000. He said
the bids received on the motorcycles are "ridiculous." Councilman Storrs suggested that they
put an ad in the newspaper.
Mr. Wanlass said his recommendation is to reject the bids and put the vehicles and motorcycles
out for bid again.
Review and action on a request by Okland Construction Company for a special exception to
allow for a building permit to be issued prior to the completion of all road improvements for the
Target Store at 608 West Main Street.
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on a Resolution of Intent to create American Fork City, Utah Special
Improvement District No. 2002-1 at 608 West Main Street.
Mr. Wanlass explained that the proposed resolution is a redo of the Target SID. He explained
that the reason they are going through the process again is because the City failed to have the
protest period on July 27, 2002.
Review and action on construction items including change orders.
Mr. Wanlass reported that no change orders have been submitted.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on the August 6, 2002, public hearing minutes.
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on the August 22, 2002, work session minutes.
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on the August 27, 2002, minutes.
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There was no discussion on this item.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on entering into Executive Session to discuss litigation.
There was no discussion on this item.
OTHER BUSINESS
There was no other business to discuss.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 5:14p.m.

/111~ -11~
Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 10, 2002
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
September 10, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:30p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public cotnment period -limited to two tninutes per person.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
*6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Review and action on a lease with the State of Utah for space at the new Police & Courts
building.
Review and action on an amended buy/sell agreetn ent with Heritage Management for the
purchase of the old hospital at 350 East 300 North.
Review and action on acceptance of bids for the surplus vehicles.
Review and action on a request by Okland Construction Company for a special exception
to allow for a building permit to be issued prior to the completion of all road
improvements for the Target Store at 608 West Main Street.
Review and action on a Resolution of Intent to create American Fork City, Utah, Special
Improvement District No. 2002-1 at 608 West Main Street.
Review and action on awarding of the rest of the bids fo r the Target Project at 608 West
Main Street.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the August 6, 2002, public hearing tninutes.
Review and action on the August 22, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the August 27, 2002, minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Review and action on entering into an Executive Session to discuss litigation.
Adjournment.

Dated this 9 day of September, 2002 .
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Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 10, 2002
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on September 10, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Kevin Bennett, Rod Despain, Terry Fox, Lee
Cabell, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Kristin VanOrman, Mary Kawakami, Phyllis Crookston, David
Robinson, Marilyn Wyler, George Brown, Barbara Christiansen, six Scouts from Troops 332,
709, and 14 citizens.
Kaleb Beck Summerhays led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman Don
Hampton offered the prayer.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD-LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
There were no comments.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
The City Administrator had nothing to report.
COUNCIL REPORTS
- .

Councilman Hampton reported that there was an impressive response to the recycling survey. He
asked the Neighbors in Action to tabulate the results over the next couple of weeks and report
back to the City Council.
Mayor Barratt asked if there was a cut off date.
Councilman Hampton commented that they ought to get them in as soon as possible.
Mayor Barratt asked that this be placed on the agenda for the first m;eting in October.
Councilman Hampton asked that someone check on the barrel that has appeared on the corner of
Center and Main Street.
Councilmember Belmont reported that the Police & Courts Open House was very nice and she
enjoyed the Tour. The speakers provided brief, heartfelt words.
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Councilmember Belmont reported that there were a group of mothers that had counted the
number of cars on 100 East at 1120 North between September 4th and September 61h. They were
concerned with children' s safety and wanted a crossing guard and eventually a traffic light at that
1

location. There were so many cars that two ladies could not do it alone and they had to get the
help of two more. During one session there was approximately 1320 cars passing that
intersection when school was letting out. The School District had done away with a lot of the
bussing. They were asking the Council to look at it again and that it be discussed at a future date.
Jan McKinney reported to Councilmember Belmont her appreciation for the cooperation of the
police department.
Police Chief Terry Fox reported that he had copy and it was only half the study. The other half
was the study on 150 West Street at 1120 North.
Councilmember Belmont asked about the project at the gravel pit on 700 East and 50 South.
Carl Wanlass reported that the time frame on the building permit had run its course.
Councilman Hampton thought that funds had run out.
Councilmember Belmont noted that the Dunn brothers had pulled off the project and the material
that had been placed in the pit over the years was now up on top. It was an eyesore. She thought
that they would have a four way stop at that intersection.
Mayor Barratt noted that they discussed the project at senior staff meeting. He also had a
concern. A letter had been sent because of the lack of performance on their building permit for
approximately 180 days.
Councilmember Belmont noted that it was a terrible intersection. She was interested in knowing
when it would be finished .
Councilman Hampton asked about the improvement bond for the project.
City Engineer Howard Denney stated that it was still in place. It had not been two years yet.
Councilmember Belmont asked that she be informed when there was a response.
Councilmember Belmont reported that she had many conversations with Mary Kawakami. On
Labor Day there were people tearing down her fence . She advised Mary Kawakami to get the
name of the construction company and to take pictures. Since that time things had gotten worse.
She would like to talk about the special exception for Target when that agenda item came up .
Councilman Hunter noted that the Open House was great. The facility was badly needed. It
would help the entire north part of the county.
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Councilman Blake reported that he was recently in Asheville, North Carolina where there was a
meeting of the National Emergency Management Directors. There was currently a lot of interest
in that arena. Utah had a high profile in that area. Governor Mike Leavitt was on the National
Homefront Committee. As the anniversary of September 11 approached it was a wake up call.
This great land was rising to meet the challenge.
2
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Councilman Blake echoed what Councilman Hunter had said regarding the new facility. In the
aspect of emergency management, it was well prepared and well designed and would last for a lot
of years. It suited that role. It had some shell space for future courtrooms. It was good to see
that cooperation. Again on the emergency side he reminded the Council that they needed to finish
some other facilities .
Councilman Storrs asked that appointments to citizen committees and boards be placed on the
next agenda. He also echoed what had been said about the Police & Courts building. He noted
that Judge Maetani had stated that it was a landmark and the community should be proud of it.
Councilman Storrs reminded all of the Flag Lowering Ceremony that would take place tomorrow,
September 11 .
Police Chief Terry Fox noted that it would be a cooperative effort with Police, Fire, and EMS
participating at various locations throughout the community. Flags would be lowered at 9:43
a.m. At 9:44a.m. sirens would· be sounded followed at 9:45 a.m. by a minute of silence. Some of
the schools would be letting their students out for the ceremony.
Councilman Storrs agreed that the fire and ambulance building needed to get finished .
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt reported that he had met with the Fire Department at their last meeting. They
would like to meet with the Council. He would like to do that at the work session on the 19th at
5:00 p.m. He asked if any could not be in attendance. There was no response that anyone could
not be.
Mayor Barratt explained that at the last work session they were to discuss secondary irrigation
water. Some members were not present and they did not hold that discussion. He asked when
the Council wanted to discuss it. A decision had to be made by October 12.
Councilman Storrs suggested discussing it at the work session on the 19th.
Mayor Barratt stated that they would meet on secondary water at 4:00p.m. and with members of
the fire department at 5:00p.m. He added that this meeting was extremely important and the
Council needed to clear their agendas and be there.
Mayor Barratt stated that the Police & Courts Open House was a wonderful occasion with the
opportunity to hear from Chief Justice of the Utah State Supreme Court Christine Durham. He
added that Judge Howard Maetani from the beginning had stated that he expected a first class
facility. It surpassed his expectations. Mayor Barratt agreed and added that the workmanship
was wonderful and that the craftsman had done a beautiful job. Mayor Barratt reported that
Judge Maetani had commented to him that the wonderful facility should be kept quite as they
probably could not duplicate it.
ACTION ITEMS
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A LEASE WITH THE STATE OF UTAH FOR SPACE AT THE
NEW POLICE & COURTS BUILDING
Mayor Barratt stated that this item was deleted from the agenda as it had not come back from the
State but would be on the next agenda.
Councilman Blake asked how the rate was determined and if it included maintenance.
Carl Wanlass noted that it was based on square footage and was $12.94 per square foot and $3 .50
per square foot for maintenance. It was what the State had been paying in other facilities .
Councilman Hampton noted that it provided for an adjustment to actual after five years.
Carl Wanlass explained that it was 56% of the bond payment. Originally it was 50% but ended up
at 56% of the bond payment.
Councilman Blake asked for the formulas .
Bill Jacob asked about a capitalization rate.
Carl W anlass responded that he did not use a capitalization rate,
Councilman Blake added that it was on construction costs.
Bill Jacob asked if they had the figures they used to justify the amounts for the citizenry to review.
Carl Wanlass answered that he did. This would be an agenda item on September 24, 2002.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED BUY/SELL AGREEMENT WITH HERITAGE
MANAGEMENT FOR THE PURCHASE OF THE OLD HOSPITAL AT 350 EAST 300
NORTH
Mayor Barratt reported that a black lined copy had been provided by Heritage. Kevin Bennett
had reviewed it. The down payment amount did not need to be changed. It remained at the
original amount of $2.3 million.
Councilman Hunter noted that a discount was still reflected.
Carl W anlass explained that HUD had added the 210 days in the agreement. Originally it was
February 28, 2003 .
Councilman Blake noted that it would be from the date of signing. It would be the end of April if
signed tonight.
Councilman Hampton asked Carl W anlass if he was comfortable with it.
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Mr. Wanlass did not want to see it drag on and if that was what it took for HUD to secure the
loan, then it was okay. The insurance was being provided by Heritage at the current time based
on the appraisal of $3 .3 million. Heritage felt they could get the liability insurance cheaper.

George Brown asked for the full terms of the agreement to be read which Mayor Barratt did. He
then asked who paid off the $800,000 bond. He asked why the amount was not $3 .5 million.
Carl W anlass noted that the appraisal came in at $3 ,3 55,000 and that the City would pay off the
bond.
Councilman Blake asked what the penalty was if they did not close.
It was noted that the City would have $40,000 and the building and the lease money.

Councilman Blake asked if it was a binding agreement.
Mayor Barratt answered that they would loose their $10,000 a month that they would be
depositing.
Kevin Bennett noted it was an enforceable agreement. He added that in Section 11 , it could go
on to June.
Councilman Hampton explained that what was being said was that the way it was worded it could
go on for a fifth month, a sixth month, and a seventh month. They would have to pay $10,000
each time and it could be more than $40,000 if it did not close.
Councilman Blake commented that there was a penalty for not closing. The last sentence stated
that the closing may be extended by written agreement with each payment extending the closing.
If the City was happy with the $10,000 extra each tnonth, they could let it go on.
Mayor Barratt added that each $10,000 payment was non-refundable in case of default.
Kevin Bennett stated that it could be capped at four months unless otherwise agreed.
Councilman Blake noted that with each payment the closing shall be extended one month but it
had to be mutually agreed.
Bill Jacob commented that it appeared to him that there was a lot of confusion and that the
Council had not had time to study the document. He suggested that they take the time and do
some more due diligence.
Councilman Blake stated that these were terms that the Council was familiar with. They wanted
to clarify and confirm what they were. He felt that item 11 was key. He wanted it to say what
they had originally contemplated it saying. They wanted to make sure the penalty of $10,000 a
month was there. The question was if the Council had to give additional approval if they wanted
it to continue beyond some date.
5
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Kevin Bennett noted one stated that it automatically happened and the other stated that it needed
agreement.
Councilman Blake felt that the City ought to have the latitude to accept the additional months or
not.
Mayor Barratt stated that if they never closed, why did the City care. The document was
acceptable to Heritage. He asked the Council's pleasure.
Mr. Summerhays asked if there was any liability to the City if they did not close.
Councilman Blake responded that it would be the same as it was currently.
George Brown asked when the interest rate kicked in.
Councilman Blake stated that it went to escrow. It was a payment.
Kevin Bennett explained that paragraph 6.2 stated that the escrow agent would place it in an
interest bearing account.
George Brown asked when the interest started on the sale.
Mayor Barratt did not believe it started until they closed.
Councilman Blake commented that the City was still getting the rent.
Councilman Hampton explained that the $10,000 more a month was substantially higher than the
debt service under the HUD arrangement. He thought their payments would be about $5 ,000 a
month less than their current lease payment to the City. There was a huge incentive for them to
finish the HUD deal.
Bill Jacob asked if it was on the balance or full amount.
Councilman Hampton explained that the lesser payment was on the full amount that they would
finance through HUD plus the $580,000. In their past discussions with them it was clear that the
interest rate was so low it was hugely attractive to Heritage. He asked Kevin Bennett and Carl
W anlass if they had any changes that they recommended.
Kevin Bennett responded only if they wanted to cap it.
Councilman Hampton felt the way the Mayor did.

)

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the amended buy/sell agreement with Heritage
Management for the old hospital at 350 East 300 North. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion.
All were in favor.
6

REVIEW AND ACTION ON ACCEPTANCE OF BIDS FOR THE SURPLUS VEHICLES
Councilman Storrs moved to reject all bids. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Newell Whitney stated that he was high bidder on the Harley. He reported that he had been at a
sale about thirty days ago where there were a hundred bidders. The 2001 bikes went for $10,000
to $11,000 each. He felt these bids were reasonable in comparison to the 2000 models. There
was one other bid and the bids were close. If they turned down the bids, fall and winter months
were poor times to sell bikes.
Police ChiefFox noted that the difference in bikes was in the mileage. One had 15,000 miles and
one had 10,000 miles.
Mr. Whitney commented that the one with 15,000 miles was a little rougher ride.

ChiefFox explained that a new Road King was about $17,500.
Councilmember Belmont asked about blue book price. One of the cars was bid at only $100.
Councilman Storrs observed that in the newspaper a 2000 Road King was going for $16,000.
Newell Whitney commented that it was well advertised in the paper more than once. There was
no reserve set. There was no minimum bid.
Chief Fox reported that he had done a lot of checking on the Internet on 2000 and 2001 HPI' s
and they were getting $13,000 across the country. He may be swayed by a $10,000 bid but not
an $8,000 bid. He felt they would be better served by placing them on eBay with a minimum bid.
Mr. Whitney asked if the Council would negotiate bids.

Mayor Barratt stated that they would reject the bids. The Council could determine what they
wanted to do . Maybe they could get the two bidders together.
Councilman Blake asked ChiefFox if he could recommend a minimum.
ChiefFox stated that he would like to put them on eBay with a minimum of$12,000 .
Councilman Hampton asked if they were allowed to follow up if they had a high bidder on the
Harley. If he was willing to offer $25,000 for both, could they take that?
Kevin Bennett stated that the notice did not say anything about that. It only said that the City
could accept or reject.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
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Mayor Barratt asked if there were any direction from the Council as to how they would like to
proceed.
Councilman Hampton suggested that they negotiate with each bidder.
Councilman Blake felt that they could use the guideline that ChiefFox had suggested of$12,000
each.
Mayor Barratt recommended that the two bidders be given another opportunity to look at this.
A gentleman asked why they replaced the bikes when they only had 10,000 miles on them.
Police Chief Terry Fox responded that a new Harley Davidson Road King sold new for $17,500.
Harley Davidson Motor Company gave cities and police departments a reduced rate on the
purchase price. The City paid $11,400 for the bikes. They had ridden them for two years. They
were now worth about $12,200.
Councilman Hampton asked if they would put the cars out again for bids.
Councilman Blake commented that they should be advertised in the classified ads.
Mayor Barratt asked that staff make a recommendation back to the Council.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST BY OKLAND CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
FOR A SPECIAL EXCEPTION TO ALLOW FOR A BUILDING PERMIT TO BE ISSUED
PRIOR TO THE COMPLETION OF ALL ROAD IMPROVEMENTS FOR THE TARGET
STORE AT 608 WEST MAIN STREET
Mayor Barratt invited Councilmember Belmont to address this item.
Councilmember Belmont was disturbed about what had happened to Mary Kawaka1ni in the last
few days. There was now the construction company requesting a special exception asking for
building permit to be issued prior to the completion of all of the roads. Someone representing
Target went onto Mrs. Kawakatni's property removed her fence on Labor Day and yesterday
removed some trees.
Mary Kawakami explained that she did not want to take too much time, but reported that she was
told by the construction company that they could do what they wanted. She did not know who
1nade the original decision. It was not thought out. The Council did a fantastic job in what they
were doing. Now the company was asking for concessions. She advised the Council to look at
the request carefully.
Councilmember Belmont stated that she was amazed that they would not only trespass on Mrs.
Kawakami' s property, cut down her trees, and remover her fence, but also ask for a special
exception.
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Mary Kawakami expressed that she was not talking about the young man, Mr. Kubricky. They
were in litigation.
Glenn Kubricky from Okland Construction responded that Target had nothing to do with this.
Target was buying a pad from Miller Weingarten.
Councilmember Belmont stated that Mr. Steve Pruitt represented them. There was a big
discussion of a rio man' s land.
Glenn Kubricky explained that they built Target Stores. Target was one of their main clients.
The reason they got involved with the whole subdivision was that they could then assure that
Target could get started so that it would open on time. They had building plans. The title
company had said that they owned it. It had also been surveyed twice and Miller Weingarten
owned it. Regarding the issue with Mrs. Kawakami, there was a letter that came out of Friday
that there was a dispute on the property line. At that time he told his company to stop and
decease and get out of the area. Once they had gotten written notice, they had not done anything.
On Monday morning he went down to the site to meet with the utility companies. Ms. Kawakami
was there along with David Robinson and Paul. He would be upset too if someone was taking
down trees that were what he believed was his. He told her that they would not touch anything
until the attorneys working it out. They would not touch it. As soon as he got notice that there
was a problem, he stopped them. He felt bad for Mary Kawakami. He gave her his word that he
would not touch anymore of the trees until the title company and the lawyers worked it out.
Mr. Kubricky continued that the Target store was a different issue. In Resolution No . 95-02-06R
minimum improvements were identified and they needed to be installed prior to the issuance of a
building permit. It seemed to be geared toward subdivisions. In commercial construction he
could not have all that in. If that was the case he could not start construction until July of next
year. Utilities and commercial buildings went in simultaneously. In order to comply with the
spirit of the resolution, they would provide a full access loop and it would be maintained
throughout the winter. Access was needed in case of an emergency. As far as access to existing
utilities, on the north side ofK-Mart there were four existing fire hydrants. The sewer and water
loop would be in by Christmastime. They want to push to get the building enclosed. They want
the building completed by April so that fixturization could be done with the Grand Opening in
July. Fire hydrants would begin soon and be in within a month and a half. The asphalt plants
would close around end of October or the first of November.
Councilmember Belmont asked if that was why they came onto Mrs. Kawakami's property.
Mr. Kubricky stated that he did not know who that was. They surveyed it twice to make sure
that the property lines were correct.
Mrs. Kawakami thanked Councilmembers Belmont and Hampton for giving her some direction.
She did not know what to do . Her health was affected. She added that Mr. Kubricky was nice
and she thanked him. She asked the Council to think things out before they allow anything out of
the ordinary.
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Glenn Kubricky explained that Target had no control. He did not want Target to be punished for
something that the developer had done.
Councilman Blake asked if the road went into the disputed area.
Mr. Kubricky stated that it did not. It was not even close.

Councilmember Belmont asked why someone went onto the Kawakami property. She
understood that the first thing was to clear the land.
Mr. Kubricky responded that it was part of the project. If he only needed one access road for the

Target permit they would be a couple of hundred feet from her property. The developer told him
that it was their property. The only difference was that there was a law regarding acquiescence.
That never showed on any title report. The title company should be responsible for that.
City Engineer Howard Denney suggested that they use 13 0 North Street. They could stay
hundreds of feet away from her property. Two exits were not required. He was satisfied with
their proposal for emergency access. He added that depending how the property dispute came
out the developer might need to return with a modified plan. The reason they were requesting the
exception was because of the length of time of construction of the building and also fire
protection was already available and a hard surface road would be installed.
Councilman Storrs asked that they clean their trucks before entering the public streets.
Glenn Kubricky stated that all access could come from 13 0 North Street.
Larry Roberts thought that the fence became the property line after 30 years.
Kevin Bennett stated that someone had to prove that it was by acquiescence and they let it
happen. It might be recognized and allowed by the parties to be the property line. It could also
be by adverse possession. It was possible that the deeds and the plats were one thing, but what
was on the property was something else.
George Brown noted that one of the standard exceptions to a title insurance policy were things
that were disclosed by physical inspection and survey of the land. Fences were things that were
disclosed by a physical inspection of the land. The title company would not provide a policy on
that. Here was a company that wanted a special exception and was promising everything yet they
cut the fences . Anyone could have seen that fence with a physical inspection. That was an
exception. Title insurance was not going to insure this. He suggested that a plat be provided not
showing this property and how it would fit without the roadway. He promoted that the Council
not give the exception until the plat was approved. He guessed that the Council approved a plat
that anticipated going beyond the Kawakami fence . He understood that Miller Weingarten was
going to be the City' s agent on this project. If they were doing things for the City, they needed to
get things taken care of
Councilman Hampton asked that if after the court decision that land was not a part of it, was it
critical.
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Mr. Kubricky did not know. He understood it was a taper and was up to 30 or 40 feet .
Kevin Bennett agreed that the scenario would be an exception from the title insurance. It made
the issues between the owners something to solve in court. The City had the right to rely on the
record title. He did not know if they had to stop everything. They were not going to work there
anyway. He felt that this did not have anything to do with the special exception until it was
shown that the plat was wrong.
Councilmember Belmont asked Kevin Bennett if it would move it faster if this property was left
out.
Kevin Bennett responded that the City would be stopping everything on something that had not
been proven in court. A property owner could place a fence anywhere and not necessarily on the
property line. It did not mean, absent other circumstances, that that became the property line.
Mary Kawakami stated that she understood that after 20 years passed a fence was the property
line. She had it 60 years. It was agreed upon with Mr. Harris. She related that one time Mr.
Harris cut a tree and if fell over on her side of the fence . Mr. Harris came around and cut it all up
and removed it and fixed the fence. She felt he acquiesced to it.
Kevin Bennett suggested that was part of what she would prove.
Mayor Barratt stated that they were not the attorneys on the project. He reported that he talked
with Mrs. Kawakami' s daughter, "Smilie." In the course of their conversation, they both agreed
that the attorneys needed to be allowed to work through it.
Mary Kawakami added that they were going to be there a long time. It kills you when a fence
was up for sixty years and a bulldozer takes it out. They did not say one word to her and that was
what irked her. She did not want to stymie the project either.
Councilman Blake felt there was enough separation and he would be comfortable with the
exception. They would be going to West State Road and not out onto Main Street until it was
resolved. He thought they made their case for the exception.
Councilman Blake moved to grant the exception with no work being allowed under the
building permit that came within the disputed area.

Mary Kawakami explained that it was the general principle involved of giving exceptions.
Mayor Barratt reported that the Council had provided exceptions for curb and gutter because of
weather. They did take those things under consideration.
Howard Denney added that this was only for the Target Store. He recommended that they
consider that there be no occupancy until all the other improvements were in.
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Councilman Blake included in his motion that no occupancy be allowed until all the other
improvements were in and the exception was just for the Target store.
Councilman Blake felt that the Council was cautious in allowing exceptions.

Councilman Storrs seconded the motion if it was added that they had to keep the roads
clean. Councilman Blake included that in his motion.
Councilman Hampton felt it was unfair to penalize Target for the problems that had occurred.

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Hampton, Hunter, and Storrs. Nay,
Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
Councilmember Belmont added that she wished Mr. Pruitt were present.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION OF INTENT TO CREATE AMERICAN
FORK CITY, UTAH, SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 2002-1 AT 608 WEST
MAIN STREET
The City Recorder provided a Certificate of Compliance with the Open Meetings Law to the
Council.
Carl Wanlass explained that the Resolution was due to the need to redo the protest hearing. It
was set it for October 8, 2002.

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-09-49R approving the City's
intent to create American Fork City, Utah, Special Improvement District No. 2002-1 at 608
West Main Street. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Blake, Hampton, Hunter, and Storrs. Nay, Councilmember Belmont.
The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AWARDING OF THE REST OF THE BIDS FOR THE
TARGET PROJECT AT 608 WEST MAIN STREET
Carl Wanlass stated that he had some additional information that he needed to get.
Mayor Barratt held this item until later in the meeting when more information could be provided.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders. Mayor Barratt explained the reason was that they had a meeting
every week and the problems were fixed.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Councilman Hunter reported that at their September 4, 2002, meeting, the Planning Commission
approved with conditions the signage plan for Automall Business Center Plat A, Lot #2 at 995
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South 500 East; approved with conditions the final plat of Old Farm Estates Plat C Subdivision
consisting of8lots at 932 North 140 West; approved with conditions the preliminary and final
plats of Seven C' s Subdivision Plat A consisting of3 lots at 150 North 450 West; approved with
conditions the final plat of the Frazier Subdivision Plat A consisting of 1 lot at 470 East 100
North; approved an amended annexation concept plan, amended annexation agreement, and an
amended zone designation to R1-9000 and R-3 , for the Vacher Annexation at 755 East 50 South;
approved the annexation agreement for the Peck Addition Annexation consisting of. 70 acres at
506 West 1300 north to be placed in the R1 -9000 single family residential zone; approved with
conditions the Parks Impact Fee Analysis and Update; and discussed proposed zone text
amendments related to the PR2.0 and the PR3 .0 zones and flexible lot developments and PUD' s.
City Recorder Richard Colborn added that public hearings needed to be set for October 8, 2002.
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Placement of the property in the Vacher Annexation at 755 East 50 South in the
R 1-9000 and R-3 zones.
Placement of the property in the Peck Annexation at 506 West 1300 North in the
R1-9000 zone.

Mayor Barratt noted the hearings.
Councilman Hampton asked if they had worked on road impact fees on the southside of I -15 .
Councilman Hunter responded that an analysis had been done and a suggested impact fee would
be coming.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AUGUST 6, 2002, PUBLIC HEARING MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the August 6, 2002 public hearing minutes as
presented. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Blake, Hunter, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilmembers Belmont and
Hampton. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AUGUST 22, 2002, PUBLIC HEARING MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the August 22, 2002 public hearing minutes as
presented. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Blake, and Hunter. Abstain, Councilmember Belmont.
The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AUGUST 27, 2002, MINUTES
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Councilman Hampton moved approval of the August 27, 2002 minutes as presented.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers
Hampton, Blake, Hunter, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilmember Belmont. The motion
carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON AWARDING OF THE REST OF THE BIDS FOR THE
TARGET PROJECT AT 608 WEST MAIN STREET
Mayor Barratt returned to the awarding of bids.

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the asphalt and striping bid to Geneva Rock for
$70,296. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
George Brown asked who the construction managers were.
Carl Wan1ass responded that it was Miller Weingarten.
~ouncilman Blake moved to award the bid for the landscaping and planting to Legacy
Landscape Construction with the sod add on for a total of $35,726. Councilman Hampton
seconded the motion. All were in favor.

Councilman Storrs moved to award the bid for concrete work to Gene Peterson Concrete in
the amount of $41,917. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills for payment, requests over $1,000,
and the manually prepared checks, which included the payment to Switchpoint, as
reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
Councilmember Belmont asked about the $32,000 in legal services including the payment of
$21 ,000 for the acquisition of Switchpoint.
Councilman Blake noted that the $11 ,000 would be reimbursed by Miller Weingarten.
Mayor Barratt concurred that the fees were incredible.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO DISCUSS
LITIGATION

Councilman Storrs moved to enter into Executive Session to discuss litigation. Councilman
Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The American Fork City Council entered into executive session at 9:3 1 p.m. Those present
included City Attorney Kevin Bennett, Police Chief Terry Fox, City Administrator Carl Wan1ass,
City Recorder Richard Colborn, Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake,
Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Also present was Kristin VanOrman.
The Council discussed litigation. The Executive Session concluded at 10:08 p.m.
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Councilman Blake moved to return to regular session at 10:08 p.m. Councilman Storrs ·
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 10:08 p.m. Councilmember Belmont seconded
the motion. All were in favor.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

)
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 19, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, September 19, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
WORK SESSION
4:00p.m. Discussion of a secondary irrigation system.
5:00p.m. Discussion with members of the Fire Department regarding a new fire station
followed by:
1. Discussion of items for the upcoming September 24, 2002, City Council meeting.
2. Other business.
3. Adjournment.
Dated this 11 day of September, 2002.

V(Yh.

&!

Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 19, 2002
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on September 19, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 4:03p.m. Those present included Mayqr Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Rod Despain, Howard Denney, Steve Parker, Glenn Roundy,
Grant Leonard, Paul Mortensen, Richard Noble, Michael Shumway, Barbara Christiansen, Phyllis
Crookston, Reed Thompson, George Brown, Charles LeBaron, Jess Green, and members of the
Fire & Ambulance Departments.
4:00P.M. DISCUSSION OF A SECONDARY IRRIGATION SYSTEM
Mayor Barratt opened it up to the Council to ask any question they wanted on secondary
irrigation system.
Don Hampton stated that he hoped that a committee was going to make a report.
Councilmember Belmont asked who the committee members were.
Mayor Barratt explained there were those who volunteered to be on that committee. It never got
functioning or formed . He had called and talked to some and he determined that the first thing
that the Council needed to do was to discuss it. The vast majority of those that he called and
talked to stated that they were in favor of doing something. They just did not know what. That
was where it stood.
Councilman Hunter was not sold on giving back a thousand acre-feet of water for $5 million. He
asked that the positives and negatives be outlined again.
Mayor Barratt noted that some had said that giving up the water was not a good thing. There
were others that have said that it was a good thing.
Howard Denney commented that the $5 million dollars was actually about $12 million because the
City would not have to pay for that water.
Councilman Blake noted that Deer Creek Reservoir was low, but J ordanelle Reservoir was quite
high and it was meant as a backup. The CUP water as he understood, could never be used unless
they had a secondary system. That was why if it was so expensive and they could not do it for a
while, it seemed to be a good trade-off to take the money and start a system. The Tri-City Golf
Course needed the water and it could be done in a phased approach and then the CUP water
could be used. American Fork had better water reserves for a community its size than any other
community. Other communities have put in a secondary system. The high usage users would be
done first with a plan for a full build out. If they don't do the grant, the City has to pay it back. In
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1997, the City signed an agreement with CUP. If we don't use it, the City must tum it back in or
pay for it. One of the aspects of having a good supply of water was having multiple sources.
Councilmember Belmont asked what if there was no well water.
Councilman Blake stated that water was part of the ecology of the earth.
Mayor Barratt noted that the City gets water out of American Fork Canyon. City Water
Superintendent Steve Parker has reported that they had no problem with the springs this year.
The spring had not diminished but stayed about the same. They cannot predict what happens.
One would have thought that in a year like this that the flow would have diminished. The biggest
problem that American Fork experienced was going into a level of conservation. Without
thinking too much about it, the City went into a conservation plan were watering was only
allowed during a certain time. He noted that at the League of Cities & Towns a BYU professor
said that type of conservation was the worse type. People did not water during the restricted
time. They simply changed their clock to water the same amount of time during the times they
could water. It constricted the water use to an 18-hour period instead of spreading it out over a
24-hour period. Had people reduced their amount of watering time because they were watering
at a cooler time, there would have been some savings.
Mayor Barratt thought it was better to have a dead lawn, rather than a parched throat.
Councilman Blake added that if they were using a secondary system, water wells would not be
affected. The objectives were the same.
Councilmember Belmont commented that if it was worth doing, do it, but don't give up the
thousand acre-feet ofwater.
Councilman Hampton noted a number of mothers had expressed concern to him about children
drinking untreated water. It was a concern that accompanied a secondary system. He added that
there was a chance that they could drink out of the irrigation ditches as well.
Secondly, he thought he heard that the area south of the freeway received zero benefits from this
secondary system. As a Council they needed to know what the future was south of the freeway .
Councilman Blake thought that they would be delivered water through a single system, but their
cost would be equal.
Mayor Barratt observed that the system as planned would not go south of the freeway .
Thirdly, Councilman Hampton asked why they kept talking in terms of "giving up" a thousand
acre-feet. Why not discuss it in terms of a "trade. " Supposedly CUP was giving more in the end.
Councilman Blake asked if the City could sell it if they don't use it.
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Richard Noble responded that they could not sell it. But, he noted, South Valley in Salt Lake,
was commingling CUP water and selling it. American Fork could commingle the water and sell it
to Lehi.
Councilman Hampton did not understand the objective of giving the water back.
Howard Denney answered that CUP did not reserve enough stream flow to protect the
endangered species. CUP was trying to get some of the allocation back.
Mayor Barratt stated that Deer Creek was low and it was low because of the June Sucker. Huge
amounts of water had been released.
Councilmember Belmont asked if anyone had seen article in the Tribune about water brokers
buying water and storing it underground in Northern California or Nevada.
Mayor Barratt stated that they needed to look at the situation in American Fork and not confuse it
with Lehi, Draper, or Pleasant Grove. American Fork was not the same. Councilman Hampton
had expressed earlier a level of concern and still did not understand why the City was saying they
were giving it up. Why was it not a trade?
Councilmember Belmont stated that she was looking at everyone else and saying to herself that
she did not want the City to be in that situation. She felt the City was being flim-flammed with
the $5 million offer.
Mayor Barratt felt it was a valid concern. The City needed to determine how they were going to
use it.
Councilman Storrs asked Rod Despain about the City's shares that they discussed earlier.
Rod Despain explained that at the present time American Fork City had approximately 6200 acrefeet of surface water. It included 1500 acre-feet of irrigation water, 500 acre-feet of water that
was the Metropolitan Water District's out ofDeer Creek, 2100 acre-feet of water contracted out
of Jordanelle, 250 acre-feet of Highland Conservation Water, and miscellaneous water that the
City had acquired over time. The City would use it as a secondary system supply source or they
would construct a treatment plant at the mouth of the canyon. That time was now to determine
how it was to be used. If the City does not go to a secondary irrigation system, they need to
figure out another way to use the water. Councilmetnber Belmont has raised the question about
being solely reliant on the ground water system. Mining water was a term that referred to using
more than what was replaced. Right now the City thinks that the ground water source was
adequate. If you put it all in one basket and it develops a problem, then where do you go?
Mr. Despain continued that he saw the Utah Rivers Council and others being so active in the issue
of water conservation that they keep pronouncing that Utah was wasteful, there would come a
time in which the City, because of pressures, would institute water pricing policies that would
"brown out" the town. The cost of putting water on the land would be so high, that people would
not do it. His perception was that American Fork was not a community that wanted to look like
Mesa, Arizona in which half the yards had xeroscaping and no gardens in the backyard.
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In answer to the question what was the value in the 1,000 acre-feet as opposed to water from the
American Fork River, water from the river varied based on the flow. The 1,000 acre-feet of CUP
water was based on storage. It was more reliable and was available later in the season.
Howard Denney pointed out that the State Engineer had stated that the Cities needed to be
careful. If they had water rights and if they did not use the rights within five years, they were
subject to being lost. The 6200 acre-feet of water was a lot to sit on in storage.
Councilman Blake noted that in perspective it was 1,000 acre-feet from the 6200 acre-feet that
they were talking about giving up.
Rod Despain explained that it was a reliable component. It did not share the "use it or lose it"
that irrigation water did. Storage water was exempted.
Councilman Blake asked how much of the 6200 acre-feet were being used now.
George Brown responded that it was all was being put to beneficial use.
Rod Despain explained that the City had an agreement with the golf course for 450 acre-feet.
Most of the Highland Conservancy Water was used by the golf course. The City did not have an
obligation on the 2100 acre-feet of Jordanelle water.
Councilman Blake noted that the irrigation company was in jeopardy of not being able to continue
due to liability issues that had hit them. In this discussion, if they could do it without exchanging
the water, it was sounding like that was one of the factors being raised.
Mayor Barratt stated that the 1,000 acre-feet of water was a hurdle that the Council was wresting
with.
Councilman Blake asked what the practicality of funding the system was with the grant. The
sooner they made that decision, the better the City would be.
Councilmember Belmont asked Councilman Blake if he was considering a full or partial system.
She noted that Pleasant Grove had put in a partial system.
Councilman Blake preferred a phased approach.
Councilman Hunter asked if it would be just for the big users initially. Would new developments
be required to install the secondary system?
Mayor Barratt commented that they had talked to some from Blanding at the League meetings
and they had only targeted the high users and found it very successful.
Richard Noble added that American Fork's total secondary system was estimated to cost $17
million. For a partial system it was about $12 million. Those were build-out figures .
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Councilmember Belmont commented that if a secondary system went in only for the high users, it
seemed that individuals could hook on if they wanted and they would pay for their own
connection and others would not have to connect.
Richard Noble explained that the study was prepared as if everyone had to participate.
Councilman Hunter felt that it would need to be mandatory.
Councilman Blake felt that where the lines were, it would need to be mandatory.
Councilmember Belmont noted that at the last discussion, water rates would double.
Richard Noble responded that currently the average use with overages was $23 4 per year. With a
full secondary system the cost would be $350 for culinary and secondary. With a partial system,
the fewer connections would increase the cost to the costumer.
Councilmember Belmont commented that those that irrigated would have to install a sprinkling
system in order to use that water. Mr. Noble stated that was correct. They would not be able to
flood irrigate.
Councilman Blake added that in those areas that had a secondary system, they liked it.
Mayor Barratt asked the audience for comments.
Phyllis Crookston asked the 50 years to be explained.
Councilman Blake explained his understanding that it was a 50-year agreement. The City signed
on in 1997. At the end of the 50 years it would be paid off and then the City would pay
maintenance costs from then on.
Mr. Noble added at that time there would be a new agreement.

Phyllis Crookston asked that when the sprinkler systems were put in would the aquifer be
replenished in the same amounts as being done now.
Councilman Blake responded that he felt that sprinklers were a more efficient use of water, but it
was a complex issue.
Phyllis Crookston stated that they called it a grant. The City was looking at giving up a thousand
acre-feet of water for $5 million. That equated to $5,000 per acre-foot. No matter how much it
cost they should not give up the water. Everyone was having water problems. The first thing the
pioneers did was to see about their water.
Paul Mortensen commented that for fifteen years, this was tossed around. He would like to see a
time when the decision would be made. He commented that the American Fork City Council
could not make a decision. He preferred a build out system and not give up the 1, 000 acre-feet of
water.
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A gentleman noted that sotne were worried about their child drinking untreated water. He was
more worried about a child drowning in an irrigation ditch. The people in the other towns like it.
It was well worth it.
Glenn Roundy reported that he had attended a meeting at least once a month for the last five
years. He believed he knew more about water than any one else in town. He went to all the
seminars. He would like to answer some of those questions that were asked. A secondary systetn
still needed some of the ditches. A partial system would not work. He was also the President of
American Fork Irrigation Company. People were selling their water to brokers and it was ending
up elsewhere. A partial system would work for those that hook up to it, but what would they do
with the ditches.
Glenn Roundy explained that under a full system, they could eliminate probably 75% of the
ditches and keep the main ones open that the City could use for storm drain ditches. The ditches
that they want to eliminate were those that were next to the sidewalk. The irrigation company
sold wells to the City at almost half price. The irrigation company got into a lawsuit and needed
the money.
Mr. Roundy continued that it was proposed to place a walking or jogging trail next to the river all

the way up. This would contaminate the water. The City needed every source of water that they
could get. Nothing should be eliminated. He guaranteed that in a hundred years the wells would
be dried up. When Deer Creek was built American Fork chose to purchase 500 shares of Deer
Creek water. Highland City had 5,000 shares of Deer Creek water. The reason was that one-half
of American Fork was swamp. There were swamp holes all over. It has now dried up . The CUP
water was the last source of water that this area would ever have. This was the most important
issue that the Council would vote on. He recommended that the City purchase 2095 acre-feet of
water. It was guaranteed water. He proposed that they go to the full system. It did not need to
be implemented all at once but a full system needed to be designed.
Glenn Roundy noted that Salt Lake called him once a month to ask for water. There was a
misconception about the June Sucker. Deer Creek already put out water in Utah Lake. Salt Lake
had about five water attorneys that handled their water. If any had questions regarding this, he
was willing to discuss it with them. In 50 years from now, he felt the water would be worth
millions of dollars. The rest of the communities that have a secondary system could not be
wrong.
Mr. Roundy added that the American Fork Irrigation Company could not continue to exist

because of the malpractice suits.
Grant Leonard stated that he was on the American Fork Irrigation Board. He did not think they
should give up the 1,000 acre-feet of water. The Council needed to sell it to the constituents. He
was for the full system. He did not see how a partial system could use the 2095 acre-feet plus the
City' s shares of water. The cost was much greater than what was forecast. If the full system with
the main trunk lines were put in, that would be a great deal. On the trade off of the $5 million, it
would not hit the citizens so hard . He wanted to see action. He did not know how the irrigation
company was going to continue to exist.
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Glenn Roundy commented that the citizens needed to know that a secondary system could not be
installed without it being a full-blown system. The person in the middle cannot continue to flood
irrigate.
Richard Greenland asked how the farms that were irrigating now would get water.
Richard Noble explained that there would be turnouts.
George Brown commented that the City right now was not in any jeopardy of losing water rights.
If the City put in the secondary system the City ran the risk of losing half the water. That was
because it would be put in pipes and seepage would be eliminated. It took 4 acre-feet of water to
bring 1 acre of crops to harvest. Of that water, it was expected that 1.9 acre-feet was lost
through seepage. If the City did something to stop the seepage, the State Engineer could take the
water that historically was lost to seepage. He reported a personal conversation with the State
Engineer in which he assured Mr. Brown that if American Fork City put in a secondary irrigation
system that the State would take the water that had been lost through seepage. For every four
acre-feet of water the City could keep 2.1 acre-feet. The reason for that was because Utah
County was over appropriated. There were also people in Salt Lake City that would pay big
money.
Mr. Brown continued that Rod Despain had commented about pumping wells for drinking water.
After a while electrical pumping costs would increase. The City needed to make sure that they
did not jeopardize any loss of water out of the canyon. It did not cost anything to have gravity
flow. Irrigation water has to stay in its geographical area, however, the State Engineer could give
permission for it to go elsewhere.

George Brown objected to the concept of a secondary system on the north side of the freeway
and the use of clean water for irrigation on the south side of the freeway . The use of the water
needed to be the same. Having lived here for a long time everyone should have the same benefits.
American Fork City has winter water rights out of American Fork Canyon. If anything was in
jeopardy of being lost, it was the winter water rights. This winter he did not see much problem.
American Fork Creek did not have specific amounts of water allocated to it. It was distributed on
a percentage of what came.
Mr. Brown observed that secondary systems in other communities were not all rosy. In Lehi
some were not able to get water at the end of the line. Right now Lehi was struggling to fill their
systetn. Lindon City put in a secondary system that was going to serve both the citizens and the
farmers. When the farmers opened their valves, they took it all. A storm drain system was a big
money item as well. The creek that went through the center of the community was a partial storm
system. Ditches could run into the creek at many places if they had to .

George Brown leaned toward a treatment system at the mouth of the canyon. The first priority
on use of water was domestic consumption, second was for stock, then agricultural, and finally
industrial and other types of uses. If the City took water from the canyon flow and treated it, the
State Engineer would be less willing to take that water away. He encouraged the Council to look
at a treatment plant and also to keep CUP water.
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Mr. Brown commented that there were statements being made about Utah being the highest water
consumption user per capita in the United States. That was kind of true. But, it was not because
of wasting water or not using water properly, but because Utah was an appropriation water law
state, not an agrarian water law state. Agrarian water users like the states of Ohio and Maryland
were worried about how to move water away from their land. Utah worried about how to get
water to the land so it could be used.

Councilman Hampton asked that with a treatment facility how the loss of life liability would be
addressed with the open-ditches.
George Brown responded that it was a problem but with proper grates at an appropriate angle,
the risk could be reduced.
Jess Green encouraged the City to take all 2,09 5 acre-feet of CUP water. He was not afraid of a
partial system because it provided some advantages. It allowed people along that route to hook
up if they wanted to . It would still allow the City to go to a treatment plant at sometime in the
future . The partial system was only a segment of the full system. All of the options had not been
seen that might become available over the next few years. He was in favor of the trunk line
system and at the Council's leisure it could proceed from there. Technological changes come
along all the time. This would leave the options open. It can be done economically. Irrigation
ditches could be eliminated or left open for a storm drain. The only Spring Suckers that there will
be if the City let the 1000 acre-feet go would be the people in the community. Provo has given
the water over and over again. If the water was so valuable to CUP, that water will end up in Salt
Lake because the Spring Sucker had already been taken care of
Reed Thompson felt there were advantages and disadvantages to each proposal. A water
treatment facility at the mouth of the canyon would have worked better if it had involved all of
north Utah County. Now that Alpine, Lehi, Cedar Hills, and Highland have a system, the rest of
the flow was not enough to have a beneficial use of such a treatment facility. A treatment facility
for the CUP water needed to be studied further. Pressured irrigation functioned well in Lehi.
Everyone screams on lean years. This was one of the driest years. He was in favor of a full
system. It ought to be done in phases and on a pay as you go basis. He witnessed Highland's
system going in. They tried to fast track it and put it in quickly. The whole town was torn up for
two years. It strapped them to pay it off. They had high rates. If it took twice the time or five
times the time, the impacts would be lessened. He encouraged the installation of a skeleton
system in the subdivisions that were new. Those pipes could be charged initially with culinary
water. When the other system was ready it could be turned in. This made a good quick
connection. It could then be severed. He was in favor of the system in a phased manner as the
need occurred. Individual cross-connection prevention was becoming necessary. After the
system went in, someone needed to be in place to monitor where the water was going.
Councilman Hampton asked if end of the line users not being able to get water was a significant
ISSUe .

Mr. Thompson noted that in Alpine their system was flushed every week by the large water users
who used the water on Sunday. Sediment was not an issue if the lines were installed properly.
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Glenn Roundy expressed that Lehi' s system was not working. Those on the end did not get
enough water. Snowbird was purchasing ground in Mineral Basin of American Fork Canyon.
Mayor Barratt brought this discussion to a close. It was on the agenda for Tuesday night.
5:00P .M. DISCUSSION WITH MEMBERS OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT REGARDING A
NEW FIRE STATION
The discussion with members of the Fire and Ambulance personnel began at about 5:26p .m.
American Fork Fireman and Professional Engineer Lee Cabell was the spokesman. The Fire
Department wanted the Council to understand their concerns and where they were coming from .
He explained that there were two main concerns.
Location. He explained that some of the fire department's concerns were also those of the
ambulance department. He provided a map that showed the main access routes that the fire
department used when responding to incidents in the community. How does a new location at
300 East affect the response? The first two to three minutes made a difference in a successful
outcome. American Fork has traditionally had some of the best response times of a volunteer
department in getting more people on scene quicker. That was primarily because of the location
of the existing station. It was adjacent to all the major routes.
Another part of the location was getting to the station. It was not just one or two guys it was
twenty. They had to get across busy roads. It affected the ambulance also to some degree. The
ambulance could have all their equipment in the field with nine persons responding to the station.
It took the fire department eleven people to fill two trucks. On a major incident, it meant that 20
to 3 0 persons would be responding to the station. The current location was the best location as it
related to access routes and signals. The fire department stayed with the major roads until they
can split off to the particular neighborhood. A new station on 3 00 East would add additional
traffic, both emergency and personal on local roads. That would affect up front response times.
Once they get to the trucks, the issue was not so great. The location of a fire station at the 300
East site was not a warrant that dictated a traffic light on 300 East State.
Site Plan. Mr. Cabell explained that he had a scaled site plan. After taking the actual lengths of
the fire trucks and adding in their real turning radius, there was a real concern as to the adequacy
of the site plan. He showed some overheads that demonstrated the tight and restricted turning
that was a part of the new site on 300 East. Some of the turns needed to begin while still in the
station. The current ladder truck was a 45-foot extension. A new ladder truck would be required
in the near future . The department looked at a 105-foot extension. That truck was about 40 feet
in length. It would not work in the proposed station. There was a need for additional property to
make the site workable.
Mayor Barratt noted that was with the vehicles going in and coming out at the back of the
building. It would require them to back in from the front.
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Mr. Cabell addressed the front access. He measured the distances on 300 East and Main Street.
He has plotted it. There was a lot of asphalt on 3 00 East but it went clear to the sidewalk on the
west side. He assumed that when curb & gutter was installed it would be in alignment with that
to the north. With that being said, there was also parking on the west side in front of the homes.
In pulling out of the station and turning left it would need to go into the parking area in front of
the homes. Turning right, the fire trucks would need to go into southbound traffic. If that were
to be the site, it would not be acceptable unless additional property was acquired. He added that
things that happened on site at the fire station outside its walls, and to a lesser degree the
ambulance station, were just as important as the things that happened inside. When the
department returned from a call and the trucks needed to be washed and they needed to lay out
hoses and put away ladders and restock the truck, the way the station was laid out, there was no
place out front or out back to do that.

Spokesman Lee Cabell stated that the Fire Department felt very strongly (1) that if the Council
made the decision to move the fire station over to 300 East that it ought not be done without
acquiring additional property. (2) Access. It needed to be done correctly. It was a long-term
decision. Other issues about the size of the rooms and the layout were secondary and those issues
could all be worked through. The Fire Department hoped that the Council understood a little
better their concerns and why they wrote the letter.
Mayor Barratt expressed appreciation for Mr. Cabell's presentation. There was some applause.
Councilman Hampton asked what percent of responding fire fighters came from a location east of
200 East during the evening or nighttime hours.
Lee Cabell responded that he thought that the residences of the firefighters were pretty equally
distributed across the City. He thought that a little more lived on the west side of 100 East
Street. During the daytime, the first out truck was filled with firefighters from an area west of
200 East. Most were downtown. Nighttime was not too big of deal as there was little traffic.
Councilman Hampton asked what percent of the calls came in the nighttime hours.
Mr. Cabell did not know offhand, but felt that the majority of the calls came in the daytime hours.

Councilman Hampton created the scenario that the City was going to get a traffic light on 3 00
East State and that the City would purchase the adjacent Shelley property and asked if that would
be better.
Lee Cabell responded that it would definitely help to ease some of the concerns. He added that a
light on 300 East State would also increase traffic on that street. Some that were backed up on
100 East Street and 500 East would find their way to 300 East Street.
Councilman Hampton felt that a light at 3 00 East State would also benefit the merchants in the
area.
Mr. Cabell responded that based on the traffic that was there now a signal would not be
warranted. It would be UDOT that made that call.
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Councilman Hampton continued that he thought that non-participation by UDOT was a
qualification.
Mr. Cabell responded that the non-participation by UDOT would help and facilitate the
installation of a signal where one was warranted. It would not help with the warrant.

Reed Thompson commented that getting to the scene safely was one issue. Getting to the station
to get the equipment was a second safety issue.
Lee Cabell reported that the Fire Department preferred that the station be located where it was
currently. If some of those things happened at 300 East it would make it easier to live with.
Councilman Storrs expressed that he was in the minority. He was still confused. The Council
made a decision once to locate on Center Street. They voted to have a site plan drawn up on
Center Street. When it came back to the Council, they voted it down. He still felt it was the best
location. He asked if it went to 3 00 East where the money was going to come from for the
extras. They were going to take out a park, they didn't have enough room, and they needed a
signal. He supported building the station on Center Street at the current location. There was
applause.
Councilmember Belmont recalled that the problem of the current location had to do with
encroachment into the parking area for the Harrington. She felt it was the best place. The
firemen wanted a bigger station.
Councilman Storrs commented that the issue was that the City might get sued over the parking
lot.
Councilmember Belmont continued that was how it ended up over on 300 East. The threat of a
lawsuit was very real because the property that they were going to encroach on belonged to
someone else.
Councilman Storrs agreed, but only as long as the City could not provide parking somewhere
else. There was parking across the street from City Hall.
Councilman Blake noted that the map provided showed there was no major north-south access
from the 3 00 East site. He continued that an interesting thing on the current site was that he felt
that there were savings to be had by using a portion of the existing building. It had been reported
that the new Forbes School was going to cost $8 million. They were going to save $2 million by
using the existing cafeteria. He did not see why there wasn't similar savings at the existing
building. Something should be able to be saved. He hoped that they could save $500,000 by
using part of it.
Fire Chief Robert Chadwick felt that on the parking that they were being punished when they
moved the police and courts building to the east. The bank used most of the City's parking lot.
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Councilmember Belmont thought that Councilman Hampton made a good point. If more room
was needed, and if there was a traffic light at 3 00 East, it could work. It seemed that no matter
what happened there was always someone objecting. When it came down to the fact that the
problem was the parking, the decision was made to move it out to the 3 00 East site. That was the
only reason that decision was made. It was not too late. The 3 00 East site could be made to
work.
Mayor Barratt reminded the Council that one of the major reasons to keep it at its current
location was response. That was the advantage to keeping it where it was. They could not have
the same response time at 3 00 East. Of their concerns, that was the one the Council could not
solve.
Firefighter Gary Rackman stated that no one wanted a fire station in their area until they needed
one. Response time was critical.
Councilmember Belmont commented that it was a two-year argument over the building. She sat
in on those meetings.
Councilman Hunter suggested that if the Harrington were acquired and eliminated that would
provide additional parking. The City could be in compliance with their own parking Ordinance.
He had been pushing that since he had been on the Council. If the fire station needed to remain at
its current location, he felt that was the best solution. He added that the Council had already
"boned up" by not closing Church Street and by sliding the police and courts building to the east.
Councilmember Belmont observed that in the paper today there was an article about TRAX and it
was on its way.
Lee Cabell explained that there were no warrants for light rail for thirty-plus years. There were
warrants for commuter rail, but that was on the tracks south of town.
Gary Rackman commented that what Councilman Hunter was saying was really true. When the
Mayor met with the firemen he had commented that they should leave where it was at until they
can get the money and talk with Dr. Bell. The Harrington was a hazard and a liability to the City
and someone would get hurt.
Councilmetnber Belmont stated that a couple of years ago the fire department stated that it was
critical that they get a new station. They needed more room.
Gary Rackman responded that the ambulance needed the room right now. The fire department
would like a new station, but they wanted one that would continue to provide the best service to
the citizens of American Fork.
Councilmember Belmont stated that the Council was trying to do what was right for the citizens
and for the fire department and for the ambulance department. They hadn't decided anything that
was right yet.
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Councilman Storrs reminded the Council that the ambulance had to deal with the possibility of
blood borne pathogens.
Councilmember Belmont felt that the Council had discussed the issue to death and no matter what
they decided, there was always a group back saying it was the wrong decision.
Rodney Harris felt it ought to stay in town where they had the property already paid for.
Lee Cabell expressed appreciation to the Council for the opportunity to explain their concerns.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING SEPTEMBER 24, 2002, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Mayor Barratt reminded the Council that the open house was tonight until 8:00p.m. for the
American Heritage School.
Mayor Barratt suggested that they look at securing the mufiler shop and build an ambulance
station there and leave the fire department where they were. It needed to be looked at. It may
not be big enough.
Councilman Hampton suggested that they use that property not for a building, but for parking and
keep the ambulance and fire in the same building.
Mayor Barratt felt that the Harrington would be resolved in a short period of time. It was his
opinion that they would come back with a settlement amount and ask the City to buy the building.
Councilmember Belmont stated that Allen Roberts was down a couple of weeks ago and he
thought that the Harrington had a lot of value.
Councilman Hampton felt that it was more than parking. There was a cluttered feeling to it. If
they acquired the Harrington, they would have to raze it in order to make everything work.
Councilmember Belmont expressed that the City should have bought the Harrington instead of
purchasing the UP&L building. Carl Wanlass disagreed.
Mayor Barratt reminded the Council that the Harrington had not been for sale. They were
involved in a lawsuit.
Councilman Blake explained that the tnost historic part was the first portion built. One approach
was to restore only the first part and take down the rest of the building. He asked if they could
use the bond money.
Mayor Barratt stated that they could not wait. There was a specific purpose on the bond.
Councilman Hampton observed that there were several side factors that went into the decision to
move the police and courts. If it had been left centered, they would not be talking about keeping
the fire and ambulance there. It was not fair to point at one businessman in town.
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Mayor Barratt hoped that the Harrington would be resolved within a year.
Regular Session
Presentation on new Parks and Recreation impact fees by Lewis, Young, Robertson, &
Burningham
Carl Wanlass explained that it was proposed to increase the impact fee from $1308 to $2660.
Someone would be present from Lewis, Young, Robertson, & Burningham. They will request
that a public hearing be set on the increase. They had met with a representative of the
Homebuilders Association regarding the increase. They did not argue against the need but they
would on argue on the amount.
Action Items
1. Review and action on moving ahead with a secondary irrigation system
Nothing additional was discussed.
2. Review and action on accepting a $5 million grant form CUP in exchange for 1,000 acre-feet
of water
Nothing additional was discussed.
3a. Review and action on the final plat of Old Farm Estates Subdivision Plat C consisting of8
lots at 93 2 North 140 West
Nothing additional was discussed.
3b. Review and action on the final plat of Seven C' s Subdivision Plat a consisting of3 lots at 150
North 450 West
Nothing additional was discussed.
3c. Review and action on the Frazier Subdivision Plat A consisting of 1lot at 470 East 100 North
Nothing additional was discussed.
4. Review and action on a lease with the State of Utah for space at the new Police & Courts
building
The State was evaluating the proposal. They would be meeting on Monday at 3:00p.m. The
State wanted to reduce it by a calculation. Carl W anlass explained further that he had not backed
out the police department's portion of the furniture and fixtures like he did theirs. That would
lower it by about $8,000 per year. The State thought it would be about $15 ,000 per year.
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Councilman Blake asked how these formulas compared to what they were in the other building.
Mr. Wanlass responded that this one was higher.

5. Review and action on a Resolution to enter into a contract with Crystal Mountain
Construction to construct restrooms and snack bar facilities at the Amphitheater
Councilman Blake asked if it was part of the capital budget.
Carl Wanlass responded that it actually would come out of the impact fees.
6. Review and action on an Ordinance establishing a 4-way stop at the intersection of 150 West
1120 North
Councilman Storrs noted that it was a bad intersection.
Carl Wanlass expressed the opinion that it would cause more of a traffic jam.
Mayor Barratt agreed that the City would get complaints from many residents. But, he added, he
did not know of another solution for the students other than the 4-way stop.
Councilman Hampton agreed especially since there was not an answer to the 540- 560 West
Street situation. Now they were shutting down another major thoroughfare through the use of a
stop sign. He asked if there was the possibility of having a 4-way stop during the peak hours that
then disappeared.
Mayor Barratt did not think so .
7. Review and action on appointments to citizen Committees and Boards
There was no discussion on this item.
8. Report and action on construction items including change orders
There was no discussion on this item.
OTHER BUSINESS
City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that he was aware of a petition that was being circulated
from those on the west requesting the opening of 540- 560 West Street.
Mayor Barratt stated that he was aware of that also.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 6:35p.m.
15
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCil_,
SEPTEMBER 24, 2002
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
September 24, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:30p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation on new Parks and Recreation impact fees by Lewis, Young, Robertson, &
Burningham.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor' s report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
*7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13 .
*14.

15.

Review and action on moving ahead with a secondary irrigation system.
Review and action on accepting a $5 million grant from CUP in exchange for 1,000 acrefeet of water.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Old Farm Estates Subdivision Plat C
consisting of8 lots at 932 North 140 West.
b.
Review and action on the final plat of Seven C's Subdivision Plat A consisting of
3 lots at 150 North 450 West.
c.
Review and action on the Frazier Subdivision Plat A consisting of 1 lot at 470
East 100 North.
Review and action on a lease with the State ofUtah for space at the new Police & Courts
building.
Review and action on a Resolution to enter into a contract with Crystal Mountain ·
Construction to construct restrooms and snack bar facilities at the Amphitheater.
Review and action on an Ordinance establishing a 4-way stop at the intersection of 150
West 1120 North.
Review and action on a right-of-way agreement with the United States Post Office.
Review and action on appointments to citizen Committees and Boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the September 5, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the September 10, 2002, minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Consideration and action on entering into an executive session(toJdiscus~
J[_
the purchase of
real property.
Adjournment.

Dated this 23 day of September, 2002

;z:___ {h .

Richard M .Colborn, City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 24, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
September 24, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:30p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation on new Parks and Recreation impact fees by Lewis, Young, Robertson, &
Burningham.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

)

7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13 .

Review and action on moving ahead with a secondary irrigation system.
Review and action on accepting a $5 million grant from CUP in exchange for 1,000 acrefeet of water.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD ' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Old Farm Estates Subdivision Plat C
consisting of8 lots at 932 North 140 West.
b.
Review and action on the final plat of Seven C' s Subdivision Plat A consisting of
3 lots at 150 North 450 West.
c.
Review and action on the Frazier Subdivision Plat A consisting of 1 lot at 4 70
East 100 North.
Review and action on a lease with the State of Utah for space at the new Police & Courts
building.
Review and action on a Resolution to enter into a contract with Crystal Mountain
Construction to construct restrooms and snack bar facilities at the Amphitheater.
Review and action on an Ordinance establishing a 4-way stop at the intersection of 150
West 1120 North.
Review and action on appointments to citizen Committees and Boards.
Report and action on construction itetns including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the September 5, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the September 10, 2002, minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the a·.pproval of Ci~~ bil
Adjournment.
~11 ~

Dated this 16 day of September, 2002
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Richard M. Colborn, City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 24, 2002
ATTACHMENTS (1)
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on September 24, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers
Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, *Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present
included Carl Wanlass, Jay Christensen, Melanie Marsh, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Terry
Fox, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, George Brown, Linda Walton, Dale Gunther, Noall Wootton, Arlo
Shelley, Dave Robinson, Mike Beck, Glenn Roundy, Barbara Christiansen, Kenny Hoggan,
Nathan Hoggan, Larry Roberts, Phyllis Crookston, Grant Leonard, Garold Springer, Jason
Burningham, Richard Noble, Scott McCleskey, Mark Greenwood, Franz Fischer, Jess Green,
and Jason, a scout from Troop 1184.
Nathan Hoggan led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Arlo Shelley offered the prayer.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD-LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Dale Gunther showed a plan of Block 18, which is between Church Street and 100 East that was
done by MHTN about 2 Y2 years ago. He said the proposed plan went through several public
hearings and there was consensus that the plan was a good plan for the whole block. Mr.
Gunther requested that one of the Councilmembers, perhaps Councilman Blake since he was the
one that worked with the committee when the proposed plan was created about 2 Yz years ago, be
appointed to get the property owners together and get going on implementing the plan. He said
when the plan was discussed 2 Y2 years ago all the property owners in the block were willing to
move ahead with the proposed plan and were willing to do a special improvement district.
Mr. Gunther said the City is nearing completing of the remodel on the old UP&L Building and
he hopes that the "ugly canopies" in the parking lot are taken down. He said he hopes that the
downtown area can be turned into a beautiful town square.
George Brown asked when the entire Switchpoint Broadband Network will be up and running.
He said that he went on American Fork City's official website today and it stated that the
network will be brought up in stages and that it will likely take six months before the network is
up and running. He asked if the City is now looking at March as the time when the network will
be up and going.
In response to Mr. Brown's question about when the Switchpoint Broadband Network will be up
and running, Mayor Barratt said "I have no idea."

Mr. Brown asked, "Does anyone know?"
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Councilman Blake said, "It could be six months from July, which would be January." He stated
that the date ought to be put on the website as to when information is posted. He said he is not
sure what the website says.
Mr. Brown asked, "Do you think it (the Switchpoint Broadband Network) will be up in
January?"
Councilman Blake said "Yes, I understand that they have made it by quadrants. They have
checked one part of the City and found that the feeds were live out to residences. They are
proceeding to bring the network up in quadrants."
Mr. Brown said, "So the six months is probably January, not March?"
Councilman Blake said "I would say that the full system could be live by January, by the
quarter of next year."

1st

Mr. Brown said, "The first quarter of next year is January through March."
Councilman Blake said, "It sounds like a consistent estimate to me."
Mayor Barratt asked, "Is there a concern whether it is March or January?"
Mr. Brown said "Just asking you, Mayor. You run the City and so I am your chief executive
officer and your website says six months. I am just asking March or January."
Mayor Barratt said "Very good. I thought there was a concern there."
Mr. Brown said, "Well, there is. You spend $800,000 of tax money. That is a concern. I am
just wondering how it is done."
Mayor Barratt said "You (Mr. Brown) need to know if you can get on-line in January or March."
Larry Roberts asked if an official budget or cash flow plan for the Switchpoint Broadband
Network has been approved or if there is a budget that the citizens can look at. He expressed
concern about the expenses that will be associated with the Switchpoint Broadband Network and
said he would like to review the numbers.
Mr. Wanlass said staff is in the process of preparing a budget model, a financing package, and a
time line schedule that is hoped will be ready by October 8, 2002, for the City Council to review
and approve.
Garold Springer suggested that the City hold open houses for public buildings in the evenings so
that people who work can attend them. He said that he got to the open house for the new
police/courts building at about 4:45p.m. with his kids and he was told to come back tomorrow
because they were getting ready to close for the day.
)

Mayor Barratt explained that Chief Justice Durham had a certain time schedule that the City had
to meet for the open house for the police/courts building and so that is why the open house was
held at the time that it was. He said he agrees that open houses for public buildings should be
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held in the evening. He said the City will have an open house for the new administration
building and it will be in the evening.
Police Chief Terry Fox said he would be happy to take Mr. Springer and his children on a tour of
the building whenever it is convenient for Mr. Springer and his family.
Arlo Shelley expressed concern about the proposed recycling program that has been talked
about. He said he keeps thinking about a statement made by Karl Marx, which is that "if one can
control the money, one can control the people." He said with increased taxes and increased
utility fees and now to tack on a fee to recycle things that he can recycle himself is kind of out of
line. He said there are youth groups and senior citizens that are recycling their own things and
they are receiving funds for their organizations. He said there are schools that are also recycling.
He said he does not want a recycling program imposed upon him. He said schools, scouts and
youth groups will suffer if the City goes with a recycling program because they will no longer be
able to earn money from recycling. He said he hopes the City will not seriously consider a
recycling program. He said let the citizens take care of their own recycling.
Mayor Barratt said that Councilman Hampton will make a report on the recycling survey results
at the October 8, 2002, City Council Meeting.
Councilman Hampton stated that Neighbors In Action is compiling the results of the recycling
survey. He stated that he thinks that many of the surveys returned are not in favor of a recycling
program, but he said he will wait to see the results of survey.
Mayor Barratt stated that Action Items # 1 and #2 will be delayed until Councilman Hunter
arrives, which will be between 8:00-8:30 p.m.
PRESENTATION ON NEW PARKS AND RECREATION IMP ACT FEES BY LEWIS,
YOUNG, ROBERTSON, & BURNINGHAM
Jason Burningham, a representative from the firm of Lewis, Young, Robertson & Burningham,
stated that the Utah State Legislature adopted certain legislation that codified the way that cities
could go about assessing impact fees. He said in 1997 the City commissioned a study for all of
its impact fees that were assessed. He explained that the study just conducted by Lewis, Young,
Robertson, & Burningham is an update and review and what the City currently has in place for
its parks and recreation impact fees.
Mr. Burningham discussed what an impact fee is. He explained that a development impact fee is
related to fees that are charged to development types of land uses. He said that an impact fees is
usually charged at the time of a building permit. He said the purpose of impact fees are to
provide equitable cost recovery of infrastructure that the City needs to provide its residents based
on the level of service currently being provided.

)

Mr. Burningham explained that the City's impact fee is currently based on per capita. He said the
current impact fee is $361 per person. He explained that based on the 1990 Census and the 1997
analysis there was approximately 3.95 persons per household under the single family detached
category, which equated to an impact fee of just over $1 ,300.00.
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Mr. Burningham explained that the methodology used to come up with the impact fee was very
similar the methodology that was used in the analysis that was done in 1997. He explained that
they inventoried the existing park land and also inventoried the park improvements and
identified the costs and the replacement costs associated with each.
Mr. Burningham explained that the City currently owns 309 acres of park land of which 154 of
those acres are neighborhood parks. He stated that neighborhood parks have been included in
the fee calculation. He pointed out that 15 to 20 acres of the 154 acres of the neighborhood park
land are undeveloped.
Mr. Burningham explained that the City has approximately 155 acres of regional parks. He said
that in 1997 the City made the decision to exclude the regional parks from the impact fees and so
to be consistent they did not include the regional parks in the fee calculation for the impact fees.
He said that according to the Utah State Statute, regional parks are a "qualified expense" for
impact fees.
Mr. Burningham explained that the study done in 1997 estimated that the replacement cost to go
out and purchase an acre of land for parks would cost $40,000. He said they estimated that the
replacement cost for an acre of land for parks would be around $75,000 an acre, which is a
substantial increase from the 1997 estimate. He said it is estimated that to replace the 154 acres
of neighborhood parks would cost $11,574,000. He pointed out that the City currently owns
$5.9 million in parks improvements.
Mr. Burningham also explained that when calculating impact fees it is important to look at other
types of revenue sources that would be required of potential future residents or from future
developments that relate to parks and recreation. He said the City did issue a General Obligation
Bond 2000 series that did levy property in order to repay costs associated with some park
development and recreation development. He explained that based on a per capita calculation
that would equate to a credit over $46 per capita that would be credited back to future
development.
Mr. Burningham stated that based on the replacement cost per capita for just the park it would
equate to $490.74. He said improvement replacement cost per capita based on the current
population estimate would be right around $250 per capita. He said the net impact fee takes both
the land cost and the replacement of improvement cost and deducts the credit for each individual
development, which makes the net impact fee per capita $693.
Mr. Burningham explained that based on the 2000 Census the number of persons per unit
decreased from 3.95 to 3.75 persons per unit for single-family residential developments. He said
other residential went from 2.85 to 3.25 persons for unit.
Mr. Burningham said the maximum supportable impact fee that they recommend that the City
impose is just over $2,600.00 per single-family dwelling and $2,255.00 for all other. He said the
proposed impact fee is a 99o/o or 100% increase over what the current impact fees are.
Mr. Burningham explained that the primary difference between their analysis and the 1997
analysis is the land costs. He stated that he thinks the land was undervalued in 1997. He said
that he thinks an acre of land in 1997 should have been valued at around $47,000 per acre instead
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of $40,000. He said they are now recommending that the replacement cost for land be at
$75 ,000 an acre.
Mayor Barratt asked for the definition of a regional park.
It was discussed that the Art Dye Park is a regional park. It was discussed that a piece of the
Hunter Park is also a regional park.

Councilman Blake asked if other cities have included regional parks when calculating impact
fees.
In response to Councilman Blake's above question, Mr. Burningham stated that some cities have
included regional parks and some have not. He said one of the primary reasons that some cities
do not include the regional parks is because they have determined that 6 acres of park area per
1,000 residents is an appropriate level. He said most cities do not exceed 6 acres per 1,000
residents in terms of parkland. He stated that the City is at 6 acres per 1,000 residents with just
the 154 acres of neighborhood parks. Mr. Burningham pointed out that Draper and South Jordan
have included their regional parks when calculating their impact fees. He pointed out that
Bluffdale does not include regional parks when calculating its impact fees. He pointed out that
Draper's impact fees are about $1,700 for a single-family dwelling.
It was discussed that if the regional parks were included in the calculation then the City would
have about 12 acres per 1,000 residents, which is double what most communities have per 1,000
residents.

After Mr. Burningham's presentation, Kenny Hoggan, a representative from the American Fork
Inter-Committee Parks Task Force, made a presentation. He passed out an updated copy of the
proposal for the Improvement of City Parks and Allocation of Park Improvement Bond. A copy
of the proposal is attached to the minutes as ATTACHMENT #1.
Mr. Hoggan stated that the Planning Commission has reviewed the proposal and that it
recommended a few wording changes. He said the Planning Commission was very supportive of
the proposal. He briefly discussed some of the changes that the Planning Commission
recommended. He pointed out that the Planning Commission wanted to know how much money
was being recommended to ensure that the parks are well maintained and kept in good repair.
He said that after they met with the Planning Commission, he talked to Cal Houghton about how
much money would be needed to keep the parks in good repair. He said that Mr. Houghton
indicated that 5 to 10 percent of the implementation cost would be needed to keep the parks in
good repair. He said Mr. Houghton indicated that a minimum of$130,000 would be needed
each year to keep the parks maintained. He said Mr. Houghton also indicated that an additional
full-time parks employee would be needed to help maintain the parks.
Mr. Hoggan stated that he would rather not have the parks improved, if the money is not going to
be allocated to keep them looking good. He said people 10 years from now should have nice
parks to visit.
Mr. Hoggan stated that they would like to simplify the spreadsheet that is included in the
proposal so that the public can be easily educated on what is being proposed.
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Mr. Hoggan stated that they hope to get the proposed plan approved.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
Mr. W anlass reported that the Police Department put the two Harley Davidson Motorcycles on
eBay and two bids were received. One bid came in at $12,000 and the other one came in at
$12,500. He said they have picked up an additional $6,000 for the motorcycles from the bids
that were received earlier.
Councilman Blake asked if the cars that were sent out for bid a little while ago are still available.
Mr. Wanlass stated that Richard Colborn is going to advertise the cars in some trade magazines.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Blake reported that last Thursday he had the opportunity to attend a Timpanogos
Community Vision Seminar that was sponsored by MAG. He said the Timpanogos Community
Vision Seminar is a series of ongoing workshops with respect to general planning for the next 20
to 50 years for the northern part of Utah County. He said at the seminar they discussed green
space, development and transportation. He said he was pleased to see that there were a number
of people in attendance at the seminar. He said it is on the City's General Plan to have a
commuter station for commuter rail. He said there is still some discussion about whether light
rail should be placed on the north or south side of the City.
Councilman Blake said it is good to see some attention shown to open space. He said American
Fork City has shown some leadership in the areas of open space. He said the American Fork
Inter-Committee Parks Task Force has prepared an excellent report regarding improving the
City's parks. He said that he hopes the public stays involved with the process regarding park
improvements.
Councilman Storrs reported that on Saturday, September 21, 2002, he and also Mayor Barratt
attended the Family Harvest Hoe-Down at the American Fork Jr. High. He said it was a
wonderful event. He said the Greenwood Neighbors in Action Group was up at the American
Fork Jr. High cooking hotdogs.
Councilman Hampton said on October 8, 2002, he would like to have 'on the agenda a report on
the results of the recycling survey. He said he would like to request that the fire and ambulance
be added to the agenda as an action item. He said he would also like to have an action item on
the decision regarding funding for the Chamber of Commerce.
Councilmember Belmont said she applied to the National Trust of Historic Preservation for a
grant to help with restoring City Hall. She said that Phyllis Crookston helped her prepare the
grant application. She said the City did receive a grant from the National Trust of Historic
Preservation. She then presented a check for $5 ,000 from the National Trust of Historic
Preservation and gave the check to Mr. W anlass. She explained that the City has commissioned
Cooper Roberts Architects to do a study on City Hall.
Councilmember Belmont reported that she also applied for a grant to the Department of Natural
Resources, the Division of Forestry, Fire, and State Lands. She said that Phyllis Crookston also
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helped her prepare the grant application that was submitted to the Department of Natural
Resources. She read a letter from the Department of Natural Resources, which states that the
Utah Community Forest Council has reviewed all the applications for the tree planting program
grants received and that the City's application to plant trees in the City parks has been tentatively
selected for a grant award. She stated that the amount of the grant will be $1,000. She explained
that American Fork City must provide an equal share of the amount awarded for tree planting.
She explained that the funds will be provided by the USDA Forest Service. She pointed out that
currently all USDA Forest Service Funds are frozen due to high suppression costs associated
with the extreme wildfire season. She pointed out that the notice received by the Department of
Natural Resources is only a pre-approval and that pre-approval grants will not be reimbursed
until the freeze has been lifted and the funds are available. She said that she thinks the fires are
burning down and she thinks that the City will get the $1,000 to plant trees in American Fork
City Parks.
Mayor Barratt thanked Councilmember Belmont for her good work in obtaining the grants.
It was discussed that the grant from the National Trust of Historic Preservation was not a federal
grant. It was discussed that the National Trust of Historic Preservation was a non-profit
organization.

Councilman Hampton thanked Phyllis Crookston for her help in getting the grants.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt said the Family Harvest Hoe-Down was a good experience.
Mayor Barratt then displayed some awards that Nick, the K-9 Officer received. He pointed out
that Nick took third place in area search in a whole intermountain area competition. He said
Nick also took third place in obedience, fourth place in tough dog, and fourth place in technical
building search. He said the Police Department is to be commended for its work with the K-9
Officers. He pointed out that Officer Cory Smith is responsible for Nick and that Officer Mark
Udy is responsible for Barron, another K-9 Officer. Mayor Barratt stated that American Fork
City's K-9 Officers are high producing dogs and are very effective.
*Councilman Hunter arrived.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON MOVING AHEAD WITH A SECONDARY IRRIGATION
SYSTEM
Councilman Blake said the City has studied the secondary irrigation system for a long time. He
said the study done on the secondary irrigation system is a thorough study and he thinks it is time
to proceed with a secondary irrigation system in American Fork.

Councilman Blake moved to approve a secondary irrigation system with a priority going to
large water users and also to those who have irrigation water.
Mayor Barratt asked Councilman Blake if he was proposing a partial system.
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Councilman Blake said "I would propose that it (the secondary irrigation system) would begin
with a partial system that is sized to be the whole system and that the partial system begin with a
priority for the large volume water users and also with a priority to those that use irrigation
water. That if possible, put in the runs that would take out the irrigation ditches to the extent that
we can. I think part of the discussion indicated that a full system would take out probably 75%
of the irrigation ditches and I think we ought to make that a priority also and see if we can do
that in the first phase. Do the first phase in a partial system with size so that it could handle the
whole system."
Councilman Hunter asked Councilman Blake if he was saying that he wants to put the whole
trunk in now.

In response to Councilman Hunter's question, Councilman Blake said, "Yes. All of the trunk."
Councilman Hampton said that if the whole trunk were put in now then at the appropriate time
the City would have the option of implementing the whole system.
Councilman Hunter asked if it was essentially being laid out so that they could do the whole
system, but just for larger water users.
In response to Councilman Hunter's question, Councilman Blake said he is proposing that the
system be designed to accommodate those who also have water shares. He said those who have
irrigation shares will be asked to exchange their irrigation shares. He said the lines for the
secondary irrigation system should be placed where the current irrigation ditches are so that
many of the flood irrigation users can be accommodated.
Councilman Storrs said he thinks the key to the secondary irrigation system is to also add as part
of the motion that future developments be required to put in the lines.
Councilman Blake said he agrees that future developments ought to be required to put in the
lines.

Councilman Blake amended his motion to include that future developments be required to
put in the lines for the secondary irrigation system.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt asked for any further discussion.
Councilman Hampton asked what the timetable is in regards to getting the secondary irrigation
system installed.

)

Mr. Wanlass said the secondary irrigation system will be predicated upon the next item on the
agenda, which is in regards to a $5 million grant from CUP. He said the first thing that would
need to be done is to come up with a financing package. He said the next thing that would need
to be done is to prepare an RFP to go to bid to design the system.
Councilman Hampton asked Mr. W anlass what the funding options are.
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Mr. Wanlass said the City would either go with a revenue bond or the City could check with the
State to see if there are any safe water funds available. He said he would assume that the
revenue bond would be the first choice.
It was discussed that there would have to be public hearings held. Mr. Wanlass pointed out that
a fee schedule will have to be developed for those that hook onto the partial system. It was
discussed that the earliest public hearings could be held in about 60 days.
Councilmember Belmont asked what it will cost for the people who flood irrigate and then hook
onto the system.
In response to Councilmember Belmont's question, Councilman Blake said the price to hook
onto the partial system needs to be a fair price for the people who own irrigation shares. He
stated that the people who own irrigation shares will basically be turning their shares into the
City and will get a credit. He said the price that the irrigation users will pay needs to be worked
out in the financial proposal and it needs to be a fair price. He said he is not sure what the price
would be for the people who own irrigation shares.
Councilman Blake asked if the people who tum in their irrigation shares will receive an ongoing
credit.
Richard Noble, a representative from Franson and Noble, stated that the study assumed that the
City would require that future development provide irrigation shares to the City for those
developments and so the free market would create the mechanism for the acquisition of those
shares where developers would buy those shares at the going market price and then those would
be turned over to the City.
Councilman Blake asked what the cost would be for the person who turns in his or her water
shares and then connects onto the secondary irrigation system.
Mr. Noble stated that the cost for the person who turns in his or her water shares and connects
onto the secondary irrigation system was not specifically identified in the study.
Mr. Noble stated that the study lists several things that need to be done in order to implement the
secondary irrigation system. One thing that needs to be done is that there needs to be a decision
on funding. The City needs to decide if it is going to accept the grant from Central Utah Water
Conservancy District. The City also needs to update its General Plan to include a section on the
secondary irrigation water system and also update the culinary water system. He stated that there
would also need to be an agreement executed between the American Fork Irrigation Company
and the City. He said one provision that the agreement could have is that the irrigation
shareholders could continue to own their shares and could have them delivered through the
secondary irrigation system. Mr. Noble said the agreement between the City and the American
Fork Irrigation Company needs to be negotiated and finalized.
Mr. Noble stated that the City needs to decide what type of bonds will be issued. He said there
also needs to be a secondary water utility created in order to operate and maintain the secondary
irrigation system. He said it is recommended that the City have an ordinance that would require
developers within the City to provide irrigation shares with their development. He said there
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would also need to be an ordinance in place to require the developers to install pipelines in their
development for future delivery of secondary water.
Jess Green said he likes the proposal because it creates a situation where the person who owns
water shares is not robbed of his water and the delivery of the water would be consistent with the
ownership, if they chose to use it. He said the proposal benefits the City in multiple ways.
Mr. Green asked if the motion could be restated a little more definitely so that they know what
was said.
Mayor Barratt said that he is not sure if he can restate the motion.
Phyllis Crookston stated that her daughter who lived in Highland did not want to give up her
water shares and they were taken anyway. She said her daughter was given a little bit of
discount on her water bill, but by the time that she added up the discount it would take 80 years
for her to get back the price of the water shares. She said that she hopes the proposed plan for
the secondary irrigation system will not take away people's water shares like was done in
Highland.
After Phyllis Crookston's statement, Councilman Hampton asked Glen Roundy what his opinion
was.
Mr. Roundy stated that he is Chairman of the Metropolitan Water District and also President of
the American Fork Irrigation Company. He said that Highland changed their secondary
irrigation system half way through the process and got people mad because they did not treat the
last people who hooked onto the system like the first people who were hooked onto the system.
He said his home in Highland is on the pressurized irrigation system and his monthly bill is $30
year around. He said if he would contribute a half a share of water then his bill would be $8 a
month year around. He said Highland has a nice secondary irrigation program as does Alpine.
He said Lehi's secondary irrigation system has some problems because the people at the end of
the line do not get any pressure and the people at the beginning of the line got too much pressure.
Mr. Roundy stated that the people who own irrigation shares are not going to give their shares
aw-a-y. He -said-the sha-reholders-want to be-treated~airly. Reed Thompson said he works for Highland Water Company. He stated that in Highland no one
was forced onto the secondary irrigation system. He said in Highland they have the culinary
water company, which is a private entity and the City which provides pressurized irrigation. He
said in American Fork the City will maintain both systems. He pointed out that the City also
controls the majority of the water shares in the American Fork Irrigation Company.
Mr. Thompson said he thinks it is irresponsible to still leave an open ditch system for the whole
City of American Fork, if the City is going to a pressurized irrigation system. He suggested that
there be provided a means for the people who want to flood irrigate like is done in Alpine. He
said it is not responsible to leave open ditches and install a pressurized irrigation system.
Mr. Denney said depending on the outcome of the next item on the agenda, a program that was
put forth to qualify for the $5 million grant was also a phased program. He explained that
development of the program is over a 6-year period. He said the phased program has goals to
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help conserve water. He stated that if the City has any interest in the $5 million, then the City
may need to match the program proposed and its time scheduling.
Mr. Noble said that he has spoken with the Central Utah District and they would be somewhat
flexible in terms of modifying the contract.
Larry Roberts said he can see how the pressurized irrigation system may help the larger users of
water, but he only has a small amount of land. He said when he adds his culinary water and
pressurized irrigation water and his bond for his total cost of water he wonders if he will come
ahead financially or will he be behind.
There was some discussion that the bond payment will be part of the fee structure. It was
discussed that the water will go up to help cover the costs associated with the secondary
irrigation system.
Bill Jacob said, "I am a little confused here. I am trying to pay attention to this funding issue.
This is not going to be a General Obligation bond then?"
Mayor Barratt said, "It will be a revenue bond."
Mr. Wanlass said, "If the City Council wants to go with a G.O. Bond it can do that, but it would
be revenue bond qualified."
Mr. Jacob said, "So, if you went with a General Obligation Bond, then the taxpayers could make
that decision about whether or not you implement it. If you go with a revenue bond you do not
need their approval (the citizens). If you go with a revenue bond, then the bond will be paid for
by the additional price for the system that would be billed with the regular water bill. Is that
correct?"
Mr. Noble said that is correct.
Mr. Jacob said, "In other words, if we do not go with the General Obligation bond the taxpayers
are still going to pay. There is no free lunch. I want people to understand that. I would
recomm€ma that yeu put it -to t-he publ-ic and ge-wit-h a Genera-l Ob-ligation b-ond and I-et the pubtic
make the decisions. Thank you."
Grant Leonard said he would like to address Mr. Jacob's question about the bond. He said they
are past the time for the General Obligation bond. He said they had to publicize it by July to get
the General Obligation bond on the ballot in November.
Mr. Jacob said "All you have to do is notice it up don't you?"
Mr. Leonard said, "That (talking about the time frame for the General Obligation Bond) is what
was said in the previous work meetings."

)

Councilman Hampton said, "You can have a special election any time."
Mr. Wanlass said the next time a special election could be held is the first Tuesday in February.
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Councilman Hampton said the point is that the City is not past the point of going with a General
Obligation Bond
Mayor Barratt said they are past the point of having the General Obligation bond in November.
Mr. Leonard said he thinks the water bill is going to go up initially, but according to the overall
plan it will be a wash.
Scott McCleskey asked if there is a study that estimates what the average bill will go up.
Mr. Noble said it is estimated that the average water user will pay an extra $10 a month from
what he or she is currently paying now. He pointed out that the bond will be paid for in 20 years
and so after the bond is paid for the City could decide if it wants to change the fees.
Mr. Brown asked how much the monthly fees will be for the partial system and asked who will
pay the fees.
In response to Mr. Brown's question, Mayor Barratt said he did not know.
Councilman Blake said the fee associated with the partial system is estimated to be less than $10.
Councilman Hampton said the fee will actually probably be more for the partial system per user.
Mr. Noble said if the City puts in the large main lines and stops there and does not build any
more, then those who connect to the line will have to pay a higher user fee because there will not
be as many users with the partial system. He said it would cost the users probably about $17.50
more a month for the partial system.
Mr. Roberts expressed concern that the "little guys" or the little water users were needed to help
pay for the bigger water users. He asked if there would be a sliding price table for the amount of
water that is used. He asked if the little users are going to have to pay a big price and the big
users will only have to pay a little price.
M-t·-.-Noble stated-that-the rates pFopesed -in the--stud-y- are-based-on-lot sizes:-He-said-smal-1-er l-otswould pay a smaller amount than larger lots.
Councilman Blake said he thinks Mr. Roberts is asking if there is a graduated scale. He asked if
there is a volume discount built into the fee schedule.
Mr. Noble stated that the secondary water is not metered. He said one can use all the water he or
she wants. He said there will be a flat fee.
Mr. Jacob said "I am still trying to work the math out on this. If you go with a partial system
would you use an SID bond? In other words, if there are only 1,000 users, then you use an SID
bond and that would overload the users. You would have people paying for the bond. I do not
know how you go through with a partial system. I think you would have to go for a General
Obligation Bond. That is why you ought to bring it up to the taxpayers. The Police and Courts
building and fire station was done on an off election bond. It was done in August and no one had
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trouble with that. Again, I would ask you to consider going to a General Obligation bond and let
the taxpayers make a determination of what they want."
After much discussion, Mayor Barratt said that there is a motion on the floor.
Mr. Green asked for the motion to be restated.
Mayor Barratt asked Ms. Marsh to read back the motion.
Ms. Marsh stated that the motion was to approve the secondary irrigation system with priority
going to the large water users and also to those that have irrigation. The motion proposes a
partial system, but that puts in the runs for a full system. She said the motion also includes that
developers be required to put in the lines for secondary irrigation water as they come in with
future developments.
Councilman Blake said the intent is that the full system will be put in, but will begin with a
partial system.
Mayor Barratt asked Councilman Blake if a partial system meant putting in the major trunk lines
and that the major users would be the City, parks and churches.
Councilman Blake stated that priority for the secondary irrigation system would also be for the
irrigation users.
Councilmember Belmont expressed concern about whether the people who own irrigation shares
could still flood their fields with irrigation water. She said that Pleasant Grove City put in a
partial system and the people could still flood their fields with irrigation water.
Councilman Blake stated that he would like to see the irrigation ditches pipes.
Councilmember Belmont expressed concern about what will happen with the aquifer when all
the water is piped in the town. She expressed concern about what will happen to the wells and
the underground water.
Mayor Barratt stated that everything will not be piped. He said there is a certain portion that will
have to be kept open for the storm drains.
Councilman Blake stated that the riverbed will stay open.
Mr. Noble stated that most of the aquifer recharge occurs in the mountains. He explained that if
they were to eliminate all the seepage from the ditches and canals, they would reduce the
recharge to the groundwater aquifer by about 8 percent.
In response to Mr. Noble's above statement, Councilmember Belmont asked if that meant her
well would go dry.
In response to Councilmember Belmont's statement, Mr. Noble said, "That is not what he said.
He said the aquifer has the capacity to have withdrawals taken from it. He said there is about
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90,000 acre feet of water being withdrawn from the aquifer now and the State Engineer's plan is
to have 160,000 acre feet withdrawn from it. He said the additional wells have a bigger capacity.
Councilmember Belmont stated that she has a lot of concern with the proposed secondary
irrigation system. She said that she understands that the secondary irrigation system could be a
good thing or a bad thing. She stated that she has talked to about 50 people about the secondary
irrigation system and she still does not have a good comfort level in regards to the proposed
secondary irrigation system.
Mr. Thompson said regarding recharging the aquifer and well drilling, piping the systems is a
minimal effect. He said more wells will have to be drilled to stay on the culinary system or if a
partial system is used, which drilling wells pulls a lot more water out of the underground than is
being recharged.
Mr. Thompson stated that currently the City has a lot of surface water that it is not able to utilize
and so someone else is using the surface water or is renting it out to someone else or it runs down
to the lake and is used by Jordan Valley. He stated that they need to look at utilizing what water
shares should be used for outside water use and what should be used for inside water use. He
said that he would much rather have water in his house than to have a green lawn every day of
the year.
Mr. Green said he thinks what has been proposed in the motion is a workable solution and is
something that is needed. He said the proposed motion leaves the ability for the current City
Council and succeeding City Councils to modify the system as the need arises and when there is
money to do so. He said that he advocates for the partial system or the trunk line system. He
said he advocates that the City Council vote in favor of the motion and proceed with the
secondary irrigation system.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Blake, Hunter, and Belmont.
Councilmember Belmont clarified that she was voting in favor of the partial system.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ACCEPTING A $5 MILLION GRANT FROM CUP IN
EXCHANGE FOR 1,000 ACRE-FEET OF WATER
Phyllis Crookston stated that she looked over the workbooks that were prepared by Franson &
Noble. She said one of the things that she noticed in the "workbooks" was that water savings is a
necessity. She pointed out that one of the graphs in the workbooks states that the City will have
a shortage of 59 acre feet of water by the year 2010, a shortage of 1,158 acre feet of water in
2020, and shortage of2,770 acre feet of water in 2030.
Mrs. Crookston pointed out that none of the booklets prepared by Franson & Noble have been
distributed to the public.
)

Mrs. Crookston stated that it is her hope that the City Council think about what the consequences
would be if it decides to sell the 1,000 acre feet of water for the $5 million grant from CUP. She
said it would be more prudent to keep the 1,000 acre-feet of water to be used in the future.
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Glen Roundy stated that he appreciates the City Council approving the secondary irrigation
water system. He said this is the happiest day of his life. He stated that he has done some
research to find out about the value of water. He stated that by the time the 1,000 acre feet of
water is paid off it will be worth $50 million dollars. He said there is nothing that produces
bigger and better revenue than water. He said it pleases him to know the value of water. He said
if the City is going to continue to grow, the number one item to worry about is not sidewalks, but
is water. He said the City should take the 2,095 acre-feet of water and forfeit the $5 million
dollars. He said the City will have 4 7 years to finish paying off the 2,095 acre feet of water.
Arlo Shelley said rather than sacrificing 1,000 acre-feet of water, they ought to be looking at
acquiring more water and not loosing it. He said if the City Council votes to sacrifice the 1,000
acre-feet of water, he thinks it will come back to bite the City Council and all the residents.
Mr. Green said that in doing some research regarding the price of water shares, many of the
water masters that he talked to did not want to be quoted because they are interested in
purchasing water. He pointed out that four years ago some Scera water was sold to Orem City
for $12,000 a share. He said the value of a share of water four years ago could have gone as high
as $22,000 a share. He said one needs to keep in mind that it is a highly speculative market and
the people with the money drive the price.
Mr. Green explained that CUP Water is valued co-equal with Provo River Water as far as price,
value and usability. He said 500 shares of water at $12,000 would equal $6 million. He said that
he has not heard one person from the audience tonight advocate that the City give up any water,
let alone the 1, 000 acre-feet.
Mr. Thompson asked if the City has enough acre-feet of water to provide for the system without
the 1,000 acre-feet of CUP Water.
Mr. Noble stated that the study did assume that the 1,000 acre feet of water would go back to the
CUP and that the City would be able to acquire sufficient shares of American Fork/Pleasant
Grove Irrigation Water to operate the system.
Mr. Thompson asked what the i-ncrease in-the fee would be per-user if-t-he City do-es not get- the
$5 million from CUP.
Mr. Noble stated that the cost per user will be more than $7.50. He said if the City does not get
the $5 million dollars the cost will be increased by about 113.
Mr. Thompson said that if the City has the means to do the secondary irrigation system without
the $5 million then it should try to do it without selling shares back to the CUP, but on the other
hand, the only time the CUP Water is used is during the dry times and during future build out.
He said the City's water system needs to be managed correctly. He said that there are times
when American Fork water is running down the ditch and people other than American Fork
residents are using the water. He said the City does not want to have water that it can't utilize.
He said he agrees that one can never have too much water. He stated that if the City does sell the
1,000 acre-feet of water, the City can still buy water on the open market. He said he may be the
only one to say this, but it may be good to sell the 1,000 acre feet of water if the City does have
sufficient water without the 1,000 acre feet of water.
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Mr. Roberts said that after listening to the discussions about water he wonders if a price can
really be put on water. He said that more and more homes continue to be built in American Fork
and there is less and less snow pack in the mountains because of he warmer climate. He said the
City really ought to hold onto the 1,000 acre-feet of water. He said he would not like to see the
City be put a position where it has the new Cadillac with no gas to put in it. He said there will be
a time when the City will be glad that it held onto the 1,000 acre feet of water.
Dale Gunther said he would like the City to keep the water. He said that he is nervous about
running out of water. He said it sounds like the $5 million grant from CUP is really a $5 million
grant to CUP.
Mr. Brown stated that Jordan Valley Water Conservancy District can't produce the water that
people like to drink because there are some salty springs. He said even though Jordan Valley
can't produce good water, the value of the Jordan Valley's water has not decreased. He said
people are going to look at American Fork City's water because it is a gravity flow system. He
said water is an important asset.
Mr. Brown pointed out that in Price v. Orem, Supreme Court said that a city must get market
value for its assets that it sells. He said that Mr. Roundy and Mr. Green have researched the
value of water and it appears that the 1,000 acre-feet of water is worth more than $5 million.
Mr. Brown stated that what is being referred to as a grant from CUP is really not a grant. He
explained that a grant is something that is given without the obligation to repay.
Mr. Brown said that no one knows for sure what the water will be worth in 10 years. He said
that the City should keep the 1,000 acre-feet of water.
Scott McCleskey stated that a City can't sell an asset for less than market value. He said that it
seems that the City could hold the water and lease part of it while the City does not need it.
Mr. Green stated that the City can't lease the water from CUP because of the contract, but he
said the City could lease other water that it has. He said no one knows for sure if the City will be
short water in 10 years.
Mr. McCleskey said the City should not sell the 1,000 acre-feet of water.
Mr. Noble said that there has been a lot of discussion tonight about how valuable a commodity
water is. He said since water is a valuable commodity the City ought to make sure that it is
making that asset work for it and it ought to make sure that the water does not just run to Utah
Lake or wherever. He said if there is a need for water in the market place, then maybe the City
could lease some of its water.
Mr. Noble pointed out that the initial proposal that was made to the Central Utah Water
Conservancy District was for 500 acre-feet of water for $5 million. He said the District did not
accept that proposal and asked for 1,000 acre-feet of water. He said the point that he is making
is that maybe there could be some negotiating that takes place between the City and the District.
He said maybe something could be worked out to let the District use the 1,000 acre feet of water
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while the City does not need it, but when the City needs the water again then the District would
have to give it back.
Mayor Barratt stated that there is no greater commodity than water, but he believes that there
will come a day when the City will wish that it had the $5 million and not the 1,000 acre feet of
water. He pointed out that American Fork City did not ration water this year during the dry
season. He said that the City will continue to acquire water as the City develops.
Mayor Barratt stated that American Fork City does have a lot of water because their forefathers
demanded it. He said American Fork City has always had good water. He said he thinks the
City needs the $5 million dollars. He said he thinks that they need to stop putting the valuable
culinary water on the lawns.
Councilman Hampton said at the last meeting he asked staff to be prepared to respond to the
question about whether the City will be sorry 20, 30, or 50 years from now that it gave up the
1, 000 acre feet.
Mr. Wanlass said that he does not think the City will be sorry if it gives up the 1,000 acre-feet of
water.
Councilman Hampton asked Mr. Wanlass if he does not think the City will be sorry it gave up
the water because it will be receiving more water as future developments come in.
Mr. Wanlass said over time the City will replace the 1,000 acre-feet of water. He said the City is
also looking to see if it can claim the re-use of the water that goes through Timp. Special Service
District.
Mr. Denney pointed out that at the last meeting Mr. Despain showed an analysis that had 6,200
acre feet of surface water that the City can't use for the benefit of the City or for the citizens of
American Fork. He said he does not believe there will be a case where the City will have a
shortfall of water if it gives up the 1,000 acre feet of water. He said the $5 million would
provide some benefit to the City to help with implementing the secondary irrigation system.
Mr. Despain said if he knew what the future was and knew the reliability of the surface-water, he
thinks the 1,000 acre-feet of water could be overcome, but he is uncertain. He said if the
secondary irrigation system can be built without giving the 1,000 acre feet of water back that
would give him a better sense of reliability in the long term. He said if the City can't build the
secondary irrigation system without the $5 million, then he thinks the secondary irrigation
system is more important than the 1,000 acre feet of water.
Mr. Despain stated that in regards to the 1,000 acre-feet of water, the CUP Water has no cost
today and a cost in the future. He said it is not a valid comparison to compare the CUP Water as
irrigation shares. He said the City will pay $200 an acre-foot per each of that 1,000 acre-feet per
year. He stated that the secondary irrigation system needs to be built.

)

It was discussed that if the City does not get the $5 million, then it will cost the users more on
their monthly bill.
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Councilman Blake said he understands that the City is not allowed to sell its water, but it can
lease it.
In response to Councilman Blake' s above statement, Mr. Despain said the City can co-mingle.
Mr. Brown stated that the Utah Constitution prohibits a City from alienating any water rights that
it has. He said the City can't sell the water.
Mr. Green stated that the problem is that the City does not own the water that is being talked
about. He said the Metropolitan Water Board is the one that is in control of the contract. He said
the Metropolitan Water Board is an independent body for a very good reason and that reason.
He said the City Council can't just get rid of water when it wants to. He said the City can't sell
what it does not have.
Mr. Roundy pointed out that the people who own shares in the canyon ran out of water a month
and a half ago so there were thousands of dollars lost in crops. He said the people in the canyon
asked for the City to pump its wells. He said that the City will need every drop of water that it
has.
Councilman Blake stated that the City has until October 12, 2002, to make a decision.

Councilman Blake moved to table this item until October 8, 2002, to see if the City can
fund the secondary irrigation system without the $5 million.
Councilman Hampton said the funding is a matter of rates to the users. He said if the partial
system is put in initially, the cost may be twice the cost to the users if the City does not have the
$5 million to use.
Councilman Hampton said he is suspicious about how bad the CUP wants the 1,000 acre-feet of
water. He said it bothers him to give up the 1,000 acre-feet of water even if the numbers work
out right. He said CUP's strong desire to get the 1,000 acre-feet should say to the City how
valuable the water may be to the City.
Councilman Hampton said he would propose a motion.
Mayor Barratt pointed out that there is already a motion on the floor.

Councilman Blake then withdrew his motion.
Councilman Hampton then moved to not accept the $5 million and to keep the 1,000 acrefeet of water.
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake said it is interesting that the public present are willing to pay a little more on
their bill to save the water, which is another reinforcement that the City should keep the 1,000
acre feet of water.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
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Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Hampton, Storrs, and Blake. Those voting
nay: Councilman Hunter. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD ' S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF OLD FARM ESTATES
SUBDIVISION PLAT C CONSISTING OF 8 LOTS AT 932 NORTH 140 WEST

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the final plat of Old Farm Estates
Subdivision Plat C consisting of Slots at 932 North 140 West, to authorize the
Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the dedications and have the plat
recorded, subject to:
1.

2.
3.

Conveyance of water rights.
Placing of temporary cul-de-sac at the end of 140 West.
Posting of a bond to ensure construction of required improvements.

Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Hampton, Hunter, Belmont, Blake, and Storrs.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF SEVEN C'S SUBDIVISION
PLAT A CONSISTING OF 3 LOTS AT 150 NORTH 450 WEST
Mark Greenwood of ALM stated that he is representing Franz Fischer. He said the
only real issue that is difficult to address is in regards to drainage. He said they
have had some discussion with staff regarding how to resolve the drainage issue.
Franz Fischer pointed out that they also have not yet received written approval from the
Irrigation Company, but they do not believe it will be a problem to get approval from
them. He stated that they are willing to put in curb and gutter.

)

Mr. Fischer stated that the only issue that needs to be resolved is in regards to drainage.
He said the trailer park community has done well for 30 to 40 years and they have had no
drainage problems or flooding whatsoever. He said to take a community that has been
operating for the last 30 to 40 years and disrupt it by requiring that a drainage system be
put in seems to be moving a little bit backwards. He said what he is asking of the City
Council is that it eliminate the drainage requirement because he does not think it is
necessary.
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There was quite a bit of discussion about the drainage issue. Councilman Storrs
expressed concern about approving the project without requiring the proper drainage
system because if there are problems with the drainage it will be the City that people
come to in order to get the problems resolved. He said if the City approves the proposed
project without requiring the appropriate drainage, then it could come back to "haunt the
City."
Mr. Fischer pointed out that the undeveloped land will have a development plan that
includes a drainage study and will have provisions for drainage. He stated that they plan
to meet all the drainage requirements for the vacant land when they come back into the
City with a development plan for the vacant land. He said they do not want to push the
drainage off onto anyone else.
Mr. Despain explained that the Planning Commission was mindful that the newly created
undeveloped lots would solve their drainage problem as part of that development. He
said the notion that somehow the mobile home park has to accept the drainage from the
undeveloped lots was not part of the requirements as set forth by the Planning
Commission.
Mr. Despain said that he is a little confused because Mr. Fischer's engineer is saying that
they have had some discussions about how to solve the drainage problem associated with
the mobile home park, but Mr. Fischer is saying that there are no drainage problems that
need to be resolved.
Mr. Despain stated that the Planning Commission saw a potential drainage problem in the
existing mobile home park. He said that it needs to be clearly stated that Mr. Fischer is
asking the City Council to override the Planning Commission's decision about drainage
and say that a drainage system is not needed in the existing mobile home park.
Councilman Hampton said that he does not believe the City Council is being asked to
override the Planning Commission. He said that he is concerned that after some effort to
discuss the resolution of the drainage issues that Howard Denney, the City Engineer, does
not yet see any promising solutions to address the drainage concerns. He said he thinks
the drainage issue is an important issue that needs to be resolved.

Councilman Hampton moved to table this item until the City Engineer and the
developer have a chance to come up with a solution that will solve the drainage
issues to everyone's satisfaction.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.

)

Mr. Greenwood said one reason it has been difficult to address the drainage issues in the
existing mobile home park is because the streets within the mobile home park do not
have curb and gutter. He said it was originally thought by the Planning Commission that
they would be required to put in a couple of catch basins at the end of the driveways to
catch the water and divert it into a drainage basin which is in the lower southwest portion
of Lot 3. He said when they started looking at putting in a couple of catch basins they
realized that there is no curb and gutter in the mobile home park and so there is no way to
convey the water to the catch basins.
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Mr. Greenwood said today they discussed with staff the possibility of doing some sort of
trench drain on the west boundary. He said the water flows east to west across the
property. He said some kind of modified drain would catch all of the water that flows to
the west before it gets to State Street. He said the problem is that the property on the
south end of the property has a substantial elevation difference. He said they could catch
any water that would eventually run into the irrigation ditch on the north side.
Councilman Hampton stated that the motion would allow the City Council to look at their
proposed drainage plan at the next meeting. He said the City Council has to rely on the
City Engineer.
Mr. Fischer expressed concern about being required to meet the drainage requirements of
the current code since the mobile home park was developed in the 1970s under different
requirements.
Noall Wootton, legal counsel for Franz Fischer, stated that Neil Carlisle initially
developed the mobile home park. He said that he represented Mr. Carlisle when the
mobile home park was initially developed. He said when the project was initially
developed the people working on the project worked very diligently to develop the
project and they came up with a drainage system that worked at that time. He said for the
last 40 years he has not seen any drainage problems in the mobile home park. He said the
mobile home park is a beautiful development.
Mr. Wootton stated that Mr. Fischer just wants to subdivide the property. He said
nothing has been proposed to disturb the current drainage system in the mobile home
park. He said when Mr. Fischer asks to disturb the drainage system, he will be one of
the first one to change sides and ask the City to require him to make sure the drainage
system is adequate and meets all the City' s requirements. He said that he is not asking
the City Council to override the City Engineer. He said what he is asking the City
Council to do is approve what is not an issue. He asked the City Council to amend the
motion and approve the proposed plan.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Councilman Hampton was the only one who voted.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the Planning Commission approved the preliminary plan
subject to a drainage plan for the mobile home park being provided. He said it was the
expectation of the Planning Commission that the drainage plan would be provided to the
City prior to the plan coming before the City Council for approval. He said the
applicant thinks the drainage requirement is not an essential requirement. He said if the
City Council wants to approve the proposed plan it could approve it with the subject to
items that are outline in the memo. He said staff and the Planning Commission will work
with the City Council's motion either way.

)

Councilman Hampton pointed out that nothing can happen until Mr. Denney is satisfied
that the drainage issue has been resolved.
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Councilman Hampton withdrew his motion.
Councilman Blake withdrew his second.
Councilman Hampton moved to approve final plat of the Seven C's Subdivision Plat
A consisting of 3 lots at 150 North 450 West, to authorize the Mayor and City
Council to sign the plat, accept the dedications and have the plat recorded subject
to:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Resolving the outstanding drainage issues relating to the Seven C's parcel, to
the satisfaction of the City Engineer (from preliminary approval).
Receipt of written approval from the irrigation company for piping of the
ditch.
Final determination of scope of improvements on both 350 West and North
State Road, by City Engineer and posting of a bond to ensure construction of
required improvements.
A finding that no water rights will be required for Lot 3 (Seven C's Parcel)
and that the water rights conveyance for lots 1 and 2 will be delayed until
time of development.

Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Belmont, Hunter, and Blake.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FRAZIER SUBDIVISION PLAT A CONSISTING
OF 1 LOT AT470EAST lOONORTH

Councilman Hunter moved to approve the Frazier Subdivision Plat A consisting of
1lot at 470 East 100 North, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat,
accept the dedications and have the plat recorded, subject to:
1.

2.
3.

Deeding of the property for road widening of 100 North both for the lot and
the adjacent parcel which is intended to be developed as a caretaker dwelling
for the adjacent storage unit complex.
Posting of a bond to ensure construction of uncompleted improvements on
both 100 North and Main Street.
Conveyance of water rights for proposed Twin Home on the lot.

Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Storrs, Blake, Hampton, Hunter, and Belmont.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A LEASE WITH THE STATE OF UTAH FOR SPACE AT THE
NEW POLICE & COURTS BUILDING
It was discussed that there have been some slight changes made to the proposed lease. Mr.

Wanlass explained that the lease amount will be $349,300, which is less than the earlier amount.
He said the earlier lease amount was $357,000, but he forgot to back out the furniture and
fixtures for the City so that is why the amount is less.
Mr. W anlass stated that he feels good about the proposed lease.
There was some discussion about the square footage. It was discussed that the Court will pay on
the gross square feet. It was discussed that the Court will not pay on the unfinished basement
area. It was discussed that the lease is based on cost.
Dale Gunther said it is a "wash" if the lease is based on the cost and then the square footage is
applied to that.
Councilman Hampton expressed concern about the 5 percent discount provision. He said the
discount provision seems awfully high. He said it would make sense to him to have the discount
provision be a half a percent higher than the State Treasurer's pool rate. He said he thinks the
discount should be 2 Yz percent or 3 percent instead of 5 percent.
After some discussion about the discount provision, Councilman Hampton moved to approve
the lease with the State of Utah for space at the new police & courts building subject to the
discount rate on the base rent plus the maintenance be reduced from 5 percent to 3
percent.

Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
The issue was then raised that the motion states that the maintenance should be reduced from 5
percent to 3 percent, but it was just discussed that the discount provision should only be a Yz
percent above the State Treasurer's pool rate.

Councilman Hampton then amended the motion to include that the maintenance be
reduced from 5 percent to Yz percent above the State Treasurer's pool.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Storrs, Hampton, Blake and Hunter. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
It was discussed that the cost of the building was $9.2 million dollars, which included the cost of

the land and the furnishings and fixtures.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION TO ENTER INTO A CONTRACT WITH
CRYSTAL MOUNTAIN CONSTRUCTION TO CONSTRUCT RESTROOMS AND SNACK
BAR FACILITIES AT THE AMPHITHEATER
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It was discussed that some of the funding to build the proposed restrooms and snack bar facilities
at the amphitheater will come out of impact fees .

Councilman Hampton asked Mr. Denney if he has reviewed all the bids.
Mr. Denney said the proposal that is before the City Council is the only proposal that has been
submitted to the City.
Councilmember Belmont explained that the proposed project did not go out to bid because David
England, Lori England's husband offered to do the project. She said she thinks that he did
contact a lot of contractors to get the best price on things. She said Mr. England is volunteering
to do the project because his wife is the Arts Council Director. She said that Mr. England is not
going to receive any compensation for the proposed project. She said when the Arts Council
looked at doing the proposed project at the beginning of the year they thought the project would
cost around $150,000. Councilmember Belmont stated that she feels good about the proposed
project. She said that she feels good about the price.
It was discussed that it is proposed that it will cost $74,486.00 to do the proposed project.
It was discussed that the stone used on the building will match the stone at the amphitheater

Councilmember Belmont pointed out that there will be no cooking done at the snack bar. She
said the proposed structure will sit at the top of the of the amphitheater.
Chief Fox asked about what type of lighting there will be.
Councilman Blake pointed out that the proposed plan shows lights on all four sides of the
building.
Councilman Hampton asked Mr. Wanlass if he was comfortable with the 50% down provision
rather than billing as it is completed.
Mr. Wanlass stated that he would rather do progress billing.

Councilman Hampton moved to approve Resolution No. 02-09-SOR to enter into a contract
with Crystal Mountain Construction to construct restrooms and snack bar facilities at the
Amphitheater subject to: (1) rather than the 50°/o down and 25°/o paid at time of dry wall
and the balance at completion that the payments be made through progress billing and (2)
the City Engineer reviewing the bid to see if the cost is substantially less than what the City
would otherwise pay.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Hunter, Hampton, Storrs, and Blake. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING A 4-WAY STOP AT THE
INTERSECTION OF 150 WEST 1120 NORTH

Councilman Storrs moved to approve Ordinance No. 02-09-28 establishing a 4-way stop at
the intersection of 150 West 1120 North subject to the second subheading A in Section II
being changed to a B.
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt stated that the City Council will probably get some "heat" for the next little while
because of the 4-way stop sign. He said the 4-way stop will probably cause some real traffic
jams and a lot of people will be discouraged because of the bottlenecks. He said he believes the
4-way stop is the only way to solve the problem until the City gets the necessary funds to correct
the hill. He said that he hopes the residents who live in the area near 1120 North and 150 West
will come to the City Council's rescue if people start complaining about the 4-way stop. He said
he does not know of any other way to protect the children than to put up a 4-way stop.
Chief Fox stated that he thinks the 4-way stop is the only way to protect the children.
It was discussed that there will be a "Stop Sign Ahead" to let people know that there is a 4-way

stop and that there will also be squiggly lines painted on the road to warn people about the stop
Sign.

Councilmember Belmont pointed out that in the Salt Lake Tribune there was an article that states
the Salt Lake has a fine of $1,000 for people who do not stop at crosswalks to let the pedestrian
cross. She suggested that the City may want to look at increase its fine for people who do not
stop at crosswalks to let pedestrians cross.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Belmont, Hunter, and Blake. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
Mayor Barratt pointed out that the City is planning on finishing the sidewalk and hopes to
eventually fix the hill.
A citizen asked when the stop signs will be put up.
Mr. Denney said hopefully the stop signs will be put up in two weeks.
Reed Thompson suggested that American Fork City notify the neighboring communities because
that is the neighboring communities main thoroughfare and there could be some real problems if
they do not realize that the intersection at 150 West and 1120 North is now a 4-way stop. He
suggested that something should also be put in the newspaper to notify the residents that the
intersection at 150 West and 1120 North is now a 4-way stop.
Chief Fox stated that they have advertised for a crossing guard for 100 East and 1120 North, but
have not received any applications for that position.
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One citizen thanked the council for the 4-way stop sign. She said people who live in Highland
and Alpine do drive to fast along 150 West and 1120 North and it is time that they slow down.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RIGHT -OF-WAY AGREEMENT WITH THE UNITED
STATES POST OFFICE
Dale Gunther presented a drawing done by David Bell, of Utah State University. He said the
drawing shows some of the improvements that are suggested be made in the downtown area. He
said the proposed design shows the City picking up some parking where the United States Post
Office currently is. He explained that he has been negotiating with the United States Post Office
for some time to try to get them to let the City use some of their parking. He said he did talk the
United States Post Office into swapping easements with the City. He said that the United States
Post Office told him that they could not swap land, but that they could swap easements. He
pointed out that the City has some landlocked property on the west side of the United States Post
Office parking lot. He said the landlocked property is about 4,000 square feet, which the Post
Office would like to use.
Mr. Gunther said that the United States Post Office is willing to swap easements with the City.
He said originally the Post Office agreed to put lights on their poles and to pay for the
installation of the lights, but the person that he has been working with said that will create
problems with the lease and the person recommended that the installation of the lights not be
included in the lease.
Mr. Gunther said he has worked things out with the United States Post Office to get a 33-foot
easement. He said in order to get the 33-foot easement it will cost the City about $13,000 to do
the improvements on the Post Office Property, which he thinks is worth it. He said the person
that he has been working with has accepted a new job in Germany and so he would like to get the
agreement completed before the person leaves for his new job.
Mr. Gunther said he is asking the City Council to approve the easement swap and to be willing to
pay about $13,000 to improve the Post Office Property.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the right-of-way agreement with the United States
Post Office.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Storrs, Hampton, Hunter and Blake. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS

)

Councilman Storrs moved to appoint the following people to the Steel Days Committee:
Paul Christensen until2004
Lynn Phelps until 2004
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Mark Ivins until 2004
Sherri Fraughton until 2004
Melanie Marsh until 2004 (Chair)
Mike Privett until 2005
Kelley Sobotka until 2005
Sydney Thomas until 2005
Andy Hale until 2005
Cory Marsh until 2005
Barbara Christiansen until 2005
Jessica Wilson until2006
Joy Woods until2006
Darin Chipman until 2006 (Chairman of the 150th Celebration)
Mark Brown until2006
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Hampton, Storrs, Hunter, and Blake. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Councilman Hunter reported that the Planning Commission at their September 18, 2002, meeting
tabled action on the final plat of Little Hill Subdivision Plat A at 250 West 300 North; approved
with conditions the preliminary and final plats of Royal Estates Subdivision Plat D consisting of
2 lots at 920 East 700 North; approved a zone change request at 140 North 100 East from the
existing R-4 to the CC-1 Zone; tabled action on the annexation agreement for the Woods
Annexation at 1145 East 50 South; tabled action on the annexation agreement for the Guth
Annexation at 1195 East 50 South; approved with conditions the annexation agreement for the
Alpine School District American Fork Annexation consisting of 38.97 acres at 255 East 1500
South to be placed in the BP-1 and PI-1 Zones; discussed the conditions for annexation for the
Terry Larsen Annexation at 396 South 860 East; and discussed possible amendments relating to
group housing projects in the single-family zones.
As a result of this meeting, the following public hearings are needed for October 22, 2002:
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

)

Zone change at 140 North 100 East from the existing R-4 to the CC-1, Central
Commercial Zone.
Placement of the property in the Alpine School District American Fork
Annexation consisting of38.97 acres in the BP-1, Business Park Zone and the
PI-1, Planned Industrial Zone.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SEPTEMBER 5, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES
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Councilman Hampton moved approval of the September 5, 2002, Work Session Minutes as
presented.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Hunter, and Blake. Councilmember
Belmont abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SEPTEMBER 10,2002, MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the September 10, 2002, minutes subject to the
following corrections:
On Page 6, Line 41 "they" should be change to "the." On Page 13, Line 42 "22" should be
changed to "27."
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Hunter, Belmont and Blake. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills for payment and requests over
$1,000.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Hunter, Belmont and Blake. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO
DISCUSS THE PURCHASE OF REAL PROPERTY

Councilman Storrs moved to enter into Executive Session to discuss the purchase of real
property. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.

)

The American Fork City Council entered into executive session at 11:07 p.m. Those present
included, City Ad1ninistrator Carl Wanlass, Deputy Recorder Melanie Marsh, Mayor Ted
Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky
Storrs. The executive session concluded at 11:32 p.m.
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Councilmember Belmont moved to return to regular session at 11:32 p.m. Councilman
Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Blake moved to adjourn at 11:32 p.m. Councilman Hampton seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.

-rv;~~ C!~
Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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Executive Summary
This proposal has been prepared by a task force comprised of representatives ofthe Parks and Recreation ·
committee, Beautification committee, Neighbors in Action, and the American Fork Parks department, with the
purpose of presenting to the American Fork City Council united recommendations regarding the improvement of the
city's parks, the prioritized use of funds obtained from a bond, and the ongoing planning, development, and
maintenance of city parks.
Recognizing that parks serve various purposes, and that they must be developed to meet all of these purposes, and
to address the needs of all citizens, the Task Force recommends the following actions in order make each park a
useful and attractive addition to the city: (Recommendations are detailed in the body of the proposal.)
1) Make specific improvements to each park.
2) Allocate additional city funding equally between recreational and non-recreational improvements.
3) Develop a detailed plan for the full completion of each park.
4) Complete and approve the master plan for the "Art Dye" property.
5) Provide safe access to city parks by all neighborhoods and sections of the community.
6) Ensure that all participating communities are appropriately supporting the city's park-based recreational
programs.
7) Increase funding for the development and maintenance of parks, and maximize the impact of available
funding.
8) Ensure that adequate city resources and attention are allocated for proper stewardship of the city's parks,
and actively encourage citizen involvement in the development and care of the parks.

The Task Force requests three immediate actions:
1)

That this proposal be adopted as an addendum to the Parks. Open Space & Trails Element of the American
Fork General Plan.
2) That the city move forward with a bond election to fund the identified improvements.
3) That the table of initial improvements in appendix A be used as the capital improvement program to allocate
the proceeds from the bond.

)
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1)

Introduction
City parks serve three purposes:
•
Group, Family, and Individual Outdoor Activities
•
Organized Recreational Activities
Connecting with Nature
The city must ultimately ensure that all three of these purposes are served. To that end, the city has appointed
three committees, Parks and Recreation, Beautification, and Neighbors in Action, which address different, but
sometimes overlapping, aspects of these three purposes. As the city seeks to implement large-scale, across the
board improvements to its parks, and to fund many of the initial improvements through the issue of a bond,
representatives of these three committees have formed a task force to recommend the improvements needed to
the parks and the priority in which they should be implemented. The city's Parks Superintendent has also
reviewed and provided input to this proposal. It is the desire and vision of all three committees that specific
improvements be made to each park, and then, that additional improvements be made so that each park becomes
an attractively landscaped, useful addition to the city and to the neighborhood it serves.

2) Purpose of Proposal
This proposal has been prepared to present to the American Fork City Council a united recommendation from
the three appointed committees regarding the initial improvement and continued development of the city's park
properties. The proposal addresses the initial improvements desired for each property, additional improvements
that include some much needed park-based recreational facilities, as well as other recommendations regarding
the city's ongoing approach to funding, improving, and maintaining its parks, and for the use of the funding
gained through the forthcoming bond election.

3) Current Status of Citv Parks
American Fork owns approximately 27 park properties
Ten "community" parks- those that are large enough to be of general use by many residents of the
city. (The Art Dye property is clas~ified as both a "community" park and a "sports" park.)
•
Twelve "neighborhood" parks - those that mainly server the surrounding neighborhoods or that are
too small (approx.2 acres or less) to be very useful to large groups.
Six "sports" parks - those community parks that are primarily dedicated to sporting events such as
baseball.
The parks have a combined total of 8 boweries. (AF citizens often rent boweries in neighboring cities.)
Nine of the parks are either just grass or are empty fields without even grass.
Half of the parks do not have automatic sprinklers.
The playground equipment, in the parks that have it, is generally old, very worn, and in most cases, no
longer meets insurance codes.
Restroom facilities are inadequate at best. Several parks have brick restrooms and those are locked
most of the time to prevent vandalism.
In 1999, the citizens of American Fork passed a bond to purchase approximately 95 acres known as the
"developmental center property." This property includes the amphitheater and park area (approx. 25
acres) next to the Developmental Center as well as the Art Dye sports complex and surrounding area
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(approx. 70 acres). The Art Dye portion ofthis property currently has three finished and two
unfinished baseball diamonds. The rest of the Art Dye portion is either covered with weeds, brush,
trees, or discarded slag. A master plan for the development of this property has not yet been approved
by the City Council, nor has specific funding been budgeted for its improvement.

4) Recommended Initial Improvements
In order to make each park useful and maintainable, the Task Force has identified recommended improvements
for each park property. These improvements include grass and sprinklers, tables, benches, playground
equipment, trees and shrubs, boweries, and restrooms, and are detailed, along with their estimated costs, in the
"Initial Improvements" section of this proposal. The initial improvements represent the Task Force's
recommendation of the first improvements to be made with any funding made available through a bond for
improving the city's parks.

5) Additional Improvements
The Task Force recognizes that additional improvements need to be made beyond the initial improvements at
each park. As shown in the initial improvement table, these include skate parks, tennis courts, multi-purpose
fields, and other non-recreational improvements. The Task Force recommends that these be the next
improvements made after the initial improvements are funded. After funding has been allocated for the skate
parks, the Task Force recommends that, as additional funding becomes available through the city, equal dollars
be allocated to the additional improvements at neighborhood parks and the additional recreational
improvements at the parks. I.e., If$200,000 is available for improvements, $100,000 would be allocated to
additional recreational improvements and $100,000 would be allocated to additional improvements at
neighborhood parks. This dollar-for-dollar allocation would not apply to funds that are raised for specific
improvements by the various committees or other citizen groups.

6) Individual Park Plans
The Task Force recommends that a plan be developed for each park before any improvements are made. This
plan should be drafted by professionals with input from and approval by a committee consisting of (A)
residents from the surrounding neighborhood, coordinated through Neighbors in Action, and (B)
representatives from the Parks and Recreation Committee, the Beautification Committee, and Neighbors in
Action and C) representatives from the appropriate city departments such as Parks and Recreation. The plans
should be made part of the public record and should be treated as binding documents. As time and funding
become available, improvements to each park should be made according to its plan.
The Art Dye and Hunter Parks are too large for complete development at this time. In order to keep the bond at
a level that does not require a tax increase, the Task Force recommends developing small portions of these parks
in this initial phase. Initial, and subsequent, development at these parks should be in accordance with their
respective plans.

7) Improvements to the "Art Dye" Propertv
. In addition to its recommendations for improving the other city parks, the Task Force recommends the following
approach to improving the Art Dye property which was purchased in 1997.
1) In order to avoid costly rework, complete the process of creating and approving a master plan for the
development of the property before any improvements are made. It is expected that each of the three
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2)
3)

committees, the immediate neighbors to the park, as well as the citizens at large, will have ample
opportunity for input into the master plan.
Assuming they are part of the master plan for the park, implement the initial improvements as identified
in the "Initial Improvements" section of this proposal.
Prioritize and implement the other recommended improvements for the park according to the master
plan and as resources allow.

8) Park Availability
Every neighborhood, and especially the children, should have safe access to a park. At present, several
neighborhoods are either without a park or have no access to a park without crossing a busy thoroughfare such
as State Street, 100 East, or Pacific Drive. The Task Force recommends that the city actively pursue the
acquisition of additional properties in areas currently without parks.
In addition, the Task Force recognizes that the majority ofthe city's parks are currently north of300 North.
Accordingly, the Task Force recommends:
1) that a rough balance be kept between facilities placed in parks north and south of 300 North Street,
2) that the city acquire additional park property in the corridor between 300 North and State Streets, and
3) to serve the growing part ofthe community south ofl-15, that the city also acquire additional park
property south ofl-15.

9) Organized Recreation
While organized recreation is a legitimate and desirable use of American Fork park spaces, the Task Force
recommends that public revenues allocated for park-based recreational improvements beyond the initial
improvements be matched dollar-for-dollar with money for other park improvements beyond the identified initial
improvements.
In addition, because the American Fork taxpayers should not be asked to subsidize the cost of organized
recreation for residents of other cities by having to make recreational improvements at parks to support high
participation levels, the Task Force recommends that an analysis be done to ensure that non-American Fork
cities or residents carry their share of the burden to support these programs.

10) Funding of Park Improvements
The Task Force does not endorse any tax increase for parks or for debt service on a parks bond. No more bond
money should be sought than can be repaid with existing revenues. The bond should be used not to improve
parks beyond the city's means, but as a tool to improve the parks sooner than would otherwise be possible. It
is understood that all proceeds from a bond are not available to be used for the capital improvements
themselves. Approximately 5 - 10% of the bond amount will be used to pay for bonding fees and
administration, park design, and management of the implementation of the improvements. Maintenance of the
parks, however, may not be funded through capital improvements and must come from the general fund.
The Task Force recommends that alternative channels be explored and implemented to increase funding, as well
as finding creative ways to maximize the impact of available funding. These ideas include, but are not limited to:
•
Private or corporate sponsorship.
Fund raising efforts of individual neighborhoods for specific parks.
Restructuring of recreation fees to require higher fees for non-residents to play in American Fork
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sports leagues.
Increase the fees associated with city sports leagues to help pay for the needed recreational
improvements.
Partner with Alpine School District to improve and use multi-purpose fields and tennis courts at
schools.
Find alternate ways to acquire park property other than using impact fees.
A new, or additional, allocation in the American Fork City budget.
Enforce the city ordinance that requires developers to allocate park property when building a housing
development.
Seek input and/or assistance from universities or other organizations that have expertise in designing
and developing parks.
Use volunteer labor wherever possible for working on parks.
Encourage individual "ownership" in parks by allowing citizens to purchase and donate small items
trees, shrubs, tables, benches, etc. from a list of specific needs.

1]) Park Stewardship
Mentoring & Accountability
The Task Force recommends that American Fork enter into a mentoring relationship with another comparable
city whose existing parks program matches American Fork's vision. As parks are improved and beatified, the
Task Force calls for greater stewardship of these properties on the part of both the government and the citiz~ns
of American Fork. Additional money should not be sought until accountability in budgeting for, and
administration of the parks, is demanded by the citizens and demonstrated by the city government.
Maintenance Budget
With the improvement of the city's parks, the Parks department will also need additional resources to properly
maintain them. In order to properly maintain the improved parks, the Parks department will need an additional
$164,000 per year beyond what is currently budgeted.
1 Full-time employee to help maintain the parks: $32,000/year
Funds to repair/replace maintenance equipment: $2,000/year
Buildings, grounds, and maintenance supplies*: $130,000/year
* Buildings, grounds, and maintenance supplies was estimated at 5 - 10% of the original
purchase&installation price per year. Using the minimum of 5% annual cost, based on the $2. 6m
estimated cost of improvements, this would work out as follows: $2.6m * 5% = $130,000 per year.
This annual cost of maintenance would begin the year following the implementation of the
improvements and would increase to the full amount shown based on how quickly all of the targeted
improvements were completed. Based on a two-year implementation schedule, the estimated
additional annual costs are as follows: 2003 - $0; 2004 - $65k; 2005 and beyond - $130k.
The Task Force recommends that the parks maintenance budget be adjusted accordingly.
Project Management
The Task Force, supported by the city's Parks Superintendent, recommends that the city secure the services of
a full-time project manager for the period of time needed to implement the initial improvements identified in this
proposal. The project manager, working with the Parks Superintendent, would be responsible for the
management of resources and for the planning and funding aspects of the implementation. (Funding for this is
part of the "administrative" portion of the bond.)
Vandalism
The Task Force recognizes that vandalism against city property is a problem that must be dealt with, and unless
properly addressed could have a devastating impact on the proposed improvements to the parks. The Task
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Force, therefore, recommends that the city actively address the issue of vandalism by enlisting the forces of not
only the city law enforcement agencies, but also of the citizens, and that ideas and lessons be learned from other
communities that are successful in eliminating, or limiting, vandalism to their parks.
Ongoing Actions
This proposal is the first step in creating a real improvement plan for the city' s parks. While the General Plan
addresses types of improvements that may generally be found in each type of park, this proposal addresses
specific improvements. The Task Force recommends that this proposal not also be the last step, but that the
City Council adopt this proposal as an addendum to the Parks. Open Space & Trails Element of the General Plan
and make formal assignments to the appropriate committees or individuals to maintain specific sections of the
addendum, and that the updates to the addendum be formally approved by the City Council. Improvements to
the parks would then follow the General Plan as funding is made available.

12) Recommended Immediate Action
In addition to the detailed recommendations made in the body of this proposal, the Task Force recommends the
following actions by the City Council:
1) That this proposal be adopted as an addendum to the Parks. Open Space & Trails Element of the
American Fork General Plan
2) That the city move forward with a bond election to fund the identified improvements._
3) That the table of initial improvements in appendix A be used as the capital improvement program to
allocate the proceeds from the bond.
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Appendix A- Detailed Initial Improvements
The following table shows the initial improvements needed at American Fork's parks. and the estimated cost associated with each Improvement.
This table is not Intended to itemize the administrative and overhead costs associated with the funding and design of the par1cs. This amount is estimated at 10% of the cost of the Identified improveiT'ents.
An "X" In a column Indicates an existing Improvement or amenity

.Park Name
AF Recreift'ion Center
Art Dye ~
Beehive Q Central Ball Fields
Blcentenoia.l
Chloman
Country~
Develop~tal Center

Evemree~
Filly and lbr!Y Ball Fields
Greenwood
Hind lev
Hunter ~
J . c. Ball P'ltrk

Order

3
2

2
2

2

1.76

2

25
4.88
5.01
5.14
4.28
28
3.63
4.2
1.5
7
1.92
4.3
8.75
1.28
2.25
1.62
2.02
9.6
1.13
4.2
0 .68
213.63

3
3

3

Kimberly~

Legacy -;;J
Lions
Z
Martin
~
Miller
,_
Mountain Meadows
Nob HillY
NorthP~
Pioneer N
RobinsonO
Rotary ~;;;;;~
Shalimar
Val Vista~
Valley VI~
Totals ~e of Improvement

Acres
5.01
70
6.17
3.29
1.01

2
2
3
2

3
2
2

2
3
2

Unit Cost
Multiplier
Type
Sports
Comm./SPorts
Soorts
Neighborhood
Neiqhborhood
Neighborhood
Community
Community
Soorts
Soorts
Neiohborhood
Community
Sports
Neiahborhood .
Neighborhood
Community
Community
Community
Community
Neiohborhood
Neighborhood
Neiahborhood
Community
Community
Neighborhood
Neiohborhood
Neighborhood

Parkinq
Small Bowery
Trees/Shrubs*
Sprinklers
Playground
Large Bowery
Grass
Picnic Tables
Park Benches
Restrooms
About $700/stall
$200/ea .
$301<14.5 acres
$650/ea.
$45klea.
$10klea.
[$.07m
$1klea.
$25klea.
$50klea.
10.000
200
3.080
6.667
50.000
45.000
1.000
650
25.000
Stalls
Cost
Acres
Cost
#
Cost
#
Cost
Acres
Cost
#
Cost
#
Cost
#
Cost
#
Cost
#
Cost
X
5,000
45,000
0
X
0 25 I
0
1 I
25,000
X
0
X I
. 0
X I
0
20.00
133.333 20.00
61.600
2 I
20.000 130 I
26.000
10 I
10.000
10 I
6.500
2 I
50.000
50.000
2
90.000
41.133
201
13.700
6.17
X
0
X I
0
4 I
4.000
2 I
1.300
1 I
25.000
50.000
0
0
3.29
40 I
21 .933
X
1 I
10.000
a.ooo
0
X I
0
X I
0
1 I
25.000
0
0
1.01
6.733
X
0
1 I
10.000
13 I
2.600
2 I
2.000
1 I
25.000
0
2 I
1.300
0
X
20 I
0
X
0
3 I
3.000
4.000
0
3 I
1.950 0.5 I
12.500
0
0
25.00
166.667
X
0
X I
0
45.000
15 I
15.000
15 I
9.750
1 I
10,000
0
50.000
X
0
X
0
X I
0
X I
0
4 I
4.000
4 I
2.600
1 I
25.000
50.000
0
X
0
0
X
0
25
I
5.000
4 I
4.000
2 I
1.300
0
0
X
0
X
8,000
40 I
0
X
0
0
4 I
4.000
4 I
2.600
1 I
25.000
X
0
0
X
0
X
0
so I 10.000
151
11 .000
0
6 I
6.000
4 I 2.600
1 I
25.000
1 I
10.000
0
5.00
33.333
5.00
201
13.700
15.400
2 I
20.000
65 I
13.000
8 I
8.000
8 I
5.200
1.5 I
37.500
50.000
0
3.63
24,200
0
X
0
4 I
4.000
4 I 2.600
25 I
s.ooo
1 I
25.000
X
0
0
X
0
X
0
8 I
8.000
1 I 10.000 50 I 10.000
8 I
5.200
1 I
25.000
0
0
X
X
0
0
3 I
3.000
4 .000
3 I
1.950
1 I
25.000
50.000
0
0 20 I
7.00
46.667
3.50
201
13.700
10.780
8 I
8.000
8 I
5.200
1 I
25.000
0
X I
0
65 I
13.000
0
X
0
X
10
I
2.000
0
2 I 2.000 2 I 1.300 X I
0
0
X I
0
0
3.00
3.00
20.000
50 I
10.000
301
19.100
9.240
a 1 8.ooo 8 I 5.200 1 I 25.000
0
1 I
10.000
0
20,000
3.00
3.00
9.240
6 I
6.000
121
9.380
6 I
3.900
1 I
25,000
50.000
1 I
10,000
so I 10.000
0
X
0
X
0
15 I
3.000
2 I
2.000
2 I
1.300 0.5 I
12.500
0
0 0.5 I
5.000
2.25
15.000
2.25
6.930
4 I
4.000
4 I
2.600
1 I
25.000
1 I
10.000
30 I
6.000
0
0
1.62
10.800
20 I
4.000
X
0
0
2 I
2.000
2 I
1.300
1 I
25.000
50.000
0
X
0
X
50.000
0
4 I
4.000
4 I
2.600
X I
0
1 I
25.000
0
X I
0
9.60
64.000
X
0 10 I 10.000 10 I 6.500
2 I
50.000
50.000 I 0.5
5.000
X I
0
22.500 0.5 I
X
0
X
15 I
3,000
0
2 I
2.000
0
0
2 I
1.300
X I
0
0
X
0
X
0
8 I
8.000
8 I
5.200
0
1
I
10.000
X
I
0
1 I
25.000
0
0.68
4.533
X
0
2 I
2.000
0
0
10 I
2.000
2 I
1.300 0.75 I
18.750
0
91.25 1$608.333 36.75 $113.190 133 I $133,000 127 I $82.550
14 I $140.000 768 I $153.600 117 I $60.580
24 I $606.250
101 $500.000
5 1- $202.500

Park Total

$75,000
$447,433
$135.133
$64 ,933
$47 .633
$21 .450
$296,417
$81 .600
$10.300
$39.600
$64.600
$196.133
$60,800
$58.200
$83.950
$122 .347
$5.300
$106,540
$143,520
$23.800
$69.530
$93 .100
$81 .600
$208.000
$6,300
$48,200
$28.583
$2.620.003

~

Column~s:
'Order:

~

Acres:
~
Type:
Sprinklen ~
Grass: rJ'.J.
Picnic Ta leis:
Park Ben MS:
Playgrou ~
Restroom ~
Large Bo"eY:

=-

~
Small Bo-AiJy:
Trees/Shr!ffis:
Parking : ~

This is a recommended order of completion. By using subcontractors, multiple properties may be addressed at one time. If enough funding is not available to complete all Items, the items planned for each park could be
reviewed and reduced appropriately so that all par1cs receive at least some Improvements.
Full size of park property.
The general purpgse for the par1c: neighborhood community, or community with a sports emphasis.
Sprinklers needed to water existina and planned crass.
Additional grass needed at the park. (4.5 cents per square foot for hydroseed 2.5 cents per square foot for arading)
Picnic tables, with attached side benches for (liacement outside of boweries.
Park benches for sitting.
Actual playground eQUipment will be determined during desion. This is an allocated amount (for mimlmal equipment only), and is intended to cover the equipment installation surround & fall material. Must be handicap accessible.
Includes restrooms attached drinking fountain and walkway around facility. Where Installed restrooms must be handicaQaccessible.
Approximately 40' x 60'. Size and type TBD during design. includes bowery, concrete pad, BBQ grills, gaitlage cans, and picnic tables.
Boweries will not be standard at sports parks.
Bowery allotments for Rotary par1c and Nob Hilljl_ark are to replace the roofs on the existing boweries.
Approximately 15' x 25' . Size and type TBD during design. Includes bowery, concrete pad, BBQ grill,garbage can and (>icnic tables.
A budgeted amount to install minimum trees shrubs bushes etc. Specifics will be determined by the Beautification committee during planning.
Off-street parking stalls needed. Includes grading, base drainage curb & gutter and pavement.

~

Additlona~provements

Needed
Qty
Cost
Skate Par 'fiJI
$300 000
2
Fencing ( ~DO feet)
$100 000
Other Nei tN>orhood Park Improvements
$250 000
Tennis Cc ~
$200,000
8
$50 000
Small Mul t.iotf>urpose Fields
10
Other Neigh borhood Park Improvements
$420 000
Large Dual Multi-Purpose Fields
$220 000
2
4
Lights for Large Multi-Purpose Fields
$200,000
Total
- - - - ' . $1,740,000

Notes
Laroe at Art Dve or AF Rec Center. Small at Mt. Meadows
As required at various parks.
To be allocated dollar for dollar as fundino is allocated for tennis courts and small multi-purpose fields.
6 at Miller 2 at Greenwood or Rolarv. Includes court fence, & lights.
includes 1 backstop per field . Assumes already level and arassed. Recommended locations are: Greenwood (2), JC Kimbertv Lions Martin, Miller (2) , Mt. Meadows, Nob Hill, Val Vista.
To be allocated dollar for dollar as fundina is allocated for crreation and improvements of Iaroe multi-purpose fields.
Art D\te: includes bleachers . ooals backstoPs and walkways . Assumes 10 acres of sorinklers and orass
Art Dye

----
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 3, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, October 3, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Discussion with Patterson Construction.
Discussion with Ivory Homes.
Discussion of items for the upcoming October 8, 2002, City Council meeting.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Dated this 24 day of Septem er, 2002.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

)

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
OCTOBER 3, 2002
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on October 3, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 4:02p.m. Those present included Councilmembers Keith Blake, Don Hampton,
and Tom Hunter. Mayor Ted Barratt, and Councilmembers Juel Belmont and Ricky Storrs were
excused. Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Terry Fox,
Steve Parker, Kevin Bennett, Wayne Patterson, Chris Gamvroulas, and Barbara Christiansen.
In the absence of Mayor Barratt, Mayor Pro-tem Councilman Don Hampton assumed the Chair.
DISCUSSION WITH PATTERSON CONSTRUCTION
Wayne Patterson explained that Mayor Barratt had called him and asked him to be to this
meeting.
Mayor Pro-tem Hampton stated that Mayor Barratt had told him that Mr. Patterson had
something to report.
Wayne Patterson stated that he did not have anything to report. He would be happy to return
when the Mayor would be present. Mr. Patterson exited the meeting.
Carl Wanlass noted that Patterson Construction was holding up development on the other side of
their property as the sewer needed to go across a strip of Patterson' s ground. He explained that
Mayor Barratt wanted Wayne Patterson to provide a proposal to solve the problem. Patterson
would not consider the solving of the problem until the North Park issue was resolved.
Rod Despain reported that the property in question was the width of the lot minus the radius.
Mayor Pro-tem Hampton asked if it was an easement at this point.
Rod Despain answered that there was no description on the 50 feet. The overall easement was
fifty feet short of the adjoining Carson property. The City had an agreement with Patterson to
allow for the access of the utilities.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING OCTOBER 8, 2002, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
City Administrator Carl W anlass reported that staff had prepared an analysis of what the water
rate adjustments would be for a secondary system that showed the annual water sales amounts
including the $5 million grant and without the $5 million grant. Without the grant it was
projected that there would be a 74% increase and a 38% increase with the grant. He stated that
the Mayor wanted to know if the Council wanted to bring the grant back up at the next Council
meeting due to the fact that the offer expired on October 12, 2002.
1

Councilman Hunter felt that it should be put back on the agenda.
Carl Wanlass further explained that the 74% might be higher for someone in a PUD or someone
not using the minimum of 6,000 gallons per month. Their increase could be as high as 23 0%
because they would only be paying $8 now and it would be $17 on top of that. The overall
annual dollar loss that would occur in the culinary system would be made up through the fees
charged for secondary system use. He added that about half the water used annually was used
outside. He would check with the Mayor about having the grant item back on the agenda.
Rod Despain expressed a concern that he believed the City needed to go to some kind of a
secondary program. The decision was made to keep the 1,000 acre-feet. Then the City was
going to see the financial reality. He concluded that the $5 million was practically essential to
whether or not the City would have a secondary system. He did not believe that the Council
would hold to the increase.
Councilman Blake asked if all of the CUP water would be used in the system.
Rod Despain responded that the City would pay for it whether they used it or not.
Councilman Blake commented that with the grant they would be paying for less water and figures
were less. The water need was a future need.
Rod Despain agreed. He added that CUP water came to the City at about $200 an acre-foot.
Well water came to the City at about $60 to $70 per acre-foot, for pumping, and irrigation water
came at about $10 per acre-foot. The question was would the City be willing to give up 1,000
acre-feet of the $200 per acre-foot water. It would be nice to keep it, but.
Carl W anlass noted that the City would be bringing in cheaper water with future development.
Mr. Despain asked if the City would need that $200 per acre-foot water or could it be replaced
with cheaper water.

Mayor Pro-tem Hatnpton commented that there were several people in water saying that it was
worth $10 million not $5 million.
Rod Despain explained that not all water was the same. If he had his druthers he would like to
keep it too. There were some important aspects of that water. When you needed the water, it
was worth it. If there weren't a secondary system however it wouldn't be needed anyway.
Carl Wanlass pointed out that at the League meetings it was explained that the State had
ownership of the water. The point was that it was the State's water and they could take it back.
Cities needed to be diligent and file the 5-year extensions on the non-use of the water. When
water was tight, the State was going to get tight.
Councilman Blake felt that the monthly increase was worth it.
2

Rod Despain expressed the fear that having a secondary system or not was still in the balance.
The cost was still great.
Councilman Hunter felt that if it went to a bond with an increase of $1 7 per month, he did not
think it would happen and it would not pass.
Carl Wanlass added that his fear with the public of the $17 per month increase was that sotne
would not be getting a~ything from it.
Councilman Blake commented that they would be getting a future water system.
7:10p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Vacher
Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50 South in the R-3 Multiple Family Residential
zone and the R1-9000 Single Family Residential zone.
Rod Despain explained that the issue was that Mr. Dester now had a third plan for the Vacher
property and he believed this was an acceptable plan.
Councilman Hunter felt it was a nice plan.
Mr. Despain noted that some of the resistance was because of traffic. A lot of those

characteristics would stay the same regardless of the development.
Councilman Blake asked about the R-3 density.
Rod Despain clarified that it allowed up to 4 units per structure and had a maximum density of 10
units per acre. He did not believe that the plan was up to that density.
7:20p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Peck
Annexation consisting of .70 acres at 506 West 1300 North in the R1-9000 Single Family
Residential zone.
Carl W anlass explained that this was just above Virginia Ridge and would connect to Hill Crest.
REGULAR SESSION
There would be a report by the Neighbors in Action on the recycling survey.
ACTION ITEMS
# 1 -Hearing and consideration of all protests and all objections to the creation of American Fork
City, Utah Special Improvement District 2002-1 at 608 West Main Street
There were no objections filed at this time.
#2 -Review and action on a Resolution creating the American Fork City, Utah Special
Improvement District 2002-1 at 608 West Main Street
3
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Councilman Blake asked about the boundary line dispute.
Neither Carl Wanlass nor Rod Despain had heard anything new. There had been a meeting about
ten days ago. It was still in the hands of the attorneys.
#3 - Review and action on a Resolution authorizing warrants to be issued for SID 2002-1
The Resolution would allow the use of warrants until the bonds were sold.
#4- Review and action on the Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50 South
including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R-3 and R1-9000 zones,
and also the annexation agreement
Nothing additional was discussed.
#5- Review and action on the Peck Annexation consisting of .70 acres at 506 West 1300 North
including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R1-9000 zone, and also
the annexation agreement
Nothing additional was discussed.
Action Item #6- Review and action on subdivisions and commercial projects
a.

Review and action on the final plat of Royal Estates Subdivision Plat D consisting of 2
lots at 920 East 700 North
This was a lot to be created to the south.

b.

Review and action on the final plat of Applebrook Subdivision No. 1 consisting of 4
lots at 955 North 500 East
Nothing additional was discussed .

c.

Review and action on a replacement plat for Temple Springs Subdivision Plat A
consisting of9lots at 580 North 1100 East
Kevin Bennett stated that he also had provided a memo regarding the indemnification
agreement for this development.
Councilman Blake asked about the calling of the bonds on the Temple Meadows PUD.
Kevin Bennett reported that he received back unclaimed a letter to Layne Henage and
to Frontier Insurance on the swimming pool.

#7 - Review and action on a location for the fire and ambulance station
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Mr. Wanlass reported that Councilman Storrs had contacted Peter Moyes regarding a two-story
building for the Center Street site.

#8 - Review and action on funding for the Chamber of Commerce
It was reported that Councilman Hampton would be taking the lead on this discussion.

#9 - Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal agreement with Alpine School
District
Carl Wanlass noted that there was an agreement in place with the School District that they fund
$20,000 per year for a Resource Officer at the high school. That amount was being increased to
$24,000. The agreement was forthcoming .
# 10 - Review and action on a request by the Beautification Committee to fund a contest to design
a City Flag
Paul Strong from the Beautification Committee would be present to explain the request.
#11 - Review and action on going to bid for a storm sewer on Storrs Avenue between
approximately 470 South and 500 South
The project plans were in the packet.
# 12 - Report and action on construction items including change orders
There were no change orders.
# 13 - Report and action on Planning Commission items: # 14 - Review and action on the
September 19, 2002, work session minutes: #15- Review and action on the September 24, 2002,
minutes
There was nothing discussed regarding these items.
# 16- Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
Mayor Pro-tem Hampton asked that the Finance Committee meeting be held at 6:45p.m.
OTHER BUSINESS
Carl Wanlass reported that the City was working on getting sidewalk installed on 150 West and
1120 North.
DISCUSSION WITH IVORY HOMES
Chris Gamvroulas from Ivory Homes arrived. He stated that Mayor Barratt had asked him to
arrive at 4:30p.m. He reported that they had been talking with Wade Carson and Frances Carson
5

about developing their property. They could not move ahead because of a development that
Wayne Patterson had not completed. In his conversations, unfortunately he did not think there
was going to be any give and take. The Carson property was accessible to 900 West, but
unfortunately not to the sewer nor to the storm drain. The dedication to the City was short of
reaching the Carson property. The City had paid for part of the storm system.
Ivory Homes had a contract with the Carsons. They didn't have access to the underground
utilities to develop their property. He understood by talking to Mayor Barratt that there was an
ongoing process. Wade and Frances Carson wanted to do something with their property. They
were being stopped because of this problem. Chris Gamvroulas had talked with Wayne Patterson
and with Isaac Patterson and with Dan Van W oerkom and felt that they were amenable to some
type of settlement. He was not looking to harm Patterson Construction in anyway. Ivory Homes
did not do protection strips. Ivory Homes respected Patterson Construction and had no problem
with them.
Chris Gamvroulas observed that Ivory Homes had a more live and let live attitude. Patterson
Construction felt they needed to hang on to the 50-foot strip. He encouraged the City's help in
negotiating a settlement. If that did not work he suggested that the City condemn an easement to
connect to utilities. The City funded part of the storm drain and he saw no problem with the City
doing that. Ivory Homes wanted to consummate the sale with the Carson's. Ivory Homes would
do a nice job. Short of that, Wade and Frances Carson were stuck. He asked if there were any
questions.
Mayor Pro-tem Hampton noted that staff had talked to the Council and brought them up to date
on some of those issues. He asked for some recommendations from Kevin Bennett, Howard
Denney, and Rod Despain for the October 17, 2002, work session. He would like to see some
options that could resolve the matter.
Carl W an1ass noted that Staff had looked at trying to settle this for 18 months. They were not
aware of any.
Mayor Pro-tem Hampton asked for staff to provide some recommendations.
Chris Gamvroulas felt that the longer it remained the same and the City did not take ownership of
the infrastructure, it was not fair to the Carson's or to the neighborhood. There were issues from
the standpoint ofbonds and maintenance.
City Engineer Howard Denney stated that the line had been inspected and a bond was not an
ISSUe.

Carl W an1ass commented that it needed to go to the City Council. The City Staff, Mayor Barratt,
and some members of the Council had put in a lot of effort on this item.
Mayor Pro-tem Hampton felt some of the efforts were not just on this item, but were on a broader
scope. He asked that Carl Wan1ass talk with Mayor Barratt and see if it was something that could
be placed on the October 22, 2002, agenda.
6

Chris Gamvroulas thanked the Council.
Howard Denney asked that the Finance Committee discuss the cost to correct a cross connection
between a storm line and a sewer line.
ADJOURNMENT
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 8, 2002
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
October 8, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:10p.m.

7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50 South in the R-3
Multiple Family Residential zone and the Rl-9000 Single Family Residential
zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Peck
Annexation consisting of .70 acres at 506 West 1300 North in the Rl-9000 Single
Family Residential zone.

REGULAR SESSION
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Report on recycling by the Neighbors in Action.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

*6.

*7.

8.

Hearing and consideration of all protests and all objections to the creation of American
Fork City, Utah Special Improvement District 2002-1 at 608 West Main Street.
Review and action on a Resolution creating the American Fork City, Utah Special
Improvement District 2002-1 at 608 West Main Street.
Review and action on a Resolution authorizing warrants to be issued for SID 2002-1 .
Review and action on the Vacher Annexation consisting of7.99 acres at 755 East 50
South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement ofthe property in the R-3 and
Rl-9000 zones, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on the Peck Annexation consisting of .70 acres at 506 West 1300
North including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the Rl-9000
zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on reconsideration of a motion passed at the September 24, 2002, City
Council meeting to not accept a $5 million grant from the CUP in exchange for 1,000
acre feet of water.
Review and action on accepting a $5 million grant from the CUP in exchange for 1,000
acre feet of water.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for -improvement installation;

9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
*14.

* 15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a. Review and action on the final plat of Royal Estates Subdivision Plat D consisting
of2 lots at 920 East 700 North.
b. Review and action on the amended final plat of Applebrook Subdivision No . 1
consisting of 4 lots at 955 North 500 East.
c. Review and action on a replacement plat for Temple Springs Subdivision Plat A
consisting of9 lots at 580 North 1100 East.
Review and action on a location for the fire and ambulance station.
Review and action on funding for the Chamber of Commerce.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal agreement with Alpine School
District.
Review and action on a request by the Beautification Committee to fund a contest to
design a City Flag.
Review and action on going to bid for a storm sewer on Storrs Avenue between
approximately 470 South and 500 South.
Clarification and ratification of a previous motion approving a right-of-way agreement
with the United States Post Office.
Review and action on the release of a thirty-foot sewer line easement and the acceptance
of a fifteen-foot replacement easement on the Bryce Taylor property at approximately
559 West Main Street.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the September 19, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the September 24, 2002, minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 7 day of October, 2002.

YL_ ~ - OJL

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
OCTOBER 8, 2002

PUBLIC HEARING-7:10P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE VACHER ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF
7.99 ACRES AT 755 EAST 50 SOUTH IN THE R-3 MULTIPLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL
ZONE AND THE R1-9000 SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on October 8, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:15p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Steve Cornia, Melanie Marsh, John Dester,
Marilyn Christensen, Jessica Wilson, Paul Washburn, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Barbara
Christiansen, Glen Roundy, Reed Pagliarini, Nathan Adams, Reed Thompson, Lee Cabell, Jim
Phelps, Lynne Phelps, George Brown, Steve Nielsen, Kevin Moon, and the following scouts
from Troop 859: Shaun Wall, John Barrington, Robert Livingston, Mikey, and Weston Page.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
Vacher Annexation consisting of 7.99 acres. He asked for comments.
Reed Pagliarini, who resides at 740 East Main, said he is representing most of his neighbors who
live near the proposed project. He said he and most of his neighbors would like to see only
single- family dwellings developed on the Vacher Property. He said the area cannot support
multiple family housing. He also expressed concern about multiple family housing units because
they do not always stay well maintained.
Glen Roundy said he has seen the proposed plan for 48 homes on the Vacher Property. He
expressed concern about having rental units developed on the property. He expressed concern
about the amount of traffic that already travels along 50 South Street. He stated that 50 South
Street is a main collector road. He said the neighbors in the area of the proposed development
welcome single-family dwellings.
Nathan Adams, who lives at 850 East 50 South, stated that when two different proposals from
what is being proposed now for development on the Vacher Property were submitted to the City
he signed two petitions opposing those proposals partly out of his lack of effort to understand the
project and partly because he did not want to admit to the inevitable, which is change. He said
that when he signed the petitions he was hoping for improved roads and improved traffic flows
near where he lives, which he said will not be improved until he and some of his neighbors
annex their property into the City. He pointed out that most of the neighbors that live near the
proposed project are in the County.
Mr. Adams stated that the proposed development will have a minor impact on the current area
compared to a lot of multiple housing units that he has seen. He said the proposed project
appears to attract an older, high class, higher income group. He said it looks like there are plans
to keep the project well-maintained. He said the proposed project is being proposed by the same
developer that developed the Penneylane Project in American Fork, which is still a wellmaintained project.
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Mr. Adams said adding 48 homes will not impact the neighborhood that much. He said the
proposed project seems well thought out and well designed.
The public hearing concluded at 7:26p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:20P.M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE PECK ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF .70
ACRES AT 506 WEST 1300 NORTH IN THE R1-9000 SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL
ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on October 8, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:27p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this
hearing.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
Peck Annexation consisting of .70 acres. He asked for comments.
Paul Washburn stated that the proposed annexation will allow the road connection between 500
North and 1300 East. He said there will be two large lots on the property.
The hearing adjourned at 7:28p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on October 8, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Kevin Bennett, Jay Christensen, Steve Cornia, Mr.
& Mrs. Bill Jacob, George Brown, Barbara Christiansen, Marilyn Christensen, John Dester, Paul
Washburn, Jim Cates, Nathan Adams, Jessica Wilson, Glen Roundy, Peter Moyes, Steve Sowby,
Steve Nielsen, Reed Pagliarini, Jerry Pulley, Paul Strong, Jessica Wilson, Mark Eddy, Paul
Kawakami, Peter Moyes, Kevin Moon, and the following scouts from Troop 859: Shaun Wall,
John Barrington, Robert Livingtson, Mikey, and Weston Page.
Robert Livingston led the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman Hunter offered the prayer.
Mayor Barratt stated that Item #3 (Report on Recycling by the Neighbors in Action.) will not be
discussed tonight and will be delayed until October 22, 2002. He stated that the City Council has
asked that Action Item #6 (Review and action on reconsideration of a motion passed at the
September 24, 2002, City Council meeting to not accept a $5 million grant from the CUP in
exchange for 1,000 acre feet of water) and Action Item #7 (Review and action on accepting a $5
million grant the CUP in exchange for 1,000 acre feet of water) be stricken from the agenda.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD - LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON

)
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A citizen stated that he would like to compliment the City for the action that it has taken on 700
North just below the American Fork Recreation Center so that the area did not become a parking
lot.
Bill Jacob asked if Item #6 and #7 have been stricken from the agenda just for tonight or have
those two items been stricken for good.
Mayor Barratt stated that Items #6 and #7 have been stricken for good.
George Brown asked what is the status with Switchpoint.
Mayor Barratt stated that Switchpoint will be discussed at the October 22, 2002, City Council
Meeting.
Mr. Brown pointed out that at the last City Council Meeting it was discussed that Switchpoint
would be discussed at the October 8, 2002, City Council Meeting.
Mayor Barratt again stated that Swithpoint will be on the October 22, 2002, City Council
Agenda.
Mr. Brown asked if there will be a report on Switchpoint on October 22, 2002.
Mayor Barratt said there will be a report on Switchpoint on October 22, 2002, unless it is moved
to November.
REPORT ON RECYLCING BY THE NEIGHBORS IN ACTION
Mayor Barratt reported this item will not be discussed tonight. There was no discussion on this
item.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
Mr. Wanlass had nothing to report.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Hunter had nothing to report.
Councilmember Belmont said that she talked to a citizen about a strip of land on the northwest
comer of Murdock Drive that runs up to the Murdock Canal, which has weeds that are four or
five feet high on it. She said that the citizen she talked to researched the minutes where the strip
of land was discussed and the minutes stated that the weeds had been taken care of.
Mr. Wanlass stated that he has talked to the same individual that Councilmember Belmont did
and Mr. Denney is working on that issue.
Councilmember Belmont said that the neighbors who live near the strip of land near the
Murdock Canal are willing to help remove the weeds.
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Councilmember Belmont said that yesterday she talked to someone who works for Alpine
School District about the school buses being parked all over the City. She said that the person
she talked to told her that Alpine School District is building a large facility to house all the buses
owned by Alpine School District. He said that the person she talked to is hopeful that the facility
can be built within a year. She said the person that she spoke to also indicated that Alpine
School District is getting a lot of opposition from the bus drivers because they do not want to go
pick up their bus from the new facility that will house the buses. She said that the person she
talked to stated that it would be very helpful if the City Council would take a stand on whether
the City is going to allow buses to be parked all over the City. She said that she told the
individual that she spoke to from Alpine School District that she would personally write a letter
requesting that the buses be parked in a compound when the facility is built. She said there have
been numerous complaints from residents about school buses being parked all over the City.
Councilman Hampton expressed the need for directional signs for the LDS Temple. He said that
he hopes that even though the City's budget is tight that it can find a way to provide some signs
within the city limits to direct people to the LDS Temple.
Mayor Barratt stated that at one time the LDS Church offered to come up with some funding for
some directional signs. He asked if the LDS Church is still able to come up with some money
for some directional signs.
Councilman Hampton stated that he will be at the LDS Temple on Saturday and he will ask if the
LDS Church is able to provide some funding for some directional signs.
Councilman Hampton reported that the Neighbors in Action Committee is sponsoring a
Conference of Hope that will be held at the American Fork Library on October 1ih, 18th and
19th. He explained that the Conference of Hope will be providing some education on crime and
abuse. He pointed out that Rick Bockman will make a presentation on internet safety at the
conference.
Councilman Storrs had nothing to report.
Councilman Blake expressed appreciation for how fast the 4-way stop sign went up at the
intersection of 150 West 1120 North.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt had nothing to report.
ACTION ITEMS
HEARING AND CONSIDERATION OF ALL PROTESTS AND ALL OBJECTIONS TO THE
CREATION OF AMERICAN FORK CITY, UTAH SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
2002-1 AT 608 WEST MAIN STREET
Mayor Barratt said there have been no protests filed.

)
Paul Kawakami stated that there is a strip of land that they will probably enter into litigation over
because there are some ownership issues that need to be resolved. He said the strip of land that
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they will probably enter into litigation over has been included in the creation of the special
in1provement district so he would like to protest that strip of land being included in the special
improvement district until such time as the ownership issue is resolved.
It was discussed that Paul Kawakami's protest is on behalf of the Kawakami Family.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION CREATING THE AMERICAN FORK CITY,
UTAH SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT 2002-1 AT 608 WEST MAIN STREET
Councilman Hampton asked if there can be a condition placed on the property in question
(referring to the strip of land that Mr. Kawakami referred to on the above item) until a decision is
made regarding the title.
Mr. W anlass stated that he does not think anything is going to be constructed on the property in
question until it goes through litigation or the issue is resolved.
There was some discussion about the possibility of including the property in the special
improvement district, but excluding it from the assessments that will have to be paid until the
ownership issue is resolved.
Mr. W anlass said the property in question should be a condition in the motion.
Councilman Hampton stated "I think we (the City Council) already committed once before in a
previous Council Meeting to not allow anything to happen on the property in question until that
was resolved (the ownership issue)."

Councilman Hunter moved to approve a resolution creating the American Fork City, Utah
Special Improvement District 2002-1 at 608 West Main Street and to include in the motion
that no development or construction can commence on the piece of property in question
until the title dispute with the Kawakamis is resolved.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Kevin Bennett had a question on the motion. He asked if the piece of property in question would
be excluded from the SID.
Mr. W anlass stated that the assessment would still be in place.
Councilman Blake stated that whoever owns the property would pay the assessment. He said the
question is regarding who the owner of the property is.
Mayor Barratt said the resolution will probably have to be brought back before the City Council
at another time to amend it.
Mr. W anlass stated that the Kawakamis could not be liable for the assessment because they have
never been noticed as the property owner.
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Councilmember Belmont asked if the motion and resolution will protect the Kawakamis. She
said the City Council has made a commitment to the Kawakamis to make sure that they are
protected.
Mayor Barratt stated that the court will need to determine who the legal owner of the property is.
Councilmember Belmont said that she just wants to make sure that the City Council is not doing
something that will interfere with the court being able to determine who the legal owners of the
property are.
Mr. Bennett stated that the City Council is not doing anything that will interfere with the court's
process. He said "the only thing that I am not sure of is whether you need to exclude it now (the
property in question) and add it in later like what happened with Woodbury's project." He said
the property in question can be included in the SID because it is less than 50% of the property so
it can be included regardless of the protest.
Councilman Hampton stated that the motion excludes any activity or payment regardless.
Mr. Bennett said the motion excludes construction, but not the assessment.
George Brown said it appears that the City has already given approval for the project to
commence without putting in all of the roads and everything. He said the roads will not be put in
until spring so it seems that there is no pressing need for the money to bond until those things
like the road can be put in place. He said it might be best to reschedule this item for March or
April until the Kawakamis have a better idea of the status of the litigation regarding the property
in question. He again said it appears that the City does not need the money right now.
Mr. Wanlass said the City does need the money because the improvements for the sewer and
water are being put in now. He also pointed out that the improvements for 130 North Street are
going in, which does not affect the Kawakamis.
Councilman Hampton asked Councilman Hunter if he would be willing to include in his motion
that if per chance an assessment does come for the Kawakamis regarding the property in
question that the Kawakamis would not be required to make a payment on the assessment until
such time as the title issue is resolved.
Mr. Wanlass pointed out that once the assessment ordinance comes before the City Council there
is another protest period where people can protest the assessments and the City Council can
address the issues with the assessments at that time.
Councilman Blake said that the assessments should go with whoever owns the property so if
litigation determines who the property owner is that should automatically take care of the issue
with the assessment.
There was no amendment made to the motion.
)

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
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Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Hampton, Storrs, Hunter, and Blake. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING WARRANTS TO BE
ISSUED FOR SID 2002-1

Councilman Hampton moved approval of a resolution authorizing warrants to be issued
for SID 2002-1 on the condition that no warrants be issued for the payment for any costs
associated with the property questioned by the Kawakamis.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Mr. W anlass stated that the City did go to bid on the interest rates and they did receive two bids
(1) from Bank of American Fork and (2) from Wells Fargo. Bank of American Fork's rate is
3.047 percent and Wells Fargo's rate is 2.86 percent. Mr. Wanlass noted that the resolution
states that Wells Fargo will issue the warrants at 2.86 percent.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Hunter, Storrs, Hampton, arid Blake. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE VACHER ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 7.99 ACRES
AT 755 EAST 50 SOUTH INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE R-3 AND R1-9000 ZONES, AND ALSO THE
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
John Dester discussed the proposed plan. He stated that what he is now proposing is a
completely different product than he has proposed in the past. He stated that after the last
meeting where they were proposing duplexes in an R2-7500 Zone, Councilmember Belmont
asked why the Carlisle Cottages could not be developed on the Vacher Property. He said that out
of hand he ruled out doing the Carlisle Cottages on the Vacher Property. He said it is true that he
cannot develop the Carlisle Cottages on the Vacher Property because the property is really not
big enough to do them, but after he stood out on the property one evening he remembered
another project that was done in Portland, Oregon with smaller cottages than what the Carlisle
Cottages will be.
Mr. Dester said they are proposing 48 homes, instead of 62 townhomes. He said the proposed
project will have a homeowners association. He said the target market for the proposed project
is "empty nesters." He said the price range for the proposed homes will be between $140,000
and $170,000. He said the proposed project probably will not attract families with children
because there are not a lot of places for kids to play.
Mr. Dester discussed traffic issues. He said that there is more traffic in a conventional, singlefamily subdivision. He earlier discussed that the proposed project is targeted at empty nesters.
He then said that often times empty nesters have only one car. He said empty nesters usually do
not make that many vehicle trips in one day. Mr. Dester stated that 50 South Street is a collector
road and is a feeder road from Pleasant Grove into American Fork City.
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Mayor Barratt asked if he plans on implementing all four of the designs that he has presented.
Mr. Dester stated that at least four of the designs presented will be implemented. He said there
are actually six different designs that could be implemented in the proposed project.
Mayor Barratt asked if there will be basements.
Mr. Dester said if someone wanted a basement and the water table is OK then they could do a
basement.
Mr. Dester explained that the reason they are asking for the R3 Zone is because the units are
configured in four-plexes and R3 is the zone that will allow that configuration. He stated that the
proposed density is much lower than what the R3 Zone will allow.
Councilman Blake asked what the exterior of the units will be.
In response to Councilman Blake's question, Mr. Dester said the units need to be maintenance
free. He said the exterior will be vinyl siding and either stone or brick as far as the accents go.
Councilman Hunter asked if stucco could be used.
Mr. Dester stated that stucco could be used.
Councilman Hampton said he is impressed with the proposed project. He said that 50 South
Street will continue to be a busy street because of what is on the Pleasant Grove side of 1100
East. He said that 50 South Street will be widened with the development of the proposed project.

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the Vacher Annexation consisting of 7.99 acres at
755 East 50 South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the
R-3 and Rl-9000 Zones, and also the annexation agreement as corrected, approve the
conveyance of water rights as set forth in the agreement and approve the placement of the
annexation area in the Rl-9000 and R3-7500 Zones as set forth on the zone classification
map.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs stated that the proposed plan is so much better than the earlier two plans that
were proposed. He said that he had a real problem with the earlier two plans that were proposed.
He said that the proposed project is something that the City can be proud of.
Councilman Hunter stated that he would rather see more stucco used on the exterior than siding.
Mr. Dester explained that one reason they would use siding is because of the architecture.
Councilmember Belmont said that she would also much rather have stucco than siding.
)

Mr. Dester said that it would be boring if just siding were used. He said in order to make a
project look good with siding the trim has to be added, i.e. shutters, grids in the windows,
moldings above the windows, etc.
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There was some discussion about the irrigation ditch that runs through the property. Mr. Dester
stated that they have to figure out whether to transit the ditch through the property or whether the
ditch will be piped.
Councilmember Belmont stated that Riverwoods has "a beautiful little stream" going through it.
She pointed out that she had talked to Mr. Dester about having a stream run through the proposed
project and asked Mr. Dester if he had thought any more about having a stream run through the
proposed project.
Mr. Dester said if it is possible to have a stream run through the proposed project, he would do
that. He pointed out that it is really an irrigation ditch on the property rather than a stream so the
irrigation company will be telling them what they can and can't do with the ditch.
Councilmember Belmont stated that she wants the V achers to be able to do something with their
property. She said the proposed project is far superior to the earlier projects that were proposed.
She said that she has great empathy for the neighbors who live near the Vacher Property because
she knows how they feel. She again stated that the proposed project is superior to what has been
proposed earlier on the Vacher Property. She said that she will vote for the project because it is
so much superior to the other proposals.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Storrs, Hunter, Blake, and Hampton. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PECK ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF .70 ACRES AT
506 WEST 1300 NORTH INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE Rl-9000 ZONE, AND ALSO THE
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Councilman Hunter moved to approve the Peck Annexation consisting of. 70 acres at 506
West 1300 North including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the
Rl-9000 Zone, and also the annexation agreement with the correction as required by the
Planning Commission relating to a requirement for a lift station to serve any basement
areas, and approve the conveyance of the water rights as set forth in the agreement.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Storrs, Hampton, Blake, and Hunter. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON RECONSIDERATION OF A MOTION PASS ED AT THE
SEPTEMBER 24, 2002, CITY COUNCIL MEETING TO NOT ACCEPT A $5 MILLION
GRANT FROM THE CUP IN EXCHANGE FOR 1,000 ACRE FEET OF WATER
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This item was deleted from the agenda. There was no discussion and no action taken on this
item.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ACCEPTING A $5 MILLION GRANT FROM THE CUP IN
EXCHANGE FOR 1,000 ACRE FEET OF WATER
This item was deleted from the agenda. There was no discussion and no action taken on this
item.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the final plat of Royal Estates Subdivision Plat D consisting
of 2 lots at 920 East 700 North
It was discussed that Lot 2 is a really steep lot.

Councilman Hunter moved to approve the final plat of Royal Estates
Subdivision Plat D consisting of 2 lots at 920 East 700 North, to authorize the
Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the dedications, and have the plat
recorded subject to:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Conveyance of water rights (one acre foot).
Adding a note to the final plat that the City has approved the
placement of City sewer line to be located in the easement located
along the common boundary line of the two lots.
Receipt of a deed granting an easement from the owners of the
adjacent parcel to the east (Boyer) allowing the extension of the sewer
easement further to the east.
Posting of a bond to ensure construction of required improvements.

Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilmember Belmont asked if someone is going to bring in fill on the back
part of the property to build a house.
In response to Councilmember Belmont's question, Jerry Pulley stated that it is
planned to do an appropriate amount of grading to make the footprint of the
home.
Councilman Hampton asked Mr. Pulley if he has talked to the neighbors about
how their property will be impacted by the proposed development.
Mr. Pulley stated that all the adjacent property owners have been talked to and
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they have signed off on the proposed project.
Councilman Hampton asked if the McQuiveys have signed off.
Mr. Pulley stated that the McQuiveys have signed off.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Hampton, Hunter, Belmont, Storrs, and
Blake. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
b.

Review and action on the amended final plat of Applebrook Subdivision No. 1
consisting of 4 lots at 955 North 500 East

Councilman Hunter moved to approve the amended final plat for the
Applebrook Subdivision No. 1, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign
the plat, accept the dedications and have the plat recorded, subject to:
1.

2.

Continuation of all terms and conditions applicable to the initial
approval.
Delivery of outstanding materials necessary to comply with state law
relating to amended plats.

Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Hampton, Storrs, Blake, and
Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
c.

Review and action on a replacement plat for Temple Springs Subdivision Plat A
consisting of9 lots at 580 North 1100 East
It was discussed that the main changes were in regards to the downstream waters
users and in regards to an indemnification agreement.
Mr. Denney pointed out that there are also some changes in regards to easements.
It was discussed that Mr. Bennett, Civil City Attorney, had provided a memo to
the City Council regarding some proposed changes that need to be made to the
proposed indemnification agreement.
Mr. W anlass said expressed concern that the indemnification agreement did not
include some personal guarantees. He said the City in the past has required some
personal guarantees as well as the corporate guarantees. It was discussed that
there is not a personal guarantee in the agreement and that there should be a
personal guarantee included in the agreement.
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Mr. Despain stated that the real issue is that the applicant is proposing a storm
water disposal technique that the City has not seen before. He said the technique
is an on-site filtration system as opposed to getting signatures from downstream
water users. He said the water is going to be "swallowed on site from some sort
of disposal and treatment filtering system on each individual lot." He said the
City's concern is that if the proposed filtering system does not work and some
difficulty arises because of the increased water being placed underground then
who will bear the brunt of that problem, which is why the indemnification feature
is important.
Councilman Blake asked if the downstream water users have expressed some
specific concerns.
In response to Councilman's Blake's question, Mr. Despain said you would have
to talk to Gary Devincent, the property owner.
Councilman Hampton said that he appreciates the time that Mr. Bennett has taken
to address the issues associated with the proposed project.

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the replacement final plat for the
Temple Springs Plat A consisting of9lots at 580 North 1100 East, to
authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the dedications and
have the plat recorded subject to:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Amendment of the plan an profile sheets to provide grades and also
final review of soils report and pavement design by the City Engineer.
Amendment of note on final plat to the effect that any lot proposing
the construction of a basement as part of the dwelling will require
approval of a geo-technical report by the City Engineer prior to
issuance of a building permit.
Receipt of documentation from the applicant's engineer that the
proposed storm water system will have adequate capacity to
accommodate a 100-year frequency storm and will provide proper
and adequate treatment of storm water before being placed in the
subsurface.
Receipt of an executed indemnification letter which includes all of the
changes and recommendations of the City Attorney.
Posting of a bond to secure completion of construction of required
improvements.

Mayor Barratt stated that the personal signature needs to be added to the
_ agreement.
Mr. Bennett said that it will not be an indemnification letter it will be an actual
indemnification agreement.

Councilman Hampton amended item #4 of the motion to state that receipt of
an executed indemnification agreement which includes all of the changes and
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recommendations of the City Attorney instead of an indemnification letter.
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Storrs, Hunter, Hampton, and
Blake. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A LOCATION FOR THE FIRE AND AMBULANCE STATION
It was discussed that Peter Moyes of MHTN has prepared a drawing that shows the fire and
ambulance station being rebuilt where it is currently located. It was discussed that the proposed
drawing shows the fire and ambulance station as being two stories.

Councilman Storrs said after several meetings with the Fire Department, Ambulance
Department, and City Council he thinks it is the consensus that the best location for the new fire
and ambulance facility is to put it where it currently is located. He said there has been some
concern in the past about encroaching onto the parking lot. He said he thinks the structure can be
built where the current fire and ambulance is currently located without encroaching onto the
parking lot.
Councilman Storrs said that Councilmember Belmont's idea of building a two-story fire and
ambulance station was a good idea.
Councilman Storrs said he thinks that the Fire Department is OK with the proposed design. He
asked for Lee Cabell's, a fireman, opinion about the proposed design
Mr. Cabell said the Fire Department really has not had a chance to think about the proposed
design very much. He said the Fire Department is in favor of a two-story design.
Councilman Blake said he spoke with Peter Moyes of MHTN some time back about the existing
fire and ambulance facility and he referred him to Cooper-Roberts. He said that he has spoken
with Wally Cooper of Cooper-Roberts, who did the study on the current fire and ambulance
building. He said that he confirmed with Wally Cooper that a portion of the existing fire and
ambulance build could be used in the construction of the new fire and ambulance building, i.e.
the bays. He briefly explained how the bays could possibly be used in the construction of the
new fire and ambulance building, which would help save some demolition costs. He said it is
possible that they could save up to a half a million dollars if they could retain the bays. He said
he thinks the current location of the fire and ambulance is an ideal location to build the new fire
and ambulance facility. He said it would be worth it to have Cooper-Roberts work with MHTN
and verify the technique that could be used to save the existing bays.
Mr. Moyes discussed the proposed design. He said that he is a little uncomfortable with the
process that was used to come up with the proposed design. He said the proposed design was
done in a vacuum without a lot of input from the Fire Department and Ambulance. He said that
he would still like to get some input from the users.
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Mr. Moyes explained that the bays have a very specific dimension. He said that by the time they
put the bays on the lot there is only a narrow strip of space left for stuff on the ground floor. He
said they tried to take a hard look at what would be critical to have on the ground floor to make
the facility function properly. He said the second floor will have all the ancillary functions like
the offices, training area and break area.
Mr. Moyes discussed some of the pluses and minuses of the proposed design. He said an
elevator will be needed to meet the ADA requirements, which will cost around $40,000. He said
one trade off is that there will not be as much roof if the City goes with a second story building.
He said they believe that the cost of the roof can be reduced by about $25,000 to help balance out
the cost of the elevator.
Mr. Moyes said one negative thing about going with a two-story building is that there will be a
lot of going up and down the stairs.
Mr. Moyes said that originally they wanted to put the ambulance bays to the north and the fire
bays on the south side, but the proposed design shows the ambulance bays on the south side. He
said he would like to work with the Fire Department to make sure that the Fire Department can
maneuver the fire apparatus with their bays on the north side.
Mr. Moyes stated that the proposed design is about 300 square feet larger than the building that
was discussed about a month ago. He said the primary area where they are gaining the square
footage is in the stairways and elevator space that had to be incorporated into the proposed plan.
He said because they have the stairs and elevator there is the possibility of taking the last lower
30-foot zone by 102 feet and putting a basement in that area, which could be used for some nice
rooms for storage space. He said the basement would roughly cost around $250,000.
Mr. Moyes pointed out that the proposed plan shows the building being placed further north from
where the existing building is located and there are telephone poles along the north side of the
building that will have to be relocated.
Mr. Moyes said his personal opinion is that a two-story building is more challenging to operate
out of for fire a fire station, but if the primary functions can be placed on the first floor it will be
operational.
Mr. Moyes apologized to Councilman Storrs, the Fire Department, and the Ambulance
Department. He said he received "somewhat short notice" to get the proposed design done and
so he did not really get a chance to have the proposed plan reviewed by the players from the City
that are involved with the fire and ambulance facility.
Councilman Storrs expressed his appreciation to Mr. Moyes for what he has done to come up
with a good design for the fire and ambulance facility. He said that he did give him short notice
to put together a design.
Mr. Moyes said that he would really like to receive some input from the users to make sure the
proposed design will really work.
Councilman Hampton said for the last several years on several occasions the City Council has
heard some concerns about the amount of traffic on 100 North and Center Street. He said the
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Planning Commission has had concerns about the traffic congestion in the whole downtown
block and said the Planning Commission should have an opportunity to address any concerns
that they might have with the proposed design.
Co~ncilman Hampton asked if the City could still try to work with the Shelleys on acquiring the
piece of property on Main Street. He wondered if they could work out a 10 or 20-year payout to
the Shelley's on the piece of property they own on Main Street, if they are interested in selling
their property.

Mr. W anlass stated that the City could still work on trying to get the piece of property from the
Shelleys, but the payout on the property would have to be a 5 or 7-year time frame.
Councilman Hampton said he looked over Mr. Cabell's presentation last time and it looks like if
Center Street and 100 North become as busy as they are projected to become then 300 East
might be the best location, if the Shelleys are willing to sell their property.
Councilman Hampton said he will appreciate seeing the proposed plan.
Councilman Storrs said he thinks the proposed plan solves many of the problems that they have
discussed in the past. He said that the Fire Department has come to the City Council several
times and said that the location for the fire and ambulance station should be Center Street. He
said if they put the new fire and ambulance facility where the fire and ambulance station is
currently located; the City will not have to acquire more property.

Councilman Storrs moved to (1) locate the fire and ambulance facility right where it is at
without going onto the parking lot (2) move forward with getting the fire and ambulance
facility built and (3) get a committee established to work with Mr. Moyes on the design of
the fire and ambulance facility.
Councilman Blake asked about the concept of using the existing bays.
Councilman Storrs said that he has no problem with looking into using the existing bays.

Councilman Blake said that he will second the motion if they look into using the existing
bays.
Councilman Storrs amended his motion to include that the City look into using the existing
bays.
Councilman Hunter expressed concern about the proposed site because it limits the City's ability
to expand the building if needed. He said as the City grows and they need to be able to expand
the facility then the are pretty much locked out of expanding the facility.
Mr. Moyes said it is true that the facility will not be able to be expanded. He pointed out that
when they looked at the 300 North location they were also pretty much locked out of expanding
the building given the parameters of the existing site. He said there has been some discussion
that the City might look at a satellite facility if there is a point that growth makes it necessary.
Mr. Moyes stated that there are three extra bays shown on the current layout and there currently
is no full-time fire department staff right now and so the upstairs quarters could also function for
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other purposes until the quarters are built. He said the kitchen and day area could be put side by
side so there is a large, open meeting area. He said if they are looking at ways to save money
they could basically shell out the quarters and build them when the City is actually ready to go
with a full-time fire department.
Mr. Moyes said there has been some discussion about putting a fire and ambulance facility in the
south and west part of the City in the future.

Councilman Storrs amended his motion again to include that Lee Cabell and Reed
Thompson represent the Fire Department on the committee that will work with Mr.
Moyes, that Jay Christensen represent the Ambulance Department and that Jay pick
someone else from the Ambulance Department to also be on the committee, and that
Councilman Keith Blake also serve on the committee that will work with Mr. Moyes on the
design of the fire and ambulance facility.
Councilman Hampton asked if the motion is to commit to the proposed location or is it to
explore other locations.
Councilman Storrs said the motion is to commit to the proposed location, which is to build the
new fire and ambulance facility where the existing fire and ambulance station is located.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Councilman Storrs is the only one that voted on the motion.
Councilman Hunter said the City Council has voted several times on where to put the fire and
ambulance facility.
Councilman Storrs pointed out that this is the second time the City Council has voted to build the
new fire and ambulance facility where the current fire and ambulance facility is located.
Councilman Storrs said he has talked to Dale Gunther, who was heavily involved with helping to
get the bond passed so that the City can get a new fire and ambulance facility, and he indicated to
him that he does not have a problem with building the new fire and ambulance facility where the
current facility is located as long as they do not encroach onto the parking lot.
Mr. Moyes stated that if the current fire and ambulance site is decided on then they need to
address what they will do with the fire trucks and ambulances while the new facility is being
built.
It was discussed that the issue of where to store the fire trucks and ambulances has already been
decided on. It was discussed that two ambulances will be parked in one side of the sally port at
the police and courts building and one ambulance will be parked at the Public Works Complex.
It was discussed that the fire trucks will also be parked at the Public Works Complex.

Councilman Hunter asked if they are going to look at possibly retaining the bay structure.
It was discussed that part of the motion is to look at retaining the bay structure.
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Councilman Hampton said he will support the proposal in the interest of seeing something done,
but he still likes the 300 East location.
Councilmember Belmont asked for the motion to be re-read.
It was discussed that Councilman Blake needed to seconded the amended motion.

Councilman Blake seconded the amended the motion.
Councilmember Belmont expressed concern that there might be construction trailers on the City
street during construction. She said that she would like some clarification on where the
construction trailers will be placed during the construction of the building.
Mayor Barratt stated that nothing is being constructed at this point in time. He said the purpose
of the agenda item is to come up with a design and location for the new fire and ambulance
facility.
Ms. Marsh restated the motion. She said the motion is to (1) build the new fire and ambulance
facility where it is currently located (2) to get a committee together to work with Peter Moyes to
get the facility designed (3) the committee members are to be Reed Thompson, Lee Cabell, Jay
Christensen, and Mr. Christensen is to pick another ambulance member, and Councilman Blake
and (4) that the City look at using the existing bays.
Councilman Storrs stated that part of the motion is also to keep the building off the parking lot.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Belmont, Hunter, and Blake. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON FUNDING FOR THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Councilman Hampton stated that he asked for the issue regarding funding for the Chamber of
Commerce to be put on the City Council Agenda. He said they have already talked about the
value of the Chamber of Commerce and the great job that Jessica Wilson, Chamber Director,
does.
Councilman Hampton suggested that the City develop a contract for the Chamber of Commerce
under which the City has them provide certain services to the City. He discussed a way that the
City could come up with funding to pay the Chamber of Commerce for its services that it
provides to the City. He stated that recently a local attorney mentioned that the City could at the
first of next year go with a different firm or attorney to take care of the City's criminal matters.
He pointed out that the City could save at least $50,000 by contracting with another firm or
attorney to take care of the City's criminal matters. He said part of the money saved by going
with another attorney for criminal matters could be used to help fund a service agreement with
the Chamber of Commerce.
Councilman Blake asked if the criminal attorney position would be put out for bids.
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Councilman Hampton stated that the City would have to go out for bids for the position.
There was some discussion about the criminal attorney being an appointed position. Mr.
Wanlass explained that the individual attorney is appointed to be the criminal attorney and not
the firm.
Councilman Hampton stated that the firm ends up being a payee on the checks.
Mr. Wanlass stated that Tucker Hansen is not aware of the issue regarding finding a new
criminal attorney and that Mr. Hansen ought to be contacted and made aware of what is being
discussed as a courtesy to him.
Councilman Blake stated that if the position is put out to bid, then Tucker Hansen could bid on it.
Councilman Hampton stated that the criminal attorney position would still be an appointment by
the Mayor subject to ratification by the City Council.
Mr. W anlass raised the question about whether Tucker Hansen would be unappointed if they
decide to go out to bid for a new criminal attorney. He pointed out that Tucker Hansen still has
one year left on his appointment.
Bill Jacob asked, "Does this mean that the Chamber of Commerce would get the $50,000. The
Chamber of Commerce is going to be a city committee now?"
Councilman Hampton said that he is not recommending that the Chamber of Commerce become
a city committee. He said he is recommending that the City come up with a service contract
where the Chamber of Commerce is paid $15,000 annually for its services that it provides to the
City. He stated that the contract would be reviewed periodically. He said that out of the $50,000
savings that could be realized by going with another criminal attorney, then $15,000 of that
could be used to cover the cost of the service agreement with the Chamber of Commerce.
Councilmember Belmont asked Mrs. Wilson how many members the Chamber of Commerce
has.
Mrs. Wilson stated that the Chamber of Commerce has 23 8 members.
Councilmember Belmont questioned why there is not plenty of money to operate the Chamber of
Commerce if businesses are paying dues.

)

Mrs. Wilson explained that membership dues are $100 a year. She stated that each business
receives a membership plaque, which costs $15,00. She stated that each business also gets to
attend a monthly lunch, which is $10.00 and is faxed a newsletter each month. She stated that a
lot of the services that the Chamber of Commerce provide do not produce revenue. She
explained that the Chamber of Commerce does a lot of research for people, does grand openings,
and provides move-in packets to new residences. She said the Chamber of Commerce does a lot
of public relations work. She said that the Chamber of Commerce also fields a lot of calls during
the week of Steel Days. She pointed out that the Chamber of Commerce brings in $14,000 in
membership dues and the cost of services is double that.
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Mrs. Wilson said if there is no value to the services that the Chamber of Commerce provides,
then they can cease to provide the services that they are providing.
Mrs. Wilson stated that the taxes the Chamber of Commerce has to pay are "phenomenal." She
said the Chamber of Commerce pays a lot of taxes, which is one of its biggest expenses.
Mrs. Wilson talked about a magazine that the Chamber of Commerce is currently working on.
She said that the City can put information in that magazine for free.
Mrs. Wilson stated that the American Fork Chamber of Commerce is the only chamber in the
State of Utah that does not receive funding from the city where it is located.
Councilmember Belmont stated that the Lion's Club came in awhile ago and asked if the City
could help them and they were told that the City could not provide them funding because they
are a civic organization. She said that the Chamber of Commerce is also a civic organization.
She said that she is not sure if the taxpayers should be funding the Chamber of Commerce.
Mrs. Wilson stated that she does a lot of research for businesses. She said that she worked for
eight months to try to get the Paper Attic to locate in American Fork and now they are here. She
said that the Chamber of Commerce does a lot of service things.
Councilmember Belmont suggested that the Chamber of Commerce raise dues.
Mrs. Wilson stated that they just lowered the dues for home business because Chief Terry Fox
stated that he had a home business, but they never felt like they could afford to pay the dues. She
said they lowered the dues in hopes that they would get more home businesses to join.
Councilmember Belmont stated that she has known several of the past Chamber Presidents and it
did not appear that the Chamber had any funding problems when they served as the president.
Mrs. Wilson stated that she has reviewed the records since 1982 and this year the Chamber of
Commerce has run more efficiently as far as expenses are concerned. She said the Chamber of
Commerce spent less money and brought in more money last year than any other year for the
Halloween Fun Run. She said this year is the first year that the Chamber of Commerce has done
a golf tournament and a women's conference. She stated that the Chamber of Commerce is
doing more than it used to do.
Councilmember Belmont asked how much money the Chamber of Commerce is asking for.
It was discussed that the Chamber of Commerce is asking for $15,000.

Mrs. Wilson stated that she has talked to past Chamber of Commerce presidents and they
indicated to her that the Chamber of Commerce has always struggled financially.
Councilman Hampton stated that the Chamber has always struggled financially. He said that
Pennie Hansen, the previous Chamber of Commerce Director, was not able to work very much
because there was not enough funding to pay her wages.
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Councilman Blake stated that it would be a good objective to have the Chamber of Commerce
become self-sufficient.
Councilmember Belmont asked if the City gives the Chamber some help now do they think that
the Chamber can work toward becoming self-sufficient.
Councilman Blake stated that he thinks the Chamber of Commerce could work toward selfsufficiency.
Councilman Storrs expressed concern about why the Provo/Orem Chamber of Commerce did the
ribbon cutting ceremony for Gold's Gym.
Mrs. Wilson indicated that there was some miscommunication on the ribbon cutting ceremony
for Gold's Gym and that is why the American Fork Chamber of Commerce did not do the ribbon
cutting.
Councilman Blake stated that Councilman Hampton's proposal regarding a way to get funding
for the Chamber of Commerce is interesting.
Mark Eddy stated that he is the local attorney that Councilman Hampton mentioned earlier in the
meeting. He said that he has known Tucker Hansen for years and he has a lot of respect for him
and he thinks that he is a completely honest person, but he thinks there are some flaws in the
system and thinks that the City could pay less for its criminal attorney fees. He discussed that it
would be better to contract the criminal attorney position for a salary of around $60,000 to
$65,000 instead of the $120,000 that is currently being paid for criminal attorney fees. He talked
about how a salary rate would be better than the City being billed at an hourly for the attorney's
services.
Councilmember Belmont asked Mr. Eddy if he was applying for the criminal attorney position.
Mr. Eddy stated that there is not a position open right now, but that he has expressed an interest
to Councilman Hampton that he would be interested in the position if the position ever became
open.
Mr. Wanlass explained that part of the $120,000 for attorney fees also includes conflict counsel
and court appointed defense counsel. He stated that not all of the $120,000 goes to one firm.
Councilman Hampton stated that it is not infrequent to see a $10,000 or $11,000 payment go to
Tucker Hansen's firm.
Mr. Wanlass stated that it is not infrequent to see a $3,000 payment for court appointed defense.
In response to Mr. W anlass' s above statement, Councilman Hampton said, "that is right."
Mr. Eddy stated that he is not aware of how the budget breaks down, but he thinks the City could
realize some savings in regards to the way the criminal attorney position is handled.
)

Mr. W anlass said that if the City wants to enter into a contract with the Chamber of Commerce,
then the City would have to do a cost-benefit analysis and go through the proper procedures in
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order to do that. He stated that the City would have to justify the benefit of paying the Chamber
of Commerce to provide certain services.
Mr. Bennett also pointed out that the City has to go through the proper procedures in order to
appropriate any money to a non-profit entity. He explained that it has to be determined that the
service that the City is being paid for is necessary to accomplish the City's goals. He said it
would have to be identified exactly what the Chamber of Commerce intends to do in order to
make sure that the service the Chamber is proposing is not something that is already being done
by the City.
Councilman Blake stated that the Chamber of Commerce has provided a list of things that they
are doing.
Mr. W anlass stated that a cost needs to be assigned to each of the things identified on the list.

Councilman Blake moved to prepare the materials with the intent of allocating $15,000 to
the Chamber of Commerce.
Mr. Bennett stated that he thinks Councilman Blake's motion is premature. He said the City
needs to do a cost benefit analysis and there needs to be a public hearing to determine if the
money should be allocated to the Chamber of Commerce. He said there are still a lot of specific
things that need to be done before the City can determine whether it is going to allocate money to
the Chamber of Commerce.
There was no second to Councilman Blake's above motion.

Councilman Blake then moved to proceed with the steps to appropriately consider a budget
of $15,000 for the Chamber of Commerce and to proceed with preparing for a public
hearing to consider entering a contract with the Chamber of Commerce.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Belmont, Blake, and Hunter. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
AGREEMENT WITH ALPINE SCHOOL DISTRICT

Councilman Hunter moved to approve a resolution approving an interlocal agreement with
Alpine School District.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Belmont, Blake, and Hunter. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST BY THE BEAUTIFICATION COMMITTEE TO
FUND A CONTEST TO DESIGN A CITY FLAG
Paul Strong discussed with the City Council the idea of having a contest to have the citizens of
American Fork design an American Fork City Flag. He explained that there would be a
committee put together to help choose the best design. He stated that the Beautification
Committee would like the City Council to participate in selecting the design. He said that
Colonial Flag will help to make sure that the design chosen is not too gaudy and that it is
appealing. He said he was thinking the flag could be red, white, and black since those are
American Fork High School's colors.
Mr. Strong stated that they want to present the flag at the flag ceremony during Steel Days. He
stated that the Beautification Committee will buy some of the City flags to be placed at certain
locations throughout the city. He said it is planned to sell the City flags. He stated that the flags
would cost $20 or $30 each.
Mr. Strong asked if the City Council thought it was appropriate to ask businesses if they would
be willing to donate prizes so that they can give prizes to people who participate in the contest.
The City Council thought it was appropriate for the Beautification Committee to ask businesses
if they would be willing to donate prizes for the contest.
Councilman Blake said he thinks the flag is a great idea, especially since next year is American
Fork City's sesquicentennial. He said he would like to see the submission date for the entries to
be received to be moved up from April! so there is plenty of time to have the flag ready by June
or July.
Mr. Strong stated that it only takes two to three weeks to actually produce the flag.
Councilman Blake expressed concern about the time that it will take the City Council to approve
the design.
Mr. Strong said he plans to kick off the contest in January so that there is plenty of time for
people to prepare their entries and get them turned in. He said that he is planning on putting a
flyer in with the utility bill and plans to take flyers to the schools.
There was some discussion about the way the item was worded on the agenda. It was discussed
that the intent of this item was to just get permission to do a city flag and was not to get funding
to fund a contest.
Councilman Blake stated that the idea of having a City flag is an excellent idea. The other City
Councilmembers also agreed that the idea of having a City flag was a good idea.

Councilman Blake moved to ask the Beautification Committee to have a contest to design a
City flag.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
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Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Hampton, Storrs, Blake, and Hunter. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON GOING TO BID FOR A STORM SEWER ON STORRS
AVENUE BETWEEN APPROXIMATELY 470 SOUTH AND 500 SOUTH

Councilman Storrs moved to go to bid for a storm sewer on Storrs Avenue between
approximately 470 South and 500 South.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Hunter, Hampton, Storrs, and Blake. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
CLARIFICATION AND RATIFICATION OF A PREVIOUS MOTION APROVING A
RIGHT -OF-WAY AGREEMENT WITH THE UNITED STATES POST OFFICE
Mayor Barratt said each should have a letter from the City Attorney clarifying the right-of-way
agreement with the United States Post Office. It was discussed that one change to the agreement
is that the easement should be 33 feet instead of 30 feet. Another change is that the legal
description should read 4,517 instead of 517. It was also discussed that there needs to be a
provision to relocate the light poles.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the right-of-way agreement with the United States
Post Office as recommended.
Mr. Brown stated that on Page 3, Paragraph A, "the thirty-foot wide access easement" should be
changed to "thirty-three feet."
Mr. Brown stated that there should also be jurats included on the document.

Councilman Blake amended the motion to include that on Page 3, Paragraph A needs to be
changed to read "thirty-three foot wide access easement" instead of a thirty-foot wide
access easement and that there be jurats included on the document.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Blake, Belmont, and Hunter. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
)

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE RELEASE OF A THIRTY -FOOT SEWER LINE
EASEMENT AND THE ACCEPTANCE OF A FIFTEEN-FOOT REPLACEMENT
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EASEMENT ON THE BRYCE TAYLOR PROPERTY AT APPROXIMATELY 559 WEST
MAIN STREET
Mr. Denney explained that the purpose of the 15-foot replacement easement is to swap
easements in order to get easements over the existing sewer line and to unencumber the land for
future development.
Councilman Blake asked if there are errors on the adjacent parcels above and below the Bryce
Taylor Property.
Mr. Denney stated that the sewer line came down from Kawakamis and as it crosses the street it
jogs and was put in along the property line and it was never corrected.
Councilman Hampton asked if any of the Kawakamis property is involved with this issue.
In response to Councilman Hampton's question, Mr. Denney said "no."

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the release of a thirty-foot sewer line easement
and the acceptance of a fifteen-foot replacement easement on the Bryce Taylor Property at
approximately 559 West Main Street.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Belmont, Storrs, Hampton, Hunter, and Blake. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Councilman Hunter reported that the Planning Commission at its October 2, 2002, meeting
approved the amended final plat of Applebrook Subdivision No. 1 consisting of 4 lots at 955
North 500 East; approved the preliminary plat of Keary Estates Subdivision Plat A consisting of
2 lots at 275 North 550 East; approved with conditions the final plat of Little Hill Subdivision
Plat A consisting of 5 lots at 250 West 300 North; reviewed a site plan for ancillary structure at
685 East State Road; discussed the preliminary plat of the Carlisle PUD/Subdivision consisting
of37 individual lots and 111 senior housing units 1260 North 1100 East; approved the
preliminary and final plats of a portion of Plat C of the American Fork Commercial Center
consisting of 1 lot at 130 North 700 West; approved with conditions a site plan for a restaurant,
theaters, and commercial businesses for lot 1 of Plat C of the American Fork Commercial Center
at 130 North 700 West; did not approved with conditions an amendment to the Senior Housing
Ordinance relating to the placement of Group Housing Structures in Senior Housing Projects;
and set a work session on October 30, 2002, at 6:00p.m. to discuss proposed amendments to the
Development Code relating to the south side planning area.
As a result of this meeting the following public hearing should be set for November 12, 2002:
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7:20p.m.

Site plan for a restaurant, theaters, and commercial businesses for lot 1 of Plat
C of the American Fork Commercial Center at 130 North 700 West.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SEPTEMER 19, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the September 19, 2002, Work Session Minutes as
presented.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Storrs, Hampton, Blake, Hunter, and Belmont. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SEPTEMBER 24, 2002, MINUTES
Mr. Blake said on Page 18, Line 1 it shows him answering his own question. He stated that
where it says "Councilman Blake said the City can co-mingle should be changed to the staff
member that answered his question, which he said he thinks was Mr. Despain.
Mayor Barratt stated that approval of the September 24, 2002, City Council Minutes will be
delayed until the next meeting.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills for payment, requests over $1,000,
and the manually prepared checks as reviewed by the Finance Committee.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilmembers Storrs, Hampton, Blake, Hunter, and Belmont. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved to adjourn.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All voted in favor. The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 9:45 p.m.

1'l/A,~
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Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 17, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, October 17, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1. Discussion regarding the implementation of the SwitchPoint System.
2. Discussion of staff recommendations regarding City services access at approximately 780
West 500 North.
3. Discussion of items for the upcoming October 22, 2002, City Council meeting.
4. Other business.
5. Adjournment.
Dated this 7 day of October, 2002.

L rt. ()JL
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
OCTOBER 17, 2002
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on October 17, 2002, in the City Hall, commencing at 4:00
p.m. Those present included Councilmembers Don Hampton, Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, and Rick Storrs. Others
present included Carl Wanlass, Howard Denney, Terry Fox, and Melanie Marsh.
Councilman Hampton conducted the meeting. He excused Mayor Barratt and Councilman Hunter.
DISCUSSION REGARDING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SWITCHPOINT SYSTEM
It was discussed that Switchpoint will be discussed at a Special City Council Meeting on Tuesday, October 22,
2002, at 4:00p.m. It was discussed that Lynne Yocom, Cathy Jensen, and Carl Wanlass will be making the
presentation. Mr. Wanlass pointed out that there will also be some representatives from Spanish Fork City and
Provo City to discuss their systems.
Councilman Blake asked why the discussion regarding Switchpoint is being held the same night as City Council
Meeting.
Mr. W anlass stated that the reason the discussion regarding Switchpoint is being held the same night as City Council
Meeting is because that is the only night that all the City Councilmembers could meet.
Mr. Blake said he will not be able to be to the meeting until about 4:30p.m.
DISCUSSION OF STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING THE CITY SERVICES ACCESS AT
APPROXIMATELY 780 WEST 500 NORTH
There was no discussion on this item.
DISCUSSION OF THE ITEMS FOR UPCOMING OCTOBER 22, 2002, CITY COUNCIL MEETING
Amendments to the October 22, 2002, City Council Agenda
Mr. Wanlass explained that the October 22, 2002, City Council Agenda needs to be amended because the 7:20p.m.
Public Hearing regarding the Alpine School District American Fork Annexation and Item #3, which is the action
item for the Alpine School District American Fork Annexation needed to be revised to include both the BP-1 Zone
and the PI-1 Zone. He said that since the agenda was being amended there were some other changes that needed to
be made, which are as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Action Item #4b, which is review and action on the final plat of a portion of Plat C of the American Fork
Commercial Center consisting of 1 lot at 130 North 700 West needs to be removed from the agenda
because the petitioner has requested that this item be held off until November 12, 2002.
Add an executive session to discuss eminent domain and litigation.
Move Action Item #5, regarding acquiring property by eminent domain for a roadway and utilities at
approximately 780 West 500 North so that it is scheduled after the executive session.
Add review and action of the Keary Estates Subdivision Plat A consisting of2lots at 275 North 550 East
(Robinson Avenue).
Add review and action on the final plat for Virginia Ridge Plat I Subdivision consisting of 2 lots at 1299
North 500 West.
Public Hearings

6:30p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding the Parks & Recreation Capital Improvements Plan and Park &
Recreation Impact Fees.
Mr. W anlass pointed out that Jason Burningham of Lewis, Young, Robertson & Burningham will be present to
answer any questions.
Mr. W anlass said the recommendation from Lewis, Young, Robertson & Burningham is to go with the maximum
amount, which is $2,600. He said the City Council does not have to go with the maximum amount.
7:10p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 140 North 100 East from the existing
R-4 Zone to the CC-1, Central Commercial Zone.
There was no discussion on this item.
7:20p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Alpine School District
American Fork Annexation consisting of38.97 acres at 255 East 1500 South in the BP-1, Business Park Zone
It was discussed that the agenda needs to be amended to include placing the property in both the BP-1, Business
Park Zone and the PI-1 , Planned Industrial Zone.
Mr. Wanlass pointed out that the 14-day notice requirement was noticed correctly in the newspaper with both the
zones, but when this item was put on the agenda only the one zone was included.
Regular Session
Report on recycling by the Neighbors in Action.
There was no discussion on this item.
Action Items
1.
Review and action on an Ordinance fixing and prescribing a policy for establishing Impact Fees and
Adopting a Capital Facilities Plan for the provision of Parks & Recreation Services provided by American Fork
City within the City-Wide Service Area.
This item was already discussed above under the 6:30 p.m. public hearing.
2.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 140 North 100 East from the
existing R-4 Zone to the CC-1 Zone.
There was no discussion on this item.
3.
Review and action on the Alpine School District American Fork Annexation consisting of 38.97 acres at
255 East 1500 South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the BP-1 Zone, and also
the annexation agreement.
It was discussed that this item will be revised to include both the BP-1 Zone and the PI-1 Zone.
4a.
North.

Review and action on the final plat of Little Hill Subdivision Plat A consisting of 5 lots at 250 West 300

There was no discussion on this item.
4b.
Review and action on the final plat of a portion of Plat C of the American Fork Commercial Center
consisting of 1 lot at 130 North 700 West
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It was discussed that this item will be removed from the agenda at the request of the petitioner and will be put on the
November 12, 2002, City Council Agenda.
5.
Discussion and action on acquiring property by eminent domain for a roadway and utilities at
approximately 780 West 500 North
Councilman Blake asked if the City has had a discussion indicating that it may want to go ahead with the road at
approximately 780 West 500 North.
Mr. Wanlass stated that the road is already there. He explained that the issue is to allow services to be connected
into the sewer line.
Councilman Blake asked if they have approached the property owner and indicated that they would like the deed
recorded so the sewer line can be installed.
Mr. W an1ass said the City has approached the property owner and indicated that it would like to get the deed
recorded so the sewer line can be installed.
Councilman Blake asked if the City has recently talked to the property owner about recording the deed.
In response to Councilman Blake's question, Mr. W anlass said that is an item that should be discussed in the
executive session.
It was discussed that at the October 3, 2002, Work Session Meeting, Wayne Patterson was present, but he did not
have anything to report. It was discussed that Wayne Patterson indicated that Mayor Barratt asked him to be at the
October 3, 2002, Work Session Meeting, but that Mayor Barratt was not present at the meeting.
6.

Report and action on construction items including change orders.

There was no discussion on this item.
7.

Report and action on Planning Commission items.

There was no discussion on this item.
8.

Review and action on the September 24, 2002, minutes.

There was no discussion on this item.
9.

Review and action on the October 3, 2002, work session minutes.

There was no discussion on this item.
10.

Review and action on the October 8, 2002, minutes.

There was no discussion on this item.
11.

Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for pavment.

There was no discussion on this item.
OTHER BUSINESS
Councilman Hampton said that he talked to Judy Price earlier today and she indicated that if she did not make it to
the work session that she would like to be excused and that she would like to be given the opportunity to address the
City Council at the next work session.
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Councilmember Belmont pointed out that Mrs. Price also had talked to her about the fact that she may not be present
at today's meeting, but would like to address the City Council at the next work session.
Mr. Wanlass stated that Mrs. Price talked to him about putting some flyers in the utility bills in regards to domestic
violence and he turned her down because it would cost $800 and he also did not like how the wording was on the
flyer so he had her talk to Chief Fox.
It was discussed that the purple ribbons around town are for Domestic Violence Month.

ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned by common consent at 4:17p.m.

11~ '1~
Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 22, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Tuesday, October 22, 2002, in the American Fork City Administrative Offices, 51 East Main
Street, commencing at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1. Presentation regarding the implementation of the SwitchPoint System.
2. Other business.
3. Adjournment.
Dated this 15 day of October, 2002.

![__ (h .
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Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
OCTOBER 22, 2002

)

WORK SESSION

ATTACHMENTS (2)
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Tuesday, October 22, 2002, in the
City Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 4:05 p.m. Those present
included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, Ricky
Storrs, and *Keith Blake. Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Lynne
Yocom, Cathy Jensen, Chief Terry Fox, Kevin Bennett, Howard Denney, Linda Walton, Mr. &
Mrs. Bill Jacob, George Brown, Barbara Christiansen, and 11 citizens.
Mayor Barratt welcomed those in attendance. He introduced Lynne Yocom.
PRESENTATION REGARDING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SWITCHPOINT
SYSTEM
Lynne Yocom made a power point presentation. Copies of the slides are provided in these
minutes as ATTACHMENT 1.
Mary DeLaMare-Schaefer, Director of Marketing & Customer Relations for Provo City, reported
that she was a resident of American Fork and would love to see this service in American Fork.
Infrastructure was built by cities because it was something needed for the long term and when
the community built it, everybody got to use it. She explained that this type of service was far
beyond anything else. She provided a demonstration with Council member Belmont being able
to pour water from numerous cups, unrestricted, into a container. Carl Wanlass tried to pour the
same amount of water from numerous cups into a container through a straw. The difference was
clear.
Paul Venturella, Telecommunications Manager for Provo City, explained that he had the "big
pipe" to his home. He had 8-megabit Internet speeds up and down, 300+ video channels, and
100 channels of video on demand. Just today they sent an encoder to UVSC so they could
encode some of their classes and they will put them onto a server. They have made the same
agreement with BYU. It would then be available for viewing on a television. His local calling
area now extends from Santaquin to Ogden. The City has helped to create more competition.
*Councilman Blake arrived.
Mr. Venturella explained that Provo City owned the infrastructure but did not operate the
content. They have brought on private partners. A public-private relationship appeared to work
well in Provo. There was good cooperation between Provo and Spanish Fork. They did not
compete for the same customers.
Lynne Yocom explained that many services could be provided through the system.
John Bowcut, Information Systems Director for Spanish Fork City, reported that it was an
amazing opportunity. He did not have the "big pipe" where he lived in Highland. They
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managed the system in house and a lot was done through their electric department. They did not
have SwitchPoint in place. In 1997 they had initial discussions with the City Council and the
Utility Board about putting in some fiber optic cable. In July 1998, they budgeted for the fiber
optics and the Utility Board had discussions as to how it would be used. In April 1999, they
commissioned Uptown Services to provide a business plan and a telecom assessment for Spanish
Fork. Spanish Fork was putting in the fiber optic backbone and they asked Uptown how they
could use it to better their community. In July 1999, they started the construction of the
backbone. A lot of the original backbone was to connect City buildings. In October 1999,
Spanish Fork commission SDS to do a market survey. In general terms, they got high ratings
from the citizens. In November 1999, Uptown Services gave Spanish Fork an update as to what
they could do with the backbone. In January 2000, they formed a community ad-hoc committee
that turned out to be an amazing resource for Spanish Fork. It had people that worked at Novell,
the School District, and all around the community. They have almost a volunteer IS Department.
In March of 2000 they visited cities that had a similar system. In June and July 2000, they
designed a Hybrid Fiber Coax System (HFC). In a HFC System they ran a fiber optic to the
neighborhood and then a coaxial cable to the house. In July 2000 they bonded for an HFC
System. They were in the process of constructing the system. They had three-fourths of their
community wired.
Councilman Blake asked how changes in the Legislature affected them.
Mr. Bowcut noted that HB 149 put on sotne limitations if a City wanted to operate a system.
Spanish Fork was grand fathered however, for about 99%. There was one point that hurt and
that was that they could not go outside their City-limits. They provide water, sewer, and electric
utilities to people outside the City, but they cannot provide HFC service.
Mr. Bowcut explained that one of the driving forces for providing these services was that there
was no one else providing competition. They had 50 nodes. A node was basically a
neighborhood. There were 150 homes per node. AT&T in comparison had one node for all of
Spanish Fork. AT&T was now rebuilding with 300 homes per node.
Mr. Bowcut explained that the Spanish Fork Community Network is:
~

~
~

Community enhanced cable television and high speed Internet
Ultra high-speed business network
Expanded electric and water services

Mr. Bowcut presented a video power point presentation regarding Spanish Fork's Channel 17.
He explained that Channel 17 was a big part of what they did. They operated the whole system.
They were the full ISP . They were part of the Utah Valley Community Network. They saw the
value of interconnecting and sharing.

There were about 6000 homes in Spanish Fork and they have 4500 homes passed. They had
over 2000 cable TV customers and over 1,000 Internet customers. Cable TV was a recognizable
commodity. Internet had a little slower penetration rate.
Councilman Blake asked if SwitchPoint was ever in Spanish Fork.
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John Bowcut responded that they were not. They were in Springville, Provo, and American
Fork. They did have some tneetings with SwitchPoint, but they did not go perfectly.
A question was asked about their future with HDTV.
Mr. Bowcut responded that they were waiting on Motorola and others to get a HD version
packaged. They had the ability to send HDTV.

Councilman Blake asked how it compared to what WOW was doing.
John Bowcut stated that he was not cotnpletely knowledgeable with what WOW was doing but
their Internet was different. He discussed some technical aspects with those interested regarding
the speed of the service, type of servers used, the amount of throttle, and firewalling.
In response to a question on how much was their revenue bond, Mr. Bowcut responded that it
was $7.5 million and it was an Electric Revenue Tax-Exempt Bond. It was based purely on the
revenue of their electric, not on the broadband system.
Cathy Jensen, from American Fork City' s Budget Office, reported on three budget models
including Basic Services, Contract ISP; Expanded Services, Contract ISP; and Basic Services,
Contract ISP with increasing rates. This information is included in these minutes as
ATTACHEMENT 2. She reviewed the models.
Ms. Jensen explained that this model was a little different than what Spanish Fork had done in
that American Fork had an experience level when SwitchPoint was operating. They only
included revenues from leases to the Alpine School District and left other opportunities open.
Carl Wanlass added that because ofHB 149 American Fork would be doing things similar to
Provo .
Ms. Jensen explained that in all the estimates they were very conservative and the estimates were
probably a little high on the expense side.
Councilman Blake asked what took the price down in year two where the others were going up .
Cathy Jensen responded that it was the cost of the operator.
Councilman Hampton asked if there was a calendar year date on year one.
Lynne Yocom responded that it was in the packet. They had started to turn some of the sections
on. They had found some broken sections. The Northeast section was in very good condition.
The area to the north needed to be done first because it was not installed. North of Temple
Meadows would need to be done as well because it was not in good shape.
Cathy Jensen reviewed capital expenditures.
Lynne Yocom explained some of the needs with power and switches. The switches were
$500,000.
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Councilman Blake noted that the one for $500,000 was actually a lot less because of the license
the City got.
Ms. Yocom noted that it was down about $1 .5 million from what it would have been without the
license.
Cathy Jensen continued that in the second model the revenues were much higher. The Revenue
Bond would be a 7o/o, 20-year taxable bond. She reviewed the third model.
Ms. Jensen referred to the remaining schedules prepared for Expenditures, Subscribers, and
Combined Services. They were looking for grants and other sources of revenue.
Carl Wanlass commented that with the basic model, without an increase, the cash flow started to
decrease over a period of time based on the fee of $40. If expenses were projected too high or
the penetration rate was greater it would not be a problem. On the expanded, the cash flow
increased without an increase in rates.
Lynne Yocom reported that the Timp Section of American Fork had been activated and they had
some test sites. On November 12, 2002, they would ask the Council to take action on what
direction they want to take with the network that they had. From there they needed to do
bonding, engineering, FCC requirements, finish the fiber loop, get the switches manufactured,
get the POPs set up, and get customers who were on the existing system operating. She felt that
the Timp Sector could be up by March 1, 2003. The Timp Sector was in the northeast.
OTHER BUSINESS
There was no other business discussed.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5:37 p.m.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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Population is a major factor for
infrastructu~r~e~b~u~i~ld~s~--------------~
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Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Statistical
Abstract of the United States , 1992, Tables 25, 340 and 1359
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More Capacity and Speed Required
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Based on today's technology and applications, high-speed b roadband is defined as a high-capacity,
two-way link between an end-user and access network suppliers capable of supporting full-motion
interactive video applications. *A minimum symmetrical speed of 1.5 megabits per second per individual user is
currently required to support these applications.
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Broadband Part of Basic Infrastructure

* Total Annual Expenditures

$2,145,000
Water

*Essential Infrastructure
Needs Public Investment
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Source: American Public Power Association
2000 Annual Directory and Statistical Report

Local Government Entities
Operating a
Telecommunications System

We are not alone!
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Estimated Broadband Schedule
August 1, 2002 - Purchase
Existing plant and backbone purchase.
August 12, 2002 - Activation
Activation started on existing plant. Troubleshooting and minor repairs .
September 18, 2002 - Budget
Budget and Bonding models. Comparison of other city owned operations.
October 22, 2002 - Work Session
Council Work Session Present plant upgrade possibilities to council members.
November 1, 2002- Backbone
New fibre route around Danny Miller property for backbone.
November 15, 2002 -Consulting
Do an RFP for a consulting company to help with development on the upgrades.
November 20, 2002 - Provo Purchase
Existing plant and backbone purchase.
November 30, 2002 - Bonding
Start bonding procedures to fund projected upgrades.
December 15, 2002 -ISP- Engineering
Do RFP's for an ISP Provider and an engineering plan.
December 20, 2002- FCC
File the paperwork with the FCC to be a telecommunications provider.
January 2, 2003 - Fiber Loop
Fiber connections to all city owned buildings to eliminate local loop charges.
January 5, 2003 - Switches
Manufacturing preparation for the upgrade to the 3300 series switch.
January 15, 2003 - POP
Start construction on the POP in the basement of the police building. Houses main equipment.
March 1, 2003 - Customer
Customer activation on existing plant.
April15, 1993- Upgrade
Overbuild upgrades started on existing plant structure.
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Paul VentureUa
Telecommunication
Manager Provo City
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lary DeLalar.Schaefer
Director of Marketing
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Provo City
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American Fork City
Broadband System
Budget Model
Index of Schedules

Title

Schedule Number

Basic Services, Contract ISP ... ............................... . 1
Expanded Services, Contract ISP ............................. 2
Basic Services, Contract ISP (Increasing rates) ......... 3
Expenditures ......................................................... 4
Subscribers .......................................................... 5
Combined Services ................................................ 6
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American Fork City
Broadband System
Budget Model
Basic Services, Contract ISP
Schedule 1

Year1
5,528
20%
1,106
$40.00
1,000
25%
250
$84.00
30%
1,658

omes Passed
asic Internet Penetration
asic Internet Subscribers
asic Internet Rate Per Subscriber
ommerciallnternet Businesses Passed
ommercial Internet Penetration
ommercial Internet Subscribers
ommercial lnternate Rate Per Subscriber
elephony Penetration Rate
elephony Subscribers
1perating Revenue
asic Internet Revenue
ommercial Internet Revenue
elephony ($24.95 per subscriber)
easing Fiber Lines
Alpine School District
County
Other Entities
.dvertising Revenue
irants
Fees (5% of Revenue)
-ranr
lew .. ..t·llations ($26/drop) (total services, sch 6)
Total Operating Revenue

--

Year4
5,800
30%
1,740
$40.00
1,103
36%
397
$84.00
35%
2,030

YearS
5,900
30%
1,770
$40.00
1,103
40%
441
$84.00
35%
2,065

Year2
5,600
25%
1,400
$40.00
1,050
29%
305
$84.00
35%
1,960

Year3
5,700
30%
1,710
$40.00
1,103
33%
364
$84.00
35%
1,995

$530,880
$252,000
$496,405

$672,000
$307,440
$586,824

$820,800
$366,912
$597,303

$835,200
$400,176
$607,782

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

0

15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

61,769
1,638
$1,931,565

64,706
1,924
$2,004,019

$849,600
$444,528
$618,261

39,144
35,256
$1,363,685

48,972
9,074
$1,649,310

$98,030
26,000
1,500
3,000
1,200
200
10,000
30,000
34,398
10,000
5,000
1,000
14,832
14,080
30,000
4,220
11,716
15,658
50,000
30,898
189,012
554,887
$1,135,631

$99,991
$101,991
27,050
26,520
1,530
1,561
3,121
3,060
1,248
1,224
0
0
10,404
10,200
15,000
30,600
34,398
34,398
10,404
10,200
5,202
5,100
1,040
1,020
15,431
15,129
14,362
14,649
31,212
30,600
4,220
4,220
17,919
14,731
23,754
19,589
50,000
50,000
30,898
30,898
227,430
223,440
566,261
537,413
$1,164,224 $1,193,194

$104,031
27,591
1,592
3,184
1,273
0
10,612
15,300
34,398
10,612
5,306
1,061
15,740
14,942
31,836
4,220
18,464
24,708
50,000
30,898
231,420
567,843
$1,205,030

$106,111
28,143
1,624
3,247
1,299
0
10,824
15,606
34,398
10,824
5,412
1,082
16,055
15,241
32,473
4,220
19,103
25,883
50,000
30,898
235,410
579,759
1,227,612

$685,800

$726,535

$776,407

59,386
9,594
$1,878,995

•perating Expenses
I/ ages

:enefits
:oaks, Subscriptions and Memberships
:ducation, Training and Travel
;ar Insurance
:cc Licensing
1surance
.egal
)ffice Space Allocation
"elephone
Jtilities
)undry
\uta-Fuels, Repair, Maintenance ($412/mo/vehicle (3 vehicls)
T Maintneance (Local)
3ackbone Connection 1OMB @ $2500/month
'ole Fees JAmerican Fork to Orem) ($5 ea 844 poles annual)
3illing ($.37/sub/mo postage $.35/sub/mo billing)(30% combined)
Jncollectable Accounts (2% of revenue)
::;all Center Agreement
=:quipment Warranties
_ong Distance (.025/min, 380 min avg.)
=1etailer (Cost+ 10%)
_!9.tal Oprerating Expenses

\
Dper ... ..J g Income (Loss)

$228,055

$485,086

Pro Forma Revenue Statement Basic, Contract ISP
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- -

I

apital Expenses
roadband Purchase
ackbone Purchase through Provo
pgrades (Switches, IP, Telephone)
ew Fiber route around DM properties
witches
iber Cable (Sch 5)
SON Expenses
apit<;ll Equipment (Sch 5)
apital Expenditures (Sch 5)
ew Installations ($26/drop) (total services, sch 6)
Total Capital Expenses

$850,000
47,000
1,674,000
7,100
500,000
72,005
2,826,000
30,000
1,425,000
35,256
$7,466,361

et Income (Loss]

($7,238,306)

$458,012

$651,206

$699,897

$719,483

$0
8,000,000
(280,000)
98,325
$580,019

$580,019

$289,368

$188,735

$135,694

(755,000)
6,337
$289,368

(755,000)
3,161
$188,735

(755,000)
2,062
$135,694

(755,000)
1,482
$101,660

ash Flow
eginning Cash
ond Proceeds (7%, 20 Year Taxable Bonds)
1ebt Service
1terest Income (T-pool 2.185% annual effective yield)
.nnual Cash Flow

$0
0
0
0
0
0
9,000
0
9,000
9,074
$27,074

$0
0
0
0
0
0
12,500
0
12,500
9,594
$34,594

)

Pro Forma Revenue Statement Basic, Contract ISP

$0
0
0
0
0
0
12,500
0
12,500
1,638
$26,638

$0
0
0
0
0
0
12,500
30,000
12,500
1,924
$56,924
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American Fork City
Broadband System
Budget Model
Expanded Services, Contract ISP
Schedule 2

•perating Revenues:
1ternet ( $40 per Subscriber)
ommerciallnternet ($84 per Subscriber)
asic Cable_(_ $9 per Subscriber)
xpand~d Cable ( $29 per Subscriber)
ble ( $37 per Subscriber)
i1I!!~=·
y
~~-- {$24.95 per Subscriber)
easing Fiber Lines
Alpine School District
County
Other Entities
.dvertising Revenue
irants
ranchise Fees (5% of Revenue)
lew Installations ($26/drop) (combined services, sch 6)
Total Revenues:

)perating Expenses
Vages (Sch 5)
lenefits. (Sch 5)
looks, Subscriptions and Memberships
:ducation, Training and Travel
;ar Insurance
:cc Licensing
nsurance
.egal
)ffice Space Allocation
!elephone
Jtilities
:>undry
\uto-Fuels, Repair, Maintenance ($412/mo/vehicle, 3 vehicles)
T Mr> · -+neance (Local)
3ac.
J~ Connection 1OMB @ $2500/month
=>ole fees (American Fork to Orem) ($5 ea 844 poles annual)

Year3
5,700
30%
1,710
1,103
33%
364
12.5%
713
35%
1,995
12.5%
713
35%
1995

Year2
5,600
25%
1,400
1,050
29%
305
7.5%
420
35%
1,960
7.5%
420
35%
1960

Year1
5,528
20%
1,106
1,000
25%
250
2.5%
138
30%
1,658
2.5%
138
30%
1658

ames Passed
ternet Penetration Rate
Internet Subscribers
ommercial Businesses Passed
ommerciallnternet Penetration Rate
Commercial Internet Subscribers
asic Cable Penetration Rate
Basic Cable Subscribers
xpanded Cable Penetration Rate
Expanded Cable Subscribers
igital Cable Penetration Rate
Digital Cable Subscribers
elephony Penetration Rate
Telephony Subscribers

Year4
5,800
30%
1,740
1,103
36%
397
12.5%
725
35%
2,030
12.5%
725
35%
2030

Year 5
5,900
30%
1,770
1,103
40%
441
12.5%
738
35%
2,065
12.5%
738
35%
2065

$530,880
252,000
14,904
576,984
61,272
496,405

$672,000
307,440
45,360
682,080
186,480
586,824

$820,800
366,912
77,004
694,260
316,572
597,303

$835,200
400,176
78,300
706,440
321,900
607,782

$849,600
444,528
79,704
718,620
327,672
618,261

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

0

78,000

78,000

78,000

78,000

96,622
38,584
$2,077,651

124,009
11,830
$2,704,023

143,643
8,008
$3,112,502

147,490
1,222
$3,186,510

151,919
2,142
$3,280,446

_$99,991
26,520
1,530
3,060
1,224
0
10,200
30,600
34,398
10,200
5,100
1,020
15,129
14,362
30,600
4,220

$101,991
27,050
1,561
3,121
1,248
0
10,404
15,000
34,398
10,404
5,202
1,040
15,431
14,649
31,212
4,220

$104,031
27,591
1,592
3,184
1,273
0
10,612
15,300
34,398
10,612
5,306
1,061
15,740
14,942
31 ,836
4,220

$106,111
28,143
1,624
3,247
1,299
0
10,824
15,606
34,398
10,824
5,412
1,082
16,055
15,241
32,473
4,220

$98,030
26,000
1,500
3,000
1,200
200
10,000
30,000
34,398
10,000
5,000
1,000
14,832
14,080
30,000
4,220

Pro Forma Revenue Statement Expanded , Contract ISP
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"37/sub/mo postage $.35/sub/mo billing)(30% combined)
illinr
nC01. .•able Accounts (2% of Revenue)
all Center Agreement
quipment Warranties
etailer ((Cost+ 10%} sch 5}
ational Cable Television Co-op
et-Top Boxes ($248 ea/new digital sub}
ignal (SF, $1.75 per subscriber)
ontent/Programming:
Cable Expanded _($14.18/sub/mo)
Cable Basic ($.90/sub/mo) .
Cable Digital ($20.88/sub/mo)
Long. Distance (.025/min, 380 min avg.)
Total O~rerating Expenses

12,822
38,649
50,000
30,898
584,117
1,200
34,224
3,385

16,762
49,604
50,000
30,898
684,021
0
69,936
4,900

19,414
57,457
50,000
30,898
1,076,561
0
72,664
5,987

19,820
58,996
50,000
30,898
1,179,452
0
2,976
6,090

20,261
60,768
50,000
30,898
1,204,796
0
3,224
6,195

282,125
1,490
34,577
189,012
1,545,959

333,514
4,536
105,235
223,440
1,860,998

339,469
7,700
178,649
227,430
2,343,161

345,425
7,830
181,656
231,420
2,396,261

351,380
7,970
184,913
235,410
2,442,375

tperating Income (Loss}

$531,692

$843,025

$769,340

$790,249

$838,071

:apital Expenses
.roadband Purchase
ackbone Purchase through Provo
lpgrades (Switches, IP, Telephone)
lew Fiber route around DM properties
witches
iber Cable (Sch 5}
ISDN Expenses
:able Expenditures
:apital Equipment
lew lr · "'!lations ($26/drop) (combined services, sch 6)
Tc
;apital Expenses

$850,000
47,000
1,674,000
7,100
500,000
72,005
2,826,000
1,425,000
30,000
38,584
$7,469,689

let Income (Loss)

($6,937,996)

$813,195

$736,332

$764,027

$780,929

$0
7,250,000
(255,000)
71,013
$128,016

$128,016

$257,610

$311,756

$394,189

(685,000)
1,399
$257,610

(685,000)
2,814
$311,756

(685,000}
3,406
$394,189

(685,000)
4,307
$494,425

--

:ash Flow
:eginning Cash
:ond Proceeds (7%, 20 Year Taxable Bonds)
lebt Service
1terest Income (T-pool2.185% annual effective yield)
~nnual Cash Flow

$0
0
0
0
0
0
9,000
9,000
0
11,830
$29,830

)
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$0
0
0
0
0
0
12,500
12,500
0
8,008
$33,008

$0
0
0
0
0
0
12,500
12,500
0
1,222
$26,222

$0
0
0
0
0
0
12,500
12,500
30,000
2,142
$57,142
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American Fork City
Broadband System
Budget Model
Basic Services, Contract ISP, Increasing Rates
Schedule 3

Year4
5,800
30%
1,740
$45.00
1,103
36%
397
$95.00
35%
2,030

Year3
5,700
30%
1,710
$45.00
1,103
33%
364
$95.00
35%
1,995

$530,880
$252,000
$496,405

$672,000
$307,440
$586,824

$923,400
$414,960
$597,303

$939,600
$452,580
$607,782

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

0

15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

Operating Revenue
Basic Internet Revenue
Commercial Internet Revenue
Telephony ($24.95 per subscriber)
Leasing Fiber Lines
Alpine School District
County
Other Entities
Advertising Revenue
Grants
Franchise Fees (5% of Revenue)
New Installations ($26/drop) (total services, sch 6)
Total Operating Revenue

39,144
35,256
$1,363,685

66,918
9,594
$2,031,175

69,609
1,638
$2,096,209

Operating Expenses
Wages
Benefits
Books, Subscriptions and Memberships
Education, Training and· Travel
Car Insurance
FCC Licensing
Insurance
Legal
Office Space Allocation
Telephone
Utilities
Sundry
Auto-Fuels, Repair, Maintenance ($412/mo/vehicle (3 vehicls)
IT Maintneance (Local)
Backbone Connection 1OMB @ $2500/month
Pole Fees (American Fork to Orem) ($5 ea 844 poles annual)
Billing ($.37/sub/mo postage $.35/sub/mo billing)(30% combined)
Uncollectable Accounts (2% of revenue)
Call Center Agreement
Equipment Warranties
Long Distance (.025/min, 380 mih avg.)
Retailer (Cost+ 10%)
Total Oprerating Expenses

$101,991
$98,030
$99,991
26,000
26,520
27,050
1,561
1,500
1,530
3,000
3,060
3,121
1,200
1,224
1,248
200
0
0
10,000
10,200
10,404
30,000
30,600
15,000
34,398
34,398
34,398
10,404
10,000
10,200
5,100
5,202
5,000
1,020
1,040
1,000
15,431
14,832
15,129
14,080
14,362
14,649
30,000
30,600
31,212
4,220
4,220
4,220
11,716
14,731
17,919
15,658
19,589
26,767
50,000
50,000
50,000
30,898
30,898
30,898
189,012
223,440
227,430
554,887
537,413
566,261
$1 '135,631 $1 '164,224 $1 '196,207

$104,031
27,591
1,592
3,184
1,273
0
10,612
15,300
34,398
10,612
5,306
1,061
15,740
14,942
31,836
4,220
18,464
27,844
50,000
30,898
231,420
567,843
$1,208,166

$840,968

$888,043

Operating Income (Loss)

Years
5,900
30%
1,770
$45.00
1,103
40%
441
$95.00
35%
2,065

Year2
5,600
25%
1,400
$40.00
1,050
29%
305
$84.00
35%
1,960

Year1
5,528
20%
1,106
$40.00
1,000
25%
250
$84.00
30%
1,658

Homes Passed
Basic Internet Penetration
Basic Internet Subscribers
Basic Internet Rate Per Subscriber
Commercial Internet Businesses Passed
Commercial Internet Penetration
Commercial Internet Subscribers
Commercial lnternate Rate Per Subscriber
Telephony Penetration Rate
Telephony Subscribers

$228,055

48,972
9,074
$1,649,310

$485,086

Pro Forma Revenue Statement Basic, Increasing Rates

$955,800
$502,740
$618,261

72,927
1,924
$2,176,652

$106,111
28,143
1,624
3,247
1,299
0
10,824
15,606
34,398
10,824
5,412
1,082
16,055
15,241
32,473
4,220
19,103
29,171
50,000
30,898
235,410
579,759
1,230,900
$945,752
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Capital Expenses
Broadband Purchase
Backbone Purchase through Provo
Upgrades (Switches, IP, Telephone)
New Fiber route around OM properties
Switches
Fiber Cable {Sch 5)
DSDN Expenses
Capital Equipment (Sch 5)
Capital Expenditures (Sch 5)
New Installations ($26/drop) {total services, sch 6)
Total Capital Expenses
Net Income (Loss)

Cash Flow
Beginning Cash
Bond Proceeds {7%, 20 Year Taxable Bonds)
Debt Service
Interest Income (T-pool 2.185% annual effective yield)
Annual Cash Flow

$850,000
47,000
1,674,000
7,100
500,000
72,005
2,826,000
30,000
1,425,000
35,256
$7,466,361

$0
0
0
0
0
0
9,000
0
9,000
9,074
$27,074

$0
0
0
0
0
0
12,500
0
12,500
9,594
$34,594

$0
0
0
0
0
0
12,500
0
12,500
1,638
$26,638

$0
0
0
0
0
0
12,500
30,000
12,500
1,924
$56,924

{$7,238,306)

$458,012

$806,374

$861,405

$888,828

$0
8,000,000
(280,000)
98,325
$580,019

$580,019

$289,368

$343,903

$454,065

.(755,000)
6,337
$289,368

(755,000)
3,161
$343,903

(755,000)
3,757
$454,065

(755,000)
4,961
$592,853

)

Pro Forma Revenue Statement Basic, Increasing Rates
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American Fork City
Broadband System
Budget Model
Expenditures
Schedule 4

Amount

Title

Contract ISP-Wages
Office Director/System Administrator
Network Technician
Office Personnel (2-part time)
Total:

$40,000/yr
$38,000/yr
9.63/hr

Benefits (full-time employees)

Number

1
1
2

Total:
Year1

Year

2

Year
3

Year
4

Year

5

$40,000.00
38,000.00
20,030.40
98,030.40

$40,800.00
38,760.00
20,431.01
99,991 .01

$41,616.00
39,535.20
20,839.63
101,990.83

$42,448.32
40,325.90
21,256.42
104,030.64

$43,297.29
41,132.42
21,681 .55
106,111.26

26,000.00

26,520.00

27,050.40

27,591.41

28,143.24

****Based on 2080 hrs/yr
***No benefits for part-time employees
***Benefits based on 1/3 Annual Wage

Capital Equipment Contract ISP
Pick-up Trucks (1 @ $30,000)
Total

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

30,000.00
$30,000.00

9,000.00
$9,000.00

12,500.00
$12,500.00

12,500.00
$12,500.00

12,500.00
$12,500.00

$2,826,000.00

9,000.00
$9,000.00

12,500.00
$12,500.00

12,500.00
$12,500.00

12,500.00
$12,500.00

$34,397.79

$34,397.79

$34,397.79

$34,397.79

$34,397.79

30,000.00
$30,000.00

Cable Ex_penditures-Contract ISP
Cable Television Plant Hardware
Cable Television Aerial Plant Labor
Cable Television Underground Plant Labor
Cable Plant Engineering
Gable expansion ($125/home )
Total

$300,000.00
75,000.00
910,000.00
140,000.00
$1 ,425,000.00

DSDN Expenses
DSDN (Data/Internet) Headend (building, knock, pop)****
DSDN Service Drop
DSDN Plant Hardware
DSDN (Data) Aerial Plant Labor
DSDN (Data) Underground Plant Labor
DSDN (Data) Plant Engineering
Consulting Fees
DSDN Expansion ($125/home (200 years per year passed)
Total

$150,000.00
100,000.00
500,000.00
262,000.00
1,720,000.00
70,000.00
24,000.00

***DSDN Headend includes capital expenditures
in basement of court building.

Space Allocation
Basement Sq Foot
1/2 basement allocation sq. foot
FMV Lease Costs at $13.98/sq foot

4921 sq. ft.
2460.5 sq. ft

Fiber Cable
Mate.rials:
From So. Hub to Police Dept.
AF Central
Cemetary and Fitness Center

$34,624.68
22,385.11
2,398.34

Labor
From So. Hub to Police Dept.
AF Central
Cemetary and Fitness Center
Total

1,754.00
6,402.32
4,440.05
$72,004.50

I
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11iler Fees (Costs+ 10%)
..:rational costs to operate basic seNices in-house
Less operational costs to contract basic seNices
Retailer fees (10% mark up) for basic seNices

$1,085,187
(580,744)
$554,887

$1 '115,368
(626,811)
$537,413

$1 '141 ,716
(626,933)
$566,261

$1,153,408
(637,187)
$567,843

$1,174,907
(647,853)
$579,759

Operational costs to operate expanded seNices in-house
Less operational costs to contract expanded seNices
Retailer fees (1 0% mark up) tor expanded seNices

$1,492,857
(961,842)
$584,117

$1,798,814
(1,176,977)
$684,021

$2,245,292
(1 ,266,600)
$1,076,561

$2,289,038
(1 ,216,809)
$1,179,452

$2,332,848
(1 ,237 ,579)
$1,204,796
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American Fork City
Broadband System
Budget Model
Subscriber Information
Schedule 5

omes Passed
1ternet Basic Penetration Rate
1ternet Basic Subscribers
1ternet Basic Revenue ($40/mo)
tternet Commercial Businesses Passed
1ternet Commercial Penetration Rate
1ternet Commercial Subscribers
1ternet Commercial Revenue (Avg. $84/mo)
able Basic Penetration Rate
able Basic Subscribers
able Basic Revenue ($9/mo)
:able Expanded Penetration Rate
:able Expanded Subscribers
:able Expanded Revenue ($29/mo)
:able Digital Penetration Rate
:able Digital Subscribers
:able Digital Revenue ($37/mo)
elephonics Penetration Rate
elephonics Subscribers
elephonics Revenue ($24.95/mo)

'otal
)let Subscribers
'otal '- __) e Subscribers
·otal Telephonics Subscribers
'otal-Subscriber Services Provided
'otal Subscribers Combined Srvs (30%)
·otal New Subscribers**
•Based on combined services (30% of total services)

)

Year1
5,528
20%
1,106
$530,880
1000
25%
250
$252,000
2.5%
138
$14,904
30%
1,658
$576,984
2.5%
138
$61,272
30%
1,658
496,405

Year2
5,600
25%
1,400
$672,000
1050
29%
305
$307,440
7.5%
420
$45,360
35%
1,960
$682,080
7.5%
420
$186,480
35%
1,960
586,824

Year3
5,700
30%
1,710
$820,800
1103
33%
364
$366,912
12.5%
713
$77,004
35%
1,995
$694,260
12.5%
713
$316,572
35%
1,995
597,303

Year4
5,800
30%
1,740
$835,200
1103
36%
397
$400,176
12.5%
725
$78,300
35%
2,030
$706,440
12.5%
725
$321 ,900
35%
2,030
607,782

YearS
5,900
30%
1,770
$849,600
1103
40%
441
$444,528
12.5%
738
$79,704
35%
2,065
$718,620
12.5%
738
$327,672
35%
2,065
618,261

1,356
1,934
1,658
4,948
1,484
1,484

1,705
2,800
1,960
6,465
1,940
455

2,074
3,421
1,995
7,490
2,247
308

2,137
3,480
2,030
7,647
2,294
47

2,211
3,540
2,065
7,816
2,345
51

American Fork City
Broadband System
Budget Model, Combined Services
Schedule 6
· Basic _services . Expanded Srvs
~Ye. a-r.- 1 · _J·
Year 1

Homes Passed
Basic Internet Penetration
Basic Internet Subscribers
Basic Internet Rate Per Subscriber
Commercial Internet Businesses Passed
Commercial Internet Penetration
Commercial Internet Subscribers
Commerciallnternate Rate Per Subscriber
Basic Cable Penetration Rate
Basic Cable Subscribers
Expanded Cable Penetration Rate
Expanded Cable Subscribers
Digital Cable Penetration Rate
Digital Cable Subscribers
Telephony Penetration Rate
Telephony Subscribers

Years

Years

,'20%

20%

30%

30%

1,=10'6

1,106

1,no

1,no

~4~~00
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$40.00
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$820,800
366,912
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694,260
316,S72
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·835,200
400,176

607,782

$835,200
400,176
78,300
706,440
321,900
607,782

849,600
444,S28

618,261

$849,600
444,528
79,704
718,620
327,672
618,261
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. 1,638
·$1,931 ,565
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Basic Services Expanded Srvs

5,528

Operating Revenue

Leasing Fiber Lines
Alpine School District
County
Other Entities
Advertising Revenue
Grants
Franchise Fees (5% of Revenue)
New Installations ($26/drop) (total services, sch 6)
Total Operating Revenue

Ba-sic Services Expanded Srvs ·Basic Services Expanded Srvs

.· ~;5~8
c

Internet ( $40 per Subscriber)
Commercial Internet ( $84 per Subscriber)
Basic Cable ( $9 per Subscriber)
Expanded Cable ( $29 per Subscriber)
Digital Cable ( $37 per Subscriber)
Telephorw-($24.95 per Subscriber)

Basic.SeiYices Expanded Srvs
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American Fork City
Broadband System
Budget Model, Combined Services
Schedule 6
Basic SeNices Expanded SNs
· 'Basic services -~ Expanded SNs "easic ~Ser:vices' Expanded SNs Basic . se.Vices Expanded SNs B·asic SeNices Expanded SNs
Year 1
I· ·;::; Y:ea7 2 ::"' ,,
-;·• ·Ye·ar-3 . ·1
Year 3
· •Y ear; 1 , ,...
Year2
.Year 4
I
Year 4
Years
I
Years
j ;:·.'~·'"· ·.......,, .... .
r:~:f~:···
~:-~~::~.,
~
Operating Expenses
r"·.,·:.':'-::-:, ·'-'~
$98,030 j.::.:::::~/:'.,$99; 99 f:
$99,991 l.·[c;,::;;$101-,99f
$101,991
$104,031
$104,031
$106, 111
$106,111
Wages
, .. :-"I · ~~$.98 ;930 ;
$26,520 I ': · . .. :,2_
7:;050 ,
$27,591
26,ooo l s>~l'h:•;;:26;52Ci'
$27,050
27,591
28,143
$28,143
Benefits
.
,, · 26 , 000~
$1,530 I•(' . -.' 1i561
1,5oo I :,..:~ i;;,\~1 i530
$1,592
$1,561
1,592
1,624
$1,624
Books , Subscriptions and Memberships
I :'•;:: '.. ·:t<r;soo~:
$3,o6o 1-'H~··,;.·r t 3,t 21 ·
.. 3,184
3,ooo l·•·-;:·;,:c,s;;~:';;j'-3;09o
$3,121
$3,184
3,247
$3,247
I '.~ .. -;r<:::S',OOO~
Education, Training and Travel
1,2oo l:.r.:s·~;.;.,f\l ;224.
. 1,273
$1,224 13; . ,: / 1;248
$1,248
$1,273
1,299
$1 ,299
Car Insurance
1
•:· 1';200:;
200 1".:::;•''1..:• ,::';.". ,,,,;.'Q;
$0 n.:::.~::> ''
o.
$0 I -:
0
$0
0
$0
FCC Licensing
L ••::.,'·,:,;> ..::•:200:.
$10,612
$10,404
10,612
1o,ooo 1:\ ":.:••::;.: to;~qo~
10,824
$10,200 [ \ " :,' "10,4.04 $10,824
Insurance
I··: '·.; ·,;1O;O_l:l<f
30,000 l~·c··' ,·:·~30 ;6DO ,
$30,6oo I ,; "-··_
·:t s·;ooo
$15,000
15,300
$15,300
15,606
$15,606
Legal
.·~:~' 30;0:00·:
$34,398 , ,.., ,. ,_ ... 34;398 '
34,398 I,/" ·. ,'};.34; 398 :
$34,398
34;398
$34,398
34,398
$34,398
Office Space Allocation
I ~-- .• ,, ·' 34',398 ·
$10,200 l >'···! t 0,4M·
$10,404
$10,612
1o.ooo P':t'··"· ·· ~-10;2oo'.
10,824
10,612
$10,824
1 .:~·~ ·. ~--' 10~0.00
Telephone
$5,1oo I •-,"· .... ,: s ;2o2 ·
$5,202
5,306
5,000 t:~ "'5.-1 oo·:
$5,306
5,41 2
$5,412
.· .s;ooo.1:
Utilities
,.
1,ooo I :.•..-:·· •. ,,,;J;o2o.
$1 ,040
1,061
$1,061
1,082
$1,082
$1 ,020 1:'' ·~": :1~040 ·
Sunclry_
1 ~< ~- · :;:1 -,000 14,832 I " , ,.-t•c.15·,:ti9<·
$15,129 I'> -,.. 15,431 ·
$15,431
1S,740
$15,740
16,055
$16,0S5
Auto-Fuels, Repair, Maintenance ($412/mo/vehicle ~ '':.
'.~t4:;832:
14,080 1:::;:~-~-·;:..1 4~362 :
$14,362 h ~14,649 '
$14,649
14,942
$14,942
15,241
$1S,241
IT Maintneance (Local)
1-.:--: : :.>);14~080 _
$30,600 ~~,,,. . :~31 ;212~3o,ooo ~o ;
' 3o;'e oo
31 ,836
$31,212
$31,836
32,473
$32,473
Backbone Connection 1OMS @ $2500/month
I : '" •·;;;;,,soiOOO .
4,220
4,220 1 ::,;:'"····.:4;2204,220
· 4,220
4,220
4,220 I ~ -:_:.,_ 4':220 ·
4,220
Pole Fees (American Fork to Orem) ($5 ea 844 pol~ ..... ·.: · . .<·4;220 ..
12,822 I ~,:- .c.;•4 1 '4,7.3l~
18,464 '
16,762 I'
.i-17;9:19.
19,414
19,820
19,103
20,261
Billirtgj_$.37/sub/mo postage $.35/sub/mo billing)(3(f · ,., ·• •: U;7.1.6
49,604 j:. .~L . . '23;754.
38,649 1· ·.t}-!:~·1:9 ;589
57,4S7
24,708
S8,996
25,883
60,768
Uncollectable Accounts (2% of revenue)
I
:.!15;6.15'8 ·.
5o,ooo I ,~. .~~,.. ·so;ooo
50,000
50,000
50,000
so,ooo
so,ooo
5o,ooo 1:;:.'--'··'··'':s_~ 5o,ooo-·
Call Center Agreement
I. ·~:o .• :.;;•50;0.00 ~
30,8981
:~·
...•
,..:::,
_
,.30,898
30,898·
.
30,8981.. · >":;>:,;',30!898
30,898
30,898
30,898
30,898
Equipment Warranties
I .•iFJ: ::3 0,898
584,111 I ,,_';:;·,_;'"537,41'3'
1,179,452
579,759
684,021 I:•' ;~ >'566,26'1
1,076,561
567,843
1,204,796
Retailer (Cost + 10%)
I ·· ·~' ·"'."554';.887'01
,::
.
.
:·c!.
1,200
1
·:.:
-_:..:
;•;
.;,~:.,
..
i ...•
0
0
0
1·.. •:<'·:·; . ~.:_,. '-:::',:;'·-~·
National Cable Television Co-op
34,224 I
··:.;;·-,,,;.. • ·
69,936 [BT,.~ -~~
72,664
2,976
3,224
Set-Top Boxes ($248 ea/new digital sub)
I ·•~ .:·'.':••':· ';·:;',·-i~;r;.,
3,385
k
;
·.
:•;.;':..,.·
4,9oo H j·:··.:· -:-•·: .....
6,195
S,987
6,090
Signal (SF, $1 .75 per subscribe~r)-~-1..::'. ·.:·~·.:J>.: "'·,.::;;..
[j,;;,".:' \:·.::'::.'''· ;..
~ ~-:·.':'' :· :. ' ..
Content/Programming:
f: ·'- ·:::
~,)):
282,125 l.;;,:;c'..:,::•z:; >
333,514 1,'·!;·:_-c:, '
339,469
345,425
351,380
Cable Expanded ($14.18/sub/mo)
1·· .:··/'. ,.,:;;.,-~,;:;.,<~'
4,536 p>s,::.-2.c:·::, . :·
1,490 j..,-;;-;,~~-{i . ;.:.· '·' .!'.;'.'::'.
7,700
7,830
Cable Basic-($ . 90/sub/mo)
1--,·' '"·:~ ...::;;,>:~:;•;}.~,
7,970
~·':.;:: .. ;,....~~:~;: . -~/if:
34,577 ~~-.:~,,,:.;, :_;;c,
105,235 I"··.::, ):'
.,• •
178,649
181 ,656
184,913
Cable Digital ($20.88/sub/mo)
227,430.
231 ,420'
231,420
189,012 14'~?.'?;..;223~440··
223,440 1;~~.~:';\. 227,4~0 '
235,410
235,410
,:~;''!.::. ·;189;01.2
Long Distance (.025/min, 380 min avg .)
1 ,860,998l)j[$1',1 93;.tQ4 .
1 ,545,959 I :J::?.$1it64~224'
2,343, 162 • •
$1 ~205,031 .
2,396,261
$1 ,227,612
2,442,375
~/:[:' $1 '135 ;631 ,.
Total Oprerating Expenses

F; ·• ·

,.:,.,..

Operating Income (Loss)

I :;-•:; JW:'~i>~i.~.Fl:.;:_

' -'·f·:j::~:..;:~~({:: :~\~~:,:_:·~--1

··~· .. ,;•\$228:;<)54
. ~:::-: ;~~p'~.-~::·;:.:.:f!:~

$531 ,692 r:-f;:r.;~$485:oa6·;

1

.:~ '" ;>~~~tf.?·Y~~~;~~-;·;t.~~

Net Income (Loss)

f:''."'':($7;238';306)
~:~~-:~c~~n~~~J:'{:iff~J.~?·

';;·;.';.,: . .,;;.:y,_:.

1 ··:-'-t.S}::;..~tt :~-~-:~/; ~

$843,025 1 -~~.17:$685~800 ,,
~;-~~:~:~;,;;~-:-! -: ::~:: ~~-:-~i:...: :-..::~-i:<.t ~·:·.:;>_:~.'t.;":.c: p

I ~'J · ~·'"'""·";:j,c-"'··,;·

.,/'f:',;;..r:

r=.::.:
:_~~:~::·h':• ~}-~:\_-~~~~i:.:
Capital Expenses
-;;:~!1'1'-.r;'$8.90 !000·
Broadband Purchase
Backbone Purchase through Provo
Upgrades (Switches , IP, Telephone)
·~;;;.,,,~~;.~~1',-lQO
New Fiber route around DM properties
,~::~,::~10~500~000
Switches
_-;.;;~ :;·:,f;~:i:·72f,OQ5
Fiber Cable (Sch 5)
ll•i~'<"i'ii2;82'6:oo<f
DSDN Expenses
>:;;.: ·j;t~~-3:0.~
Capital Equipment (Sch 5)
.;..,. ·,;\;~;..1•;!125~000
Capital Expenditures (Sch 5)
New Installations ($26/drop) (total seNices, sch 6) -,·~o,:;<:;::::;;:t··~35:;256 ..
;'j'':.0; $7~466;36 1>\
Total Capital Expenses

f.~

$8So,ooo lc$.!~'·:;:;~_::;;,;..?):'$0;
47;oool~;~;r;::~;,1.f.;;-: :\.O
1 ,674,000I'f.;{1f:;:G,f2~;¥-'.~>~0
7' 100 t::~'f~~~~;<ili,:}:!,,;O
500,000 k~!iic;,;;:~~~iii·•ic>~O
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30,000I"~n~*"~~~~T'd\To
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38,S84.oo hn~~~: :e.;(!J74'.
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American Fork City
Broadband System
Budget Model, Combined Services
Schedule 6
:-Basi2Sel'iices , Expanded Srvs ~ Basic".SeiVices Expanded Srvs
:-: ··'" Year.: F · ·- I
Year 1
I c:·-:t¥ea:C 2' -~'.' 1
Year 2

Cash Flow
, .,.?~~ ;• "· ·.
B~inning Cash
;:;IJ::;.·,<' :; $0
k ·:-;:_g;boQ;QOO
Bond Proceeds (7o/o, 20 Year Taxable Bonds)
Debt Service
1 c':f:l~280,oo6).
Interest Income (T-pool2.185% annual effective yiel ·'- ~- :.-:.9.8;325
Annual Cash Flow
1,·"'"",:;.$580,0.19

r:-

(i:~

';;:.;:,.,,?;.-_..-- ,,

$0 l i":,:;-;$580,019
7,250,000 1\s::\~,,~··'"' J';',~
(2ss,ooo)F"-J;:"t(7:ss,oool
71 ,013 1>·~,~:::£: 6:33T
$128,016 [";,};2$289;368
_'i.!t.:"

-::~; ~!~:.. : ~

.

Basic~Services Expanded Srvs • Basic Services . Expanded Srvs Basic Services Expanded Srvs
·~...,~ Year 3', :. I
Year 3
I
Year 4
I
Year 4
Years
I
Years
~- ~·- ... -'"~./2.
$188,736
$311,7S7
$135,694
$394,189
$257,610
$128,016 b
$289;368 .
. -!' '~·;·""-:
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 22, 2002
**SECOND AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
October 22, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:30p.m.
7:10p.m.
*7 :20p .m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the Parks & Recreation Capital
Improvements Plan and Park & Recreation Impact Fees.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 140 North 100
East from the existing R-4 zone to the CC-1 , Central Commercial zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Alpine School District American Fork Annexation consisting of38 .97 acres at
255 East 1500 South in the BP-1 , Business Park and PI-1, Planned Industrial
zones.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Report on recycling by the Neighbors in Action.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor' s report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.
*3.

4.

Review and action on an Ordinance fixing and prescribing a policy for establishing
Impact Fees and Adopting a Capital Facilities Plan for the provision of Parks &
Recreation Services provided by American Fork City within the City-Wide Service Area.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 140 North 100
East from the existing R-4 zone to the CC-1 zone.
Review and action on the Alpine School District American Fork Annexation consisting
of38 .97 acres at 255 East 1500 South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement
of the property in the BP-1 and PI-1 zones, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a. Review and action on the final plat of Little Hill Subdivision Plat A consisting of
5 lots at 250 West 300 North.
*b. Review and action on the final plat of Keary Estates Subdivision Plat A consisting
of2 lots at 275 North 550 East (Robinson Avenue) .
*c. Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Subdivision Plat I
consisting of2 lots at 1299 North 500 West.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the September 24, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the October 3, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the October 8, 2002, minutes.
**10. Consideration and action on entering into an Executive Session to discuss eminent
domain, litigation, and sale of real property.
* 11. Discussion and action on acquiring property by eminent domain for a roadway and
utilities at approximately 780 West 500 North.
12.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
13.
Adjournment.

Dated this 21 day of October, 2002.

Richard M .Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 22, 2002
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
October 22, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:30p.m.
7:10p.m.
*7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the Parks & Recreation Capital
Improvements Plan and Park & Recreation Impact Fees.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 140 North 100
East from the existing R-4 zone to the CC-1 , Central Commercial zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Alpine School District American Fork Annexation consisting of38.97 acres at
255 East 1500 South in the BP-1, Business Park and PI-1, Planned Industrial
zones.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call .
Twenty minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Report on recycling by the Neighbors in Action.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor' s report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.

*3.

4.

)

Review and action on an Ordinance fixing and prescribing a policy for establishing
Impact Fees and Adopting a Capital Facilities Plan for the provision of Parks &
Recreation Services provided by American Fork City within the City-Wide Service Area.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 140 North 100
East from the existing R-4 zone to the CC-1 zone.
Review and action on the Alpine School District American Fork Annexation consisting
of38 .97 acres at 255 East 1500 South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement
of the property in the BP-1 and PI-1 zones, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD ' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a. Review and action on the final plat ofLittle Hill Subdivision Plat A consisting of
5 lots at 250 West 300 North.
*b. Review and action on the final plat of Keary Estates Subdivision Plat A consisting
of2 lots at 275 North 550 East (Robinson Avenue).
*c. Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Subdivision Plat I
consisting of2 lots at 1299 North 500 West.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
*10.

* 11.
12.
13 .

Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the September 24, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the October 3, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the October 8, 2002, minutes.
Consideration and action on entering into an Executive Session to discuss eminent
domain and litigation.
Discussion and action on acquiring property by eminent domain for a roadway and
utilities at approximately 780 West 500 North.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 18 day of October, 2002.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 22, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
October 22, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:30p .m.
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the Parks & Recreation Capital
Improvements Plan and Park & Recreation Impact Fees.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 140 North 100
East from the existing R-4 zone to the CC-1 , Central Commercial zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Alpine School District American Fork Annexation consisting of38 .97 acres at
255 East 1500 South in the BP-1 , Business Park zone.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call .
Twenty minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Report on recycling by the Neighbors in Action.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor's report . .
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Review and action on an Ordinance fixing and prescribing a policy for establishing
Impact Fees and Adopting a Capital Facilities Plan for the provision of Parks &
Recreation Services provided by American Fork City within the City-Wide Service Area.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 140 North 100
East from the existing R-4 zone to the CC-1 zone.
Review and action on the Alpine School District American Fork Annexation consisting
of38 .97 acres at 255 East 1500 South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement
of the property in the BP-1 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Little Hill Subdivision Plat A consisting of
5 lots at 250 West 300 North.
b.
Review and action on the final plat of a portion of Plat C of the American Fork
Commercial Center consisting of 1 lot at 130 North 700 West.
Discussion and action on acquiring property by eminent domain for a roadway and
utilities at approximately 780 West 500 North.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.

Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the September 24, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the October 3, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the October 8, 2002, minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 15 day of October, 2002.

Richard M.Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
OCTOBER 22, 2002
PUBLIC HEARING-6 :30P.M . - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PARKS & RECREATION CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PLAN AND PARK &
RECREATION IMP ACT FEES
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on October 22, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Keith
Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Carl Wanlass,
Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Terry Fox, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Kenny Hoggan, Scott
Sparks, Jason Burningham, Matt Millis, Tim Chadwick, Barbara Christiansen, and 9 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public input regarding the
Parks & Recreation Capital Improvements Plan and the Park & Recreation Impact Fees. He
asked for comments.
Jason Burningham a principal with Lewis Young Robertson & Burningham, Inc. noted there were
some typographical changes that needed to be made. The bottom line was that for a single-family
home the maximum allowable impact fee was just over $2600 . The cost of an acre of ground was
figured at $75 ,000 per acre.
Carl Wanlass added that some changes in priority had been requested from Kenny Hoggan. They
did not affect the totals. The $2602 was the maximum amount allowable. The Council could set
an amount lower than that.
Jason Burningham followed up and noted that the $2602 was the maximum supportable impact
fee . The Utah Impact Fee Act required that type of analysis. The Council would adopt the
Impact Fee Ordinance that is substantiated by the Impact Fee Analysis as well as a Capital
Facilities Plan that is incorporated in the analysis.
Kenny Hoggan understood the setting of the fee and the adopting of plan was separate from any
bond proposal.
Mayor Barratt put the public hearing on hold at 6:40p.m. in hope that additional citizens would
arrive. He opened it back up at 6:45 p.m.
Mayor Barratt noted that Kenny Hoggan, Jason Burningham, and Matt Millis were present to
answer questions.
Carol Andregg asked for an explanation of the impact fee .
Kenny Hoggan responded that the Parks Taskforce identified needs and then prioritized them.
The City has reassessed the amount of the impact fees and would fund improvements to the parks
including boweries, playground equipment, and trees and shrubs.
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Carol Andregg asked how long it would take to accomplish all of the improvements.
Kenny Hoggan answered that it would be over ten years. A bond using the impact fees to pay it
off could make that sooner.
Another lady asked when a bond could be done.
Mayor Barratt noted that it was a two-step process. The impact fees were tonight. The question
of a park bond would be addressed on the November 12 agenda.
A gentleman noted that new residents would pay off the bonds through their impact fees.
Jason Burningham explained that Mountainlands Association of Governments projected a 2.5% to
3% growth rate over the next five or six years and then a 2% growth rate through the remaining
15 to 16 year planning cycle. Based on that, the impact fees proposed could support
approximately $5 million in improvements.
Ms. Andregg asked about new neighborhood parks. In other communities neighborhood parks
were being built and they were connected with trails. She asked that the developers be more
responsible and that the City do better advance planning.
Jason Burningham explained that impact fees could only be used to cover a certain level of service
already maintained in the community. They were meant to keep the level of service the same as
growth occurred.
Councilman Blake noted that the Parks Taskforce Committee prepared a comprehensive study on
the existing parks. There were more than 26 parks including 200+ acres. American Fork had
many parks. There was also great potential at the Art Dye Complex.
A lady stated that she could not send her child to the park because Legacy Park was too far away.
She asked if there were trails included in the plan.
Councilmember Belmont answered that there was a Trail Plan many of which went along existing
sidewalks and along the tracks. On the other trails, they were on the map, but there was difficulty
in obtaining right-of-way. That was not included in any of this money.
Mayor Barratt reported that there was some money for a trail system that the City would receive
within the next five or six years. The first trail system to be done was from 300 North to Art Dye
Park and would connect into the Highland system and the mouth of American Fork Canyon.
With the new impact fee the developer would just roll that amount into the cost of a new home.
From the current $13 00 they would probably double.
Councilmember Belmont stated that the Parks Taskforce Committee did a wonderful job and had
done a really good plan and she supported what they wanted to do and felt with what they
suggested, the parks would improve. It needed to start with the foundation. The biggest need in
the parks was to get them all with automated sprinkler systems. That was the number one
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pnonty. People building houses should pay for the parks and provide ground. She supported
asking the developers to give two to three acres.
Councilman Hunter noted that kind of direction would need to come from the City Council.
Mayor Barratt commented that it was not just neighborhood parks. Some of the neighborhoods
needed a different type of design. Lately a lot of open space had been placed in developments and
those neighborhoods had open space. Livable open space was what they were looking for not
just a plat of grass.
Councilman Blake noted that a PUD had the requirement of open space.
Councilmember Belmont commented that there was a different interpretation of a useful,
beneficial park. Neighbors in Action and neighbors needed to be involved in the development of
parks.
Councilman Blake suggested that the Council consider upgrading the Ordinance.
Mayor Barratt reminded the Council that they had the responsibility. If they wanted it done
differently, they could rewrite the Ordinance and let the Planning Commission know what level of
park system was wanted within new developments.
Councilmember Belmont added that in Highland, developers had to put in trails.
Councilman Hunter stated that the Council could require that.
Mayor Barratt noted that Highland on a per capita basis was the second wealthiest community in
the State of Utah. People needed to be able to afford where they live. As a Council they needed
to decide. The suggestions being made were good, but the consequences needed to be looked at.
Councilmember Belmont commented that in the last six weeks it seemed that duplexes were the
housing of choice for some developers. Some could have been regular building lots. American
Fork did not need to become the duplex capital of the world.
Councilmember Blake asked how the $2600 compared to other cities.
Jason Burningham reported that it was a middle range. One was as high as $3700 for a singlefamily dwelling.
Councilman Blake commented that it did not include regional park acreage. That could be
included. He asked if any community had assessed the impact fee on a square footage basis.
Mr. Burningham responded that there were none that he knew. He explained that one reason why
a per capita basis was used was that it was individuals that used the parks.

Councilman Blake felt that it would encourage smaller homes and average out.
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A gentleman felt it was a good thing that the Council was doing. He supported it. He suggested
that one of the first priorities should be was to get the trees planted as it took them a lifetime to
mature.
Another gentleman explained that he sat on the Committee with Kenny Hoggan and he supported
the program they put forth .
Carol Andregg wanted to include future parks.
There being no other comment, the hearing adjourned at 7:13p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:10 P .M . -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING A
ZONE CHANGE REQUEST AT 140 NORTH 100 EAST FROM THE EXISTING R-4 ZONE
TO THE CC-1 , CENTRAL COMMERCIAL ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on October 22, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:13 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Terry Fox, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Kenny
Hoggan, Scott Sparks, Jason Burningham, Matt Millis, Danny Richards, Tim Chadwick, Barbara
Christiansen, and 9 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public input regarding a zone
change request at 140 North 100 East from the existing R-4 to the CC-1 zone. He asked for
comments.
There were none. The hearing was closed at 7:14p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7 :20P.M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE ALPINE SCHOOL DISTRICT AMERICAN
FORK ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 38.97 ACRES AT 255 EAST 1500 SOUTH IN THE
BP-L BUSINESS PARK AND PI-1, PLANNED INDUSTRIAL ZONES
The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on October 22, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:20p .m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with Jay Christensen and four additional citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
placement of the property in the Alpine School District American Fork Annexation in the BP-1
and PI-1 zones. He asked for comments.
There was no one present representing the Alpine School District.
Councilman Blake noted that it was not a zone change but a designation of the zone the property
would be placed in upon annexation.
There being no further comment the hearing adjourned at 7:23 p.m.
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REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on October 22, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Kevin Bennett, Jay Christensen, Terry Fox, Mr.
& Mrs. Bill Jacob, Kenny Hoggan, Scott Sparks, Tim Chadwick, Danny Richards, Jason
Burningham, Matt Millis, Paul Washburn, Jim Cates, Barbara Christiansen, and 16 citizens.
Councilman Storrs led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Kenny Hoggan
offered the prayer.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD -LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Duane Bingham spoke in support of the high-speed Internet system. He was delighted that it
would be coming back. There were other wireless high-speed systems priced at $3 0 per month.
In that regard, in order to meet legal requirements as he had both law and business degrees and
worked at a local CPA firm, he submitted that the Council might consider providing the service at
a reduced fee if the service was limited in its access time and if it was also filtered . The
opportunity to have high-speed Internet service could be a tremendous benefit to students. The
Internet provided children of this community with an ability to compete on a worldwide basis.
The library was important and submitted that the Internet was that important. If it were filtered
and limited in access to students of the high school and/or junior high and even if it were provided
to those that could not pay, they may be able to provide public service in the parks, recreation or
other things to pay for their own service. His children that were in college level used the Internet
for some or all of their classes. It was that important. The current fee being suggested was $40
per month. He urged the Council tore-look at that. He would volunteer some time and effort to
see that they meet the legal requirements to provide those that did not have the opportunity to
have the Internet to do so .
Mr. Bingham continued that the in the business world the Internet was used daily. As part of his
own work assignment, he transmitted and managed funds amounting to millions of dollars a year
to take care of bond payments for the Timpanogos Special Service District using the Internet. It
was extremely important.
Councilman Blake commented that the wireless Internet was not comparable in speed.
Mr. Bingham responded that was the case, right now.
Tori Bahoravitch introduced herself as running for a position on Alpine School District Board.
She explained that she had been a resident of American Fork for about eight years. She had
served on the Alpine School District Safety Committee and the District Community Council and
in many other capacities. She praised the American Fork Police Department for the way they
worked with the schools on safety issues. As a parent of school children she was grateful that the
City was willing to look at traffic issues.
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REPORT ON RECYCLING BY THE NEIGHBORS IN ACTION
Carol Chomjak reported that they received 1875 surveys back. There were 912 interested in
recycling and 963 that were not interested. Some of the comments written on the survey
included, "interested but did not want to pay, utility bills were high enough, it was about time,
American Fork was behind the titnes with its lack of recycling options, closer receptacles so they
could drop off their own recyclables, on a fixed income and did not want to pay another fee, and
some would pay for it no matter what it cost." There were others than had moved here from
other areas where they did not pay extra for it. She observed however that it was just not
itemized in their fee .
Their recmrunendations included that before Atnerican Fork City did anything with recycling that
more education was necessary. There was enough interest that it warranted the placement of
some centrally located recycling receptacles and provide another survey again in a few years.
Ms. Chomjak asked if American Fork City was willing to pay for the centralized receptacles.
Councilman Hampton responded that the City could get that information.
Councilman Blake suggested that Scouts could collect from homes once a month. They did an
annual food drive.
Carol Chomjak indicated that once a month was not enough. She had one kitchen size garbage
bag once a week in her trash and everything else was recycled. She added that most everyone
was interested in where they could recycle glass. She suggested that a lot of people would be
interested in using a centrally located cardboard bin, glass bin, plastic bin, and tin can bin.
Newspapers and clean paper were currently being done at the schools.
Councilman Blake suggested that they be placed at the schools.
Mayor Barratt thought that most schools were crunched for space.
A gentleman felt that BFI would not need more trucks as they were just shifting what they were
already picking up. Trash could be picked up one week and recycled goods the next.
Another gentleman was not in favor of curbside recycling, but was in favor of centralized
containers. The containers were about $3 ,000 each and a truck to pick it up was about $110,000.
A small fee from each citizen, $2 or $3 , would cover the cost of the basics. Containers were the
ideal system.
Tim Chadwick expressed that he was against the curbside recycling. Conservation needed to be
talked about more. There were 5 800 potential customers. There were already recycle bins for
newspapers at the schools and library. If recycling was so good, why wasn't BFI coming to the
City and asking for a franchise . He added that it was difficult to recycle glass. Scouts and Church
groups used to make some good money recycling newspapers. The value now was not there. He
was against making everyone recycle.
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REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
Carl W anlass reported that the staff would be moving to the new building during this week. They
were trying to move and remain open.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmembers Blake and Storrs had nothing to report at this time.
Councilman Hampton reported that Judy Price had offered her resignation as Chairman of the
Neighbors in Action Committee. He asked that appointments to committees be placed on the
November 12 agenda. He added that she had done a marvelous job.
Councilman Hampton commented that he was impressed with SwitchPoint presentation earlier
and what could happen. He assumed that next year was approximately the beginning of year one
on all of the projections.
Councilman Hampton followed up on Councilman Blake's motion of last meeting and suggested
that it would not be inappropriate to receive letters of interest from attorneys that had a desire to
perform services for an annual flat fee.
Councilman Hampton asked about the document regarding the clock.
Councilmember Behnont explained that Kevin Bennett had sent a letter. She would follow up
with N oall Wootton.
Councilman Hampton asked that they place the recycling item on the November 12 agenda to
consider the recommendations presented. He thanked the Parks Taskforce for the work they had
been doing. He had been asked to talk with the LDS Temple Presidency about some things. The
presidency was changing November 1 and he would talk them.
Councilmember Belmont asked the City Council to join to have the Ordinance on bus parking on
City streets on the next agenda. She had talked with the Alpine School District and they had
responded that they wanted to get their buses off the streets and asked for a letter from the City
Council would help a great deal.
Mayor Barratt stated that he could draft such a letter.
Councilman Hunter had nothing to report at this time.
MAYOR' S REPORT
Mayor Barratt reported that he has asked Councilman Blake to represent him on the Downtown
Special Improvement District that Dale Gunther was trying to put together.
The Utah National Guard Band would be performing on Wednesday, November 6, at the McKay
Events Center beginning at 7:00p .m. and it would be televised by KUED .
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Mayor Barratt reported that he went last Thursday and Friday with UTA to California to analyze
what their transit system. It was very informative. Mass Transit was moving quickly into Utah
County. Within ten years they would have something here. An article in the paper yesterday
reported that UTA had applied for $3 00+ million as seed money to take the transit system from
Ogden to Payson.
Boy Scout Adam Tubbs from Troop 824 introduced himself. Roger Butler was his Scoutmaster.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE FIXING AND PRESCRIBING A POLICY
FOR EST ABLISIITNG IMP ACT FEES AND ADOPTING A CAPITAL FACILITIES PLAN
FOR THE PROVISION OF PARKS & RECREATION SERVICES PROVIDED BY
AMERICAN FORK CITY WITH THE CITY-WIDE SERVICE AREA
Mayor Barratt explained that this was the subject of the 6:30p.m. public hearing.
Councilman Blake reported that the fees would begin as soon as the Ordinance was published.
He felt that it would also increase the value of existing homes.
Councilman Hampton agreed that was what would happen in a normal economy. He asked City
Administrator Carl W anlass if he was comfortable with the proposed maximum increase.
Mr. Wanlass recommended that it be rounded off to an even $2600 for single-family residents.

Jason Burningham explained that one of the proposed changes was to change to single-family and
multiple-family. The single-family was the higher fee.
Councilman Blake asked about the general plan and if this would be an extension of the General
Plan.
Councilman Hampton asked if the Ordinance was sufficient so as to be inserted into the City
Code.
Carl Wanlass responded that the code numbers could be added .

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-10-31 approving of the fixing and
prescribing a policy for establishing impact fees and for adopting a Capital Facilities Plan
for Parks & Recreation services provided by American Fork City within the City-wide
service area and that the rates be fixed at $2600 for single-family residential and $2200 for
all other residential and that changes not yet made in the Ordinance as recommended by
City Attorney Kevin Bennett be included in the Ordinance. Councilmember Belmont
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
)
Mayor Barratt thanked the Council noting it was a wise decision.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST
AT 140 NORTH 100 EAST FROM THE EXISTING R-4 ZONE TO THE CC-1 ZONE

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-10-32 amending the Official Zone
Map to change the zone designation of the property at 140 North 100 East from the R-4 to
the CC-1 Central Commercial zone. Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Councilmember Belmont asked Dan Richards if he was going to be the contractor and noted that
the site was to be revised. It showed more parking and landscaping in the front.
Mr. Richards explained that the existing sidewalk had been covered over with asphalt over the
years. They would replace the sidewalk and provide landscaping with low growing plants.
Additional parking would be added to the east and one more row of asphalt to the south. The
location where the building was torn down would be for future development.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ALPINE SCHOOL DISTRICT AMERICAN FORK
ANNEXAITON CONSISTING OF 38.97 ACRES AT 255 EAST 1500 SOUTH INCLUDING
THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE BP-1
AND PI-1 ZONES, AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Mayor Barratt explained this item was the subject of the 7:20p.m. public hearing. The location
would be the District's new bus facility.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-10-33 approving the Alpine School
District American Fork Annexation, the annexation agreement as recommended by the
Planning Commission, and the placement of the annexation area in the PI-1 Planned
Industrial and BP-1 Business Park zone, as set for on the zone classification map, and that
the effective date of the Ordinance shall be delayed until the City shall have received all
deeds, water rights, fees and other items identified under the Planning Commission motion
and that the City Recorder is instructed to withhold recording of the Annexation
Ordinance and Plat until receipt of said materials. Councilman Hunter seconded the
motion.
Kevin Bennett noted that Section 4 of the annexation agreement needed to include both the BP-1
and the PI-1 zone.

Councilman Blake amended his motion to include that Section 4 be changed to show the
property in both the BP-1 and PI-1 zones. Councilman Hunter agreed with his second.
All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS,
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN
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THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO
HAVETHEPLATRECORDED
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Little Hill Subdivision Plat A consisting of 5 lots
at 250 West 300 North

Councilman Hampton moved to approve the final plat of the Little Hill
Subdivision Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept
the dedications and have the plat recorded, subject to: 1) Conveyance of water
rights; 2) Receipt of a temporary easement from Searle and Runolfson
authorizing the use of a portion of their property as a cul-de-sac; 3) Posting of a
bond to ensure construction of required public improvements, but not including
a fence requirement; and 4) Verification of completion of technical issues by the
City Engineer. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilmember Behnont commented that apparently the Planning Commission wanted
a chain link fence. She did not agree with a chain link fence . She asked the developer
about the discussions with the neighbors regarding a fence .
Mr. Reggie Lisle responded that due to the cost of the fence it was agreed that a chain
link fence was sufficient.

Councilmember Belmont asked if there was anything that could be done with greenery
so there was a buffer between properties.
Mr. Lisle responded that they would like to leave that open until they get the
construction going.

Councilmember Belmont stated that she could not impose anything on them, but asked
if they would consider something. She lived in an area where there were no fences
because the neighbors agreed that they would have greenery between the properties.
The neighbors adjacent to this proposed subdivision had been there for a along time.
Mr. Lisle stated that he wanted to be a good neighbor. He had not considered a
hedge. If that were something he and the neighbors could agree on, then he would
consider it.

Councilman Blake asked what the master plan showed for the street.
Councilman Hunter responded that it could be developed further to open up the inner
block.
Councilman Blake asked if it was zoned for duplexes and twin homes.
Reggie Lisle reported that all the lots were planned for twin homes. Lot 2 was
represented in detail to show that two units could fit on the lot.
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Councilman Hunter noted that some citizens at the Planning Commission meeting had
assumed from previous discussions that a fence would be put up there. They were
pushing for some type of moral agreement and that was why they put it in their
motion. It was from a statement that was previously made at a Planning Commission
meeting.
Mrs. Searle commented that she owned property to the south. Regarding the twin
homes they had numerous discussions with Mr. Lisle and part of the neighbors' initial
concern was the potential of rentals. Mr. Lisle mentioned that he would do $130,000
to $150,000 units to bring in neighbors that would be helpful to the quality of life.
Mayor Barratt, like Councilmember Belmont, encouraged Mr. Lisle to do whatever he
could to separate the units from the neighbors. It would enhance the project and make
a difference in the years to come.
All were in favor.
b.

Review and action on the final plat of Keary Estates Subdivision Plat A consisting of2
lots at 275 North 550 East (Robinson Avenue)
Councilman Hunter moved to approve the final plat for the Keary Estates
Subdivision Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept
the dedications and have the plat recorded, subject to: 1) Conveyance of water
rights (one acre foot); and (2) Posting of a bond to ensure construction of
required improvements. Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake asked what was on the site.
Councilman Hunter responded that currently there was a home on the site. They
would be adding a home onto the other side and attaching the carports together to
make it a twin home.
Councilmember Belmont commented that she was amazed at the number of
neighborhoods that were R-2. She did not think that when Robinson Avenue was built
that it was R-2 . Many on Robinson Avenue did not know that they were R-2 . The
son who inherited the home had sold it and it was going to be made into a duplex.
Councilmember Belmont reported that she had attended a workshop a couple of
months ago on the downzoning of neighborhoods. She felt it was unfortunate that this
area was changed.
Richard Colborn thought this area had been R-2 since 1978.
Councilmember Belmont commented that she did not agree with what happened in
1978.
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Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Hunter, Hampton, Blake, and
Storrs. Nay, Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
c.

Review and action on the final plat of Virginia Ridge Subdivision Plat I consisting of 2
lots at 1299 North 500 West
Paul Washburn explained that 500 West Street would connect Virginia Ridge and Hill
Crest areas with full size streets.

Councilman Hunter moved to approve the final plat for Virginia Ridge Plat I
Subdivision to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the
dedications and have the plat recorded, subject to: 1) Continuation of all terms
and conditions applicable to the initial approval; 2) A notation be placed on the
plat to the effect that because of shallow sewer grades, sewer service to basement
may require installation of a private lift station; and 3) Posting of a bond to
ensure construction of required improvements. Councilman Hampton seconded
the motion.
Councilman Blake asked about the issue with the sewer lift station.
Paul Washburn reported that the upstairs would be able to have a gravity flow sewer.
If the owner wanted to put in a bathroom or laundry room in the basement, they would
need to install a private lift to lift the sewage about four feet.

All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Councilman Hunter reported that the Planning Commission at their October 16, 2002, meeting
approved with conditions the Keary Estates Subdivision Plat A consisting of2 lots at 275 North
550 East (Robinson Avenue); approved changes to the Ancillary Structure provisions of the
Development Code; postponed the discussion on the Carlisle PUD/Subdivision consisting of 37
individual lots and 111 senior housing units at 1260 North 1100 East; approved the annexation
agreement for the Woods Annexation consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50 South to the placed
in the R-4 zone; approved the annexation agreement for the Guth Annexation consisting of 1.50
acres at 1195 East 50 South to be placed in the R-4 zone; discussed amendments to the Senior
Housing Ordinance relating to the placement of Group Housing Structures in Senior Housing
Projects; approved the placement of an accessory structure at 361 East 300 North; approved the
site plan for an office building at 108 South 700 East; approved the preliminary and final plats for
Virginia Ridge Plat I Subdivision consisting of2 lots at 1299 North 500 West; and approved the
preliminary plat of the Holmstead Center Subdivision consisting of 4 lots at 672 South 500 East.
As a result of this meeting the following public hearings should be set for November 12, 2002 :
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6:50p .m.
7:00p.m.
7:10p.m.

Receiving of public cmnment regarding changes to the provisions of the
Development Code relating to Ancillary Structures.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Woods Annexation consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50 South in the R-4 zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Guth
Annexation consisting of 1.50 acres at 1195 East 50 South in the R-4 zone.

City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that Mayor Barratt had handed him a request for a public
hearing for Home Depot to be located at the American Fork Commercial Center. It would be
held on November 12, 2002, at 6:40 p.m.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SEPTEMBER 24, 2002, MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of Draft No. 2 of the September 24, 2002, minutes
as presented. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE OCTOBER 3, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the October 3, 2002, work session minutes.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE OCTOBER 8, 2002, MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the October 8, 2002, minutes with some
housecleaning items. (They included on page 4, line 26, after "October" add "17th." On
page 15, in lines 3 and 4, change "300 East" to "Main St." and in line 14, change
"appreciates" to "will appreciate." On page 16, line 22, change "in favor of' to "on". On
page 17, line 4, change "seconded" to "second," in line 6, change "the motion" to "motion"
and in line 18, change "built" to "designed." On page 20, line 29, change "every" to
"ever." On page 21, line 8, change "provide" to "provided."). Councilman Hunter
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
City Recorder Richard Colborn thanked Deputy Recorder Melanie Marsh for taking those
minutes.
Councilmembers Hampton and Blake added that she did a good job.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills for payment and the purchase
requests over $1,000 as recommended by the Finance Committee. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt asked Mary Kawakami to introduce those that were with her.
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Ms. Kawakami introduced her daughter Marilyn Kawakami from New York. She then introduced
her daughter Smiley and her husband Pierre, who was originally from Milan, Italy. They presently
live in Marina Del Rey, California.
CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO
DISCUSS EMINENT DOMAIN, LITIGATION, AND SALE OF REAL PROPERTY

Councilman Hampton moved to enter into an executive session to discuss eminent domain,
litigation, and sale of real property. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
The Council took about a 10-minute break.
The American Fork City Council entered into an executive session at 9:02p.m. to discuss
acquiring property by eminent domain, litigation, and sale of real property. Those present
included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Keith Blake, Ricky Storrs, Don Hampton, Juel
Belmont, and Tom Hunter along with City Attorney Kevin Bennett, City Engineer Howard
Denney, City Administrator Carl Wanlass, and City Recorder Richard Colborn. Eminent domain,
litigation, and the sale of real property were discussed. The executive session concluded at 9:40
p.m.

Councilman Storrs moved to return to regular session at 9:41 p.m. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON ACQUIRING PROPERTY BY EMINENT DOMAIN FOR
A ROADWAY AND UTILITIES AT APPROXIMATELY 780 WEST 500 NORTH
No action was taken.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 9:41 p.m. Councilman Hampton seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

CUt.(}iL
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 7, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, November 7, 2002, in the American Fork City Administrative Offices, 51 East
Main Street, commencing at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
WORK SESSION
1. Discussion of items for the upcoming November 12, 2002, City Council meeting.
2. Other business.
3. Adjournment.
Dated this 1 day ofNovember, 2002.

c fh . &JL

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
NOVEMBER 7, 2002
ATTACHMENT

WORK SESSION

The American Fork City Council met in a work session on November 7, 2002, in the City
Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 4:05p.m. Those present included
Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, and Don Hampton.
Councilmembers Hunter and Storrs were excused. Others present included Carl Wanlass, Richard
Colborn, Chief Terry Fox, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Kevin Bennett, Jay Christensen,
Phyllis Crookston, Ginger Hunter, Judy Price, Jill Tingey, and Barbara Christiansen.
Mayor Barratt welcomed those in attendance noting it was the first work session in the City
Administrative Offices.
Mayor Barratt turned some time to the Neighbors in Action.
Judy Price explained that Jill Tingey, Phyllis Crookston, and Ginger Hunter were present from the
Neighbors in Action. She reported that October was Domestic Violence Awareness Month.
They had asked the North County Coalition to run off a questionnaire that would be suitable to be
put in the utility bills. They hoped that would be the case. In working with the Neighbors in
Action some thought there was not enough information on it. They added some more
information. It is included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT.
Judy Price explained their purpose was to send it out to families in American Fork in the hope that
it would be an education. The questions were very basic. There were no trick questions. Provo
had run a survey two weeks ago and out of30,000 that went out, they received 300 back. The
recycling survey had 1900 come back or about 33%. It was a reflection on the quality of the
survey. She found a very large interest in learning more about the problem of domestic abuse.
Jill Tingey reported a number of years ago in the Utah County Journal there were a number of
articles. She commented that abuse was sometimes a generational thing. In public it never
happened. Terrible things happen in peoples' homes. If there were some resource then it would
have been helpful. That kind of thing needed to stop. An education needed to happen.
Councilman Hampton commented that as he looked at the item "was a good provider," if
someone submitted a survey back and that was the only one they checked off, how would that be
processed? He felt that was a good thing in our society.
Judy Price responded that she did not really know. There was a disclaimer at the bottom. "Please
be aware that an individual may demonstrate one or more of these characteristics and not be
abusive." Abusive people do not always look abusive. There was generational abuse that needed
to be stopped.

)
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Jill Tingey commented that those people that were abusive needed to be educated. Most that
were angry were not okay with it and they did not know how to get out of it. In some cases that
was their role model.
Judy Price continued that the idea is that women and children should be educated that there was
help for them. She asked that it be inserted into the utility bills and the results sent to the Utah
County Coalition. She added that she was doing research in the criminal justice law area. It
would not be signed and there would be no way of knowing who sent it in. She was very
interested in helping. The Coalition has asked for a report as well. If there was a cost concern
they needed to know about it.
Councilman Blake asked how the Northern Utah County Victims Assistance was working and if
there was a report as to how many calls they had over the years and how many they have assisted.
Police Chief Terry Fox responded that he felt it had done very well. It was felt that they had
stopped some of the rapidity. Part was due to the Domestic Violence Advocates and the other
part was due to a change in the statutes that made it a mandatory arrest, and, also aggressive
enforcement.
Councilman Blake felt the objectives were excellent, but they needed to have some type of global
reporting. In a survey, the simpler, the better. In some ways there were almost too many
questions. He asked who used this one.
Judy Price responded that the Northern Utah Coalition and Provo had used it. They added some
things. These were the kinds of forms they received at training.
Councilman Blake asked how long it had been used.
Phyllis Crookston responded that it had been about four or five years.
Councilman Blake observed that it ought to be obvious as to what should be done with it.
Councilmember Belmont commented that she had not been through the training that some others
had, but felt that some did not know what abuse was.
Some expressed personal experiences. It was noted that it was a terrible secret that some kept.
Many lied about it. Women and children needed to be protected and they needed to have a place
to speak. It was in our wards and it was in our homes in American Fork.
Mayor Barratt expressed that they needed to let individuals know who to call and who to get in
contact with. Just because their spouse did not show up on the survey, it did not mean that they
were not being abused. It was difficult enough for them to go to their ecclesiastical leader or
whomever. What they did not what to tell their Bishop, they would not send back to a public
group. He believed the top part had no use. The telephone numbers should be given out. It
should not be returned.
Judy Price asked what good was a survey if it was not returned .
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Mayor Barratt stated that they did not need a survey. They needed to provide the information
that was needed so they could get some help . The Neighbors in Action were not going to be able
to help them. Someone at one of the four numbers at the bottom would be able to help them.
Phyllis Crookston suggested that they highlight the bottom part.
Mayor Barratt agreed. But he did not feel they should be returned to the City. He believed that
the second paragraph over stepped their bounds. It should be given out for information only.
Judy Price explained that she was taking a law research class and they were asked to do a survey.
She asked how the Mayor would handle that.
Mayor Barratt responded that it should come from the North Utah County Victims Assistance
Office. He responded to Ms. Price that the survey that she was asking for was not right that the
City do it. The information should come from those four on the bottom. The recipient could
return it to any of the four they wanted.
Councilmember Belmont read the survey and responded that she knew of four people that fit that
profile.
Mayor Barratt expressed that he understood that Domestic Violence was no respecter of persons.
Phyllis Crookston felt the information was valuable whether it came back or not.
Mayor Barratt stated that he would talk with Police Chief Fox and with each member of the City
Council and get their opinion. He would not support it coming back.
Councilmember Belmont expressed that she understood the Mayor's position.
Mayor Barratt asked Police Chief Fox if there was a reason why it could not go out as it was as
long as it was not returned.
Chief Fox commented that this was a lot better than the first effort he saw. His only concern was
if it was called a survey or a poll.
Phyllis Crookston thought it should just be for FYI.
Chief Fox felt that everyone knew someone who fit the profile on the list. It would be a 100%
survey. The information was good.
Carl Wanlass reported that the cost would be about $700 for printing, inserting, and postage.
Mayor Barratt asked that the Neighbors in Action work with the Chief Fox on the mailer.
Likewise, if the Council felt uncomfortable with something in it, they should let the Mayor know.
ChiefFox felt that paragraph two should be removed.
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Councilman Blake did not have a concern if it were returned to an entity that was not the City.
Mayor Barratt wanted the entities on the bottom to get a call.
Judy Price stated that women only talked to those whom they felt cared.
Councilman Blake felt some value if they were returned to one of those entities.
Judy Price wanted American Fork to be a progressive enough City to take a survey and get results
back. They had been told that traffic and meth was the most important problem in American
Fork. In Highland and Alpine their Chief has said it was domestic violence because it was swept
under the rug. If American Fork wanted it kept under the rug that was what they were doing.
Mayor Barratt explained that Neighbors in Action had no legal right.
Judy Price responded that she was not the Chairman anymore. Somebody needed to do
something.
Mayor Barratt asked if the results did come back where should they go.
Ms. Price responded that they should go to the Coalition
Mayor Barratt expressed that he did not think there was anything wrong with sending the mailer
out. There was nothing wrong with the Neighbors in Action organizing a meeting in which
domestic violence was discussed. They should get the various agencies to come and hold some
town meetings and have it discussed.
Councilman Blake added that it needed to be ongoing.
Councilman Hampton commented that they had some meetings in October and they talked about
doing it in February or March again.
Judy Price stated that they had a HOPE Conference and they had no turn out from the City
employees whatsoever. They had trainers and educators there.
Mayor Barratt suggested that they get involved with each of the Stake Presidents and other
religious groups and ecclesiastical leaders in American Fork and have it discussed.
Chief Terry Fox reported that was going on.
Mayor Barratt stated that there was not any doubt in his mind that it was rampant and far larger
that was ever thought.
Councilman Blake noted that it was a sad thing that it happened and in addition it was sad that it
did not go away if it was not reported. He asked if the police heard of abuse, if it would be
investigated.
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ChiefFox answered that it would be.
Councilman Blake added that the persons in the case needed to be protected because often the
threats given were carried out.
Councilmember Belmont commented that the most dangerous time in a woman's life was when
she filed a protective order. It was practically a death sentence.
Councilman Blake added that it was being enforced and people were being prosecuted. It was a
terrible thing, but by not coming forward and using law enforcement it just got worse.
Mayor Barratt reported that someone responsible for the flier would meet with Chief Fox, the
second paragraph would be removed, and it would go out with the City bills at some point in the
future over the next couple or three months. He would talk with members of the Council that
were not here and those that were here in case they have any concerns.
It was agreed.

Councilman Hampton suggested that they expand it a little bit to say that the primary objective
was to make citizens aware of some of the characteristics of abusers and they were encouraged, if
the situation warranted, to contact those agencies, and they were also encouraged to send in a
response to one of those agencies designated. The addresses of contact were needed.
Mayor Barratt felt it was an excellent suggestion.
REVIEW OF ITEMS FOR THE NOVEMBER 12, 2002, CITY COUNCIL MEETING
Keys were distributed to Councilmembers and the location of the mailboxes was shown.
Public Hearings
6:40p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for Home Depot at
approximately 885 West Grassland Dr. in the American Fork Commercial Center
There was nothing discussed on this item.
6:50p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding changes to the provisions of the
Development Code relating to Ancillary Structures
Councilman Blake asked what this Ordinance did.
Kevin Bennett responded that it increased the size of allowable ancillary structures.
Mayor Barratt asked why was it being changed.
Rod Despain stated that there was a request for a cappuccino pick up station and it could not be
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done in a hundred square feet. It was generally felt that a larger building was acceptable.
Councilman Blake asked what it would change.
Kevin Bennett responded that it would change the maximum from 100 square feet to 150 square
feet.
7:00p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Woods
Annexation consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50 South in the R-4 zone
Rod Despain noted that this was incorrectly advertised for hearing with the property going into
the R-4 zone. It should be going into the Professional Office zone.
Kevin Bennett stated that it would need to be re-noticed.
Mayor Barratt did not want to create a problem and asked that a new notice be provided as soon
as possible. That hearing and action would not take place at this meeting.
7:10p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Guth
Annexation consisting of 1. 50 acres at 1195 East 50 South in the R-4 zone
This could go ahead.
7:20 p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a restaurant, theaters, and
commercial businesses at 130 North 700 West in the American Fork Commercial Center
Rod Despain thought there was a problem with the site plan.
Richard Colborn explained that it had been to the Planning Commission.
Rod Despain explained that the issue was with the intersection.
Mr. Colborn reported that he was not made aware that there was a problem. The only thing he
had was the October 2, 2002, Planning Commission minutes that said that the site plan was
approved.

Councilman Blake stated that a letter had been received from some that were concerned about
water and asked for an opportunity to discuss the matter and that no license or approval be
granted until notice was given and comment provided from the water users. They should be
contacted as a courtesy.
Carl Wanlass commented that there had been a notice given through the agenda.
Richard Colborn asked if because of the changes needed that the hearing should not be held.
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Rod Despain noted from the minutes that the approval was contingent on the re-looking at the
130 North 700 West intersection. There-looking had not occurred and that would be looked at
in technical review on Monday. He was to let the Mayor know the outcome.
Regular Session
There were no presentations.
Action Items
1 - Review and action on an Ordinance amending the provisions of the Development Code
relating to Ancillary Structures
There was no further discussion on this item.
2- Review and action on the Woods Annexation consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50 South
including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R -4 zone, and also the
annexation agreement
This item was off the agenda.
3 -Review and action on the Guth Annexation consisting of 1.50 acres at 1195 East 50 South
including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R-4 zone, and also the
annexation agreement
There was no further discussion on this item.
4- Development projects
a. Review and action on the final plat of the American Fork Commercial Center, Plat C
consisting of 1 lot at 130 North 700 West
This was the subdivision and item b was the site plan.
Rod Despain asked if the matter of the overlap and gaps had been resolved.
Carl Wanlass reported that the gap had been deeded to the City. The overlap had not
been addressed.
Howard Denney reported that Plats A,B, & C of American Fork Commercial Center had
been recorded at the County.
b. Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for a restaurant, theaters, and
commercial businesses at 130 North 700 West in the American Fork Commercial Center
There was no further discussion on this item.
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c. Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for Home Depot at 885 West
Grassland Dr. in the American Fork Commercial Center
There was no further discussion on this item.
5- Discussion and action to call for a G.O. Bond Election to be held on February 4, 2003, for
park property acquisition and park improvements
Councilman Blake asked if it would be efficient to combine this with some refunding of some of
the other water bonds at least as far as going to the bonding company.
Carl Wanlass stated that some that may qualify for refunding might be some SID bonds.
6 - Discussion and action on a course of action to take for recycling in American Fork City
They were looking for a single central site.
Kevin Bennett noted that it needed to be monitored closely.
Howard Denney commented that it would almost need to be managed full time.
7 - Consideration and action to proceed with either the basic or expanded American Fork City
Broadband System and prepare documentation for financing the acquisition and upgrades to the
system
This item was the result of the October 22, 2002, work session information.
8 - Review and action on a contract with the Utah State Department of Community and
Economic Development, State Library Division
Mr. Wanlass explained that it was the annual contract.

Kevin Bennett explained that the City had to agree to put in at least 90% of what they provided
last year and if they did then this was what the City would get. The City would receive more this
time. Also, one of the restrictions was eliminated.
9- Review and action on awarding of construction bids for the Special Improvement District
2001-01 (The Meadows)
This item was removed from the agenda. There was a new bid opening date.
10 - Review and action on an amended ambulance mutual aid agreement with Pleasant Grove City

Kevin Bennett noted that this was drafted by the Pleasant Grove City Attorney and was in a little
different format but was okay. It made adjustments in jurisdictional response due to the new
interchange.
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11 - Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards
There was no discussion on this item.
12 - Report and action on construction items including change orders
Carl Wanlass reported on a change order on the SID 2002-1, Target project regarding some
wrapping of pipes.
13 - Report and action on Planning Commission items
There was no discussion on this item.
14-17 - Review and action on the October 17, 2002, and October 22, 2002, work session
minutes, the October 22, 2002, council meeting minutes, and the November 7, 2002, work
session minutes
There was no discussion on this item.
OTHER BUSINESS
Councilman Hampton asked about Grassland Drive.
It was explained that Grassland Drive paralleled West State Road at a location about 400 feet to
the south.
Councilman Hampton asked about the fire and ambulance.
Counncilman Blake responded that they would have something in about two weeks.
Councilman Hampton thought that the November 12, 2002, Finance Committee could be at 5: 15
p.m.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5:15p.m.
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Domesttc v to ence f\.wareness
Each year, thousands of women, children, and men are battered and abused. One goal of
Neighbors in Action! is to bring this crime to light and help members of our community become
aware of how to help, and how to stop domestic violence from occurring in American Fork.
Please take a few moments to answer the following_questions and return this survey to
Neighbors in Action! at City Hall. Your response will help the North Utah County Victim
Assistance Office to determine where their educational efforts will be most effective.

Please check all that apply. Do you know someone who:

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Was abused as a child or saw his
father abuse his mother
Has a low opinion of women
Has a love/hate relationship with his
mother
Is jealous or possessive
Drinks or uses drugs excessively at
times
Is demanding of his mate's time and
attention
Acts macho
Is critical and difficult to please
Treats his mate like a possession
Has a quick, explosive temper
Is overly suspicious and accusing
Blames others
Is unreasonable and inflexible at
times

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Is easily annoyed or threatened
Encourages mate's dependence
Is preoccupied with violence, guns,
knives, etc.
Is boastful and arrogant
Feels no one understands him
Is· impulsive
Uses aggressive sex to demonstrate
superiority and control
Is loving and kind at times
Is remorseful after violence
Is a good provider
Is a ''yes" guy outside the home and
on the job
Is socially charming
Do you support mandatory arrests
when domestic violence occurs?

Please be aware that an individual may demonstrate one or more of these characteristics and not
be abusive. However, these are characteristics that are frequently exhibited by abusers. If you or
someone you know has been a victim of domestic violence, please get help for both the abused
person and the abuser. If you are in need of immediate assistance, call 911.

The following numbers may be helpful to you or someone you know:
North Utah County Victim Assistance Office
Abuse Neglect of Elderly-Disabled Adults Reporting
Spouse Abuse/Rape/Sexual Center for Women and Children in Crisis
Child Abuse Reporting 24-hour Statewide Hotline (toll free)

768-7117
374-7096
377-5500 1-800-678-9399

AMERICAN FORK CITY
SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING
NOVEMBER 12, 2002
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a Special Session on
November 12, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
5:45p.m. The agenda shall be as follows
ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.

Review and action on entering into an executive session to discuss litigation and the sale
of real property.
Review and action on a request for City defense by one or more City employees, as
defined in Section 63-30-2, UCA, in connection with a lawsuit.
Adjournment

Dated this 4 ofNovember, 2002.
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
NOVEMBER 12, 2002
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on November 12, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 5:49p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, Ricky Storrs and Keith Blake. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Kevin Bennett, Terry Fox, Kristin VanOrman, Scoutmaster Paul
Jenkins, and six Scouts from Troop 1123 .
Mayor Barratt explained that this would be different than a regular session. They would be
talking about pending litigation and the purchase of some City property.
Scoutmaster of Troop 1123, Mr. Paul Jenkins stated that they were glad to be present.
Mayor Barratt explained that the executive session was to discuss litigation and sale of real
property. They usually met at 7:30p.m. on the second and fourth Tuesday. Tonight there were a
number of public hearings that would begin at 6:40p.m. He asked if there were any questions.
There were none. He invited the Scouts, that if they had questions, they could talk to himself or
any members of the City Council.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO DISCUSS
LITIGATION AND THE SALE OF REAL PROPERTY
Councilman Hampton moved to enter into an executive session to discuss litigation and/or
the sale of real property. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The City Council entered into an executive session at 5:55p.m. to discuss litigation and/or the
sale of real property. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Keith Blake,
Ricky Storrs, Don Hampton, Juel Belmont, and Tom Hunter. Also present were City
Administrator Carl Wanlass, City Recorder Richard Colborn, Police Chief Terry Fox, City
Attorney Kevin Bennett, and Legal Counsel Kristin VanOrman. Litigation and the sale of real
property were discussed.
Terry Fox exited the executive session at 6:30 p.m.
Kristin VanOrman was excused at 6:33 p.m.
The executive session concluded at 6:43 p.m.
Councilman Blake moved to return to special session at 6: 43 p.m. Councilmember
Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST FOR CITY DEFENSE BY ONE OR MORE CITY
EMPLOYEES, AS DEFINED IN SECTION 63-30-2, UCA, IN CONNECTION WITH A
LAWSUIT
Councilman Blake moved to approve the request for City defense by one or more City
employees in connection with a lawsuit as defined in Section 63-30-2 UCA. Councilman
Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT
Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 6:45p.m. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
All were in favor.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 12, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
November 12, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:30p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:40p.m.
6:50p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for Home Depot at
approximately 885 West Grassland Dr. in the American Fork Commercial Center.
Receiving of public comment regarding changes to the provisions of the
Development Code relating to Ancillary Structures.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Woods Annexation consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50 South in the R-4 zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Guth
Annexation consisting of 1.50 acres at 1195 East 50 South in the R-4 zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a restaurant, theaters, and
commercial businesses at 130 North 700 West in the American Fork Commercial
Center.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.

3.

4.

Review and action on an Ordinance amending the provisions of the Development Code
relating to Ancillary Structures.
Review and action on the Woods Annexation consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50
South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R-4 zone,
and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on the Guth Annexation consisting of 1.50 acres at 1195 East 50
South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R -4 zone,
and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of the American Fork Commercial Center,
Plat C consisting of 1 lot at 130 North 700 West.

b.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for a restaurant,
theaters, and commercial businesses at 130 North 700 West in the American Fork
Commercial Center.
c.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for Home Depot at 885
West Grassland Dr. in the American Fork Commercial Center.
Discussion and action to call for a G.O. Bond Election to be held on February 4, 2003,
for park property acquisition and park improvements.
Discussion and action on a course of action to take for recycling in American Fork City.
Consideration and action to proceed with either the basic or expanded American Fork
City Broadband System and prepare documentation for financing the acquisition and
upgrades to the system.
Review and action on a contract with the Utah State Department of Community and
Economic Development, State Library Division.
Review and action on awarding of construction bids for the Special Improvement District
2001-01 (The Meadows).
Review and action on an amended ambulance mutual aid agreement with Pleasant Grove
City.
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the October 17, 2002 work session minutes.
Review and action on the October 22, 2002, work session minutes.
Review and action on the October 22, 2002, council meeting minutes.
Review and action on the November 7, 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 4 day of November, 2002.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
NOVEMBER 12, 2002
PUBLIC HEARING-6:40P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
SITE PLAN FOR HOME DEPOT AT APPROXIMATELY 885 WEST GRASSLAND DR. IN
THE AMERICAN FORK COMMERCIAL CENTER
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on November 12, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:55p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Jay Christensen, Lynn Woodbury, Ned
Stephensen, Richard Mendenhall, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, John Flitton, Scott York, Robert
Fillerup, Robert Hill, Barbara Christiansen, and a full house with standing room only.
Mayor Barratt apologized for the tardiness of the start of the hearing. He announced that the
7:00p.m. public hearing on the Woods Annexation had been cancelled. He explained the purpose
of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the site plan for Home Depot at 885 West
Grassland Dr. He asked for comments.
Attorney Scott York representing the owners of Paradise Ponds and other downstream water
users spoke noting that a letter had been sent to the City Council regarding the impairment of his
clients' water rights.
Mayor Barratt acknowledged the receipt of the letter.
Mr. York stated it was their opinion that as soon as the Woodbury development began there was
a substantial impairment to both the quantity and quality of the water. They attributed that to
blockage or diversion of the source water that fulfilled their vested water rights. They believed
that Woodbury was in a position that they should have given the users the opportunity, before
they commenced construction activities to allow the users to be secure in the belief that their
water rights would not be impaired. It had come to their attention that Woodbury Corp. had the
stated opinion and policy that downstream water users were not to be consulted and he urged
American Fork City to not take into account the water users. At this point in time the water users
would like to get involved, as they believed their rights had been impaired. They had not had an
opportunity to secure their water rights as provided by Utah Law. They were concerned about
their water rights for the next season. They would like American Fork to take into consideration
the impact that any approvals would have on their water quality and quantity.
Mayor Barratt asked how he would like the City to do that.
Mr.York responded that they would like to be informed in any of the decision making process.
Mayor Barratt asked if they were informed of this meeting to which Mr. York responded that they
were and thanked the City.
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Mr. York stated that they would like access to whatever Woodbury had submitted. They were
unable at this time to tell how many springs were there and if any had been diverted in a manner
that had been proclaimed by Woodbury. They were never given that opportunity.
Mayor Barratt asked what would they want to do now.
Mr. York responded that they did not feel that the burden was on the users to prove how the
diversions took place. Whatever Woodbury would offer they would look at that. There were a
huge number of residents of American Fork that had livelihoods over the years that was supplied
by that water. They had never lost the quality and quantity of water that they experienced this
year. How American Fork can assure them was by keeping them involved in the process from
here on out.
Mayor Barratt reported that the City did notify Scott York, Robert Fillerup, and Robert Hill, of
this meeting. H noted they would like to be notified each time a site plan came up for review.
Scott York explained that the second matter they believed to be between Woodbury and the
downstream water users. Woodbury was the entity that would have to satisfy the downstream
water users. Nevertheless, they would like any action by the Council to be somewhat contingent
on Woodbury making efforts with the downstream water users to resolve the current problem that
exists before it was buried deeper.
Mayor Barratt asked Howard Denney to notify the three previously mentioned attorneys
whenever there was an action item regarding a site plan on an agenda for the Planning
Commission or the City Council and also John Maybe from Lehi City. The notification could be
done by email. Mr. York would get the address for Mr. Maybe.
Scott York noted that their third item was that they were concerned about the water quality in the
future . He noted that Woodbury had applied to the Army Corps ofEngineers to dump the
rainwater from the parking lot and the building into Mitchell Hollow itself The downstream users
were very concerned that any polluted water would not be of use to them.
Howard Denney reported that it was the Army Corps that gave them the opportunity to do that
and he did not know if the City could take that away from them.
Mayor Barratt asked if there were separators installed.
Lynn Woodbury noted that there were oil and water separators. The water had numberous
outlets and was dispersed in smaller quantities. Oil and water separators were installed and they
were obligated by Corps of Engineers to maintain certain water quality. They were to monitor
that immediately after a storm event and they were set up to comply with those requirements. He
was satisfied that their engineers had designed it to that standard.
Mr. York suggested that there was a difference between the water quality that the users were
entitled to and federal standards. It would become a problem in the future .
Mayor Barratt asked Mr. York how he perceived that was to be solved.
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Mr. York responded that he was not an engineer. He stated that it had come to his attention that
the June Sucker had been located in there. He felt that the Army Corps would be looking at it
again. The water users would like to have some notification and to whatever extent that the City
deemed appropriate, they were serious in pursuing their water rights. They had a long time
agricultural history. They would like to have Woodbury help them with the problem they have
with the diversion and that the users be an integral part of the process.

A question was asked about the deicing chemicals used on the parking lot.
Lynn Woodbury did not know the answer. The separator designed was one that the Army Corps
had looked at and it was acceptable to them. He asked that the public record show that there had
been substantial diversions of water in the Mitchell Hollow upstream from their project. There
was also a drought. Measurements were taken before construction and documented and the flow
of water was greater now. Woodbury has instructed their engineers to make their plans available
to whoever would like to get a copy. No one to date had been able to tell them that their plan
was otherwise.
Richard Mendenhall noted that Mr. John Plitt on their attorney was here and they could get
together outside this forum .
Mr. Robert Fillerup, an attorney representing numerous water users out of the Mill Pond,
explained there were several users out of the Mill Pond. Lehi City had some rights. Lehi Spring
Creek Irrigation Company had rights, who were represented by Mr. Robert Hill and who was
present. There was another block of water users that he represented. Mr. Scott York
represented particularly the Walters, and those that had rights in the Paradise Ponds.
Mr. Fillerup expressed that there was a State Statute that made it illegal. Referring to State
Statute 73-1-15 UCA he stated,

It shall be unlawful for any person, persons or governmental agencies to place or maintain
in place any obstruction, or change of the water flow along or across or in a canal or
watercourse without first receiving written permission for the change.
Mr. Fillerup continued that the Statute was more lengthy. The problem was, that what has
happened constituted an illegal act. Obstructions were clearly placed and clearly they changed the
watercourse. They had failed at all to contact any of his clients. The situation was that the City
Council had allowed the developer to perform an illegal act on his property. Their position was
that the developer needed to contact the downstream water users and work out arrangements to
get written permission or restore the property to what it was before it started. Nothing in the
Utah Code talked about any diversions up stream. Nothing in the Utah Code talked about any
drought. Nothing in the Utah Code talked about measuring the water before and after, including
that there was at least as much or more than before it started. He expressed that it flat out made
what they did on the property, illegal. The City should not be a participant in approving an act by
the developers that was illegal.
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Mr. Robert Hill, an attorney representing Lehi Spring Creek Irrigation Company, stated that there
were approximately 39 entities that held shares, 37 individuals and the cities ofLehi and Saratoga
Springs. He reported that he had discussed this matter with many of those that have had rights
some for over 40 or 50 years. They were concerned that the water level was reduced
considerably this year about the time the fill was put in the property across I -15 from the Mill
Pond. He understood there were claims that it was caused by the drought, but his people
complain that they had lived through many droughts in the past and have never had any problem
with the amount of water that was in the Mill Pond. Those entities that had an interest in the Mill
Pond had always been able to take all the water they wanted out of the pond. Now, all of a
sudden, when the fill was put in, the water level was low. Many of the farmers this year did not
get all of the irrigation water that was needed. They were deeply concerned about this matter.
He hoped that if American Fork City had any ability to see that something was done to correct the
problem that they would. He asked if a building permit had been issued.

City Engineer Howard Denney reported that they were going through site plan approvals at this
time preparatory to obtaining a building permit.
Mayor Barratt explained that the public hearings that were being held were the subject of a~tion
items during the regular session. He assumed that the comments being made at this time were
also pertinent to the 7:20p.m. hearing. He asked if there were any other property owners that
wanted to make a statement at this time. He brought this hearing to a close a 7:16p.m. and noted
that additional comments could be made at the hearing scheduled for 7:20p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-6 :50P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING
CHANGES TO THE PROVISIONS OF THE DEVELOPMENT CODE RELATING TO
ANC~LARYSTRUCTURES

The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on November 12, 2002, in the
City Hall, commencing at 7: 16 p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this
hearing.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding
changes to the provisions of the Development Code relating to Ancillary Structures to allow for
the maximum size to be increased from 100 square feet to 150 square feet. He asked for
comments.
There being no comment, the hearing was closed at 7:17p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7 :00P.M . -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE WOODS ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF .99
ACRES AT 1145 EAST 50 SOUTH IN THE R-4 ZONE
This hearing was cancelled and item number 2 relating to this was cancelled from the agenda.
Item number 9 on the construction bids and item number 6 on recycling were also cancelled from
the agenda.
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PUBLIC HEARING- 7:10 P.M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE GUTH ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 1.50
ACRES AT 1195 EAST 50 SOUTH IN THE R-4 ZONE
The American Fork City Counciltnet in a third public hearing on November 12, 2002, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:18p.m. Those present at the previous hearings were present at this
hearing.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
placement of the property in the Guth Annexation at 1195 East 50 South in the R-4 zone. He
asked if there were anyone representing this project present or if there were any comments. There
were none.
Mayor Barratt closed the hearing adjourned at 7:20p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:20 P .M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
SIE PLAN FOR A RESTAURANT, THEATERS, AND COMMERCIAL BUSINESSES AT
130 NORTH 700 WEST IN THE AMERICAN FORK COMMERCIAL CENTER
The American Fork City Council met in a fourth public hearing on November 12, 2002, in the
City Hall, commencing at 7:21 p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this
hearing.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
site plan for a restaurant, theaters, and commercial businesses at 130 North 700 West. He asked
Woodbury to respond to concerns that were expressed at the 6:40 p.m. hearing.
Woodbury attorney John Flitton explained that there was a meeting in July that addressed similar
issues. At that time they met downstairs with landowners and explained that anyone wanting
information or design plans or drawings to contact either the Woodbury Corporation or their
engineers PEPG. To Mr. Flitton' s knowledge neither of them had been contacted. Statements
that they did not have the information or access to the information were not true. The issues that
were being discussed had been part of the public process before more than one agency and each
followed procedure. Woodbury welcomed the request to be involved and have the information.
Most of what has happened was caused by misperception and some information being blown well
out of proportion as to the issues.
Mr. Flitton continued that he also had been in contact with the agencies and whether they had a

concern. To a "T" those agencies had represented to him that there wasn't an issue they had
concern with. It went back to the drought issue and the change in land use pattern. In the letter
provided the Council by Mr. York he noted the anecdotal reference to their use of water for 50
years . He did not disagree that was true. The culprit was changing land use pattern. There was
no evidence gathered to date to determine what the relationship was between withdrawals and
what had happened here. In this case the water users were at the bottom of the system and
suffered those exponential consequences.
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On the question of whether the City had the authority to go in and look at water quality, Mr.
Flitton felt it important to keep in mind that there were various overlapping jurisdictions and
various overlapping legal standards. Drainage of water and wetlands were under the jurisdiction
of the Corps ofEngineers. Discharge of pollutants or substances that may be harmful to
agriculture was really the purview of Utah Division of Water Quality under the Clean Water Act.
There were also water rights issues that deal with appropriation and use of water. Those were all
primarily outside the City' s view in that the City would be second-guessing those agencies. The
City would run into trouble if they took a position that the "Corps was up in the night," or "they
shouldn't have issued this permit," or " we're not going to honor that permit," or " we are going
to tack on all these conditions." Most often the safest and most legal approach was to insure that
all the standards were met, by requiring the developer to secure all the permits necessary before
any permits were issued. Mr. Flitton stated that was not the case here. Woodbury had secured
the permits and they had not interfered with anyone' s water rights. A water right holder only had
the right to the water from the source.
Mr. Flitton stated that Woodbury had improved their property under an Army Corps Permit by
draining their lands and that Utah case law clearly held that a property owner had the absolute
right, as long as it was done lawfully and prudently, to make the highest and best use of his land.
To drain the land and make a good base was what Woodbury had done in this case. The
downstream users had no legal right to those waters that were percolating from his client's
property. There was no defined channel with respect to those waters. Secondly, his clients had
piped some of the spring sources as part of the plan. Those spring sources were not part of any
of the water rights. They had not covered ditches. They had not filled canals and have not done
anything to the natural watercourses to obstruct the flow . The Citation to 73-1-15 UCA was out
of place, Mr. Flitton maintained. The Woodbury's have not obstructed the flow. They have
entered into agreement with the two downstream water users who did have a ditch or water
conveyance facility on the property because the Woodbury' s desired to change and alter. Both of
those parties had willingly entered into an agreement to work that out.
John Flitton observed that the same issues kept getting raised. No one from the State Engineers'
Office and no one from the Corps of Engineers Office and no letters had been issued stating that
there was some sort of problems. Woodbury had permits that were in good standing and were
valid . He saw no justification for the City to jump into the middle of it. In the legal fratnework,
he saw that the City did not have any responsibility to second-guess what the other agencies did.
If the claims of antifreeze and solvents that might be put on the parking lot and that was the
standard, then the City better look at every street and sidewalk that was being done upstream. All
have an impact on water quality. Tonight they were working under the framework of the City' s
Development Code. If somehow Woodbury had gone in and interfered with their water rights
and they can show that, or that they have created a problem by releasing pollutants downstream
and thereby violated State Law, then they had independent positive action. It did not have to be
litigated in the City forum. It was much akin to Woodbury's dispute with Paradise Ponds.
Mayor Barratt noted that they would take some further discussion under the action items. He
reminded the audience that items 2, Woods Annexation, and 6, Recycling, and 9, Awarding of
construction bids had been cancelled from the agenda. The hearing was closed at 7 :35p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
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The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on November 12, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:38p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Jay Christensen, Lynne Yocom, Cathy Jensen,
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Lynn Woodbury, Ned Stephensen, Scott York, Richard Mendenhall,
Robert Fillerup, Robert Hill, John Flitton, Todd Huff, Barbara Christiansen, 46 Scouts from
Troops 1096, 14, 825 , 11 , 708, 828, 1129, 943 , 1152, 813 , 18, 1151 , & 332. There was standing
room only with some in the hallway and on the stairs. Carl W anlass was excused.
Mayor Barratt led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Doyle Stewart offered the prayer.
Mayor Barratt expressed appreciation for the attendance of the Scouts and their leaders. He
encouraged the Scouts to continue in the pursuit of the Rank of Eagle.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD-LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Steve Densley reported that had attended a meeting a couple of years ago when he witnessed a
man he rode the bus with get killed at Highway 89 in front of Smiths. He observed that since that
time a lot of positive changes had been made with sidewalk and lights at the intersection. He
suggested that a bus stop be placed at the intersection of Highway 89 and Pacific Drive. He had
contacted UTA and asked them to do that. They had not been responsive. It would only take the
installation of an aluminum sign. He asked someone from the City to follow up .
Mayor Barratt responded that he believed something was going to happen.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
The City Administrator was excused.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Hampton had nothing to report at this time.
Councilmember Belmont reported that the Veterans Day program yesterday took place at the
Veterans Hall. The speaker was very good but there was only a fair crowd. She hoped more
would attend next year.
Councilmember Belmont reported that the Downtown Halloween Parade sponsored by
Downtown American Fork Inc. and the downtown merchants had 560 children participate. She
expressed appreciation to the Police Department for their presence and assistance in crossing
Main Street.
Councilman Hunter had nothing to report at this time.
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Councilman Storrs reported that he also went to the Veterans Program. American Fork resident
John Durrant reported on his experience in joining the Marines and fighting in Guam during
World War II. It was reported that there were 4,000 veterans a day that were passing away.
Many were just now opening up and relating their stories and people needed to listen.
Councilman Storrs reported that Judy Price had resigned as Chairperson of the Cemetery
Committee. They would be working on some bylaws and getting some new people and a new
chairperson.
Councilman Storrs reported that he received a letter from Scout Robert Livingston regarding the
need for lighting in the area of Storrs Avenue. Some were dim and needed to be brighter. A
petition was also included with the letter.
Councilman Blake reported that a couple of months ago the Board of Adjustment had a request
for a variance regarding the front set back on a cul-de-sac. It was subsequently brought before
the Council about a month ago. Ron Morrill was asked to do a review of that issue. He had done
that. He gave the report to Councilman Hunter to forward to the Planning Commission.
Councilman Blake noted that he had served on the City Council since 1999. He cotnmented on
the processes in a democracy. They had just finished with Veterans Day and Election Day. The
election process was such a great thing to see in this country. It was good to see so many here
along with the Scouts. He commented particularly on his experience on the Council. He had
opportunity to be associated with a number of cities of various sizes across the country. As a
citizen, if one was able, serving on a City Council was a good thing to do . He felt a responsibility
to the people that elected him which were the citizens of the community. He was grateful to see
the process that has occurred and the increase in communication that had occurred. The
Committees in the City were marvelous and there were as much or more participation in citizen
committees than in any community anywhere. One of the key aspects he had seen while serving
on a City Council was that it was not unusual in a democracy for elected representatives to talk
together and to have some give and take. He recently read that Congressman Hansen while
serving in office for 22 years described that there was a lot of give and take in Congress. If it
were not for the give and take, nothing would happen because people had different opinions about
things. One of the marvelous things that he had seen on this Council, and he said it unequivocally,
he had never had any member come to him to trade support. It had just not happened. Typically
that happened in legislative bodies and it was not unusual and was part of democracy. He
commended all on the Council. Every time there was a vote, people here voted what they
thought was the best. As citizens in a community, as part of a democracy, we did not always
agree, but they had a forum and a place to meet and talk about it openly and to express opinions.
Where we have elections, people can elect representatives. That was what was great about our
Country.
MAYOR' S REPORT
Mayor Barratt admonished each to visit the Veterans Hall and see the members of the community
who had participated in the wars this country had been involved in. They were common men and
common women that answered the call to duty to protect freedom not just on our shores, but on
the shores of the world. It was a fascinating thing to look at those pictures and to think of what
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they were able to accomplish. He noted that his neighbor just received notification that he was
going on active status. He mentioned that Police Officer Todd Huff had just returned from nine
months of active status in the US Navy.
Mayor Barratt proclaimed November 21 , 2002, to be Feed America Thursday and called upon the
people in American Fork City sacrifice or fast for two meals on Thursday, November 21 , 2002,
and to donate the money they would have spent on food to a charitable or religious organization
of their choice for the purpose of feeding the hungry.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE PROVISIONS OF THE
DEVELOPMENT CODE RELATING TO ANCILLARY STRUCTURES
Mayor Barratt explained that this was the subject of a public hearing earlier in the evening.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-11-34 approving the amending of
paragraph B-2 of Section 2-5.34 of the Development Code. Councilman Hampton
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE WOODS ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF .99 ACRES
AT 1145 EAST 50 SOUTH INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE R-4 ZONE, AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION
AGREEMENT
This item will be placed on the November 26, 2002, agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE GUTH ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 1.50 ACRES AT
1195 EAST 50 SOUTH INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION, PLACEMENT
OF THE PROPERTY IN THE R-4 ZONE, AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Councilmember Belmont asked Rod Despain why this was to go into the R-4 zone.
Rod Despain answered that the proposed developtnent was for a project that would involve a
skilled nursing home and also an independent living portion. Independent living type housing was
not allowed in the PO-l zone.
Councilmember Belmont asked about the water rights,
Rod Despain noted the minimum requirement was 3 acre-feet per acre. There may be additional
water right required based on the number of units .
Councilman Blake asked about the use.
Mr. Despain explained that the independent living component was to be occupied by ambulatory
seruors. He believed that 16 units were proposed.
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Councilman Hampton asked if it was independent of, or in conjunction with, the skilled nursing
home.
Rod Despain responded that the proposal was that it be done together.

Councilman Hunter moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-11-35 approving the Goth
Annexation including the annexation agreement as recommended by the Planning
Commission, subject to: 1) Conveyance of water rights & the road deed; 2) the placement
of the property in the R-4 zone; and 3) The City Recorder is instructed to withhold
recording of the Annexation Ordinance and Plat until receipt of said materials.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS,
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL: 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS: 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION: AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN
THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO
HAVETHEPLATRECORDED
a. Review and action on the final plat of the American Fork Commercial Center, Plat C
consisting ofLot 1 at 130 North 700 West
Mayor Barratt asked for comments from the Council.
Councilman Blake asked if the road issues had been worked out.
Howard Denney commented that most of the traffic would be internal and away from the
bend in the road at 130 North 700 West and avoided the traffic concerns that were voiced
before. This was the subdivision plat and not the site plan.

Councilman Storrs moved approval the final plat of Lot 1, Plat C of the American
Fork Commercial Center, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat,
accept the dedication and have the plat recorded subject to the verification of the
completion of technical issues by the City Engineer. Councilman Hunter seconded
the motion.
Councilme~ber

Belmont stated that a long time ago she was warned, that in the problem
with the water and obstructing some of the water, it seemed to her that she voted against
it at that titne. In listening to the lawyers for the downstream water users, she believed
she was warned again and would vote against it.

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Storrs, Hunter, Blake, and Hampton.
Nay, Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
b. Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for a restaurant, theaters, and
commercial businesses at 130 North 700 West in the American Fork Commercial Center
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Mayor Barratt explained that this was the subject of an earlier public hearing. He asked if
the Council had additional questions. There were none.
Mr. York wanted to know ifWoodbury had permission for the diversions.

John Flitton explained that they were in absolute compliance with the State Engineers
Office. There had been no violations. They did not get monthly certificates of
compliance. If there were a problem, they would receive a notice of violation.
Robert Fillerup, stated that there was no mention of agreements with downstream water
users. Woodbury talked about going to the State Engineer and getting approval and to
the Corps ofEngineers, but the Statute did not talk about those entities. It talked about
downstream water users. There were no written permissions by downstream water users.
Mr. Fillerup commented that in the case of Salt Lake City v. Silver Fork Pipeline Corp, it

was held that an appropriator of water rights also held a vested interest in the sources of
that water and no one could interfere with the source of the appropriated water supply in
any way that diminished the quantity or quality of water. This principle held true
regardless of how far the source may be from the place of use and regardless of whether
the source flowed from out of the surface or underground. It clearly required permission.
The City was put on notice of that back in December 2001 , by a letter written by
Woodbury to the City. In that letter Woodbury acknowledged that they should obtain
written permission of the downstream water users. They then suggested that the City
waive that requirement. He did not know if the City had yet waived that requirement.
Woodbury talked about wanting the requirement waived, recognized it was necessary and
Mr. Fillerup felt it was a condition that was still in place. He did not know of a waiver.
The City had been put on notice and they ran a risk.
Butch Walters commented that if this went through it would do away with their facility,
Paradise Pond.
Councilman Storrs asked if all the Ordinances had been met.
Rod Despain stated that based on the Ordinance and identified in the memo was the safety
of the access at 130 North 700 West. In the last couple of days a lot of work had gone
into a workup of that intersection that would provide a safe and adequate design. Also a
concern was the additional ADA parking and needed the resolve of technical issues of the
City Engineer. He added that water was an item that had been before the Council
previously. If the Council was uncomfortable with it, it should have been addressed prior
to this time.
Councilman Blake stated that the water issues were talked about this summer and he
thought that there were discussions between the developer and water users. Some
different approaches about pumping and some litigation about it took place. It was
puzzling to him why the pond could not continue. It seemed that an effort was made and
an offer to provide some pumps. As far as diverting water, it was the intent of this
development that the water would follow the same natural flow so there was no diversion.
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That was what the Corps of Engineers reviewed too . It seemed those water issues were
talked about this past summer and hopefully the parties would have worked together.
Lynn Woodbury reported that there were two downstream water users, the Bennett's and
the Hill's, who had their diversion point on the property. They have written agreements
with them regarding their diversion points and their approval to put their water into a pipe.
Those who had diversion points, they have entered into written agreements with.
Mr. Robert Hill stated that they had no written agreements with the Lehi Spring Creek
Irrigation Company nor had they had any contact.

Lynn Woodbury responded that they had not diverted any of their water.
John Flitton expressed that if there was an issue, it was a private right of action.
Woodbury had complied with the Development Code.
Mayor Barratt asked for a motion from the Council.
Councilman Hunter noted that it was approved by the Planning Commission.

Councilman Hunter moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-11-36 approving the specific
site plan for the restaurant, theater, and business building complex located within
Lot 1, Plat C, of the American Fork Commercial Planned Shopping Center Project,
subject to: 1) Acceptance of the final design for the interstection of 130 North 700
West by the City Engineer; 2) Addition of ADA parking at restaurant pad B; and 3)
Verification of completion of technical issues by the City Engineer. Councilman
Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilmember Belmont re-stated that she was warned months and months ago that this
could put the City in jeopardy and she would not vote for that.

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Hampton, Blake, Hunter, and Storrs.
Nay, Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
c. Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for Home Depot at 885 West
Grassland Dr. in the American Fork Commercial Center
Mayor Barratt explained that this item was the subject of an earlier public hearing.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-11-37 approving the specific
site plan for the Home Depot commercial building located within Lot 8, Plat B, of
the American Fork Commercial Center Planned Shopping Center Project, subject
to: 1) Addition of evergreen trees at the rear of the site to shield loading docks and
dumpsters from view from 1-15; 2) Addition of trees in the front of the building, in
accordance with the elevation plan, and revision of the landscape plan to show the
location of such trees; and 3) Verification of completion of technical issues by the
City Engineer. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
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Mr. Robert Fillerup stated that his previous statement applied to this as well and asked
that the minutes reflect that. (Mr. Fillerup commented that in the case of Salt Lake City v.
Silver Fork Pipeline Corp, it was held that an appropriator of water rights also held a
vested interest in the sources of that water and no one could interfere with the source of
the appropriated water supply in any way that diminished the quantity or quality of water.
This principle held true regardless of how far the source may be from the place of use and
regardless of whether the source flowed from out of the surface or underground. It
clearly required permission. The City was put on notice of that back in December 2001 ,
by a letter written by Woodbury to the City. In that letter Woodbury acknowledged that
they should obtain written permission of the downstream water users. They then
suggested that the City waive that requirement. He did not know if the City had yet
waived that requirement. Woodbury talked about wanting the requirement waived,
recognized it was necessary and Mr. Fillerup felt it was a condition that was still in place.
He did not know of a waiver. The City had been put on notice and they ran a risk.)

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Hampton, Hunter, and Storrs.
Nay, Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
Mr. Scott York thanked the Mayor and Council for their time.

DISCUSSION AND ACTION TO CALL FOR A G.O. BOND ELECTION TO BE HELD ON
FEBRUARY 4, 2003, FOR PARK PROPERTY ACQUISITION AND PARK
IMPROVEMENTS
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of this itetn was to get the wheels turning to prepare for the
bond election.

Councilman Hunter moved to call for a General Obligation Bond Election to be held on
February 4, 2003, for park property acquisition and park improvements and make that
limit no less than $3 million and that it cover not only the amount of the proposed park
upgrades as outlined in the proposal, but cover the bonding fees as well.
Councilman Blake felt that it should have a cap.

Councilman Hunter added to his motion that it be no greater than $4.5 million.
Councilman Blake thought that there should be a narrower range or make that decision in the
future . This was just preparatory so the amount could be set later.

Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Councilman Hampton reported that there had been comments given to him about the timing. The
concern was only on timing. It had to be done in time to allow for proper education of the
community. The Holiday Season was coming up . There was an issue with the cost of doing an
election by itself and not in connection with another election. He asked what the cost would be.
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City Recorder Richard Colborn estimated that cost to be around $5 ,000.
Councilman Storrs complimented the group that had been working on it. They had done an
excellent job.
A lady asked if they absolutely had to decide at this meeting as to whether it would be February
or later.
Marilyn Wyler felt $3 million would pay for the minimum things and the bond costs. The
taskforce did not want it to go over $4 million. She felt they could be ready by February.
Councilman Hunter thought that May might be better.
Councilman Hampton commented that they would lose a month during the Holiday time.
Marilyn Wyler suggested that it should be its own separate election and where there was not
going to be a tax increase, she felt it would pass.
Councilmember Belmont asked how they would get the word out. During December people were
too busy. There needed to be a real education process.
Marsha Livingston asked what the acquisition and improvement included. It was noted that it
included the recommendations of the Parks Taskforce Committee.
A lady asked about new parks and asked to hear the proposal again.
Mayor Barratt explained that there were some funds available. He explained that the motion was
to instruct staff to begin to prepare for a bond election to be held on February 4, 2003.
It was asked how long after the election they could begin. The lady was answered that the money
could be received about 60 days after the election. The payback period would be between 15 and
20 years.
Mayor Barratt noted that the City would continue to grow, especially south of the freeway.
There were a lot of individuals that wanted to be a part of the community.
Councilman Hampton noted that Carl W anlass had indicated that in the recurring annual budget
there were park funds available for debt service.

All were in favor of the motion.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON A COURSE OF ACTION TO TAKE FOR RECYCLING IN
AMERICAN FORK CITY
This item was removed from the agenda.
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CONSIDERATION AND ACTION TO PROCEED WITH EITHER THE BASIC OR
EXPANDED AMERICAN FORK CITY BROADBAND SYSTEM AND PREP ARE
DOCUMENTATION FOR FINANCING THE ACQUISITION AND UPGRADES TO THE
SYSTEM
Mayor Barratt noted that Lynne Yocom was present to answer questions.
Lynne Yocom stated that most of the information was given at the previous meeting. She
reported about forty emails that showed citizens support and provided about five to the Council
to review. It was something that the community would benefit from and would benefit new
businesses. It would offer the citizens an alternative to what was out there. She noted some
citizens were connected as test sites and they were running. She explained that the State was
slotted to go into a developtnent called the Golden Spike era. The Governor's Office and other
areas have seen the importance of technology in this area and wanted to do something along the
lines of the Golden Spike of Technology. Utah was first with the railroads and now they were
trying to lead the country again. She thought there would be a lot of announcements in
Decetnber. If everything went well, American Fork would help to lead the State.
Mayor Barratt asked the difference between the basic and the expanded system.
Ms. Yocom explained that the basic was what was here right now, Internet service. Expanded
included the expanded services of cable television, PT long distancing, and the allowance of other
providers to come across. She explained that the basic system right now had power issues
especially in the central and north. The north was not installed properly and needed to be rebuilt.
That was the reason for the funds they were asking for. The correction of the power issues was
done with a coaxial cable. The funds for the basic and the funds for the expanded services were
not too much of a difference. That was because to correct the power it was through the coaxial
cable. The same cable would allow another service to be provided. That was the enhanced
portion. With not much increase in cost there was a great potential for additional revenue.
Lynne Yocom explained the Timp Section was ready to go in March 2003 when they got their
documents and FCC licensing and ISP provider on board. It was live to some test sites. They
needed to fund some people to run it. She needed some help .
A lady commented that they used to be connected to Switchpoint. They have tried many other
providers. It would be good for this area and be a great thing and it was desperately needed.
They could take a class on line.
Ms. Yocom stated that the expanded system would be the best for the community because the
infrastructure that had to be installed for the basic system included the path for the enhanced.
When she started, she had no intention of using the enhanced system. When they put the
budgetary ROI' s together, the revenues allowed the City to pay the bond debt off earlier. It
would increase competition. Right now there was none. In Spanish Fork, AT&T had stepped up
and upgraded their services and lowered the price.
Councilman Hampton asked if it meant adding an additional cable.
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Lynne Yocom stated that it would in some areas.
Councilman Hampton asked if there were a lot of mega downloads if some subscribers would be
interrupted with service.
Ms. Yocom responded that would not really happen with DSDN. Switching was not like cable
where it was shared. Each switch was capable of 8 connections, but usually only five were used.
If they all hit at the same time with :MP3 's they would have to share the bandwidth of 100
megabits out to the switch section.
Larry Roberts noted on the bi-directional cable there were 200 users sharing the same bandwidth.
Ms. Yocom responded that with packet switching there were spaces in between each packet so
one was able to fit in. She would like to see what happened if everyone hit at exactly the same
time. She believed it would surprise a lot of individuals as to how well it would handle it. They
wanted to take the backbone to a gigabit. That would go up to a 1,000, as compared to 100.
One hundred would still be taken into the neighborhoods. That was what they had proposed.
Right now they had a hundred megabit backbone from Provo up to Second South and then out to
each of the major hubs.
Councilman Blake commended Lynne Yocom and the others for the testing they had done. He
preferred doing the basic first. He felt they should go to a broadband and then go to an expanded
system. Part of the key upgrade costs was the switching. He would like to see them sharpen the
pencil to keep the costs lower to do the basic and get high-speed Internet to people first. The
power problems would need to be corrected and use the switches that they had. Then, do more
planning on the broadband.
Lynne Yocom did not think they were far off from each other. She wanted to see it out to the
customers as fast as they could. She wanted to watch the service come up, but not want to curtail
the payback.
Councilmember Belmont wanted to hear comments from the public.
Lynne Yocom noted that she sent out an email asking who would be willing to help on a citizen
committee. There was an amazing response from a very technological citizenry. Many in the
audience were willing to help . The City needed to determine how to make it come about in a
responsible way.
Councilmember Belmont liked what Councilman Blake had to say. She preferred a slower
approach.

)

Michael Lance commented on basic and expanded services. He worked at BYU. BYU had more
nodes there than in the entire City of American Fork. BYU was going through a major upgrade
now. The cost to add later was phenomenal. He felt that would be the case here. The cost of the
wire was relatively inexpensive. It was the man hours that were expensive. He added that by
putting everything they could into it up front, they would entice businesses to come to town
because American Fork would have something that nobody else had . Mr. Lance stated that he
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moved here a year and a half ago because of the broadband network. He chose to live here. He
had DSL for a year. He was excited to have the network back. It was a great thing to use the full
bandwidth to B YU or to Novell as was discussed in the past. The expanded services would allow
businesses things that no one else had even thought of. There was great cost in putting things in
later. They could have everything they ever imagined and more.
Jerry Hancock stated that he was for the network. He asked if the expansion required the
replacement of all the wire? The current was fiber optic. Why would coax be used?
Lynne Yocom explained that they would use fiber on the backbone and to each hub section. Each
hub section had about 26 breakouts. A pair of fibers would service up to 200 homes, but they
were servicing about 100.
Mr. Hancock asked what the expansion would consist of to make it capable of running TV.

Ms. Yocom explained that what they wanted to engineer out was to expand the fiber within the
network. The network needed more fiber down to the technology park and deeper into node
sections. Then from the node section, as opposed to coax, come off with CAT 6. The system
was then powered with a coax that ran with it as opposed to trying to get power to each of the
poles all the way down. The power for the switching section would run right along with the coax.
Jerry Hancock understood the cost of replacing versus using what was there now. In the future
would they have to replace anything?
Lynne Yocom responded that in the future they were always going to be placing the fiberoptics a
little closer and a little closer. They would need to expand the amount of fiber in the City.
Mr. Hancock asked if they were going to throw away any equipment now. On the current syste1n
could cable TV be available.

Ms. Yocom responded that it could not be. With the upgrade the coax needed to go along with
the fiber regardless. The decision was if they were going to run other things down the coax as
well . The coax was what would power the DSDN. It needed to go on to solve the power issue.
Jerry Hancock asked the difference.
Lynne Yocom explained that anywhere they went with a new system they wanted to install to the
upgrade. Right now the Timp section could be turned on and that service offered. In a new area
like Tetnple Meadows, everything should be put in. North was in a horrible condition. When it
was rebuilt, it needed to be built out to the new standard. She wanted to turn it on and send it
out. In that way some of items in the old area would be discarded.
Larry Roberts reported that he had met with Lynne Yocmn and George Schade. He had a terrible
time understanding what they were saying they were going to do. In his research, they were really
talking about two systems. The American Fork Switchpoint system was not really a broadband
system. It was an Ethernet system and could not play movies on this system. Possibly Packet
Telephone might be put over it, but it would sound like a cell phone when it was heavily loaded.
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There were many switches that had power supply problems and it was his understanding that they
needed to be replaced with a new generation of switches and there were a thousand or tnore of
them. There was about one for every four connections. The new switches needed to be
configurable. The real decision was if they were going to do Cable TV or not because Cable TV
required a whole other system called hydra fiber cable (HFC) that would run in tandetn with the
data system.

Mr. Roberts stated that before any more money was spent, the decision on Cable TV was pivotal.
If it was decided to run Cable TV, they needed to hire somebody that really knew those systetns.
He suggested that if they did run Cable TV, then they don't bring the Switchpoint system up at
all. He believed that the single fibers that were in the backbone of the Switchpoint systetn
probably with the head end equipment would support Cable TV, and HFC TV. Kill the system
that was there, scrap it out and put in a hybrid fiber cable system that would carry data as well. It
would have the same kind of latency and loading problems that the current network was having,
but they would only be managing one system. If they spent $2.5 million or a million dollars or
whatever on the switches to put them in, and then you put in HFC, that money was just wasted.
There was a massive planning, sequencing problem. They needed to slowdown and they needed
to have a vote, maybe with the special election coming up, to see if the citizens of the community
want to have Cable TV. That would change the whole flavor of the system. He would like to see
a methodical, logical approach and not throw good money after bad. What about wireless? It
was starting to come in. There was some applause.
Lynne Yocom responded that was the area, that as they discussed previously, where they
disagreed. They did agree on some points, and disagreed heavily on others. She disagreed
heavily on the difference on the TV with the DSDN network. The DSDN network was a much
better network. It was pure Ethernet and was better than the Spanish Fork network. This
network can turn up . They wanted to expand it and correct the power problems and run the coax
and run an expanded service across it. The coax ought to be used to generate revenue.
Mike Sinclair stated that he really wanted the network back. He did not think that Switchpoint
failed because of technology. It failed because of support and marketing. They did not keep their
customer support consistent with their product. It was much more complicated than what the
City has dealt with in the past. He explained that he had not had to deal with public works very
often but in those few instances, they had done a great job. This however was technology and
people were going to ask more cotnplicated questions. He suggested that they look at bringing
up the part of the system that worked. They needed to get an ISP and think about the possibility
of using them to some extent to deal with customer support and the marketing side. Because it
was going to be successful the people that could buy it, would buy it. He wanted the service and
his neighbors wanted the service.
Lynne Yocom agreed that customer service was a key issue that the network would really need to
deal with. She noted that in the presentation three weeks ago, it was suggested that a customer
support call could go into a common 24-hour customer call center with Provo and Spanish Fork
so they were not duplicating services.
Jeff Moyes gave encouragement to go with the expanded package. He worked at the Triad
Center. He recently received approval to telecommute three days a week. It was difficult with a
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DSL line. This would save a lot oftitne as opposed to driving. The services ofiP telephoning
and educational classes should be pursued.
Michael Pritt reported that he lived in the Temple Meadows development. He needed that type of
connection. His neighborhood did not have cable or Internet. This system would be a benefit.
He could see the point of getting the Internet that was there now up and operational. Enhanced
could then be looked at.
Lynne Yocom noted that Temple Meadows had a fiber drop that ran right outside of the area.
Most of the cost to that neighborhood would be the upgraded switches and with the Cable TV, it
would be an ideal test pilot area for the expanded services to see how it worked on a small-scale
cost.
Mayor Barratt asked if there were more com1nents.
Bret Hone commented that he built his own computer and he had to download some files . With a
56k modem, it took hours. With Switchpoint it could have taken just seconds.
Michael Land skin stated that it was stated that if they were thinking about going with the Cable
TV thing, they tnight want to scrap the Switchpoint system and go with the other system. He felt
that Ethernet was a hundred times easier to manage and would have an easier time diagnosing and
fixing problems. Having two systems was not so bad. They could manage both systetns
independently which he felt was an easier thing to do . Also, using a cable based coaxial system
incurred an additional cost that they did not have at this time. Right now there was Ethernet that
ran right into the computer. Going to a coaxial system meant adding things inside everyone's
house. Who was going to pay for it? He had dealt with both. Ethernet was easier to manage.
They should spread out that issue and use both and not consider a system that dealt with sharing
bandwidth.
Matt Lewis commented that as a small business owner of a technology company, one of the major
limitations of bringing in his company to American Fork was that he could not get the Internet.
He knew there were other companies out there as well in the same position. He lived in Temple
Meadows and his house was right next to Switchpoint. He wanted access and felt this would be a
good test site.
George Brown reported that if one subscribed to AOL you could terminate the subscription. If
you don't like DSL you can terminate it. The City bought a system for $800,000 that you cannot
turn on. In limited places, yes, but when you use taxpayers dollars you can't just serve two or
three. You can' t just serve councilmembers, you have to serve the entire community. Instead of
being subscriber oriented, you cannot terminate it if we did not like it. We needed to go back to
the drawing board, take the system we have, figure out the electrical problem in the switches,
figure out the other things, and decide what was needed to make it work. If residents wanted to
put together a committee they could come back and say they were the knowledgeable people, he
expressed no offense to Ms. Yocom but he did not think she was knowledgeable about the
system, and they could tell them what to do .
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Mayor Barratt stated that comments such as that were not needed. He asked Chief Fox to step to
the back of the room.
Mr. Brown asked that it be done correct. The City had an $800,000 product and urged the
Council to make it work and to get those that wanted to on a cotnmittee and then come back to
the Council and hear what it was going to cost. There was some applause.

George Schade explained that he worked for Switchpoint almost from the beginning and had seen
it come through many different phases and he had worked with every type of switch they had. He
had worked with the system in American Fork, where there were some issues. He also worked on
the system in Springville that came on later. Springville used the 2500 Series switch. The 3300
Series switch that was being talked about was the DSDN switch. The 2500 version was less of a
version than the 3300. It was a lot better switch than they had in the past. They needed to put
the coax out there to power the 3300 Switch. People in the north were down for a long period of
time. There was no way they could get it to them. That was why he felt they needed to go with
the expanded system to get things in. Businesses were really going to benefit from it. Many
residents were going to benefit. Many people wanted to get up on the Internet. Based on the
system that was out there now, they could not get some up . The Timp area was doing quite well.
There was some applause.
Mayor Barratt asked the Council for their comments.
Councilman Hampton explained that one of the nightmares was that an $8 million question was
before them amortized over 20 years at $7 55 ,000 a year to do it. He had seen incredible
advancement over the past ten years and the nightmare was the fear that, although everyone that
loved the system said it couldn't happen, in three years, all of a sudden what they were talking
about was no longer state of the art and some breakthrough in wireless had taken over. They
can't say that would not happen. He would hate to be in the position of the City of paying
$755 ,000 a year for another 17 years after the three years had gone by and the technology
changed. He felt there was value in adding a million dollars to it now and selling it to Provo and
let them run the system. He would rather sotneone else own it and they put capital into it. There
was some applause.
Councilmember Belmont expressed that she was just as confused now as she was before. There
were a lot of pros and a lot of cons. She had not voted for it initially because she did not
understand and did not want to spend taxpayer's money. She enjoyed what Larry Roberts had to
say and liked his suggestion about looking at it carefully. She continued that she liked to err on
the side of caution. She also liked the comments of Councilman Hampton. She wanted everyone
to have what they wanted, but she was very concerned.
Councilman Blake felt there had been good comments. The time may come that they want to sell
it, but they needed to demonstrate that it worked.
Councilman Blake moved to bring up the basic system to where it was up before.
Councilman Blake was not convinced that they needed coax to correct the power problems.
There was power throughout the City. There were other ways to get reliable power to the
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switches other than coax. One was just to run electrical power to them. He believed that coax
might come at some point in the future . Ethernet tnay expand to a gigabit. They needed to get it
up and going. Everyone that used it had been happy with it. If a new switch was needed, it
should be replaced. It needed to be lit up and some subscribers signed up. It was a revenue
system. It' s intent was to be funded by subscribers. They should bring up the Internet only and
put a plan together to do it as quickly as they can.
Councilman Storrs reported that he did not know about computers and had to listen to his son.
He agreed with Councilman Blake that they needed to get it up and show that it worked. He felt
that the Internet needed to get up and be available to everyone that wanted it.
A lady asked about the north area.
Mayor Barratt asked if under the basic system those areas could be brought up.
Lynne Yocom stated that it would require funding.
Councilman Storrs stated that up until tonight, the biggest comment he had been hit up about
was, "When can I hookup to Air Switch."

Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt asked everyone in the audience that believed that they should do just the basic
system, the Internet, to stand up . About half stood up. He asked those that wanted to do the
expanded right off the bat to stand up. Again there was about half He took it that they wanted
the system and if they could get the expanded, that was what they wanted to have.
Councilman Hunter asked if they did just the basic, would it accomplish the goal of bringing in
business.
Lynne Yocom responded that it would. She added that consideration ought to be given to
bringing up the basic and in the new areas, power with coax. It was no more labor to put in the
expanded. The cost was in the head in services and other equipment.
Councilman Hunter felt that the City might want to start out with the basic, but as they built out
build for the expanded.
Councilmember Belmont asked how much money it was going to cost to turn on the basic.
Councilman Hampton responded that it was $8 million, $750,000 per year.
Lynne Yocom stated that the expanded service would be cheaper.
Councilman Blake was not convinced that it needed $8 million to bring up the basic system to get
it back up . The system was up and running a year ago . People were using it now in trial areas.
He recognized there were problem areas.
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Lynne Yocom asked George Schade what the initial investment in the area was by Swithpoint.
George Schade responded that it was close to $20 million.
A gentleman asked if the basic system included areas not currently running and include the fiber
backbone in the area.
Ms. Yocom responded that included the whole city.
Councilman Blake clarified his motion that it was to bring it up as quickly as they could, and it
should be able to be done within 6 months at least to the area that it was up before. Get another
plan and dollar amount to do it. Bring it up to where it was and offer the service and also plan to
be able to add the other places like Temple Meadows. To bring up the basic system like it was
created a revenue stream like was originally planned.
Councilmember Belmont asked about a committee made up of citizens.

Councilman Blake included in his motion to create a committee of those with a technical
background who would volunteer. Councilman Storrs agreed with his second.
Jim Cates noted that they did not have a dollar amount as to the proposal. He heard that it would
cost more to do the basic than the expanded. That needed to be explained.
Councilman Blake responded that the motion did not allocate any funds but asked staff to repropose a budget based on the plan motioned.
Cathy Jensen explained that the reason the expanded turned out to be less was that they felt more
would sign up .
Bill Jacob wondered if the taxpayer was going to get stuck with the bill. His understanding was
that it would be revenue driven by the subscribers to fund the system. Now, he understood that
they owned it and every taxpayer was going to pay for it rather they would use it or not.
Cathy Jensen answered that under HB 49 it would have to be an enterprise fund.
Bill Jacob added that he understood the enterprise fund and referred to the Recreation Center and
commented that if this happened and they went to a bond, they really needed to go to a GO bond.
He asked how much bond debt load the City could handle? It was a fiscal issue that the taxpayers
needed to be educated on.
Councilman Blake stated that the bond would be a revenue bond. He felt that the basic system
could be brought up without a revenue bond.
Councilman Hampton asked if the motion was to bring back a new budget projection for a basic
system. Was that where it ended? What happened if the projections did not show what he hoped
it would show.
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Councilman Hampton wanted to make sure that after the new numbers came back and it was not
workable, they wanted to be able to look at it again. He did not feel documentation should be
prepared.
Mayor Barratt thought that it would be under the motion.
Councilman Blake felt that it might be prudent to do some revenue bonding to bring up the basic
system, but at an amount a lot less than $8 million.
Councilman Hampton stated that if it had to come back to the Council for final approval before
any financing was done, then he was okay with it.
Councilman Blake stated that it would.

All were in favor of the motion.
Councilman Blake was excused from the meeting in order to catch a flight.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT WITH THE UTAH STATE DEPARTMENT OF
COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, STATE LIDRARY DIVISION
Kevin Bennett asked that the "no" be checked under 8b. It was basically the same as in previous
years.
Councilman Hampton asked if there were anyone from the Library in attendance that could
provide the dollar amount that was represented by the 90 percent. There was no one present that
could.

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the contract with the Utah State Department of
Community and Economic Development, State Library Division as long as the ninety
percent condition did not add to the expense of the Library to where they would have to
spend more than what was already budgeted. Councilmember Belmont seconded the
motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Belmont, Hampton, Hunter, and
Storrs. Absent, Councilman Blake. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AWARDING OF CONSTRUCTION BIDS FOR THE SPECIAL
IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT 2001-1 (THE MEADOWS)
This item would be placed on the next agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED AMBULANCE MUTUAL AID AGREEMENT
WITH PLEASANT GROVE CITY
Mayor Barratt reported that Kevin Bennet had reviewed the agreement.
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Councilman Storrs moved approval of the agreement. Councilman Hunter seconded the
motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Hampton, Hunter, Belmont, and
Storrs. Absent, Councilman Blake. The motion carried.
Jay Christensen was also okay with it.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS
This item would be placed on the next agenda.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
Howard Denney explained that the placement of plastic lining on pipes in the soils was being
required along with some other itetns. There were credits and expenditures. The net was an
increase of $24,646.24.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the change orders. Councilman Hampton seconded
the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Hunter, and
Belmont. Absent, Councilman Blake. The motion carried.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Councilman Hunter reported that the Planning Commission at their November 6, 2002 meeting,
approved with conditions the preliminary plat of the Carlisle PUD/Subdivision consisting of 37
individual lots and 111 senior housing units at 1260 North 1100 East; approved the Stone Hollow
PUD 2nd Amended Plat A at 380 North 1100 East; approved with conditions the site plan for
Home Depot at 885 West Grassland Drive; approved with conditions a commercial site plan for
property at 140 North 100 East; approved a proposed amendment to the Senior Housing
Ordinance relating to the placement of Group Housing structures in Senior Housing Projects; and
discussed proposed amendments to the Development Code relating to the South Side Planning
Area.
Rod Despain explained that the change in the Development Code dealt with larger structures in
the middle of residential areas.
As a result of this meeting, the following public hearings should be set for December 10, 2002.
7:20p.m.
7:10p.m.

Amendments to the Development Code relating to the placement of Group
Housing Structures in Senior Housing Projects.
Carlisle PUD. Preliminary plan.

Mayor Barratt announced that there would not be a second City Council meeting in December.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE OCTOBER 17, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES
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Councilman Hampton moved approval of the October 17, 2002, work session minutes with
the addition of "Councilman Hunter" at the end of line 11. Councilman Storrs seconded
the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Hampton, Belmont, Hunter, and
Storrs. Absent, Councilman Blake. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE OCTOBER 22, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the October 22, 2002, work session minutes with
a change on page 1, line 9, from "Blemont" to "Belmont." Councilmember Belmont
seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Hampton, Hunter,
Belmont, and Storrs. Absent, Councilman Blake. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE OCTOBER 22, 2002, COUNCIL :MEETING MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the October 22, 2002, council meeting minutes as
presented. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Belmont, Hampton, Hunter, and Storrs. Absent, Councilman Blake. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE NOVEMBER 7, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the November 7, 2002, work session minutes with
some housecleaning items. (They included on page 4, line 34, change "COPE" to "HOPE."
On page 5, line 23, change " ... any of those agencies" to " ... one of those agencies
designated.") Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Belmont, Hampton, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilman Hunter. Absent,
Councilman Blake. The motion carried.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR P AY:MENT

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills for payment, requests over $1,000,
and the checks prepared manually. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. Voting was
as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Belmont, and Hunter. Absent,
Councilman Blake. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 10:12 p.m. Councilmember Belmont seconded
the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Storrs, Belmont, Hunter, and
Hampton. Absent, Councilman Blake. The motion carried.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 21 , 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council willtneet in a work session on
Thursday, November 21 , 2002, in the American Fork City Administrative Offices, 51 East
Main Street, commencing at 5:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1. Discussion of items for the upcoming November 26, 2002, City Council meeting.
2. Other business.
3. Adjournment.
Dated this 12 day ofNovember, 2002.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
NOVEMBER21 , 2002
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on November 21 , 2002, in the City
Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 5:11 p.m. Those present included
Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs.
Councilmembers Blake and Belmont were excused. Others present included Carl Wan1ass,
Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Terry Fox, and Kevin Bennett.
Mayor Barratt asked if the work sessions were working out. He felt they were good. The first
one of the month was at 4:00p.m. and second at 5:00p.m. Those in attendance responded that it
was still good.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING NOVEMBER 26, 2002, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Carl W an1ass reviewed the agenda items with the Council.
Public Hearings
7:20p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Woods
Annexation at consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50 South in the PO-L Professional Office zone
This was ready to go.
Regular Session
There will be a presentation by citizens regarding the opening of 560 West Street. Mayor Barratt
believed that either John Woffinden or Grant Parker would be the spokesman.
Action Items
1 -Review and action on the Woods Annexation consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50 South
including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the PO-l zone, and also the
annexation agreement
Nothing more was discussed on this item.
2 - Discussion and action on a course of action to take for recycling in American Fork City
Carl W an1ass had not received a response back from BFI.

)
3 - Review and action on subdivisions and commercial projects
1

a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Stone Hollow PUD
Plat A at 375 North 1100 East

2nd

Amended

This was a minor change to some of the lot lines and a change in some of the units
from two-story to single story.
4 - Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City' s intent to annex the Durrant
Annexation consisting of 6.54 acres at approxitnately 725 West 200 South
Councilman Storrs asked what it was being annexed for.
Mayor Barratt answered that it was so that Mr. Durrant could sell his property.
5 - Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City' s intent to annex the Aston Annexation
consisting of 1.48 acres at approximately 775 East 50 South.
Richard Colborn reported that there was a note on this map and the previous map that new maps
were coming. The descriptions were correct, but the wording on the plats needed to be changed.
6 - Review and action on a reinstatement of, and First Amendment to, agreement of sale and
purchase of the old hospital at 350 East 300 North
Carl Wanlass reviewed his memo with the Council. Their appraisal was $2,860,000. He asked
about the $10,000 that they paid us a month until they closed.
Kevin Bennett explained that would only start if they hadn't closed by February 28, 2003.
Mayor Barratt added that the $10,000 per month would continue for four months and if they
didn't close, the City would retain it.
Councilman Hunter stated his understanding that none of the current lease payments went to
reduce the sale price.
Mayor Barratt answered that lease payments would still be made and they would not be credited.
Carl Wanlass explained that everything referred to the effective date. That was September 19,
2002, which was the date that the document was signed. The 210 days started then. Section 5 of
the agreement discussed the payment of lease and utilities until closing. At the closing all rents
applied to the purchase price except utility reimbursements. That should be removed. He had
verified that it should be removed back then with Cory Bell.
Mayor Barratt did not feel good that those payments applied. After February 28, 2003 , they
made the lease payments plus the $10,000 a month payment.
Carl Wanlass stated that in Section 11 it stated that if the closing failed to occur on or before the
date which is 210 days after the effective date, such that it was not the result of the sellers default,
the purchaser shall increase the deposit with the escrow agent the sum of $10,000 by the 1oth day
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of each month following such date unless the closing occurred sooner. With each siuch payment
the closing shall be extended to the last day of the month in which such payment was made. Each
such payment shall be none refundable after the sale is default but applicable to the purchase price.
Kevin Bennett expressed that he did not know at what point they would be in default.
Carl W anlass added that he did not know where the four months kicked in. The wording was
confusing. He recommended that if the purchase was not closed by February 28, 2003 , with the
$10,000 added for four months, we retain the $40,000 and it was terminated on June 30, 2003.
Councilman Hampton felt that the closing should say on or before April 17, 2003. That was 210
days.
Mayor Barratt agreed that they should have on or before dates.
Councilman Hampton expressed that part of the reason for not allowing the application those four
months of lease payments was because they had discounted it so much.
Carl Wanlass noted that it started with a net sale of $3 ,225,000 and now they were down to
$2,750,000. Even with the $300,000 credit for improvements, it was discounted $125 ,000.
Councilman Storrs asked what was left on the bonds at the old hospital.
Councilman Hampton answered that there was $827,000.
Councilman Hampton felt it was a deal breaker for the City if Heritage expected the 120 days of
payments to be credited. He added that his thoughts were that the City not allow the 120 days.
Carl Wanlass told Heritage the last time he talked with them, that based on Council direction, he
would have legal counsel review it and make changes the way the City wanted it. Then he would
get it to them. He added that the price was a discount of $60,000 from their appraisal.
Kevin Bennett restated the two changes as being not attributing the lease payments for the 120
days and $10,000 per month for four months and if they have not closed they were in default at
the City' s option and City kept the payments.
Carl Wanlass would get with Kevin Bennett on the wording changes on Monday and get that
back to Heritage.
7 - Consideration and action on adoption of a Resolution authorizing the issuance of Sales Tax
Revenue Bonds for the purpose of financing the cost of acquisition and expansion of a broadband
system, calling a public hearing and giving notice of bonds to be issued, and related matters
Carl Wanlass provided a comprehensive informational package in the packets. He had a lot of
calls asking when it would get started. It would take some kind of a financing package to get
started. He reviewed that in the system that the City acquired, it was because of the switching
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that made it high speed. Springville City bought just the cable. Councilman Blake had asked for
a side-by-side cotnparison of the difference because of the Letter to the Editor by George Brown.
A calendar of events showing the dates and the bonding process that would be required to finance
the system was included. The bond resolution was provided and authorized the sale of not more
than $6 million of sales tax revenue bonds to finance the system and set the date of January 14,
2003 , for public input. These would be taxable bonds. The system would be contracted to a
commercial provider and the City's sales tax base would be used as collateral because there was
not history of performance of the broadband system. That was fairly common for cities to do.
Carl Wanlass reported that they had revised the budget model and had done some cutting. Based
on operating expenses they needed $6 million for just the basic, and not use the bandaid approach.
They did not need to replace all the switches, but they were going to replace them because the
switches they had now, they don' t tnake. In the agreetnent with Switchpoint, the City had the
license for the switches and they were about $250 per switch. It was important to provide highspeed Internet to the Business Park. In the budget model they were very conservative. They kept
the base rate at $40 with no increase after two or three years.

It was projected that $4.9 million would be required to upgrade the existing 5,528 homes that the
system already passed. Approximately one thousand homes were not yet served. That would be
the new construction along with the Business Park. Maps were provided for each of the six
zones. They included Old Mill, AF East, AF South, AF North, AF Central, and Timpanogos.
The AF North zone was the highest problem area. That cable was not in conduit. Timpanogos
was the most stable zone.
Mr. Wanlass explained that also provided was the comparison of what American Fork City
purchased and what Springville City purchased. American Fork City bought the fiber from
American Fork City to Springville and there was a good possibility that American Fork City
w ould be in the position ofbeing able to sell that part of the fiber from Springville to Provo so
they had access. One of the keys to American Fork's system was being able to provide a
countywide redundant system.

Councilman Storrs asked how they would get a commercial provider and if it would be bid out.
Carl Wanlass explained that if the City Council adopted the recommended financing package, the
next step was to advertise through RFP' s to bring in a commercial provider to operate the system
and a consulting engineering firm to prepare design specifications for bidding purposes. That was
just like they bid out for any other type of infrastructure. He added that what Spanish Fork had
done with their system was phenomenal. They were able to pay of the bonds early and they had
competition now from Comcast who bought out AT&T Broadband.
8 - Consideration and action on adoption of a Resolution authorizing the issuance of Interim
Warrants for the American Fork Special Improvement District, 2001-1 and related matters
The City would get prices on the warrants from the Bank of American Fork and Wells Fargo on
Monday. He estimated that they would come in at about 2 .8% .
4

9 - Review and action on awarding of construction bids for SID 2001-1 (The Meadows) at
approximately 875 West State Road
The construction bids were opened today at 4:00 p.tn. Under the project manager agreement,
Woodbury would give a recommendation by Tuesday. The apparent low bid was from Ames
Construction. It included all of the public improvements except for the bridge. It would be bid
out separately. They were out of Salt Lake and were the ones that hauled in all the dirt.
Howard Denney noted that there was a requirement of the providing of a Non Collusion
Certificate. Ames had not provided one with the bid. He asked Kevin Bennett to look at it and
see if it was something that could be provided prior to the award of the bid. The engineer' s
estimate was for $4.2 million with the bridge.
Councilman Hampton asked the current start date for the WalMart project.
Carl W an1ass reported that W alMart wanted to be open by March 2004. He reported that right
after the plats were recorded and funds from W alMart were being transferred, he understood they
also closed with Home Depot and the theaters.
Mayor Barratt believed that Home Depot and the theaters would be good additions to the area.
He thought that it was also going to bring in about five restaurants.
Carl W an1ass added that Miller Weingarten had apparently signed up Ross.
10 - Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards
There was no discussion on this item at this time.
11 - Report and action on construction items including change orders
There might be a change order on Target.
OTHER BUSINESS
Carl W an1ass asked to amend the agenda so that if they passed the financing package for the
Broadband System, then they would like to go out for RFP's for a private provider and for a
consulting engineer. If the financing package was not approved, action on this item would not be
taken .
Mayor Barratt so amended the agenda.
Councilman Hampton reported that on Item 10, Heidi Rodeback and her husband David were
interested in being a Co-Chair of the Neighbors in Action. He would like to make that
appointment on Tuesday. They were ready.
Councilman Storrs asked if there were any others that were interested.
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Councilman Hampton answered that at this point, there were not. Larry Roberts was, but not
anymore.
ChiefFox reported that Mr. Rodeback had talked with him.
Councilman Hampton asked about the changing of the wording on the domestic violence
awareness.
ChiefFox reported that Judy Price had dropped off the latest draft. He had crossed out sending it
to the Domestic Violence Coalition and put a note that he understood the direction was that it
was to be an informational flier meant to get information out and not a survey and gave it back to
her. He made a follow up call to the domestic violence office and was told that they did not want
the survey, did not have a need for the survey, and they had not given their stamp of approval.
Councilman Hampton stated that was not what they talked about last work session.
Chief Fox responded that it did not reflect the direction that was given her.
Councilman Hampton recalled that at the last work session they said that they could mail these
out and basically encourage people to fill it out and mail it in to the North Utah County Victims
Office.
Kevin Bennett thought that they would just give them phone numbers.
Councilman Hampton responded that at the end of the meeting they talked about actually
allowing them to mail.
Chief Fox cotnmented that today he was told that when the list is looked at, every person that
read that would check at least one box. As a survey, it would come back as a one-hundred
percent saturation that there were 100% of the people in the cmrununity that had a domestic
violence problem. They told him that they were very careful when they had victims fill this out.
They had a point scale that they went through. They were really not interested in having it. That
was what he was told today. Ms. Price had done that on her own.
Councilman Hampton asked if the list was not used by those agencies.
ChiefFox answered that they used that list in dealing with victims, but they did not want it as a
survey. They used that list and then they used a point system to see if it gave validity. They were
not interested in collecting a survey for a class project and they told her that. They told him about
a month ago that they did not want to put their stamp of approval on this. It was a tool that they
used.
Councilman Hampton asked about an explanation by Kristin VanOrman to the public.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5:50p.m.
6
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 26, 2002
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
November 26, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:30p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Woods Annexation consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50 South in the PO-l ,
Professional Office zone.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call .
Twenty minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation by citizens regarding the opening of 560 West Street.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

)
*8.

Review and action on the Woods Annexation consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50
South _including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the PO-l
zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Discussion and action on a course of action to take for recycling in American Fork City.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Stone Hollow PUD 2nd
Amended Plat A at 375 North 1100 East.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Durrant
Annexation consisting of 6.54 acres at approximately 725 West 200 South.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Aston
Annexation consisting of 1.48 acres at approximately 775 East 50 South.
Review and action on a reinstatement of, and First Amendment to, agreement of sale and
purchase of the old hospital at 350 East 300 North.
Consideration and action on adoption of a Resolution authorizing the issuance of Sales
Tax Revenue Bonds for the purpose of financing the cost of acquisition and expansion of
a broadband system, calling a public hearing and giving notice of bonds to be issued, and
related matters.
Review and action on going out for RFP ' s for a private Internet provider and for a
consulting engineer.

*9.

10.

11 .
12.
13 .
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
*19.
*20.

21.

Review and action on going to bid on the installation of a sewer line on 1100 East Street
from State Street north to 50 South then east on 50 South Street to about 1200 East.
Consideration and action on adoption of a Resolution authorizing the issuance of Interim
Warrants for the American Fork Special Improvement District, 2001-1 and related
matters.
Review and action on awarding of construction bids for SID 2001-1 (The Meadows) at
approximately 87 5 West State Road.
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the November 12, 2002, special session minutes.
Review and action on the November 12, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the November 21, 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Consideration and action on entering into an executive session to discuss litigation.
Review and action on a settlement agreement with Patterson Construction.
Adjournment.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 26, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
November 26, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:30p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Woods Annexation consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50 South in the PO-l ,
Professional Office zone.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call .
Twenty minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation by citizens regarding the opening of 560 West Street.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Review and action on the Woods Annexation consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50
South including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the PO-l
zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Discussion and action on a course of action to take for recycling in American Fork City.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Stone Hollow PUD 2nd
Amended Plat A at 375 North 1100 East.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Durrant
Annexation consisting of 6.54 acres at approximately 725 West 200 South.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Aston
Annexation consisting of 1.48 acres at approximately 775 East 50 South.
Review and action on a reinstatement of, and First Amendment to, agreement of sale and
purchase of the old hospital at 350 East 300 North.
Consideration and action on adoption of a Resolution authorizing the issuance of Sales
Tax Revenue Bonds for the purpose of financing the cost of acquisition and expansion of
a broadband system, calling a public hearing and giving notice of bonds to be issued, and
related matters.
Consideration and action on adoption of a Resolution authorizing the issuance of Interim
Warrants for the American Fork Special Improvement District, 2001-1 and related
matters.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13 .
14.
15 .
16.
17.

Review and action on awarding of construction bids for SID 2001-1 (The Meadows) at
approximately 875 West State Road.
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the November 12, 2002, special session minutes.
Review and action on the November 12, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the November 21 , 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Comtnittee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 18 day ofNovember, 2002.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
NOVEMER 26, 2002

ATTACHMENT
PUBLIC HEARING-7 :20P.M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE WOODS ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF .99
ACRES AT 1145 EAST 50 SOUTH IN THE PO-L PROFESSIONAL OFFICE ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on November 26, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing ar 7:21 p.m. Tliose present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Steve Cornia, Jay Christensen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Paul
Washburn, Larry Roberts, Tim Chadwick, Ted Pierce, Dale Gunther, George Brown, Boy Scouts,
John Woffinden, Dale Steiner, Barbara Christiansen, and 31 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
placement of property in the Woods Annexation in the PO-l , Zone. He asked for comments.
There were none. He held the hearing open for a few minutes to see if anyone else wished to
speak. He then closed the hearing at 7:25 p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on November 26, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:33 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Steve Cornia, Kevin Bennett, Jay Christensen,
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Paul Washburn, Larry Roberts, Lee Cabell, Tim Chadwick, Ted Pierce,
Dale Gunther, George Brown, John Woffinden, Dale Steiner, Barbara Christiansen, Scouts from
Troops 934, 11 , & 992, and 55 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained that the recycling item was postponed and would be placed on the
December 10, 2002, agenda.
All twelve of the Scouts in attendance led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and
Councilman Blake offered the prayer.
Mayor Barratt wished all a Happy Thanksgiving.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD -LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Marilyn Kawakami spoke in behalf of her mother, Mary Kawakami. She and her sister were here
from out of town to help her mother deal with an issue with the Alpine Center Development.
They have been gathering information and had spoke to Mr. W anlass about the deed. It was a
matter of record in the July 23 , 2002, City Council minutes that the building permit for
Target/Miller Weingarten was conditioned on a Quit Claim deed to her mother for a gap and
overlap. It was her understanding that Howard Denney had received a deed description for the
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property. She reported that the deed did not show up on the County Records . That property was
in fact claimed by Target and by Miller/Weingarten.
Carl W an1ass reported that the City did receive a copy of a Quit Claim deed that had not been
recorded.
Marilyn Kawakami stated that Miller/W eingarten was going to deed both the gap and the overlap
to the Kawakatni' s.
Carl W an1ass stated that the deed was just on the overlap.
Marilyn Kawakami understood that the description that Howard Denney got was for both. She
asked Mr. Wan1ass if he had copies of those documents. Mr. Wan1ass responded that he did and
would provide copies for her.
Shane Smith stated that he received a complaint from the City on some horses being removed
from the property. He has received the City Ordinance and understood that he could appeal to
the City Council for the re-establishment of animal rights if they had been off longer than two
years and the weight of the evidence showed that the owner had no intent to terminate the nonconforming use and the longer period of time was beyond the control of the owner. Mr. Smith
stated that he had horses on the property from when he was in kindergarten to when he went on a
mission for the LDS Church. He put the horse on the pasture with some of his friends ' horses.
But, when the next door neighbor married his mother they took his corrals down and he did not
know anything about it until he came home. Now he rebuilt the corrals and put his horses back
on it and had received the complaint. In the complaint he had to have them removed by Saturday.
He asked if he could have that time extended.
Carl W an1ass noted that a written explanation would be needed to make that appeal.
Mayor Barratt stated that the appeal would be placed on the December 10, 2002, agenda. He
invited Mr. Smith to call him in the morning.
PRESENTATION BY CITIZENS REGARDING THE OPENING OF 560 WEST STREET
Phyllis Sorensen was the spokesperson for the Citizens Group. She provided a map showing the
affected area. She asked them to make a decision to open the 560 West crossing. The growth in
the area of Virginia Ridge had a lot of traffic coming down 400 West Street and Hindley Drive
through the Rustic Hills Subdivision. It had been ten months since this issue came previously
before the City Council. The growth in the northwest area was continuing. There was a huge
commercial project to the southwest that was great for the City, but good access was needed. At
the February 12, 2002, City Council meeting a suggestion was made by an ad-hoc committee to
connect 1120 North to 900 West to help ease some traffic concerns. This could not be acted on
because of a dispute over wetlands in the area. The issue was still unresolved. Access was a
concern getting out of, and into, the area.
A letter from Fire Chief Robert Chadwick concerning access to the area was read. The letter is
included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT.
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The railroad tracks at the 560 West location were only used two or three times a week. Vehicular
traffic was a constant. The crossing had been in the City' s Master Plan for 25 years. Homes in
the area were sold based on a promise from the developers that it would be opened and it was on
the Master Plan.
Ms. Sorensen, on behalf of the citizen group stated that it was time for the City Council to take
action to resolve this issue for safety reasons by first forming a citizen committee and have their
deliberations be concluded by the first City Council meeting in February 2003 and reported at that
time. She expressed appreciation to the Council for their service and understood that there were
tough decisions to be made. Sometimes there were no suggestions for solutions. They did have
some possibilities. 1) Get information as to who owned the railroad tracks. Was it UTA? 2)
Resolve the right-of-way issues with the Fackrell Family on 560 West Street. 3) She suggested
the closing of Grant Avenue and the crossing at Elm Street at about 550 East. Another solution
was to close Church Street to provide for a pedestrian plaza to provide increased space and more
parking available. 4) Place a moratorium on building in the northwest quadrant of American Fork
until safe access roads were established. She thanked the Council.
Councilman Hampton noted that the first Council meeting in February would be on February 11 ,
2003 .
Mayor Barratt noted that when he first spoke to Bob Hall, he asked that the neighborhood
provide some names for committee members. He asked if five would be enough. He suggested
possibly having seven members, a chairman, and a member of the City Council.
Grant Parker felt that there should be a chairman from the five and a City Councilmemer would be
SlX .

Mayor Barratt stated that the City Councilmember would not have a vote, but be a liaison. In the
past Councilman Blake was assigned and he would like to continue.
John Roberts asked what part the Union Pacific railroad had in opening the crossing.
Mayor Barratt responded that UTA had exercised their option in obtaining the line.
Howard Denney added that as of September 20, 2002, UTA owned the line.
Barbara Lamb requested that some people living on 560 West Street be on the committee. There
were problems on that street and if it were opened there were other issues as well.
Grant Parker responded that was fair.
Nigel Miller asked if the 900 West Street and State Street intersection was proposed to have a
traffic signal.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was.
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George Brown stated that if they were going to have a committee look at solutions to traffic
problems, it would be good to have someone with expertise on the committee.
Mayor Barratt responded that the purpose for having a member of the City Council on the
committee was that if it was determined that they needed additional people there, he could get
them.
Councilman Hampton commented that there was no litnit on receiving consultation advice from
anyone.
Grant Parker stated that they had been to the Council many times and they did not care who was
on the committee. It had been going on for over ten years and they wanted it resolved.
Mayor Barratt responded that Grant Parker served on the City Council for eight years and four of
those years, they had tried to deal with the issue. They continually hit dead end roads.
Juel Belmont observed that Ms. Lamb commented about other issues on 560 West Street and she
hoped that both ends of the street would have equal say.
Clark Chadwick commented that he had lived in the City for 64 years. There had been no
additional accesses and the population had grown tremendously. In the name of safety and
common sense there was a need to build the roads along with the houses.
Mayor Barratt responded that there was not a lack of desire on the part of the Council. They
tried to come up with two crossings to close, one had to be a major crossing. This was not the
first petition. He had people who were on the first petition tell him that they were not in favor of
it. There was a message on paper and then a phone call stating in private that they did not know
what to tell their neighbor who felt strongly about it. He did not know if the committee was the
best approach, but he felt it was. He felt there was a real need for another crossing. Politically,
the Council couldn't get it done. The object of the committee was to keep the process going.
Tim Chadwick stated that one of the stopping points was the closing of a crossing. He asked if it
was legal or not. With the changes in the last ten or twelve years, safety was an issue. With UTA
taking over, there were new people to deal with. He recommended that the committee check that
out.
Councilman Hampton answered that that very question had been discussed, but it could be looked
at again.
John Roberts asked if the people had a say.
A gentleman recalled that when they met when the new condos were going in, one of the
conditions back then was the opening of the crossing and they were told that the traffic would not
impact the rest of the neighborhoods. The problem was still getting approval from the railroad.
Everyone knew that the road was going to open. He was on 420 West and 700 North and he felt
he was going to get more traffic now. They needed to bite their lip and let the road open up like
it was supposed to .
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Ted Pierce asked if UTA had the same stipulation on the closing of two for the opening of one or
if it could be negotiated.
Howard Denney responded that it was not a regulation ofUTA. It was a regulation ofUDOT.
They were in charge, by State Law, of all railroad crossings and they had certain goals in the City
to close certain crossings.
Councilman Hampton commented that it did not make sense that as ithe population increased, that
they closed crossings.
Mayor Barratt explained that UTA owned the easement and UDOT controlled the opening of
crossings. He invited the committee to contact Howard Denney and he would let them know
whom they would need to contact and how to get in touch with them.
Ted Pierce stated that there was a petition with 500 signatures that wanted it opened.
Dale Gunther, President ofDowntown American Fork Inc. and President of the Bank of
American Fork addressed the audience noting that the City of American Fork in the past had the
reputation of being divided. He could support the opening of the crossing. He was troubled with
the opening of the crossing at the expense of closing the one on Church Street, especially with
those to serve on the committee on record that they wanted Church Street closed.
He continued that this was a historic block. Several years ago a bond election was defeated that
proposed a city cotnmons on the north end of the block. He was involved with a group and
Councilman Blake was assigned from the City Council. There were a series of public hearings on
this block. The consensus of the public hearings was that Church Street stay open and it be
treated as a main street and that this be a town center block. He supported opening 560 West
Street and he was willing to go to bat with UDOT. He noted that Lehi City just closed one and
got one opened. Lehi' s was a one for one situation. There was an argument that American Fork
was unique in that the railroad ran right down the middle of town. He did not know of another
town in the State that was set up like American Fork. He felt that if the citizens got together with
one voice and lobbied and petitioned UDOT, they had a shot. Some crossings near to American
Fork by the LDS Church Farm were closed and maybe some credit could be had.
Mr. Gunther continued that businesses needed accessibility and visibility. When Church Street
was closed during construction, the American Fork Branch of the Bank of American Fork grew
substantially more slowly than all of their other branches. The Bank of American Fork had been
in American Fork since 1913 . He pledged to do what he could to help, but asked that they not
close access to the Bank.

)

Sheri Cramer commented that she was not opposed to opening the bottom of 560 West Street.
Her concern was that safety measures be put in place. Opening of 540 on the North would open
the floodgate for Highland and Alpine traffic to get to the new shopping center. 1120 North
Street needed to be opened to 6800 West Street before it was opened at the top .
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Jaime Anderson stated that she had been a resident of the N orthgate Townhomes for the last
seven years. Seven years ago she worked for the real estate appraiser that worked on that
project. She recalled that 500 North and 700 North were also to be opened.
Barbara Lamb stated that personally she did not want the railroad tracks open, but felt that they
eventually would be. She observed that there were no east/west openings. There needed to be
some speed control options as 560 West was not a safe street. She wanted to know why 900
West was not developed and why there were not roads to access 900 West. She did not feel that
opening the crossing was going to solve the problem. She agreed that there were too many
vehicles on their street but did not feel it was because they did not have the railroad tracks open.
She thought it was because there were no east/west roads out to 900 West.
Mayor Barratt expressed that was a good point. The Council had gone into the neighborhood
and had discussions and they concurred along with the City Engineer and the Police Chief
Ms. Lamb asked about the wetlands at the end of 1120 North. It was answered that it was the
Mitchell Hollow area.
A lady that lived on 560 West thought it was to be opened. She had a four-year old and was
concerned for her. The lady was hit as she backed out of her driveway. For blocks there were no
speed or stop signs. If it was opened up, something needed to be done.
A gentleman noted that Lehi City had a lot of dips in their roads. Maybe American Fork needed
to invest in a few bumper catchers.
Another gentleman stated that 540 West might open. If it did, he asked what the future planning
was for the additional homes being built to the north. If that was the main access, he would like
to see another way planned.
Mayor Barratt stated that 1120 North was going to be an extremely expensive road to build and it
was a long way off. The east/west corridor would help .
Ms. Sorensen asked if the City Council needed to make a motion to solidify the committee
structure. She felt that an additional two members should be added.
Mayor Barratt, when talking with Mr. Bob Hall, felt that seven would be an ideal number. He did
not think that it was necessary to make a motion. He could just make the assignments. If a
member of the Council felt that a motion was needed, it could be brought up later on the agenda
under the appointments to committees.
Grant Parker noted that the general plan called for it to be open. He urged the Council to get
with the owners of the Fackrell property to get the dispute resolved.
Bob Hall, former firefighter in American Fork, commented to those who opposed the opening of
560 West Street, that they consider that when it was needed, fire and ambulance services needed
to get there as quickly as possible.
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Terry Nuttall stated that she represented the Fackrell family. She stated that there was not really
much of a dispute. They owned the property. They had the title. The price was negotiable.
They were concerned that the family be paid for it. They were also concerned about traffic
coming down the roadway. A crossing and crosswalk were needed. She expressed appreciation
for the police that patrolled the road.
Dave Nuttall did not understand why seven years had to go by to try to get a crossing. They
opposed it for a little while, but that was water under the bridge. Trying to get the crossing was a
slow response to a common sense need. It could help many people. He suggested that they take
public domain over it for public safety. It was time to move on.
As a member ofNeighbors in Action, Heidi Rodeback commended them for their action. The
Council's plate was full. Success would be determined by the neighborhood. She encouraged
that they keep their organization in place, as it would not be the last issue the neighbors would
face . She encouraged other neighborhoods to follow their example when situations arose.
Mayor Barratt agreed, noting that UDOT, UTA, and the railroad had heard a number of times
from American Fork City. Some bridges no longer existed for the Council. He asked for the help
of citizens and urged them to be active in the committee. One of the roadblocks was what
crossings would be closed. Grant Avenue had been discussed along with 200 East and Church
Street. It was not an easy decision. What made 560 West more important? He asked that they
let him know who was on the committee.
Councilman Storrs agreed that something needed to happen and they needed to come to a
consensus on which crossings to close. In the past a motion was made to close a crossing and it
received no second. They needed to have a recommendation of which one to close.
John Roberts wanted Mayor Barratt to know of the good work the men were doing at the
Cemetery.
Councilman Blake asked for the telephone number to UDOT and the names of the members of the
committee be provided to him.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
The City Administrator had nothing to report at this time.
COUNCil., REPORTS
Councilman Hunter had nothing to report at this time.
Councilmember Belmont reported that the American Fork Symphony Christmas Program would
be held on December 9, 2002, at the American Fork High School.
Councilman Hampton explained that Qwest had suggested that the telephone directories be
recycled in the community by using the depositories at the schools where newspapers were
recycled. He would visit with Barbara Christiansen regarding getting the word out.
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Councilmembers Storrs and Blake had nothing to report at this time.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt had nothing to report at this time.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE WOODS ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF .99 ACRES
AT 1145 EAST 50 SOUTH INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE PO-l ZONE, AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION
AGREEMENT

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-11-38 approving the Woods
Annexation including 1) the annexation agreement as recommended by the Planning
Commission, subject to conveyance of water rights; 2) Placement of the property in the
PO-l, Professional Office zone; and 3) Instruction to the City Recorder to withhold
recording of the Annexation Ordinance and Plat until receipt of all outstanding materials.
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion.
City Legal Counsel Kevin Bennett noted a correction was needed on page 3 under section 8, third
to the last line. It should read, "applicant" instead of "district."
'

Councilman Hampton included the suggested change in his motion. Councilmember
Belmont agreed with her second.
All were in favor of the motion.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON A COURSE OF ACTION TO TAKE FOR RECYCLING IN
AMERICAN FORK CITY
This item will be placed on the next agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS,
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL: 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS: 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION: AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN
THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO
HAVETHEPLATRECORDED
a. Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Stone Hollow PUD
A at 375 North 1100 East

2nd

Amended Plat

Paul Washburn was present to answer questions. He noted that it was a nice
development. All of the floor plans had bedrooms on the second floor. Some wanted
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bedrooms on the main floor. It required a change of a few inches to about two feet.
Exterior elevations would remain the same.
Councilman Hampton asked about the timetable of the installation of the exterior fencing .
Mr. Washburn responded that it had been done adjacent to the homes that had been
completed. There was some hesitation if the adjacent homes were not built.

Councilman Hampton asked about the road to the south connecting with 3 00 North.
Mr. Washburn explained that the site plan showed that road not connecting. R V Parking
and a detention pond were to be there. There would however be an emergency exit.

Councilman Hampton felt that it was better not to access 3 00 North.
Councilmember Belmont asked about the landscaping plan.
Paul Washburn stated that it had not changed.
Councilmember Belmont was disappointed in the caliper of trees in the round area. Mr.
Washburn would pass it on.

Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Ordinance No. 02-11-39 approving the Stone
Hollow PUD 2"d Amended Plat A with the finding that the proposed change
constituted a minor amendment. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were
in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY' S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE DURRANT ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 6.54 ACRES AT
APPROXIMATELY 725 WEST 200 SOUTH

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-11-54R indicating the City's intent
to annex the Durrant Annexation consisting of 6.54 acres at approximately 725 West 200
South. Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOtUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE ASTON ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 1.48 ACRES AT
APPROXIMATELY775EAST50SOUTH
Councilman Storrs asked if the property was contiguous to the City boundary.
Howard Denney answered that it was on the north. The intent was to build one house.
Mayor Barratt noted that their access would be from 30 North Street.
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Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-11-55R indicating the City's
intent to annex the Aston Annexation consisting of 1.48 acres at approximately 775 East 50
South. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REINSTATEMENT OF, AND FIRST AMENDMENT TO,
AGREEMENT OF SALE AND PURCHASE OF OLD HOSPITAL AT 350 EAST 300 NORTH
Mayor Barratt noted that Section 5 and Section 11 had been amended.
Carl Wanlass explained that Heritage had submitted an amendment to the agreement that was
signed on. September 19, 2002, indicating that based on their appraisal of the facility the sales
price needed to be adjusted to $2.8 million with a down payment of $2.2 million and the balance
on a note to the City of 8% over 15 years.
Mr. Wanlass continued that the City countered that Section 5 be eliminated out of the agreement.
In Section 5 there was a sentence that indicated that they could receive credit for 120 days of
lease payments upon closing. He asked that to be eliminated. In Section 11, it was amended that
if they did not close by February 28, 2003, that the monthly $10,000 deposits up to $40,000, be
retained by the City if it did not close by May 31 , 2003.

Carl W anlass reported that Heritage had contacted him and indicated that based on their analysis
and their dialogue with their underwriters and financial institutions that they would not agree to
the Section 5 change. The only alternative was that they could increase the down payment to
$2.3 million. They had no problem with amendments to Section 11.
Councilman Blake asked what occurred to bring about the change.
Carl W anlass stated that it was that they had their own appraisal. The lending institution would
not lend anything other than what was based on the new appraisal.
Mayor Barratt stated their appraisal was $2,860,000. The City either accepted what Heritage had
asked for by allowing the credit for lease payments or not. He asked if that was something that
the Council wanted to consider.
Councilman Blake did not think so. He asked what the reason was that Heritage could not just
finance the hold thing.
Carl Wanlass thought that it was just liquidity. They were talking about HUD funding, but they
were using some interim financing .
Councilman Blake wanted to know if they had the appraisal why they couldn't get the full
financing.
Councilman Hampton stated, inasmuch as Heritage did not recall the discussion of the 120 days
being eliminated, there was some value of coming back to the principle that was established that
the City would agree to the appraisal value. If there were disagreement, they would have their
own appraisal. They had done that. He recommended that they use that appraisal and leave the
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provision in place that allowed them the last 120 days credit. He felt comfortable to
accommodate their request to apply the 120 days.
George Brown asked how much the 120 days was.
Councilman Hampton responded that it was about $130,000.
Bill Jacob asked if they started at $3 .35 million why they were giving them a half-million dollars.
He did not understand the rationale. He was not privy to all of the discussions.
Councilman Hampton noted that the $300,000 in improvements had been a public discussion.
Bill Jacob stated that he was talking about the difference between the $3 .3 million.
Councilman Blake responded that it primarily was the improvements. The City was, for instance,
responsible for the maintenance of the building, the roof, and so on, as part of their lease
responsibility.
Bill Jacob suggested that if it were sold back then, they would not have to worry about the roof
What took so long?
Councilman Blake agreed that it was frustrating.
Bill Jacob asked about the foreclosure .
Kevin Bennett responded that they had cured it.
Bill Jacob stated that it did not make sense to come down from $31;2 million to $2.8 million. It
sounded like the tail was wagging the dog. He asked if the City had tried to find another buyer.
Mayor Barratt stated that others would give far less.
Bill asked who that was.
Mayor Barratt stated they had asked another facility what they thought it was worth if they were
to sell it to them and they stated that in their opinion it was worth less than the $2.8 million.
Bill Jacob asked who it was.
Mayor Barratt stated that it would not matter now as the person had passed away.
Councilman Blake explained that it was not a case where they just went out looking for other
buyers. The limiting factor was the long-term lease that was in place. The person who bought it
was really buying the lease.
Bill Jacob stated that they renegotiated based on the sale.
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Councilman Blake stated that the default was cured. The lease provided a provision for them to
cure the default and they did. They were still current.
Councilman Hampton asked City Administrator Carl W anlass if he had a recommendation.
Carl W anlass stated that his recommendation was that the City should sell it. It would free up
some labor costs and there were upgrades that would need to take place if it was not sold. From
a cash flow standpoint it was marginal.
Don Hampton moved to approve the terms of the agreement that have been included in the
first amendment with no change to Section 5, it would remain as Heritage had it, and in
Section 11, that the sales price be $2,860,000 in agreement with the appraisal, and that the
original term which was 120 days remain. The down payment would remain at $2.2
million.

Councilman Blake asked about a time period.
Mayor Barratt agreed. The City needed to know if Heritage was going to accept it.
Councilman Hampton included in his motion that Heritage have until December 4, 2002, to
accept. Councilman Blake seconded the motion.

Mayor Barratt asked if there were further questions from the Council. There were none.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.

CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON ADOPTION OF A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING
THE ISSUANCE OF SALES TAX REVENUE BONDS FOR THE PURPOSE OF
FINANCING THE COST OF ACQUISITION AND EXPANSION OF A BROADBAND
SYSTEM, CALLING A PUBLIC HEARING AND GIVING NOTICE OF BONDS TO BE
ISSUED, AND RELATED MATTERS
Councilman Blake moved to table this item. He explained that he would like some opportunity
to have the committee meet and confirm a part of the proposal.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.

Councilman Storrs asked if they would be ready for the next Council meeting.
Councilman Blake stated that they could be.
Mayor Barratt stated that the December 10, 2002, City Council meeting would be the only
Council meeting held during December.
Councilmember Belmont wanted to get the people together who were ready to volunteer. She
asked that it be expanded to some names that she had. Those that stood up in the previous
meeting knew a great deal about it.
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Mayor Barratt stated that the names of the individuals that have been submitted have expressed
interest and if Councilman Blake and Lynne Yocom wanted to expand the committee, that was
fine .
Larry Roberts asked to get his name on the committee.
George Brown asked who was on the list. Mayor Barratt provided Mr. Brown a copy of the list.
Lane Kiriyama asked that he be considered as well.
Councilman Blake did not know if they could have all participate, but they would do the best they
could.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON GOING OUT FOR RFP' S FOR A PRIVATE INTERNET
PROVIDER AND FOR A CONSULTING ENGINEER

Councilman Blake moved to go out for RFP's and for a consulting engineer. Councilman
Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilmember Belmont asked why it was valuable to do that now.
Councilman Blake stated that in order to operate the network they needed to have an independent
ISP (Internet Service Provider) anyway. He felt they should be prepared and sent out. Any
responses to the RFP would need to come back to the Council for approval.
George Brown asked how they would determine the criteria for the consulting engineer.
Councilman Blake stated that the committee would help along with staff.
Larry Roberts felt that the committee should be involved in making the recommendation for the
RFP and the consulting engineer and in reviewing the quotes.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON GOING TO BID ON THE INSTALLATION OF A SEWER
LINE ON 1100 EAST STREET FROM STATE STREET NORTH TO 50 SOUTH THEN
EAST ON 50 SOUTH STREET TO ABOUT 1200 EAST

Councilman Blake moved approval of going to bid on the installation of a sewer line on
1100 East Street from State Street north to 50 South and then East on 50 South Street to
about 1200 East. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON ADOPTION OF A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING
THE ISSUANCE OF INTERIM WARRANTS FOR THE AMERICAN FORK SPECIAL
IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT, 2001-1 AND RELATED MATTERS
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Carl Wanlass explained that the Bank of American Fork was low bid at 2.7%.
Councilman Hampton asked if the individual items covered came to the Council for approval.
Carl Wanlass answered that they would go to the Finance Committee.

Acknowledging receipt of Compliance with the Open Meetings Law Certicate from the
Recorder, Councilman Hampton moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-11-56R authorizing the
issuance of interim warrants for the American Fork Special Improvement District 2001-1.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilmember Belmont stated that at the last meeting she voted no . She would be consistent
and vote no on this item.

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Hampton, Storrs, Hunter, and Blake. Nay,
Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AWARDING OF CONSTRUCTION BIDS FOR SID 2001-1
(THE MEADOWS) AT APPROXIMATELY 875 WEST STATE ROAD
Mayor Barratt stated that the low bid was Ames Construction at $2,905,832.00.
Carl Wanlass explained that the engineer's estimate was $4.2 million with the bridge. The bridge
bid would be awarded at another meeting.
Councilman Hampton guessed that it would be about $700,000.
Mayor Barratt noted that the bridge bids were opened today. That award would be on December
10, 2002.
Councilman Blake asked about statement of non-collusion.
Carl Wanlass stated that it had been furnished. It was not in the bid package.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the awarding of the bid of $2,905,832.99.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers
Storrs, Hampton, Hunter, and Blake. Nay, Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS

Councilman Hampton moved that Heidi and David Rodeback, who over the past couple of
years had done an outstanding job with their own neighborhood called the "Greenwood
Neighbors Initiative, be the Co-Chair for the Neighbors in Action. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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Councilmember Belmont moved to appoint Shirley Hatfield to the Historic Preservation
Committee to replace Chris Wootton who had moved to Kansas. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
The Planning Commission at their November 20, 2002, meeting received a presentation regarding
the concept plan for a secondary irrigation system for American Fork City; tabled action on the
placement of an ancillary structure at 685 East State Road; approved with the conditions the
prelitninary and final plats ofBenchwood Estates Plat D Subdivision consisting of two lots at 32
East 1400 North; tabled action on the prelitninary plan for Holmstead Center Subdivision Plat A
consisting of 4 lots at 700 South 500 East; approved with conditions the site plan for Sonic
Burger at 14 7 North West State Road; approved the placement of an accessory structure at 283
North 600 East; and discussed amendments to the Development Code relating to the south side
planning area.
As a result of this meeting the following public hearing has been set for December 10, 2002:
7:00p.m.

Site plan for Sonic Burger at 147 North West State Road.

The second Planning Commission meeting in December was moved from Wednesday, December
18, 2002, to Thursday, December 19, 2002. The Planning Commission would not meet on
January 1, 2003 . There would be the regular session on January 15, 2003 , and a work session on
January 29, 2003 .
Councilman Blake asked about the issue with cul-de-sacs.
Councilman Hunter stated that would be on the work session agenda for January 29, 2003 .
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE NOVEMBER 12, 2002, SPECIAL SESSION MINUTES
Councilman Hampton moved approval of the November 12, 2002, special session minutes
as presented. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE NOVEMBER 12, 2002, MINUTES
Councilman Hampton moved approval of theN ovember 12, 2002, minutes with some
housecleaning items. (They included on page 22, line 44, delete the word, "back" that
followed "projection." On page 23, line 17, add the word, "to" after "order.")
Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE NOVEMBER 21, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES
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Councilman Storrs moved approval of the November 21, 2002, work session minutes.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers
Storrs, Hunter, and Hampton. Abstain, Councilmembers Blake and Belmont. The motion
carried.

FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills for payment and the requests over
$1,000 as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
All were in favor.

CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO
DISCUSS LITIGATION
Councilman Storrs moved to enter into an executive session to discuss litigation.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.

The American Fork City Council entered into an Executive Session at 9:28p.m. to discuss
litigation. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith
Blake, Don Hampton, Totn Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Also present were City Attorney Kevin
Bennett, City Engineer Howard Denney, City Administrator Carl Wanlass, and City Recorder
Richard Colborn. Litigation was discussed.
The executive session concluded at 9:50 p.m.
Councilman Storrs moved to return to regular session at 9:50 p.m. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT WITH PATTERSON
CONSTRUCTION
There was no action taken.
ADJOURNMENT
Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 9:50 p.m. Councilmember Belmont seconded
the motion. All were in favor.

It_ /h . {)jJ_
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO 11-26-02 CCMINUTES-PAGE 1 OF 1
November 26, 2002
City Council
American Fork Utah
30 North Church Street
American Fork, UT 84003

Subject:

560 West Railroad Crossing

To Whom It May Concern:
The American Fork Fire Department supports the opening of the crossing of the UTA tracks at
560 West. In general, emergency services are best accommodated through as many access routes
as possible. Dead ends, cui-de-sacs, limited routes, circuitous routes, and the like hamper our
efforts to quickly respond to emergency situations.
Under the present situation, available access routes to the northwest area of the city north of
Pacific Drive and west of 400 West are limited. The most direct route from the fire station is via
Pacific Drive and 400 West. However, this route can have lots of traffic on it during the busier
times of the day which makes it more difficult to negotiate. Opening up the crossing at 560 West
would provide a second access route into the area both for the fire department as well as
residents. It would also more evenly distribute traffic through this area of the city which would
make access with our fire apparatus more convenient as there would be less traffic.
The increased access to the northwest area of city that would be provided via the crossing at 560
West would be a benefit to the fire department and the residents of this area of the city as it
would enhance our ability to quickly respond to these neighborhoods. The fire department
encourages the City to move forward with plans to open the 560 West crossing.

Sincerely,
American Fork Fire Department

B~-~
Beau Chadwick
Fire Chief

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 5, 2002
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, December 5, 2002, in the American Fork City Administrative Offices, 51 East
Main Street, commencing at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1. Discussion of items for the upcoming December 10, 2002, City Council meeting.
2. Other business.
3. Adjournment.
Dated this 25 day ofNovember, 2002.

Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder

AMERIAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
DECEMBER 5, 2002

WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on December 5, 2002, in the City
Administration Building, commencing at 4:04p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Don Hampton, Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, and Ricky Storrs. Others present
included Carl Wanlass, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Kevin Bennett, Police Chief Terry Fox,
and Melanie Marsh.
Mr. Wanlass stated that Councilman Hunter called and said he was stuck in traffic and did not
think he would make it to the meeting.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING DECEMBER 10, 2002, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Public Hearings
7:00 p.m. Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for Sonic Burger at 14 7
North West State Road
Councilmember Belmont pointed out that the proposed Sonic is supposed to have 24 indoor
seats.
7:10 p.m. Receiving of public comment regarding the preliminary plan for the Carlisle PUD
at 1260 North 11 00 East
There was no discussion on this item.
7:20p.m. Receiving of public comment regarding an amendment to the Development Code
relating to the placement of Group Housing Structures in Senior Housing Projects
Mr. Despain explained that the City has received a proposal to build six assisted living facilities
similar to the Beehives Homes in a campus setting in a residential zone. He said the proposal
that the City has received is to develop the six assisted living facilities on Patterson's Property,
which is north of the American Heritage School.
Mr. Despain explained that the assisted living facilities could be built in the PO-l Zone, but the
petitioner wants to build them near the LDS Temple and the property near the LDS Temple is
not in the PO-l Zone. He said the current ordinance does not allow six assisted living facilities
in a residential zone. He said the Planning Commission has worked through and ordinance that
will allow the assisted living facilities in the residential zone as part of a larger senior housing
project. He said part of the concern with the proposed assisted living facilities is that the
buildings are 8,000 square feet.
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Mr. Despain said the real question that needs to be addressed is whether the City wants group
housing structures in residential zones.
Councilman Hampton asked what prevents a group housing structure from being used for
something other than assisted living.
In response to Councilman Hampton's above question, Mr. Despain said "It could be used for
any senior housing purpose. Right now that is the in thing for assisted living. That has been one
of the concerns. What is to prohibit that from being converted to a youth group home? There is
a provision in there (the ordinance) to do that, but I am not sure whether the provision is really
going to be enforceable."
Mr. Despain explained that one of the problems that they have when they put atypical structures
in residential zones is that you have to deal with them sooner or later after the fact. He said the
classic example is an LDS Seminary Building. He raised the issue of what is done with an LDS
Seminary Building when the high school is tom down. He said an LDS Seminary Building is not
easily converted to what would otherwise be permitted in the zone.
Councilmember Belmont expressed concern about what will happen to property values if
assisted living facilities like are being proposed north of the American Heritage School are
allowed in residential zones.
Councilman Blake asked if a new zone could be created within a certain area.
Mr. Despain explained that assisted living facilities are already allowed in the PO-l Zone. He
said part of the dialogue with the petitioner has been regarding why they just do not propose to
build their project in the PO-l Zone down by the American Fork Hospital.
Councilman Blake asked if they could make a new zone around the LDS Temple. He said the
Utah Developmental Center is already there.
Mr. Despain said "That is another approach, if you wanted to do that."
Mr. Despain said initially the petitioner proposed that the City create a Professional Office Zone
on 1100 East or 900 East, but the fear with doing that is that it is not just assisted living facilities
that are allowed in the PO-l Zone.
Councilman Hampton said "It seems strange the (LDS) Temple is a factor in this because the
people who truly have a need for assisted living are not generally ordinance workers anyway."
Mr. Despain said it is the children of the people who are put in the assisted living facilities that
have an interest in having their parents live near an LDS Temple.

)

Mayor Barratt stated that about four or five years ago there was some discussion about building
high-end condominiums on the Patterson Property located north of the American Heritage
School.
Mayor Barratt stated that the petitioner has indicated to him that the LDS Church is favorable to
the proposed plan to build the assisted living buildings. He then expressed concern about
2

whether the assisted living buildings should be built on the property north of the American
Heritage School.
Councilmember Belmont stated that the City is seeing a lot of proposals to build duplexes. She
said that rentals and duplexes are not good for the community. She said there are a lot of the
people in the community that are concerned about their neighborhoods because nice
neighborhoods are getting a lot of rental units.
There was some discussion that near the LDS Temple is not the location to build assisted living
units.
Mr. Despain explained that the proposed ordinance does not mandate that assisted living units be
built in the area near the LDS Temple, but it states that assisted living units can be placed in any
residential zone.
Mayor Barratt said his concern is not necessarily with the proposed project. He said there may
very well be a need for the project, but he does not believe north of the American Heritage
School is the right location for that type of project. He said there are a lot of nice single family
homes in the area near the LDS Temple.
Councilman Blake asked if a condo project would be compatible with the current zone.
In response to Councilman Blake's question, Mr. Despain said "yes."
UPDATE REGARDING ORALS FOR PATTERSON LAWSUIT
Mr. Wanlass asked Mr. Bennett to update the City Council regarding what happened with the
orals for the Patterson Lawsuit.
Councilman Blake stated that he attended the orals and thought it was very interesting.
Mr. Bennett stated that the hearing was last Monday. He said the Utah State Supreme Court
heard the arguments for both sides and will take it under advisement. He said he met with
Patterson's attorneys after the orals and they asked if the City would still be wiling to negotiate a
settlement. He said that he told Patterson's attorneys that he did not think the door was closed to
negotiate a settlement.
Mr. Bennett said there were several different issues that were presented before the Utah State
Supreme Court. He said he thinks the impact fees might be one area that the Utah Supreme
Court has the District Court look into.
Councilman Blake said one argument that was raised by Pattersons was that they had tried to get
onto the City Council agenda and were denied. He said that Kristen VanOrman stated that
allegation was never mentioned in any of the briefs and that it was not appropriate to bring it up
in the oral argument as a new item. He said that Pattersons were never denied an opportunity of
being on the City Council agenda.
Councilman Blake said the key issue is that Pattersons have not followed the process with the
City to get a final decision from the City. He said Patterson's proposed plan has not even gone
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through the Planning Commission. He said that he does not see why the Utah State Supreme
Court should not fully uphold the prior decision of the lower Court, which is just his opinion.
Mr. Bennett said that the case was on a motion to dismiss. He explained that on a motion to
dismiss one looks at the facts alleged by the petitioner in a light most favorable to the petitioner
to see if there is any kind of substantial claim. He said that it does not mean that the petitioners
can prove there is a claim, but based on the facts is there is a cause of action.
Mr. Bennett stated that he was also surprised that it was argued that the Pattersons were denied
their right to appear before the City Council or in other words be placed on the City Council
agenda.
HERITAGE MANGEMENT
Mr. Wanlass stated that Heritage Management accepted the $2,860,000.
Action Items
Presentation of the financial audit for fiscal year ending June 30, 2002
Councilman Hampton asked if the financial audit has to be done before year-end.
Mr. W anlass said, "It does. The Uniform Fiscal Procedure Act does require the audit to be
completed by December 31."
Councilman Hampton said that he is asking if the report to the City Council has to be done by
year-end.
Councilman Blake said, "The financial audit is not completed until the City Council accepts it."
Mr. W anlass said no punitive action would be taken if the audit were not done by December 31.
Mr. W anlass discussed the auditors' opinion. He said the opinion is a clean opinion. He said the
auditors state that everything has been fairly stated. He said in the General Fund there was a
$72,000 increase in the fund balance for the fiscal year. He said in the Debt Service Fund there
was an increase of$17,000. The Capital Projects Fund was down about 6 million dollars, but
that was using the bond funds for the police and courts facility. The Sewer and Water Fund was
up about $760,000. There was a small decrease in the Heritage Facility of $38,000. There was a
decrease in the Fitness Center of $59,000.
Mr. W anlass said that the Fitness Center has always been an issue. He said the City is always
out of compliance because it shows a deficit in the Fitness Center Fund. He said the deficit in
the Fitness Center Fund is about $382,000, which is a depreciation deficit and not a cash deficit.
He said the City still does not meet the test of having a positive fund balance so the auditors are
always writing up the City. Mr. W anlass suggested that they take the Fitness Center Fund and
convert it from an Enterprise Fund to a Special Revenue Fund. He said the difference in
switching from an Enterprise Fund to a Special Revenue Fund is that there will not be
depreciation. A Special Revenue Fund is just an operating fund, but it is separate from the
General Fund so it does not get lost in the General Fund. Mr. Wanlass stated that he has talked
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to the Utah State Auditor's Office about putting the Fitness Center Fund in a Special Revenue
Fund and it has no problem with the City doing that.
Councilman Hampton asked why the Fitness Center Fund was placed in an Enterprise Fund to
begin with.
Mr. W anlass stated that technically the Fitness Center Fund is an Enterprise Fund item based on
the tests of how an Enterprise Fund is determined. An Enterprise Fund is determined by where
the revenues are received from.
Councilman Hampton asked if the Fitness Center Fund qualifies to be a Special Revenue Fund.
Mr. W anlass explained that a Special Revenue Fund is any fund that the City Council so desires
that to account for separately in its financial statements.
Councilmember Belmont asked if the Fitness Center Fund was put in an Enterprise Fund to
begin with in order to get it through or to get the Fitness Center approved. She said the City had
two votes on the Fitness Center bond. She said the first time the bond for the Fitness Center was
to be voted on it was defeated.
Mr. Wanlass said putting the Fitness Center Fund in an Enterprise Fund was something that was
done internally and had nothing to do with the vote to approve the bond for the Fitness Center. It
was just an accounting decision.
Councilmember Belmont said the problem is that the Fitness Center is not paying for itself.
Councilman Hampton said there is a difference between cash basis and the depreciation issue.
Councilmember Belmont said that several people have told her that they can think of many ways
that the Fitness Center could be ran better.
Mayor Barratt said he thinks the Fitness Center can be ran better. He said we could all do better.
Mayor Barratt said people need to realize that when a City wants to have a recreational facility
the City has to subsidize it just like a library is subsidized. He said the City subsidizes the library
twice what it subsidizes the fitness center. He said one of the reasons gyms in the private sector
do not have swimming pools is because they can't make money. He said Orem City takes its
CDBG Grants to subsidize its pool.
Councilmember Belmont said one reason the fitness center does not make money is because
there is no one checking the patrons who come to use the facility and so many people just walk
in without paying.
Mr. W anlass said since the entry way has been changed at the fitness center there is not such a
problem controlling who goes in.
The City Council seemed OK with putting the Fitness Center Fund in a Special Revenue Fund.
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Mr. W anlass stated the following reportable conditions that are included in the management
letter to the City Council:
1.

By Utah State Statute deposits need to be made to the bank within three days after
the City receives the funds. During Steel Days it was very busy and so some
fitness center money was not deposited within three days because staff did not have time
to count it and reconcile it to make sure the deposit was accurate and ready to be
deposited.

2.

There are two funds that have deficits in them (1) the Fitness Center and (2) the
Building Lease Fund, which is for the old hospital. Mr. W anlass stated that if the
old hospital is sold to Heritage then the issue with the deficit in the Building
Lease Fund will not be an issue. He said the reason the Building Lease Fund has
gone to a deficit is because the City is getting ready to sell the building. He said
last year it was not budgeted that the City would own the old hospital for the full
year. He said the deficit really is a depreciation loss.

3.

By Utah State Statute the City is required to submit annually to each department
their updated fixed assets lists, which was not done this year. He said staff is in the
process of providing fixed assets lists to each department.

Councilman Hampton asked Mr. W anlass what he thought of Hawkins Cloward Simister.
Mr. Wanlass said Hawkins Cloward Simister does a good job. He said he would not have a
problem extending their contract for another couple of years.
Mayor Barratt asked how long Hawkins Cloward Simister' s contract lasts.
Mr. W anlass said their contract is for one year plus three years of options.
Mayor Barratt asked how the option gets exercised.
Mr. Wanlass said the contract is automatic unless the City Council wants to get out of it.
There was some discussion about how many audits Hawkins Cloward Simister has done for the
City. Mr. Wanlass stated that he thought this year's audit was their fourth audit while Mayor
Barratt thought it was only their third audit.
It was discussed that at the end of the fourth year, the City can extend the contract or it can go

out for RFPs.
Review and action on an amendment to the Development Code relating to the placement of
Group Housing Structures in Senior Housing Projects
This item was already discussed under the public hearing section.

)

Review and action on the preliminary plan for the Carlisle PUD at 1260 North 1100 East
There was no discussion on this item.
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Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's including
1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting of an
improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4) authorization
to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the plat recorded
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for Sonic Burger at
147 North West State Road
This item was discussed under the public hearing section.

b.

Review and action on the final plat ofBenchwood Estates Plat D Subdivision
consisting of two lots at 32 East 1400 North
There was no discussion on this item.

c.

Review and action on a revised final plat of Little Hill Plat A Subdivision
consisting of 5 lots at 250 West 300 north
Councilmember Belmont said they are developing the property at 250 West
300 North, which only had one dwelling on it and are proposing to build rental units on
it.
Mr. Despain stated that the plan for the Little Hill Plat A Subdivision was
approved for a five lot subdivision with duplexes, but now the petitioner is
proposing to do twin homes.

d.

Review and action on the final plat ofDBD Partners Plat A Subdivision
consisting of 1 lot at 108 South 700 East
There was no discussion on this item.

Discussion and action on a course of action to take for recycling in American Fork City
Mr. W anlass stated that he included a memo in the City Council packet regarding prices for
various things to be recycled. He said Jeff Brewster of BFI would be willing to come to the City
Council Meeting to answer any questions, if the City Council would like him to come to the
meeting.
Councilman Blake asked what the various courses of actions are.
Mr. W anlass stated that one option the City could look at is to have some sites
or a site where the "big roll off' type dumpsters could be placed if people want to recycle.
Councilman Storrs said it would be hard to police the different locations.
Mr. W anlass said his fear is that if the City were to have a location for people to bring things to
be recycled then the City would be competing with the schools where they have the paper
recycling bins.
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It was discussed that the City would have to man the drop off locations.

Councilman Hampton suggested that Carol Chomjak be given some time to review the prices
that are included in the memo and then reschedule this item for the first City Council Meeting in
January.
ROUNDABOUT AT THE INTERSECTION OF 700 EAST AND 50 SOUTH
Councilman Blake asked if there would still be a roundabout placed at the intersection of700
East and 50 South.
It was discussed that it would be good to have a roundabout at the intersection of 700 East and

50 South when the property to the north of 50 South is completely developed, but it is going to
take some work to get the property that is needed to do the roundabout.
Consideration and action on adoption of a Resolution authorizing the issuance of Sales Tax
Revenue Bonds for the purpose of financing the cost of acquisition and expansion of a
broadband system, calling a public hearing and giving notice of bonds to be issued, and related
matters
Mr. Wanlass said the public hearing will be moved to January 28, 2003, since it was not done at
the last meeting. He said if the City Council decides to take action on approving the resolution it
will not lock the City into selling the bonds. He said the proposed resolution is more of a
parameters resolution that says a certain amount cannot be exceeded.
Mayor Barratt said that all the proposed resolution does, if approved, is give City staff approval
to proceed with the process, but there will be another agenda item in the future that authorizes
the sale of the bonds.
Mr. W anlass said that he knows that the City Council would like to hold the bond amount down,
but he thinks 6 million dollars is what is needed. He said if 6 million dollars is not what is
needed, the bonds would be callable bonds. He said there has been some discussion about
issuing bonds in increments, but every time you do that there is a $75,000 cost to issue bonds.
Mr. W anlass commended Councilman Blake for putting committees together to discuss the
broadband system. He said there are a lot of people that attended the meetings that Councilman
Blake held this week regarding the broadband system
Councilman Blake stated that there are six subcommittees that are working on various things.
He said one committee is to look at the ISP in the administration, another committee is looking at
the power problem, another committee is looking at the cabling issue, one committee is looking
at coordinating things with the schools, one committee is looking at user support, and one
committee is looking at the future of the system in regards to video and IP phone.
Mayor Barratt said that there are many people that are interested in the Switchpoint.
that many people have asked him to hurry to get Switchpoint up and running.
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He said

Councilmember Belmont said it is very positive to see so many people willing to help get
Switchpoint up and running.
Consideration and action on adoption of a Resolution providing for a Special Bond Election to
be held on February 4, 2003, for the purpose of submitting to the qualified electors of American
Fork City, Utah County, Utah, the question of the issuance of not to exceed $3,200,000 General
Obligation Bonds to finance all or a portion of the costs of acquiring, constructing and improving
parks; and related matters
Mr. W anlass stated that Councilman Hunter's motion was to do about 3 million dollars worth of
construction and any bonding costs would be on top of that so that is why the resolution states
that $3,200,000 should not be exceeded.
Review and action on awarding ofbridge construction bids for SID 2000-1 (The Meadows) at
approximately 875 West State Road
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on a request by Shane Smith for the re-establishment of animal rights on
property at 64 West 400 South
Councilman Storrs expressed concern about re-establishing the animal rights at 64 West 400
South because it might set a dangerous precedent. He said that he talked to Mr. Despain and he
indicated that it would be hard for Mr. Smith to even prove that there were animal rights on the
property.
Mr. Despain said the issue before the City Council is to determine whether there ever were
animal rights on the property and if there was ever an intent to remove the animal rights. He said
the issue is sort of a judgment call and it is not a granting or a privilege. He said with nonconforming issues like the one before the City Council there are two issues (1) there is a time
frame and (2) a question of intent. Mr. Despain said the animal rights are not automatically lost
after two years if there was not an intent to lose them. He said if there was a clear abandonment
of the animal rights and someone new owns the property and wants the rights back that may not
be adequate justification.
Review and action on authorizing Mayor Barratt or his representative to vote the City shares at
the American Fork Irrigation Company 2003 Annual Meeting
There was no discussion on this item.
Report and action on construction items including change orders
Mr. Wanlass said there is one small change order of about $2,000 on the Target Project.
Report and action on Planning Commission items
There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on the November 26, 2002, minutes
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There was no discussion on this item.
Review and action on the December 5, 2002, work session minutes
There was no discussion on this item.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
There was no discussion on this item.
Adjournment
The meeting adj oumed at 5: 10 p.m.

~~-nt~
Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 10, 2002
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
December 10, 2002, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:30p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:00p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for Sonic Burger at 147
North West State Road.
Receiving of public comment regarding the preliminary plan for the Carlisle PUD
at 1260 North 1100 East.
Receiving of public comment regarding an amendment to the Development Code
relating to the placement of Group Housing Structures in Senior Housing Projects.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Report of the City Administrator.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
I

/

6.

Presentation of the financial audit for fiscal year ending June 30, 2002.
Review and action on an amendment to the Development Code relating to the placement
of Group Housing Structures in Senior Housing Projects.
Review and action on the preliminary plan for the Carlisle PUD at 1260 North 1100 East.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD ' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for Sonic Burger at
14 7 North West State Road.
b.
Review and action on the final plat ofBenchwood Estates Plat D Subdivision
consisting of2 lots at 32 East 1400 North.
c.
Review and action on a revised final plat of Little Hill Plat A Subdivision
consisting of 5 lots at 250 West 300 North.
d.
Review and action on the final plat ofDBD Partners Plat A Subdivision
consisting of 1 lot at 108 South 700 East.
Discussion and action on a course of action to take for recycling in American Fork City.
Consideration and action on adoption of a Resolution authorizing the issuance of Sales
Tax Revenue Bonds for the purpose of financing the cost of acquisition and expansion of
a broadband system, calling a public hearing and giving notice of bonds to be issued, and
related matters.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13 .
14.
15 .
16.

Consideration and action on adoption of a Resolution providing for a Special Bond
Election to be held on February 4, 2003 for the purpose of submitting to the qualified
electors of American Fork City, Utah County, Utah, the question of the issuance of not to
exceed $3 ,200,000 General Obligation Bonds to finance all or a portion of the costs of
acquiring, constructing and improving parks; and related matters.
Review and action on awarding of bridge construction bids for SID 2001-1 (The
Meadows) at approximately 875 West State Road.
Review and action on a request by Shane Smith for the re-establishment of animal rights
on property at 64 West 400 South.
Review and action on authorizing Mayor Barratt or his representative to vote the City
shares at the American Fork Irrigation Company 2003 Annual Meeting.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the November 26, 2002, minutes.
Review and action on the December 5, 2002, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
DECEMBER 10, 2002
PUBLIC HEARING-7 :00P.M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
SITE PLAN FOR SONIC BURGER AT 147 NORTH WEST STATE ROAD
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on December 10, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:08p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Terry Fox, Rod Despain, James Hansen, Lee
Cabell, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Barbara Christiansen, and 2 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public input regarding the site
plan for the Sonic Burger. He asked for comments.
There were no comments and the hearing was closed at 7:10 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7: 10 P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR THE CARLISLE PUD AT 1260 NORTH 1100 EAST
This public hearing was cancelled and items 3, 5, and 11 were deleted from the agenda.
PUBLIC HEARING-7 :20P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING AN
AMENDMENT TO THE DEVELOPMENT CODE RELATING TO THE PLACEMENT OF
GROUP HOUSING STRUCTURES IN SENIOR HOUSING PROJECTS
The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on December 10, 2002, in the City
Hall commencing at 7:17p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with Steve Sowby, Vaughn Pulsipher, Grant Parker, Jim Cates, George Brown, Dale
Gunther, Larry Roberts, and 4 more citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding an
amendment to the Development Code relating to the placement of Group Housing Structures in
Senior Housing Projects. He asked for comments.
Planning Commission Chairman James Hansen reported that as the Planning Commission
discussed Senior Housing, they spent a lot of time. Toward the end of the discussion of this
amendment, there became a concern about the 20% density bonus that would be given for Senior
Housing Projects in residential zones. One of the concerns was how to police a Senior Housing
Project to make sure it was for seniors. Federal Regulations did not necessarily require all to be
seniors. The City' s Code did. It has become a concern as items were on the agenda tonight. He
suggested that the City Council and Planning Commission get together to see if this was the
direction they wanted to go . Most of the Senior Housing was in the Professional Office or
commercial zones and not in residential zones. His expression was not in favor or against, but
more to overall Senior Housing and where American Fork was headed.
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Councilman Hampton expressed that nearly everyone at the Thursday work session had similar
questions and they ought to hold on the adoption at this time.
Councilmember Belmont felt it was a very dangerous thing and would like to work with the
Planning Commission and do further study as did Councilmembers Storrs and Blake.
Steve Sowby commented that he was in attendance in behalf of clients who were working on a
Senior Housing Project and they were in favor of the ordinance. They had been working on it
with the Planning Commission since last January to clarify issues that needed to be clarified. This
was the only one left. He hoped that it could be acted on tonight. The Senior Housing Ordinance
had been on the books for over a year and no one had done a project. Now there was a group
coming forward . It had never been an issue before nor was the bonus density or anything else.
The changes that were made by the Planning Commission had to do with the size of the assisted
living structure, the number, and things like that. It was a clarification of the code. He asked that
they deal with how it was policed at a later date. He hoped that they would not throw the work
away and give the developers another year and a half of a moving target. They had some good
projects. They supported the Ordinance and asked that it be acted on tonight.
President of Senior Living Properties, Vaughn Pulsipher, stated his interest in developing a
project in American Fork and explained that four years ago he tied up property by the American
Fork Hospital, but determined that it was not big enough. In American Fork there was a unique
circumstance with a hospital and an LDS Temple. He said that he had the experience of being in
the business for 27 years and that he built and managed over 60 retirement communities in 21
States. He had built a project similar to the one they were proposing in St. George. They would
like to see an empty nester condo project across the street from the LDS Temple. It was
proposed to do a single level, cottage approach. Seniors at large were supportive and also
Planning Commissioner Keith Richan. The LDS Church was supportive. Seniors did not add to
the school burden. Now, the American Fork elderly had to move out of town to get services
according to Mr. Richan.
Mr. Pulsipher explained that they proposed to purchase 20 acres from Patterson. There would be
three and a half acres of common area, a clubhouse with walking paths, and other senior related
amenities. He felt that this type of project would be restricted in American Fork without the
proposed small modification to the Ordinance.

Councilman Hampton responded that the Council was respecting the Chairman of the Planning
Commission. It was not a question of being in favor or against Senior Housing Development.
Mr. Pulsipher commented that they had looked at it for a year with Planning and Zoning. He
thought it was ready and was surprised that it was not.

Mayor Barratt explained that the Council had additional questions. The Planning Commission
had looked at it and discussed it, but the Council had not. The Council wanted some things finetuned.

)
Vaughn Pulsipher noted that they would be happy to answer questions and understood the
caution, but added that there was strong community support.
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Rod Despain explained that the primary focus was really the provisions under Section 5. The
other sections were in place. The terms were an effort to set the requirements if they included a
group-housing component. The notion was raised about the reliability of the Ordinance and that
it was an issue regardless of how this was acted on. The two concept projects had chose to use
the 20% adjustment. The question of reliability has arisen. No one was arguing that they would
not be good citizens in the community. The real issue was not the individual but it was the
character of the structures in the surrounding areas and how they can co-exist. The use was
permitted without significant review in the Professional Office and commercial zones. This had to
do with use in residential zones.
There being no further comment the hearing was adjourned at 7:33p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on December 10, 2002, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:44p .m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Carl Wanlass, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Kevin Bennett, Terry Fox, Jay
Christensen, Lee Cabell, John Woffinden, James Hansen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Grant Parker,
Lynne Yocom, Jim Cates, Dale Gunther, George Brown, Barbara Christiansen, Detton Alexander,
Angie Anderson, 1 Scout from Troop 800, and 13 citizens.
Councilman Storrs led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Lee Cabell offered the prayer.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD-LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
There was no public comment at this time.
REPORT OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR
The City Administrator had nothing to report at this time.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Hunter had nothing to report at this time.
Councilmember Belmont reported that the American Fork Symphony had their Christmas
program last night and had done a very good job. She added that there were a lot of good things
coming up and asked everyone to look in the newspaper and to support them. She wished all a
Merry Christmas.
Councilman Hampton announced that he and his wife had received a call to serve an LDS Mission
in the Baltic Countries. In view of that call, unless something drastic happened, he would resign
from the City Council on the last day of January, 2003 .
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Mayor Barratt offered congratulations to Councilman Hampton. He appreciated his service and
he would miss him. He reminded all that this was the last council meeting in 2002.
Councilman Storrs reported that to start off the Sesquicentennial Year Celebration they would be
having a Beat the Mayor 5-K Fun Run on January 1, 2003 at 2:00p .m. Everyone that ran would
get to pick out a celebration T-shirt from the past and those that beat the Mayor would receive a
special prize. It would begin at the Senior Center.
Councilman Blake offered his congratulations to Councilman Hampton on his call.
Councilman Blake reported that he had been appointed to work on the opening of 560 West
Street. The committee had met. He had met with UDOT and with UTA and commented that
there were some new people there. He took with him some of the old letters that he obtained
from Howard Denney and UDOT expressed a willingness to open 560 West Street if the City
were to close the Elm Street and 200 East crossings. There would be an impact in those areas,
but there was also an impact on the area of 560 West by not having it open. He continued that he
met with UTA today and got a good response. He asked for their cooperation and they
consented. He asked that they put on the next agenda a decision to proceed with the process to
open 560 West Street by closing Elm Street and 200 East. The policy at UDOT was that lights
and cross bars were needed. However, he pointed out that it was a storage line and they seemed
that they would entertain a possible waiver. The community needed to be involved and they
needed to have public hearings. They would need to revise a truck route. The earliest that it
could be opened was probably about 12 to 18 months away. There were seven on the committee
and two were not at the meeting.
Councilman Hampton felt it was excellent progress.
George Brown asked why UDOT suggested closing 200 East.
Councilman Blake noted that it was one of the crossings on the list of prior approvals from
UDOT.
Councilman Blake reported that the technical committee on the broadband system had close to 3 0
people. They were organized into six subcommittees with 5 or 6 members each. The key issues
were on power problems, getting an ISP to operate the system and in getting the RFP ' s out. He
understood that they were authorized to go out with vendor responses coming back to the City
Council. The subcommittees included:
123456-

ISP Administration.
Power Issues. Councilman Blake explained that they were doing some testing on
solving power problems.
Technology. Councilman Blake added that they were looking at wireless service for
the last eighth mile. It would be key in bringing up new areas.
User Support.
School Coordination.
Planning for the Future.
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Councilman Blake continued that the response had been wonderful and the committee members
were very helpful.
Councilman Blake reported that the Fire and Ambulance Committee had been meeting. They now
had a second drawing showing a two-story building and it was now ready to be sent to the
Planning Commission. The building was moved 17 feet to the south with the understanding that
they needed to keep their commitments on parking. He had copies for review.
Councilman Hampton felt that the sooner it went to the Planning Commission the better.
Councilman Blake added that they had looked at the possibility of using part of the existing
structure and it was determined that there was no practical way.
Bill Jacob asked where the alternative parking would come from.
Councilman Blake stated that it would need to be in proximity. Use of angle parking and the
property to the east may be considered.
Bill Jacob asked about the ratio of the parking that was required by the City' s ordinance. He
observed that everything was used up .
Councilman Blake thought that they were only talking about 8 to 10 spaces. The requirement
was based on usage.
Councilman Hampton noted that was part of what the Planning Commission would look at.
Bill Jacob asked if Church Street would have to close.
Councilman Blake responded that it would not. The City needed to meet their commitment.
They were suggestions. It was tied to usage and would be a moot issue until the time it came
forward .
MAYOR' S REPORT
Mayor Barratt mentioned that they had a Christmas Parade and Santa Clause came to American
Fork Also on Saturday, the Senior Citizens had their annual Christmas Dinner and it was very
well attended. He noted that Grant and Gloria Parker had taken the lead in putting the dinner
together. He wished all a Merry Christmas.
Mayor Barratt asked Councilmember Belmont if she knew the status of the Cooper Roberts
study.
Councilmember Belmont responded that she would check on it, but thought that it was almost
done.
)

ACTION ITEMS
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PRESENTATION OF THE FINANCIAL AUDIT FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30,
2002
Denton Alexander from Hawkins Cloward and Simister presented the financial audit for fiscal
year ending June 30, 2002 . He noted that Angie Anderson oversaw the fieldwork and the
conduct of the audit. He provided three separate documents including a large bound document, a
smaller bound document, and a management letter.
Mr. Alexander noted that recent occurrences nationally had caused accounting firms to take a hit,
PR wise. It was important that the relationships be open including to what extent they provided
other services. He explained that his firm did help with the selection of an accounting package fo r
the City. They did not assist in its implementation. He reviewed the audit noting that it was not
on 100% of the transactions but on a sample basis. They made normal year-end accrual entries
and found nothing out of the ordinary in the City's financial records. He added that it was
pleasant to work with City's staff. One of the things that needed to be disclosed was if there was
any "opinion shopping" done. It was their opinion that there was not. Suggestions in the letter
were findings that were to be generally constructive.
Mr. Alexander explained that there were new accounting methods that would come into play in
the next couple of years. The City would be required to keep their financial records more in line
with how businesses accounted for their transactions. The intent was to make financial statements
more applicable to the citizens.

On the asset side of the balance sheet, Mr. Alexander pointed out that the total assets of all of the
Special Revenue Funds amounted to $839,000. That was up about $400,000 from last year and
was almost solely related to the additional cash in the Redevelopment Fund of the City. The other
significant change was in the General Fixed Assets on page 3 and was related to the completion of
the Public Safety and Courts Building. It increased that amount by about 40%.
Pages 4 and 5 represented the equity side of the balance sheet. One of the most significant
measures of how the City was doing was in fund equity. Impact fee collections were included in
this area.
Mr. Alexander referred to the graphs and noted that in 1998, the General Fund Balance of the
City was at about $1.3 tnillion dollars. It dropped to under $800,000 the next year and has been
increasing gradually to this past June when it was just under $1 .2 million. By law the City was
able to accumulate only a certain amount of funds . The City was not up to that legal maximum.
He believed that the City had demonstrated fiscal conservatism and responsibility by maintaining a
General Fund Balance that was adequate but not too large.

Councilman Blake noted that was just the General Fund Balance.
Mr. Alexander explained that page 29 showed budget revenues and expenditures over the last five
years. On the bottom were the figures that referred to the General Fund Balance Graph.

Councilman Blake noted that the overall fund balance was about $2 .3 million unreserved.
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Mr. Alexander explained that the footnotes were important and particularly footnotes 4, 7, 8, 13,
& 14. On page 51 , because of the City' s governmental status, they were required to report, as
auditors, on two things relative to the City. First was whether the City complied with certain laws
and regulations and to report on internal control functions . They would test internal controls and
test what staff was doing. Either a reportable condition or material weakness would be reported.
A material weakness was the more serious. Only a reportable condition was found.

Second was to identify where the State dollars that the City received had come from . It was this
document that drew attention to three instances of non-compliance with State law. He referred
back to the management letter. (1) Under current year findings it was reported that State law
required public funds be deposited at least every three business days. Some of the City' s deposits
were not being deposited within the required time period. (2) State law required officers and
employees not to incur expenses in excess of the total appropriated budget for any department or
fund . There were departments and funds that exceeded budgeted expenditures. Mr. Alexander
explained that the State Auditor has determined that expenditures over budget could not occur as
low as the departmental level within the General Fund of the City. Department Heads could be
held personally liable for the excess. When the City was contemplating a department that would
go over budget, the City should amend the budget before year-end. It also could be that the
departments were all okay until the auditors came in and put in some audit adjustments. (3) In the
mind of the State Auditor it was not legal for any fund to have a deficit in the fund balance. The
City had a deficit in the Fitness Center and a smaller deficit in the Building Lease Fund.
Mr. Alexander, referring to (3) continued that in terms of how the City budgeted, they do so
basically on a cash basis. In those two operations, the City did not take into the fact that those
two facilities were depreciating over time and that also represented an expense. If it were not for
the fact of the depreciated facilities, there would not be a deficit. It was discussed and batted
back and forth within the City over the past couple of years to reflect the Fitness Center Fund
more like a Special Revenue Fund. It was really not the intent of the City that the fees cover all
the costs. As far as out of pocket cash costs, what the Fitness Center took in did cover costs. It
did not cover depreciation as well.

Councilman Blake expressed that he thought that the figures showed that it covered about half of
the depreciation.
Denton Alexander discussed the Fitness Center Fund on pages 37 and 3 8.
Councilman Hampton noted that depreciation was almost $1 ,000,000.
Denton Alexander explained that if it were not for the recording of the accumulated depreciation
of $977,000 over the years, it would be a positive number. He felt it was reasonable to make a
change in the type of fund that the Fitness Center came under. There was a deficit of$29,000 in
the Building Lease Fund. The deficit represented a noncompliance according to the interpretation
of the State Auditor.
Mr. Alexander reported that an annual inventory of fixed assets had not been conducted and that
was a reportable condition. It was the intent of the City to do that. One of the big challenges of
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the GASB 34 conversion includes an inventory of all assets and infrastructure. In that process, it
was the City' s intent to comply.
Councilman Hampton asked if there were guidelines for the valuation of those assets.
Mr. Alexander explained that American Fork was incorporated in 1853 . They had a lot of
inventory since that time. It was hard to determine what all that cost. The guidelines allowed for
an estimation of what the historical cost would have been. It would not be an easy process, but
underscored the fact that there was some value of the infrastructure that was out there and also
how it was deteriorating and what it would take to maintain it in a reasonable condition. It would
be a big process. He asked if there were questions.

Councilman Hampton observed that from an investment point of view, the City was better off this
last year than the previous year.
Mr. Alexander agreed. The City had more assets. Some were outweighed by additional debt, but
the net equity was better.

Councilman Blake asked if they were going accept the audit.
Denton Alexander believed that it was just a presentation and the acceptance would be deferred.
It was due in the State Auditor's Office by December 31 , 2002.
Bill Jacob asked when the Council got it.
Mayor Barratt responded that the Council had a draft at the Thursday work session.
Bill Jacob asked if it was now was available.
Mayor Barratt answered that it was.
Councilman Hampton commented that Carl W anlass had addressed them in the work session that
steps had been taken to resolve the reportable conditions. He spoke for several of the Council
stating appreciation to Mr. Wanlass on the tremendous job he was doing as City Administrator. It
was a complicated management problem.
Carl Wanlass expressed appreciation for the help that Cathy Jensen has been.
Councilman Blake felt that the new computer accounting package would help.
Mr. Wanlass agreed adding that the old one did not have an encumbrance system.

Councilman Hampton commented that the entire audit was based on the old system.
Councilman Blake observed that without the new system, it placed department heads in a difficult
situation.
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Mayor Barratt had a Boy Scout introduce himself.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDMENT TO THE DEVELOPMENT CODE
RELATING TO THE PLACEMENT OF GROUP HOUSING STRUCTURES IN SENIOR
HOUSING PROJECTS
Mayor Barratt noted that this was the item of the 7:20p.m. public hearing.
Councilman Hampton asked how soon the Council and Planning Commission could meet
together.
Mayor Barratt noted that the Planning Commission would not meet on January 1, 2003 . They
would meet in their regular meeting on January 15, 2003 , and they had a work session scheduled
for January 29, 2003 .
Councilman Hampton suggested an extended work session on January 9, 2003 . It was decided
that the regular work session would begin at 5:00 p.m. with the joint work session to begin at
6:00p.m.
Mayor Barratt added that the normal work session that would have begun at 4:00p.m. would
begin at 5:00p.m. with a joint meeting with the Planning Commission at 6:00p.m. He invited
Mr. Pulsipher and others to the meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR THE CARLISLE PUD AT
1260NORTH 1100EAST
This item was removed from the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS,
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL: 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS: 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION: AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN
THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO
HAVE THE PLAT RECORDED
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for Sonic Burger at 147
North West State Road

Councilman Hampton moved to approve Ordinance No. 02-12-40 approving the
site plan for Parcel 3 of the G.F.I.- American Fork Investments Planned
Shopping Center Development, K-Mart Project, subject to: 1) Receipt of the
drainage calculations and approval by the City Engineer; 2) Amendment of the
landscape plan to show additional trees and shrubs in the landscape area; 3)
Amendment of the site plan to show wider parking stalls in some areas to more
adequately accommodate larger vehicles; 4) Conveyance of water rights or
verification of earlier transmittal of adequate water rights; and 5) Receiving of
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adequate road dedication for 130 North Street. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
b.

Review and action on the final plat ofBenchwood Estates Plat D Subdivision
consisting of 2 lots at 32 East 1400 North

Councilmember Belmont moved approval of the final plat for the Benchwood
Estates Subdivision Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat,
accept the dedications and have the plat recorded, subject to the posting of a
bond to secure the completion of construction of required improvements.
Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
c.

Review and action on a revised final plat of Little Hill Plat A Subdivision consisting of
5 lots at 250 West 300 North
Mayor Barratt asked if Lot 202 could be built on.
Rod Despain answered that it could be. The setback requirements would be based on
the temporary cul-de-sac. It would be a reduced footprint.
Councilmember Belmont asked if the Council would get to look at the plans for a
building permit on that lot.
Rod Despain responded that the staff would review it, but it could be sent to the
Council if they desired. The temporary cul-de-sac would go away with the extension
of the roadway. It could be a long time.
Councilman Hampton commented that if he owned lot 202, he would want the
easement clarified so that it was removed when the road was extended.
The developer noted that it could be stated that the easement would be vacated when
the road was extended.
Councilmember Belmont asked about the type of architecture.
The developer explained that they would be a contemporary twin home.

Councilman Hunter moved approval of the revised final plat of the Little Hill
Subdivision Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept
the dedications and have the plat recorded, subject to: 1) Conveyance of water
rights; 2) Receipt of a temporary easement from Searle and Runolfson
authorizing the use of a portion of their property as a cul-de-sac; 3) Amendment
of the building envelope on lot 202 to allow an adequate setback from the
temporary cul-de-sac; 4) Completion of any outstanding conditions from the
previous approval; 5) Posting of a bond to ensure the construction of required
public improvements; 6) Verification of completion of technical issues by the
City Engineer; 7) A notation on the plat that the temporary cul-de-sac would be
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eliminated when 250 West Street was extended to the south. Councilman
Hampton seconded the motion.
Howard Denney felt that it might be necessary to modify lots 201 and 202 and asked
that the setbacks be so adjusted.

Councilman Hunter amended his motion to include lot 201 to 3) of his motion.
Councilman Hampton agreed with his second.
All were in favor.
d.

Review and action on the final plat ofDBD Partners Plat A Subdivision consisting of 1
lot at 108 South 700 East

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the final plat of the DBD Partners
Subdivision Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept
the dedications and have the plat recorded, subject to: 1) Conveyance of water
rights; 2) Receipt of a boundary line agreement document with the adjacent
property on the south which is consistent with the subdivision plat; 3) Posting of
a bond to ensure the construction of the required public improvements; and 4)
Verification of completion of technical issues by the City Engineer.
Councilman Storrs expressed that this would be a real improvement to the area.
Councilman Hampton asked if there was a dispute on the boundary line.
Rod Despain responded that it was more a technical matter. He had independent
discussions with representatives of Savage who indicated that there was an executed
document that it was understood that fixed the boundary line.

Councilman Hampton seconded the motion. All were in favor.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON A COURSE OF ACTION FOR RECYCLING IN
AMERICAN FORK
This item was removed from the agenda.
CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON ADOPTION OF A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING
THE ISSUANCE OF SALES TAX REVENUE BONDS FOR THE PURPOSE OF
FINANCING THE COST OF ACQUISITION AND EXPANSION OF A BROADBAND
SYSTEM, CALLING A PUBLIC HEARING AND GIVING NOTICE OF BONDS TO BE
ISSUED, AND RELATED MATTERS
A Certificate of Compliance with the Open Meetings Law was provided to the Council.
Councilman Blake noted that this was a parameters Resolution and the City would be wise to
proceed with it to allow the process to begin.
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Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-12-57R authorizing the issuance of
sales tax revenue bonds for the purpose of financing the cost of acquisition and expansion
of a high speed data network and broadband system, calling a public hearing and giving
notice of bonds to be issued, and related matters and authorized bonds up to $4.5 million
dollars.
Councilman Blake stated that he had looked at the budget. He understood that more was
recommended, but felt that it could be done for less. One of the key factors was the laying of
additional cable. The committee was looking at the potential of using wireless for the last portion
of it and there was some indication that it could be done. The second effect would be to delay
when some things could be done and delay some portions of the City being done. He felt it could
be done within that amount.
Mayor Barratt asked if they could service the community in its entirety with that amount.
Councilman Blake explained that some new areas needed to be added and in the northwest they
needed to be redone. If a wireless approach could be used, then the cost to extend to those areas
would be less and they would be able to do it within the $4.5 million.
Mayor Barratt expressed that the Council needed to assure the community that every resident
could get service.
Councilman Hampton asked if, as he had talked about in the past, the City would have the ability
to actually pay the bond indebtedness in a time period shorter than 20 years.
Councilman Blake responded that they could. If a bond up to $6 million were done and all of the
cash flow were returned to the bond, it could be done in 6 years. He thought that $4.5 million
could be done in four or five years.
Councilman Hampton asked if $4.5 million handicapped the staff or the ISP or anyone else
involved in the system, from generating the revenues that helped to pay off the bond in the 3 to 6
years they were talking about. From a business analysis, did the $6 million bond provide a better
chance to pay it off or were they losing some options.
Councilman Blake did not think so.
Mayor Barratt was not comfortable with, "I don't think so."
Councilman Blake expressed it as an opinion judgment when he said that.
Councilman Hampton would like to be able to set it at $4.5 million and if the committee
recommended that it be greater, that they be able to go to $6 million.
)

Carl Wanlass explained that they could do the opposite. By adopting $6 million tonight did not
commit the Council to $6 million. The public hearing would be set for January 28, 2003 , and at
that time they would give a final determination. This was a not to exceed amount tonight.
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Councilman Blake felt that he was comfortable to go with the $6 million with the understanding
that they would do all they could to keep it down.
Mayor Barratt stated that he received all kinds of calls from individuals wanting to make sure that
they were going to get service and he did not want to get caught in a situation where the Council
should have gone to $5 million and have to re-bond. Staff felt that $6 million was comfortable.

Councilman Blake amended his motion to go up to $6 million. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion.
Larry Roberts felt that they were getting the cart before the horse. They did not know what they
needed to do to move it forward . His concern was that what he saw was retrenching the
neighborhoods, pulling the cables through, and putting in new 3300 series switches that had not
been tested.
Mr. Roberts added that he was the Chairman of the Technology Committee. He was concerned
that this was a prototype network and what they were replacing was prototype equipment. They
needed to understand what the City had. He suggested that they take some of the General Fund
that was building up and run things for three to six months and let the committees work and let
them learn where they needed to go. Then bond for where they wanted to go . If not, they were
flirting with trouble and were going to end up with an engineering function and its capabilities that
may not be what they wanted the project to be. He would help wherever he could, but he felt
they were moving awfully fast.
Councilman Blake stated that this was a parameters resolution and it was not committing that they
would do the $6 million bond. He hoped that they would know more by the January time frame .
He thought it could be done for less also . This started the process.
Larry Roberts pleaded caution. If they started off in the wrong direction, they would set a
precedent.
Councilman Blake noted that the objective was still the same and that was to get the network up
to where it had been working and get revenue flowing . He expressed appreciation to Mr. Roberts
for his help.
Councilman Hampton asked when the committees would give their input.
Mayor Barratt assumed that it would be ongoing through the public hearing on January 28, 2003 .
George Brown noted that the motion called for the acquisition and expansion. The City had
already purchased the system. What more were they going to purchase?
Councilman Blake explained that the bond would reimburse the City for the acquisition cost.
Carl W anlass noted that they needed to expand the system to include the 1, 000 homes that were
not hooked up and also to include the business park area.
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Councilman Blake added that there were some in the northwest that needed to be redone because
the lines were cut.
George Brown asked about installing new switches.
Councilman Blake responded that they had some inventory of switches that could be used and in
some cases new switches would be needed. The City did have a prepaid royalty on some of the
switches. They needed to pilot those in some places before they made any large order.
Larry Roberts cautioned that the new switches might not be the way to go .
Councilman Blake noted that one of the committees was charged to look at alternatives including
wireless.
George Brown asked if those questions would be answered by January 28, 2003 .
Councilman Blake answered that they should have significant input by then.
George Brown asked if they did not know what was going on now.
Councilman Blake responded that they did know what was going on. It was a pretty broad
statement that everyone knew nothing or everyone knew everything. Those were extremes.
There was a lot of information and a lot of people with varied backgrounds looking at it.
George Brown commented that this might be the first time the City would bond for less than the
parameter resolution allowed.
Bill Jacob asked if this would be in an enterprise fund.
Councilman Blake answered that would be and that it was clearly intended to be self funding by
those who subscribed to the service.
Mr. Jacob asked why the City did not go for a General Obligation bond.

Carl W anlass stated that they could not do a GO bond because it would be put out for a private
ISP, Internet Service Provider.
Bill Jacob noted the side-by-side comparison between the Springville deal and the American Fork
purchase as provided in the Citizen, it appeared to him that American Fork paid 22 times the
amount and only got twice as much.
Councilman Blake answered that on a per connection price, American Fork paid significantly less.
Value to value it was a good comparison.
Mr. Jacob disagreed.
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Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON ADOPTION OF A RESOLUTION PROVIDING FOR
A SPECIAL BOND ELECTION TO BE HELD ON FEBRUARY 4, 2003, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF SUBMITTING TO THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF AMERICAN FORK
CITY, UTAH COUNTY, UTAH, THE QUESTION OF THE ISSUANCE OF NOT TO
EXCEED $3,200,000 GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS TO FINANCE ALL OR A
PORTION OF THE COSTS OF ACQUIRING, CONSTRUCTING AND IMPROVING
PARKS, AND RELATED MATTERS
Councilman Hampton stated that a Certificate of Compliance with the Open Meetings Law had
been provided for both the previous bond item and for this bond item.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 02-12-58R providing for a special bond
election to be held on February 4, 2003, for the purpose of submitting to the qualified
electors of American Fork City, Utah County, Utah the question of the issuance of not to
exceed $3,200,000 General Obligation bonds to finance all or a portion of the costs of
acquiring, constructing and improving parks, and related matters. Councilman Hunter
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AWARDING OF BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION BIDS FOR SID
2001-1 (THE MEADOWS) AT APPROXIMATELY 875 WEST STATE ROAD
Mayor Barratt noted that Woodbury had provided information that Ralph Wadsworth
Construction was the low bid in the amount of $695 ,000.

Councilman Hampton moved to award the bridge construction to Ralph L. Wadsworth
Construction in the amount of $695,000. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. Voting
was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Hampton, Hunter, and Storrs. Nay,
Councilmember Belmont. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST BY SHANE SMITH FOR THEREESTABLISHMENT OF ANIMAL RIGHTS ON PROPERTY AT 64 WEST 400 SOUTH
Councilman Hampton asked how the Council had assurance that the rights were not ever
abandoned. One of the main issues was, were they abandoned?
Councilman Storrs asked that when the corals were torn down, if it was the intent to abandon the
animal rights.
Shane Smith explained that his mother had re-married and her new husband tore down the corals
while he was on a LDS mission. He returned from his mission in 1992. He kept his horses at
another location. He moved into the home on the property about a month ago and rebuilt the
corals. He did not understand the two-year policy. He thought he was okay.
George Brown asked if he had horses on the property to care for them.
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Shane Smith responded that he did, but there was no coral and he did not keep them over night.
There was a ten-year period where they had not been on the property. He had animals his whole
life. When he went on his mission, his brother joined the military. He had no control over the
animal rights being abandoned. The City ordinance stated that if he had no control over it, that he
could petition to get them back.

Councilman Storrs moved to direct the staff to investigate to see if there was anyway to fix
the zone to keep the animals there and to report back.
Councilman Storrs noted that he lived in that area and everyone had animals at one time or
another. None of the neighbors that had animals would complain. The zoning was to protect
peoples' rights. He asked about spot zoning that area to allow for animal rights.
Councilman Hunter expressed that the Planning Commission would not recommend a spot zone.
Councilman Blake asked who owned the property.
It was explained that Rose Smith still owned the property and Shane Smith was in the process of
buying it from his mother.

Councilman Hampton thought that Councilman Storrs' motion was good and that they ought to
give the staff three months to look at various options and to allow Shane Smith to keep his
animals there. Councilman Hampton seconded the motion.
Jim Cates noted that while the two sons were away, the mother could not care for the animals.
Neighbors in that area live there because it was a rural area. There were animals that came in and
out.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AUTHORIZING MAYOR BARRATT OR HIS
REPRESENTATIVE TO VOTE THE CITY SHARES AT THE AMERICAN FORK
IRRIGATION COMPANY 2003 ANNUAL MEETING

Councilman Hunter moved to authorize Mayor Barratt or his representative to vote the
City shares at the American Fork Irrigation Company 2003 Annual Meeting. Councilman
Storrs seconded the motion.
George Brown asked why they wanted to do it this year.
Mayor Barratt noted that they did it last year as well.
George Brown reported that they would want to as Highland was going to come to vote their
shares.

All were in favor.
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REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
]:'here were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Councilman Hunter reported the Planning Commission at their December 4, 2002, meeting
approved with conditions a modified site plan for the addition of a sign at 763 East Utah Valley
Drive; approved with conditions a modified site plan for the addition of a driveway at
Timpanogos Valley Professional Plaza at 1100 East 50 South; discussed a commercial structure
and site improvements at 685 East State Road; approved with conditions the revised final plat of
Little Hill Subdivision Plat A consisting of 5 lots at 250 West 300 North; approved a zone
change request at 108 South 700 East from the existing I-1 to the GC-2, General Commercial
zone; approved with conditions the preliminary and final plats ofDBD Partners Plat A
Subdivision consisting of 1 lot at 108 South 700 East; approved with conditions a modified site
plan for Bank of American Fork at 108 South 700 East; discussed the annexation agreement for
the Cody Olsen Annexation consisting of 1.85 acres at 750 North 900 West; discussed an
annexation agreement for the American Heritage Annexation Plat Bat approximately 875 North
1200 East; and discussed proposed amendments to the Development Code relating to the South
Side Planning Area.
As a result of this meeting, the following public hearing should be set for January 14, 2003 :
7:20p.m.

Zone change request at 108 South 700 East from I-1 to the GC-2 zone.

The second Planning Commission meeting in December was moved from Wednesday, December
18, 2002, to Thursday, December 19, 2002. The Planning Commission will not meet on January
1, 2003. There will be the regular session on January 15, 2003 , and a work session on January
29, 2003 .
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE NOVEMBER 26, 2002, MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of theN ovember 26, 2002, minutes with some
housecleaning items. (They included on page 10, line 44, show "in as much" as one word,
"inasmuch." One page 13, at the end of line 26, change "Anything on" to "Any responses
to.") Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DECEMBER 5, 2002, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Hampton moved approval of the December 5, 2002, work session minutes as
presented. Councilmember Belmont seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Hampton, Belmont, Blake, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilman Hunter.
The motion carried.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
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Councilman Hampton moved approval of the City bills for payment, purchase requests
over $1,000 and the manually prepared checks as reviewed by the Finance Committee.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 9:37 p.m. Councilmember Belmont seconded
the motion. All were in favor.

tLM.U
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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